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Preface

During the past three decades, there has been tremendous growth in the general

area of optics and photonics, in particular, in telecom networks based on optical

fibres. The availability of different specialty optical fibres and guided-wave photonic

devices has made the subject more interesting for advanced applications. At CSIRCentral Glass & Ceramic Research Institute (CGCRI) in Kolkata, facilities have

been created for fabricating specialty fibres, such as fibres for amplifiers and lasers,

fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) and photonic crystal fibres (PCFs), including elaborate

characterization facilities. Since the subject is growing rapidly, there was a need to

generate suitably trained research and development manpower to put weight behind

the overall growth of photonics research and industrial activities in India.

To fulfil the objective, a three-week programme with comprehensive coursework

on ‘Guided Wave Optics and Devices’ was organized at CSIR-CGCRI, Kolkata,

during February 2011, under the auspices of the Science and Engineering Research

Council (SERC) of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government

of India. The topics covered were: introduction to guided-wave optics; modes and

dispersion in waveguides; optoelectronic materials; optical sources and detectors;

optical amplifier and fibre lasers; FBGs; PCFs; supercontinuum generation in PCFs,

nonlinear optics, soliton dynamics, and guided-wave plasmonics; negative-index

effect in stratified media and biophotonics. Although the response to the three-week

programme was overwhelming, we could only accommodate about 35 participants,

who were mainly students actively engaged in optics and photonics research across

India. At the planning stage, a committee was constituted by the DST under the

chairmanship of Professor B. P. Pal, head, Department of Physics at the Indian

Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi to formulate an elaborate plan and programme.

At this stage, Professor Indranil Manna, director, CSIR-CGCRI, had encouraged us

by providing all the facilities and later suggested to bring out a proceeding. We have

received sincere help and cooperation from all the staff members of the fibre optics

and photonics division, CSIR-CGCRI, in organizing the programme. We are thankful to the DST for providing full financial support in organizing the programme

and also helping us to produce this book, which is primarily based on the lectures

delivered by the distinguished speakers at the programme. Dr. Amitava Roy was

extremely helpful in coordinating the activities at DST. We have also included one

chapter on Fourier optics, considering the growing interest in the subject. We gratefully acknowledge the cooperation and help rendered by all the authors in preparing

the manuscripts. The book contains 20 chapters covering a wide range of topics, and

we hope that they will benefit graduate students and researchers to get acquainted

with a wide cross section of topics starting from the basics of guided-wave optics and

nonlinear optics to biophotonics.

The first three chapters describe the basic concept of modes in optical waveguides

and also discuss the dispersion properties of optical fibres. Chapter 4 provides a

detailed description of the evolution of optical fibres wherein some of the important

ix
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Preface



components of guided-wave devices and Bragg fibres are mentioned with recent

technological developments. Though optical fibre fabrication technology is now

quite matured, and in particular in the last two decades, tremendous efforts have

been made towards understanding and fabricating specialty fibres, the subject may

be revisited by stepping into future niche applications. In this context, Chapter 5 has

critically analysed the material aspects of rare-earth-doped optical fibres, including the fabrication technology for various applications. The chapter also describes

the detailed characterization of specialty fibres and applications. Chapters 6 and 7

describe the basic principles of fibre amplifiers and lasers with operational characteristics, citing some interesting problems and examples. Present-day optical networking is based exclusively on an optic fibre network with fast switching capability

where it is hoped that integrated optical channels and circuits would play an important role; perhaps it is not a distant dream. Chapters 10 and 11 discuss the possible

future applications of ultrafast pulse propagation with unique multiplexing properties, where in Chapter 11, an emphasis is placed on the fundamental principles of

Fourier optics and their implementation in guided-wave structures in various forms.

Chapter 12 gives a simple analysis of FBGs starting from first principles with examples, and Chapter 13 discusses the details of writing FBGs in photosensitive fibres

with different techniques, citing some of the recent experiments and applications. The

extremely important phenomenon of soliton dynamics is explained in Chapter 14,

whereas Chapters 15 and 16 describe the problems, fabrication and properties of

supercontinuum generation in PCFs and in guided-wave devices. Chapters 17 and

18 focus on different aspects of guided-wave plasmonic devices and negative-index

materials; these areas are now the centre of attention for future research and need

to be understood with proper insight. Similarly, Chapter 19 gives a brief account of

nonlinear bulk semiconductor devices, which are now receiving renewed interest for

future guided-wave photonic devices. Chapter 20 deals with the importance of lasers

in biophotonic applications with different examples, such as light propagation in tissue and the use of light in biomedical imaging for therapeutic diagnostics.

We are thankful to CRC Press for their great interest in the publication of this

book.

Shyamal Bhadra

Ajoy Ghatak

MATLAB® is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc. For product information, please contact:

The MathWorks, Inc.

3 Apple Hill Drive

Natick, MA 01760-2098 USA

Tel: 508 647 7000

Fax: 508-647-7001

E-mail: [email protected]

Web: www.mathworks.com
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

In the design of an optical communication system, it is necessary to understand

the concept of modes, which will be explained in this chapter. And to understand

the concept of modes, it is probably best to consider the simplest planar optical

waveguide, which consists of a thin dielectric film sandwiched between materials

of slightly lower refractive indices and is characterized by the following refractiveindex variation (see Figure 1.1):









n1;



n( x ) = 



n2 ;



x<



d

2



d

x >

2



(1.1)



with n1 > n2. Equation 1.1 describes what is usually referred to as a step-index profile. The waveguide is assumed to extend to infinity in the y- and z-direction. To start

with, we will first consider a more general case of the refractive index depending

only on the x coordinate:





n2 = n2 ( x ) (1.2)



We start with Maxwell’s equations which, for an isotropic, linear, nonconducting

and nonmagnetic medium, take the form:





∇×E=−



∂B

∂H

(1.3)

= −iµ 0

∂t

∂t

1



2
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FIGURE 1.1  A planar dielectric waveguide of thickness d (along the x-direction) but infinitely extended along the y-direction. Light propagates along the z-direction.







∇×H =



∂D

∂H

(1.4)

= ε 0 n2

∂t

∂t







∇ ⋅ D = 0 (1.5)







∇ ⋅ B = 0 (1.6)



where we have used the constitutive relations:





B = µ 0 ⋅ H and D = ε ⋅ E = ε0 n2E (1.7)



in which E, D, B and H represent the electric field, electric displacement, magnetic

induction and magnetic intensity, respectively; μ0(= 4π × 10−7 Ns2/C2) represents the

free-space magnetic permeability; ɛ(= ɛ0 n2) represents the dielectric permittivity of

the medium and n, the refractive index; and ɛ0(= 8.854 × 10−12 C2/Nm2) represents

the permittivity of free space. If the refractive index varies only in the x-direction

(see Equation 1.2), then we can always choose the z-axis along the direction of propagation of the wave and we may, without any loss of generality, write the solutions of

Equations 1.3 and 1.4 in the form:





E = E( x)e (



i ωt −βz )



(1.8)







H = H ( x)e (



(1.9)



i ωt −βz )



where β is known as the propagation constant. The preceding equations define the

modes of the waveguide. Thus,

modes represent transverse field distributions that propagate unchanged and undergo

only a phase change as they propagate through the waveguide along z.



Note that the way the solutions are written, the transverse field distributions described

by E(x) and H(x) do not change as the modal field propagates through the waveguide.

The quantity β represents the propagation constant of the mode.
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We rewrite the components of Equations 1.8 and 1.9:





Ej = E j ( x ) e (



i ωt − β z )



;



j = x, y, z (1.10)







Hj = H j ( x ) e (



i ωt − β z )



;



j = x, y, z (1.11)



Substituting these two expressions for the electric and magnetic fields in Equations

1.3 and 1.4 and taking their x-, y- and z-component, we obtain





iβE y = −iωµ 0 H x (1.12)







∂E y

= −iωµ0 H z (1.13)

∂x







−iβH x −



∂H z

= iωε0 n2 ( x ) E y (1.14)

∂x







iβH y = iωε0 n2 ( x ) E x (1.15)







∂H y

= iωε0 n2 ( x ) Ez (1.16)

∂x







−iβ E x −



∂Ez

= −iωµ 0 H y (1.17)

∂x



As can be seen, Equations 1.12 through 1.14 involve only Ey, Hx and Hz and

Equations 1.15 through 1.17 involve only Ex, Ez and Hy. Thus, for such a waveguide

configuration, Maxwell’s equations reduce to two independent sets of equations. The

first set corresponds to nonvanishing values of Ey, Hx and Hz with Ex, Ez and Hy vanishing, giving rise to what are known as transverse electric (TE) modes because the

electric field has only a transverse component. The second set corresponds to nonvanishing values of Ex, Ez and Hy with Ey, Hx and Hz vanishing, giving rise to what

are known as transverse magnetic (TM) modes because the magnetic field now has

only a transverse component. The propagation of waves in such planar waveguides

may thus be described in terms of TE and TM modes. We next discuss the TE and

TM modes of a symmetric step-index planar waveguide.



1.2  TE MODES

First, we consider TE modes: we substitute for Hx and Hz from Equations 1.12 and

1.13 in Equation 1.14 to obtain





d 2Ey

+  k02 n2 ( x ) − β2  E y = 0 (1.18)

dx 2 
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where

k0 = ω ε0µ 0 =







(



ω

(1.19)

c



)



is the free-space wave number and c = 1 ε0µ 0 is the speed of light in free space.

For a given refractive-index profile, n2(x), the solution of Equation 1.18 (subject to the

appropriate boundary and continuity conditions) will give us the field profile corresponding to the TE modes of the waveguide. Since Ey(x) is a tangential component,

it should be continuous at any discontinuity; further, since dEy/dx is proportional to

Hz(x) (which is a tangential component), it should also be continuous at any discontinuity. Once Ey(x) is known, Hx(x) and Hz(x) can be determined from Equations 1.12

and 1.13, respectively.



1.3  TM MODES

For the TM modes, which are characterized by field components Ex, Ez and Hy (see

Equations 1.15 through 1.17), if we substitute for Ex and Ez from Equations 1.15 and

1.16 in Equation 1.17, we will get







n2 ( x )



d  1 dH y 

2 2

2



 +  k0 n ( x ) − β  H y ( x ) = 0 (1.20)

dx  n2 ( x ) dx  



Equation 1.20 is of a form that is somewhat different from the equation satisfied

by Ey for the TE modes (see Equation 1.18); however, for the step-index waveguide

shown in Figure 1.1, the refractive index is constant in each region and we will have

(in the ith region)





d 2 H yi

+  k02 ni2 − β2  H yi ( x ) = 0 (1.21)

dx 2



However, at each discontinuity





Hy



and



1 dH y

(1.22)

n2 dx



should be continuous. This follows from the fact that since Hy(x) is a tangential component, it should be continuous at any discontinuity; further, since dEy/dx is proportional to Ez(x) (which is a tangential component), it should also be continuous at any

discontinuity.

We now assume that the refractive-index variation is given by Equation 1.1. Now,

guided modes are those that are mainly confined to the film and hence their field

should decay in the cover, that is, the field should decay in the region |x| > d/2, so
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that most of the energy associated with the modes lies inside the film. Thus, we must

have (see Equation 1.18):

β2 > k02 n22 (1.23)







When β2 < k02 n22 , the solutions are oscillatory in the region |x| > d/2 and they correspond to what are known as radiation modes of the waveguide. These radiation

modes correspond to rays that undergo refraction (rather than total internal reflection) at the film–cover interface and when these are excited, they quickly leak away

from the core of the waveguide. Furthermore, we must also have β2 < k02 n12, otherwise the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied* at x = ± d/2. Thus, for guided

modes, we must have







n22 <



β2

< n12

k02



( guided modes ) (1.24)



If we substitute for n(x) in Equations 1.18 and 1.20 and incorporate the appropriate boundary and continuity conditions, we would obtain the following transcendental equations determining the allowed discrete values of β (for more details see, e.g.

Adams [1] and Ghatak and colleagues [2–4]):

2







V

ξ tan ξ =   − ξ 2

 2



for symmetric TE modes (1.25)



and

2







V

−ξ cot ξ =   − ξ 2

 2



for antisymmetric TE modes (1.26)



where









ξ = 12 V 1 − b (1.27)



b≡



(β



2



)



k02 − n22



n − n22

2

1



(1.28)



* It is left as an exercise for the reader to show that if we assume β2 > k02 n12 and also assume decaying

fields in the region |x| > d/2, then the boundary conditions at x = + d/2 and x = −d/2 can never be satisfied simultaneously.
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and

V = k0 d n12 − n22 (1.29)







is known as the dimensionless waveguide parameter, which is an extremely important parameter in waveguide theory. Equations 1.25 and 1.26 can be rewritten as







−



(



(



1

2



) (



1

2



V 1 − b cot



V 1 − b tan



) (



1

2



)



for symmetric TE modes (1.30)



V 1 − b = 12 V b



for antisymmetric TE modes (1.31)



1

2



V 1 − b = 12 V b



)



Thus, for guided modes we will have

0 < b < 1 (1.32)





Since the equation



2







V 

η =   − ξ2 (1.33)

2



(for positive values of ξ) represents a circle (of radius V/2) in the first quadrant of the

ξ − η plane,* the numerical evaluation of the allowed values of ξ (and hence of the

propagation constants) is quite simple. In Figure 1.2, we have plotted the functions

ξ tan ξ (solid curve) and −ξ cot ξ (dashed curve) as a function of ξ. For a given value

of V, the points of intersection of these curves with the quadrant of the circle would

determine the allowed (discrete) values of ξ. The two circles in Figure 1.2 correspond to V/2 = 2 and V/2 = 5. Obviously, as can be seen from Figure 1.2, for V = 4

we will have one symmetric and one antisymmetric mode and for V = 10 we will

have two symmetric and two antisymmetric modes.

For a given value of V, the solutions of Equations 1.30 and 1.31 will give us discrete

values of b; the mth solution (m = 0, 1, 2, 3, …) is referred to as the TEm mode. In Table

1.1, the discrete values of b for various values of V are tabulated; these discrete values have been obtained by using the software in Ghatak et al. [4]. The universal curves

describing the dependence of b on V are shown in Figure 1.3. For any given (step-index)

waveguide, we just have to calculate V, and then obtain the corresponding value of b

either by solving Equations 1.30 and 1.31 or by using Table 1.1. From the values of b, one

can obtain the propagation constants by using the following equation (see Equation 1.28):





β

=  n22 + b n12 − n22  (1.34)





k0



(



)



* This follows from the fact that if we square Equation 1.33, we would get η2 + ξ2 = (V / 2)2 , which represents a circle of radius V/2.
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ξ tan ξ



6



–ξ cot ξ



25 – ξ2

4



4 – ξ2



2



0



–2



–4



0



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



ξ



FIGURE 1.2  Variation of ξ tan ξ (solid curve) and −ξ cot ξ (dashed curve) as a function of ξ.

The points of intersection of these curves with the quadrant of a circle of radius V/2 determine

the discrete propagation constants of the waveguide.



Figure 1.4 shows the typical field patterns of some of the low-order TE m modes of

a step-index waveguide. As an example, we consider a step-index planar waveguide

with d = 3 μm, n1 = 1.5 and n2 = 1.49153. The value of n2 is chosen such that

n12 − n22 = 1/ 2π, so that V = (2π/ λ 0 )d n12 − n22 = d / λ 0 = 3/ λ 0 (where λ0 is measured

in micrometres) and





β

b 



=  n22 + 2 

π 

k0

4





For λ0 = 1.5 μm, V is equal to 2.0 and from Table 1.1 we see that there will be

only one TE mode with b = 0.453753; the corresponding value of β/k0 is ≈1.49538.

However, for λ0 = 0.6 μm, V = 5.0 and there will be two TE modes with b = 0.802683

(the TE0 mode) and b = 0.277265 (the TE1 mode). The corresponding values of β/k0

are ≈1.49833 and 1.49389. Finally, for λ0 = 0.4286 μm, V = 7.0 and there will be

three TE modes with b = 0.879298 (TE0), 0.533727 (TE1) and 0.061106 (TE2). The

corresponding values of β/k0 are ≈1.4990, 1.49606 and 1.49205, respectively. Notice

that all the values of β/k0 lie between n1 and n2. We must mention here that, in each

case, the waveguide will support an equal number of TM modes. Further, as the

wavelength is made smaller, the waveguide will support a larger number of modes
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TABLE 1.1

Values of the Normalized Propagation Constant (Corresponding to TE

Modes) for a Symmetric Planar Waveguide

π < V < 2π



V < π

V

1.000

1.125

1.250

1.375

1.500

1.625

1.750

1.875

2.000

2.125

2.250

2.375

2.500

2.625

2.750

2.875

3.000

3.125

3.250

3.375

3.500

3.625

3.750

3.875

4.000



b(TE0)

0.189339

0.225643

0.261714

0.297049

0.331290

0.364196

0.395618

0.425479

0.453753

0.480453

0.505616

0.529300

0.551571

0.572502

0.592169

0.610649

0.628017

0.644344

0.659701

0.674151

0.687758

0.700579

0.712667

0.724073

0.734844



b(TE1)



V



b(TE0)



b(TE1)



b(TE2)



0.002702

0.011415

0.024612

0.041077

0.059875

0.080292

0.101775



4.000

4.125

4.250

4.375

4.500

4.625

4.750

4.875

5.000

5.125

5.250

5.375

5.500

5.625

5.750

5.875

6.000

6.125

6.250

6.375

6.500

6.625

6.750

6.875

7.000



0.734844

0.745021

0.754647

0.763756

0.772384

0.780563

0.788321

0.795686

0.802683

0.809335

0.815663

0.821689

0.827429

0.832902

0.838123

0.843107

0.847869

0.852420

0.856772

0.860938

0.864926

0.868748

0.872412

0.875926

0.879298



0.101775

0.123903

0.146349

0.168864

0.191259

0.213390

0.235151

0.256461

0.277265

0.297523

0.317210

0.336310

0.354817

0.372731

0.390056

0.406800

0.422976

0.438596

0.453676

0.468231

0.482278

0.495834

0.508916

0.521541

0.533727



0.001845

0.008819

0.019189

0.031806

0.045942

0.061106



Notes: The values are generated using the software mentioned in Ghatak et al. [4]. Notice that

for V < π, there is only one TE mode, which will be symmetric in x and for π < V < 2π,

there are two TE modes, one symmetric in x and the other antisymmetric in x.



and in the limit of the wavelength tending to zero, we will have a continuum of

modes, which is nothing but the ray-optics limit.



1.4  PHYSICAL UNDERSTANDING OF MODES

To have a physical understanding of modes, we consider the electric field pattern

inside the film (−d/2 < x < d/2). For example, a symmetric TE mode is given by (see

Equation 1.18)





E y ( x ) = A cos κx (1.35)
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FIGURE 1.3  Dependence of b on V for a step-index planar waveguide. For the TE modes,

the b − V curves are universal; however, for the TM modes, the b − V curves require the

value of n1/n2.



Ey



TE0

x

TE2

d

Ey
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FIGURE 1.4  TE mode-field distributions in a step-index planar waveguide with n1 = 1.56,

n2 = 1.49, a = 4 μm and λ = 0.6328 μm. TE0 and TE2 are known as the even modes, while

TE1 and TE3 are known as the odd modes.
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where

κ = k02 n12 − β2 (1.36)







Thus, the complete field inside the film is given by

Ey ( x ) = A cos κ x e (



i ωt − β z )







= 12 Ae (



i ωt −βz − κx )



+ 12 Ae (



i ωt −βz + κx )



(1.37)



Now





e(



i ωt − k i r )



= exp i ( ωt − k x x − k y y − kz z )  (1.38)



represents a wave propagating along the direction of k whose x-, y- and z-component

are k x, k y and kz, respectively. Thus, for the two terms on the RHS of Equation 1.37,

we will have

k x = κ,







k y = 0,



kz = β (1.39)



and

k x = − κ,







k y = 0,



kz = β (1.40)



which represent plane waves with propagation vectors lying in the x–z plane making

angles +θ and −θ with the z-axis (see Figure 1.5), where

tan θ =







kx κ

=

kz β



or

cos θ =







β

2



β +κ



2



=



β

(1.41)

k0 n1



–θ



FIGURE 1.5  A guided mode in a step-index waveguide corresponds to the superposition of

two plane waves propagating at particular angles ±θ with the z-axis.
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Thus, a guided mode can be considered to be

a superposition of two plane waves propagating at angles ± cos−1 (β/k0 n1 ) with the z-axis



(see Figure 1.5). Referring to the waveguide discussed in page 7, at λ0 = 0.6 μm, V

will be 5.0 and we will have two TE modes with β/k0 ≈ 1.49833 and 1.49389. Since

n1 = 1.5, the values of cos θ will be 0.99889 and 0.99593 and therefore,

θ ≈ 2.70° and 5.17°







corresponding to the symmetric TE0 mode and the antisymmetric TE1 mode, respectively. Each mode is therefore characterized by a discrete angle of propagation θm.

We may mention here that, according to ray optics, the angle θ could take all possible values from 0 (corresponding to a ray propagating parallel to the z-axis) to

cos−1(n2/n1) (corresponding to a ray incident at the critical angle on the core–cladding

interface). However, we now find that according to wave optics, only discrete values

of θ are allowed and each ‘discrete’ ray path corresponds to a mode of the waveguide;

this is the basic principle of the prism film-coupling technique for determining the

(discrete) propagation constants of an optical waveguide (see Shenoy et al. [5] and

Figure 1.6). The method consists of placing a prism (whose refractive index is greater

than that of the film) close to the waveguiding film. In the presence of the prism, the

rays undergo frustrated total internal reflection and leak away from the waveguide.

The direction at which the light beam emerges from the prism is directly related

to θm. From the measured values of θm, one can obtain the discrete values of the

propagation constant β by using the following formula:

βm = k0 n1 cos θm (1.42)







We should mention here that for a given waveguide, if λ0 is made to go to 0, the

value of V would become very large and the waveguide will support a very large

number of modes. In this limit, we can assume all values of θ to be allowed and it

will be quite appropriate to use ray optics in studying the propagation characteristics

of the waveguide.



Screen

Screen



(a)



(b)



FIGURE 1.6  The prism coupling technique for determining the (discrete) propagation

constants of an optical waveguide. (a) Waveguide supporting two guided modes and (b)

waveguide supporting a single guided mode.
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From Figure 1.3, we can derive the following conclusions about TE modes (a similar

discussion can be made for TM modes):

(a) If 0  < V/2 < π/2 – that is, when

0 < V < π (1.43)







we have only one discrete (TE) mode of the waveguide and this mode is

symmetric in x. When this happens, we refer to the waveguide as a singlemoded waveguide. In the example discussed on page 11, the waveguide will

be single moded for λ0 > 0.955 μm; this wavelength (for which V becomes

equal to π) is referred to as the cut-off wavelength.*

(b) From Figure 1.2 it is easy to see that if π/2 < V/2 < π (or π < V < 2π), we

will have one symmetric and one antisymmetric TE mode. In general, if

2mπ < V < (2m + 1)π (1.44)







we will have (m + 1) symmetric modes and m antisymmetric modes, and if

(2m + 1)π < V < (2m + 2)π (1.45)







we will have (m + 1) symmetric modes and (m + 1) antisymmetric modes

where m = 0, 1, 2, …. Thus, the total number of modes will be the integer

closest to (and greater than) V/π.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

With the development of extremely low-loss optical fibres and their application to

communication systems, a revolution has taken place during the last 35 years. In

2001, using glass fibres as the transmission medium and light waves as the carrier

waves, information was transmitted at a rate of more than 1 Tb/s (which is roughly

equivalent to the transmission of about 15 million simultaneous telephone conversations) through one hair-thin optical fibre. In 2006, an experimental demonstration

of the transmission at a rate of 14 Tb/s over a 160 km-long single fibre was demonstrated, which is equivalent to sending 140 digital, high-definition movies in 1 s.

This can be considered as an extremely important technological achievement. In this

chapter, we will discuss the propagation characteristics of optical fibres with special

applications to optical communication systems and we will also present some of

their noncommunication applications, such as in sensing.



2.2  SOME HISTORICAL REMARKS

The idea of using light waves for communication can be traced to as far back as 1880

when Alexander Graham Bell invented the photophone, shortly after he invented

the telephone* in 1876. In this remarkable experiment, speech was transmitted by

modulating a light beam, which travelled through air to the receiver. The transmitter

consisted of a flexible reflecting diaphragm, which could be activated by sound and

* Actually, according to reports (published in June 2002), Antonio Meucci, an Italian immigrant, was

the inventor of the telephone; indeed, Meucci demonstrated his ‘teletrofono’ in New York in 1860.

Alexander Graham Bell took out his patent 16 years later. This has apparently been recognized by the

U.S. Congress.
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which was illuminated by sunlight. The reflected beam was received by a parabolic

reflector placed at a distance. The parabolic reflector concentrated the light on a

photoconducting selenium cell, which forms a part of a circuit with a battery and a

receiving earphone. Sound waves present in the vicinity of the diaphragm vibrated

it, which led to a consequent variation of the light reflected by the diaphragm. The

variation of the light falling on the selenium cell changed the electrical conductivity

of the cell, which, in turn, changed the current in the electrical circuit. This changing current reproduced the sound on the earphone. This was the first experiment on

optical communication. To quote Maclean [1]:

In 1880 he (Graham Bell) produced his “photophone” which to the end of his life, he

insisted was “… the greatest invention I have ever made, greater than the telephone …”.

Unlike the telephone it had no commercial value.



After this beautiful experiment by Alexander Graham Bell, not much work was

carried out in the field of optical communications. This is because there was no suitable light source available that could be reliably used as the information carrier.

The advent of lasers in 1960 immediately triggered a great number of investigations aimed at examining the possibility of building optical analogues of conventional communication systems. The very first such modern optical communication

experiments involved laser beam transmission through the atmosphere. However, it

was soon realized that laser beams could not be sent in the open atmosphere over

reasonably long distances to carry signals, unlike, for example, microwave or radio

systems operating at longer wavelengths. This is because a light beam (of wavelength of about 1 μm) is severely attenuated and distorted owing to scattering and

absorption by the atmosphere. Thus, for reliable, long-distance, lightwave communication under terrestrial environments, it would be necessary to provide a transmission medium that can protect the signal-carrying light beam from the vagaries of the

terrestrial atmosphere. In 1966, Kao and Hockham [2] made an extremely important

suggestion; they said that optical fibres based on silica glass could provide the necessary transmission medium if metallic and other impurities could be removed from

silica. In 1966, when Kao and Hockham’s paper was published, the most transparent

glass available had extremely high losses (of more than about 1000 dB/km, implying

a power loss by a factor of 100 in traversing through only 20 m of fibre); the high

loss was primarily due to trace amounts of impurities present in the glass. Obviously,

this loss is too high even for short distances such as a few hundred metres. The

1966 paper of Kao and Hockham triggered the beginning of serious research in

removing traces of impurities present in glass, which resulted in the realization of

low-loss optical fibres. In 1970, Kapron, Keck and Maurer (at Corning Glass in the

USA) were successful in producing silica fibres with a loss of about 17 dB/km at the

helium-neon laser wavelength of 633 nm. Since then, the technology has advanced

rapidly. By 1985, glass fibres were routinely produced with extremely low losses:

<0.25 dB/km, which corresponds to a transmission of more than 94% of the incident power after traversing 1 km of optical fibre. Because of such low losses, the

distance between two consecutive repeaters (used for amplifying and reshaping the

attenuated signals) could be as large as 250 km. Dr. Charles Kao received (half of)
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the 2009 Nobel Prize in Physics ‘for groundbreaking achievements concerning the

transmission of light in fibres for optical communication’.



2.3  OPTICAL FIBRE

At the heart of an optical communication system is the optical fibre, which acts

as the transmission channel carrying the light beam loaded with information. The

light beam gets guided through the optical fibre due to the phenomenon of total

internal reflection (TIR). Figure 2.1 shows an optical fibre, which consists of a

(cylindrical) central dielectric core (of refractive index n1) cladded with a material of a slightly lower refractive index n2 (<n1). One usually defines a parameter

Δ[= (n1 − n2)/n2], which represents the fractional difference in the refractive index

between the core and the cladding. The necessity of a cladded fibre (Figure 2.1)

rather than a bare fibre, that is, without cladding, is felt because for transmission

of light from one place to another, the fibre must be supported, and supporting the

structures may considerably distort the fibre, thereby affecting the guidance of the

light wave. This can be avoided by choosing a sufficiently thick cladding.

When a light pulse propagates through an optical fibre, it suffers from attenuation

due to various mechanisms; additionally, the pulse broadens in time, leading to pulse

dispersion. Apart from this, due to the high intensity of light present in the fibre, nonlinear optical effects come into play. Attenuation, pulse dispersion and nonlinear effects

represent three of the most important characteristics that determine the informationtransmission capacity of optical fibres. Obviously, the lower the attenuation is (and similarly, the lower the dispersion is and the smaller the nonlinear effects are), the greater

the required repeater spacing will be; this will result in a fibre-optic system with longer

repeater spacing and higher information capacity leading to lower cost of the system.
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FIGURE 2.1  (a) A glass fibre consisting of a cylindrical central core cladded with a material

of a slightly lower refractive index. (b) Light rays incident on the core–cladding interface at

an angle greater than the critical angle are trapped inside the core of the fibre. (c) Refractiveindex distribution for a step-index fibre.
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2.4  ATTENUATION IN OPTICAL FIBRES

Loss in optical fibre is specified in terms of decibels per kilometre. It is defined as

α ( dB/km ) =





 P 

10

log  in  (2.1)

L ( km )

 Pout 



Here, Pin and Pout are the input and output powers corresponding to an optical

fibre of length L (km). Figure 2.2 shows a typical dependence of the fibre attenuation

coefficient α as a function of the wavelength of a typical silica optical fibre [3]. It

may be seen that the loss is about 0.25 dB/km at a wavelength of around 1550 nm.

Various methods such as the modified chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) process and the outside vapour deposition (OVD) process allow one to fabricate such

fibres with very low losses. The losses are caused by various mechanisms such as

Rayleigh scattering, absorption due to metallic impurities and water in the fibre, and

by intrinsic absorption by the silica molecule itself. The Rayleigh scattering loss varies as 1/λ04, that is, shorter wavelengths scatter more than longer wavelengths. Here,

λ0 represents the free-space wavelength. This is the reason for the loss coefficient to

decrease up to about 1550 nm. The two absorption peaks around 1240 and 1380 nm

are primarily due to traces of OH− ions and metallic ions. For example, even 1 ppm

(part per million) of iron can cause a loss of about 0.68 dB/km at 1100 nm. Similarly,

a concentration of 1 ppm of OH− ion can cause a loss of 4 dB/km at 1380 nm. This

shows the level of purity that is required to achieve low-loss optical fibres. If these
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FIGURE 2.2  Typical wavelength dependence of loss for a silica fibre. Notice that the lowest

loss occurs at 1550 nm. (Adapted from Miya, T., Terunama, Y., Hosaka, T. and Miyashita, T.,

Electron. Lett., 15, 106, 1979.)
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FIGURE 2.3  It is possible to remove trace amounts of water and other impurities. The loss

is <0.4 dB/km over the entire wavelength range from 1250 to 1650 nm. The diagram corresponds to the fibre fabricated by Sterlite Industries at Aurangabad. (Courtesy of Mr S. Bhatia

of Sterlite Industries.)



impurities are completely removed, the two absorption peaks will disappear (see

Figure 2.3) and we will have very low loss over the entire range of the wavelength,

from 1250 to 1650 nm [4]. In a typical, commercially available fibre, the loss is about

0.29, 0.19 and 0.21 dB/km at λ0 = 1310, 1550 and 1625 nm, respectively. Such fibres

open up a bandwidth of more than 50 THz for communication. For λ0 > 1600  nm,

the increase in the loss coefficient is due to the absorption of infrared light by silica

molecules. This is an intrinsic property of silica and no amount of purification can

remove this infrared absorption tail.

As can be seen, there are two windows at which loss attains its minimum value

in silica fibres. The first window is around 1300 nm (with a typical loss coefficient

of <1 dB/km), where, fortunately (as we will see later), the material dispersion is

negligible. However, the loss attains its absolute minimum value of about 0.2 dB/km

around 1550 nm. The second window has become extremely important in view of

the availability of erbium-doped fibre amplifiers.



2.5  MODES OF STEP-INDEX FIBRE

The modal analysis of an optical fibre allows us to understand its propagation characteristics, which play an extremely important role in the design of a fibre-optic

communication system. The step-index fibre (see Figure 2.1) is characterized by the

following refractive-index distribution:

n ( r ) = n1 0 < r < a core





= n2



r>a



cladding (2.2)



In actual fibres, Δ << 1 and this allows use of the so-called scalar wave approximation (also known as the weakly guiding approximation). In this approximation,

the modal fields are assumed to be nearly transverse and can have an arbitrary state

of polarization. Thus, the two independent sets of modes can be assumed to be x- and
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y-polarized, and in the scalar approximation, they have the same propagation

constants. These linearly polarized modes are usually referred to as LP modes. In

this approximation, the transverse component of the electric field (Ex or Ey) satisfies

the scalar wave equation:

∇2Ψ =







n2 ∂ 2 Ψ

(2.3)

c 2 ∂t 2



where c (≈3 × 108 m/s) is the speed of light in free space. In most practical fibres, n2

depends only on the cylindrical coordinate r and therefore it is convenient to use the

cylindrical system of coordinates and write the solution of Equation 2.3 in the form:

Ψ ( r, φ, z, t ) = ψ ( r, φ ) e (



i ωt − β z )







(2.4)



where

ω is the angular frequency

β is the propagation constant

Equation 2.4 defines a propagating mode of the fibre (see Chapter 1). Since

ψ depends only on r and ϕ, the modes represent transverse field configurations

that do not change as they propagate through the optical fibre, except for a phase

change. From Equation 2.4, we can define the phase velocity and group velocity

of the mode as

vp =





ω

c

=

β neff ( ω)



−1



 dβ 

and vg = 

 (2.5)

 dω 



where







neff ≡



β

(2.6)

k0



is referred to as the effective index of the mode and k0 = ω/c represents the freespace propagation constant.

Substituting for Ψ in Equation 2.3, we obtain







∂ 2ψ 1 ∂ψ 1 ∂ 2ψ

+

+

+  k02 n2 ( r ) − β2  ψ = 0 (2.7)

∂r 2 r ∂r r 2 ∂φ2 



Equation 2.7 can be solved by using the method of separation of variables and

because the medium has cylindrical symmetry, the ϕ dependence will be of the form

cos lϕ or sin lϕ and for the function to be single valued (i.e. Φ(ϕ + 2π) = Φ(ϕ)), we

must have l = 0, 1, 2, …. Thus, the complete transverse modal field is given by
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n (r)



n1



Core



Cladding

n2



a



FIGURE 2.4  A cylindrically symmetric refractive-index profile having a refractive index

that decreases monotonically from a value n1 on the axis to a constant value n2 beyond the

core–cladding interface r = a.



Ψ ( r, φ, z, t ) = R ( r ) e (



i ωt − β z )







cos lφ 



 (2.8)

 sin lφ 



where R(r) satisfies the radial part of the equation







r2



d2R

dR

+r

+  k02 n2 (r ) − β2  r 2 − l 2 R = 0 (2.9)

2

dr

dr



{



}



Before we write the solutions of Equation 2.9, we will make some general comments about the solutions of Equation 2.9 for an arbitrary, cylindrically symmetric

profile having a refractive index that decreases monotonically from a value n1 on the

axis to a constant value n2 beyond the core–cladding interface r = a (see Figure 2.4).

The solutions of Equation 2.9 can be divided into two distinct classes:

a. Guided modes:







n22 <



β2

< n12 (2.10)

k02



For β2 lying in the above range, the field R(r) is oscillatory in the core and

decays in the cladding and β2 assumes only discrete values; these are known

as the guided modes of the system. For a given value of l, there will be several guided modes, which are designated as LPlm modes (m = 1, 2, 3, …).*

* If one solves the vector wave equation, the modes are classified as HElm , EHlm , TE0m and TM0m , the

corresponding modes are LP0m = HElm , LP1m = HE2m , TM0m and LPlm = HEl+1,m , EHl–1,m (l ≥ 2) (see,

e.g. Ghatak and Thyagarajan [5]).
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Further, since the modes are solutions of the scalar wave equation, they can

be assumed to satisfy the orthonormality condition:

∞ 2π







∫∫ψ



*

lm



(r, φ) ψ l ′m ′ (r, φ)r dr dφ = δll ′δ mm ′ (2.11)



0 0



b. Radiation modes:

β2

< n22 (2.12)

k02







For such β values, the fields are oscillatory even in the cladding and β can

assume a continuum of values. These are known as the radiation modes.

Now, for a step-index profile, the well-behaved solution of Equation 2.9 can be

written in terms of Bessel functions Jl and Kl:







 A

 Ur  cos lφ 

Jl 



; r < a



 J l (U )  a   sin lφ 

ψ ( r, φ ) = 

(2.13)

 A

 Wr  cos lφ 

Kl 



; r > a



 K l ( W )  a   sin lφ 



where A is a constant and we have assumed the continuity of ψ at the core–cladding

interface and





and W ≡ a β2 − k02 n22 (2.14)



U ≡ a k02 n12 − β2



The normalized waveguide parameter V is defined by





V = U 2 + W 2 = k0 a n12 − n22 (2.15)



The waveguide parameter V (which also depends on the operating wavelength λ0)

is an extremely important quantity characterizing an optical fibre. For guided modes

n22 k02 < β2 < n12 k02 , therefore both U and W are real. It is convenient to define the normalized propagation constant







b=



(β



2



)



k02 − n22



n12 − n22



=



W2

(2.16)

V2
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Thus, W = V√b and U = V√(1 − b). Using Equation 2.10, we see that guided

modes are characterized by 0 < b < 1. Continuity of ∂ψ/∂r at r = a and use of identities involving Bessel functions give us the following transcendental equations, which

determine the allowed discrete values of the normalized propagation constant b of

the guided LPlm modes (see, e.g. Ghatak and Thyagarajan [6]):

1/ 2



V (1 − b )





1/ 2

J l −1 V (1 − b ) 

 1/ 2 



 = −Vb1/ 2 K l −1 Vb  ; l ≥ 1 (2.17)

1/ 2

K l Vb1/ 2 

J l V (1 − b ) 







and

1/ 2



V (1 − b )





1/ 2

J1 V (1 − b ) 

 1/ 2 



 = Vb1/ 2 K1 Vb  ; l = 0 (2.18)

1/ 2

K 0 Vb1/ 2 

J 0 V (1 − b ) 







The solution of Equations 2.17 and 2.18 will give us universal curves describing

the dependence of b (and therefore of U and W) on V. For a given value of l, there will

be a finite number of solutions and the mth solution (m = 1, 2, 3, …) is referred to as

the LPlm mode. The variation of b with V forms a set of universal curves, which are

plotted in Figure 2.5 [7]. As can be seen at a particular V value, the fibre can support

only a finite number of modes. Figure 2.6 shows the typical field patterns of some of

the low-order LPlm modes of a step-index fibre.
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FIGURE 2.5  Variation of the normalized propagation constant b with the normalized

waveguide parameter V corresponding to a few lower-order modes. (Adapted from Gloge, D.,

Appl. Opt., 10, 2252–2258, 1971.)
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FIGURE 2.6  Field patterns of some low-order guided modes. (Adapted from R. Paschotta,

Encyclopaedia of Laser Physics and Technology, http://www.rp-photonics.com/fibers.html,

accessed on January 5, 2007.)



Guided and radiation modes form a complete set of solutions in the sense that

any arbitrary field distribution in the optical fibre can be expressed as a linear combination of the discrete-guided modes ψj(x,y) and the continuum radiation modes

ψ(x,y,β):





Ψ ( x, y, z ) = ∑ a j ψ j ( x, y ) e−iβ j z + ∫ a (β ) ψ ( x, y, β ) e−iβz dβ (2.19)



with |aj|2 being proportional to the power carried by the jth guided mode and |a(β)|2 dβ

being proportional to the power carried by the radiation modes with propagation

constants lying between β and β + dβ. The constants aj and a(β) can be determined

from the incident field distribution at z = 0.



2.6  SINGLE-MODE FIBRE

As is obvious from Figure 2.5, for a step-index fibre with 0 < V < 2.4048, we will

have only one guided mode, namely, the LP01 mode, also referred to as the fundamental mode. Such a fibre is referred to as a single-mode fibre and is of tremendous

importance in optical fibre communication systems. As an example, we consider

a step-index fibre with n2 = 1.447, Δ = 0.003 and a = 4.2 μm, giving V = 2.958/λ0,

where λ0 is measured in micrometres. Thus, for λ0 > 1.23 μm, the fibre will be single
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moded. The wavelength for which V = 2.4045 is known as the cut-off wavelength

and is denoted by λc. In this example, λc = 1.23 μm.

For a single-mode step-index fibre, a convenient empirical formula for b(V) is

given by

2







B



b (V ) =  A −  ; 1.5 < V < 2.5 (2.20)

V

 





where A ≈ 1.1428 and B ≈ 0.996.



2.6.1  Spot Size of Fundamental Mode

The transverse field distribution associated with the fundamental mode of a singlemode fibre is an extremely important quantity as it determines various important

parameters, such as splice loss at joints between fibres, launching efficiencies from

sources and bending loss. For a step-index fibre, one has an analytical expression for

the fundamental field distribution in terms of Bessel functions. For most single-mode

fibres with a general transverse refractive-index profile, the fundamental-mode field

distributions can be well approximated by a Gaussian function, which may be written in the form







ψ ( x, y ) = Ae



((



) ) = Ae−(r 2 / w2 ) (2.21)



− x 2 + y2 / w2



where

w is the spot size of the mode field pattern

w2 is the mode field diameter (MFD)

The MFD is a very important characteristic of a single-mode optical fibre. For a

step-index fibre, one has the following empirical expression for w (see Marcuse [8]):







w

1.619 2.879

≈ 0.65 + 3 / 2 +

; 0.8 ≤ V ≤ 2.5 (2.22)

a

V

V6



where a is the core radius. As an example, for the step-index fibre considered earlier and operating at 1300 nm, we have V ≈ 2.28 giving w ≈ 4.8 μm. Note that the

spot size is larger than the core radius of the fibre; this is due to the penetration of

the modal field into the cladding of the fibre. The same fibre will have a V value of

1.908 at λ0 = 1550 nm, giving a spot size value of ≈5.5 μm. Thus, in general, the

spot size increases with wavelength. The standard single-mode fibre, designated as

G.652 fibre for operation at 1310 nm, has an MFD of 9.2 ± 0.4 μm and an MFD of

10.4 ± 0.8 μm at 1550 nm.

For V ≥ 10, the number of modes (for a step-index fibre) is approximately V2/2

and the fibre is said to be a multimoded fibre. Different modes (in a multimoded

fibre) travel with different group velocities, leading to intermodal dispersion; in the
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language of ray optics, this is known as ray dispersion because different rays take

different amounts of time to propagate through the fibre. Indeed, in a highly multimoded fibre, we can use ray optics to calculate pulse dispersion.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In digital communication systems, information to be sent is first coded in the form of

pulses and then these pulses of light are transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver

where the information is decoded. The larger the number of pulses that can be sent per

unit time and still be resolvable at the receiver end, the larger the transmission capacity of the system. For example, a telephone conversation is converted into an electrical

disturbance as a function of time. Assuming that its maximum frequency is 4 kHz, it

is sampled at a rate of 8000 samples per second. Each of these samples is coded as an

8-bit number and each bit is represented by a pulse (e.g. presence of pulse is ‘1’ and

absence of pulse is ‘0’). Thus, a telephone conversation would require 8 × 8000 pulses

per second or a bit rate of 64 kb/s. If a fibre can transmit 20 Mb/s, it would carry more

than 3000 telephone conversations simultaneously. In fibres, there is a limitation on the

number of pulses that can be sent and this will be discussed in this chapter.

A pulse of light sent into a fibre broadens over time as it propagates through the

fibre; this phenomenon is known as pulse dispersion and occurs primarily because

of the following mechanisms:

1. In multimode fibres, different rays take different times to propagate through

a given length of fibre; we will discuss this for a step-index fibre and for a

parabolic-index fibre in the next section. In the language of wave optics,

this is known as intermodal dispersion because it arises due to different

modes travelling at different group velocities.

2. Any given light source emits over a range of wavelengths and because of

the intrinsic property of the material of the fibre, different wavelengths take
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different amounts of time to propagate along the same path. This is known

as material dispersion and, obviously, it is present in both single-mode and

multimode fibres.

3. On the other hand, since there is only one mode in single-mode fibres, there

is no intermodal dispersion; however, we have what is known as waveguide

dispersion, because the wave guidance in a fibre depends strongly on the

wavelength of the propagating light. Obviously, waveguide dispersion is

present in multimode fibres too, but the effect is very small in comparison

with the intermodal dispersion and can be neglected.



3.2  INTERMODAL DISPERSION IN MULTIMODE FIBRES

A broad class of multimoded graded-index fibres can be described by the following

refractive-index distribution (see Figure 3.1):

q



r 

n2 ( r ) = n12 1 − 2∆    ; 0 < r < a

 a  











= n22 = n12 (1 − 2∆ ) ;



r>a



(3.1)



where

r corresponds to the cylindrical radial coordinate

n1 represents the value of the refractive index on the axis (i.e. at r = 0)

n2 represents the refractive index of the cladding

a represents the radius of the core

Equation 3.1 describes what is usually referred to as a power-law profile or a

q-profile; q = 1, q = 2 and q = ∞ correspond to the linear-, parabolic- and stepindex profiles, respectively. One defines the normalized waveguide parameter:



n21



q=∞



q=2



q=1



n22



0



a



r



FIGURE 3.1  A schematic showing the refractive-index variation of typical power-law

profiles.
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V=



2π

a n12 − n22 (3.2)

λ0



where λ0 is the wavelength of operation. The total number of modes in a highly multimoded graded-index optical fibre, characterized by Equation 3.1, is approximately

given by (see, e.g. Ghatak and Thyagarajan [1])





N≈



q

V 2 (3.3)

2 (2 + q )



Thus, a parabolic-index fibre (q = 2) with V = 10 will support approximately 25 modes.

Similarly, a step-index fibre (q = ∞) with V = 10 will support approximately

50 modes. When the fibre supports such a large number of modes, the fibre is said

to be a multimoded fibre. Each mode travels with a slightly different group velocity,

leading to what is known as intermodal dispersion. For a highly multimoded gradedindex optical fibre, the value of intermodal dispersion is very nearly the same as that

obtained from ray analysis. Thus, in highly multimoded fibres (V ≥ 10), one is justified in using the ray-optics result for intermodal (or ray) dispersion. We may note

that for a given fibre (i.e. for the given values of n1, n2 and a), the value of V depends

on the operating wavelength λ0; thus, as the wavelength becomes smaller, the value

of V (and hence the number of modes) increases and with the limit of the operating wavelength becoming very small, we have the geometric optics limit. Also, as

has been shown in Chapter 2, a step-index fibre (q = ∞) has only one mode when

V < 2.4048 and we have what is known as a single-mode fibre. For a given step-index

fibre, the wavelength at which V becomes equal to 2.4045 is known as the cut-off

wavelength and for all wavelengths greater than the cut-off wavelength the fibre is

said to be single moded. We may mention here that a parabolic-index fibre (q = 2)

has only one mode when V < 3.518.

In this section, we will assume that the V number is large (≥10), so that we may

use ray optics to calculate the pulse dispersion. An analysis of single-mode fibres

will require a solution to the wave equation.

For multimode fibres, using the ray analysis, one can show that the temporal

broadening is given by the following expressions:





∆τ ≈



n1∆

L (3.4)

c



∆τ ≈



n1L 2

∆ (3.5)

2c



for a step-index fibre, and





for a parabolic-index fibre (see Ghatak and Thyagarajan [1]). In Equations 3.4

and 3.5, c is the speed of light in free space (≈3 × 108 m/s), L is the length of the

fibre and
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∆=







n12 − n22 n1 − n2

≈

(3.6)

n2

2n22



For typical values

n1 ≈ 1.5; ∆ ≈ 0.01





one would get



∆τ ≈ 50 ns/km for a step-index fibre







≈



1

4



ns/km



for a parabolic-index fibre







(3.7)



The value of Δτ for a parabolic-index fibre is small because the optical path

lengths traversed by all the rays along the fibre are nearly the same, and hence they

are characterized by nearly the same transit times. On the other hand, in a step-index

fibre, rays travelling at different angles are characterized by different transit times,

leading to a higher value of Δτ.

Thus, having a near parabolic variation of the refractive index leads to a considerable decrease in the intermodal dispersion. It is for this reason that near parabolic-index

optical fibres were used in the first- and second-generation optical communication

systems during the 1970s.



3.3  MATERIAL DISPERSION

The material dispersion coefficient (which is measured in picoseconds per kilometre

length of the fibre per nanometre spectral width of the source) is given by

Dm =



∆τm

10 4

=−

3λ 0

L ∆λ 0



 2 d 2n 

λ 0 2  ps ( km nm )

 dλ0 



( material dispersioon coefficient ) (3.8)



where we have used c ≈ 3 × 108 m/s = 3 × 10 –7 km/ps, λ0 is measured in micrometres and the quantity inside the square brackets is dimensionless. The quantity Dm

is usually referred to as the material dispersion coefficient (because of the material

properties of the medium), hence the subscript m on D; it is tabulated (for pure silica)

in Table 3.1.

At a particular wavelength, the value of Dm is a characteristic of the material

and is (almost) the same for all silica fibres. When Dm is negative, it implies that

longer wavelengths travel faster; this is referred to as normal group velocity dispersion (GVD). Similarly, a positive value of Dm implies that shorter wavelengths travel

faster; this is referred to as anomalous GVD.

The spectral width, Δλ0, of a light-emitting diode (LED) operating around

λ0 = 825 nm is about 20 nm; at this wavelength for pure silica, Dm ≈  84.2 ps/(km nm).

Thus, a pulse will broaden by 1.7 ns/km of the fibre. It is interesting to note that

for operating around λ0 ≈  1300 nm (where Dm ≈ 2.4 ps/[km mm]), the resulting
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TABLE 3.1

Values of n and Dm for Pure Silica

λ 0 ( µm )

0.70

0.75

0.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

1.25

1.30

1.35

1.40

1.45

1.50

1.55

1.60



n ( λ0 )

1.45561

1.45456

1.45364

1.45282

1.45208

1.45139

1.45075

1.45013

1.44954

1.44896

1.44839

1.44783

1.44726

1.44670

1.44613

1.44556

1.44498

1.44439

1.44379



dn

(per µm )

dλ 0

−0.02276

−0.01958

−0.01725159

−0.01552236

−0.01423535

−0.01327862

−0.01257282

−0.01206070

−0.01170022

−0.01146001

−0.01131637

−0.01125123

−0.01125037

−0.01130300

−0.01140040

−0.01153568

−0.01170333

−0.01189888

−0.01211873



d 2n

per µm2

d λ 02



(



0.0741

0.0541

0.0400

0.0297

0.0221

0.0164

0.0120

0.0086

0.0059

0.0037

0.0020

0.00062

−0.00055

−0.00153

−0.00235

−0.00305

−0.00365

−0.00416

−0.00462



)



Dm

(ps/nm km)

−172.9

−135.3

−106.6

−84.2

−66.4

−51.9

−40.1

−30.1

−21.7

−14.5

−8.14

−2.58

2.39

6.87

10.95

14.72

18.23

21.52

24.64



Note: Numerical values in the table correspond to the refractive-index formula as

given in U.C. Paek, G.E. Peterson and A. Carnevale, Bell Syst. Tech. J., 60,

583, 1981.



material dispersion is only 50 ps/km of the fibre. The very small value of Δτm is

because the group velocity is approximately constant around λ0 =  1300 nm. Indeed,

the wavelength λ0 = 1270 nm is usually referred to as the zero material dispersion

wavelength, and it is because of such low material dispersion that the optical communication systems shifted their operation to around λ0 = 1300 nm.

The optical communication systems in operation today use laser diodes (LDs)

with λ0 ≈ 1550 nm having a spectral width of about 2 nm. At this wavelength, the

material dispersion coefficient is 21.5 ps/(km nm) and the material dispersion, Δτm,

would be about 43 ps/km.



3.4  DISPERSION AND BIT RATES IN MULTIMODE FIBRES

In multimode fibres, the total dispersion consists of intermodal dispersion (Δτi) and

material dispersion (Δτm) and is given by





∆τ =



2



( ∆τi ) + ( ∆τm )



2



(3.9)
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In one type of extensively used coding, referred to as nonreturn to zero (NRZ),

the maximum permissible bit rate is approximately given by

Bmax ≈







0.7

(3.10)

∆τ



Operating around 1310 nm minimizes Δτm and hence almost all multimode fibre

systems operate at this wavelength region with optimum refractive-index profiles

having small values of Δτi.

As an example, we consider a parabolic-index multimode fibre with n1 ≈ 1.46,

Δ ≈ 0.01 operating at 850 nm with an LED of spectral width 20 nm. For such

a fibre, the ray dispersion is about 0.24 ns/km. If the source is an LED with

Δλ0 = 20 nm, then, using Table 3.1, the material dispersion, Δτm , is 1.7 ns/km.

Thus, the total dispersion will be





∆τ =



2



( ∆τi ) + ( ∆τm )



2



= 0.242 + 1.72 = 1.72 ns km



Using Equation 3.10, this gives a maximum bit rate of about 400 Mb km/s, giving a maximum permissible bit rate of 20 Mb/s for a 20 km link. If we now shift the

wavelength of operation to 1300 nm and use the same parabolic-index fibre, we will

see that the ray dispersion remains the same at 0.24 ns/km while the material dispersion (for an LED of Δλ0 = 20 nm) becomes 0.05 ns/km. The material dispersion is

now negligible in comparison with the ray dispersion. Thus, the total dispersion and

maximum bit rate, respectively, are given by





∆τ = 0.242 + 0.052 ≈ 0.25 ns km ⇒ Bmax ≈ 2.8 Gb km s



In the examples discussed previously, the maximum bit rate has been estimated

by considering the fibre only. In an actual link, the temporal response of the source

and the detector must also be taken into account.

We end this section by mentioning that around 1977, we had the first-generation optical communication systems, which used graded-index multimode fibres and the source

used was an LED operating at 850 nm wavelength; the loss was ~3 dB/km, the repeater

spacing was ~10 km and the bit rate was ~45 Mb/s. Around 1981, we had the secondgeneration optical communication systems, which again used graded-index multimode

fibres but now operating at 1300 nm wavelength (so that the material dispersion is very

small); the bit rate was almost the same (~45 Mb/s) but since the loss was ~1 dB/km and

the dispersion was also less, the repeater spacing increased to ~30 km.



3.5  DISPERSION IN SINGLE-MODE FIBRES

In the case of a single-mode optical fibre, the effective index, neff (≡β/k0), of the mode

depends on the core and cladding refractive indices as well as the waveguide parameters (refractive-index profile and radii of various regions). In fact, the total dispersion is given by (cf. Equation 3.8)
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∆τtotal = −







L ∆λ 0

λ 0c



 2 d 2 neff 

λ 0

 (3.11)

d λ 20 





Now neff would vary with the wavelength even if the core and cladding media

were assumed to be dispersionless (i.e. the refractive indices of the core and cladding

are assumed to be independent of the wavelength). This dependence of the effective

index on the wavelength is due to the wave guidance mechanism and leads to what is

referred to as waveguide dispersion. Waveguide dispersion can be understood from

the fact that the effective index of the mode depends on the fraction of power in

the core and the cladding at a particular wavelength. As the wavelength changes,

this fraction also changes. Thus, even if the refractive indices of the core and the

cladding are assumed to be independent of the wavelength, the effective index will

change with the wavelength. It is this explicit dependence of neff(λ0) on λ0 that leads

to waveguide dispersion.

If we neglect the wavelength dependence of the refractive index, then for a powerlaw profile, the normalized propagation constant b depends only on V and since

Δ << 1, we have

b=







2

neff

− n22 neff − n2

≈

(3.12)

2

n1 − n2

n1 − n22



and

β

( = neff ) ≈ n2 + b ( n1 − n2 ) (3.13)

k0





Thus, we obtain



Dw = −







n2 ∆  d 2 (bV ) 

V

 (3.14)

cλ 0 

dV 2 



A simple empirical expression for waveguide dispersion for step-index fibres is [2]

Dw = −



2

n2 ∆

× 107 0.080 + 0.549 ( 2.834 − V )  ps ( km nm )





3λ 0



(1.3 ≤ V ≤ 2.2 ) (3.15)



where λ0 is measured in nanometres. Thus, the total dispersion in the case of a single-mode optical fibre can be attributed to two types of dispersion, namely, material

dispersion and waveguide dispersion. Indeed, it can be shown that the total dispersion coefficient D is given to a good accuracy by the sum of the material (Dm) and

waveguide (Dw) dispersion coefficients. For a step-index single-mode fibre with





n1 = 1.47, ∆ = 0.0025 and a = 4 µm
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we have

V ≈ 2.0 for λ = 1.3 µm





and



V ( bV ) ″ ≈ 0.462





which gives



∆Dw ≈ −4.34 ps ( km nm )







Thus, for an LD having a spectral width Δλ ≈ 2 nm, we have

∆τw = −8.68 ps km







We next consider a (step-index) fibre for which n2 = 1.444, Δ = 0.0075 and

a = 2.3 μm, so that V = 2556/λ0, where λ0 is measured in nanometres. Substituting

in Equation 3.15, we get







Dw = −



2



3.61 × 10 4 

2556  

0.080 + 0.549  2.834 −

 ps ( km nm )

λ0

λ 0  









Thus, at λ0 ≈ 1550 nm,





Dw = −20 ( ps km nm )



On the other hand, the material dispersion at this wavelength is given by (see

Table 3.1)





Dm = +20 ( ps km nm )



We therefore see that the two expressions are of opposite signs and almost cancel each other. Physically, because of waveguide dispersion, longer wavelengths

travel slower than shorter wavelengths and because of material dispersion, longer

wavelengths travel faster than shorter wavelengths – and the two effects compensate each other, resulting in zero total dispersion around 1550 nm. Thus, we have

been able to shift the zero dispersion wavelength by changing the fibre parameters; these are known as dispersion-shifted fibres (DSFs). Thus, DSFs are those

fibres whose total dispersion becomes zero at a shifted wavelength. Commercially

available dispersion-shifted fibres (referred to as G.653 fibres) do not usually have

a step variation of the refractive index; the refractive-index variation is slightly

complicated and is such that the total dispersion passes through zero around the

1550 nm wavelength. In fact, with the proper fibre refractive-index profile design,
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it is also possible to have a flat dispersion spectrum leading to dispersion-flattened

designs.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The development of optical fibre technology is considered to be a major driver

behind the information technology revolution and the tremendous progress in global

telecommunications that has been witnessed in recent years. Indeed, optical fibres

have now penetrated virtually all segments of telecommunication networks – be it

transoceanic, transcontinental, intercity, metro, access, campus or on-premise. The

first fibre-optic telecom link went public in 1977 in downtown Chicago. Up to about

2000, the growth in the lightwave communication industry had indeed been mind

boggling. The so-called bubble burst halted its growth for a while in mid-2001. The

discovery of low-loss optical fibres for this phenomenal growth has been recognized

through the award of the Nobel Prize in Physics for 2009 to Charles Kao for ‘groundbreaking achievements concerning the transmission of light in fibres for optical communication’. The Nobel Foundation press release said:

if we were to unravel all of the glass fibers that wind around the globe, we would get

a single thread over one billion kilometres long, which is enough to encircle the globe

more than 25,000 times … and is increasing by thousands of kilometres every hour.
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Light guidance or confinement in a medium through internal reflection was first

demonstrated by D. Colladon in 1841 in Geneva, by guiding a beam of light in a

water jet. J. Babinet made similar observations in France even in a bent glass rod.

John Tyndall, at the suggestion of M. Faraday, demonstrated light guidance in a

flowing water jet at the Royal Society in 1854. Applications of light guides in medical science, for example, in gastroscopy in the form of glass fibre bundles for image

transmission, have been discussed and attempted since the early 1920s. However, a

major problem was that these could not be used for light transmission over longer

distances as the light would rapidly leak out as well as suffer scattering at any

abrasions on the glass surface because the fibres were unclad and the total internal

reflection was taking place from the glass–air interface. It was H. H. Hopkins and

Narinder Singh Kapany from Imperial College, London, who reported for the first

time a bundle of thin glass-clad glass core fibres, which substantially reduced the

leakage loss of the transmitted light, in one of their papers that was published in

Nature 1954 [1]. The initial theories of light propagation in the form of waveguide

modes were developed by Kapany in the United Kingdom and by E. Snitzer in the

United States [2] in the early 1960s. However, it was left to Kao and Hockham, then

working at Standard Telecommunications in the United Kingdom, who were the

first to focus attention on the material properties of glass as an optical transmission

medium in the mid-1960s. They proposed and reported their findings in a paper in

the journal Proceedings of Institute of Electrical Engineers in 1966 [3]. Based on

extensive measurements on a large number of glass samples from different sources,

they suggested that the optical glass fibres should be potential signal transmission

media for long-distance optical communication provided the transmission loss in

the fibre could be brought down to below 20 dB/km at the operating frequency, a

figure typically encountered in coaxial metallic cables. In simple terms, a 20 dB/km

loss would imply that after 1 km, the output power is 100 times less than the input

power. They even identified the sources of loss in a glass fibre and attributed these

to absorption and scattering due to the presence of impurities. So, the implication

of their research was that to obtain low transmission loss, one is required to remove

impurities, such as iron, chromium, vanadium and water, which are normally prevalent in conventional glasses and operate at a relatively longer wavelength to reduce

scattering losses, such as Rayleigh, which vary as the inverse fourth power of the

wavelength [3]. Taking a cue from this landmark paper, a group of scientists led by

physicist Robert Maurer at the Corning Glass Works in the United States started

working on achieving this target of a 20 dB/km loss in silica glasses set by Kao and

Hockham. They followed a radically different fabrication route, borrowing ideas

of chemical vapour deposition technology from the semiconductor industries. They

attained 17 dB/km losses at the He–Ne laser wavelength of 632.8 nm in 1970 [4].

Indeed, it was the first report on the realization of low-loss optical fibres that paved

the way for the rapid introduction of fibre optics in optical communication technology, which subsequently led to its very fast growth. The transmission loss in presentday optical fibres is about 0.2 dB/km (at the wavelength of 1550 nm), which implies a

transmission loss of only about 4% after 1 km. An immediate consequence of this is

that one would not require any amplifier to revamp the signals for almost 60–80 km

with such high-quality optical fibres.
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The initial research and development revolution in this field had centred on

achieving optical transparency in terms of exploitation of the low-loss and lowdispersion transmission wavelength windows of high-silica optical fibres. The earliest fibre-optic lightwave systems exploited the first low-loss wavelength window

centred on 820 nm with graded-index multimode fibres forming the transmission

media. However, primarily due to the unpredictable nature of the bandwidth of

jointed multimode fibre links, from the early 1980s, the system’s focus shifted to

single-mode fibres (SMFs) by exploiting the zero material dispersion characteristic

of silica fibres, which occurs at a wavelength of 1280 nm [5] in proximity to its second low-loss wavelength window centred at 1310 nm. The next revolution in lightwave communication took place when broadband optical fibre amplifiers in the form

of erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs) were developed in 1987 [6], whose operating wavelengths fortuitously coincided with the lowest-loss transmission window

of silica fibres centred at 1550 nm [7], heralding the emergence of the era of dense

wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technology in the mid-1990s. By definition, DWDM technology implies simultaneous optical transmission through one

SMF of at least four wavelengths within the gain bandwidth of an EDFA. The recent

development of the so-called AllWave and SMF-28e fibres devoid of the characteristic OH− loss peak (centred at 1380 nm) extended the low-loss wavelength window

in high-silica fibres from 1280 nm (235 THz) to 1650 nm (182 THz), thereby offering,

in principle, an enormously broad 53 THz of optical transmission bandwidth, which

could be potentially tapped through the DWDM technique. These fibres are usually

referred to as enhanced SMFs (E-SMF/SMF-28e or G.652.C) and are characterized

by an additional low-loss window in the E-band (1360–1460 nm), which is about

30% more than the two low-loss windows centred about 1310 and 1550 nm in legacy

SMFs. The emergence of DWDM technology has also driven the development of

various specialty fibres and fibre-based components for seamless integration to lightwave communication networks. These fibres were required to address new features,

such as nonlinearity-induced potential impairments in optical transmission due to

high optical throughput, broadband dispersion compensation and bend-loss sensitivity to variation in signal wavelengths. Also in the early 1990s, a new breed of fibres

emerged on the scene, known as microstructured optical fibres. Due to the multiplicity of the parameters involved in their geometry, these fibres offered huge latitude in

design freedom to play around with a host of parameters to tailor their transmission

characteristics. In the first part of this chapter, we attempt to present the evolutionary

trends in the design of specialty fibres for a variety of application-specific applications. In the second part, we discuss the evolution of fibre-based components for

various signal-processing tasks for lightwave communication.



4.2 LIGHTWAVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM: DISPERSION

AND LOSS SPECTRA OF OPTICAL FIBRES

Figure 4.1 is a schematic depiction of the working principle of an optical communication system. Analogue signals in the electric domain that originate from a telephone when a number is dialled are converted into equivalent digital signals at the

nearest telephone exchange where, after coding and multiplexing, the signal is fed to
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FIGURE 4.1  (a) Schematic of the system layout of a fibre optical communication system,

in which analogue signals in an electrical domain originating from telephones are converted

into their digital equivalent pulses, which are then fed to the electronic drive circuit of a

laser diode and transmitted via optical fibres to the receiving end, which are detected by

photodetector(s) and reconverted to analogue signals before reaching the dialled telephone

set(s); (b) schematic of pulse dispersion: after distance L1 the pulses are resolvable with very

little overlap due to dispersion, but after L2 the extent of overlap between the pulses is large

and the individual pulses are unresolvable.



the drive circuit of a laser diode. The laser diode then emits equivalent digital signals

in the form of multiplexed (in the temporal domain) optical temporal pulses, which

get transported through an SMF to the dialled number’s telephone exchange, where

it is detected by a photodetector. The output of the photodetector is then demultiplexed and demodulated for retrieval and the original signals are eventually reconstructed for detection at the receiver end. Due to the dispersive nature of an optical

fibre, the group velocity of a propagating signal pulse through it becomes a function

of frequency (referred to as group velocity dispersion [GVD] in the literature) and

this phenomenon of GVD induces frequency chirp to a propagating pulse, meaning

thereby that the leading edge of the propagating pulse differs in frequency from the

trailing edge of the pulse. If the operating wavelength, that is, the signal transmission

wavelength, falls within the normal dispersion regime, where the dispersion coefficient D (defined later) is negative, the leading edge of a pulse gets red-shifted while

the trailing edge of the pulse gets blue-shifted. In both cases, the pulse envelope

would broaden; the longer the propagation distance, the broader the pulse. Thus, if

the broadening is large enough to result in an overlap between the successive signal
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pulses at the receiver end such that the receiver fails to resolve the bits that form the

signals as individual pulses, intersymbol interference (ISI) would occur [8]. Thus,

these pulses, though started as individually distinguishable pulses at the transmitter,

may become indistinguishable at the receiver due to chromatic dispersion; at longer

propagation distances, the pulse would suffer increased broadening (see Figure 4.1b).

In fact, the phenomenon of GVD limits the number of pulses that can be sent through

fibre of a given length per unit time. The typical result for a broadened Gaussianshaped temporal pulse is shown in Figure 4.2; LD is known as the dispersion length

over which a Gaussian pulse of characteristic half-width τ0 becomes 2 τ0 due to

dispersion.

GVD is expressed as [9]

d 2β

d ω2







=

ω= ωc



λ 20

D (4.1)

2π c



where ωc(=2πc/λ0) is the carrier frequency, that is, the central frequency of the laser

diode, and D is given by

D=−







λ 0 d 2 neff

(4.2)

c d λ 20



where neff, the effective index of the LP01 mode, is given by

neff ≈ ncl (1 + b∆ ) (4.3)
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FIGURE 4.2  Dispersive broadening of a Gaussian envelope temporal pulse. (Calculations

courtesy of Sonali Dasgupta.)
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where 0 < b < 1 represents the normalized propagation constant of the LP01 mode:

b=







2

neff

− ncl2

(4.4)

nc2 − ncl2



and Δ ≈ ((nc−ncl)/ncl) stands for the relative core-cladding index difference in an SMF.

It can be seen from Equation 4.3 that neff is composed of two terms – one is purely

material related (ncl) and the second arises due to the waveguiding effect (b) and hence

total dispersion in an SMF is attributable to two types of dispersion, namely, material

dispersion and waveguide dispersion. Indeed, it can be shown that the total dispersion

coefficient (DT) is given by the following algebraic sum to a very good accuracy [10]:

DT ≅ DM + DWG (4.5)







Total dispersion, DT, and its components as a function of λ0 are shown in Figure 4.3

for a conventional SMF. It shows that total dispersion goes through zero at a wavelength λZD of 1310 nm and at 1550 nm it is ~16 ps/(km nm). At a wavelength around

λZD, higher-order dispersion, namely, third-order dispersion characterized by d3β/

dω3, would determine the net dispersion accumulated by a signal pulse. Thus, in the

absence of second-order dispersion, pulse dispersion is quantitatively determined by

the dispersion slope S 0 at λ = λZD through

 dD 

S0 = 



 dλ0 







(4.6)

λ 0 = λ ZD
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FIGURE 4.3  Dispersion spectrum of a standard SMF-28 type single-mode fibre. (With kind

permission from Springer Science+Business Media: Optical Fiber Communication Reports,

Modeling dispersion in optical fibers: Applications to dispersion tailoring and dispersion

compensation, Vol. 4, 2007, pp. 173–213, Thyagarajan, K. and Pal, B.P.)
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where S0 is expressed in units of picoseconds per kilometre per square nanometre

(ps/[km nm2]); thus, S 0 in standard G.652 fibres, such as SMF-28, at 1310 nm is

≤ 0.09 ps/(km nm). The characteristic fibre parameters D, S 0 and λZD are related

through the following relation [9,11]:

D ( λ0 ) =





S0

4





λ ZD 4 

λ 0 − 3  (4.7)

λ0 





The knowledge of λZD and S 0 enables the determination of D at any arbitrary

wavelength within a transmission window, for example, an EDFA band in which

D in G.652 fibres varies approximately linearly with λ0. This feature often finds

applications in component designs and D (λ0) in the aforementioned form is usually

explicitly stated in commercial fibre data sheets. In addition to pulse broadening,

since the energy in the pulse gets reduced within its time slot, the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will decrease, which could be compensated for

by increasing the power in the input pulses. This additional power requirement is

termed dispersion power penalty [8]. For 1 dB dispersion power penalty at the wavelength of 1550 nm, we can write



(



)



B2 DL ≤ 105 Gb2 ps nm (4.8)







where B is measured in gigabits (Gb), D in picoseconds per kilometre per nanometre

(ps/[km nm]) and L in kilometres (km). Based on Equation 4.8, Table 4.1 lists the

maximum allowed dispersion for different standard bit rates assuming a dispersion

power penalty of 1 dB.

Loss and dispersion spectra are the two most important propagation characteristics of a single-mode optical fibre. An illustrative example of the loss spectrum of a

state-of-the-art, commercially available, conventional G.652 type of SMF is shown in

Figure 4.4. The spectrum in a G.652 fibre more or less varies with wavelength as Aλ−4

(where A is the Rayleigh scatter loss coefficient), meaning thereby that the signal loss

in a state-of-the-art SMF is essentially caused by Rayleigh scattering. With GeO2 as

TABLE 4.1

Maximum Allowed Dispersion-Length Product

at Different Standard Data Transmission Rates

Data Rate (B) (Gb/s)

2.5 (OC-48)a

10 (OC-192)

40 (OC-768)

a 



OC stands for optical channels.



Maximum Allowed

Dispersion (DL) (ps/nm)

~16,000

~1,000

~60
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FIGURE 4.4  An illustrative loss spectrum (full curve) of a state-of-the-art G.652 type

single-mode fibre, for example, SMF-28; a: 1.81 dB/km at 850 nm, b: 0.35 dB/km at 1300 nm,

c: 0.34 dB/km at 1310 nm, d: 0.55 dB/km at 1380 nm and e: 0.19 dB/km at 1550 nm. The

dashed portion of the curve corresponds to that of a low water peak fibre (LWPF) due to

the reduction of the OH− peak in an enhanced SMF; the available theoretical transmission

bandwidth in terahertz at different low-loss spectral windows is also shown. (Adapted from

Corning Product Catalog © Corning Inc.)



the dopant and the relative core-cladding refractive-index contrast being Δ ~ 0.37%,

the estimated Rayleigh scattering loss in a high silica fibre is about 0.18–0.2 dB/km

at 1550 nm. Superimposed on this curve over the wavelength range 1360–1460 nm

(often referred to as the E-band) is a dotted curve, which is devoid of any peak but

otherwise overlaps with the rest of the loss spectrum; this modified spectrum corresponds to that of a low water peak fibre (LWPF), classified by the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) as G.652.C fibres, examples of which are AllWave

and SMF-28e fibres. The availability of LWPFs has opened up an additional 30%

transmission bandwidth over and above that offered by standard SMFs of G.652 type.

Although, in principle, dispersion-limited long signal reach is achievable by operating at the zero-dispersion wavelength (λZD) of 1310 nm of G.652 fibres, the maximum link length/repeater spacing is limited by the transmission loss (~ 0.34 dB/km

at this wavelength) to ~ 40 km in these systems. Thus, it is evident that it would be

advantageous to shift the operating wavelength to the 1550 nm window, where the

loss is lower (cf. Figure 4.4), in order to overcome the transmission loss-induced

distance limitation of the 1310 nm window. But then the dispersion-limited distance

becomes shorter because in these fibres, D is ~15 ps/(km nm) at 1550 nm. By the

mid-1980s, it was realized that repeater spacing of 1550 nm-based systems could

be pushed to a much longer distance if the fibre designs could be so tailored to

shift λZD to coincide with this wavelength so as to realize dispersion-shifted fibres

(DSF), which are given the generic classification as G.653 fibres by the ITU. This

was indeed achieved by modifying the refractive-index profile of the fibre so as to

attain a larger negative DWG so that the net sum of DM and DWG crosses zero at the

desired λ0 = 1550 nm. A comparative plot of the dispersion spectra for the G.652
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FIGURE 4.5  Typical dispersion spectra of G.652 and G.653 types of single-mode fibres.



and G.653 types of SMFs is shown in Figure 4.5. DSFs were extensively deployed in

the backbone trunk network in Japan in the early 1990s. This trend persisted for a

while before EDFAs emerged on the scene and led to a dramatic change in technology trends.



4.3  EMERGENCE OF FIBRE AMPLIFIERS AND DWDM SYSTEMS

In 1986, the research group at the Optoelectronic Research Centre of Southampton

University in the United Kingdom reported success in incorporating rare-earth

trivalent erbium ions into host silica glass during fibre fabrication [12]. Erbium is a

well-known lasing species characterized by strong fluorescence at 1550 nm when

pumped with 980 or 1480 nm wavelength-emitting laser diodes (see Figure 4.6).

EDFAs can be integrated in a fibre link with an insertion loss of ~0.1 dB and

almost full population inversion is achievable at the 980 nm pump band. An

important and attractive feature of EDFAs is that they exhibit a fairly smooth gain

versus wavelength curve (especially in case the fibre is doped with Al), which

is almost 30–35 nm wide (see Chapter 6). Thus, a multichannel operation via

WDM within this gain spectrum became feasible, with each wavelength channel

λ1 λ2 λ3

λ1 λ2 λ3
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Fibre
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×

Amplified WDM

signals



Weak WDM signals

at 1550 nm band
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FIGURE 4.6  Schematic showing amplification of DWDM signals by an EDFA.
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being simultaneously amplified by the same EDFA. Multichannel transmission

within the gain bandwidth of an EDFA at the 1550 nm region is now referred to

as dense wavelength division multiplexed (DWDM) transmission. The relatively

long lifetime of the excited state (~10 ms) leads to slow gain dynamics and therefore minimal crosstalk between WDM channels. The system designers thus have

the freedom to boost the capacity of a system as and when required due to the

flexibility to meet future demands simply by introducing additional signal wavelengths (within the gain bandwidth of the EDFA) through the same fibre, each

multiplexed at, for example, 2.5 or 10 Gb/s or even higher. With the development

of L-band EDFA characterized by a gain spectrum, which extends from 1570 to

1620 nm [13], the possibility for a large-scale increase in capacity, at will, of an

already installed link through DWDM allowed significant system design flexibility. To avoid the haphazard growth of DWDM links, the ITU has introduced

certain operating wavelength standards, which are now referred to as ITU wavelength grids for DWDM operation. As per ITU standards, the reference wavelength is chosen to be 1552.52 nm that corresponds to the Krypton line, which is

equivalent to 193.1 THz ( f 0) in the frequency domain; the chosen channel spacing away from f 0 in terms of frequency (Δf ) is supposed to follow the relation:

Δf = 0.1I THz with I = positive/negative integers [14]. The recommended channel

spacings are 200 GHz (≡1.6 nm), 100 GHz (≡0.8 nm) and 50 GHz (≡0.4 nm); the

quantities within the parentheses have been calculated by assuming the central

wavelength as 1550 nm. Today’s distributed feedback (DFB) lasers can be tuned

to exact ITU wavelength grids. All the terabit transmission experiments that were

reported in recent years took the DWDM route.

In the late-1980s and early-1990s, DSFs in combination with EDFA appeared to

be the ideal solution to meet the demand for a high data rate in long-haul applications, such as intercity and undersea transmissions. However, it was soon realized

that the high optical power throughput that is encountered by a fibre in a DWDM

system due to the simultaneous amplification of multiple wavelength channels

poses problems due to the onset of nonlinear propagation effects, which may

induce severe degradation of the propagating signals due to the phenomenon of

four-wave mixing (FWM) [15]. FWM could be relaxed by allowing the propagating signals to experience a finite dispersion in the fibre (see Figure 4.7). Therefore,

for DWDM applications, fibre designers came up with new designs for the signal

fibre for low-loss and dedicated DWDM signal transmission at the 1550 nm band,

which were generically named as nonzero DSFs (NZ-DSF). ITU has christened

such fibres as G.655 fibres, which are generally characterized by refractive-index

profiles and are more complex than the G.652 fibres. As per the ITU recommendations, G.655 fibres should exhibit finite dispersion 2 ≤ D (ps/[nm km]) ≤ 6 in

the 1550 nm band in order to detune the phase-matching condition required for

detrimental nonlinear propagation effects, such as FWM and cross-phase modulation (XPM). There are variations in G.655 fibres, for example, large effective area

fibres (LEAF) [16], reduced slope (TrueWave RS) [17] and Teralight [18], each

of which is a proprietary product of well-known fibre manufacturers. Table 4.2

depicts the typical dispersion and mode effective area characteristics of some of

these fibres at 1550 nm along with those of G.652 fibres.
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FIGURE 4.7  Four-wave mixing (FWM) efficiency in a DWDM system as a function of channel spacing and with a magnitude of D as the curve labelling parameter; other important fibre

parameters are shown in the inset. (Adapted from Li, T., Proc. IEEE, 81, 1568 © 1995 IEEE.)



TABLE 4.2

Typical Dispersion and Mode Effective Area Characteristics of Standard

Single-Mode Fibres

ITU Standard

Fibre Type



Dispersion Coefficient

D (ps/[nm km]) at

1550 nm



Zero-Dispersion

Slope S0 (ps/

[nm2 km])



Mode Effective

Areaa Aeff (μm2)

at 1550 nm



~17



~0.058



~80



~4.2

~4.5

~8



~0.085

~0.045

~0.058



~65–80

~55

—



G.652

G.655

 LEAF™

  TrueWave RS™

 Teralight™

a 



Aeff stands for mode effective area.



4.4  DISPERSION-COMPENSATING FIBRES

In G.655 fibres for DWDM transmission, one would accumulate dispersion between

EDFA sites since signals experience a finite (albeit low) D to counter the potentially

detrimental nonlinear propagation effects. Assuming a D of 2 ps/(km nm), though

a 500 km-long fibre is acceptable for dispersion-limited propagation at 10 Gb/s, at

40 Gb/s a corresponding unrepeatered span would hardly extend to 50 km. The

problem is more severe in G.652 fibres for which at 2.5 Gb/s, though a link length of

about 1000 km would be feasible at the 1550 nm window, if the bit rate is increased

to 10 Gb/s, tolerable D would hardly be ~1 ps/(km nm) to cover the same distance.

Thus, repeater spacing of 1550 nm links based on either of these fibre types would

be chromatic dispersion limited for a given data rate.

Around the mid-1990s, before the emergence of G.655 fibres, it was felt that for network upgrades it would be prudent to exploit the EDFA technology and also make use
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of the available bandwidth of the already installed millions of kilometres of G.652 fibres

under the ground by switching over transmission through these at the 1550 nm window and inserting a dispersion-compensating device to counter the approximately 15 ps/

(km nm) dispersion in G.652 fibres. Realization of this immediately triggered a great deal

of research and development efforts to develop some dispersion-compensating devices,

which could be integrated to a G.652-based single-mode fibre-optic link so that the net

dispersion of the link could be maintained/managed within desirable limits. This is how

dispersion-compensating fibres (DCFs) emerged [19–21]. If we consider the propagation

of signal pulses through a G.652 fibre at the 1550 nm wavelength band at which its D is

positive, it would exhibit anomalous dispersion due to frequency chirping. If this broadened temporal pulse were transmitted through a DCF, which exhibits normal dispersion

(i.e. its dispersion coefficient D is negative) at this wavelength band, then the broadened

pulse would get compressed with propagation through the DCF because a DCF would

introduce a frequency chirp opposite to that induced by the signal fibre. This could be

understood by studying the evolution of the pulse as it propagates through different fibre

segments of the link shown in Figure 4.8 [22].

At stage (1), let the Fourier transform of the input pulse f1(t) be F1(Ω), which transforms

at subsequent stages to F2(Ω), and eventually to F3(Ω), whose inverse Fourier transform

yields f1(t), that is, the original pulse, provided that the following condition is satisfied:

βT/ / LT + β /D/ LD = 0 (4.9)







where βT/ / and β /D/ represent the GVD parameters of the transmission fibre and the DCF,

respectively, and LT,D refers to the corresponding fibre lengths traversed by the signal

pulse. Consequently, if a G.652 fibre as the transmission fibre is operated at the EDFA

band, the corresponding DCF must exhibit a negative dispersion coefficient D at this

wavelength band. Further, the larger the magnitude of DD is, the smaller the length

of the required DCF would be. This is achievable if DWG of the DCF far exceeds its

DM in absolute magnitude. A large, negative DWG is achievable through the appropriate

choice of the refractive-index profile of the fibre so that at the wavelengths of interest

a large fraction of its modal power rapidly spreads into the cladding region for a small

change in the propagating wavelength. The first-generation DCFs relied on narrow core

1
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DCF



β1 LT



β 2 LD

f2(t)
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f3(t)
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FIGURE 4.8  Schematic of a dispersion-compensated fibre link in terms of the fibre transfer

function through Fourier transform pairs. (Adapted from Yariv, A., Optical Electronics in

Modern Communication, Oxford University Press, New York, 1997.)
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and high core-cladding refractive-index contrast (Δ) fibres to fulfil this task; in these,

typically, the fibre refractive-index profiles were similar to those of the matched-clad

SMFs with the difference that Δ of the DCF were much larger (≥ 2%) (see Figure 4.9).

These DCFs were targeted to compensate for dispersion in the G.652 fibres at a single

wavelength and were characterized with a D ~ −50 to −100 ps/(nm km), a positive dispersion slope and typically a very small Aeff. Due to high Δ, a DCF necessarily involves

large insertion loss (typically attenuation in a DCF could vary in the range 0.5–0.7 dB/

km) and sensitivity to bend-induced loss. To simultaneously achieve a high negative dispersion coefficient and a low attenuation coefficient, αD, DCF designers have ascribed a

target parameter figure of merit (FOM) to a DCF, which is defined through







FOM = −



DD

(4.10)

αD



and expressed in picoseconds per nanometre per decibel (ps/[nm dB]). Total attenuation and dispersion in dispersion-compensated links would be given by





α = αT LT + α D LD (4.11)







D = DT LT + DD LD (4.12)

It could be shown from Equations 4.10 through 4.12 that for D = 0:







D 



α =  αT + T  LT (4.13)

FOM 





which shows that any increase in the total attenuation in dispersion-compensated

links would be solely through the FOM of the DCF; thus, the larger the FOM is,

the smaller the incremental attenuation in the link due to the insertion of the DCF

would be. Since DWDM links involve multichannel transmission, it is imperative that



DCF



CSF



Radius



FIGURE 4.9  Schematic refractive-index profile of a DCF relative to a conventional singlemode fibre (CSF) like a G.652 fibre.
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one requires a broadband DCF so that dispersion could be compensated for all the

wavelength channels simultaneously. The key to realizing a broadband DCF lies in

designing a DCF in which not only D versus λ is negative at all those wavelengths in

a DWDM stream, but also its dispersion slope is negative. The broadband dispersion

compensation ability of a DCF is quantifiable through a parameter known as the

relative dispersion slope (RDS) expressed in nanometres inverse (per nm), which is

defined through

RDS =







SD

(4.14)

DD



A related parameter referred to as κ (in units of nanometres) also finds reference

in the literature and it is simply the inverse of RDS [23]. Values of RDS for LEAF,

TrueWave RS and Teralight are 0.0202, 0.01 and 0.0073, respectively. Thus, if a DCF

is so designed that its RDS (or κ) matches that of the transmission fibre, then that DCF

would ensure perfect compensation for all the wavelengths. Such DCFs are known as

dispersion slope compensating fibres (DSCFs). A schematic for the dispersion spectrum of such a DSCF along with a single-wavelength DCF is shown in Figure 4.10.

Any differences in the value of RDS between the transmission fibre and the DCF

would result in under- or overcompensation of dispersion, leading to increased biterror rates (BERs) at those channels. In practice, a fibre designer targets to match values of the RDS for the Tx fibre and the DCF at the median wavelength of a particular

amplification band, that is, the C- or L-band. In principle, this is sufficient to achieve

dispersion slope compensation across a particular amplifier band because the transmission fibre’s D versus λ is approximately linear within a specific amplification band.

However, other propagation issues, for example, bend-loss sensitivity and countenance

of nonlinear optical effects through large mode effective area, often demand a compromise between a 100% dispersion slope compensation and the largest achievable mode

effective area. In such situations, the zero-dispersion slope S0 may not precisely match

for those wavelength channels, which fall at the edges of a particular amplification

band. Table 4.3 shows the impact of this mismatch (ΔS) in S at different bit rates [24].



D (ps/km nm)



Tx fibre

1550 nm

λ



0



DSCF

Single wavelength DCF



FIGURE 4.10  Schematic of D versus wavelength in a signal transmission fibre along with a

single-wavelength DCF and broadband DSCF.
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TABLE 4.3

Tolerable Mismatch in Dispersion Slope

of a DSCF at the Edges of an Amplifier

Band at Two Different Bit Rates

ΔS/S (%)



Bit Rate (Gb/s)



~20

  ~1



10

40



Source: After Uchida, N., IEICE Trans. Electron.,

E85 C, 868, 2002. With permission.



A typical value of RDS for the G.652 type of SMF at 1550 nm is about 0.00335 nm−1,

while in LEAF and TrueWave fibres its values are about 0.026 and 0.01 nm−1, respectively. Ideally, a DCF design should be so optimized that its insertion loss is low, it

has low sensitivity to bend loss, it has large negative D with an appropriate negative

slope for broadband compensation, it has a large mode effective area (Aeff ) for reduced

sensitivity to nonlinear effects and it displays low polarization mode dispersion. A

few proprietary designs of the DCF-index profiles are shown in Figure 4.11. Further

research in this direction led to the design of dual-core DCFs and DSCFs for G.652

as well as G.655 fibres within various amplifier bands, such as the S-, C- and L-band,

and was reported in a series of papers from our group at IIT Delhi, in which a dualcore DCF was used as the basic design shown in Figure 4.12 [25–29]. Figure 4.13

Central core

region



Ring region

Moat region

(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



(e)



(f )



FIGURE 4.11  (a–f) Schematics of assorted refractive-index profiles of various DCF designs

proposed in the literature.
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FIGURE 4.12  Schematic refractive-index profile of a concentric dual-core DCF design; the

dashed line in the central core region represents a typically realizable refractive-index profile

through the MCVD fibre fabrication technique.
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FIGURE 4.13  (a) Refractive-index profile of the fabricated dual-core DCF preform;

(b) measured dispersion spectrum of the fabricated DCF. (From Auguste, J.L., Jindal, R.,

Blondy, J.M., Clapeau, M., Marcou, J., Dussardier, B., Monnom, G., Ostrowsky, D.B., Pal,

B.P. and Thyagarajan, K., Electron. Lett., 36, 1689, 2000. With permission.)
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FIGURE 4.14  Net residual dispersion spectra at different amplifier bands of a dispersioncompensated link consisting of 100 km of G.652 fibre jointed with about 10 km of the

designed dual-core DSCFs. (From Pal, B.P. and Pande, K., Opt. Commun., 201, 335–344,

2002. With permission.)



shows a fabricated dual-core DCF preform-index profile and a measured dispersion

spectrum relative to a theoretically estimated D versus λ0; A: simulated results and B:

measured results. The mode effective area of various DCF designs shown in Figure

4.11 typically ranges between 15 and 25 μm2, which makes them susceptible to nonlinear effects unless care is taken to reduce the launched power (≤1 dBm per channel)

into the so-designed DCFs. By contrast, the ones based on dual-core DCFs could be

designed to attain Aeff, which are comparable to that of the G.652 fibre (≈70–80 μm2)

[27,28]. The net residual dispersion spectra of a 100 km-long G.652 fibre link along

with the so-designed DSCFs (approximately in a ratio of 10:1) at each of the amplifier

bands are shown in Figure 4.14. It can be seen that the residual average dispersion is

well within ±1 ps/(km nm) within all three bands.

Other estimated performance parameters of the designed DSCFs are shown in

Table 4.4. The results for the residual dispersion for standard G.655 fibres jointed

TABLE 4.4

Important Performance Parameters of the Designed DCFs for G.652 Fibres



Amplifier Band

(Central λ) (nm)

S (1500)

C (1550)

L (1590)



D (ps/

[km nm])



RDS

(per nm)



Aeff

(μm2)



MFD

(μm)



Estimated

FOM (ps/

[dB nm])



Bend Loss

(dB) for a

Single Loop

of 32 mm

Diameter



−182

−191

−162



0.0056

0.0027

0.0034



51

70

70



7.15

7.97

8.12



771

941

837



0.0221

0.095

0.0014



Source: Pal, B.P. and Pande, K., Opt. Commun., 201, 335–344, 2002. With permission.
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FIGURE 4.15  Net residual dispersion spectra at the C-band of standard NZ-DSF fibre links

jointed with designed dual-core DSCFs.



TABLE 4.5

Important Performance Parameters of the Designed DCFs



Designed Dual-Core

DCF for



D (ps/

[nm km])



RDS

(per nm)



Aeff

(μm2)



MFD

(μm)



FOM (ps/

[nm dB])



Bend Loss (dB)

for a Single

Loop of 32 mm

Diameter



LEAF (at 1550 nm)

LEAF (at 1590 nm)

TrueWave RS

(at 1550 nm)

TrueWave RS

(at 1590 nm)

Teralight (at 1500 nm)

Teralight (at 1550 nm)

Teralight (at 1590 nm)



−264

−172

−173



0.033

0.017

0.0099



41.8

43.63

49.92



3.34

3.47

3.68



1248

 885

 760



2.54 × 1.0e−02

4.28 × 1.0e−03

2.35 × 1.0e−06



−173



0.0075



61.4



4.02



 851



1.89 × 1.0e−06



−201

−187

−150



0.01

0.0084

0.006



45.97

49.99

57.77



3.42

3.55

3.92



 844

 873

 771



5.2 × 1.0e−02

6.51 × 1.0e−03

1.4 × 1.0e−02



Source: Pande, K. and Pal, B.P., Appl. Opt., 42, 3785–3791, 2003. With permission.



with the designed dual-core DSCFs for various amplifier bands are shown in

Figure  4.15 [28]. The performance parameters of these dual-core, design-based

DSCFs for standard G.655 fibres are displayed in Table 4.5 similar to those displayed

in Table 4.4.



4.5  ERBIUM-DOPED FIBRE FOR INHERENT GAIN FLATTENING

The nonuniform gain spectrum typically exhibited by an EDFA (see Figure 4.16),

may cause the BER of some DWDM channels to increase beyond acceptable limits

and reduce the usable bandwidth of the amplifier. Moreover, the nonuniformity in the

gain may increase the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) powers that can selfsaturate the amplifier and reduce the pumping efficiency. Hence, a gain-flattening
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FIGURE 4.16  Measured gain spectrum of an EDFA in our fibre optics laboratory depicting

the nonuniform nature of the gain spectrum.



wavelength filter usually forms an integral component of any EDFA, which also

adds to its cost. Recently, broadband amplification with DWDM implementation has

emerged in metro networks, which bridges the long-haul networks and local-access

networks. The recent rapid evolution of these networks is driven by the rapid expansion of the Internet in conjunction with the continuously growing end-user bandwidth requirements, such as video on demand. Unlike their long-haul counterparts,

metro networks are more dynamic, reconfigurable and scalable. As the distances

involved can be in the range of tens to hundreds of kilometres, the necessity of

wideband optical amplification is also important in DWDM-based transparent metro

networks. In addition to the span loss, the greater number of components required for

switching, multiplexing–demultiplexing or add–drop channels and connectors and

splices at each metro-processing node within the metro architecture may result in

a large signal loss. In Nagaraju and colleagues [30], we have reported an inherently

gain-flattened EDFA. The basic functional principle is based on a highly asymmetric

dual-core fibre, in which a relatively low-index inner core is surrounded by a highindex contrast narrow ring core (see Figure 4.17). The wavelength dependence of the

LP01 mode’s fractional power distribution in the two cores is shown in Figure 4.18a,

while Figure 4.18b shows the radial field distribution of the LP01 mode at three different wavelengths. It can be seen from Figure 4.18a and 4.18b that for λ < λP, where

λP corresponds to the phase-matching wavelength at which the phase constants or

neff between the fundamental modes (FMs) of the two cores involved match, a larger

fraction of the signal power resides in the outer core, while for λ > λP, the fractional

signal power in the inner doped core becomes much larger than that in the outer core.

Thus, these signals at longer wavelengths would experience larger gain compared
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FIGURE 4.17  Schematic of the EDF’s refractive-index profile; the shaded region corresponds to partial doping of the inner core.



to those at wavelengths shorter than the designed phase-matching wavelength of

1530 nm. This feature essentially results in an effective flattening with a noise figure

(NF) of 4–6 dB, which was demonstrated under a multisignal channel operation

with 16 DWDM signal channels within the C-band; the length of the fibre used was

12 m. In Figure 4.19, an optical micrograph along with the measured refractive-index

profile of the fabricated dual-core EDF preform is depicted.

The measured gain spectrum in the presence of multichannel signals is shown is

Figure 4.20, where it can be seen that median gains are ≥28 dB and the NF is about

4–6 dB.
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FIGURE 4.18  (a) Fractional power of the LP01 mode in the two individual cores as a function of the wavelength, while in (b) the radial field distribution of the composite fibre is shown

at three different wavelengths.
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FIGURE 4.19  Optical micrograph of the dual-core fibre preform’s cross section and

its measured refractive-index profile. (From Nagaraju, B., Paul, M.C., Pal, M., Pal, A.,

Varshneym, R.K., Pal, B.P., Bhadra, S.K., Monnom, G. and Dussardier B., Opt. Commun.,

282, 2335, 2009. With permission.)
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FIGURE 4.20  Measured gain spectrum of several signal channels along with the noise

figure of the amplifier. (From Nagaraju, B., Paul, M.C., Pal, M., Pal, A., Varshneym, R.K.,

Pal, B.P., Bhadra, S.K., Monnom, G. and Dussardier B., Opt. Commun., 282, 2335, 2009.

With permission.)



4.6  MICROSTRUCTURED BRAGG FIBRES

With so much progress in fibre optics, it appeared for a while that there was no

scope for further research on the development of newer fibres. However, in the early

1990s, it became increasingly evident that there was a need to develop specialty

fibres in which material loss was not a limiting factor and fibres in which nonlinearity and/or dispersion could be tailored to achieve propagation characteristics, which

are otherwise impossible to achieve in conventional fibres. Two research groups – the

Optoelectronic Research Centre of Southampton University in the United Kingdom

(and soon after University of Bath) and MIT in the United States – exploited the concept of photonic crystals (PhCs), which were proposed for the first time independently in two papers, that appeared simultaneously in the same issue of Physical

Review Letters in 1987, to develop a completely new variety of specialty fibres,
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FIGURE 4.21  A square lattice of periodic air holes in a dielectric; Λ is the pitch and d is the

diameter of the holes. (From Pal, B.P., Frontiers in Guided Wave Optics and Optoelectronics,

B.P. Pal, ed., Intech, Vienna, 2010. With permission.)



broadly known as microstructured optical fibres. Yablonovitch [31] and John [32]

in their 1987 papers (coincidentally EDFA was also discovered in the same year!)

showed independently that a lattice of dielectrics with the right spacing and different

optical properties could generate a photonic bandgap (analogous to the electronic

bandgap in a semiconductor). A square lattice of periodic air holes in a higher-index

dielectric like silica, shown in Figure 4.21, is an example [33]. They showed that

wavelength-scale structuring of such lattices in terms of the refractive-index features

could be exploited as a powerful tool to modify their optical properties by selectively

creating defect(s) in them. For example, if a defect is created in the form of a solid

region in cylindrical geometry like a fibre, with the surrounding two-dimensional

(2D) periodic arrays of air holes in silica like PhC forming a cladding of a lower

average refractive index, then the defect region would mimic the core of an optical

fibre. This indeed formed the functional principle of the ‘holey’ type of MOFs. Due

to the strong interaction of the propagating light in the bandgap with the lattice, neff

becomes a strong function of the propagating wavelength, which yields an additional

functionality, and could be exploited to form a fibre that could function as an endlessly SMF over a huge bandwidth [34].

Wavelength-scale periodic refractive-index features across its cross section,

which run throughout the length of the fibre, characterize a MOF. These special

fibres opened up a lot of application potentials not necessarily for telecom alone.

In contrast to the fundamental principle of wave guidance through total internal

reflection in a conventional fibre, wave guidance in a MOF is decided by two different physical principles – index guided and photonic bandgap guided (PBG). In

index-guided MOFs like holey fibres (see Figure 4.22), in which the central defect

region formed by the absence of a hole yielding a material of refractive index the

same as the surrounding solid, light guidance could be explained by a modified

total internal reflection due to the average refractive index created by the presence

of PhC cladding consisting of 2D periodic arrays of air holes in the silica matrix,

which is lower than the central cladding and depends on the relative distribution

of the modal power supported by the silica and air hole lattice, which vary with

wavelength. As the wavelength decreases, more and more power gets concentrated within the high-index region, the cladding index increases and an effective

relative refractive-index difference between the core and the cladding decreases.
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(a)



(b)



FIGURE 4.22  Schematics of MOFs with white regions representing air or low-index

medium. (a) Index-guided holey type; (b) photonic bandgap-guided fibre. (From Pal, B.P.,

Frontiers in Guided Wave Optics and Optoelectronics, B.P. Pal, ed., Intech, Vienna, 2010.

With permission.)



As a result, the normalized frequency remains relatively insensitive to the wavelength. Accordingly, over a broad range of wavelengths, the fibre functions as an

SMF. In fact, if the ratio of the air hole diameter to the pitch of crystal is kept

below 0.45, the fibre remains endlessly single moded [34,35]. For larger d/Λ, it

supports higher-order modes (HOMs) as long as λ/Λ is less than a critical value.

By contrast, in a PBG MOF, the central defect region is of a lower refractive index

(usually air), which forms the core; typically, it is larger in diameter than the lowindex regions of the PhC cladding. The central core region could have the same

refractive index as the low-index region of the periodic cladding. Functionally,

light within the photonic bandgap light is confined to the central lower-index

region due to multiple Bragg reflections from the air–silica dielectric interfaces,

which add up in phase. Bragg fibres represent a one-dimensional PBG MOF,

which was first proposed in 1978 [36], although the authors missed out on identifying the inherent photonic bandgap characteristic feature of these fibres. These

fibres consist of a low-index central region (serving as the core) that is surrounded

by concentric periodic layers of alternate high- and low-refractive-index materials. Although in the first proposal the refractive indices of the cladding bilayers

were assumed to be higher than that of the core (see Figure 4.23), Bragg fibres
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FIGURE 4.23  (a) Cross-sectional view of a Bragg fibre; (b) corresponding refractive index.
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could also be designed such that only one of the cladding bilayers has a refractive

index higher than that of the core [37]. In either case, the refractive-index periodicity in the cladding spawns a PBG. The first report on a solid silica-core Bragg fibre

appeared in 2000 [38], which aimed to achieve zero GVD at wavelengths shorter

than the conventional telecommunication wavelength windows. Bragg fibres with a

relatively large refractive-index difference between their core material and cladding

layer materials could essentially be modelled like planar stacks of periodic thin films

of alternating materials, similar to an interference filter [39]. Inherently, the Bragg

fibres are leaky in nature due to their refractive-index profile; however, the loss can

be minimized by appropriately choosing the cladding layer parameters. For a given

number of cladding layers, the following quarter-wave stack condition minimizes

the radiation loss of the transverse electric (TE) modes supported by a Bragg fibre:







π

k1d1 = k2 d2 = p ;

2



2

p = odd integer and ki = k0 ni2 − neff

, i = 1, 2 (4.15)



where n1, n2 and d1, d2 are the refractive indices and thickness of odd and even

layers, respectively; k 0 is the free-space wave number at the operating wavelength, which is the central wavelength of the bandgap that is characteristic of

the Bragg fibre; and the integer p (≥1) represents the order of the quarter-wave

stack condition. Satisfying this condition implies that the round-trip optical phase

accumulated from traversal through a pair of claddings is 2π. By choosing p = 3,

the design of a dispersion-compensating Bragg fibre (DCBF) with an extremely

high FOM has been reported  [40]. Figure 4.24 depicts the radiation loss and
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FIGURE 4.24  Dispersion and radiation loss spectra for the TE01 mode of the proposed

DCBF. (From Dasgupta, S., Pal, B.P. and Shenoy, M.R., Opt. Lett., 30, 1917, 2005. With

permission.)
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dispersion spectra of the designed air-core high-index contrast Bragg fibre based on

a polystyrene–tellurium (PS–Te) material system. It could be seen that this DCBF

exhibits dispersion and radiation losses of −1245 ps/(nm km) and 0.006 dB/km

(with 20 cladding bilayers), respectively, at 1550 nm. The average dispersion of

the DCBF is −1800 ps/(nm km) across the C-band of an EDFA, with an estimated

average radiation loss of 0.1 dB/km. A new formalism was applied to design an

air-core metrocentric Bragg fibre [41]. Figure 4.25 shows the dispersion spectrum

of the lowest-order TE mode of such a metrocentric Bragg fibre. Its dispersion

characteristics are very close to those of the metro fibre of the company AlcaLuc,

the average dispersion of the fibre across the C-band being 10.4 ps/(nm km) with a

dispersion slope of 0.17 ps/(nm 2 km) at 1550 nm. This should enable a dispersionlimited fibre reach before a dispersion compensation of ~96 km is required in the

C-band at 10 Gb/s, assuming a dispersion power penalty of 1 dB.

Solid-core Bragg fibres are attractive for investigating the nonlinear effects in

such fibres. An important additional advantage offered by a solid-core Bragg fibre

is that it could be fabricated by the widely known and mature process of modified chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) technology, unlike the complex process

involved in fabricating other varieties of MOFs. We have studied the phenomenon of supercontinuum generation centred at 1.05 μm in a solid-core dispersiondecreasing Bragg fibre (DDBF) [42,43]. The evolution of a short, high-power pulse

in a silica core Bragg fibre having 10 bilayers of cladding was designed by modelling it through a matrix method applicable to the LP modes of an optical fibre.

Pulse evolution with propagation in the frequency domain was modelled through

the solution of the nonlinear Schroedinger equation and taking into consideration

higher-order GVD effects. Recently, the experimental demonstration of a supercontinuum light from a solid-core Bragg fibre designed in-house by us and fabricated at FORC in Russia through the MCVD method has been reported [44] (as

shown in Figure 4.26).
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FIGURE 4.25  Dispersion spectrum of a metrocentric air-core Bragg fibre. (From Pal, B.P.,

Dasgupta, S. and Shenoy, M.R., Opt. Express, 13, 621, 2005. With permission.)
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FIGURE 4.26  (a) Optical micrograph of the cross section of a solid-core Bragg fibre

fabricated through MCVD technology; (b) nonlinear spectral broadening in 3 cm of this

Bragg fibre. (From Bookey, H.T., Dasgupta, S., Bezawada, N., Pal, B.P., Sysoliatin, A.,

McCarthy, J.E., Salganskii, M., Khopin, V. and Kar, A.K., Opt. Express, 17, 17130, 2009.

With permission.)



4.6.1  Chirped Bragg-Like Fibre



∆λ1
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For distortionless and low-loss propagation of short pulses of tens of femtosecond

duration through photonic bandgap fibres for medical applications, it is important to

operate the fibre at the centre of its bandgap, while maintaining low dispersion. Thus,

any bandgap engineering tool, which enables wavelength tunablity of the centre of

the bandgap in PBG devices, should be attractive for certain applications. In a recent

paper, we have reported a new PBG all-solid Bragg-like fibre structure [45], based on

soft glasses as the host, and its central core region is surrounded by a cladding that is

linearly chirped in the spatial (radial) direction and/or in the refractive-index values

of the cladding layers (Figure 4.27). We demonstrated that by introducing a suitably

chosen aperiodicity in the claddings, one could attain a much wider photonic bandgap with a significantly reduced dispersion as the most important benefit vis-à-vis a

perfectly periodic cladding in a conventional Bragg fibre. By tapering the proposed
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FIGURE 4.27  Schematic of the cross section of a chirped Bragg-like fibre and its refractiveindex distribution in which inherent distributed Bragg resonances within its cladding are

exploited to widen its photonic bandgap. (From Ghosh, S., Varshney, R.K., Pal, B.P. and

Monnom, G., Opt. Quant. Electron., 41, 1, 2010. With permission.)
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chirped microstructured fibre along its length, we introduced an additional degree of

freedom to tailor its nonlinearity and dispersion characteristics. These features yield

a new platform for pulse reshaping. As an example, we demonstrated the generation

of a parabolic pulse from a tapered, all-solid Bragg-like chirped microstructured

optical fibre of only 2 m length by propagating a Gaussian pulse (see Figure 4.28).



4.6.2 Large Mode Area Fibre



Normalized power



Demands for gas sensing for security and environmental monitoring, spectroscopy

for pollution monitoring, industrial process control and astronomy have become

increasingly important in recent years [46–48]. Much progress in these areas relies

on the development of lasers and laser delivery systems that can efficiently emit and

transmit light at mid-infrared (mid-IR) (2–20 μm) wavelengths. This has generated

widespread interest in developing optical fibres that can enable efficient distortionfree transmission of optical signals at high power levels in the mid-IR. Single-mode,

large mode area (LMA) fibres are crucial in this regard because they mitigate the

undesirable nonlinear processes (e.g. stimulated Brillouin scattering, stimulated

Raman scattering and four-wave mixing) in the fibre that deteriorate their powerhandling capability and thereby offer a better output beam quality. Single-mode

LMA fibres based on step-index profiles are limited in functionality due to their

high bend-loss sensitivity and tight tolerances in fabrication parameters [49]. Thus,

more recently, alternative routes have been explored that rely on the use of multimode LMA fibres in which effective single-mode guidance of the FM is achieved

by inducing a large differential loss to its HOMs. Building upon our research results

described earlier on soft glass-based chirped Bragg-like fibres, we have very recently

designed an all-solid, soft glass-based, LMA Bragg fibre for effective single-mode

operation with a mode effective area exceeding 1100 μm2 across the wavelength

range of 2–4 μm [50]. Our design adopts a new strategy to induce a large differential

loss between the FMs and HOMs for effective single-mode operation within a few

tens of centimetres in length of an otherwise multimode fibre of this type. In addition

to having the potential for targeted application in high-power laser delivery systems,
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FIGURE 4.28  Evolution of a Gaussian pulse to a parabolic pulse with propagation in a lossless 2 m-long chirped clad and tapered Bragg-like fibre. (From Ghosh, S., Varshney, R.K.,

Pal, B.P. and Monnom, G., Opt. Quant. Electron., 41, 1, 2010. With permission.)
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complemented by a zero-dispersion wavelength at 2.04 μm and rapidly developing

mid-IR optical sources, the proposed fibre should also be attractive for generating

high-power, single-mode and supercontinuum light over this mid-IR window.



4.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have tried to outline and describe the evolution of applicationspecific specialty optical fibres. Beginning with a short historical sketch of the development of optical fibres, and how the customer as well as newer technologies and

application(s) demand dictated the development of various types of fibres, a variety of

fibres, such as dispersion-tailored fibres, metro network-specific erbium-doped fibres

and microstructured optical fibres, have been described. The chapter should be useful

to those interested in an introduction to application-specific specialty optical fibres.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth (RE)-doped fibre, where the core is doped with different RE elements

are suitable for such applications as optical amplifier, laser and sensors [1]. It has

drawn special attention after researchers from the University of Southampton successfully utilized a piece of erbium-doped fibre (EDF) to construct the world’s first

fibre-based amplifier in 1987 [2]. The RE elements doped into the core of such

fibres act as an active medium. Different RE elements, such as Er, Nd, Yb, Sm, Ho

and Tm, can be suitably doped to obtain lasing and amplification covering a wide

range of wavelengths. As mentioned, RE-doped fibre lasers are gradually replacing gas-based or solid-state lasers in most applications due to their compactness,

excellent beam quality and stability. Fibre laser devices are suitable for a variety of

applications, viz. material processing (cutting, grinding and engraving), range finding, medical and strategic applications. Er-doped optical amplifiers are now well

established in telecommunication and cable TV networks. Compact, high-power

amplifiers are now an important component for fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) applications. Thus, the fabrication of RE-doped fibres with varied designs, compositions

and appropriate RE concentrations attracts a lot of research interest. Improving the

properties of the doped fibres and enhancing the process reproducibility remain the

prime concerns for research and development.

Irrespective of the application, the fabrication of fibre requires a standard

and optimized process with good repeatability, which generally varies with the

chosen process and from machine to machine. Out of the different processes,

namely, outside vapour deposition (OVD, invented by Corning Glass Works) [3],

vapour-phase axial deposition (VAD, invented by NTT Corp. Japan) [4], modified

chemical vapour deposition (MCVD, invented by AT&T Bell Lab.) [5] and plasma

chemical vapour deposition (PCVD, invented by Philips Research Ltd) [6], MCVD

is considered one of the most versatile and flexible processes for the fabrication of

different types of optical preform has been practised at CSIR-CGCRI since 1983.

In this chapter, we plan to present the MCVD technology and activities related to
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RE-doped fibre fabrication suitable for amplifier and laser applications along with

the different test methods that are employed to characterize the preform/fibres.

The MCVD solution-doping technique and material properties are described to

understand the different process parameters for fabricating RE-doped fibres.



5.2  MCVD PROCESS

The MCVD process, developed in 1974, has proven its worth in fabricating competitive telecommunication fibres as well as various types of specialty fibres, and

is based on the inside vapour-phase oxidation (IVPO) of starting materials to avoid

unwanted atmospheric contaminants associated in the case of outside vapourphase oxidation (OVPO) process. The fundamental principle of the chemical

vapour deposition (CVD) process is highly selective vaporization of desired precursor materials to obtain a high-purity material in order to avoid unwanted

elements having a high absorption loss, which degrade the quality of the finished product. In this process, reactant halide precursors along with oxidizing

and inert gases is introduced inside a high-purity rotating silica tube, which is

externally heated by an oxyhydrogen burner moving in the direction of the gas

flow. Submicrometre soot particle are produced as a result of high-temperature

oxidation of the reactant halide and are deposited downstream of the hot zone

according to the thermophoretic mechanism [7]. Subsequently, the deposited

particles get consolidated to a clear glass layer when the burner traverses over

the deposited region. A particular trajectory results owing to the thermophoretic

forces generated by the temperature field within the tube. This ultimately controls

the overall deposition of the soot particles and process efficiency. Certain trajectories near the wall result in deposition, while particles near the centre are swept

out of the tube. A number of layers with variation of the vapour-phase composition are repeated according to a pre-determined programme to achieve the desired

refractive-index profile (RIP). After completion of the deposition process, the tube is

collapsed to a solid rod, called preform, in a stepwise manner at a temperature above

2050°C. Figure 5.1a shows a schematic of the MCVD set-up and Figure 5.1b shows

the actual MCVD machine installed at CSIR-CGCRI. Figure 5.2a and 5.2b show a

schematic of a fibre-drawing tower and the drawing tower installed at CSIR-CGCRI,

respectively.

The steps involved in the MCVD process along with the important parameters

required to optimize for increasing the process efficiency are discussed in the following sections.



5.2.1 Material Selection

Chemical reactions occurring in different process steps during the deposition of a

soot layer are described here; the efficiency of this deposition depends on the selected

deposition temperature (especially for GeO2-doped silica soot). Among the various

materials available, silica is considered the most suitable material for optical fibre

due to its broad glass transformation region, good optical transmission over a wide

range of wavelengths, high mechanical strength, excellent chemical resistance and
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FIGURE 5.1  (a) Schematic of MCVD set-up and (b) an MCVD machine at CSIR-CGCRI.



low thermal expansion coefficient value. Due to high vapour pressure, chloride precursors are preferred over other available known precursors of Ge, and for impurity

control in the atmospheric environment. Etching can be carried out using different

fluorinated precursors, but SF6 and CF4 are the most common ones. The cladding

layer is usually composed of pure silica or SiO2–P2O5–F to obtain (matched-clad

structure). Alternatively, it may also be down-doped with F/B2O3. However, due to an

unwanted absorption band near 1200 nm, B-doping is mostly avoided. For core deposition, index raising dopants such as GeO2, P2O5 or Al2O3 can be used to increase

the index compared to that for cladding in order to achieve a light-guiding property.
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FIGURE  5.2  (a) Schematic of a fibre-drawing tower set-up and (b) a softened portion of a prefrom coming out from the bottom of the furnace in a fibre-drawing tower at

CSIR-CGCRI.



5.2.1.1  Reactions Involved

Etching reaction:





SF6 ( g) + 1.5 SiO2 (s ) = 1.5 SiF4 (s ) + SO2 ( g) + 0.5 O2 ( g)







CF4 ( g) + SiO2 (s) = SiF4 (s ) + CO2 ( g)

Core and cladding deposition reaction:



   SiCl 4 ( g) + O2 ( g) = SiO2 (s ) + 2 Cl 2 ( g)

   GeCl 4 ( g) + O2 ( g) = GeO2 (s ) + 2 Cl 2 ( g)





2 POCl3 ( g) + 1.5 O2 ( g) = P2O5 (s) + 3 Cl 2 ( g)



     2 BCl3 ( g) + 1.5 O2 ( g) = B2O3 (s) + 3 Cl 2 ( g)
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SiF4 ( g) + 3 SiO2 (s) = 4 SiO1.5F(s)







         

SF6 ( g) + 4 SiO2 (s ) = 4 SiO1.5F(s) + SO2 ( g) + F2 ( g)



5.2.2 Tube Set-Up

Prior to mounting a tube on a glass-working MCVD lathe, it is important to check the

quality of the substrate tube in terms of noncircularity, bowness, surface nonuniformity,

etc., which may degrade the quality of the ultimate preform. Proper alignment of the tube

is essential to ensure uniform temperature distribution and deposition along the length.



5.2.3 Etching

The etching of a few micron layers of the inner surface of the tube with the addition

of reactive gases, such as SF6, CCl2F2 and CF4, which generate F, is carried out to

remove imperfections prior to deposition.



5.2.4 Deposition

Deposition of cladding and core layers are one of the most critical steps in the overall

process. A number of parameters need to be optimized to enhance efficiency during

deposition.

• Optimal tube rotation is required to maintain a uniform temperature during

deposition as well as to obtain good core–clad geometry during the collapsing stages. Usually, the rotational speed during deposition is between

60 and 100 depending on the tube size, which is reduced to half the value

during collapsing since the temperature at the time of collapsing is much

higher and reduces the glass viscosity.

• Bubbler temperature is the next important parameter, which controls the

amount of incoming vapours of reactant halides and, consequently, the deposition rate. Generally, a fixed temperature is maintained during processing

and the value is within 22°C–30°C in our case.

• Burner traverse speed is another important factor that requires proper optimization. A slow burner speed results in the deposition of a thick layer but may

generate bubbles through reboiling during collapsing. On the other hand, a

very fast burner speed is associated with an incomplete reaction due to the

short residence time of the reactant vapours and can also lead to improper

sintering. Usually, the speed is guided by the time required for complete

sintering of the deposited layer. During deposition, a burner traverse speed

of 100–130 mm/min is usually maintained; however, during the collapsing

stage, the burner traverse speed is reduced in steps to about 10 mm/min.

• Flame width is considered to be a very critical parameter. The combination

of the flame width and the burner traverse speed dictates the reaction time,
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which, in turn, controls the overall deposition efficiency. A wide flame

width is not acceptable as it may lead to nonuniform heating of the tube,

leading to a wider variation in the particle size over the deposited layer.

Similarly, a very narrow flame width may reduce the extent of the chemical

reaction and the deposition rate.

• Total flow of gas during deposition is critical to ensure the laminar flow of

gases at the high temperature required for deposition. It is also the prime

factor that controls the deposition rate. In CGCRI, we maintain a total

flow of 1.0–1.2 L/min is usually maintained during preform processing

except during the collapsing stage.

• The deposition length (L D) is found to be proportional to Q/α, where Q

is the total flow and α is the thermal diffusivity. Thus, it is evident that

to minimize entry taper (unused tube length without deposition), a low

gas flow and a high α are essential, which can be achieved by introducing He to the gas mixture.

The individual flow of the different materials is calculated prior to starting the process, based on the following Equation 5.1:







Qi =



( Pi × P × ηi × V ) 

{( P − Pi ) × R × T }



(5.1)



where

V = O2 flow (L/min)

Pi is the vapour pressure of halide (torr)

P = 760 (torr)

R is the universal gas constant

T is the absolute temperature (K)

ηi is the total efficiency

• The chemical composition of the input vapour mixture is primarily guided

by the refractive index (RI) of the deposited glass layer, but controlling

its viscosity also assumes importance for smooth sintering. Based on the

selected vapour-phase composition and the corresponding deposition temperature, the size and shape of the soot particles vary significantly. Soot

particle uniformity in the deposited layer helps to attain high-quality, bubblefree glass during the sintering stage. The index of silica glass increases by

1.31 × 10 –3, 0.6 × 10 –3 and 1.80 × 10 –3 per mole doping of GeO2, P2O5 and

Al2O3 respectively. Similarly to reduce the refractive index of silica, usually F-doping is performed. It is observed that SF6 reduces refractive index

by –5 × 10 –3 per mole and highest F-doping is possible with SiF4 which

reduces refractive index by –1 × 10 –2 per mole.

• The number of layers is dependent on the waveguide structure to be developed in the preform or ultimate fibre. For this, the deposition rate during

cladding and core layer formation is important.
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The deposition efficiency is one of the most important factors in the case of the

MCVD process, which can be defined by the expression given below [7]:

 T 

E = 0.8 1 − e  (5.2)

 Tr 







where

Te is the downstream tube–gas equilibrium temperature (typical value is within

200°C–400°C)

Tr is the reaction temperature (typically above 1100°C)

The deposition efficiency strongly depends on Te, which, in turn, depends on

the torch traverse length and velocity, the tube wall dimension and the ambient

temperature.

Furthermore, an additional amount of oxygen (O2) is also important as less O2

results in an incomplete reaction, while a too high O2 flow decreases the deposition efficiency. Substantial work has also been reported on different techniques of

enhancing the deposition efficiency, such as reverse deposition [8] and passing of

cooled air or inert gas [9], over the tube downstream of the hot zone.



5.2.5  Sintering/Consolidation

Consolidation involves the formation of necks between deposited soot particles followed by the growth of a network to form pore-free glass. This step is most important

during deposition and determines the rate of the overall process. Too short sintering time which inturn requires high temperature can generate bubbles and degrades

the quality of preform/fibre; thus, proper optimization of the consolidation rate is

essential. The consolidation rate is inversely proportional to the ‘modified capillary

number’ [7] represented by Equation 5.3 below







C=



1/ 3



η × l0 (1 − ε0 )

σ × ts



(5.3)



where

η is the glass viscosity

l0 is the initial bubble region

ɛ0 is the initial bubble fraction

σ is the surface tension

ts indicates the sintering time

The glass viscosity is dependent on the deposited soot composition, while the

sintering time is dependent on the burner traverse speed. Additional O2 plays a significant role and an optimized amount is essential for the smooth sintering of the

deposited soot layer.
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5.2.6  Collapsing

Optimization of the process parameters such as pressure within the tube,

burner traverse speed, burner hot zone width and tube rotation, is essential to

achieve good core–clad circularity and concentricity. A very slow burner speed

during the collapsing stage has adverse effects, such as central dip formation

in the RI-profile and bending of the final preform, in addition to a prolonged

processing time. On the contrary, a fast burner speed is avoided to overheating

which causes shape distortion and dopant evaporation. Two important parameters, viz. the burner temperature and the hot zone width, which depend on the

traverse speed and the burner setting, are crucial to optimize the collapsing

time. The development of a central dip in the RIP (specifically for a GeO 2 and

P 2O5 -doped preform sample) due to the evaporation of dopants during the hightemperature collapsing stage requires proper optimization of the collapsing

condition and implementation of special techniques like overdoping or etching.

In the overdoping technique, a small quantity of GeCl4 /POCl 3 during collapsing is adjusted to compensate the dopant evaporation, whereas, in the etching

technique prior to the final collapsing stage, controlled amount of a gaseous F

compounds are introduced. Figure 5.3 shows the collapsing of a preform.



5.2.7  Summary

A summary of the previous discussion is represented in a tabular form, which shows

the different process steps, the different parameters that require optimization in each

step and their influence on the final product:



MCVD Process Steps

Tube set-up



Deposition of soot

layer



Consolidation



Collapsing



Parameters Requiring

Optimization



Influence on Final

Preform



• Good geometrical tolerance

of tube

• Proper aligning during set-up

• Tube rotation

• Flame width

• Total gas flow

• Chemical composition

• Additional O2 flow



• Deposition uniformity

• Core–clad concentricity



• Processing temperature

• Chemical composition

• Additional oxygen

• Tube temperature

• Burner traverse speed

• Tube rotation

• Pressure within tube

• Additional O2 flow

• Additional dopant flow for

overdoping



• Glass viscosity

• Compositional

uniformity

• Core thickness

• Numerical aperture (NA)

• Deposition efficiency

• Formation of bubbles

• Fibre loss

• Core–clad geometry

• Dimensional uniformity

• Refractive-index profile
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Uncollapsed portion



Collapsed portion



FIGURE 5.3  Collapsed substrate tube after deposition. 



5.3  MCVD-SOLUTION DOPING PROCESS

The conventional MCVD method is not suitable for RE doping inside the preform

core due to the low vapour pressure of the RE precursors at room temperature;

thus a special modification of the standard MCVD process or different techniques is required. The solution-doping method [10], the sol–gel process [11] and

direct nanoparticle deposition (DND) [12] were evolved to solve this problem and

were successfully implemented for the fabrication of RE-doped preform/fibre.

Additionally, different vapour-phase delivery techniques exist, namely, heated frit

source delivery [13], heated source delivery [14], heated source injector delivery

[15], aerosol delivery [16] and the chelate delivery [17], which require a relatively

complex set-up and have not yet been standardized for commercial production.

Owing to its process simplicity and low implementation cost, the MCVD solutiondoping process has been well accepted since its invention in 1987. Even though

this process is regularly practiced for the production of commercial fibre by many

industries, the process still has problems, such as poor control over RE incorporation and repeatability.

Fluctuation in the deposition temperature results in a variation in the soot porosity

along the deposited core layer, which, in turn, results in a variation in the RE concentration homogeneity along the length of the preform/fibre. Additionally, different

solution parameters, dipping period, etc., can influence the RE incorporation and the

final fibre properties during the solution-doping stage. Thus, judicious adjustment of

the different process parameters based on their interdependence is vital for further

improvement in the process and the fibre performance. Therefore, it is indispensable

to understand the effect and the interrelation of the different process steps involved

in the solution-doping technique to get control over the entire process. The following

section will discuss the important controlling parameters, their effect on the final

preform/fibre and an optimization technique to enhance the process repeatability.

The MCVD process coupled with the solution-doping technique is composed of

two major steps, namely,

1. Deposition of the porous core layer employing the MCVD process at an

appropriate deposition temperature

2. Soaking of the porous deposit in a solution containing salts of RE (or a

combination of REs) and a co-dopant, mostly Al
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Soaked RE and Al salts are then oxidized prior to dehydration in the presence

of chlorine to eliminate OH adsorbed in the soot during solution doping. A temperature of between 800°C and 1200°C is usually maintained for a fixed time span,

and is optimized based on the thickness of the porous soot layer. A stepwise sintering process is adopted by gradually increasing the burner temperature to obtain the

RE-doped core glass to avoid the formation of imperfections within the sintered

layer. The tube containing the RE-doped core layer is finally collapsed to produce

the preform, employing the soft-collapsing process to avoid loss of the RE and Al

oxides from the core, particularly from the innermost region forming a central dip.

Finally, fibres of a desired dimension with a resin coating are drawn under optimum

conditions using a fibre-drawing tower.

Since a porous soot layer of uniform porosity with a suitable composition essentially serves as the precursor for solution impregnation, any variation in the porosity

as well as the pore-size distribution leads to poor control over the RE incorporation and inhomogeneity along the length of the preform/fibre. As a result, in some

cases, identical lengths of fibre from different sections of the preform do not provide the same performance. Thus, to achieve a soot layer of uniform porosity, an

adjustment of the deposition conditions is necessary to improve the fibre performance. Accordingly, the following section will describe important parameters during

the deposition of the porous soot layer, their influence on the final preform and the

experimental/characterization techniques used for the same.



5.3.1 Optimization of Soot Deposition Parameters

Vapour-phase composition and soot deposition temperature have been identified for

an in-depth study to correlate their influence on the porous deposit microstructure

and the consequent effect on the final preform/fibre characteristics.

1. Vapour-phase composition: To investigate the effect of the vapour-phase composition, three different vapour-phase compositions, specifically pure SiO2,

SiO2 + GeO2 (GeCl4/SiCl4 = 0.86) and SiO2 + P2O5 (POCl3/SiCl4 = 0.48),

were selected and the MCVD process was adopted to deposit porous soot

layers at selected temperatures inside a 20 mm (OD) silica tube (F-300

grade from Heraeus) with a tube thickness of 1.25 mm. The temperature

in the range of 1200°C–1300°C was selected for depositing pure SiO2 and

SiO2 + GeO2 soot layers, but a temperature close to 1100°C was employed for

depositing SiO2–P2O5-doped soot since above this temperature, SiO2 + P2O5

soot starts sintering. Apart from a lower deposition temperature in the case of

SiO2–P2O5, the other experimental conditions remained the same for all the

compositions.

Impregnation with an ethanolic solution containing 0.01  M ErCl3 + 0.3 M

AlCl3 was carried out for about 1 h after the soot deposition, followed by

oxidation and dehydration in the presence of Cl2 at a temperature of 900°C.

Stepwise sintering of the dehydrated layer was performed in the presence of

O2 and helium at a temperature in the range of 1400°C–1700°C. Collapsing

was performed at a temperature above 2200°C to obtain the preform, and
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fibres of 125 ± 0.2 μm diameter with a dual resin coating were drawn from

the preforms in a conventional tower, as presented in Figure 5.2b.

2. Deposition temperature: To investigate the effect of the deposition temperature on the porous deposit characteristics as well as the ultimate fibre properties in terms of RE incorporation, another series of experiments was carried

out for a GeO2-doped porous core layer maintaining the same vapour-phase

composition (GeCl4/SiCl4 = 0.86) by depositing porous soot at three different temperatures (1220°C, 1255°C and 1295°C). The other experimental

conditions were maintained similar to those mentioned previously.

5.3.1.1  Characterization Technique Employed

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been extensively used to analyse the deposited soot morphology with a variation of the composition and deposition temperature.

For details, readers are referred to Dhar and colleagues [18]. Both secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) images are captured based on the required

information. An image analysis software (LEICA Q500Mc) is utilized to calculate the

size and shape of the pores within the soot deposited from the captured SEM images.

The surface area of soot samples can be estimated following the Brunauer–Emmett–

Teller (BET) method to cross-check the results obtained from the SEM micrograph

analysis, which additionally provides information regarding the size of the pores formed

within the soot deposit. After vigilant collection and processing of the sample, an accurate

weight is taken prior to measurement, where liquid nitrogen gas is used as an adsorbate.

To compare the composition of the deposited soot layer with that of the input

vapour mixture and the sintered core in the final preform (mainly for GeO2 and

P2O5-doped soot), the chemical composition of the collected soot deposit before

solution doping is determined using a chemical analysis technique. The inductively

coupled plasma (ICP) method is normally used to determine the chemical composition of a soot deposit, but a special analytical method using mannitol as the complexing agent is employed for GeO2-doped soot particles, in addition to ICP [18].

RE and Al are distributed across the preform core to achieve the dopant distribution uniformity employing electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), which requires

the preparation of preform samples of 1.5 mm thickness polished on both faces. The

selection of the step size during measurement is critical as a smaller step size provides more accurate dopant homogeneity distribution.

The longitudinal homogeneity and radial homogeneity of the fabricated preforms in

terms of the RI are evaluated using a preform analyser. A fibre analyser, on the other

hand, provides RI profile and the numerical aperture (NA) of the drawn fibre. The

attenuation of the fabricated fibres is measured using a ‘cutback technique’ employing

a spectral attenuation measurement set-up (Bentham, UK) in a spectral range of 800–

1600 nm. Fibres drawn from different parts of the preform are measured and compared to verify the compositional uniformity and the repeatability of the measurement.

5.3.1.2  Result and Optimization

The interdependence of the soot layer morphology and the layer thickness with the

input vapour-phase composition was clearly evident from the SEM analysis. The

addition of Ge or P oxide is found to influence the particle growth dynamics and
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the viscosity of the silicate, which control the formation and nature of the deposited

soot network. With the lowering of the viscosity, the porous structure collapses and

unites more easily, forming larger pores even at lower temperatures and reducing the

deposited layer thickness. Since phosphorus doping lowers the viscosity most, P2O5doped soot has the least soot thickness, a larger pore size and the worst pore-size uniformity of the soot deposits under investigation. Figure 5.4 presents a comparison of

different soot deposits along with their pore-size variation curve. The analysis of the

surface area of the soot particles is found to be in good agreement with the interpretation drawn from the SEM analysis, as already discussed. The surface area of pure

SiO2 soot is found to be much higher and decreases significantly with the addition of

dopants, such as Ge and P. About a two- to threefold enhancement in the surface area

is observed irrespective of the soot composition for a 55°C reduction in the deposition temperature, which is due to the partial consolidation of the soot layer at higher

temperatures. A new term pore area fraction proposed in this regard and defined as

the ratio of the total pore area to the area of the deposit under consideration showed a

variation of 50%–8% for the different compositions. The general observation related

to the main characteristics of deposited soot of various compositions can be represented as shown in the following table:



Soot

Composition



Pore-Size

Uniformity



Average

Pore Size

(μm)



Suitability as a Host for RE Doping



Pure SiO2



Very good



0.5



Maximum



SiO2 + GeO2



Moderate



1–2



SiO2 + P2O5



Worst



>5



Intermediate Greater

enhancement in

RI value to

achieve required

NA

Minimum

High RE solubility



Soot Layer

Thickness



Advantage

Good homogeneity

and pore-size

uniformity



Disadvantage

• Disengagement

probability

• RE clustering

• Need

temperature

optimization



• Worst pore-size

distribution



SEM micrograph comparison of Ge-doped soot deposited at different temperatures clearly reveals the strong influence of the deposition temperature over the network formation of the soot particles and the pore-size distribution. Despite the mean

pore size remaining in the range of 1–2 μm, a wider distribution was observed at

higher temperatures due to the pores collapsing, which created larger and smaller

pores of different sizes. The image analysis reveals that for a 40°C increase in the

deposition temperature, the pore-size distribution reduced from 70% to 59%, while

the pore area fraction showed a variation of 32%–24%. Larger pores draw greater

amounts of solution, leading to an increase in both the RE and Al concentrations and

consequently act as a precursor for the development of RE and Al clusters. Thus,

uniform pore-size distribution is a prerequisite to obtain uniform RE distribution in

the ultimate preform/fibre. A chemical analysis of the soot deposit when compared
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FIGURE 5.4  Variation in microstructure and pore-size distribution with change in soot

composition.



with the input vapour composition and with the final core composition provides

important information related to the process mechanism during the processing of

the soot deposit subsequent to solution soaking. The GeO2 proportion in the soot

corresponds to the completion of the oxidation reaction of GeCl4 at the core deposition temperature and is found to be in proximity to the theoretically calculated value

(the procedure is mentioned elsewhere [19]). The similarity of the GeO2 proportion

in the input vapour mixture with that in the unsintered soot layer is significant as

it is directly related to the viscosity of the deposit and the extent of sintering at

the deposition temperature. However, the GeO2 content in soaked soot substantially

decreases in the ultimate core layer, indicating that the highest amount of GeO2 is

lost during the sintering and collapsing stages; the same is true for P2O5-doped soot

but the extent of dopant loss is higher. The result reveals that the network formation

and pore collapsing take place in soot with a much higher GeO2 concentration than

that present in the final fibre. So, an optimized deposition temperature for a given

composition is essential.

A correlation was established with regard to the final Er incorporation in three

different soot layers deposited with a variation in temperature and composition. The

absorption at 980 nm due to the Er content differed by about 0.90 dB/m for two GeO2doped fibres, where the deposition temperatures had a difference of 40°C [18]. This

corresponds to an Er concentration difference of 200 ppm. Partial sintering with collapsing of the pores at a higher temperature leads to a reduced surface to volume ratio

and, consequently, less solution retention resulting in less incorporation of the RE ion.

An interesting empirical relation has been established on analysing the results

of soot morphology in terms of the pore area fraction and the Er ion incorporation
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level. A relation represented by B = cQ, where B represents the Er ion absorption at

980 nm in decibels per metre (dB/m), Q is the percent pore area fraction and c is a

constant, is found to be valid for several fibres fabricated for this purpose. The point

that is obvious from all the foregoing results is that an analysis of the porous layer

microstructure provides an indication of the RE concentration, distribution and the

homogeneity in the ultimate fabricated preform/fibre.



5.3.2 Optimization of Solution-Doping Parameters

Several important parameters require proper optimization to obtain a good performance in the ultimate fibre. The amount of the RE/Al dopant level and its distribution in the final preform/fibre core is proportional to the amount of dopant solution

retained by the porous deposit and the porous deposit morphology.

The SEM micrograph reveals that the porous layer comprises open or closed pores

interconnected to form three-dimensional network structures (Figure 5.4). Thus, the

soot structure may be considered as a collection of interconnected capillaries having

an irregular arrangement. Accordingly, a solution impregnation of the soot deposit

through this porous structure is equivalent to the flow of a soaking solution through

capillaries where the flow rate is inversely proportional to the solution viscosity, as

represented by the following equation:





V=



r



4µl



γ cos θ (5.4)



the velocity of the solution flowing through a porous medium

r is the radius of the capillary tube (can be taken as the pore size)

l is the length of the porous frit

μ is the viscosity of the solution

γ is the surface tension of the liquid

θ is the contact angle

This clearly indicates the importance of the solution viscosity and the surface tension on the solution impregnation stage, which, in turn, depends on the

selected solution composition. It has been observed that for a fixed solution composition, the viscosity and the surface tension depend on the selected solvent,

whereas for a fixed solvent they depend on the dopant concentration in the soaking solution.

5.3.2.1 Viscosity

Our experimental result indicates that the solution viscosity increases by about 10

fold (1.98–19.5 cP, at 25°C), changing the AlCl3 solution concentration from 0.15

to 1.0 M in an ethanolic solution, as represented in Figure 5.5. It is well known

that the solution retention capacity of the porous medium is dependent on the

viscosity of the soaking solution; Equation 5.1 predicts that a high viscous solution requires a longer infiltration time to penetrate through the porous medium.

However, to avoid soot peeling off in case of high viscous solution, optimization is
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FIGURE 5.5  Variation of viscosity with solution concentration.



essential which depends on deposited soot layer morphology and adhesion strength

of soot layer with glass surface. For example, a GeO2-doped soot layer (vapourphase composition [GeCl4/SiCl4 = 0.86]) deposited at a temperature in the region

of 1260°C–1280°C shows good adhesion with no sign of imperfection for solutions

up to a viscosity value of 7.0 cP [20]; however, if a higher viscous solution is used,

the deposition temperature needs to be increased to avoid disturbing the soot structure during processing.

5.3.2.2  Selected Solvent

Water and alcohol (methanol, ethanol and isopropanol), owing to their polar nature

with an appreciable dielectric constant, a low boiling point (thus evaporating easily

after solution doping) and chemical inertness (to avoid a reaction with the deposited

soot layer), qualify as a suitable solvent for the preparation of a soaking solution. It

has been noted that viscosity increases from 1.3 to 6.7 cP for changing the solvent

from water to propanol in the case of a 0.3 M AlCl3 solution. In a custom-made

experiment, a porous GeO2-doped soot of uniform porosity was first deposited and

then cut into two equal parts, which were then separately soaked for 1 h in two different solutions of a fixed composition, differing only in the solvent (i.e. one made

in water while the other using ethanol). Subsequent processing of these two soaked

parts produced two preforms. Fibre obtained from the ethanolic solution-soaked

preform part was found to have 120 ppm more Er3+ ions compared with the fibre

drawn from the water-soaked preform part. An EPMA indicated the presence of an

additional Al ion in the alcohol-soaked preform part, which may be the reason for

this variation in Er3+ ions. It has been reported [21] that due to the higher surface

tension of the aqueous solution, the infiltration time is also longer for the aqueous

solution than for the alcoholic solution. The surface tension of fixed strength of the

aqueous solution selected for this study was found to be two to three times higher
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(measured using a du Nouy tensiometer at 25°C) than that of the ethanolic solution.

Additionally, the smaller size of the Al complex [Al(OC2H5)x·Cl3−x] in alcohol compared with the complex formed in the aqueous solution [Al(OH)(H2O)5]2+ helped

to soak more dopant ions during soaking. Overall, the investigation revealed that

solvent plays an important role in controlling the incorporation of Er3+ ion in fibre.

A longer soaking period is required when water is used as a solvent to achieve saturation of the pores and the pore size influence becomes greater compared with an

ethanolic solution of the same concentration.

5.3.2.3  Dipping Period

Usually, a 1 h soaking period is employed to ensure complete saturation during

the solution-doping stage. However, depending on the selected solution composition, the deposited soot morphology (soot layer thickness and average pore size)

and the desired RE/Al concentration level, the dipping period needs to be optimized. To evaluate the impact of the dipping period, an experiment was designed

where different parts of a GeO2-doped porous soot deposit having uniform porosity were soaked for different time spans and were then subsequently processed

to obtain the final preform. The final preform thus consisted of different parts

soaked for different time spans. An analysis of these different preform parts

revealed that the initial RE incorporation rate is fast, which decreases with time

before getting saturated, the value depending on the soot morphology and the

solution nature. About a twofold increase in Er incorporation was observed in

the case of a preform soaked for 45 min compared with a part soaked for 15 min;

Figure 5.6 shows the result pictorially. An EPMA measurement revealed a higher

Al doping level in the case of preform parts soaked for longer time spans, which
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FIGURE 5.6  Variation of Er ion concentration in the core with change in dipping time.
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assists in enhancing the Er-ion doping level in the final preform. This observation

essentially indicates the presence of an equilibrium between the bulk solution and

the adsorbed dopant ion.

5.3.2.4  Al/RE Ratio

It is a well-known factor that co-doping with Al 2O3 helps to enhance the RE

ion solubility in silica and restricts the evaporation of RE2O3, resulting in a

uniform radial distribution of RE and Al in the preform core. Further, Al doping improves the flat gain characteristics of an EDF. However, excess Al doping

can lead to phase separation and the generation of defects along the core–clad

boundary, which enhances the scattering loss in the final fibre. Thus, Al/RE

level optimization is necessary to avoid clustering problems without the formation of an Al-rich, phase-separated region. In a systematic study, a series of

experiments were carried out, keeping all the experimental conditions alike

except changing the solution composition in different preform runs where the

Al/RE ratio varied from 0 to 100. An analysis of the result reveals (a) that the

Al doping level enhances the RE doping level as expected, (b) that the Al-rich

phase separates if the Al/RE ratio goes beyond 70 and (c) the presence of ‘cooperative phenomena’.

It was observed that an increase in the Al proportion in the solution, in addition to

an increase in the Al incorporation level, also enhances the RE3+ concentration level

without increasing the RE3+ concentration in the soaking solution directly. Usually,

in order to change the RE concentration amount in the core, either the porosity of

the soot layer is altered by changing the soot composition or the deposition temperature is adjusted or the RE concentration in the soaking solution is increased proportionately. However, this cooperative phenomenon provides much better control over

RE incorporation for better RE uniformity along the preform/fibre length compared

with the known techniques. The chemistry behind this can be explained as follows.

The increase in the Al ion concentration along with the RE ions in the porous deposit

facilitates the formation of a SiO2–Al2O3–RE2O3 network during sintering. The RE

ions thus become embedded in the silica network and their evaporation/diffusion

during sintering and collapsing at high temperatures decreases. The experimental

results indicate that increasing the AlCl3 concentration in the solution from 0.1 to

0.6 M leads to about a 60% increase in the Er3+ ion incorporation [19]; however,

beyond an Al ion concentration of 0.65 M in the soaking solution, a decreasing trend

is observed. The daunting problem of the ‘core–clad interface’ associated with high

Al doping is effectively eliminated by a simple approach using a soaking solution

containing dispersed fumed silica [22]. Additional silica dispersed in a soaking solution provides a silica environment during sintering, thereby preventing the formation of an Al-rich phase, which is considered as the origin of this core–clad defect

problem.



5.3.3  Correlation of Different Parameters

Now, it is necessary to summarize and correlate different parameters to have

overall control over the MCVD solution-doping technique. Accordingly, a table
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is provided to understand the influence of different important parameters on

the final preform/fibre characteristics with an optimized condition achieved

in CSIR-CGCRI to fabricate high-quality EDF with more than 80% process

repeatability.

Process Parameters

Vapour-phase composition



Influence on Final Preform/Fibre

Glass viscosity



Average pore size



Numerical aperture (NA)

Deposition temperature



Pore-size uniformity

Average pore size



Selected solvent



Solution viscosity



Dipping period



Surface tension

Dopant incorporation level



Al/RE proportion



Dopant incorporation level



High: reduction in soot layer

thickness

Low: disengagement during soaking

Small: less dopant intake; less chance

of clustering

Large: more dopant intake; high

chance of clustering

GeO2 doping: high NA

P2O5 doping: low NA

RE/Al dopant distribution pattern

High: high chance of soot

disengagement

Low: less dopant intake

Dipping period

Long: saturation level achieved; high

chance of clustering

Short: less dopant incorporation and

clustering probability

High: Al-rich phase separation

Low: high RE clustering probability



5.4  ERBIUM-DOPED FIBRE

The demonstration of RE-doped fibre amplifier in the late 1980s had revolutionized the area of optical fibre network for telecommunications [23]. In particular

the erbium (Er)-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) exhibiting a broad gain spectrum

centering around 1550 nm provides a platform at intermediate positions in optical

network to boost the signal before it becomes too small to recover. The optical

fibre used in an EDFA is doped with the erbium ion, a rare earth element that has

the appropriate energy levels in its atomic configuration to amplify a band of light

around 1550 nm. Fortunately, the region around 1550 nm has a natural choice of

silica based fibre due to its lowest peak of optical loss. When a weak signal at

1550 nm enters the fibre, the light stimulates the erbium atoms to release their

stored energy as additional 1550 nm light. It is possible to achieve the flat gain

by appropriate doping level in the core of the fibre. The resultant gain flattening

depends on widths of the stark manifolds of the energy levels of the erbium ions,

which in turn largely depend on the location of the ions and the magnitude of the

local electric fields. Broadband gain characteristics, which include a wide gain band

and gain flattening, are currently receiving the greatest attention in connection
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with the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in telecommunication optical

network [24,25]. In order to achieve better fibre performance, it is required to

achieve erbium ion concentration within 250–800 ppm with Gaussian distribution in the core without any clustering to avoid unwanted degradation of optical

properties in the fibre. Accordingly, various techniques have been investigated and

are still continuing in order to optimize the process parameters to improve the

performance of the fabricated preform/fibre.



5.4.1 EDF Characteristics

The performance of EDF is dependent on the Er3+ local environment in the glass,

over few nanometre distance scales inside the preform core [26]. Considerable work

has been carried out on the development of EDFs to select a suitable host that will

exhibit a large gain bandwidth, better flatness of the gain spectrum and minimum

interchannel cross-talk phenomena, which are the essential factors for an optical

network.

A high NA EDF is suitable for low-threshold preamplifier amplification. A

medium to high NA EDF is suitable for a preamplifier and power amplifier. The

most common pump wavelength for EDFAs is near to 980 nm. For pumping at this

region, the cut-off wavelength needs to be close to around 980 nm to avail of the

good mode overlapping of the pump in the core region (Table 5.1). The capability

of EDFs to splice dissimilar fibres, such as standard single-mode fibres (SM), is an

important performance parameter due to a high NA and a smaller core size.



5.4.2 Fabrication by Solution-Doping Technique

The general MCVD process and solution doping technique are described in an

earlier section with special emphasis on the different process parameters and

their influence on the overall process. Based on that, the optimization of different parameters has been achieved, which will be described in this section. The

practical results of the different geometrical and optical properties of fabricated

preforms/fibres will also be presented to describe how one performs different characterizations to evaluate the fibre performance prior to its actual application in



TABLE 5.1

Specification of EDF

Fibre Parameters



Specifications



Cut-off wavelength

Numerical aperture

Mode-field diameter at 1550 nm

Absorption at pump wavelength (980 nm)

Background loss at 1200 nm

Fibre diameter

Coating diameter (dual acrylate)



900–950 nm

0.18–0.22

5.0 ± 0.5 μm

3.0–5.0 dB/m

<10 dB/km

125 ± 0.2 μm

245 ± 2 μm
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the field. The performance of fibres in terms of optical gain under various pump

and signal powers is described for a C-band (1530–1565 nm) EDFA for optical

networks. The process parameters selected in particular for fabrication of EDF are

as follows:

• The deposition temperature to obtain a porous germano-silica soot layer

is around 1250°C–1300°C, where the optimum burner speed is around

120–130 mm/min in the forward direction, the tube rotation is within

80–100 rpm for tube dimension of 20.0/17.0 mm (OD/ID). The vapourphase composition is selected to achieve an NA of around 0.20 ± 0.01,

where GeO2 concentrations in the porous soot layer are determined based

on calculation using Equation 5.1 and solution composition to be used during impregnation [27,28].

• To incorporate the desired quantity of Er ions (250–3000 ppm), the amount

of ErCl3·6H2O varies between 0.01 and 0.02 M, while to prevent Er ion

clustering, AlCl3·6H2O is added to the soaking solution, the concentration

of which varies from 0.1 to 1.0 M. The ratio of Er to Al ion in the solution is

generally maintained at 1:10 or above and either water or ethanol is selected

as the solvent for solution preparation.

• The dipping period of 45 min is optimized as per our fabrication condition,

however, sometimes a dipping period of 60 min is also used for a thicker

porous core layer of 60–75 μm [27,28].

• For the oxidation process [27,28] to convert the halide or nitrate salts

present in the pores into corresponding oxides, the soaked tube is heated at

a temperature of 800°C–1000°C in the presence of O2.

• The optimum dehydration temperature of 900°C is maintained, having a

Cl2:O2 ratio of 2.5:1, for 1 h to reduce the OH– content in the core glass to a

level well below 1 ppm [27,28] estimated from the representative 1380 nm

peaks associated with OH– ions.

• The sintering temperature is usually in the range of 1400°C–1600°C for

SiO2–GeO2 containing the core composition.

• Stepwise sintering of the porous core layer is carried out by gradually

increasing the burner temperature from 1200°C to 1900°C till a clear

glassy layer is formed. The GeCl4 flow is maintained during the initial

stages of sintering (temperature up to 1300°C) to facilitate the process in

addition to obtaining the NA of around 0.20 ± 0.02, while a 50 sccm He

flow is necessary to avoid the formation of bubbles in the final sintered

layer.

• An approximately 15–25 sccm flow of GeCl4 is maintained during the

collapsing stages in order to compensate for the evaporation of GeO2

from the core at the high-temperature collapsing step and to reduce the

extent of the central dip. Generally, the total collapsing process can be

completed within two to four passes depending on the initial starting

tube. During the collapsing process, the inner pressure within the tube is

reduced gradually from 15 to 5 psig with simultaneous reduction of the

oxygen flow from 250 to 50 cm3/min in order to maintain the circularity
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of fabricated preform core. The burner traverse speed also decreased

gradually from 80 to 15 mm/min.

• The initial diameter of the fabricated preform, which depends on the

starting tube dimension, is usually around 10 mm in our case, having a

core diameter of 0.75–1.0 mm and this initial preform core exhibits a multimode nature. To convert this initial preform suitable for a single-mode

operation with a cut-off value of around 900–980 nm, over-cladding of

the initial preform using silica tubes of a suitable dimension is essential to

adjust the core:clad ratio.



5.4.3 Material Characterizations

5.4.3.1  Distribution Profile of Dopant

The fibres with the pump beam having a radius of distribution equal to or greater

than the radius of distribution of Er ions in the core increase the chances of all the

active ions getting exposed to the pump light, consequently increasing the pump

conversion efficiency in the fibre. As a result, it is important to check the distribution profile of different dopants, specifically Er ions, along the radial direction

in the core. The Er3+ ion distribution profile across the cross section of the fibres

is dependent on the choice of mode-field pattern [29], which is a best fit to the

Gaussian approximation. By controlling the process parameters, it is possible to

get an almost Gaussian distribution pattern for better confinement of the Er ions

at the centre of the core. The Er ion distribution profile across the diameter of the

fibre can be found with the help of phase-sensitive confocal microscopy, where the

Er ions in the doped fibre, excited with a 488 nm laser light from an Ar ion laser,

results in fluorescence with a peak wavelength centred at 565 nm [30], as shown

in Figure 5.7.
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FIGURE  5.7  Er fluorescence distribution across the fibre core.
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The distribution profile of different co-dopants, such as Er and Al, across the core

region of Er2O3-doped fibre can also be estimated by EPMA. Such result also helps

to understand the influence of different process parameters in order to obtain fibres

with better gain efficiency.

5.4.3.2  Core–Clad Imperfection

A high content of Al2O3 in the core is essential to incorporate a significant amount of

Er3+ ions, which generates the problem of imperfection or defect formation exhibiting like a star pattern at the core–clad boundary [31]. This phenomenon is assumed

to be a result of the difference in viscosity between the core and the cladding materials, which develops during the collapsing stage. It is known that the viscosity of pure

SiO2 is higher than that of SiO2 doped with GeO2–Al2O3–Er2O3. It is observed that

for an Al concentration greater than 5 wt% and at a tube collapsing temperature,

the difference in viscosities is as high as three orders of magnitude [32]. The large

difference in viscosity between the core and the cladding glass results in high chemical potential differences, which initiates the process of diffusion of the core glass

into the cladding glass [33]. This type of imperfection formed in an Er2O3-doped

germano-alumino-silicate glass preform section is shown in Figure 5.8. The imperfection is observed to be higher in the core containing germanium and is minimal in

an alumino-silicate composition (Figure 5.9).

The formation of this defect around the core–clad boundary degrades the geometrical characteristics and optical performances of the fibres. Proper control of

the deposition temperature, a suitable solution composition, sintering temperature

and collapsing condition is necessary to avoid this type of defect. Some approaches,

such as a triangular profile and deposition of the buffer layer, are possible alternate

routes to avoid this phenomenon, but a total solution has not yet been obtained

[31]. Recently, the use of a fumed silica-dispersed soaking solution [22] has been

reported and is found to work well even for a preform core containing an Al concentration of more than 4 wt%.
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FIGURE  5.8  Microscopic view of Er2O3-doped germano-alumino-silicate glass fibre

preform.
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FIGURE  5.9  Microscopic view of Er2O3-doped alumina-silicate glass fibre preform

samples.



5.4.4 Optical and Gain Characterization of EDF

An EDF drawn from the fabricated preforms using a fibre-drawing tower with online dual coating is used for complete characterization, such as the measurement of

the RIP, fibre loss spectrum, fluorescence, fluorescence lifetime and optical gain in

the C-band region. Examination of both the preform and the fibre sections along

with the measurement of the core–clad dimensional ratio acquired through a highpower polarizing optical microscope is important before going for other optical

characterizations, such as the optical loss, RIP and optical gain characteristics. The

NA of the fabricated Er-doped preform and fibres can be measured by employing a

preform analyser and a fibre analyser, respectively. Figure 5.10a and 5.10b represent

the RIPs of a depressed-clad germano-alumino-silica glass-based EDF having an

NA of around 0.25 and a matched-clad alumino-silica EDF having an NA of 0.21,

respectively.

The transmission characteristics of three different EDFs having different Er ion

concentrations measured in the wavelength range of 800–1600 nm by a spectral

attenuation measurement set-up are presented in Figure 5.11. The concentration of

Er ions in the fibre can be estimated by its characteristic absorption peak around

980 nm and specifically at 976 nm. For standard EDFs used for optical amplification,

this peak absorption is ~5 dB/m. The results are standardized with the measurement

as described in Section 5.4.3.1 (Figure 5.7).

The fluorescence lifetime curve of one of the fabricated EDFs is found to be

10.53 ms (Figure 5.12). While considering the various issues for optimizing the

flat gain characteristics, the EDFA parameters related to gain saturation and noise

need to be optimized. The fibre parameters, such as NA, core radius, cut-off

wavelength, Er concentration, fibre length and mode envelopes [34,35], should be

controlled efficiently to obtain amplifiers with better efficiency. The gain flatness

against the input signal power of one EDF of an Er ion concentration of 750 ppm

is presented in Figure 5.13. The optimized fibre length of 12 m containing Al ion

concentration of 4500 ppm depicts 30 nm flat gain at 35 mW pump power up to

an input signal power of –10 dBm [36]. Details of the amplifier characteristics are

given in Chapter 6.
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FIGURE 5.10  (a) Refractive-index profile of depressed-clad germano-alumino-silica glassbased EDF and (b) matched-clad alumino-silica glass-based EDF.



5.5  YTTERBIUM-DOPED FIBRE

A piece of ytterbium-doped optical fibre is the key component of a high-power fibre

laser. The first fibre laser using a Yb-doped fibre (YDF) was reported by Etzel

and colleagues [38]. Initially, YDF lasers (YDFLs) attracted less attention, since

neodymium-doped fibre lasers (NDFLs) were considered to have more advantages.

Nd3+ has the advantage of a four-level pumping scheme, while Yb3+ works with

a three or quasi four-level scheme. A four-level laser system tends to lase easier

because it has a lower pump threshold. However, ytterbium possesses higher power

conversion efficiency and can produce output powers in the kW range. YDFs operating around 1064 nm are widely used for the construction of high-power fibre lasers.

This fact can be explained by several reasons: the small quantum defect between

the pump and the emission wavelengths; the relatively long metastable lifetime; the

strong absorption band for pumping; and the absence of cooperative effects due to
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FIGURE  5.11  Spectral attenuation curves of three EDFs having different Er ion

concentrations.



its simple energy scheme. YDFLs can also be used to obtain emission in the visible

range through frequency doubling [39]. The energy level diagram of Yb ions in a

silica glass matrix is illustrated in Figure 5.14. It consists of two manifold energy

states: the ground manifold 2F7/2 (with four Stark levels) and a well-separated excited

manifold 2F5/2 (with three Stark levels). The exact values of the energy gaps between

the Stark levels depend on the core glass chemical composition.
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FIGURE 5.12  Fluorescence lifetime curve of EDF.
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FIGURE 5.13  Gain variation curve in the C-band (1530–1560 nm) region for different I/P

signal powers at 35 mW pump power using 12 m optimum length. (From Bhadra, S.K., Paul,

M.C., Bandyopadhyay, S., Pal, M., Gangopadhyay, T., Sen, R., Dasgupta, K. and Maiti, H.S.,

Science and Culture, 71, 116, 2005.)



5.5.1  Characteristics

The YDFLs used for high-power fibre laser application are usually composed of a

large core to reduce the power density within the core and restrict material damage.

The core NA should be small enough (~0.06 or less generally around 0.08) to support single-mode propagation. However, low NA increases the bending loss of the

fibre appreciably and sometimes fibre supports more than one modes. Considering

the problem of multimode power launching in single mode core laser fibre, a special

principle – the cladding pump scheme – has been developed on the basis of a ‘double

clad fibre’ (DCF) design. This special structure comprises a second light guiding

part of dimension (100–400 µm) which acts as an inner cladding and surrounds the

RE doped laser core. The pump radiation initially moves parallel to the laser core

and is then absorbed by the RE ions when crossing the core and improves pump light

absorption. This interaction of light can be further increased by adopting non-circular

pump claddings which have allowed the laser fibres to reach output powers beyond

the kilowatt limit, retaining high beam quality. The pump absorption increases with

the core absorption, which depends on the Yb doping level and the geometry of the

core region. The larger core sizes (effective areas) help to additionally reduce the
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FIGURE 5.14  An energy level diagram of Yb ions in silica glass.
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FIGURE  5.15  (a) The YbAl3O6 structure and (b) the Yb2Si2O7 crystal structure. (From

Engholm, M. and Norin, L., Fiber Lasers V: Technology, Systems, and Applications,

Proceedings of SPIE, 2008. With permission.)



stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold compared to single-mode fibres (by a

few orders of magnitude) and enhance the power handling capability of the ultimate

laser, especially for high-power applications.

The chemical composition of the core glass is a crucial factor that can tune the

performance and practical use of an active laser fibre, as the glass composition

strongly influences the Yb doping level, the phonon energy and the local environment surrounding the Yb ions. Ideally, in Yb-doped alumino silicate glass, all Yb

ions are expected to be in a trivalent valence state with very few Yb ions in (+2) oxidation states, which helps to enhance the photo-darkening resistivity of the ultimate

fibre. Furthermore, for low Yb ions concentration, aluminium can be coordinated in

the second shell also, that is, Yb–O–Al, as depicted in Figure 5.15a [40]. However,

with an increase in the Yb ion concentration, the interatomic distance between the

Yb ions will decrease and more Yb to Yb bonds can form in the second shell, that

is, Yb–O–Yb, leading to clustering, as presented in Yb-pyrosilicate (Yb2Si2O7) in

Figure 5.15b [40].



5.5.2 Fabrication by Solution-Doping Technique

Fabrication of a large core YDF possessing a uniform Yb distribution for efficient lasing action with low NA of around 0.06 is a real challenge. The conventional MCVD

solution-doping method used for the preparation of a standard RE-doped fibre is incongruous because there is a high risk of disengagement of the thick soot layer during or

after the solution-doping step. Therefore, modifications in the process parameters are

necessary to achieve the goal. Accordingly, three methods are practiced for fabricating

a Yb-doped, large core, low NA preform/fibre in addition to the vapour-phase chelate

delivery technique which has presently gained importance. These three processes are

described briefly along with their advantages and disadvantages.

5.5.2.1  Multiple Solution-Doping Method

This technique, proposed by Tang et al., is a simple version of the solution-doping

technique repeated multiple times [41]. Here, the deposited thin porous soot layer is

soaked multiple times in an Er/Al salt-containing solution with an intermediate heat
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treatment of the soaked layer at 800°C to convert the chloride salt into its corresponding oxide. It has been claimed that up to six soaking cycles are possible; although the

results shown up to the third cycle indicate doping of ~6.7 wt% Al and 4.7 wt% Er.

However, this repetitive soaking and heating approach is not viable for a thick porous

soot layer as after the first cycle most of the pores will be saturated with dopant ions

and hence, at subsequent stages, dopant uniformity will be lost. Additionally, the process is time consuming and several cycles may increase the contaminant level, affecting

the performance of the fibres.

5.5.2.2  Multiple Soot Layer Single Soaking

In this process [42], a number of soot layers are deposited, preserving the optimized

deposition temperature and maintaining the desired vapour-phase composition. This

is followed by presintering of the thick soot layer to increase the adhesion between

the individual deposited layer as well as with the glass surface. The porous layer

is then soaked with a soaking solution of optimized composition and viscosity.

Subsequent to solution doping, the deposited layer is dried, sintered slowly to avoid

bubble formation and collapsed to obtain the final preform. It is thus evident that

several important parameters need optimization to obtain high-quality large core

preform. Otherwise the process will result in a variation in the pore sizes along the

deposited layers, which, in turn, will result in a variation in the dopants’ distribution

along the preform core and a triangular shaped dopant profile in the ultimate preform. A diameter of up to 32 µm has been achieved using this particular technique.

However, in Section 5.5.3, we will present the optimized process implemented in our

laboratory for the fabrication of a large core Yb-doped preform.

5.5.2.3  In Situ Solution-Doping Technique

This process has been developed by researchers in ORC, Southampton University [43].

In this technique, a soot layer of appropriate vapour-phase composition is deposited

as usual after which the soaking solution is introduced into the deposited tube from

the tailstock end through a small diameter glass tube with one end of the tube fitted

with a Teflon nozzle and the other end fitted to a peristaltic pump via a plastic hose.

Subsequent to solution soaking, the delivery tube is pulled back and the solvent is

evaporated from the soaked layer by passing inert gases. Different parameters, such

as solution feeding rate, tube rotation, flow rate of gas during solution soaking and the

drying stage, need optimization. The soaked soot layer is then processed as usual to

obtain the final preform. One can repeat the solution-soaking step multiple times after

drying and low temperature oxidation of the soaked layer. It is also viable to repeat the

combination of soot deposition and the solution-doping step, although the oxidation

and sintering steps prior to the next soot deposition process are essential. This technique is much faster than the other two methods with the additional capability to fabricate large core, high RE/Al-doped preform without losing effective length, unlike the

conventional solution-doping technique. Since all the dopant material remains within

the pores when the solvent is evaporated, a higher dopant level is achieved in this

technique compared to that achieved in the conventional solution-doping technique.

However, the solution consumption is higher in this process but uniformity of dopants

along the preform length in case of forward pass technique is quite satisfactory [43].
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5.5.3 Optimization of Multiple Soot Layer Single Soaking Process

• The first step involves the deposition of a maximum of six porous phosphosilicate layers along forward direction. The deposition temperature is also

optimized and maintained at 1350 ± 10°C with a burner traverse speed of

125 mm/min to obtain a thickness of around 10 μm (as shown in Figure 5.16)

for each porous layer.

• The presintering temperature is varied within a range of 1300°C–1350°C

[42] to enhance the adhesion strength between the two layers as well as to

maintain uniform porosity in each layer.

• The multiple soot layer is then soaked in an ethanolic solution having a

viscosity of 1.5 cPs [0.015 (M) YbCl3·6H2O and 0.175 (M) AlCl3·6H2O] for

a period of 30 min followed by drying with a flow of N2 gas for a period of

45 min. During drying, very low pressure (~0.5–1.0 psig) is maintained in

order to avoid disturbance in the soaked soot layer.

• Subsequent to drying and reassembling the deposited tube in an MCVD

lathe, it is further dried at a temperature within 700°C–800°C for a period

of 10 min with flow of O2 (500 sccm) along with an He flow (75 sccm) in

order to ensure complete drying. Dehydration was carried out at a temperature of 900°C with a Cl2:O2 ratio of 2.5:1 for a period of 25 minutes.

• For sintering of the thick core layer in presence of a mixture of O2 and He

a ratio of He:O2 (1:4 to 1:1) in the temperature range of 1300°C–1900°C

is found to be most suitable. A stepwise sintering of the porous layer is

adopted in order to avoid the formation of small bubbles either at the core–

clad boundary or within the core.



5.5.4 Material Characterization

5.5.4.1 Surface Morphology of Deposited Porous Layer

Scanning electron micrographs of radial and axial views of a thick porous layer

deposited employing optimized conditions are presented in Figures 5.16 and 5.17,
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FIGURE 5.16  Radial view of porous phospho-silica soot layers comprising six consecutive

deposited layers.
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10 µm



FIGURE 5.17  Axial view of multiple porous layers showing the interconnected porous

layer.



which clearly show uniform porosity along the length of the porous deposit, resulting

in uniform doping levels of Yb and Al ions along the preform/fibre core. The process

optimization is carried out in such a manner that each layer consists of a uniform

thickness of 10 μm.

5.5.4.2  Solution Viscosity Effect

The viscosity of the solution of the dopant precursors plays an important role in

preventing disturbances of the thick porous layer. It has been observed that if the

viscosity of the soaking solution increases more than 1.5 cPs, which corresponds

to an ethanolic solution composed of 0.175(M) AlCl36H2O + 0.015(M)YbCl36H2O,

the porous structure gets disturbed during the solution-soaking step. A high viscous

doping solution, gets trapped within the porous structure during draining out of the

excess solution. The viscous force developed within the pores, results in disengagement of the soot layers from the inner surface. If the soot layer is not completely

dried, entrapped ethanol gets burnt during the heating of the tube with consequent

soot disengagement. If this disturbed soot is processed further, it generates bubbles in the ultimate preform with nonuniform particle segregation, as presented in

Figure 5.18.



10 µm



FIGURE 5.18  A microscopic view of the disturbed multiple porous layers.
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FIGURE 5.19  Dopant distribution along the core diameter of large core preforms.



The uniform distribution of dopant ions (Al and Yb) obtained following the optimized process condition and measured using EPMA is presented in Figure 5.19.

5.5.4.3 Spectroscopic and Lasing Characteristics

The complete characterization results of a large core, low NA Yb-doped fibre are

presented in Figures 5.20 through 5.23, indicating the RIP, loss spectrum, fluorescence spectra, fluorescence lifetime and lasing characteristics.

The RIP of one of the fabricated large core Yb2O3-doped fibres having an NA of

around 0.07 and a core diameter of 20.0 μm is shown in Figure 5.21. The absorption

and particularly the fluorescence properties at varying pump powers of such fibres

are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23, respectively. The fluorescence lifetime, shown in
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FIGURE 5.20  Refractive-index profile of a large core Yb2O3-doped fibre.
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FIGURE 5.21  Absorption curve of a large core Yb2O3-doped fibre.



Figure 5.23, of an ytterbium ion is measured to be ~1.05 ms, which is sufficient for

use in lasing applications.

To increase the lasing efficiency, different shapes of double-clad fibres

(D-shaped, hexagonal) are fabricated in order to study the lasing efficiency, and

one of the hexagonal-shaped fibres used in lasing experiments is presented in

Figure 5.24. Utilizing the developed fibres, a schematic of the experimental setup (Figure 5.25) consisting of all fibre components is shown to make a compact

laser device.
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FIGURE 5.22  Fluorescence spectra of a large core Yb2O3-doped fibre.
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FIGURE 5.23  The emission decay curve of a Yb2O3-doped fibre pumped with 250 mW of

pump power at a 976 nm wavelength.



FIGURE 5.24  Hexagonal ytterbium-doped fibre.
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FIGURE 5.25  Schematic of an all-fibre-based laser set-up.
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FIGURE 5.26  Laser spectrum at 1064 nm measured by OSA.



Multiple, single-emitter, multi-mode pump laser diodes at 976 nm are combined

through a pump combiner to pump the double-clad, hexagonal Yb-doped fibre. A

hexagonal cross section is good for better pump overlapping in the active core region

and is easy to splice with standard fibre components. One high-reflector (99%) fibre

Bragg grating (FBG) and another low-reflector (20%) FBG of central wavelength at

1064 nm are spliced to both ends of the laser fibre. Since the Yb fibre has a special

waveguide design, the splicing is done carefully; subsequently, the splicing zone

is recoated with a low-index polymer resin and cured properly. The laser spectrum at 1064 nm is measured with an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) (shown in

Figure 5.26) and the output laser power is about 10 W as measured by a power meter.

The slope efficiency is found to be better than 70%.



5.6 CONCLUSION

Fabrication of an optical fibre employing MCVD is described in detail, considering the influence of different parameters on the final products. RE-doped optical

fibre fabrication technology using the MCVD solution-doping technique is discussed

along with the optimization of important process parameters to obtain the fibres of

desired specifications for erbium doped amplifier (EDF) and fibre laser (Yb-doped

fibre) applications. The process details are presented with practical examples. Most

of the fibre fabrications, characterization and experiment for practical application

have been carried out at CSIR-CGCRI.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

When information-carrying optical signals propagate through an optical fibre, they

suffer from attenuation leading to reduction in power, dispersion leading to pulse

broadening and nonlinear effects leading to coupling between various frequencies. In order to achieve greater bandwidths and longer propagation distances, these

effects have to be overcome or compensated for by a long-distance fibre-optic link.

In traditional links, compensation for loss and dispersion is usually accomplished

by using electronic regenerators in which the optical signals are first converted into

electrical signals, then processed in the electrical domain and then reconverted into

optical signals. In situations wherein the primary issue is loss, optical amplifiers

can indeed be used to amplify the signals without conversion into the electrical

domain. Such optical amplifiers have truly revolutionized long-distance fibre-optic

communications.

In comparison with electronic regenerators, optical amplifiers do not need any

high-speed electronic circuitry, are transparent to bit rate and format and, most

importantly, can amplify multiple optical signals at different wavelengths simultaneously. Thus, their development has ushered in the tremendous growth of communication capacity using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in which

multiple wavelengths carrying independent signals are propagated through the same

single-mode fibre, thereby multiplying the capacity of the link. Unlike electronic
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FIGURE 6.1  A typical fibre-optic system with optical amplifiers as a booster, in-line and

preamplifier. T: transmitter, R: receiver.



regenerators, optical amplifiers do not compensate for dispersion accumulated in the

link and they also add noise to the optical signal.

Optical amplifiers can be used at many points in a communication link. Figure 6.1

shows some typical examples. A booster amplifier is used to boost the power of the

transmitter before launching into the fibre link. The increased transmitter power can

be used to go farther in the link. The preamplifier placed just before the receiver is

used to increase the receiver sensitivity. In-line amplifiers are used at intermediate

points in the link to overcome fibre transmission and other distribution losses.

The four main types of optical amplifiers are the erbium-doped fibre amplifier

(EDFA), the Raman fibre amplifier (RFA), the semiconductor optical amplifier

(SOA) and the optical parametric amplifier (OPA). The primary amplifying bands of

EDFAs are the C-band (1535–1565 nm) and the L-band (1570–1610 nm); however,

there have been recent reports of extending the operating range of EDFAs to the

S-band (1460–1530 nm). On the other hand, RFAs can be made to operate in any

band. SOAs capable of operating in different bands are available. OPAs use nonlinearity to amplify a signal and can be made to operate in any band.

Today, most optical fibre communication systems use EDFAs due to their

advantages in terms of bandwidth, high power output and noise characteristics.

RFAs and SOAs are also becoming important in many applications. Recent work

on OPAs has shown that it is possible to achieve broadband amplification with

very low-noise figures [1]. In the following text, we will discuss the characteristics

of EDFAs and RFAs; detailed discussions on EDFAs and RFAs can be found in

many texts (e.g. Becker et al. [2], Desurvire [3], Ghatak and Thyagarajan [4] and

Islam [5]).



6.2  ERBIUM-DOPED FIBRE AMPLIFIER

Optical amplification by an EDFA is based on the process of stimulated emission,

which is the basic principle behind laser operation. In stimulated emission, an atom

occupying a higher energy state can be stimulated to emit radiation by an incident

radiation of appropriate frequency. The radiation coming from the atom is coherent

with respect to the incident radiation. This is in contrast to spontaneous emission

wherein an atom in the upper state can emit radiation spontaneously and get deexcited. The radiation coming from spontaneous emission is incoherent with respect

to other existing radiation.

Consider two energy levels of an atomic system: the ground level with energy

E1 and an excited level with energy E2 (see Figure 6.2). Under thermal equilibrium, most of the atoms are in the ground level. Thus, if light corresponding to an
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E1

Amplification
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FIGURE 6.2  Under normal circumstances, the population of atoms in the upper level E2 is

higher than that in the lower level E1 and this leads to attenuation of an optical signal propagating through it. If the upper level can be made to have a higher population than the lower

level (population inversion), then we can obtain optical amplification.



appropriate frequency (ν = (E2 − E1)/h, h being Planck’s constant) falls on this collection of atoms, then it will result in a greater number of absorptions than stimulated

emissions and the incident light beam will suffer from attenuation. On the other

hand, if the number of atoms in the upper level were greater than those in the lower

level, then an incident light beam at the appropriate frequency could induce more

stimulated emissions than absorptions, thus leading to optical amplification. This is

the basic principle behind optical amplification by an EDFA.

Figure 6.3 shows the three lowest-lying energy levels of erbium ion in a silica

matrix. Light from a pump laser at 980 nm excites the erbium ions from the

ground level E1 to the level marked E 3. Level E 3 is a short-lived level and the ions

jump down to the level marked E 2 after a time lasting less than a microsecond.

The lifetime of level E 2 is much longer (about 12 ms). Hence, the ions brought

to level E 2 stay there for a longer time. Thus, by pumping hard enough, the

population of ions in level E 2 can be made larger than that in level E1; thus we

can achieve population inversion between levels E1 and E 2. In such a situation,

E3

E2



Pump: 980 nm

E1 to E3

Signal: 1550 nm

E2 to E1

E1



Amplified

signal



FIGURE 6.3  Energy levels corresponding to the lowest-lying three levels of erbium ion.

The external pump laser at 980 nm induces excitation from levels E1 to E3 and ions drop down

quickly from E3 to E2. Population inversion between E2 and E1 leads to optical amplification.
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if a light beam at a frequency ν0 = (E 2 − E1)/h falls on the collection of erbium

ions, it will get amplified through the process of stimulated emission. For erbium

ions, the frequency ν0 falls in the 1550 nm band and thus it is an ideal amplifier

for signals in the 1550 nm window, the lowest-loss window of silica-based optical fibres. In the case of erbium ions in a silica matrix, the energy levels are not

sharp but they are broadened due to the interaction with other ions in the silica

matrix. Hence, the system is capable of amplifying optical signals over a band

of wavelengths.



6.3  OPTICAL AMPLIFICATION IN EDFAs

In order to study amplification, we need to consider the evolution of the pump and

signal as they propagate through the erbium-doped fibre (EDF). Let us consider an

EDF and let Ip(z) and Is(z) represent the variation of intensity of the pump at frequency νp (assumed to be at 980 nm) and the signal at frequency νs (assumed to be

in the region of 1550 nm). Let N1 and N2 represent the number of erbium ions per

unit volume in E1 and E2, respectively. As the beams propagate through the fibre,

the pump would induce absorption from E1 to E3 while the signal would induce

absorption and stimulated emissions between levels E2 and E1. The population of the

various levels would depend on the z value since the intensities of the beams would

be z-dependent. We will assume that the lifetime of level E3 is very short so that we

can neglect the population density N3 of level E3 and make N3 = 0. Thus, the ions are

either in level E1 or in level E2.

The variation with z of the pump intensity (Ip) and signal intensity (Is) is caused by

absorption and stimulated emission and can be described by the following equations:







dI p

= −σ pa N1I p (6.1)

dz







dI s

= − ( σsa N1 − σse N 2 ) I s (6.2)

dz



Here σpa, σsa and σse represent the absorption cross section at the pump wavelength, the absorption cross section at the signal wavelength and the emission cross

section at the signal wavelength, respectively. Subscripts p and s correspond to pump

and signal, respectively. The absorption and emission cross sections depend on the

frequency, the specific ion as well as on the pair of levels for a given ion [6]. In writing Equations 6.1 and 6.2, we have neglected the contribution from spontaneous

emission.

In the case of optical fibres, since the pump and signal beams propagate in the

form of modes, we should describe amplification in terms of powers rather than in

terms of intensities. Thus, we write





I k ( r, z ) = Pk ( z ) fk ( r ) ; k = p ( pump ) ; s ( signal ) (6.3)
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where f k(r) represents the normalized transverse intensity profile at the pump and

signal wavelengths and Pk(z) represents the power carried by the pump and the signal

waves. The function f k(r) is normalized according to the following equation:

∞



∫



2π f p,s ( r ) rdr = 1 (6.4)

0







Since the fundamental mode is close to a Gaussian distribution, it is possible to

approximate the transverse intensity pattern by a Gaussian function as follows:

f p, s ( r ) =







1

r2

e−

2

πΩ p,s



Ω2p ,s



(6.5)



This is referred to as the Gaussian envelope approximation. In terms of powers,

Equations 6.1 and 6.2 can be written as

dPk

= 2πPk ( z )

dz







∞



∫ (σ



ek



N 2 − σak N1 ) fk ( r ) rdr (6.6)



0



Equation 6.6 can be written as

dPk

dz







=  γ e ( ν k , z ) − γ a ( ν k , z ) Pk ( z ) (6.7)



where

b



∫



γ e ( ν k , z ) = 2πσek N 2 fk ( r ) rdr

0



b



(6.8)



∫



γ a ( ν k , z ) = 2πσak N1 fk ( r ) rdr





0



We can write the rate of change of the population in level E2 as







σ I

dN 2 

dN 

N

I

= − 1  = − 2 + pa p N1 − ( σse N 2 − σsa N1 ) s (6.9)



dt 

dt 

t sp

hνp

hν s



Here, tsp is the spontaneous lifetime of level E2. In Equation 6.9, the first term

on the right-hand side corresponds to spontaneous emission, the second term corresponds to pump absorption while the third term corresponds to signal transitions.
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A typical EDF would have a high numerical aperture (NA) of 0.2 and a cut-off

wavelength of around 900 nm so that at the pump wavelength of 980 nm, the fibre

would be single moded. The erbium concentration is usually about 100–500 ppm

(parts per million) (concentration of 5.7 × 1024 to 2.9 × 1025 m–3).

We now present the results of simulations of an EDFA with an EDF of length

7 m having a core radius of 1.64 μm, an NA of 0.21 and an erbium concentration of

0.68 × 1025 m–3. We assume a single pump at 980 nm and a single signal channel at

1550 nm. The spontaneous lifetime is taken to be 12 ms.

Figure 6.4 shows the variation in gain versus length of an EDFA for different

pump powers. As the pump propagates through the fibre, it gets absorbed along the

length and reaches a value of z for which the pump power is just enough to equalize

the populations of the two levels. At this point, referred to as the optimum length

for maximum gain, the fibre is neither absorbing nor amplifying and corresponds

to the peak in the curve. Beyond this length, the signal gets attenuated rather than

amplified.

Figure 6.5 shows the gain spectra at various input signal power levels. It can be

seen that as the signal power increases, the gain decreases. This is referred to as signal gain saturation. The gain spectrum is also, in general, not flat and gets modified

as the input signal power changes. Nonflat gain can lead to problems in their applications in WDM wherein multiple signals carry independent signals.

Figure 6.6 shows the measured variation of the signal gain (for different signal

powers) as a single signal channel is scanned across the wavelength. As can be seen,

for higher signal powers, the gain saturates and also the spectral gain dependence

varies as the signal power is varied.

Figure 6.7 is a schematic of an EDFA consisting of a short piece (~20 m in

length) of EDF, which is pumped by a 980 nm pump laser through a WDM
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FIGURE 6.4  A typical simulated signal gain versus the length of an erbium-doped fibre.
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FIGURE 6.5  Variation of the gain spectrum with the input signal power.



coupler. The WDM coupler multiplexes light of wavelengths 980 and 1550 nm

from two different input arms to a single output arm. The 980 nm pump laser

creates population inversion between levels E 2 and E1. Thus, incoming signals

in the 1550 nm wavelength region get amplified as they propagate through the

population-inverted doped fibre. The tap couplers at the input and output arms
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FIGURE 6.6  Measured variation of gain with wavelength for different signal powers. The

signal power levels correspond to (from the top curve to the bottom curve) Ps = 8, 32, 82, 163

and 504 μW, respectively.
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FIGURE 6.7  A schematic of a typical EDFA.



emit a small fraction of light to the amplifier, which can be used to operate the

amplifier in constant gain or constant output power modes by employing feedback

via electrical circuitry.

Figure 6.8 shows the typical measured gain spectra of an EDFA for two different pump powers. As can be seen in the figure, EDFA can provide amplifications of

greater than 20 dB over the entire band of 40 nm from 1525 to about 1565 nm. This

wavelength band is referred to as the C-band (conventional band) and is the most

common wavelength band of operation.

With proper amplifier optimization, EDFAs can also amplify signals in the wavelength range of 1570–1610 nm; this band of wavelengths is referred to as the L-band

(long wavelength band). By controlling the average inversion in the fibre, it is possible to achieve amplification in the L-band. Recently, there has also been activity

40
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FIGURE 6.8  Typical measured gain spectra for different input pump power levels of an

EDFA.
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in realizing EDFAs operating in the S-band (1460–1520 nm). This will be discussed

in Section 6.6.



6.4  GAIN FLATTENING OF EDFAs

We have seen that although EDFAs can provide gains over an entire band of 40 nm,

the gain spectrum is, in general, not flat, that is, the gain depends on the signal

wavelength. Thus, if multiple wavelength signals with the same power are input into

the amplifier, then their output powers will be different. In a communication system

employing a chain of amplifiers, a differential signal gain among the various signal

wavelengths (channels) from each amplifier will result in a significant difference in

the signal power levels and hence in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) among the various channels. In fact, the power level of the signals for which the gain in the amplifier is greater than the loss suffered in the link, will continue to increase, while

those channels for which the amplifier gain is less than the loss suffered will keep

on reducing in power. The former channels will finally saturate the amplifiers and

will also lead to increased nonlinear effects in the link, while the latter will have

a reduced SNR leading to increased errors in detection. Thus, such a differential

amplifier gain is not desirable in a communication system and it is very important

to have gain-flattened amplifiers.

There are basically two main techniques for gain flattening: one uses external

wavelength filters to flatten the gain while the other relies on modifying the amplifying fibre properties to flatten the gain.



6.4.1 Gain Flattening Using External Filters

The principle behind gain flattening using external filters is to use, with the amplifier, an external wavelength filter, the transmission characteristic of which is exactly

the inverse of the gain spectrum of the amplifier. Thus, channels that have experienced greater gain in the amplifier will suffer greater transmission loss in the filter, while channels that have experienced smaller gain will suffer smaller loss. By

appropriately tailoring the filter transmission profile, it is possible to flatten the gain

spectrum of the amplifier. Transmission filters with specific transmission profiles

can be designed and fabricated using various techniques. These include thin-film

interference filters and filters based on fibre Bragg gratings and long-period fibre

gratings (LPG).

Figure 6.9 shows the measured gain spectrum of an EDFA with and without a

gain-flattening filter based on fibre Bragg gratings. As can be seen, the introduction

of the gain-flattening filter has flattened the amplifier gain significantly.



6.4.2 Intrinsically Flat Gain Spectrum

We note that the gain of the EDFA is not flat due to the spectral dependence of the

absorption and emission cross sections and also due to the variation of the modal

overlap between the pump, the signal and the erbium-doped region of the fibre.
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FIGURE 6.9  Gain flattening using a gain-flattening filter based on fibre Bragg gratings.



Thus, it is, in principle, possible to flatten the gain of the amplifier by appropriately

choosing the transverse refractive-index profile and the doping profile of the fibre

to achieve flatter gain. Figure 6.10 shows a schematic of a refractive-index profile

distribution and the corresponding erbium-doped region, which can provide gain

flattening by appropriately optimizing the various parameters. Figure 6.11 shows

the comparison of the gain profile of an EDFA with a conventional fibre and the

gain profile of an optimized EDFA with the proposed designs based on coaxial and

staircase designs [7,8]. As is evident, much flatter gain profiles can be achieved by

proper optimization of the refractive-index profile and the doping profile of an EDF.
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FIGURE 6.10  A schematic of a refractive-index profile of an erbium-doped fibre that exhibits intrinsic gain flattening. The shaded area corresponds to the doped region.
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FIGURE 6.11  Comparison of the gain spectrum of an EDFA with a conventional erbiumdoped fibre and the proposed erbium-doped fibre.



6.5  NOISE IN AMPLIFIERS

In an EDFA, erbium ions occupying the upper energy level can also make spontaneous transitions to the ground level and emit radiation. This radiation appears

over the entire fluorescent band of emission of erbium ions and can travel in all

directions. Some of the emitted light can get coupled into the guided mode of the

fibre and propagate in the forward and the backward direction. This spontaneously

emitted light can then get amplified just like the signal as it propagates through the

population-inverted fibre. The resulting radiation is called amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE). This ASE is the basic mechanism leading to noise in the optical

amplifier (see, e.g. Becker et al. [2]).

ASE appearing in a wavelength region not coincident with the signal can be filtered using an optical filter. On the other hand, ASE that appears in the signal wavelength region cannot be separated and constitutes the minimum added noise from

the amplifier.

If Pin represents the signal input power (at frequency ν) into the amplifier and G

represents the gain (in linear units) of the amplifier, then the output signal power is

given by G Pin. Along with this amplified signal, there is also ASE power, which can

be shown to be given by (see, e.g. Becker et al. [2]).





PASE = 2nsp ( G − 1) hν Bo (6.10)



where Bo is the optical bandwidth over which the ASE power is measured (which

must be at least equal to the optical bandwidth of the signal),

nsp =





N2

(6.11)

N

( 2 − N1 )
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Here, N2 and N1 represent the population densities in the upper and lower amplifier energy levels of erbium in the fibre. The minimum value for nsp corresponds to a

completely inverted amplifier for which N1 = 0 and thus nsp = 1.

As a typical example, we have nsp = 2, G = 100 (20 dB), λ = 1550 nm and

Bo = 12.5 GHz (= 0.1 nm at 1550 nm), which gives PASE = 0.6 μW (= –32 dBm).

Without any input signal, such a pumped fibre acts like a source of broadband

radiation (ASE source) and can be used for characterizing WDM components or as a

short coherence length source in applications such as a fibre-optic gyroscope.

The optical SNR (OSNR) is defined as the ratio of the output optical signal power

to the ASE power and is given by

OSNR =





Pout

G Pin

=

(6.12)

PASE 2nsp ( G − 1) hν Bo



where Pin is the average power input into the amplifier. For large gains G >> 1 and

assuming Bo = 12.5 GHz, for a wavelength of 1550 nm, we obtain





OSNR ( dB) ≈ Pin ( dBm ) + 58 − F (6.13)



where





F ( dB) = 10 log ( 2nsp ) (6.14)



is the noise figure of the amplifier (for large gains). As an example, for an input power

of 1 μW (=–30 dBm) and a noise figure of 5 dB, the estimated OSNR is 23 dB.

In a long-distance fibre-optic communication system, EDFAs are used periodically to compensate for the loss of each span of fibre. The gains of the amplifiers are

chosen to compensate for the loss suffered by the signal. Thus, the signal amplitude

is maintained along the link at the end of each span. On the other hand, each amplifier in the chain adds noise and thus the noise power keeps increasing after every

span, resulting in a falling OSNR (see Figure 6.12). At some point in the link when

the OSNR falls below a certain value, the signal would need to be regenerated. If we

assume a noise of 0.6 μW added by each amplifier, then after say five amplifiers, the

signal power would still be the same as it is at the beginning (assuming that the amplifier gain exactly compensates for the attenuation in the span), but the noise power

would be 3 μW. Thus, as the signal passes through multiple spans and amplifiers,

there is reduction in the OSNR. Hence, there are a maximum number of amplifiers

that can be placed in a link beyond which the signal needs to be regenerated.

The preceding discussion is based on the OSNR of an amplifier. When the amplified output is received by a detector, the detector converts the optical signal into

an electric current and the noise characteristics of the generated electrical signal

are of importance. Apart from the optical signal, the ASE within the bandwidth

of the signal also falls on the photodetector. However, the ASE noise is completely

random and contains no information. The photodetector converts the total optical

power received into an electrical current; if the electric fields of the signal and noise
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FIGURE 6.12  A long fibre-optic link with EDFAs for compensation of loss of each span.

The signal power returns to the original value after each span, while the ASE power keeps on

building up, leading to reduction in the OSNR with the increased number of spans.



are Es and En, respectively, then the generated electric current would be proportional

to (Es + En)2. The expansion of this would consist of terms proportional to (Es)2,

(En)2 and EsEn. The first term leads to the signal current, while the other two terms

correspond to noise. The second term leads to beating between the noise components at various frequencies lying within the signal bandwidth and is referred to as

the spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise. The last term leads to beating between

the signal and spontaneous emission and is referred to as the signal-spontaneous

beat noise. Under normal circumstances, the signal-spontaneous noise term and the

signal-shot noise term are the important noise terms and, assuming that the input to

the amplifier is shot noise limited, we can calculate the output SNR from the noise

terms. We define the noise figure of the amplifier by the following relation:

F=





( SNR )in

( SNR )out



(6.15)



By calculating the input and output SNRs, we can obtain an expression for the

noise figure of the amplifier, which is given by







F=



1 + 2nsp ( G − 1)

(6.16)

G



Thus, the noise figure depends on the inversion through nsp and on the amplifier

gain through G. For large gains G ≫ 1, the noise figure is approximately given by

2nsp. Since the smallest value of nsp is unity, the smallest noise figure is given by 2 or

in decibel units as 3 dB. This implies that there is always a deterioration of the SNR

due to amplification.

The noise figure is a very important characteristic of an amplifier and determines

the overall performance of any amplified link. Noise figures of typical commercially

available EDFAs are about 5 dB.
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6.6 EDFAs FOR S-BAND

Recently, there has been activity in realizing erbium-doped silica-based optical

amplifiers for the S-band [9]. It has been shown that efficient S-band EDFAs require

high inversion levels along the fibre and C-band ASE suppression, which otherwise

depletes the population inversion. An efficient design for a single-stage S-band EDFA

based on a segmented-clad fibre is shown in Figure 6.13a. In the proposal, distributed

ASE filtering is achieved by having a high leakage loss for signal within the C-band

while keeping the loss low in the S-band. The fibre design is such to not only operate in the S-band but also to flatten the gain within the S-band. Figure 6.13b shows

the spectral dependence of the gain and noise figure of the S-band amplifier [10].

By modifying the design further, it has been shown that it is possible to extend the

operation of the S-band EDFA up to 1450 nm [11].



6.7  RAMAN FIBRE AMPLIFIER

In the earlier sections, we discussed an optical amplifier based on population inversion created between pairs of energy levels of erbium ion. Optical amplifiers based

on the stimulated Raman effect in optical fibres have also gained importance in

recent years. This is primarily because unlike EDFAs, RFAs can be made to operate at any wavelength band and they also have a broad bandwidth. Apart from this,

the link fibre can itself be used as the amplifier and thus the signal gets amplified as
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FIGURE 6.13  (a) The refractive-index profile of a segmented-clad fibre design. (b) Gain

and noise figure spectrum of an S-band EDFA. ((b) After Kakkar, C. and Thyagarajan, K.,

J. Lightwave Technol., 23, 3444–3453, 2005.)
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FIGURE 6.14  In Raman scattering, an incident photon gets scattered into a lower energy

photon, leaving the molecule in a higher vibrational energy state.



it covers the distance along the communication link itself. Such amplifiers are also

referred to as distributed amplifiers.

When a light beam interacts with a medium consisting of molecules, then, apart

from Rayleigh scattering, which appears at the same frequency as the incident light, one

also observes very weak scattering at a frequency smaller than the incident frequency.

This is the result of Raman scattering discovered by C.V. Raman for which he received

the Nobel Prize in 1930. The incident photon interacts with the molecules, which take

up a part of the energy of the incident photon to get excited to a higher vibrational level,

thereby leading to a scattered photon with a lower energy or frequency (see Figure 6.14).

The difference in frequency between the incident photon and the scattered photon is a

characteristic of the molecule. In the case of an optical fibre, the vibrational modes (optical phonons) of the glass matrix lead to Raman scattering. When we send a high-power

laser beam at 1450 nm (say) into a long single-mode fibre, then at the output, apart from

the attenuated light at 1450 nm, we would also see light emerging at longer wavelengths.

This is due to spontaneous Raman scattering (see Figure 6.15). As can be seen, the
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FIGURE 6.15  When light at 1450 nm is sent through an optical fibre, at the output, apart

from the attenuated 1450 nm signal, we also get light at higher wavelengths via spontaneous

Raman scattering.
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scattered radiation appears over a large band and the peak of the scattered radiation lies

at about 100 nm away from the pump wavelength. Indeed, Raman scattering in silica

leads to a Raman shift of between 13 and 14 THz, which corresponds to about 100 nm

at the wavelength of 1550 nm. The same frequency shift at 1310 nm would correspond

to about a 70 nm wavelength shift.

When we launch a pump at 1450 nm and, simultaneously, a signal lying within the

band of spontaneous Raman scattering, it leads to stimulated Raman scattering. In this

case, the pump and signal wavelengths are coherently coupled by the Raman scattering

process and the scattered photon is coherent with the incident signal photon, much like

the stimulated emission discussed earlier. It is this process that is used to build RFAs.

Figure 6.16 shows a typical measured Raman gain spectrum of a 25 km long,

single-mode fibre operating under a 750 mW pump at 1453 nm. The peak of the

Raman gain spectrum is close to 1550 nm and the gain spectrum is also not flat.

The equations describing the evolution of the signal power (Ps) and the pump

power (Pp) due to Raman scattering are given by [5]

dPs γ R Pp Ps

=

− α s Ps (6.17)

dz

K eff





±





dPp

ν γ PP

= − p R p s − α p Pp (6.18)

dz

ν s K eff



where αs and αp represent the background attenuation of the fibre at the signal and

pump wavelengths. Here, γR is called the Raman gain efficiency and is given by

γR =







gR

(6.19)
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FIGURE 6.16  Measured on–off gain spectrum of a Raman fibre amplifier.
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where gR is the Raman gain coefficient and Aeff is the mode effective area defined by



Aeff





∫ ψ rdr ∫ ψ rdr (6.20)

= 2π

∫ ψ ψ rdr

2

p



2

s



2

p



2

s



with ψp and ψs representing the modal field distributions at the pump and signal

frequencies, respectively. In Equations 6.17 and 6.18, Keff represents the polarization

factor; if the signal and pump are co-polarized then they have a value of unity and if

the polarizations are completely scrambled then Keff = 2. This factor takes account

of the strong polarization dependence of Raman amplification. The positive and negative signs in Equation 6.18 correspond, respectively, to co-directional pumping (i.e.

pump propagating along with the signal in the +z direction) and contra-directional

pumping (i.e. pump propagating along the –z direction).

The second terms on the right-hand side of Equations 6.17 and 6.18 correspond

to the attenuation of the fibre, and the first terms correspond to Raman scattering.

Since the fibre lengths involved in Raman amplification are large (unlike EDFAs),

the background attenuation plays a significant role here. The extra factor of νp/νs in

the first term on the right-hand side of Equation 6.18 occurs because for every photon

generated in the signal, one photon at the pump frequency is lost.

The typical values of Raman gain efficiency, γR, for different fibres are:

Standard SMF: ~0.7 W/km

Dispersion-compensating fibre: 2.5–3 W/km

Highly nonlinear fibres: 6.5 W/km

As can be seen, dispersion-compensating fibres possessing very small effective

areas have large values of γR.



6.7.1 Approximate Solutions

If the pump depletion due to signal amplification can be neglected (i.e. the first

term on the right-hand side of Equation 6.18), then the pump equation can be easily

solved. Assuming contra-directional pumping, we obtain the pump power variation

with z as





Pp ( z ) = Pp ( L ) e



−α p ( L − z )



(6.21)



where Pp(L) is the input pump power at z = L. Substituting this solution into

Equation 6.17 for the signal, we obtain for the signal power at the output of the fibre

of length L:





Ps ( L ) = Ps ( 0 ) e − αs L exp  γ R Pp ( L ) Leff  (6.22)
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where L eff is the effective length of the fibre defined through

Leff =







1 − e−α p L

(6.23)

αp



We now define the on–off gain as the ratio of the signal power at the exit in the

absence of the pump and in the presence of the pump (for αp L ≫ 1):

γ

Pp ( L ) (6.24)

G ( dB) = Gon − off ( dB) ≈ 4.34

αp







The net gain of the Raman amplifier is defined as the ratio of the output signal

power to the input signal power (see Figure 6.17).

The noise in the Raman amplifier is caused by spontaneous Raman scattering,

which is independent of the signal, and also by double Rayleigh scattering. Equations

describing the evolution of the spontaneous power can be written down and one can

then calculate the OSNR of the output signal.

We will now present some results obtained by numerically resolving the Raman

amplifier equations in the presence of multiple signals, taking into account pump

depletion also.

Figure 6.18 shows the variation of the signal power at 1550 nm as a function of

the distance along a standard single-mode fibre in the presence of a pump at 1450 nm

with a power of 400 mW, which is propagating along the fibre in the backward
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FIGURE 6.17  On–off gain and net gain of a Raman amplifier.
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FIGURE 6.18  In a contra-directionally pumped Raman amplifier, the signal power reduces

first and then gets amplified as it encounters the pump.



direction. In the absence of the pump, the signal gets attenuated to 10 μW at the end

of the link (corresponding to a loss of 20 dB). On the other hand, in the presence of

the pump, the signal initially gets attenuated but as it propagates towards the end

of the link, it encounters the high-power pump and gets amplified via stimulated

Raman scattering and exits with a power of 12 mW, leading to a net gain of 10.8 dB

instead of a loss of 20 dB.

As an example of how Raman amplifiers can be used to increase the span

length of a fibre-optic link, consider a 16-channel system with an EDFA booster

amplifier with an output power of 15 dBm. This implies that each channel has a

power of 2 mW. If the receiver sensitivity is –28 dBm, then assuming a fibre loss

of 0.25 dB/km, the maximum length of the span would be 124 km corresponding

to a loss of 31 dB. If we now launch a 400 mW pump propagating in the backward

direction, then this would result in a Raman gain of 15 dB and the total link length

that is now possible is 180 km. Thus, Raman amplifiers can be used to increase the

span length.

Since the gain spectrum depends on the pump wavelength, it is indeed possible to

achieve large flat gain using multiple pumps. Thus, using 12 pumps with wavelengths

lying between 1410 and 1510 nm, a total flat gain bandwith of 100 nm from 1520 to

1620 nm (covering the C-band and the L-band) has been demonstrated [12].

Since the gain coefficient depends on the effective area of the fibre, the Raman

gain spectrum could be significantly modified by proper fibre designs having appropriate spectral dependence of the effective area. Recently, novel fibre designs, such

as coaxial fibre, twin core fibre and W-type fibres, have been proposed that can provide a flat Raman gain with just a single pump or operate as discrete Raman amplifiers [13–15]. For example, Figure 6.19 shows the gain spectrum of a discrete Raman

amplifier based on a W-type profile showing good flat gain characteristics. Although
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FIGURE 6.19  (a) A W-type profile for a discrete Raman amplifier. (b) The corresponding

gain spectrum. The various parameters used in the simulations are fibre length: L = 13.6 km;

pump power: Pp (1450 nm) = 320 mW; input signal power: Ps (in) = –10 dBm.



the results shown correspond to the S-band wavelengths, since the Raman gain spectrum depends on the pump wavelength, similar results could also be achieved for

other bands of amplification.

Compared to EDFAs, Raman amplifiers require much higher pump powers and

also the gain is polarization dependent. The polarization dependence can be overcome either by using depolarized pumps or by launching pumps corresponding to

two orthogonal polarization directions. Since the amplification is taking place over

the entire length of the fibre, double Rayleigh scattering gets amplified and adds to

the noise of the amplifier. For good reviews of fibre Raman amplifiers, readers are

also referred to Islam [16] and Bromage [17].



6.8 CONCLUSIONS

Optical fibre amplifiers have truly revolutionized optical fibre communications and

have made the practical implementation of dense WDM for increased bandwidth

possible. EDFAs can be made to operate in S-, C- and L-bands and although EDFAs

are the most popular amplifiers, RFAs and SOAs are also becoming very important.

With the availability of optical amplifiers capable of spanning the entire wavelength

region of 1250–1650 nm, the entire low-loss window of optical fibres will become

available to telecommunication engineers.
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7.1  INTRODUCTION TO LASERS

A laser is a light source that was experimentally demonstrated for the first time in

1960 and attributed with properties quite different from the light sources known

prior to its invention. LASER is an acronym for light amplification by stimulated

emission of radiation. It utilizes the two processes of stimulated emission and an

appropriate optical feedback to amplify signals. Thus, the laser fundamentally consists of a gain (or active) medium that is capable of stimulated emission, and an optical feedback mechanism (resonator) that ensures successive growth of the emitted

light over regular time intervals. Lasers have been demonstrated in the wavelength

range spanning from millimetre (mm) waves to x-rays.

The name of the laser is often derived from its active medium, while its wavelength of operation is decided by the energy levels of the active medium and the

resonator conditions. Lasers have certain unique characteristics when compared to

other sources of electromagnetic radiation. Typical laser sources are highly monochromatic and highly directional. High directionality leads to large intensity, and

monochromaticity leads to large temporal coherence. Large temporal coherence

indicates a strong correlation between electric fields at a given point in space at different instants of time. In addition, lasers typically have excellent spatial coherence

characteristics. Large spatial coherence indicates a strong correlation between the

electric fields at different locations on the beam profile at a given time, and this feature is closely related to the resonator characteristics. The simultaneous occurrence

of these characteristics in a single source makes the laser sources distinctive in their

applications.

The various processes that are relevant in the study of lasers as well as their special features and applications are summarized in Figure 7.1. A thorough discussion
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FIGURE 7.1  Some of the highlights in the understanding and appreciation of lasers.
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of lasers is beyond the scope of this chapter. There are several excellent textbooks

that one may consult on lasers [1–4]. The purpose of this chapter is to highlight

some aspects of lasers in general, and bring out the significance of these aspects in

the operation of continuous-wave (CW) fibre lasers in particular. The basic building

blocks of a laser are discussed in detail in the following subsections.



7.1.1 Active Medium

When designing a laser, one starts with the study of the absorption and emission

spectra of the active medium. The eventual laser wavelength would lie within the

emission spectrum. The active medium could be a solid, liquid, gas or plasma. The

energy-level diagram (with the associated information on radiative and nonradiative

transitions) of the medium and the lifetime of the energy levels are useful quantities. It is important that a radiative transition is possible from an energy state whose

lifetime is much longer than the regular excited states, so that it is possible to have

a larger probability of emission than absorption in the presence of an incident photon. Such excited states are usually called the metastable states and the ‘population

inversion’ is usually achieved by optical or electrical pumping.



7.1.2 Population Inversion

Population inversion requires the population in an excited (or higher energy)

state of the active medium to be more than that in a lower-energy state, quite

unlike the case dictated by the Boltzmann distribution. Pumping provides the

mechanism to transfer the population from the lowest ground state to the desired

higher energy states and can be done by optical means (such as by flash lamp

and another laser) or by electrical methods (as in gas lasers). An optical pump

source is suitably chosen with its wavelength lying in the absorption range of

the active medium. The nonequilibrium distribution of the population induced

by the pumping process subsequently decays back to the ground state through

the allowed decay mechanisms. If an upper energy level has a longer lifetime

(metastable level) in comparison with a lower energy level between which a radiative transition is allowed, then the population of the upper level can exceed that

of the lower level.

Pumping thus provides an opportunity to achieve population inversion when the

lifetime of the energy levels is appropriate. While an active medium with a simple

two energy-level scheme cannot provide population inversion, a three-level system

fares only slightly better if the laser transition involves the ground state, since population inversion is tedious to achieve and often results in a pulsed operation only for

the duration that it is inverted (as happened with the early Ruby lasers). Continuous

operation in such cases would require extensive cooling arrangements to overcome

the heating from the enormous pumping flux. Four-level systems (such as Nd:YAG

lasers) require fewer atoms to be pumped to the excited state before inversion is

achieved between two levels, none of which is the ground state. The multiplicity of

levels and a laser transition that does not involve the ground state are thus advantages

from a textbook viewpoint.
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7.1.3  Stimulated Emission

Stimulated emission is the downward transition from a higher energy state in the

presence of a stimulating photon. The wavelength and direction of the emitted radiation would be identical to that of the stimulating radiation, in exact analogy to that

of absorption, which is also a stimulated process. When an electromagnetic wave of

frequency ν is incident on a system containing two energy levels with a frequency

difference of ν, it can stimulate either an upward transition (amounting to absorption

and hence loss of energy at ν) or a downward transition (corresponding to stimulated

emission and amplification/gain at frequency ν). The relative population levels of the

lower and upper states decide the probability of the transition. Absorption is dominant when the lower level is more populated, while stimulated emission is preferred

when the upper level is more populated. Thus, an inverted population is a precursor

to stimulated emission, which, in turn, is an essential requirement for gain (or amplification) at the frequency ν.

If u and l represent the upper and lower energy states, N represents the population density and E indicates the energy of the states, then the ratio of the population

densities in the upper level to that in the lower level in the absence of pumping at a

temperature T, as given by the Boltzmann distribution, is





N u gu −(( Eu − El )

= e

N l gl



kT )



(7.1)



where

k is the Boltzmann constant

g gives the degeneracy of the levels

Let Aul, Bul and Blu be the Einstein coefficients of spontaneous emission, stimulated emission and absorption, respectively. With ρ(ν) as the electromagnetic energy

density (photon flux) available at the laser wavelength (corresponding to frequency

ν), the rate equations for the three processes of spontaneous emission, stimulated

emission and absorption are given by [5]





 dN u 

= − Aul N u (7.2)

 dt 



 sp.em.







 dN u 

= − Bul N uρ ( ν ) (7.3)

 dt 



 st.em.







 dN l 

 dt  = − Blu N lρ ( ν ) (7.4)



 ab.



Using Equations 7.2 through 7.4, the ratio of the population densities of the upper

level and the lower level in the presence of pumping and under the condition of
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radiative thermal equilibrium (upward radiative flux equals downward radiative flux)

is given by





Bluρ ( ν )

Nu

=

(7.5)

N l Aul + Bulρ ( ν )



When the degeneracy of the levels is the same and the probability of the two

stimulated processes of absorption and emission is identical, the ratio of the stimulated to spontaneous emission rates from Equations 7.1 and 7.5 is





Bulρ ( ν )

1

= hν / kT

(7.6)

−1

Aul

e



This ratio is unity at a temperature of 41800 K for an energy value that lies in the

visible range (e.g. 2.5 eV). Thus, it appears to be a Herculean task to enable the stimulated emission dominate over the spontaneous emission by raising the temperature

of the active medium to obtain a laser operating in the visible range of wavelengths.

On the other hand, the stimulated emission (at a chosen wavelength) may be made

to dominate the spontaneous emission using the concept of amplification to increase

ρ(ν) through a frequency-selective process.



7.1.4 Resonator

While spontaneous emission is likely to be spectrally broad, as dictated by the allowed

transitions and energy levels of the active medium, a highly frequency-selective amplification, as required for stimulated emission, may be arranged by the suitable design

of a resonator based on standing waves (Fabry–Perot cavity) or travelling waves (ring

cavity) enclosing the active medium. The resonator serves the three purposes of

(1) providing frequency selectivity, (2) amplification and (3) energy storage. It enables

the gain coefficient to become positive, providing the required amplification. In other

words, the amplifying medium kept inside the resonator becomes an oscillator with

the right choice of feedback conditions. The highly nonintuitive concept of frequency

selectivity originating from the resonator (resulting in discrete longitudinal modes) is

accompanied by Hermite–Gaussian solutions for the electric field in the laser output,

known as transverse modes [6].



7.1.5  Spontaneous to Stimulated Emission

When the active medium kept in a suitable resonator is pumped, spontaneous

emission begins on the lasing transition. The population in the higher energy state

also keeps building up as long as the pump is present. When the pumping rate is

more than the rate of spontaneous emission, population inversion is eventually

reached and the spontaneously emitted photons present in the resonator trigger the

process of stimulated emission. Thus, spontaneous emission is an essential aspect
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of lasing. The laser threshold is said to be reached when the numerical value of the

gain (from stimulated emission) exceeds the total loss in each round trip traversal

through the resonator. The resonator losses may be minimized but cannot be made

zero, thereby resulting in a finite quality factor Q and a finite photon lifetime for

any laser design. The resonator losses are also wavelength dependent, depending

on the components used. Thus, the threshold may be reached preferentially at a

certain wavelength in the emission spectrum where the losses are overcome with

the available gain, while the other wavelengths remain lossy. The lasing wavelength is thus a narrow spectral component of the broad spontaneous emission

spectrum and is often the product of the broad gain spectrum of the active medium

with the longitudinal modes supported by the cavity. This results in the improved

quasi-monochromatic nature of laser emission in comparison with the spontaneously emitted light.

It is worth pointing out that the four primary features of monochromaticity, directionality, intensity and coherence of a laser are not equal in all designs, even when a

single active medium is used. The extent to which each of these features is improved

in a laser design is dependent on the specific choice of the resonator characteristics.

While a larger quality factor would improve the monochromaticity and temporal

coherence to a significant extent, directionality and spatial coherence may remain

unaffected. It is important to choose every aspect of the laser design carefully in

order to achieve the required levels of these features.

Laser types are numerous and their applications are expanding every day,

replacing some common sources such as in barcode scanners in supermarkets and

high-quality printers. The features of the laser decide the application for which it

is suitable. Lasers are designed to operate in the CW mode or in the pulsed mode.

The repetition rate and the duration of the pulse can be predesigned to achieve

specific peak powers. For example, materials processing may require very high

peak powers while wavelength selectivity may not be crucial. On the other hand,

in medical applications, wavelength and reliability are very important factors. In

spectroscopic applications, precise wavelengths are important while the size of the

laser may not be important. In military applications, compact and easy-to-operate

lasers are essential. Thus, a wide variety of factors drives the research in the area

of lasers today.

Compact lasers are preferable for all applications, and semiconductor lasers and

fibre lasers are the forerunners in that category. Fibre lasers typically have optical

fibres as the gain medium and can be designed to work as CW lasers or pulsed lasers

in a wide range of wavelengths. The focus of this chapter is on the description of CW

fibre lasers. All the essential aspects will be derived from the work of the authors on

this topic. Thus, it may not be exhaustive in its list of references, but every attempt

will be made to cite the papers that were helpful in enhancing the understanding of

the authors in this subject area. The chapter discusses fibre lasers operating in the

conventional communication band (C-band: 1530–1560 nm) and the long-wavelength

band (L-band: 1570–1620 nm).

Section 7.2 has four parts and includes a brief introduction to silica fibres followed

by a discussion on fibre-optic amplifiers, fibre-based laser sources and the theory

of fibre lasers pertaining to the gain, threshold and output powers. In Section 7.3,
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erbium-doped fibre (EDF) lasers are discussed at length. The features of a ring cavity

are highlighted and the characteristics of tuning the laser wavelength are presented

with suitable experimental results. Section 7.4 deals with broadband generation with

the help of optical nonlinearity in fibres. After a concise introduction to wave mixing

and new frequency generation, experimental results are presented on the broadband

generated in EDF ring lasers (EDFRLs) with the help of dispersion-shifted fibre

(DSF) and highly nonlinear fibre (HNLF). Apart from demultiplexing the broadband

into multiple wavelengths suitable for fibre-optic communication, a brief study of

the stability of these multiple wavelengths is provided. A short subsection discusses

the important applications envisaged for broadband and multiwavelength fibre-based

sources. Section 7.5 provides a summary of the chapter.



7.2  FIBRE LASERS

Optical fibres have been put to multiple applications, such as lasers, sensors, interferometers and illuminators, in addition to their ubiquitous use in communication.

Fibre laser is a generic name used when the active medium is in the form of an optical fibre. Since silica glass fibres are more common and reliable from the viewpoint

of applications, the discussion will be confined to them. The long interaction length

provided by optical fibres and the possibility of the design of a compact, alignmentfree, all-fibre system make fibre lasers more advantageous than their bulk counterparts. The basic features of fibre amplifiers and lasers are discussed in detail in the

following sections.



7.2.1 Optical Fibres

The fundamentals of optical fibres and their applications in communication systems

can be found in several textbooks [7–11] and the references therein. Though widely

used in communication, the optical signals in long-haul fibre communication systems are degraded due to attenuation and dispersion. Earlier optical communication

used the first low-loss window (800–900 nm) because the sources and detectors were

easily available at those wavelengths. These wavelengths are still used for local area

networks. With the advancement in the semiconductor laser diode industry and with

the improvement in the manufacturing technology of glass fibres, sources and optical fibres with very low loss are now made in the second and third communication

windows corresponding to 1300 and 1550 nm, respectively. The minimum loss wavelength is near 1550 nm and the minimum dispersion wavelength is near 1300 nm for

fibres made of silica glass. However, by using a specially engineered DSF, minimum

loss as well as minimum dispersion can be achieved at 1550 nm. Hence, 1550 nm is

the preferred wavelength for communication. A nominal loss of 0.2 dB/km in a silica

fibre implies that an input optical power of 100 mW will reduce to 95 mW at the end

of 1 km of propagation. A dispersion value of 17 ps/(nm km) at 1550 nm implies that

an optical pulse propagated at a wavelength of 1550 nm with a wavelength spread of

1 nm will broaden by 17 ps, after propagation over 1 km. These values are typical of

standard communication-grade fibres. Dispersion becomes an issue in optical communication at high bit rates since the pulse widths are smaller.
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7.2.2 Fibre-Optic Amplifiers

In long-haul fibre communication, the use of wavelength-division multiplexed systems has increased the information-carrying capacity of the existing optical networks to a significant extent. In this technology, data are modulated at different

wavelengths and are simultaneously propagated. To cater to the demand for an

increasing number of channels in communication systems, high signal powers,

greater than 20 dBm, are required at the output of each amplifier in the network link.

The discovery of all-optical amplifiers based on the lasing principles in rare-earthdoped fibres, first reported by the University of Southampton in 1987 [12], provided

a major technological breakthrough in the practical realization of long-haul communication networks. While doping the fibre with erbium ions results in amplification

in the wavelength range of 1550 nm, ytterbium doping leads to amplification in the

1064 nm region. Thulium- and holmium-doped fibres are widely used to provide

amplification in the mid-infrared region. A detailed description of the spectroscopic

properties of these doped fibres can be found in Digonnet [13].

Amplifiers specifically based on EDFs, which have emission in the wavelength

range suitable for communication, have been put to service in terrestrial systems

since 1993. An exhaustive description of the fundamentals of such amplifiers can be

found in Digonnet [13], Desurvire [14] and the references therein. Cascaded/multistage amplifiers can provide such high signal powers, but require extremely severe

operating conditions [15]. Cladding-pumped amplifiers have also been increasingly

used for generating high powers [16]. Co-doping EDFs with ytterbium is another

emerging technology, which provides high signal powers [17]. However, for commercially deployed systems, standard core-pumped EDF amplifiers (EDFAs) continue to be the most sought-after technology. Ytterbium-doped amplifiers, on the

other hand, find applications in material processing, spectroscopy and free-space

communication.



7.2.3 Laser Sources Using Optical Fibres

The availability of versatile fibre amplifiers has led to the design of different types

of fibre lasers, with these amplifiers as building blocks. As mentioned in Section

7.1.4, an amplifier converts into an oscillator (laser) under an appropriate feedback.

The resonator is typically built using external dielectric reflectors, dielectric coatings on the fibre ends, fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) or all-fibre resonator structures.

Pumping is done optically using appropriate sources of light, which gets coupled into

the doped fibre through wavelength-division multiplexers (WDMs) or appropriate

mirrors. Fibre lasers are usually pumped by semiconductor laser diodes and have

the advantages of being compact, low cost and providing scope for several nonlinear

effects, which can be used favourably and conveniently for large-scale manufacturing. Fibre lasers are considered to be very efficient owing to the combination of

optical confinement provided by the fibre and the exceptional laser properties of the

trivalent rare-earth ions, such as erbium and ytterbium. The trivalent atoms having

multiple allowed laser transitions make several wavelength selections possible over a

broad range, from ultraviolet to mid-infrared.
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Two important and practical parameters that characterize a laser are its threshold

pump power and the efficiency with which it converts the input pump power to the

output signal power, once the threshold is reached. The threshold for these lasers can

be as low as 100 μW, on the one hand, and still be pumped to powers at the output

of the order of 100 W, with optical efficiencies better than 50% [13]. Fibre-based

broadband sources are of significance primarily due to the large spatial coherence

achievable with single-mode fibres. Fibre lasers are also posing a tough competition

to the semiconductor sources because the former have the advantage of considerably

higher mode quality, efficient coupling into other fibres and better wavelength stability with temperature.

A fibre laser containing the Nd-doped glass fibre was the first fibre laser to be

operated by transverse pumping [3]. However, once successfully demonstrated, end

pumping became more popular, which made semiconductor lasers feasible for this

purpose. Fibre laser sources utilizing EDF as their gain medium have attracted attention due to their emission in the C-band and L-band. While the standard operating

wavelength of the EDF laser (EDFL) is 1530 nm, which is very close to the minimum

loss region for fibre-optic communication mentioned earlier, the EDFL can also be

made with a tunable operating wavelength. EDF is popularly used by integrating it

with other fibre components for the realization of tunable laser sources [18,19], optical amplifiers, wavelength converters [20] and clock recovery devices [21]. There

has also been a lot of development in the realization of mode-locked EDFLs due to

their capability of producing short optical pulses in the low-loss region, and thus are

useful for applications such as in optical communications, ultrafast phenomena and

fibre-based sensors [13,22]. EDFLs also have potential applications in spectroscopy

and medicine.

Being in the ‘eye-safe’ wavelength range, high-power fibre lasers operating in

the C-band have received considerable attention in the recent past for their potential

application in light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and for their use as pumps in

optical parametric amplifiers. As in the case of fibre amplifiers, high-power lasers

in the C-band are made possible with the use of Eb-Yb (EYDF) co-doped fibres

and with double-clad fibres. In order to increase the threshold for nonlinear effects,

most of the high-power laser systems use large-mode-area (LMA) fibres as the gain

medium. The numerical aperture of these fibres is proportionately reduced to maintain the single-mode nature at the operating wavelength. LMA fibres doped with a

host of rare-earth ions are now commercially available. In the case of double-clad

EYDFs, the pump laser at a wavelength of 915 or 975 nm is coupled into the cladding. In 2003, Nilsson et al. [23] demonstrated free-running and tunable operation

with double-clad phosphosilicate-based EYDFs, generating the maximum power of

16.8 W. An external grating was used as the tuning element.

Using the Er/Yb co-doped large-core fibres with a D-shaped inner cladding to

improve the core–cladding overlap, Sahu et al. [24] have generated a CW power

of 103 W at 1.57 μm with pumping at 975 nm. The emission from high-power

pump diode bars is typically characterized by an asymmetric beam profile, thus

requiring beam shaping before launching into the circular core/cladding of the

doped fibre. Beam shaping leads to a loss of power. Kim et al. [25] have recently

proposed and demonstrated a double-clad fibre with a ribbon-shaped inner
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cladding to match the mode profile with that of the pump diode. A launching

efficiency of up to 95% was achieved. This geometry also results in an improved

thermal management, with a heat extraction efficiency of better than 20% as

compared to the circular-clad geometry. Tunability over a 1533–1567 nm range

has been achieved, with a maximum power of 102 W at 1566 nm for a launched

pump power of 244 W.

The progress in the area of Yb-doped fibre lasers has been phenomenal in the

past couple of decades due to their gain in the 1 μm wavelength and hence, the

opportunities in compact replacements for the bulk high-power lasers operating

at those wavelengths have emerged. The advent of double-clad fibres and LMA

fibres with a Yb-doped core has been driving the power scaling capability of these

lasers. The first demonstration of a single-mode high-power fibre laser with >100

W output using a Yb-doped double-clad fibre was performed in 1999 by Dominic

et al. [26]. In 2004, Jeong et al. [27] generated 1.36 kW of CW laser power at a

1.6 μm wavelength using a large-core, Yb-doped fibre. Recently, tandem pumping involving pumping provided by another high-power fibre laser, as opposed to

diode pumping, has also been used to achieve high powers. This allows the pump

wavelength to be close to the emission wavelength, thereby reducing the quantum

defect.

The most preferred configuration to generate high-power pulses has been the master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) configuration. In this configuration, a seed

laser is appropriately pulsed and is further amplified in stages using double-clad and/

or LMA fibres. A directly or externally modulated diode laser is typically used as the

seed laser, and multiple high-brightness pumps are combined in the amplifier fibre

to achieve the desired gain. Wavelength and linewidth stability and power scalability

are the inherent advantages of this design. Gain saturation leads to pulse distortion

in this configuration and to counter this effect, preshaped pulses are used to seed the

MOPA. Preshaped pulses have been amplified using double-clad and LMA Er/Yb

co-doped phosphate fibres and 128 kW, 3 ns pulses at a 10 kHz repetition rate have

been obtained at a 1550 nm wavelength in a recent work [28].

Q-switching is an alternate scheme, which yields stable Gaussian-shaped output

pulses in the time domain. However, the pulse repetition rate, the pulse width and the

peak power are interdependent design parameters, with a smaller extent of flexibility

in these lasers. Actively Q-switched fibre lasers with acousto-optic modulators as

the intracavity Q-switching elements have been used to achieve nanosecond pulses

in the megajoule energy range, with a repetition rate of 10 kHz [29]. Pulses from a

Q-switched laser have also been used to seed the LMA in the multimode configuration, which results in average powers of up to 100 W, which are extremely useful for

material processing [30]. Pulse widths of picoseconds and femtoseconds are achievable in the mode-locked configuration with chirped pulse amplification schemes. An

excellent review of the current trends and perspectives for future research in the case

of high-power fibre lasers operating in the 1.0 μm range can be found in Richardson

et al. [31].

The theory of fibre lasers is briefly discussed in the following section, specifically

in reference to the gain, the threshold powers and the output powers possible from

them.
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7.2.4 Theory of Fibre Lasers

The theory of fibre lasers broadly follows the laser theory discussed in Section 7.1.

To model a fibre laser, laser rate equations, which describe the ground state and

excited state populations of the lasing ions, are written. These are solved by combining them with the evolution of the pump power and the signal power along the gain

medium. Unlike the case of bulk lasers, the propagation effects of the pump and the

signal inside the fibre play a significant role in the design of fibre lasers. In addition,

the evolution of spontaneous emission, which gets amplified due to its propagation

inside the gain medium, also needs to be considered. The amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE) gets generated throughout the length of the fibre and propagates in

either direction within the length of the fibre. The boundary conditions are appropriately taken care of corresponding to the type and reflectivity of the resonator. The

spatial overlap between the pump and the signal modes and with the dopant is also

taken into account. The spectral dependence is accounted for by solving as many

differential equations for the signal, as the number of spectral components used for

modelling. Solving such a large system of equations is computationally intensive and

requires careful optimization. Commercial software is available, which performs an

exact numerical model of different types of CW and pulsed laser sources [32].

Neglecting the ASE in the fibre, the coupled equations for the signal and the pump

can be simplified and solved exactly. The exact analytical solution for a typical threelevel lasing system leads to the gain experienced after a length L of the fibre as [13]





 σ στ P

g ( L ) = −σa N 0 L +  1 + a  e abs F = −α s + κPabs (7.7)

 σe  hν p A



where

σa is the absorption cross section

σe is the emission cross section

N0 is the dopant concentration

τ is the lifetime of the excited state

Pabs is the total pump power absorbed by the dopant

hνp is the photon energy of the pump

F is the overlap between the pump and the signal modes in the fibre

A is the core area of the fibre

αs accounts for the ground-state absorption coefficient

κ accounts for the gain per unit pump power in the fibre

Equation 7.7 is written assuming that the dopant completely fills the core of the

fibre uniformly. At threshold, the round-trip gain in the fibre (2g(L)) should be equal

to the round-trip loss (α). The loss in the cavity includes the contributions from

scattering, resonator loss and transmission loss. This condition, when applied to

Equation 7.7, results in the threshold pump power (Pth),





Pth =



αs + ( α 2 )

(7.8)

κ
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Thus, the threshold power depends on the gain per unit pump power, which, in

turn, depends on the relative emission and absorption cross sections, the lifetime of

the excited state and on how strongly the signal and pump are confined to the fibre.

When operated above threshold, the signal intensity increases linearly, and the output power is given by





Pout =



T hν s

( Pabs − Pth ) (7.9)

α hν p



where

hνs is the photon energy of the signal

T is the transmission coefficient of the output coupler in the laser cavity

The slope efficiency (s) is defined as the ratio of the output power to the power

absorbed in excess of the threshold power, and is given by





s=



T hν s

(7.10)

α hν p



Thus, it is seen that a higher slope efficiency can be obtained by increasing the

transmission of the output coupler and decreasing the intracavity loss. However,

higher transmission of the output coupler would lead to higher intracavity loss,

and this leads to an increased threshold. Thus, the intracavity loss and the output

coupler characteristics play a decisive role in the design of fibre lasers. The theory

discussed here is true for any fibre laser operating as a three-level or four-level system. In a four-level system, the ground-state absorption does not occur and hence,

the corresponding equations get modified with αs = 0. Fibre lasers designed with

EDF as the gain medium, operating in the CW mode, are discussed in detail in the

next section.



7.3 EDFLs: RING CAVITY

Fibre lasers based on EDF are the most ubiquitous of all lasers and have been

designed to work as CW lasers, multiwavelength lasers and Q-switched and modelocked lasers. A complete review of CW EDFLs and their applications can be found

in Digonnet [13], Bellemare [33] and the references therein. EDF is a silica-glass

optical fibre, doped with the rare-earth element erbium (Er), and serves as the active

medium in EDFL. It is also co-doped with aluminium and germanium. The trivalent

Er3+ ions in silica host glass can be considered as a three-level system when pumped

at a wavelength of 980 nm [13,14]. Each energy level is split into a multiplicity of

levels due to Stark splitting, contributed from the electric field of the adjacent ions in

the glass matrix. Consequent to the multiple transitions possible between the Stark

split levels, the emission and absorption cross sections spread over a range of wavelengths, extending from 1450 to 1650 nm. Their lasing wavelength can be made to lie

anywhere in the range by suitable resonator designs if amplification can be achieved.

Thus, EDFLs find applications in fibre-optic communication at 1550 nm as well as in
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several other areas covering this range. These applications will be discussed in more

detail in a later section of this chapter.



7.3.1 Energy Levels of Er3+ in Glass

The absorption spectrum of Er3+ is given in Ainslie et al. [34]. The complete energylevel diagram with the Stark split levels of the Er3+ ion in silica host glass is given in

Desurvire [14], where it is discussed elaborately. A partial energy-level diagram of

the Er3+ ion in silica glass relevant to the present discussion is presented in Figure 7.2.

It shows the pumping transition at 980 nm between the ground state 4I15/2 and the

second excited state 4I11/2 as well as the laser transition between 4I13/2 and 4I15/2 [3].

A fast nonradiative transition between the second and first excited states aids in a

quick transfer of the population to 4I13/2. Thus, when a laser beam corresponding to

a wavelength of 980 nm is passed through an EDF, the erbium ions in the ground

level absorb this radiation and get excited to the upper level, 4I11/2. For the Er3+ ions

in silica host, the transition between 4I13/2 and 4I15/2 is found to be completely radiative [14]. The wide range of wavelengths (1530–1620 nm) specified for the transition

from 4I13/2 to 4I15/2 is because of the multiplicity of levels associated with these two

states. Structural disorders in the glass result in the variation of local electric fields at

different locations in the glass, and this results in ‘inhomogeneous broadening’ [35].

The Er3+ ions excited to higher energy levels quickly relax down to the 4I13/2 level,
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FIGURE 7.2  Partial energy-level diagram of Er3+ in silica glass, showing the lower energy

levels and the transitions relevant to the experiments described in the chapter.
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essentially by nonradiative processes, from which they undergo either spontaneous

emission or stimulated emission to the 4I15/2 level.

Although some Er3+ ions are excited to the higher 4I13/2 level, the population inversion may not exist for low pump powers. Thus, in such a case, an input signal beam

at 1550 nm (within the 1530–1620 nm range) will get attenuated, rather than being

amplified. As the pump power increases, the rate of excitation increases and one can

achieve population inversion between 4I13/2 and 4I15/2. When this happens, an input

signal at 1550 nm would be amplified. The threshold pump power is defined as the

minimum pump power required for sustaining amplification. This is the basic principle of amplification by Er3+ ions in silica host.

Even though the lower laser level is seemingly the ground level, it is not really

so, due to the multiplicity of levels resulting from the Stark effect in 4I13/2 and 4I15/2.

Thus, EDFL can be made as a CW laser sustaining the requisite inversion. In addition, the lifetime of the 4I13/2 level is of the order of tens of milliseconds. Hence, it is

bit-rate independent while amplifying signals of higher rates. For the same reason,

the laser can be modulated at very high rates of gigahertz if required. The fluorescence spectrum of Er3+ in silica glass is centred at 1535 nm [34] and spreads over

1490–1620 nm, corresponding to the 4I13/2 to 4I15/2 transition. This indicates that the

lasing wavelength can be made to lie anywhere in a wide range by a suitable threshold condition decided by the resonator characteristics.



7.3.2 Ring Cavity

Mears et al. [36] demonstrated the first EDFL, where a linear cavity design

was used and wavelength tuning was studied. The schematic of a typical linear

cavity laser, which forms a Fabry–Perot resonator, is shown in Figure 7.3. It usually consists of a forward-pumped EDFA, where the pumping is done through a

wavelength-dependent reflector, which is perfectly transparent to the pump and perfectly reflective to the signal. The output coupler has high reflectivity for the signal

as well as the pump wavelength. The wavelength-dependent reflector could be an

FBG, as shown in Figure 7.3, which is designed to reflect the signal and transmit

the pump. The focusing optics are replaced by a WDM in an all-fibre configuration

where the pump is a fibre-pigtailed laser diode. The linear cavity design has been

demonstrated previously in a wide variety of configurations, including the nonlinear

optical loop mirror replacing the FBGs and coupled Fabry–Perot resonators forming

a Fox–Smith resonator [13]. The linear cavity design is usually used in cases where
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FIGURE 7.3  Schematic of a typical erbium-doped fibre laser with a linear cavity. The focusing optics are replaced by a wavelength-division multiplexer when a fibre-pigtailed pump is

used.
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single longitudinal mode operation and high power are desired. This configuration is

also commonly used in the design of pulsed lasers.

On the other hand, the ring cavity is the most common type of EDFL configuration [13,33,36–39] due to its ease of construction and absence of spatial hole burning.

The schematic configuration of an EDFRL is shown in Figure 7.4. It consists of a

suitable length of EDF, pumped by a semiconductor laser diode operating at 980 nm.

WDMs at either end of the EDF are used to couple the pump power into and out of

the cavity. A fraction R of the output power from the fibre is fed back to the input

through a directional coupler to complete the ring cavity structure. The remaining

fraction (1−R) is tapped out of the cavity, and the spectral characteristics of the

output are observed on an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). The output power is

measured using an optical power meter. Additional fibre-optic components, such as

a polarizer, may be introduced at the positions marked A and B.

A nonreciprocal element, such as an optical isolator, is included in the cavity

to avoid standing-wave operation. If standing waves are established in the cavity,

they will form a gain grating in the EDF. The round-trip gain for this mode is

reduced due to local signal saturation on the standing-wave pattern. This would

result in frequency hopping to other longitudinal modes, which might have larger

(unsaturated) gain. To avoid this spatial hole burning, travelling-wave operation is

preferred, which is possible by including an optical isolator in the ring cavity. A

polarization controller can be used in the loop to optimize the polarization state of

the cavity wave.

The main disadvantage of the ring cavity is its long length, thus fibre lasers typically operate simultaneously in a large number of longitudinal modes. The number

of these modes supported by the cavity for lasing is primarily decided by the

length of the cavity and the gain bandwidth of the lasing medium. In the case of a

travelling-wave ring cavity, the frequency spacing (Δν) between the adjacent modes

is given by Δν = c/L opt, where L opt is the optical length during one round trip inside

the cavity. For a typical cavity length of ~20 m, the frequency spacing between the

adjacent modes is ~10 MHz. When the EDF is used as the gain medium in such a

lasing cavity, the number of longitudinal modes that can be supported will be ~106,

considering the large gain bandwidth (~10 THz) of the EDF.
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FIGURE 7.4  Schematic of a typical erbium-doped fibre ring laser. A and B indicate the possible positions for including other optical components in the cavity.
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However, one of the advantages of the ring cavity is that it can integrate a wide

variety of optical components. Some of these components are FBGs (for wavelength selection), optical bandpass filters (for wavelength tuning), or modulators and

switches (for pulsed operation). Similarly, the multiple longitudinal modes can be

advantageous in certain situations. It is reported that moderate coherence greatly

reduces the parasitic Fabry–Perot-type interference between the emitted laser line

with back reflections from the patch cords, the device under test or the detector [13].

The multimode behaviour at the output makes the laser power particularly stable,

both at a given wavelength and during scanning in a tunable laser. The issue of mode

hopping is minimal, which ensures simplicity in design and repeatability. Hence,

this type of cavity is often preferred.



7.3.3 ASE and Lasing

In this and the following sections, the type and length of the EDF were chosen suitably to obtain the lasing in the C-band and the L-band. EDF (from Fibercore, UK)

Model M5 (estimated dopant concentration of 1.405 × 1025 ions/m3) was used for the

C-band and Model M12 (estimated dopant concentration of 3.535 × 1025 ions/m3)

was generally used for the L-band, though the length of the fibre may also vary the

peak wavelength to a certain extent.

Pumping an EDFA in the absence of an input signal results in ASE, whose spectrum is characteristic of the emission and absorption cross sections of the fibre and

the inversion levels reached. The wavelength-dependent absorption and the emission

cross sections of the EDF used in the experiments are shown in Figure 7.5, while

Figure 7.6 shows the ASE spectrum of an EDFA when pumped by a diode laser at

980 nm with a power of 222 mW. EDF Model M5 is used. The length of the EDF used
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FIGURE 7.5  Wavelength dependence of the absorption and emission cross sections of the

EDF used in the experiments. (From Fibercore, UK.)
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FIGURE 7.6  Output spectrum from an EDFA with no input signal is shown as ASE. The

lasing wavelengths at the output of the EDFRL, corresponding to R = 0.5 and R = 0.9, are

also shown.



is 7 m and no signal is given at the input. The broadband ASE emission is characteristic of the EDF used in the set-up.

The EDFA is converted into a ring cavity EDFL using the construction shown

in Figure 7.4. All connections between the components are done with a fibre fusion

splice, in order to minimize other losses in the cavity. A coupler with R = 0.5 is used

and the output is shown in Figure 7.6. It can be clearly seen that this cavity configuration has wavelength selectivity and the centre wavelength of lasing is 1559.5 nm.

Figure 7.6 also shows lasing when the coupler is changed to R = 0.9, with the centre

wavelength at 1561.4 nm. The spectral width of the output is not very small. When

the fibre laser cavity is pumped in the presence of feedback, lasing does not always

occur at the ASE peak. The different wavelengths fed back into the input of the EDF

undergo multiple passes through the cavity and the lasing wavelength is the one with

the lowest threshold for which the gain matches the cavity loss. The lasing wavelength for a ring laser without any intracavity filters is decided by the absorption and

emission cross sections of the fibre, the length of the fibre, the cavity loss and the

reflectivity of the coupler.

Depending on the saturation reached in the fibre, the EDFL can be tuned through

a wide span of wavelengths by introducing a tunable filter in the cavity [40]. A variety of such filters have been used in the past. The options widely used are the dielectric filter, the grating filter and the fibre Fabry–Perot (FFP) filter. The dielectric filter

is the most common tunable filter, but its tuning range is, at most, limited to 40 nm.

The grating filter is used in tunable external cavity laser diodes because of its wide

tunable range over 100 nm, but it is limited by a large polarization dependence and

a large insertion loss (>5 dB). By contrast, the FFP is an all-fibre device with a wide

tunable range (>100 nm), low loss (<2 dB) and low polarization dependence (0.1 dB)
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FIGURE 7.7  (a) Wavelength tuning of EDFRL with an intracavity bandpass filter.

(b) Representative output spectra of an EDFRL containing an intracavity tunable bandpass filter.



[39]. However, it is highly sensitive and requires piezoelectric transducers and fine

temperature control for its repeatable operation.

An EDFRL with a configuration similar to Figure 7.4, with R = 0.99 and an interference-based tunable bandpass filter introduced at position A, was pumped with

an input power of 78 mW at 980 nm. The bandpass filter has a typical bandwidth

of 0.8 nm and its tuning range lies within 1530–1570 nm. The wavelength output of

the EDFRL for different settings of the bandpass filter is shown in Figure 7.7a in

its entire tuning range, thereby demonstrating the tunability of the output with the

use of an external filter within the cavity. A representative set of wavelengths in the

spectral output for this case is shown in Figure 7.7b. The spectral width is governed

by the specifications of the filter.



7.3.4 Tunable Laser Using a Change in Intracavity Loss

An alternative to the above-mentioned scheme is the option of tunable filter-less fibre

lasers. This is feasible when the EDF is used as the lasing medium due to its broad

emission and absorption profile. Even though it is possible to achieve filter-less tunability with a change in the reflectivity of the coupler, as discussed in Section 7.3.3,

it is not advantageous since it would involve a change in the output power for every

value of reflectivity. On the other hand, it is convenient to achieve tunability with

a change in intracavity loss α. Any change in α would imply a modification in the

intracavity pump power and any change in the pump power reflects as a change in the

average inversion level (d) in the fibre. The spectral dependence of the small-signal

gain coefficient (g) at a wavelength λs can be calculated as [14]
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 1+ d 

 1 − d 

g = Γ sρL σe ( λ s ) 

− σa ( λ s ) 



  (7.11)

 2 

 2 









where Γs accounts for the transverse overlap of the signal beam with the dopant

ions. When the system is approximated as a two-level system, the factor d is indicative of the average inversion level of the entire fibre. Figure 7.8 shows a family of

curves indicating g, calculated for L = 12 m for different values of d, with the fibre

parameters chosen appropriate to the fibre used in the experiments. The wavelengthdependent emission and the absorption cross sections shown in Figure 7.5 are used

for generating these curves. When the cavity loss increases, the gain required to

compensate for the loss increases. Since the effective gain is larger for shorter wavelengths up to 1530 nm, the lasing wavelength (λlas) will shift to the shorter wavelength

side with the increase in α. The gain curves are fairly flat in the L-band beyond

1575 nm, making this region highly sensitive to attenuation. The nonlinear nature of

the gain curves predicts a similar nonlinear dependence of the lasing wavelength on

α. The gain curve in the wavelength range of 1558–1533 nm (read from right to left

in the figure) has a decreasing trend for smaller d, and is flat at higher values of d.

Hence, it is practically impossible to achieve tunability in that wavelength range by

merely adjusting α in the cavity. The onset of this flat region leads to a lower limit

in the tunable range. This limit is found to decrease with larger inversion levels, as

indicated by the arrow in Figure 7.8. Hence, it is expected that higher pump powers

would lead to higher tunability. It has to be noted that the gain curves shown are

specific to the length of the fibre used for the calculations.

A change in intracavity loss is made possible by inserting a variable optical attenuator (VOA) into the cavity at position A in Figure 7.4 and by observing the output
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FIGURE 7.8  Gain coefficient g at different wavelengths calculated for different values of

average inversion levels in the fibre for a length of L =  12 m.
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FIGURE 7.9  Lasing wavelength at different values of α for different pump powers with

L = 12 m and R = 0.99.



on the OSA to confirm the wavelength of operation. EDF Model M12 is used in

order to shift the wavelength of operation to the L-band, where it is more conducive

to study the tunable action. The higher dopant concentration pushes lasing to longer

wavelengths. The maximum pump power (P) used for the experiment is 190 mW.

Wavelength tunability is studied for different values of P for L =  12 m and R = 0.99,

and the results are shown in Figure 7.9.

At the minimal α, λlas is 1604 nm for all the values of P used in the experiment

and this is completely characteristic of ρ, L, R and the total loss in the cavity (αtot).

An increase in the pump power does not change the centre wavelength of lasing

experimentally, since the gain curves lie very close around this λlas as seen in Figure

7.8. Consequently, the variation of λlas with α is also found to be similar for all

values of P, for smaller values of α. As α increases, the range of wavelengths up

to which the system can be tuned is found to increase with the increase in P. The

system is tunable only down to 1567.5 nm for P = 30 mW, while it is tunable down to

1559.5 nm for P = 190 mW.

The decrease in the lower limit of the tunable range and the corresponding

increase in tunability follow the predictions in the model discussed previously. The

value of α required in the cavity to enhance the tuning range is also found to increase

with P. The nonlinear dependence of λlas, as predicted in the gain curves, is also evident in the experimental results shown in Figure 7.9. An excess loss of 3.8 dB shifts

the lasing wavelength from 1604 to 1585 nm, whereas to tune the laser from 1577 to

1558 nm, the excess loss introduced is about 27 dB. The maximum tunability extends

from 1559.5 to 1604 nm, except for a range of wavelengths (1577–1587 nm), which

are not tunable at all values of P considered for this length of the fibre. Figure 7.8
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indicates that for lower values of d, there is a wavelength range within the L-band

where the gain curve shows an inflection. This would mean that the wavelengths in

this valley cannot be made to lase with the continuous change of loss in the cavity. At

higher values of d, the extent of the inflection is found to decrease and g is found to

vary monotonously in the L-band. Thus, to achieve optimum tunability, the average

inversion has to be maximized. This can be done by increasing the pump power for a

given L. However, even for the maximum power used in the experiment, the average

inversion in the fibre is not large enough to result in a monotonously decreasing trend

with wavelength in the gain curve, avoiding flat regions and inflections, as required

for continuous tunability.

The ASE spectrum, observed in the absence of an input signal, is an experimental

signature of population inversion and the gain curves at different pump power levels.

To corroborate the preceding analysis, the ASE spectrum is measured at the output

port of the coupler at different values of pump powers for the same length of fibre

and is shown in Figure 7.10a. The shift in the ASE peak to the lower wavelengths

with an increase in power also indicates a shift in the lower limit of tuning discussed

earlier. The inflection around 1580 nm, leading to a forbidden range in tunability, is

also evident in the ASE spectra at all values of P.

To experimentally achieve a significant change in the inversion levels and a

continuous tunability with the available pump power, a shorter length (4.6 m)

of M12 fibre is chosen and the ASE spectrum is studied. Figure 7.10b shows a

comparison between the ASE spectra from the two different lengths of the fibre

at P = 190 mW. Figure 7.10c gives the ASE spectra at different input pump powers, for an EDF length of 4.6 m. The spectral features of ASE from the 4.6 m

fibre are indicative of higher values of d when compared with those of the 12 m

fibre throughout the range of emission. It is inferred that the shorter length is not

sufficient for complete absorption around 1530 nm, resulting in dominant peaks

around that wavelength. At higher values of pump power, the fibre connectors

to the OSA act as mirrors of very small R and result in spurious lasing peaks

around 1530 nm. These peaks are absent at smaller values of P (Figure 7.10c).

A shift in the lower limit of the tuning range, similar to the 12 m fibre, was also

observed.

The tunability of the laser is experimentally studied for L = 4.6 m to assess the

foregoing inferences and the results are shown in Figure 7.11. The laser is found to

be continuously tunable in the wavelength range between 1557.3 and 1591.3 nm. At

higher pump powers, the output power levels at different wavelengths are fairly uniform, with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) better than 35 dB. The tunable range is found

to increase with the pump power. It is interesting to note that the system is now lasing

at those wavelengths that were not tunable with a 12 m EDF and the gap corresponding to the nontunable range gets filled up at higher pump powers. Specifically, when

P is increased from 105 to 190 mW, more wavelengths could be invoked for lasing

around the 1580 nm range (encircled in Figure 7.11), while the other tuning characteristics remain the same. Multiple lasing is seen at wavelengths around 1590 nm at

all pump power levels, and in the range 1573–1584 nm at higher power levels due to

the reduced slope of the ASE curve in those regions. This can be avoided by further

increasing the pump power and hence the average inversion levels in the fibre.
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FIGURE 7.10  (a) ASE spectrum at the output coupler, after a single pass through the EDF

for L = 12 m and for P = 80, 120, 150 and 190 mW. (b) ASE spectrum for L = 12 and 4.6 m at

P = 190 mW. (c) ASE spectrum at the output coupler for L = 4.6 m and for P = 66, 120, 150

and 190 mW. The wavelength scale is identical for (a), (b) and (c).



It is also seen that λlas is highly sensitive to attenuation at smaller values of α at all

pump powers, for the same reason as in the case of 12 m EDF. When α is more than

20 dB, the system lases simultaneously at 1558 and 1532 nm at higher values of pump

powers. Multiple lasing at these widely separated wavelengths is also suggested in

Figure 7.8 for L = 12 m, corresponding to higher d as shown with a bold line. Such a

possibility, however, does not manifest experimentally for the case of L =  12 m EDF,

for the power levels considered (in Figures 7.9 and 7.10a). For extremely high pump

powers, or much shorter fibre lengths where the fibre is completely inverted, it may

be possible to obtain tunability in the C-band. It is important to emphasize that the

resolution of the VOA required to obtain a given resolution in the tuning range of
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FIGURE 7.11  Lasing wavelength at different values of α for different P, with L =  4.6 m and

R = 0.99.



λlas is different in different wavelength ranges as inferred from the nonlinear nature

of the plots in Figures 7.9 and 7.11. A finer resolution of the VOA is demanded in

the longer wavelength side. A one-to-one correspondence cannot be made between

the resolution of the attenuator and the resolution of tuning in the entire range of

operation.

The line width of the laser output is found to depend on α and P in this filter-less

laser. This is related to the spectral plot of the gain curve in the wavelength range

of operation. The details are available in Deepa and Vijaya [41]. The simple tunable

EDFRL discussed so far may be easily modified for applications based on multiwavelength generation and broadband generation. These modifications have been

studied in the past, in both the CW and mode-locked operations of the EDFRL.



7.4 BROADBAND GENERATION IN EDFRL

IN C-BAND AND L-BAND

Both multiwavelength and broadband emissions have been obtained using

EDFLs. These have been achieved primarily by utilizing different kinds of nonlinearities that can be invoked in a fibre, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [42], Raman scattering [43–45], four-wave mixing (FWM) [46–48]

and with the use of specialty fibres [49–52]. In the process of supercontinuum

generation, an intense pump pulse gets spectrally broadened over a wide range

of wavelengths by nonlinear mechanisms on propagation through a medium.

However, these schemes that make use of multiple nonlinear effects usually use

high powers of the order of watts and result in spectral widths of ~100–200 nm

[53]. For broadband generation of spectral widths of 30–40 nm, a single nonlinear mechanism can be adopted, which inherently creates multiple wavelengths.

Cascaded FWM is capable of producing equispaced frequencies in a nonlinear

medium. This is useful for broadband generation when the frequency spacing is

very small. With fibres of significant nonlinear coefficient, CW powers as low as

200 mW are sufficient for this purpose.
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7.4.1 Theory of FWM

In the case of wave mixing, optical fields propagating at different frequencies simultaneously through a medium result in the generation of new frequencies if the secondor higher-order nonlinearity of the medium is significant in magnitude. This requires

‘phase-matching’ conditions to be obeyed under the experimental conditions. In the

case of FWM, three optical fields are considered to propagate at frequencies fi, fj and

f k with propagation constants ki, kj and kk, respectively, through a fibre. Let Ai, Aj and

Ak and Pi, Pj and Pk be their corresponding amplitudes and powers, respectively. The

third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, χ(3), which is the lowest-order nonlinear

term in the centrosymmetric fibre medium, plays a significant role. Owing to χ(3),

these input waves interact in the fibre. If all the input frequencies are the same, the

process is known as degenerate four-wave mixing and the fourth wave will be of the

same frequency as the inputs. On the other hand, if any two of the input frequencies or none of the input frequencies are identical, it is known as partially degenerate four-wave mixing and non-degenerate four-wave mixing, respectively. In these

cases, new frequencies are generated at the output. These frequencies for partially

degenerate FWM are given by





fijk = fi + f j − fk (7.12)



(subscripts i, j, k can select 1, 2, 3, j ≠ k) with amplitude Aijk and propagation constant kijk. The contribution of phase mismatch due to the nonlinearity is given by the

expression [63]:





 1 − e − αLeff 

∆knl = γ ( Pi + Pj − Pk ) 

 (7.13)

 αLeff 



where

L eff is the effective length

α is the linear attenuation

γ is the nonlinear parameter of the fibre

If L is the physical length of the fibre,





Leff =



1 − e − αL

(7.14)

α



The dispersive phase mismatch can be calculated as





∆kl = kijk − ( ki + k j − kk ) (7.15)



In the normal dispersion regime, Δkl is positive and in the anomalous dispersion

region, it is negative. The phase mismatch due to dispersion and that due to nonlinearity are added to obtain the total phase mismatch Δk.
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∆k = ∆kl + ∆knl (7.16)







As Δknl is always positive for the case of partially degenerate mixing, it is easier

to phase-match (Δk = 0) in the anomalous dispersion region [54]. The power (Pijk) in

the generated FWM products, and hence the efficiency (η) of the generation of the

sidebands is given by the expression:







 1 − e − αL  2 

η 2 2

− αL  

  (7.17)

Pijk = D γ PP

i j Pk e
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where η is the FWM efficiency, defined as
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with D as the degeneracy factor. From Equation 7.18, it is evident that the condition of

absolute phase matching (Δk = 0) results in the highest FWM efficiency (η = 1). As the

efficiency is an oscillatory function of Δk, ignoring the nonlinear contribution Δknl or an

approximate estimation of the linear contribution Δkl can lead to very erroneous results.

The newly generated frequency fijk is called the Stokes sideband when it is on the

lower-frequency side of the input frequencies, and it is referred to as the anti-Stokes

sideband when it is on the higher-frequency side. The generated Stokes and anti-Stokes

frequencies do not have the same efficiency since the phase-matching condition is

very much dependent on the dispersion parameter, which, in turn, is a wavelengthdependent quantity. In the ring cavity configuration, the process of FWM begins with

the cavity-mode wavelengths commensurate with the power and the extent of phase

matching available. This depends on the separation of the cavity-mode wavelengths

from the zero-dispersion wavelength. Multiple longitudinal modes supported in the

cavity undergo this process repeatedly, leading to broadband generation.



7.4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

7.4.2.1  Generation of New Wavelengths by FWM

The phenomenon of four-wave mixing is illustrated in the following experiment.

Two wavelengths at 1549.92 and 154912 nm (separated by 0.8 nm) with equal powers

of 2.3 mW obtained from two distributed feedback (DFB) lasers are amplified by an

EDFA and propagated through different fibres under test (FUT). These FUTs are

(i) DSF of length 1 km, (ii) DSF of length 16 km and (iii) HNLF of length 1 km. The

DSF has a nonlinear parameter of γ = 2.4/(W km), a zero-dispersion wavelength of

1544 nm and a dispersion slope of 0.072 ps/(km nm2), while the HNLF has a nonlinear parameter of γ = 12.4/(W km), a zero-dispersion wavelength of 1513 nm and a

dispersion slope of 0.007 ps/(km nm2). FWM is observed through the generation of

new wavelengths, both in the Stokes and anti-Stokes regions. The spectrum at the
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input of the FUT is shown in Figure 7.12a with a dashed line. The FWM products

generated at the output of the 1 km length of HNLF are shown in the same figure

with a solid line. Figure 7.12b compares the output spectra after the two input wavelengths are propagated through DSF of length 1 km (solid line) and DSF of length

16 km (dotted line). For the longer length, the input power has reduced after propagation as expected due to linear attenuation. The FWM products are more efficiently
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FIGURE 7.12  (a) The spectrum of the input to the FUT and the output spectrum exhibiting

FWM after 1 km of HNLF. (b) Comparison of FWM observed at the output of DSF of lengths

1 and 16 km.
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generated in the 16 km length of DSF due to the longer interaction length for the

process. A comparison of the result from equal lengths of HNLF and DSF shows

the higher efficiency of the FWM product in the case of the former due to its significantly higher nonlinear parameter, as seen in Figure 7.12a and 7.12b.

At low powers when the nonlinearity does not cause significant phase mismatch,

a suitable choice of wavelength as close as possible or at the zero-dispersion wavelength facilitates phase matching and hence better FWM efficiencies. At higher signal powers, the nonlinearity in the fibre may also be a cause of phase mismatch via

self-phase and cross-phase modulations. Thus, the net mismatch that matters is that

due to dispersion as well as nonlinearity. Modulation instability is also a result of

the same process in CW signals. It is exhibited in nonlinear systems, which cause

modulation of the steady state [11]. The nonlinear phase shift, which is dependent

on the power, is the same for both the Stokes and anti-Stokes components. The total

phase mismatch can, however, be smaller for the Stokes component than for the antiStokes component, since the linear and nonlinear phase shifts are subtractive in an

anomalous dispersion regime. Thus, identification of the zero-dispersion wavelength

is helpful for successively obtaining higher efficiency due to FWM.

7.4.2.2  Broadband Generation in C-Band

To obtain broadband generation in the C-band region, an EDF (M5) of lower

dopant concentration and length 3 m was used in the cavity. In this case, the centre

wavelength in the absence of any specialty fibre was at 1561.4 nm, with a spectral

width of 3.2 nm at a pump power of 210 mW (shown with a black dotted line in

Figure 7.13). The phenomenon of FWM is used effectively to broaden the spectral

output of an EDFRL. The most effective way of achieving this is to introduce the

low-dispersion/nonlinear fibre as an intracavity element. In Figure 7.4, a VOA is
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FIGURE 7.13  Spectral characteristics in the C-band region in the presence and absence of

low-dispersion fibres in the EDFRL at a pump power of 200 mW.
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introduced at point A while the nonlinear fibre is introduced at point B and the

spectral characteristic of the output is observed on the OSA. HNLF and DSF are

used as FUT in these experiments. The mechanism of spectral broadening can be

explained as follows. The cavity length of the filter-less laser being about 20 m,

there are multiple longitudinal modes supported by the cavity. The longitudinal

mode spacing is expected to be 0.08 pm in this case, assuming an index of 1.46 for

silica. The longitudinal mode spacing further reduces on introducing DSF or HNLF

in the cavity, allowing several FWM processes, resulting in an increase in spectral

broadening [55,56].

The introduction of a DSF of length 1 km shows an output spectrum, as shown

in Figure 7.13 (dashed line), with the peak wavelength shifted to 1559.3 nm and with

a spectral width of 5 nm. For the same reasons stated earlier, introducing a HNLF

(1 km) in the cavity results in significant spectral broadening. Optimizing the broadband hence obtained for sufficient power at required demultiplexer (demux) channels

for further testing as described in Section 7.4.3, by variation of the attenuation in the

cavity, results in the spectrum as seen (with solid line) in Figure 7.13. The optimum

spectral width was obtained at an attenuation of 0.79 dB. As compared to the case of

no specialty fibre, the centre wavelength gets shifted to 1559.0 nm and the spectral

width increases to 21.4 nm. In the C-band region, a spectral width as high as 250 nm

has been demonstrated [52] with the specialty fibre HNL-DSF, using a cascaded

Raman source where higher powers up to 2.2 W are possible.

7.4.2.3  Broadband Generation in L-Band

The experimental set-up using EDF (Fibercore – Model M12) of length 7 m in the

cavity demonstrated lasing in the L-band. The spectral characteristics are studied

and compared by introducing the above-mentioned FUTs of DSF and HNLF in the

cavity and also in the absence of any additional specialty fibre in the EDFRL. Here, a

coupler of R = 0.99 has been used. Figure 7.14 shows the spectrum (i) in the absence

of any specialty fibre; (ii) in the presence of DSF of length 1 km and an additional

attenuation of 0.166 dB introduced by the VOA such that the spectral width is maximized; and (iii) in the presence of HNLF of length 1 km and attenuation of 1.2 dB

for maximum spectral width, at an input pump power of 204 mW in each case. The

20 dB bandwidth in the absence of any additional fibre in the cavity is ~5.7 nm. The

centre wavelength of lasing is 1600.6 nm in this case, which is decided by the condition for which the loss in the cavity balances the gain. With an increase in the

intracavity loss, the centre wavelength of lasing shifts to lower values. When DSF

of length 1 km is introduced in the cavity, there is a shift in the centre wavelength

to 1593 nm due to the additional loss. A second peak is found to occur centred at

1573 nm, indicating that the low threshold conditions are satisfied for both these

wavelength regions. However, the increase in the spectral width due to 1 km of DSF

is not significant. In the case of 1 km of HNLF in the cavity, there are two peaks as

in the case of DSF, but with an appreciably larger spectral spread of ~39 nm (at the

20 dB level) in the L-band, which clearly indicates the contribution due to the higher

nonlinearity of HNLF as compared to DSF. It should also be noted that the introduction of HNLF has resulted in a smooth spectral feature, indicating a significant

increase in the nonlinear mixing and the resulting spectral enrichment. An optimum
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FIGURE 7.14  Spectral characteristics in the L-band in the presence and absence of lowdispersion fibres in the EDFRL at a pump power of 204 mW.



spectral spread of ~28 nm in the L-band region has been indicated in Venkitesh and

Vijaya [50], by including a DSF of length 1 km in the cavity of an EDFRL.

In the case of EDFRL, the length of the cavity is large, supporting multiple longitudinal modes that are very closely spaced in frequency. These undergo multiple FWM and

contribute to the generation of new frequencies. In the case of a ring cavity, the distribution of power in the FWM process and that lost due to linear attenuation is compensated

and the new frequencies generated get amplified in each round trip by the gain due to the

EDF. Otherwise, the power would have reduced, as in the case of a mere propagation,

and would not have been sufficient for successive nonlinear processes to occur.

The increase in pump power aids the nonlinear effects in the fibre and hence also

results in an increase in the spectral width. This is indicated in Figure 7.15, where

the spectral characteristic of the output power is compared for (a) DSF of length 1 km

in the cavity at pump powers of 56.2 and 204.0 mW and (b) HNLF of length 1 km in

the cavity at pump powers of 56.2, 101.4 and 204.0 mW. The increase in the spectral width with an increase in the input pump power confirms the role of nonlinear

effects in broadening. In addition, the smoothening of the spectral features is evident

in the case of HNLF (Figure 7.15b), which has a higher nonlinear coefficient leading

to more efficient nonlinear mixing. The presence of two peaks even at the low powers is due to the threshold condition being satisfied for both these wavelengths simultaneously. In the case of HNLF, it is observed that the wavelengths around 1570 nm

are saturated and the spectral width around 1570 nm is larger than that at 1595 nm.

As the pump power increases, the FWM leads to additional wavelengths around both

these wavelengths, which, in turn, seed further FWM.

Thus, the nonlinear effects arising in a fibre are utilized in the EDFRL, resulting

in spectral broadening. Broadbands of ~21.4 and ~39 nm were obtained in the C-band
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FIGURE 7.15  Spectral characteristics of the output with (a) 1 km of DSF and (b) 1 km of

HNLF in the cavity at different values of pump power.



and the L-band, respectively, using 1 km of HNLF. The higher nonlinear coefficient

of the HNLF leads to a broader spectrum in comparison with DSF.

7.4.2.4  Broadband Generation with Combination of DSF and HNLF

The two types of EDF (Models M5 and M12) used in the previous two sections

yielded spectral broadenings in two different wavelength ranges with individual DSF

and HNLF, each of length 1 km. A combination of the two EDFs and/or a combination of the two low-dispersion fibres may provide spectral broadening spanning both

the C-band and L-band. With this motivation, the spectral characteristics of EDFRL
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with 3 m of EDF (M5), and a combination of both DSF and HNLF at pump powers

as low as ~250 mW are compared with the earlier cases where the low-dispersion

fibres were introduced individually. A comparison of these spectra and their analysis

is used in understanding the process, which can be utilized for further optimization

of the spectral width of the broadband generated in the C-band and L-band.

The comparison is carried out among the cases of (i) no specialty fibre, (ii) DSF

of length 1 km, (iii) HNLF of length 1 km and (iv) a combination of DSF (1 km) and

HNLF (1 km) at two values of pump power. In each of these cases, the broadening

of the spectral width is evident with an increase in pump power. In the absence of

any specialty fibre in the cavity, a double peak is observed in the laser output at a

lower pump power of 45.5 mW, as shown in Figure 7.16a. The 20 dB spectral widths

at 1559.8 and 1560.9 nm are 1.2 and 0.9 nm, respectively. When the pump power is

increased to 246.3 mW, the two peaks broadened and merged into a single peak at

1560.1 nm with a 20 dB spectral width of ~3 nm, which can be observed from Figure

7.16b. Part of this broadening is due to the flat gain spectrum in this wavelength

range and partly due to the nonlinear effects at the higher intracavity powers.
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FIGURE 7.16  Spectral characteristics of the output of the fibre laser compared for no specialty fibre, DSF (1 km), HNLF (1 km), DSF (1 km) + HNLF (1 km) at (a) lower and (b) higher

pump powers.
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Large lengths of the order of kilometres of specialty fibres are introduced in the

ring cavity, and the reasons for the spectral broadening observed have been dealt

with in detail in the previous sections. In the case of 1 km length of DSF in the cavity, a peak is observed at 1559.5 nm with a spectral width of 3.7 nm at the lower pump

power. When the pump power is increased to 246.3 mW, the spectrum broadens to

6.7 nm, which is not a very considerable increase. An equal length of HNLF in the

cavity shows a spectral width of 5.5 nm at the lower pump power at a wavelength of

1559.1 nm, followed by a significant broadening to 21.9 nm at the higher pump power.

When the combination of fibres DSF (1 km) + HNLF (1 km) is introduced in the cavity, the spectral width is ~11.8 nm at the lower pump power resulting in a significant

spectral width of ~20.5 nm at the higher value of pump power.

An interesting point to note is by comparing the cases of (i) individual HNLF

in the cavity and (ii) the combination of DSF and HNLF in the cavity, for the lower

as well as higher pump powers. At lower powers, the spectrum is broader (11.8 nm)

in the case of DSF + HNLF in the cavity as compared to the case of only HNLF

(5.5 nm), whereas at the higher power, the former shows a broadening of 20.5 nm

which is lesser compared to 21.9 nm in the case of HNLF.

To account for the difference in these two cases, the spectral characteristics

are obtained at several values of pump power in each case. First, we consider the

combination of the fibres (DSF 1 km + HNLF 1 km). At lower values of pump

power, the combination of the two nonlinear fibres is found to provide the largest

spectral width, as can be observed from Figure 7.16a. Until the peak wavelengths

reach saturation, the broadening is commensurate with the nonlinearity of the

fibres in a similar manner. In the present case, it can be observed from Figure

7.17a that the peak wavelengths experience an increase in gain with an increase

in pump power and do not reach saturation till a very large value of pump power

(>200 mW). The broadening achieved in this case is 20.5 nm at the pump power

of 246.3 mW.

Although HNLF (1 km) showed a spectral broadening of only 5.5 nm at the lower

pump power of ~45 mW, a spectral width of 21.9 nm was achieved at the highest

pump power of 246.3 mW. This can be explained again by observing the nature of its

spectrum shown in Figure 7.17b, obtained with an increase in the pump power for the

same values of pump power as considered earlier. In the case of only HNLF, the gain

saturation occurs at about 57 mW, a considerably lower pump power as compared

to the former case. Once the peak wavelengths reach saturation at such a low pump

power, more power gets distributed in the adjacent wavelengths as the pump power

is increased to higher values [41]. After the peak wavelengths get saturated, the spectrum broadens significantly commensurate with the pump power.

By comparing the two results from their respective spectra, it can be observed

that, initially, with the low pump power and the spectral broadening commensurate

with the nonlinearity of the fibres, the case of a combination of fibres shows the largest spectral width among all other cases. The separation between the longitudinal

modes is halved when both fibres are used. This results in greater possibilities of

multiple FWM when a combination of fibres is used, and hence a larger broadening

is observed. However, the intracavity loss is higher in this case, and hence, a higher

pump power is required to induce gain saturation.
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FIGURE 7.17  Spectral characteristics of the output of the fibre laser including (a) DSF

(1 km) + HNLF (1 km) and (b) HNLF (1 km) compared for different pump powers (Pp).



When HNLF is included individually in the cavity, the spectral width continues to

remain narrower than the DSF + HNLF case at lower pump powers when the peak

wavelengths have not yet saturated, but it is still greater than the case of DSF (1 km)

due to the higher nonlinear parameter of HNLF. However, once the saturation is

reached, the spectral broadening also gets contributions from the power distributed

to the adjacent wavelengths near the peak, which in their turn have sufficient power

to aid further nonlinear mixing. In the case of combination fibres, this factor does not

play a significant role within the range of pump power permissible in our experiment.

In addition, there is a power loss to the wavelength region around 1530 nm as seen in
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Figure 7.17a, which drains the available power in the wavelength range of interest in

the C + L band.

It may be noted that a combination of DSF and HNLF did not provide much

advantage in spectral broadening. This is because of the experimental limitation on

the lengths of these fibres. A fixed-length combination of the two EDFs also did not

result in much wider broadband generation. However, a wider choice in the lengths

of the specialty fibres and a judicial choice of the type(s) and length(s) of EDF in the

cavity may help to optimize the spectral width of the broadband that is attainable.



7.4.3 Applications of Multiwavelength and Broadband

Sources Based on Fibre Lasers

The primary application for the broadband sources discussed previously is in fibreoptic communication. Commercial, high-capacity optical networks have started

employing dense WDM (DWDM) systems to increase the capacity of the networks.

These systems need stable sources emitting at closely spaced wavelengths. The use of

multiple laser diodes at different wavelengths is not cost effective, and is not an intelligent system design. The alternative option is to utilize the broadband source. The output from the broadband source should be spectrally sliced at the desired wavelength

separation using appropriate demultiplexers, and the channels thus carved out can be

used as individual sources of wavelengths. Superluminescent laser diodes were used

in the initial demonstration of such systems, but they are limited by the power at their

output. Transmission experiments with spectrum slicing of superfluorescent sources

have also been demonstrated, but they are limited by the spontaneous-spontaneous

beat noise due to the incoherent nature of the ASE [57]. In a broadband fibre laser,

each of the demultiplexed channels can be individually modulated by an external

modulator and transmitted. A 1000-channel DWDM transmission experiment was

demonstrated in which the stable transmission of a 1046 ×  2.67 Gb/s, 625 GHz-spaced

DWDM signal through 126 km field-installed fibres was done on the test-bed of Japan

Gigabit Network by employing a single supercontinuum source [58].

Using the broadband generated from the fibre lasers discussed in the previous sections, multiple wavelengths can be obtained with the help of a demux. The spectrally

broadened output in the C-band from the HNLF is passed through a 16-channel demux

with an interchannel frequency separation of 100 GHz. The demux has individual

channel bandwidths (FWHM) ~0.18 nm. This result is shown in Figure 7.18. The figure

shows that the power distribution in the multiple output channels follows the trend of

the broadband profile, thus indicating the stability of the broadband spectrum.

The utility of these multiple wavelengths specifically for DWDM applications

is decided by studying the extent of noise in the channels [59]. A test of this aspect

on the demultiplexed channels is shown in Figure 7.19, which reiterates their stability. Demultiplexed output from the broadband generated in the previous cases is

used for testing the stability in terms of the wavelength and power drift of the laser

output. A measure of noise is also quantified by measuring the SNR at the output.

These parameters are studied for 1 h at a sampling rate of 1/min using an OSA.

The measurements obtained for the fibre ring laser output with HNLF (1 km) in the

cavity are compared with those of a standard DFB laser output, which has been,
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FIGURE 7.18  Multichannel output carved out of the broadband spectrum using a C-band

demultiplexer.



conventionally, the favourite choice as a source for communication. The DFB laser

output is also passed through the appropriate demux channel (Channel 11) before

the drift-mode measurements in order to equalize the demux effect in all the cases.

Significantly less drift is expected in the cavity configuration because the introduction of a nonlinear fibre within the ring results in a stable output [60]. From the

drift-mode measurements on a standard DFB laser output, the variation in the spectral position and power fluctuations are 0.008 nm and 0.47 dBm, as shown in Figure

7.19a. The drift-mode measurements are performed with HNLF in the cavity, for

two demultiplexed outputs, Channel 16 (1555.90 nm) and Channel 15 (1555.06 nm),

which have sufficient power. The wavelength variation and power fluctuation measured for Channel 16 are 0.006 nm and 0.28 dBm (Figure 7.19b), respectively, and

those measured for Channel 15 are 0.018 nm and 0.13 dBm (Figure 7.19c), respectively. The results clearly indicate that in terms of stability, the demultiplexed output

of the EDFRL with HNLF in the cavity is comparable to that of a DFB laser. These

tests were done on CW powers and did not involve modulated data on the channels.

To study the effect of modulated data, the broadband spectrum obtained at the

output of the EDFRL, which included a HNLF of length 1 km within its cavity,

at a pump power of ~245 mW, was passed through a demux and a channel at the

wavelength of 1555.75 nm was chosen. To obtain sufficient output power even after

passing through the polarization controller and modulator, the output of the demux

was amplified using an EDFA. A tunable bandpass filter is connected to the output of

the EDFA, which removes the out-of-band noise. The output of the tunable bandpass

filter is fed into the electro-optic modulator. A pseudo-random bit sequence source

provides the electrical signal to the modulator at a data rate of 100 MHz, and the

output of the modulator is received by a photodetector, whose output is monitored

on an oscilloscope. The eye diagram obtained on the oscilloscope at this data rate is
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FIGURE 7.19  Comparison of drift in the spectral position, power and average signal-to-noise ratio with time of (a) DFB laser output: demux Channel
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FIGURE 7.20  Eye diagram for a demultiplexed fibre laser output containing a HNLF of

length 1 km, modulated at a data rate of 100 MHz, which shows the open eye pattern.



presented in Figure 7.20, which shows the open eye pattern thus providing a preliminary confirmation on the usefulness of the multiwavelength fibre laser as a source

for transmission purposes at these lower data rates. Higher data rates (of the order

of 10 GHz) need to be tested in order to certify the utility of this source for use in

present-day fibre-optic communication technologies.

Another requirement of a multiwavelength source lies in the design of a source

that can inherently yield multiple wavelengths. Cascaded FWM is one of the processes that can yield equispaced wavelengths, which can be used in communication

and metrology applications [61]. The availability of HNLF and photonic crystal fibre

makes this process experimentally feasible. Since Raman amplification provides a

larger bandwidth and EDFA provides higher power conversion efficiencies, hybrid

lasers that utilize both these effects in a ring cavity have been preferred in recent

years to generate multiple wavelengths [62,63].

Another potential application for broadband sources is in fibre-optic sensors such as

gyroscopes for the measurement of rotation rates. Navigational gyroscopes require a

broad spectral width, high power in single-mode fibre, wavelength stability with respect

to temperature and other environmental effects, long lifetime and UV radiation insensitivity. Longer wavelengths are found to be suitable for gyroscope applications [64].

The prominent medical application of broadband sources is in optical coherence

tomography (OCT). OCT is an imaging technique that utilizes interferometry with

a low-coherence light to perform micrometre-scale resolution imaging, in situ on an

inhomogeneous biological tissue [65]. The choice of the centre wavelength of the

source depends on the type of tissue imaged and the penetration depth required.

For nontransparent tissue, where the scattering should be minimal, the use of longer

wavelengths is suitable, thereby allowing a greater penetration depth. OCT imaging

performed on human aortas with 1550 nm EDFs shows that this spectral range is

well suited for such types of biological tissue [66]. The axial resolution achievable

with OCT is inversely proportional to the spectral width of the source, and several

types of broadband sources have been experimented with for this purpose [67].
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7.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has highlighted the various characteristics of fibre lasers pertaining

to their tuning aspects and the utilization of low-dispersion fibres for the generation of a coherent broadband output. All the discussion is restricted to pump power

levels below 250 mW, enabling these to be accessible for simple experimentation.

Significant tuning in the C-band and L-band over more than 30 nm is demonstrated

by modifying the intracavity loss from 0 to 30 dB. Broadband generation is studied

with the help of two types of specialty fibres, owing to the nonlinear effects present

in them. The CW broadband is generated using the specialty fibres with proper tuning of the intracavity VOA at relatively low pump powers. Spectral broadening of

21.4 nm in the C-band and up to 39 nm in the L-band has been obtained with pump

powers of ~200 mW using the HNLF. Apart from demonstrating the multiwavelength

output with the help of a demux, the stability characteristics of this multiwavelength

output have been studied with the help of drift-mode measurements and found to be

comparable to a DFB laser, which is a favourite choice especially in communications. The wide variety of applications awaiting the development of suitable fibre

lasers provides the impetus for further research in this area.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the first laser in 1960 was soon followed by the invention and

development of a large number of laser systems. The first p–n junction diode laser

was demonstrated in 1962. However, the realization of the continuous-wave (CW)

semiconductor laser came in 1970, about the same time as the realization of lowloss optical fibres. These two developments opened up the possibility of establishing

optical fibre communication systems. Indeed, this was one of the driving forces that

led to rapid developments in the area of optoelectronics in the 1970s. In the 1980s,

optoelectronic devices and systems with applications in optical communication and

optical signal processing were developed, and developments continue to date at a

rapid pace.

Optical sources and detectors are at the heart of all optoelectronic systems,

and most of the sources and detectors employed in practical systems are semiconductor based. Consider the simple optical fibre communication system shown in

Figure 8.1. If we consider voice communication, that is telephony, then the transmitter would consist of a microphone, which converts the audio signal to a corresponding electrical signal. The electrical signal may be digitized before it drives

an optoelectronic source such as a light-emitting diode (LED) or a laser diode.

The source output follows the driving signal, which is recovered in the electrical

domain using a photodetector such as a p-i-n diode or an avalanche photodiode

(APD). A speaker then reproduces the voice signal. Thus, the last component at

the transmitter and the first component at the receiver are semiconductor optoelectronic devices. Apart from optical fibre communication, laser diodes find practical

applications in consumer products, such as laser printers, compact disc players

and barcode scanners. LEDs are widely used in display panels, including television screens, and more recently for lighting applications. Photodetectors form an

integral part of almost all optoelectronic systems. This chapter outlines the basics

of semiconductor light sources and detectors, including the device structure and

characteristics. The readers are referred to some of the textbooks listed at the end

of the chapter for further details [1–8].

As its name indicates, a semiconductor is a material whose electrical conductivity

lies between those of good conductors and bad conductors. Good conductors, such

as metals, typically have conductivity in the range 104 –106/(ohm cm) or siemens per

centimetre, while insulators have conductivity in the range 10−18–10−12/(ohm cm).

Semiconductors that are used in practice have electrical conductivity in the range

10−6 –102/(ohm cm). One of the most important properties, which are made use of
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FIGURE 8.1  Block diagram of an optical communication system.
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in realizing semiconductor devices, is that the conductivity of semiconductors can

be changed significantly, through orders of magnitude, by doping the material with

suitable impurities, or by changing the temperature, or by illuminating the material with light of an appropriate wavelength. The properties of a semiconductor are

determined by the band structure of the material. A majority of useful semiconductors are crystalline, and most crystalline semiconductors have a cubic lattice. Typical

interatomic spacings are in the range 3–7 Å and the number of atoms per unit volume

is ~1022/cm3. When a semiconductor is doped by an impurity element to change

its conductivity, the typical concentrations employed are in the range 1010 –1019/cm3,

which is a very small fraction of the total number of atoms per unit volume.



8.1.1 Energy Bands in Solids

A solid is a state of matter, and matter is a collection of atoms. Atoms are composed of a positively charged central nucleus, which is surrounded by negatively

charged electrons. If we consider an isolated atom, the atom is characterized by

discrete atomic energy levels. The energy associated with the various levels and

their separations are a characteristic of the atom, and are given by the solution of the

Schroedinger equation:

H ψ = E ψ (8.1)







Here, ψ represents the wave function associated with an electron, H is the

Hamiltonian or the total energy operator, and E gives the energy eigenvalues. Thus,







H=



p2

−  2∇ 2

+V =

+ V (8.2)

2m

2m



where V is the potential energy and we have used the momentum operator p = −ιℏ∇.

Substituting for H from Equation 8.2 into Equation 8.1, we get







∇ 2ψ +



2m

( E − V ) ψ = 0 (8.3)

2



If we consider a hydrogen atom consisting of one electron and one proton, then







V=



q1q2

−e 2

=

(8.4)

r

4πε0r



Using this, Equation 8.3 can be solved to obtain the eigen energy values as







 me 4  1

En = −  2 2  2 ; n = 1, 2, 3,… (8.5)

 8ε0h  n
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Thus, E1, which represents the ground-state energy of a hydrogen atom, is

−13.6 eV. The higher energy states are given by En = −13.6/n2 eV. Since n can take

discrete values, the allowed energy states are also discrete.

If we consider a gas at atmospheric pressure, then the average spacing between

atoms is ~10 Å or more, while in a gas at low pressure the spacing could be much

larger. Since the spatial extent of an atom ~Å (e.g. the radius of the ground-state orbit

of a hydrogen atom is ≈0.52 Å), the constituent atoms in a gas are well separated

and there is hardly any interaction among them. In other words, each atom can be

considered as an isolated atom, and therefore the gas is also characterized by discrete

energy levels. A solid, on the other hand, is a tightly packed collection of atoms with

interatomic spacings of a few angstroms. Since the interatomic spacing is comparable to the size of atoms, electrons bound to any particular atom feel the presence of

other atoms in the vicinity. This leads to a perturbation of the potential, and hence

a change in the allowed energy levels. Since no two electrons can be present in the

same state, the material is characterized by a large number of closely spaced energy

levels around each discrete energy level corresponding to the constituent atom in

isolation (see Figure 8.2).

Since the number of interacting atoms is very large in a solid, the interaction

results in the formation of energy bands composed of closely spaced levels, and

various bands separated by energy gaps (where there are no allowed states) called

forbidden gaps. Figure 8.3 illustrates the formation of energy bands in solids.

The highest energy band that is completely filled at 0 K in a semiconductor is

known as the valence band and the next highest energy band is called the conduction

band. The forbidden gap, which is the energy difference between the lowest energy

value in the conduction band and the highest energy value in the valence band, is

known as the bandgap. Semiconductors are characterized by typical bandgaps in

the range 0.1–3.0 eV. For example, widely used semiconductors, such as Ge, Si and

GaAs, have bandgaps of 0.67, 1.1 and 1.42 eV, respectively, at room temperature.

Insulators are characterized by much higher bandgaps (>3.0 eV), while metals are

characterized by partially filled conduction bands. Metals may be represented by

overlapping conduction and valence bands. Figure 8.4 shows the energy band diagram of a typical semiconductor, along with that for a metal and an insulator.

The conductivity of a semiconductor is determined by the number of free carriers, that is, the number of electrons in the conduction band and the number of
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FIGURE 8.2  Discrete energy levels of an isolated atom split into many levels when the

separation between the atoms is reduced.
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FIGURE 8.3  Formation of energy bands: Part of the figure on the right-hand side shows

the allowed energy of electrons (in the hatched region) as a function of interatomic spacing.



holes in the valence band. In metals, for example, there are plenty of electrons in

the conduction band along with plenty of vacant allowed states that facilitate the

motion of electrons in the presence of the applied field. In a semiconductor, the

number of electrons in the conduction band is relatively smaller at room temperature, while in the case of insulators it is extremely small. The number of electrons

in the conduction band of a semiconductor at any temperature T > 0 K depends

on the bandgap of the material; a smaller bandgap results in a larger number of

electrons in the conduction band, and vice versa. Thus, for example, the intrinsic

carrier concentration, that is, the number of electrons (or holes) per unit volume of

the material, at 300 K in Ge, Si and GaAs is of the order of 1013, 1010 and 10 6/cm 3,

respectively.

The number of electrons in the conduction band, and hence the conductivity of

the material, can be altered by adding ‘donor’ or ‘acceptor’ type of impurities. The

donor impurity atom usually has an electron energy level in the forbidden gap, close

to the bottom of the conduction band. At room temperature, the thermal energy

results in the ionization of almost all the donor atoms; that is, the outermost weakly

bound electron of the atom moves over to the conduction band and behaves like a

E

Conduction band

Conduction band

Eg > 6.0



Valence band



Eg = 0.1−3.0

eV

Valence band



eV

Valence band



Metal



Semiconductor



Insulator



Conduction band



FIGURE 8.4  Schematic representation of a metal, a semiconductor and an insulator in

terms of energy band diagrams.
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conduction electron of the semiconductor. The acceptor atom, on the other hand, has

an electron energy level close to the top of the valence band, which readily accepts

thermally excited electrons from the valence band. This leaves behind vacancies

(holes) in the valence band, leading to a change in conductivity. The typical dopant

concentrations employed are in the range 1012–1019/cm3, depending on the material

and the device application. Two important observations follow: First, the dopant

concentration can be much larger than the intrinsic carrier concentration in the

material, implying that the conductivity can be changed by orders of magnitude by

doping. Secondly, the dopant concentration is much smaller compared with the

concentration of host atoms in the material (~1022/cm 3) and therefore would not

significantly affect the band structure of the semiconductor.



8.1.2  E–k Diagram

As previously discussed, the motion of an electron inside a semiconductor follows

the laws of quantum mechanics. The allowed states of electrons are given by the

solution of the Schroedinger equation to the boundary value problem. However, for

a many-electron system, such as a solid or a semiconductor with a complex potential

energy variation V(r), it is almost impossible to obtain solutions of the Schroedinger

equation. Bloch observed that in crystalline semiconductors, the constituent atoms

are positioned at regular intervals in the lattice, and therefore the potential energy

variation would also be periodic, with the period equal to the lattice constant a,

that is, V(r) = V(r + a). And if the potential energy variation is periodic in spatial

coordinates, then the probability of finding an electron and hence the wave function associated with the electron should also be periodic. Bloch postulated and then

proved that the eigenfunctions of the Schroedinger equation for a periodic potential

must be of the form:









ψ k ( r ) = uk ( r ) eik ⋅r 



(8.6)



where uk(r) is known as the Bloch cell function, having the same period as the potential variation. Thus, Bloch’s theorem states that the eigenfunctions of the wave equa

tion for a periodic potential can be represented as the product of the plane wave eik ⋅r

and a periodic function with the same period as the lattice constant of the crystal.

Here k represents the propagation vector of the travelling wave whose magnitude is

given by k = 2π/λ, where λ is the de Broglie wavelength

associated with the electron.



The momentum of the electron is related to k through the relation:









 h

p = pˆ = k (8.7)

λ





where pˆ is a unit vector in the direction of p.

In general, the ‘state’ of an electron is defined by energy and momentum. Thus, a

plot of E versus k gives all possible states for electrons, and defines the band structure (see Figure 8.5).
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FIGURE 8.5  Schematic representation of the E–k diagram of (a) direct- and (b) indirectbandgap materials. The curves are actually composed of a large number of points corresponding to the allowed energy at each value of k.



8.1.3 Direct- and Indirect-Bandgap Semiconductors

Semiconductors for which the valence band maximum and the conduction band

minimum correspond to the same momentum (same k) are called direct-bandgap

materials. Semiconductors for which this is not the case are known as indirectbandgap materials. The distinction is important: A transition between the top of

the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band in an indirect gap material requires a substantial change in an electron’s momentum, as is evident from

Figure 8.5. The change in momentum is accounted for the participation of phonons,

which are quanta of lattice vibrations in the material. However, the probability of the

occurrence of a transition involving three entities, viz. electron, photon and phonon,

is much smaller than that involving any two entities. Thus, direct-bandgap materials, such as GaAs, are efficient photon emitters whereas indirect-bandgap semiconductors, such as Si, cannot be efficiently used as photon emitters. Indirect-bandgap

materials are used to realize photodetectors. Sometimes, direct-bandgap materials

are also used to make detectors.



8.1.4  Bandgap Energy and Wavelength

If the energy of the incident photon is less than the bandgap of the material, that

is, when hν < Eg, then the photon is not absorbed. When hν > Eg, the photon

may be absorbed and an electron from the valance band goes to the conduction

band.

If E1 is the energy of an electron in the valence band and E2 is in the conduction

band (as shown in Figure 8.6), then the electron, to satisfy the law of conservation of

energy, requires that





hν = E2 − E1 (8.8)
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FIGURE 8.6  A schematic illustrating the absorption of a photon of energy hν > Eg by interband

transition of an electron with energy E1 in the valence band to the conduction band with energy E2.



Thus, the smallest value of energy that can be absorbed is given by









hν = Eg (8.9)

hc

= Eg

λg



or λ g =



hc

(8.10)

Eg



Substituting the values of the constants h and c,

λ g ( µm ) =





1.24

(8.11)

Eg ( eV )



where λg is the bandgap wavelength corresponding to the absorption edge. The bandgap wavelength can be tailored over a substantial range (from infrared [IR] to visible) by using ternary and quaternary semiconductors of different composition. In

semiconductors, λg is generally in the range 0.4–2 μm.

In Section 8.2, semiconductor materials for optoelectronics are briefly discussed;

in Section 8.3, the energy band diagram and carrier concentration in p–n junctions

are reviewed; in Section 8.4, the basic structure and device characteristics of semiconductor lasers are presented; in Section 8.5, a brief description of LEDs is given; in

Section 8.6 elements of semiconductor photodetectors are presented; and in Section

8.7, the chapter is summarized.



8.2  SEMICONDUCTOR OPTOELECTRONIC MATERIALS

Table 8.1 shows a part of the periodic table with elements of Groups II–VI that constitute most of the semiconductors.



8.2.1 Elemental and Binary Semiconductors

Si and Ge are the most widely used elemental semiconductors. Currently, the

most commercial electronic integrated circuits and devices are fabricated from Si.
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TABLE 8.1

Part of the Periodic Table Showing Group IV

Semiconductors and Several Possible Combinations

of III–V and II–VI Binary Semiconductors

II B



III A



IV A



VA



—

—

30Zn

48Cd

80Hg



5



B

13Al

31Ga

49In

81Tl



6



C

14Si

32Ge

50Sn

82Pb



7



N

15P

33As

51Sb

83Bi



VI A

O

S

34Se

52Te

84Po

8



16



However, these materials are not useful for fabricating light sources because of their

indirect bandgap. Nevertheless, they are widely used for making photon detectors.

The electronic configuration of the various shells of Si (atomic number = 14) and Ge

(atomic number = 32) is given as follows:

Si: 14 – 1s22s22p63s23p2 

Ge: 32 – 1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p2 



no. of valence electrons = 4

no. of valence electrons = 4



Silicon forms covalent bonds (formed by sharing electrons); two Si atoms make

octets by sharing four electrons each.

Binary semiconductors are compounds formed by combining an element in

Group III, such as aluminum, gallium or indium, with an element in Group V, such

as phosphorous, arsenic or antimony. They are also called III–V semiconductors;

examples are GaP, GaAs, InP and AlAs (Table 8.2). Some of these compounds are

used for making photon detectors and sources (LEDs and lasers). One of the most

widely used binary semiconductors for optoelectronic devices is GaAs. The electronic configurations of Ga and As are given as follows:

Ga: 31 – 1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p1 

As: 33 – 1s22s22p63s23p63d104s24p3 



no. of valence electrons = 3

no. of valence electrons = 5



In terms of the electronic configuration of the outermost shell, GaAs also forms

an octet.

Compounds using elements of Group II (e.g. Zn, Cd and Hg) and Group VI (e.g.

S, Se and Te) of the periodic table also form useful semiconductors particularly for

wavelengths shorter than 0.5 μm and longer than 2.0 μm. CdS, CdTe, ZnS and ZnTe

are some examples of this type of semiconductors (Table 8.1).



8.2.2 Ternary and Quaternary (Alloy) Semiconductors

Compounds formed from two elements of Group III with one element of Group

V (or one from Group III and two from Group V) are important ternary semiconductors. Al xGa1−xAs, for example, is a ternary compound with properties intermediate between those of AlAs and GaAs, depending on the compositional mixing
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TABLE 8.2

Some Elemental and III–V Binary Semiconductors, Their Bandgap Energies

(at T = 300 K), the Bandgap Wavelengths λg (=hc/Eg) and the Type of Bandgap

Semiconductor Material

Si

Ge

GaAs

InP

InAs

AlAs

GaP



Bandgap Energy Eg (eV)



λg (μm)



Type of Bandgap



1.11

0.66

1.42

1.35

0.35

2.16

2.26



1.15

1.88

0.88

0.92

3.5

0.57

0.55



Indirect

Indirect

Direct

Direct

Direct

Indirect

Indirect



ratio x, where x denotes the fraction of Ga atoms in GaAs replaced by Al atoms

(see Figure 8.7). The bandgap energy for this material varies between 1.42 eV (Eg of

GaAs) and 2.16 eV (Eg of AlAs), as x is varied between 0 and 1. These are also called

alloy semiconductors.

Quaternary semiconductors are formed as alloys of two elements from Group III

and two elements from Group V. Quaternary semiconductors offer more flexibility

for the synthesis of materials with the desired properties than do ternary semiconductors, since they provide an extra degree of freedom. An example is provided

by the compound Ga xIn1−xAs1−yPy (see Figure 8.8) whose bandgap energy varies

between 0.36 eV (InAs) and 2.26 eV (GaP) as the compositional mixing ratio varies

between 0 and 1. This compound is widely used in making semiconductor lasers and

detectors for optical communication.



8.2.3 Need for Ternary and Quaternary Compounds

The most important and obvious reason for the need for ternary and quaternary compounds is to achieve bandgap modification. Bandgap modification is necessary, for

example, to realize different light sources emitting at different wavelengths. Since



Al

x

1−x



As



Ga



FIGURE 8.7  Schematic representation of the ternary semiconductor Al xGa1−xAs in the

periodic table.
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FIGURE 8.8  Schematic representation of the III–V quaternary compound Ga xIn1−xAs1−yPy

in the periodic table.



the electrons in the conduction band and the holes in the valence band occupy states

that are close to the band edge, the energy of the photons released will be close to Eg.

hν min = Eg







To have emission at different wavelengths or to realize sources at different wavelengths, the bandgap is tailored by alloying different semiconductors. As an example,

we consider the ternary compound Al xGa1−xAs, an alloy of the binary compounds

GaAs and AlAs. Figure 8.9 shows the variation of the direct and indirect bandgaps

of Al xGa1−xAs as x varies from 0 to 1.



3.02 eV



Bandgap



Direct

bandgap



1.9 eV



Indirect

bandgap



1.42 eV



x=0



2.16 eV



x = 0.4



x=1



FIGURE 8.9  Variation of direct and indirect bandgaps of the ternary compound Al xGa1−xAs

for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. For GaAs, x = 0, and Eg = 1.42 eV; for AlAs, x = 1, and Eg = 2.16 eV.
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Every semiconductor, in general, has a direct bandgap and an indirect bandgap

corresponding to the local minima of the conduction band energies in the E–k diagram, which appear at k = 0 and k ≠ 0, respectively. GaAs also has both a direct

bandgap (1.42 eV) and an indirect bandgap (1.9 eV). The indirect bandgap is larger

than the direct bandgap in GaAs, and therefore GaAs is classified as a direct-bandgap

material. In AlAs, the smallest energy difference corresponds to the indirect bandgap (=2.16 eV). The direct bandgap (=3.02 eV) is large. In Al xGa1−xAs, at x = 0.4 the

direct bandgap is equal to the indirect bandgap. Therefore, for x > 0.4, Al xGa1−xAs

will behave as an indirect-bandgap material, and if 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.4, then Al xGa1−xAs is

a direct-bandgap material. Therefore, alloying is also a means to achieve bandgap

modification.

The direct bandgap of Al xGa1−xAs is approximately given by





Eg ( x ) = 1.42 + 1.25x 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.4



Thus, for example, Al0.1Ga0.9As has Eg = 1.545 eV. Since x can vary continuously,

the bandgap can also be varied continuously.

Another important reason for alloying is to realize lattice-matched growth of heterostructures. Heterostructures are formed by the epitaxial growth of two or more

semiconductors of different bandgaps. To grow defect-free heterostructures, normally it is required to have the same lattice constant for the different materials. By

choosing appropriate combinations of alloys and binary compounds, it is possible to

grow good-quality heterostructures. For example, In0.53Ga0.47As is lattice-matched

to InP while GaAs is not. Similarly, the quaternary compound Ga xIn1−xAsyP1−y is

lattice-matched to InP for x/y = 0.45.



8.3  p–n JUNCTION DEVICES

8.3.1  p–n Junction

A semiconductor device that has a metallurgic junction between a p-type semiconductor and an n-type semiconductor is called a p–n junction. Most of the semiconductor devices, including optoelectronic devices, are based on semiconductor

p–n junctions.

The carrier distribution in a semiconductor is given by the Fermi function:







1

f ( E ) = ( E − EF ) kT

(8.12)

e

+1



where

E is the energy corresponding to an allowed state

EF is a constant, known as the Fermi energy

k is the Boltzmann constant

T is the absolute temperature at which the distribution is desired

f(E) gives the probability of occupation of electrons in any state with energy E
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Therefore, the probability of occupation of a hole in the valence band (at energy E)

is [1 – f(E)], hole being a vacancy in an otherwise occupied electron state in the

valence band.

In an intrinsic semiconductor, the number of electrons in the conduction band is

equal to the number of holes in the valence band, and therefore the Fermi energy

is located midway between the conduction band edge (Ec) and the valence band

edge (Ev). Accordingly, in a p-type semiconductor, the Fermi energy is closer to the

valence band edge while in an n-type semiconductor, it is closer to the conduction

band edge (Figure 8.10).

If the doping concentration is high, then the Fermi level will enter the conduction

band or the valence band (depending on the n-type or p-type material), and such

materials are called degenerate semiconductors.



8.3.2 Energy Band Diagram

When a p–n junction is formed, the carriers migrate across the junction because of

the concentration gradient, that is, due to a higher concentration of electrons on the

n-side and a lower concentration of electrons on the p-side; similarly, a higher concentration of holes in the p-side and a lower concentration of holes in the n-side. The

concentrations of mobile electrons and holes as a position of x across the junction

are shown in Figure 8.11. This results in the so-called diffusion current. However,

the diffusion of the majority of carriers leaves behind immobile ions in the junction

region, resulting in a built-in potential difference across the junction (Figure 8.12).

E



Conduction band



Conduction band

Ef n



Valence band



Ef p



Valence band



FIGURE 8.10  Energy band diagram of p-type and n-type semiconductor; Efp and Efn are the

corresponding Fermi energies.
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FIGURE 8.11  Schematic variation of the carrier concentrations p(x) and n(x) across the p–n

junction; x = 0 is the physical location of the junction.
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FIGURE 8.12  Schematic of a p–n junction, indicating the presence of immobile ions in the

depletion region and the direction of the electric field; xp and xn represent the spatial extent of

the depletion region in the p-side and n-side, respectively.



The potential difference gives rise to a drift current, which is in a direction opposite

to the diffusion current. At steady state, the drift current exactly balances the diffusion current, and there is no net current across the junction. It can be shown that this

happens when (see, e.g. Sze [8])

dE f

= 0 (8.13)

dx







that is, the Fermi energy is the same all along the p–n junction, and the built-in

potential V0 is given by







V0 =



kT  N D N A 

ln

(8.14)

q  ni 2 



where

ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration

ND is the density of donor atoms on the n-side

NA is the density of acceptor atoms on the p-side

Thus, the total number of p-type and n-type carriers is given by n = ni + ND and

p = pi + NA.

The built-in potential difference V0 corresponds to an energy eV0 (Figure 8.13),

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge.



8.3.3 Forward- and Reverse-Biased p–n Junctions

When there is no external biasing of the p–n junction, the drift current is exactly

equal in magnitude to the diffusion current; so, no net current flows across the

junction. When the p–n junction is forward biased (Figure 8.14), the n-side will

see a negative potential and hence the electrons will experience higher potential

energy. So, the band will move ‘upwards’ on the n-side, resulting in a separation

between the Fermi levels on the p-side and n-side. Now we have two Fermi levels
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FIGURE 8.13  Energy band diagram of the unbiased p–n junction.
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FIGURE 8.14  Schematic diagram of a forward-biased p–n junction.
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FIGURE 8.15  Energy band diagram of a forward-biased p–n junction, showing the separation between the Fermi levels in the junction region.



at the junction; these are called quasi-Fermi levels and are denoted by Efc and Efv

(Figure 8.15).

When the p–n junction is reverse biased (Figure 8.16), the electrons on the n-side

will be at a lower potential energy, which implies that the band will be lowered on

the n-side, and the separation between the Fermi levels is in an opposite direction

(Figure 8.17).
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FIGURE 8.16  A reverse-biased p–n junction.
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FIGURE 8.17  Energy band diagram of a reverse-biased p–n junction.



8.3.4 Quasi-Fermi Levels and Carrier Concentration

From the energy band diagrams, we note that in forward bias,

E fc − E fv > 0 (8.15)





and in reverse bias,



E fc − E fv < 0 (8.16)







where Efc and Efv are the two Fermi levels describing the occupation probabilities in

the valence and conduction bands. In quasi-equilibrium, we have two Fermi levels,

while in thermal equilibrium, we have just one Fermi level, Efc = Efv = EF.

The carrier concentrations in thermal equilibrium are given by (see, e.g. Saleh

and Teich [1])





n = N C e(



EF − Ec ) kT







p = NV e(



EV − EF ) kT



n = N C e(



E fc − Ec ) kT



(8.17)

(8.18)



In quasi-equilibrium,





(8.19)
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p = NV e(







EV − E fv ) kT



(8.20)



If Efi represents the Fermi level of the intrinsic material, then we can write





n = N C e(



E fc − E fi



) kT e( E fi − Ec )







p = NV e(



EV − E fi ) kT



e(



kT



E fi − E fv ) kT



(8.21)

(8.22)



or





n = ni e(



E fc − E fi ) kT



(8.23)



and





p = pi e(



E fi − E fv ) kT



(8.24)



where ni = pi is the intrinsic carrier concentration. Thus,





np = ni 2e(



E fc − E fv ) kT



(8.25)



Note that the law of mass action (np = ni2 ) is not valid in quasi-equilibrium. In

forward bias, we have np > ni2, and in reverse bias, np < ni2.



8.4  SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

8.4.1  Basic Structure and Working Principle

Invented by four different groups almost simultaneously in 1962, the semiconductor

laser is basically a forward-biased p–n junction device. The semiconductor material

involved in the emission of radiation is of the direct-bandgap type, so that a significant fraction or a major fraction of the total electron–hole recombinations correspond

to radiative transitions, that is, transitions that involve the emission (or absorption)

of photons of energy corresponding to the bandgap of the material. To realize semiconductor lasers, the commonly used semiconductor compounds are GaAs and InP,

and their ternary and quaternary alloys.

Figure 8.18 shows a schematic of the device structure and the relevant dimensions

of the device, which is typically about 300 μm in length, and has cleaved ends with a

mirror-like finish; the cleaved facets provide the necessary feedback, and result in a

Fabry–Perot (FP) cavity wherein the radiation builds up by stimulated emission. The

other two sides of the device are generally saw-cut (which results in a rough surface)

to prevent radiation from building up in the perpendicular direction.
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FIGURE 8.18  Schematic of a homojunction laser diode chip, showing typical dimensions.



8.4.2 Double Heterostructure and Its Advantages

The early semiconductor lasers were p–n homojunction devices – meaning, devices

having a junction between the p-type and n-type of the same material, for example,

p-GaAs and n-GaAs. Such homojunction lasers required very large threshold currents

(~10 A) for lasing action to set in. Therefore, these devices could only be operated in

the pulsed mode, since the devices could withstand high-current operation for small

time durations, which kept the average current well within the practical range of

operation. In 1970, Alferov and co-workers proposed and successfully demonstrated

a CW operation of semiconductor lasers based on double heterostructures (DHs). It

was a simple yet remarkable proposition for which Alferov won the Nobel Prize in

Physics for the year 2000.

A semiconductor device with at least two heterojunctions – a junction between

two semiconductor materials of different bandgaps – is called a double heterostructure. A simple DH laser has a thin layer (typically of thickness = 0.1 μm) of a directbandgap semiconductor, sandwiched between two layers of another semiconductor

with a higher bandgap (Figure 8.19). There are three important advantages of using

a DH: carrier confinement, optical confinement and lower absorption losses, which

lead to low-threshold currents and CW operation of the semiconductor laser.

Carrier confinement refers to the confinement of injected carriers to a small volume of the junction region (in a p–n heterojunction), which results in a high value

of the carrier density, as compared to that in a homojunction, for the same value of

the injection current. Figure 8.20 shows the energy band diagram of a p–n double

heterojunction device before contact (i.e. before fabrication), after contact and after

i

p-AlGaAs

n-AlGaAs

GaAs (active region)

∼0.1–0.2 µm thick



FIGURE 8.19  Longitudinal cross section of a simple double heterojunction device.
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FIGURE 8.20  Energy band diagrams of a double heterostructure before contact, after contact and after forward biasing.



forward biasing. The thin active layer of thickness = 0.1 μm is sandwiched between

a p-type and an n-type semiconductor layer of higher bandgap energy. Because of

the large potential barriers for electrons on the p-side and for holes on the n-side of

the junction region, the injected carriers are confined to the thin layer of the lower

bandgap material. The resulting high carrier concentration leads to a large separation between the quasi-Fermi levels and gain in the medium for photons of energy

hν such that





Eg < hv < ( E fc − E fv ) (8.26)



This inequality is the necessary condition for amplification by stimulated emission for radiation of frequency ν in a semiconductor.

Optical confinement in a DH refers to confinement of the generated optical radiation to the active layer due to the optical ‘waveguiding effect’. For a given material

system, that is, the binary compound and its alloys, the composition with a higher

bandgap has a lower refractive index and vice versa. This is a fortuitous situation in

the design of DH lasers, as it automatically leads to an optical waveguiding structure: The thin sandwiched layer is the high-index ‘core’, which is surrounded by

low-index ‘cladding’ layers (Figure 8.21). The light generated in the core region gets
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FIGURE 8.21  Schematic representation of the refractive-index variation n(x) and the optical mode profile Ψ(x) across the double heterostructure.



confined to the waveguide, propagating back and forth in the cavity formed by the

cleaved ends. In comparison, there is no waveguide structure in the homojunction

device.

The lower absorption losses are a direct consequence of the fact that light is generated in the low-bandgap material, and therefore the corresponding (low-energy)

photons would not be absorbed by the high-bandgap cladding layers. In comparison, in a homojunction device, light generated in the junction region could also get

absorbed just outside (in the vicinity of) the junction.

The previously mentioned three important advantages offered by the DH device,

in effect, lead to a much lower value of threshold current that enables CW operation

of laser diodes. Figure 8.22 shows the longitudinal cross section of a typical DH

laser. The p+ and n+ layers (of GaAs in this case) help in forming ohmic contact with

the metal layer for contact electrodes.



8.4.3 Device Output Characteristics

When the forward current ‘I’ through the device exceeds the threshold current, the

stimulated emission gain overcomes the losses in the cavity, and at steady state,



i
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FIGURE 8.22  Longitudinal cross section of a typical DH laser diode, emitting ~800 nm

wavelength.
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FIGURE 8.23  Typical output characteristics of a laser diode showing the temperature

dependence of the threshold current and output power.



gives out coherent CW radiation from both facets. The output optical power is

proportional to the forward current, and one would expect to get a linear I–P characteristic. Figure 8.23 shows a schematic variation of the output optical power with the

forward current through the diode. While the output optical power is proportional

to the current, there is a strong temperature dependence of the output characteristics

(on the temperature of the device). In fact, the dependence of the threshold current is

approximately given by (see, e.g. Bhattacharya [5] and Singh [6])







i (T ) = i0 exp



T

(8.27)

T0



where i 0 and T0 are the characteristic current and temperature, respectively. T0

is typically ~140 K for AlGaAs/GaAs lasers and ~60 K for InGaAsP/InP lasers.

Larger values of T0 correspond to lower sensitivity to temperature variation. We

may mention here that quantum-well lasers generally have large values of T0

(~300–400 K).

Some of the other important characteristics include emission wavelength, spatial

mode distribution and spectral distribution of the output. As discussed earlier, the

emission wavelength is determined by the bandgap of the active layer, and is very

close to the bandgap wavelength λg. By a choice of suitable material system and alloy

composition, one can realize laser diodes with emission wavelengths from the blue

(~400 nm) to the near-IR (~1700 nm) region of the electromagnetic spectrum.



8.4.4  Spatial and Spectral Distribution of the Output

The spatial distribution of the output is determined by the number of transverse

modes supported by the waveguide structure and the transverse gain profile. Both

these factors can be controlled by appropriate design of the device. Many applications require a ‘clean’ transverse field distribution, and choose lasers with output

in a single transverse mode, which is generally the fundamental mode. The field

distribution in this case can be well approximated by a double Gaussian, that is, a
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product of two Gaussian distributions in the two orthogonal directions across the

output beam:







  x 2 y2 

ψ ( x, y, z ) = A0 exp  −  2 + 2   (8.28)

  wx wy  



where wx(z) and wy(z) are the spot sizes in the x- and y-direction, with the laser output

along the z-direction. The near-field output spot (i.e. near the emitting edge of the

laser diode) would diverge into a far-field elliptical spot, as shown in Figure 8.24. The

divergence angle can be approximately estimated using the formula: θ = sin−1(λ/w).

For example, if the near-field spot dimensions, that is, 2wx × 2wy are 8 × 2 μm, then

for an emission at 0.8 μm wavelength,







 0.8 

 0.8 

θ⊥ = sin −1 

†≈ †23.6° and θ = sin −1 

5 7°



 †≈ ††.

 2.0 

 8.0 



In practical applications, usually the output beam is either collimated or focused

using the appropriate optical components at the output of the laser diode. For applications in optical fibre systems, including optical communication, optical fibres are

‘pigtailed’ to the laser diode chip wherein the output laser beam is directly ‘captured’

by the optical fibre that is butt-coupled, with a very small separation between the

fibre input face and the output facet of the laser diode. The whole arrangement is

hermetically sealed to form a rugged unit. The other end of the pigtailed fibre could

then be spliced to any required fibre component in the system.

Spectral distribution refers to the frequency spectrum of the laser output. A highresolution optical spectrum analyser can often display the longitudinal modes (or

resonance frequencies of the laser cavity) within the laser bandwidth. The longitudinal modes are those frequencies that satisfy the round-trip phase condition:







2k0ln = q2π  or l = q



λq

(8.29)

2n



where q =  1, 2, 3, … , l is the length of the laser cavity and n is the refractive index of

the laser medium (Figure 8.25).



8 × 2 µm



FIGURE 8.24  Schematic representation of the near-field spot of dimension 8 × 2 μm at the

output of the laser diode chip diffracting into a far-field elliptical spot.
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FIGURE 8.25  Schematic of a Fabry–Perot laser resonator of length l filled with a medium

of refractive index n. Small arrows with 1 and 2 represent successive cavity round trips from

one end of the cavity.



Using







k0 =



ω 2πv

=

c

c



vq = q



c

 (8.30)

2nl



gives the qth-order resonance frequency, and

vq+1 = ( q + 1)







c

 (8.31)

2nl



gives the next resonance (Figure 8.26). Thus, the separation between adjacent resonances, νF, is given by

vF = vq +1 − vq =







c

 (8.32)

2nl



where νF is called the free spectral range.

Thus, if B is the laser bandwidth, that is, the frequency range over which the gain

in the medium exceeds the losses in the resonator, then the number of possible longitudinal modes is given by N = B/vF. For a typical semiconductor laser, B = 1012 Hz,

l = 300 μm and n = 3.5, then







N=



1012 × 2 × 3.5 × 300 × 10 −6

=7

3 × 108
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ν



FIGURE 8.26  Schematic representation of the resonance frequencies νq, separated by the

free spectral range νF.
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Although longitudinal modes refer to specific resonance frequencies, each longitudinal mode is characterized by a narrow spectrum of frequencies and a linewidth,

which is much smaller than the laser bandwidth B. The linewidth of a longitudinal

mode is determined by the resonator loss; the smaller the resonator loss, the sharper

the cavity resonance (or the smaller the linewidth).



8.4.5  Single-Frequency Lasers

A laser operating in a single longitudinal mode and a single transverse mode is called

a single-frequency laser. It is possible to achieve single-frequency oscillations by

ensuring that the cavity loss is less than the cavity gain only in a small range of frequencies corresponding to a longitudinal mode of the laser (Figure 8.27).

Several techniques and device configurations can lead to single-frequency operation of a laser diode. These include coupled cavity lasers, external cavity lasers

and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. As an example, we briefly explain the working principle and the output spectrum of a DFB laser with the help of Figures 8.28

and 8.29.
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FIGURE 8.27  Illustration of the principle of operation of single longitudinal mode lasers.

An appropriate mechanism ensures that only for one laser cavity mode, the ‘loss’ is lower

than the ‘gain’.
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FIGURE 8.28  Longitudinal cross section of a DFB laser, showing the various layers.
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FIGURE 8.29  Schematic representation of the output spectrum showing a single longitudinal mode in a DFB laser and multilongitudinal modes in the output of a conventional DH

laser with a Fabry–Perot type of cavity.



As illustrated in Figure 8.28, the DFB laser incorporates a periodic refractiveindex variation in one of the cladding layers. The Bragg wavelength of the confined

optical field is given by (see, e.g. Ghatak and Thyagarajan [4])





λ B = 2neff Λ (8.33)



where Λ is the period of sinusoidal grating and neff is the effective index of the

guided mode in the laser cavity. The guided mode suffers back-reflection all along

the length of the grating, which can be viewed as distributed feedback into the laser

cavity containing the gain medium – hence the name distributed feedback laser. The

antireflection coatings at the end-faces of the laser chip ensure that there is no reflection from the cleaved ends, thereby suppressing feedback at all other wavelengths.

The lasing action then builds up only at the Bragg wavelength, forming a single

longitudinal mode of the structure. Figure 8.29 schematically shows a typical spectrum of the output from a normal FP laser diode and a DFB laser. The output from

the DFB laser predominantly oscillates in one longitudinal mode while the FP laser

oscillates in about 10 modes.



8.5  LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE

As the name indicates, LEDs are p–n junction devices realized using direct-bandgap

semiconductors, wherein light emission takes place due to carrier recombination in the
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FIGURE 8.30  Schematic of a forward-biased light-emitting diode. A current-limiting

resistance is usually added in series with the LED.



junction region, when forward biased (see Figure 8.30). Carrier recombination leads

to the generation of radiation by the process of spontaneous emission, and the optical

power output of an LED is proportional to the forward current through the device.



8.5.1 Device Structure

LEDs are broadly classified into two types: (1) surface-emitting LEDs (SLEDs) and

(2) edge-emitting LEDs (ELEDs). The device structure of ELEDs is similar to that of

an FP laser diode (Figure 8.22) except that there are no cleaved ends forming an optical resonator. Light emission takes place from the edge of the device (perpendicular

to the endface). SLEDs, on the other hand, emit from the surface of the device. Most

of the display LEDs are SLEDs, which emit light into a wider angular cone. ELEDs

are employed in applications involving the coupling of light into multimode optical

fibres and bulk optical systems.



8.5.2 Device Characteristics



P (µW)



The primary difference in the output characteristics of a laser diode and an LED (see

Figure 8.31) comes from the fact that the structure of an LED does not provide for
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FIGURE 8.31  Variation of output power versus the forward current for an LED.
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FIGURE 8.32  Output spectrum of an LED showing a linewidth Δλ.



optical feedback, and hence there is no building up of light by stimulated emission,

and there is no threshold, that is, the minimum current at which the gain in the cavity

becomes equal to the loss.

Figure 8.32 shows the spectral variation of the output power of an LED. The

linewidth of the LED is Δλ, which is typically 20–30 nm for visible LEDs, and

about 50 nm for near-IR LEDs. In comparison, laser diodes have a much smaller

linewidth. The peak emission wavelength and Δλ are temperature dependent;

the former increases primarily because of a decrease in the bandgap energy with

increasing temperature, while the latter increases because of increasing spread in the

carrier distribution within the energy bands. Other important characteristics include

the modulation bandwidth and the radiation pattern of the device [9].



8.6  SEMICONDUCTOR PHOTODETECTORS

Photodetectors are based on the generation of photocarriers due to the incident light

(or photons), which results in a current in the external circuit. Photodetectors are

broadly classified into two types: (1) photoemissive type and (2) photoconductive

type.

When photons are incident on certain materials, electrons are emitted from the

surface of the material by the photoelectric effect, which is described by the equation:





E = hv = Φ m + KE (8.34)



where Φm is the work function of the material, that is, the minimum energy necessary to free electrons from the material. The excess photon energy forms the

kinetic energy (KE) of the electron. The emitted electrons are collected by an anode,

resulting in a current in the external circuit, which is a measure of the incident

optical power. Photoemissive detectors are based on the aforementioned principle.

Photomultiplier tubes, which employ photocathodes to generate the primary electrons, are photoemissive types of detectors.
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Semiconductor photodetectors belong to the second category, viz. photoconductive type. The incident photons increase the conductivity of the material due to the

generation of electron–hole pairs in the medium. Three types of semiconductor photodetectors are widely used: (a) photoconductors, (b) PIN photodiodes and (c) APDs.

In the following text, we briefly discuss the device structure, the working principle

and the characteristics of these photodetectors. We first describe some of the general

characteristics of photodetectors.



8.6.1 General Characteristics of Photodetectors

Photodetectors, in general, are characterized by the following parameters:

a. Quantum efficiency, η: This refers to the (fractional) number of photogenerated carriers, which contribute to the photocurrent in the circuit, per incident photon.

η=





generated carrier flux

incident photon flux



ip e

(8.35)

Po hv



where

ip is the photocurrent in the circuit

Po is the incident optical power

ν is the frequency of the radiation

h is the Planck constant

e is the unit charge

In a photodetector that does not have a carrier multiplication mechanism

or gain, we have 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.

b. Responsivity, R: This refers to the response of the photodetector to the

incident optical power. Since the generated photocurrent is the measurable

response of the detector, responsivity R is defined as

R=





λ ( µm )

ip

e

λ

=η =η

=η

(8.36)

Po

hv

1.24

(hc e)



If we assume a constant value for η, then we see that the responsivity

increases linearly with the wavelength. In practice, however, the quantum

efficiency depends on the wavelength of light, and is significant over a range

of wavelengths for a given material: It drops down to very low values at

both longer and shorter wavelengths.

Figure 8.33 shows the spectral response (i.e. the variation of responsivity as a function of wavelength) for three widely used semiconductors, viz.

Si, Ge and InGaAs. As can be seen, Si is a very good detector material for

applications in the visible to the near-IR wavelength region, while InGaAs

is most suited to the optical communication window (1.3–1.6 μm).
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FIGURE 8.33  Spectral response of the widely used detector materials Si, Ge and InGaAs.

The dashed straight lines show the linear variation of responsivity for different values of η

(in percentage), if η were constant.



c. Response time (or rise time): This refers to the speed of response or how fast

the detector responds to changes in the optical power. The overall response

time of a photodetector is determined by two factors: (i) the transit time

of the photocarriers in the detector medium; and (ii) the resistor-capacitor

(RC) time constant of the detector circuit, which includes the series resistance RS, the junction capacitance Cj (in the case of photodiodes), the load

resistance R L and the capacitance in the external circuit. In high-speed p–n

junction photodetectors, a reverse bias is applied to provide a large electric

field so that the carrier transit time is minimized. Similarly, to reduce the

junction capacitance, small area detectors are employed, and the load resistance is chosen appropriately.

d. Dark current: This refers to the current in the detector circuit when no

light is incident on the photodetector. It is the relative magnitude of the

generated photocurrent to the dark current that determines the sensitivity

of the detector. Since low levels of optical power incident on the photodetector generate a small magnitude of photocurrent, unless the dark current is small, it would become difficult to detect the change in the total

current due to the incident light. Thus, detectors with very small dark

currents are required to measure low levels of or small changes in optical

power.



8.6.2 Photoconductors

The photoconductor is the simplest form of semiconductor photodetector, which

is essentially a piece of semiconductor (or a semiconductor film) of appropriate
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FIGURE 8.34  Typical circuit configuration of a photoconductor employed as a photodetector. (a) Electron (−) hole (O) pair generation due to incident photon flux Φ leads to a

photocurrent ip in the external circuit. (b) Circuit configuration wherein the change in voltage

across R L due to incident photon flux is measured.



material, with two electrodes for the application of an electric field. Photodetection

is based on the change in the conductivity of the semiconductor due to the incident

photon flux Φ (Figure 8.34).

If Jt represents the total current density in the photoconductor, in the presence of

an incident photon flux Φ, then





J t = J d + J p (8.37)



where Jd is the dark current density due to the dark carrier concentrations no and po

of electrons and holes, respectively. Here ‘dark’ refers to the situation when no light

(photon flux) is incident on the photoconductor. Using





J = σE, σ = µρ, ρ = ne (8.38)
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where

σ is the conductivity

E is the applied electric field

ρ is the charge density

μ is the mobility

n is the carrier concentration

we get

J d = ( µ e n0 + µ h p0 ) Ee (8.39)







If Δn and Δp (=Δn) are the excess carrier concentrations of electrons and holes

due to an incident photon flux Φ, then

J p = ( µ e + µ h ) Ee∆n (8.40)







If Po is the incident optical power at the frequency ν,







Φ=



 Po

(8.41)

hν



If we know the quantum efficiency of the detector, then the photocurrent ip = JpA,

where A is the area of cross section of the photoconductor (Figure 8.34), can be

determined by knowing all other parameters in Equation 8.40. Typically in photoconductors, the dark current and photocurrent are of the order of milliamperes.

Typical I–V characteristics of a photoconductor are shown in Figure 8.35.

Both intrinsic (i.e. pure undoped) and extrinsic (doped) semiconductors are used

to make photoconductive detectors. InSb (Eg = 0.17 eV) and InAs (Eg = 0.36 eV) are

widely used to detect IR (long-wavelength) radiation, while doped semiconductors

such as Ge:Hg (EA = 0.09 eV) and Ge:Cu (EA = 0.04 eV) with very small activation

energy (EA) for acceptor levels, are used in the mid-IR detection.



8.6.3 Photodiodes

As the name indicates, photodiodes are p–n junction diodes of suitable semiconductor

materials with good responsivity in the wavelength region of interest. The diodes are

generally reverse biased to ‘sweep away’ the photocarriers generated in the junction

region (see Figure 8.36). Light incident outside the junction region contributes little

to the photocurrent, since the generated photocarriers recombine sooner or later in

the absence of an electric field. To increase the capture area (or volume) for incident

photons, a layer of intrinsic (i) semiconductor is sandwiched between the p-type semiconductor and the n-type semiconductor (see Figure 8.37). When reverse biased, the

electric field extends all through the i-layer, leading to high-speed carrier transport
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FIGURE 8.35  Typical current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of a photoconductor for three

different levels of incident photon flux Φ2 > Φ1 > 0.
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FIGURE 8.36  (a) Circuit configuration of a p–n photodiode and (b) the energy band diagram of the reverse-biased p–n photodiode showing electron–hole drift in the junction region.
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FIGURE 8.37  Schematic showing the drift of photogenerated carriers in a reverse-biased

p-i-n diode.



toward the two ends of the p-i-n detector. The introduction of the i-layer also reduces

the junction capacitance (due to increased separation between the immobile ions at

the edges of the p-region and n-region), resulting in a smaller rise time or a larger

detection bandwidth. Thus, most of the photodiodes used in practice are p-i-n diodes.

Figure 8.38 is a schematic representation of the i–V characteristics of a p-i-n diode

for three different magnitudes of incident photon flux, Φ2 > Φ1 > 0; is is the reverse

saturation current when there is no incident photon flux and ip is the photocurrent due

to the incident photon flux Φ1. Thus, the total reverse saturation current in the presence of photon flux Φ1 = is + ip. Figure 8.39 shows the circuit diagram and typical

reverse characteristics of a p-i-n diode, including the load line, which is defined by

VB + Vd + id RL = 0 (8.42)





or



id =







 −V 

−1

VD +  B  (8.43)

 RL 
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FIGURE 8.38  Typical i–V characteristics of a p-i-n diode showing the reverse saturation

current for three different values of incident photon flux Φ2 > Φ1 > 0; is is the reverse saturation current and ip is the photocurrent due to incident photon flux Φ1.
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FIGURE 8.39  (a) Circuit diagram of a reverse-biased p-i-n diode showing voltage drops

around the loop. (b) Reverse saturation characteristics of a typical p-i-n diode for a reversebias voltage of 20 V and a load resistance of 1 MΩ. The dashed load lines indicate the trend

of movement of the load line for increasing and decreasing values of R L .



The load line gives the change in the output voltage V0 across R L when the incident photon flux changes. Small values of R L lead to small changes in the output

voltage but a large dynamic range, that is, the useful range of measurement, while

large values of R L give large changes in the output voltage but a small dynamic range.

Further, as we discussed in Section 8.6.1, the choice of R L would also determine the

speed of response of the detector. Thus, a design engineer has to choose R L appropriately in a detection system.



8.6.4 Avalanche Photodiode

APDs are photodiodes with a built-in gain mechanism for the number of carriers

contributing to the photocurrent in the circuit. The applied reverse bias is generally

~100 V, and leads to a large electric field across the junction region. The photogenerated carriers in the junction region get accelerated and acquire relatively large

KE; these carriers ‘liberate’ the bound electrons in the valence band in an avalanche

process (see Figure 8.40) leading to a large photocurrent in the circuit. In effect,
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FIGURE 8.40  Energy band diagram for a reverse-biased APD. The large potential difference across the junction accelerates the photogenerated carriers, resulting in carrier

multiplication.



the carrier multiplication process leads to internal gain of the detector. The gain

M is defined as the ratio of the current in the circuit to the primary photocurrent ip

(in the absence of the high-voltage reverse bias). Figure 8.41 shows the typical gain

characteristics of an APD at two different temperatures. The average time between

successive collisions of the carriers decreases with the increasing temperature of

the device, leading to a lower avalanche gain. The carrier multiplication is a ‘noisy’

process, and hence APDs have relatively poor noise characteristics as compared

to the p-i-n diodes. However, the detector gain is an important parameter in many

applications, and APDs form the detector of choice. Various designs have been proposed to minimize the noise in APDs. These issues are not discussed here, and the

interested reader may see the relevant references given at the end of the chapter.
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FIGURE 8.41  Gain characteristics of a typical APD at two different temperatures.
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8.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have presented the basics of semiconductor light sources and

detectors with the emphasis on semiconductor lasers and p-i-n diodes. We have

also outlined the essential semiconductor physics, including energy band diagrams

of p–n junctions, and discussed commonly used materials to realize these devices.

The basic structure and typical characteristics of sources and detectors are also

presented. The importance of quasi-Fermi levels, and the crucial role of DHs in

realizing low-threshold CW lasers are discussed. The objective has been to present

an introductory account with some discussions on the basics and devices to enthuse

the beginners. Readers are encouraged to go through the reference books listed at

the end of the chapter for more details.
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9.1  SILICON-BASED PHOTODETECTORS

9.1.1 Introduction

The detection of optical radiation is useful in numerous applications, such as thermal

imaging [1], night vision [2], for missile tracking and other defence applications, optical

communication [3] and in astronomy to medical technology [4]. Photonic devices use

* Currently with: Department of Applied Physics, S. V. National Institute of Technology, Surat.
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optical detectors to measure the optical power or energy. An optical detector is also used

in laser-based fibre-optic communication as a receiver [5]. On the other hand, in laser

material processing, the output of a laser is monitored by the photodetector to ensure

reproducible conditions [6]. Optical detectors are also used in applications involving

interferometry to determine the position and motion of interference fringes. In most

applications involving optical signals, one uses a photodetector to measure the output of

the laser or other light source [7]. Thus, good optical detectors for measuring the optical

power and energy are essential in most applications of photonics technology. Depending

on the detection mechanisms, the nature of the interaction and the material properties,

various types of detectors with different characteristics are used in field applications.



9.1.2 Types of Optical Detectors

Optical detectors are broadly classified into two categories: thermal detectors and

photon detectors [6]. Thermal detectors respond to the heat energy delivered by the

incident optical signal. In a thermal detector, the incident radiation is absorbed to

change the temperature of the material, and the resultant change in a certain physical property is used to generate an electrical output [8]. Typically, the detector is

suspended on legs, which are connected to a heat sink. The response of the thermal

detector does not depend on the photonic nature of the incident signal; rather it relies

only on the total amount of heat energy reaching the detector. Therefore, it is apparent that the response of the thermal detector is independent of the wavelength but

not of its spectral content. This would mean that the radiation absorption mechanism

is not strictly wavelength independent in all cases [8]. One of the main applications

of thermal detectors is in the area of infrared (IR) detection and imaging. Three

approaches are most widely applied in IR technology, namely, bolometeric, pyroelectric and thermoelectric effects. In pyroelectric detectors, a change in the internal

electrical polarization is measured, whereas the changes in electrical resistance are

measured in bolometers. In contrast to photon detectors, thermal detectors typically

operate at room temperature. However, the Si/Ge bolometers useful for far-IR wavelength detection operate in a liquid He temperature range. Thermal detectors are

usually characterized by modest sensitivity and slow response (as heating and cooling of the detector is a relatively slow process), but they are relatively inexpensive

and user friendly. So, thermal detectors have extensive use in low-cost applications

that do not involve high performance and speed. As thermal detectors are nonselective, they are frequently used in IR spectrometers [8].

In photon detectors, quanta of light energy interact with the free electrons of the

semiconductor material or those bound either to the lattice atoms or to the impurity

atoms (at lower temperatures). As a result, the absorbed photons generate an electrical

current to the readout circuitry. In this process, the photon must have enough energy to

liberate an electron from its atomic binding forces. The response of the photon detectors per unit incident radiation power depends selectively on the wavelength. The spectral response of the photon detectors shows a long-wavelength cut-off, which is decided

by the bandgap of the material. These detectors exhibit both an improved signal-tonoise (S/N) performance and a very fast response [8]. However, to achieve superior

performance, photon detectors require cryogenic cooling to avoid thermal generation
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of charge carriers. The thermally generated current competes with the optical current,

making the uncooled devices very noisy. The low-temperature requirement is the main

bottleneck for the extensive use of semiconductor IR photodetectors, because the

cooling system itself makes them bulky, expensive and inconvenient to use [8,9].

Figure  9.1 compares the schematic spectral response of the relative output of the

photon and thermal detectors as a function of time.

Depending on the nature of the interaction of light with the detector materials,

photon detectors are subdivided into the following types: intrinsic detectors, extrinsic

detectors, photoemissive (metal silicide Schottky barriers) detectors, and quantumwell (QW) and quantum-dot (QD) photodetectors [8]. Photon detectors operate in

various modes of operation, such as photoconductive, photovoltaic and photoemissive modes. Each material system can be used in different modes of operation.

In this chapter, we shall mainly focus on the advanced semiconductor IR detector based on photoconductive and photovoltaic effects, such as photodiode (p-i-n

structure) [10], QW IR photodetectors (QWIPs) and QD IR photodetectors (QDIPs).



9.1.3  Characteristics of Photon Detectors



Detection output



Photodetectors are important in optical fibre communication systems operated in

the near-IR region (0.8–1.55 μm) [10]. They demodulate optical signals, that is, they

convert the optical signals into electrical signals that are subsequently amplified and

further processed. For such applications, the photodetectors must satisfy stringent

requirements, such as high sensitivity at operating wavelengths, high response speed

and minimum noise. In addition, the photodetectors should be compact in size, use a

low-biasing voltage and current, have a low dark current and be reliable under operating conditions. Since the photoelectric effect is based on the photon energy hv, the

wavelength of interest is related to the energy transition ΔE in the device operation,

with the obvious but important relationship,
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FIGURE 9.1  Schematic showing the relative output of photon and thermal detectors as a

function of wavelength.
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λ ( µm ) =







hc

1.24

=



∆E ∆E ( eV )



(9.1)



where

λ is the wavelength

c is the speed of light

ΔE is the transition of energy levels

The absorption coefficient (α) requires the photon energy to be larger than the material bandgap. Equation 9.1 is often the minimum limit for the wavelength detection.

The transition energy, in most cases, is the energy gap of the semiconductor. However,

depending on the type of photodetector, it can be the barrier height (in the case of a

metal-semiconductor Schottky photodiode) or the energy gap between an impurity level

and the band edge (in the case of an impurity-doped extrinsic photoconductor) [11].

The design of a photodetector is based on the bandgap of the semiconductor material,

which decides the cut-off wavelength for light absorption. A high value of the absorption coefficient signifies the near-surface absorption of light at the entrance; similarly, a

low value of the absorption coefficient indicates the penetration of light deeper into the

semiconductor [11]. In one extreme, longer-wavelength light can be transmitted through

a higher-bandgap semiconductor, without photoexcitation, which affects the quantum

efficiency of a photodetector. Figure 9.2 shows the intrinsic absorption coefficients of

different photodetector materials [12] in the visible and near-IR region.

The speed of photodetectors is an important parameter particularly for optical

fibre communication systems [10]. The response of the photodetector has to be fast

enough compared to that of the digital transmission data rate, where light is turned

on and off at a very high speed (>40 Gb/s) [11]. For this purpose, a semiconductor
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FIGURE 9.2  Optical absorption coefficients (α) for various photodetector materials in the

visible and near-IR region. (From Melchior, H., Laser Handbook, Vol. 1, North-Holland,

Amsterdam, 1972.)
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material with a shorter carrier lifetime yields a faster response, at the expense of a

higher dark current. Also, the depletion width should be minimized by the appropriate design of doping concentrations so that the transit time can be shortened. On the

other hand, the detector capacitance has to be kept low, which, in turn, increases the

depletion width. So, a trade-off has to be made for the overall optimization of the

detector performance. The signal of the photocurrent (PC) should be maximized

to achieve higher sensitivity. The basic figure of merit is the quantum efficiency,

defined as the number of carriers produced per photon [11]:





η=



I ph I ph  hυ

=



qφ

q  Popt





 





(9.2)



where

Iph is the photocurrent

ϕ is the photon flux (=Popt /hυ)

Popt is the optical power

The ideal quantum efficiency is unity. The reduction is due to current loss by

recombination, incomplete absorption, reflection, etc. Another similar metric is the

responsivity R, using the optical power as the reference:

R=







I ph

ηq ηλ ( µm )

=

=

A W 

1.24

Popt qφ hυ



(9.3)



Figure 9.3 shows the responsivity of an ideal photodiode and a commercial Si photodiode. To further improve the signal, some photodetectors have an internal gain
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FIGURE 9.3  Responsivity of an ideal photodiode and a commercial Si photodiode as a

function of wavelength.
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mechanism. A photoconductive gain as high as l06 could be achieved. It may be noted

that high gain also leads to higher noise, which is discussed in the following text.

Apart from a large signal, low noise is also crucial for determining the minimum

detectable signal strength [13]. Noise in optical detectors is a complex phenomenon,

and is defined as any undesired signal having random fluctuations. Several factors

may contribute to the noise, which can be divided into two parts: internal noise

and external noise. Internal noise includes all noise generated within the detection

system itself. Noise generated in the optical detector is random in nature. In addition,

some of the noise sources often encountered in connection with optical detectors are

Johnson noise, shot noise, 1/f noise and photon noise. Johnson noise [14] or thermal

noise is the internal device noise related to the random thermal agitation of carriers in any resistive device. To reduce the magnitude of the Johnson noise, one

may cool the system, especially the load resistor [6,11]. One alternative is to reduce

the value of the load resistance, although this is done at the expense of reducing

the available signal [6]. The shot noise [13,14] originates due to the discrete single events of the photoelectric effect, and the statistical fluctuations associated with

them. Shot noise is created due to the random fluctuations in the arrival of electrons

at the anode. In semiconductors, the major source of shot noise is random variations

in the rate at which charge carriers are generated and recombine [11]. This noise,

called generation-recombination (GR) noise, is the manifestation of shot noise and is

intrinsic for any semiconductor operating at an elevated temperature. GR noise can

originate from both optical and thermal processes. Shot noise may be minimized by

reducing the direct-current (DC) component of the current involved, especially the

dark current, and by limiting the bandwidth of the amplification system [6]. The dark

current is owing to the leakage current of the active semiconductor devices, when the

photodetector is biased without exposing it to the light source. One limitation on

the device-operating temperature, particularly for mid- and far-IR detectors, is the

thermal energy, which should be smaller than the photon energy (kT < hυ). The next

limitation is the flicker noise, otherwise known as l/f noise. This is due to the random

effects associated with surface traps and generally has l/f characteristics that are

more pronounced at low frequencies. To reduce 1/f noise, an optical detector should

be operated at a reasonably high frequency, often as high as 1000 Hz [6]. This is a

high-enough value to reduce the contribution of 1/f noise to a large extent.

Even if all the sources of noise previously discussed could be eliminated, there

would still be some noise in the output of an optical detector because of the

random arrival rate of photons in the light being measured and from the background. This contribution to the noise is called photon noise, which is a noise

source external to the detector. It imposes the ultimate fundamental limit to the

detectivity of a photodetector. The contribution of fluctuations in the arrival of

photons from the background [6,15–17], a contribution that is called background

noise, can be reduced. The background noise increases with the field of view of

the detector [6] and with the temperature of the background [15]. In some cases, it

is possible to reduce the field of view of the detector so as to accept signals from

only the source of interest. In other cases, it is possible to cool the background.

Both these measures may be used to reduce the background noise contribution to

photon noise.
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Since noises are independent events, their effects will be cumulative to the total

noise. A related figure of merit is the noise-equivalent power (NEP) that corresponds

to the incident root mean square (rms) optical power required to produce an S/N

ratio of 1 in a 1 Hz bandwidth. To the first order, this is the minimum detectable light

power. The detectivity (D) is defined as [11],







D=



AB

cm-Hz1/ 2 W 

NEP



(9.4)



where

A is the area

B is the bandwidth

This is also the S/N ratio when 1 W of light power is incident on a detector of area

1 cm2, and the noise is measured over a 1 Hz bandwidth [11]. The detectivity depends

on the detector’s sensitivity, spectral response and noise. It is a function of the wavelength, modulation frequency and bandwidth.



9.1.4 Types of Photodetectors

Depending on the detection mechanism, three types of photodetectors are often

used. These are photoconductive, photovoltaic and photoemissive detectors. The

principle of operation of detectors operating in the photoconductive and photovoltaic

modes is discussed in the following text.

9.1.4.1 Photoconductors

A photoconductive detector uses a crystal of semiconductor material in bulk- or

thin-film form that has low conductance in the dark and an increased value of conductance when it is illuminated with photons. It is commonly used in a series circuit

with a battery and a load resistor. When incident, the light falls on the surface of the

photoconductor, carriers are generated either by band-to-band transitions (intrinsic)

or by transitions involving impurity levels in the forbidden gap (extrinsic), resulting

in an increase in conductivity. The processes of intrinsic and extrinsic photoexcitations of carriers are shown in Figure 9.4.

For the intrinsic photoconductor, the conductivity is given by σ = q(μnn + μpp),

and the increase in the conductivity under illumination is mainly due to the increase

in the number of free carriers. The wavelength cut-off is given by Equation 9.1,

where ΔE is the semiconductor bandgap, Eg, in this case. For shorter wavelengths,

the incident radiation is absorbed by the semiconductor, and electron–hole pairs are

generated. For the extrinsic photoconductor, photoexcitation occurs between a band

edge and an impurity energy level in the energy gap.

Photoconductive detectors are most widely used in the IR region at wavelengths

where photoemissive detectors are not available. Many different materials are used

as IR photoconductive detectors. The exact value of detectivity for a specific photoconductor depends on the operating temperature and on the field of view of the
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FIGURE 9.4  Schematic processes of intrinsic photoexcitation from band to band, and

extrinsic photoexcitation between impurity level and band.



detector. Most IR photoconductive detectors operate at cryogenic temperatures,

which may involve some inconvenience in practical applications.

9.1.4.2 Photodiodes

In principle, photovoltaic detectors do not require any bias voltage since the built-in

electric field is enough to sweep the carriers in the external circuit. A photodiode

has a depleted semiconductor region with a high electric field that serves to separate

photogenerated electron–hole pairs. For high-speed operation, the depletion region

must be kept thin to reduce the transit time. On the other hand, to increase the quantum efficiency (the number of electron–hole pairs generated per incident photon), the

depletion layer must be sufficiently thick to allow a large fraction of the incident light

to be absorbed. Thus, there is a trade-off between the speed of the response and the

quantum efficiency. Therefore, a reverse voltage is applied to photodiodes, though

not large enough to cause avalanche multiplication or breakdown [11], for faster

extraction of the carriers. This biasing condition is in contrast to avalanche photodiodes, where an internal current gain is obtained as a result of the impact ionization

under avalanche breakdown conditions. The photodiode family includes the p-i-n

photodiode, p-n photodiode, heterojunction photodiode and metal-semiconductor

(Schottky barrier) photodiode.

The performance of a photodiode depends on the quantum efficiency, response

speed and device noise. For a given quantum efficiency (for an ideal photodiode

η = 1), the responsivity of a photodiode is a linear function of the wavelength. The

quantum efficiency depends on the optical absorption coefficient α, which is a strong

function of the wavelength. For a given semiconductor, the wavelength range in

which appreciable PC can be generated is limited. Since most photodiodes use bandto-band photoexcitation, the long-wavelength cut-off λC, is established by the energy

gap of the semiconductor. The long-wavelength cut-offs for Ge and Si photodiodes

are 1.7 and 1.1 μm, respectively [11]. For wavelengths longer than λC, the values

of α are too small to give appreciable absorption. The short-wavelength cut-off of

the photoresponse occurs because the values of α are very large (≥105/cm), and the

radiation is absorbed very near the surface where recombination is more likely to

occur. The photocarriers thus recombine before they are collected in the p–n junction. In the near-IR region, silicon photodiodes with an antireflection coating can
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reach 100% quantum efficiency near 0.8–0.9 μm. In the 1.0–1.6 μm region, Ge photodiodes, III–V ternary photodiodes (e.g. InGaAs) and III–V quaternary photodiodes

(e.g. InGaAsP) have shown high quantum efficiencies [11]. For longer wavelengths,

photodiodes are cooled (e.g. 77 K) for high-efficiency operation. The fast response

of a photodiode depends on three factors, that is, drift time in the depletion region,

diffusion of the carriers and capacitance of the depletion region. The depletion layer

must not be too wide or too thin, as both these cases limit the frequency response

due to a longer transit time through the wide depletion layer or by a large R LC time

constant due to excessive capacitance C in the thin depletion region. Optimization

needs to be made by the wise choice of depletion layer thickness in such a way that

the transit time falls in the order of one-half the modulation period. The typical

operation of a photodiode under reverse-bias condition is shown in Figure 9.5.

A common type of semiconductor structure used in photodiodes is the so-called

p-i-n structure. The p-i-n photodiode is a special case of the p–n junction photodiodes, where the depletion region thickness (the intrinsic layer) can be tailored to

optimize the quantum efficiency and frequency response. The device has a layer
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FIGURE 9.5  Typical operation of a p–n junction photodiode under reverse-bias condition.

Figures from top to bottom: cross-sectional view of a p-n diode, carrier generation characteristics and an energy band diagram under reverse bias.
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of nearly intrinsic (i-layer) semiconductor material bounded on one side by a relatively thin layer of a highly doped p-type semiconductor and on the other side by a

relatively thick layer of an n-type semiconductor. The carriers generated due to the

optical absorption in the intrinsic region or within the one diffusion length are swept

across the region at high velocity under reverse electrical field and collected in the

heavily doped regions, leading to a current in the external circuit. The frequency

response of p-i-n photodiodes can be very high, of the order of 1010 Hz [6]. This is

higher than the frequency response of p–n junctions without the intrinsic region.

9.1.4.3  Avalanche Photodiodes

Another type of photodiode is an avalanche photodiode. The avalanche photodiode

offers the possibility of high internal gain and is sometimes called a solid-state photomultiplier [6]. The most widely used material for avalanche photodiodes is silicon,

but the devices have been fabricated from other materials too, such as germanium.

An avalanche photodiode has a diffused p–n junction, with surface contouring to

permit high reverse-bias voltage without surface breakdown. A large internal electric field leads to the multiplication of the number of charge carriers through ionizing

collisions. The signal is thus increased to a value perhaps 100–200 times greater

than that of a nonavalanche device, but the device speed is lower compared to others.

The detectivity is also increased, provided that the limiting noise is not from background radiation. Avalanche photodiodes cost more than conventional photodiodes

and they require temperature-compensation circuits to maintain the optimum bias,

but they represent an attractive choice when high performance is required. Figure 9.6

shows a cross-sectional view of a typical avalanche photodiode.

9.1.4.4  QW IR Photodetectors

A QW IR photodetector (QWIP) is an attractive alternative to narrow-bandgap

HgCdTe photodiodes for mid- and long-wavelength IR photodetection (3–20 μm).

Regardless of the great research and development efforts, large-area photovoltaic

HgCdTe detectors remain expensive, primarily because of the low yield of detector arrays. The low yield is due to the low sensitivity of HgCdTe IR devices in the

long-wavelength range. This low sensitivity is primarily caused by the generation of

defects and surface leakage within the device, which is a direct consequence of the
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FIGURE 9.6  Cross-sectional view of an avalanche photodiode.
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basic material properties [4]. Compared to HgCdTe detectors, QW (fabricated by

the sandwiching of a lower-bandgap material between two higher-bandgap materials of similar lattice constant) photodetectors have a number of potential advantages [8]. For the fabrication of QW IR detectors, extensive research work has been

done [9] with Group III–V compound semiconductor materials. IR absorption in

the discrete subbands within the conduction band (CB) or the valence band (VB)

QW, instead of band-to-band, was first studied during 1983–1985 [18,19]. The first

functional QWIP, based on bound-to-bound intersubband transition in a GaAs/

AlGaAs heterostructure, was realized by Levine et al. [20] and Choi et al. [21] in

1987. Another type of transition, bound-to-miniband, was observed in 1991 using

quantum superlattices [22].

The GaAs/AlGaAs material system is an attractive choice for QWIPs fabrication,

first due to their direct bandgap and the feasibility of growing defect-free, latticematched heteroepitaxial layers using matured growth and processing technologies.

GaAs wafers offer large-area fabrication, high yield and thus low cost, higher thermal

stability and intrinsic radiation hardness [4] compared to HgCdTe-based materials.

The well layers in a QWIP structure (say GaAs) have a typical thickness of about

5 nm and are usually doped to n-type in the 1017 per cm3 range [11]. The barrier layers

with a higher bandgap (say GaAlAs) are undoped and have a thickness in the range

of 30–50 nm. A typical number of periods are between 20 to 50. A typical QWIP

structure is shown in Figure 9.7. In direct-bandgap III–V materials, incident light

normal to the surface has zero absorption in the CB QW [11]. This polarization selection rule demands other approaches to couple light to the light-sensitive area, and two

popular schemes are employed: one is a polished 45° facet made at the edge adjacent

to the detector and the other is grating made on the substrate surface to scatter the

incoming light. This selection rule, however, does not apply to p-type QWs [23], such
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FIGURE 9.7  Typical QWIP structure using the alternative layer of GaAs (quantum well)

and AlGaAs (barrier layers).
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as wells formed by indirect-bandgap materials involving SiGe/Si and A1As/A1GaAs

heterostructures [11].

The QWIP is based on photoconductivity due to the intersubband excitation [24].

The three types of transitions are depicted in Figure 9.8. In the bound-to-bound transition, both quantized energy states are confined within the barrier energy. A photon

excites an electron from the ground state to the first excited state and the electron

subsequently tunnels out of the well. This scheme requires a special design of the

QW structure and a higher electric field for the extraction of photoexcited carriers.

In the bound-to-continuum (or bound-to-extended) excitation, the first excited state

is above the barrier and excited electrons can escape from the well more easily. This

bound-to-continuum excitation is more promising in that it has higher absorption,

a broader wavelength response, a lower dark current, and higher detectivity, and

requires lower voltage for carrier extraction. In the bound-to-miniband transition,

a miniband is present because of the superlattice structure [11], which eases carrier extraction at a lower electric field. QWIPs based on this design have shown

great promise for focal-plane array imaging sensor system applications. The general QWIP I–V characteristics are similar to those of a regular photoconductor.

Asymmetric characteristics might occur due to band bending arising from a dopantmigration effect in the QWs [24].

A key factor affecting the performance of QWIP detectors is the light-coupling

scheme. A distinct feature of n-type GaAs/AlGaAs QWIPs is that the optical absorption strength is proportional to an incident photon’s electric-field polarization component normal to the QWs. This implies that a photon propagating normal to the

QWs, whose polarization is entirely in the plane of the QWs, will not be absorbed.

Therefore, these detectors have to be illuminated through a 45° polished facet [11].

To meet this purpose, a diffraction grating or other similar structure is typically

fabricated on one side of the detectors to redirect a normally incident photon into

propagation angles more favourable for absorption, which, in turn, increases the production complexity and cost. The QWIP detectors are extrinsic devices in which the

dopant concentrations are limited by the epitaxial growth processes. As a result, the

optical cross sections for absorption are also limited. In addition, the intersubband

lifetimes in QWIP detectors are inherently short (about 10−11 s), which results in a

low quantum efficiency and a relatively poor performance at temperatures >50 K.
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FIGURE 9.8  Schematic energy band diagrams of QWIPs under bias showing (a) boundto-bound intersubband transition and (b) bound-to-continuum transition.
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At these higher temperatures, thermally stimulated carriers dominate over optically

produced carriers, resulting in a low S/N ratio.

9.1.4.5  Quantum-Dot Infrared Photodetectors

The success and limitations of the QW structures for IR detector applications motivated researchers for the further development of the technology and overcome the

limitations discussed above. Recently, researchers have moved towards the fabrication and development of QDIPs structures for future generation photodetectors. The

first QDIP was demonstrated in 1998 [25]. Since then, great progress has been made

in their development and performance characteristics [26], as well as in their application to thermal imaging.

In general, QDIPs are similar to QWIPs but with the QWs replaced by QDs, which

have size confinement in all spatial directions. The quantum-mechanical nature of

QDIPs leads to several advantages over QWIPs and other types of IR detectors that

are currently available. Similar to the HgCdTe, QWIP and type-II superlattice technologies, QDIPs can also provide multiwavelength detection. However, QDs provide

many additional parameters for tuning the spacing between the energy levels by

varying the QD size, shape, strain and material composition.

The potential advantages in using QDIPs over QWIPs are as follows:

• Intersubband absorption is allowed at normal incidence. In QWIPs, only

transitions polarized perpendicularly to the growth direction are allowed

due to the absorption selection rules. The selection rules in QDIPs are

inherently different, and normal incidence absorption is observed.

• The dark current of QDIPs is expected to be lower than that of HgCdTe

detectors and QWIPs due to three-dimensional (3D) quantum confinement.

As a result, the electron relaxation time from excited states increases due

to the phonon bottleneck. Generation by longitudinal optical (LO) phonons is prohibited unless the gap between the discrete energy levels exactly

equals that of the phonon. This prohibition does not apply to QWs, since the

levels are quantized only in the growth direction and a continuum exists in

the other two directions, hence GR by LO phonons with a capture time of a

few picoseconds is generally noticed in QW structures. Thus, it is expected

that the S/N ratio in QDIPs will be significantly larger than that in QWIPs.

• Both the increased carrier lifetime and the reduced dark current make the

QDIPs attractive candidates for higher temperature operation.

The beginning of research on QDs can be traced back to a suggestion by Arakawa

and Sakaki [27] in 1982 that the performance of semiconductor lasers could be

improved by reducing the dimensionality of the active regions of these devices.

Initial efforts at reducing the dimensionality of the active regions focused on using

ultrafine lithography coupled with wet or dry chemical etching to form 3D structures.

It was soon realized, however, that this approach introduced defects (high density of

surface states) that greatly limited the performance of such QDs. Subsequent efforts

were mainly focused on the growth of InGaAs nanometre-sized islands on GaAs

substrates. In 1993, the first epitaxial growth of defect-free QD nanostructures [28]
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was achieved by using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [29]. Most of the practical

QD structures today are synthesized by either MBE or metalo-organic chemical

vapour deposition (MOCVD) using the Stranski–Krastanov (SK) growth mechanism. The typical mid-IR PC characteristics of the Ge/Si QDIPs grown using MBE

are shown in Figure 9.9.

The combination of Si and the narrower-bandgap Ge by the SK growth mechanism [30] offers a noble material system for the realization of Si-based QDIP. After

the detection of IR radiation in the multiple QW (MQW) structure, the mid-IR

QDIPs structure was first demonstrated by Miesner et al. in 2000 [31] by growing

the self-assembled Ge QD on Si using MBE. Subsequent research on Ge/Si QDIPs

gained momentum [32–37] worldwide for further development of the properties of

the detectors, such as to achieve a better optical response by increasing the S/N ratio

[36], better quantum efficiency [38], reduction of background dark current [14] for

room-temperature operation, and tunable bias control operations [39], and for using

in different IR optical ranges (from near- to long-IR) of interest to serve specific

purposes.

In Si and Ge heterostructures, the great difference in their bandgap mainly results

in a large VB offset with negligible contribution from the CB [24]. Holes confined

within the VB are photoexcited by absorbing the photons from the incident light

and reach the continuum [32] or tunnel through the barrier [40]. The PC upshots in

this process can be tuned by the applied bias by changing the barrier height as band

bending occurs due to the applied bias [41]. The barrier width is also modified by the

applied bias [24] due to the change in the slope of the band edge. A larger bias results

in a greater slope change of the band edge, which effectively shrinks the tunnelling
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FIGURE 9.9  Typical photocurrent spectra of Ge/Si QDs at different temperatures. (After

Ray, S.K. and Das, K., Silicon and Germanium Nanocrystal for Device Applications in

Nanoclusters and Nanostructure Surfaces, American Scientific Publications, 2010.)
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width and facilitates the excited holes to emit from the confined levels. But this

reduced tunnelling width also increases the tunnelling probability of electrons that

are confined to the vicinity of base islands [33] within the Si1−xGex matrix, giving

rise to an increased dark current.

The main disadvantage of QDIPs is their large inhomogeneous linewidth [4] due

to the variation of the QD size in the self-assembled SK growth mode. As a result,

the absorption coefficient is reduced, since it is inversely proportional to the ensemble linewidth. A large and inhomogeneously broadened linewidth has a deleterious

effect on the QDIP performance. As in other types of detectors, nonuniform dopant

incorporation adversely affects the performance of the QDIP. Therefore, improving

the QD size uniformity is a key issue in increasing the absorption coefficient and

improving performance.

The magnitude of the QDIP dark current can be modified using different device

structures, doping densities and bias conditions. Two types of QDIP structures have

been realized: the conventional structure (vertical) and the lateral structure. In a

vertical QDIP, the PC is collected through the vertical transport of carriers between

the top and bottom contacts. Generally, in vertical devices the QDs are heavily

(Nd ~1018 per cm3) p-type doped directly in the dots in order to provide free carriers

during photoexcitation and to ensure that freeze-out does not occur at low temperatures. Two thick barriers of higher-bandgap material are included at the top and bottom in the vertical device heterostructures in order to block the dark current created

by thermionic emission. But heavy doping within the QDs again increases the dark

current, which effectively limits the high temperature operation. Recently, it has

been demonstrated that the insertion of dopant in the barrier is more effective than

directly inserting in the dots for greater enhancement of the PC [24]. The typical

dark current characteristics of an MBE-grown Ge/Si QDIP are shown in Figure 9.10.
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FIGURE 9.10  The dark current–voltage characteristics of the MBE-grown Ge/Si QDIP

measured at low temperatures. (After Ray, S.K. and Das, K., Silicon and Germanium

Nanocrystal for Device Applications in Nanoclusters and Nanostructure Surfaces, American

Scientific Publications, 2010.)
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9.2 EPITAXIAL GROWTH FOR FABRICATION

OF OPTICAL DEVICES

Nowadays, several growth techniques are employed for the epitaxial deposition of

Si/Si1−xGex heterostructures. The most widely used growth techniques are chemical

vapour deposition (CVD), metalo-organic CVD (MOCVD) and MBE. Some of the

popular deposition techniques are discussed in the text that follows.



9.2.1  Chemical Vapour Deposition

CVD [42] is a generic name for a group of processes that involve depositing a

solid material from a gaseous phase and is similar in some respects to physical

vapour deposition (PVD). PVD differs in that the precursors are solid, with the

material to be deposited being vaporized from a solid target and deposited onto

the substrate. Precursor gases (often diluted in carrier gases) are delivered into

the reaction chamber at approximately ambient temperatures. As they pass over

or come into contact with a heated substrate, they react or decompose forming

a solid phase and are deposited onto the substrate. The substrate temperature is

critical and can influence the reactions that would take place. CVD is now the

most attractive and commercially feasible technique used in the industry for better throughput to synthesize an Si-based device because of its compatibility with

ULSI technology, good control on the deposition parameters and the possibility

to obtain isolated storage nodes over the substrate. CVD is based on the pyrolysis of silicon-containing gas-phase precursors, such as silane. Epitaxial growth

of Ge and SiGe on Si substrates and Ge on SiO2 can be achieved by simply tuning the deposition parameters [43]. For this purpose commonly used germanium

tetrafluoride (GeF4) precursor with disilane (SiH6) are introduced in the chamber

at high pressure. When these two chemical species reached the high temperature

region over 400°C near the substrate, a nonselective growth took place, in which

the film deposition occurred irrespective of the substrate materials. In this regime,

continuous nucleation took place on the substrate surface at the initial stage of film

growth and it enhanced when the reaction pressure was increased. The two chemical species are broken into parts due to the thermal activation and react with each

other in the gas phase near the surface, resulting in Ge cluster formation which

leads to homogeneous nucleation of Ge on the substrate surface [43]. Two chemical mechanisms are concerned with the low-temperature growth of Ge-rich films:

one is catalytic activation of GeF4 on the surface, which leads to selective and

epitaxial growth of Ge-rich films; the other is thermal acceleration of the reaction

rate between GeF4 and Si2H6, which leads to nonselective polycrystalline growth.

In this film growth, the reaction pressure could be increased up to 100 torr. This

is one of the advantages over the plasma processes that cannot be applied in such

a high pressure, where it helps the substrate temperature to remain uniform and

reduces contamination from residual gas. Interestingly, in polycrystalline growth

of Ge, isolated nuclei were formed on the SiO2 substrate without accompanying

any amorphous tissue. Thus, with the combination of this nucleation and selective

growth of the resulting nuclei, the highly crystalline SiGe was prepared.
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9.2.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

MBE [44] was developed in the early 1970s as a means of growing high-purity epitaxial layers of compound semiconductors. Since then, it has evolved into a popular technique for growing III–V compound semiconductors as well as several other

materials. Group IV–IV and II–VI materials can also be efficiently grown by MBE.

MBE can produce high-quality layers with very abrupt interfaces and good control

of the thickness, doping and composition. Because of the high degree of control

possible with MBE, it has been proven to be a valuable tool in the development

of sophisticated electronic and optoelectronic devices. In MBE, the constituent elements of a semiconductor in the form of ‘molecular beams’ are deposited onto a

heated crystalline substrate to form thin epitaxial layers. The molecular beams are

typically from thermally evaporated elemental sources, but other sources include

the metal–organic group (MOMBE), the gaseous group or the organic precursors

(gas-source MBE), or some combination (chemical beam epitaxy or CBE). To obtain

high-purity layers, it is critical that the material sources be extremely pure and that

the entire process be done in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) (<10−10) environment.

Another important feature is that the growth rates are typically of the order of a

few angstroms per second and the beams can be shuttered in a fraction of a second, allowing for nearly atomically abrupt transitions from one material to another.

This versatility of the modern MBE system with its high degree of control over the

deposited film provides a great opportunity to fabricate large numbers of vertically

aligned, atomistically flat epitaxial Si/Ge films, and makes it invaluable in coping

with the technological challenges as well as the study of fundamental physics. The

epitaxial single-layer Ge/Si or SiGe/Si superlattice, QWIP and QDIP structures have

been successfully fabricated by leading research groups. A photograph of the MBE

system is shown in Figure 9.11.



9.2.3 Heteroepitaxial Growth

Thin solid films are grown by depositing a crystalline material A on a likewise crystalline substrate B of a different material. Such types of thin solid films are the
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FIGURE 9.11  RIBER SUPRA 32 solid-source MBE system at IIT.
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so-called heteroepitaxial films. The fundamental atomic processes [45] that occur

during epitaxial growth, when a material A is deposited on the substrate B, determine the surface morphology of the growing film, which is schematically shown in

Figure 9.12. Each of these events can occur with a certain probability per unit time

depending on the characteristic activation energy. According to Brunner [46], the

film growth may be classified in any of the following three modes: layer-by-layer

or Frank-van der Merwe (FM), island growth or Volmer–Weber (VW), or layerplus-island or SK. Two types of growth: (i) planar two-dimensional (2D) multilayer

growth of films on a substrate and (ii) 3D island growth over the wetting layer by the

SK growth mechanism are important from the semiconductor technological viewpoint. Some examples of devices that are based on the electronic band offsets and

the subband structure in superlattice and QW heterostructures are laser diodes, interband photodiodes, QWIPs and, more recently, quantum cascade laser structures [47]

with intraband emission in the mid-IR spectral range.

The important deposition techniques commonly used for epitaxial film growth

are either MBE or CVD that equipped with either ultra-high-vacuum (UHVCVD)

or rapid thermal (RTCVD) processing. Solid-source MBE is the most important

deposition technique in Si/Ge heteroepitaxial growth, where the growth rate is

well controlled by the molecular flux from the sources. The deposition is carried

out by placing the substrate in a UHV chamber (~10−10 torr) and exposing the substrates to beams of evaporated fluxes from heated effusion cells. The atomic flux is

controlled by the dissipated electrical power and the temperature of the Knudsen

effusion cells or sublimation sources. In most Group IV semiconductor MBE systems, Si is evaporated by an electron beam source and Ge is evaporated by an

effusion cell with the growth flux monitored by a mass spectrometer. Once atoms

strike the substrate surface, several processes are possible as they incorporate into

the crystal.

Molecular beams of the constituent elements are generated from sources and

travel without scattering to a substrate where they combine to form an epitaxial
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FIGURE 9.12  Schematic view of the fundamental processes of the epitaxial growth of

Ge or SiGe layer on an Si substrate. (After Ray, S.K. and Das, K., Silicon and Germanium

Nanocrystal for Device Applications in Nanoclusters and Nanostructure Surfaces, American

Scientific Publications, 2010.)
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film. In solid-source MBE, the material is evaporated from solid ingots by resistive

heating or with an electron beam. Growth rate depends on the molecular flux of

material that can be tuned by the material evaporation rate and, most importantly,

using high speed pneumatically controlled shutters to grow one monolayer (ML) of

film. The reaction chamber is usually evacuated by using different oil-free pumps.

Only ultrapure sources and carefully prepared and cleaned substrates can be used to

ensure that negligible quantities of impurity atoms are introduced.



9.3  SILICON-BASED LIGHT-EMITTING DEVICES

Moore’s law has been used as the benchmark for chip scaling in the microprocessing

industry. However, in order to maintain the trend of advances in high-speed electronics, the integration of optical components with the mature silicon-based technology

must be addressed. In addition to high-speed data transfer and higher bandwidths

associated with optical versus electronic signals, optical devices may also play a key

role in high-speed integrated circuits (ICs). A high density of interconnects increases

the cost and limits the devices’ performance and reliability. One solution is the integration of wireless or optical interconnects with silicon ultra-large-scale integration

(ULSI) circuitry. Unfortunately, Si or Ge is an indirect energy bandgap semiconductor; thus, it has a low radiative efficiency and is not appropriate for optoelectronic

devices in its bulk form. A major bottleneck in the integration of optoelectronics and

microelectronics is the lack of Si-compatible light emitters. Group IV elements in the

periodic table are isoelectronic with Si, yet as bulk elements none of these are direct

energy bandgap semiconductors.

The discovery of luminescence from porous silicon in the 1990s prompted interest in the optical properties of indirect-bandgap Group IV semiconductor nanocrystals. Persistent efforts are being made to achieve efficient light emission from Si/Ge

nanostructures to attain silicon-compatible, fully integrated optoelectronic circuits.

Enhanced light emission from indirect-bandgap Group IV semiconductors is known

to be theoretically possible, enabled mostly through quantum-confinement effects.

Numerous articles in the literature describe the interpretation of the luminescence

spectra in Si nanocrystal systems.



9.3.1 Light Emission from Ge Nanocrystals

As a Group IV element, Ge can be readily incorporated into silicon technologies. Ge

is structurally similar to Si. It is also an indirect-bandgap material like Si. The band

structure of bulk Ge is shown in Figure 9.13. The VB is composed of a light-hole

band, a heavy-hole band and a split-off band from spin–orbit interaction. The lighthole and the heavy-hole bands are degenerate at a wave vector k = 0 or the Γ point,

which is the maximum of the VB. The lowest energy point of the CB is located at

k = <111> or the L point. The energy difference between the CB at the L point and

the VB at the Γ point determines the bandgap in Ge: Eg = 0.66 eV. This bandgap is

an indirect bandgap, since it does not occur at the same k value. Another two energy

gaps (EΓ1 and EΓ2) between the two local minima of the CB and the maximum of

the VB at the Γ point are direct energy gaps. The energy difference (ΔE =  0.12 eV)
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FIGURE 9.13  Bulk Ge band structure at 300 K.



between the indirect gap (Eg = 0.66 eV) and the direct gap (Eg = 0.80 eV) is smaller

in Ge compared to that in Si. In comparison with Si, Ge has a larger dielectric constant and smaller effective masses for electrons and holes.

Thus, the Bohr radius of the excitons in Ge (αB = 24.3 nm) [11] is larger as compared to those in Si (αB = 4.9 nm). The quantum-size effect is thus predicted to be

stronger in Ge than in Si. Both the aforementioned facts lead to an expectation that it

is much easier to change the electronic structure around the bandgap of Ge.

When a material is confined to a finite size, k is no longer considered to be a good

quantum number, as the once nearly continuous energy bands in the bulk become

discrete in nature. The result is a shift in the energy levels that derived from the

highly curved regions in the band diagrams of the bulk. So, the degree of curvature

in the bands holds the key to the resulting extent of the energy shift of the confined material. In Ge, the bands that contribute to energy shifts are highly curved,

resulting in more dramatic changes in the optical bandgap with size confinement.

A comparative analysis of the theoretical predictions for the quantum-size effect in

Ge nanocrystals is presented in Figure 9.14 along with the systematically reported

experimental results. The theoretical results were computed by several research

groups [48–51] using tight-binding pseudo-potentials and density functional theory

(DFT) methods. There is a large spread between the experimental data, whereas all

theoretical results show a similar qualitative trend of an increasing optical gap with

a decreasing nanocrystal size.

As predicted, strong visible photoluminescence (PL) has been reported from lowdimensional structures involving Ge nanocrystals embedded in SiO2. Researchers

have reported visible PL from Ge nanocrystals in a SiO2 matrix attributed to the

direct optical transition. Maeda [52] has investigated Ge nanocrystals in the same

matrix and found the experimental PL data to be consistent with a quantum
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FIGURE 9.14  Optical gap of Ge nanocrystals computed using TDLDA, effective mass

approximation, tight binding, empirical pseudopotentials and ΔSCF. (Reprinted with permission from Nesher, G., Kronik, L. and Chelikowsky, J.R., Phys. Rev. B, 71, 035344, 2005.
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confinement model. Several other authors have also reported the appearance of PL

emission owing to Ge nanocrystals embedded in the oxide matrix. On the other

hand, a number of results showed the influence of defect states in the nanocrystals

or in the nanocrystal–oxide interface on the observed photon emission. However, the

mechanism of visible luminescence from Si and Ge nanocrystals is still in debate.

Little is known about the electronic structure of germanium nanocrystals upon size

reduction. According to a reported study, the germanium CB will undergo structural

changes upon particle size reduction, and the germanium CB minimum would move

from the L point to the X point.

Figure 9.15 shows the effect of the host matrix on the room-temperature PL

spectra of Ge nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 (RS-2), Al2O3 (sample ‘RA’) and

HfO2 (sample ‘RF’) and annealed at a constant temperature of 900°C [53]. The

PL spectrum for the RS-2 sample indicates that the 2.11 eV peak originates due to

radiative recombination in quantum-confined Ge nanocrystals. Two intense broad

emission peaks are observed around 1.75 and 1.67 eV for samples RA and RF,

respectively. The difference in the PL peak energy between the samples may be

attributed to the variation in the average particle size in combination with the

matrix-induced effect. To interpret the result quantitatively, a simple confinement

model has been applied by considering electrons and holes confined independently

to QDs of radius, R





Enl = Eg +



2

2

( α nl R ) − 1.786e2 kR 

2µ e − h



(9.5)
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FIGURE 9.15  Room-temperature photoluminescence from Ge nanocrystals embedded in

a HfO2, Al2O3 and SiO2 matrix annealed at 900°C. (After Das, S., Aluguri, R., Manna, S.,

Singha, R.K., Dhar, A., Pavesi, L. and Ray, S.K., Nanoscale Res. Lett., 7, 143, 2012.)



where the second term represents the kinetic energy of electrons and holes, while the

last term denotes the Coulomb interaction term; μe−h is the reduced mass of excitons;

k is the static dielectric constant (for Ge, k = 16.3); αnl is the eigenvalue of the zerothorder spherical Bessel function (α10 = π); and Eg = 0.66 eV is the bandgap energy of

bulk Ge. The extracted size from the confinement theory is in close agreement with

the transmission-electron microscopic (TEM) observations, though the effect of the

host matrix appears important for high-band SiO2.



9.3.2 Rare-Earth-Doped Si/Ge Nanocrystals for Light Emitters

Er-implanted SiO2 films have recently attracted considerable interest due to the possibility of making light-emitting devices that operate at a wavelength of 1.54 μm.

The devices are fully compatible with Si-based IC technology, thus permitting their

integration into advanced Si ICs. The low emission efficiencies observed in bulk

indirect-gap Si can be overcome by charge trapping in Er-doped SiO2 containing Si

or Ge nanocrystals.

The different processes that occur in Er-doped Si nanocrystals, explained on the

experimental observation of Franzo et al. [54], are shown in Figure 9.16.

1. Photons absorbed by the Si nanocrystals promote an electron from the CB

to the VB. The excited electron in the CB is then trapped by Si = O interfacial states.

2. The recombination of the electron in the interfacial state with a hole in the

VB gives rise to light emission at 0.8 μm.

3. The energy is transferred to the Er ion, exciting it to the 4I9/2 level.
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FIGURE 9.16  (a–e) Schematic diagram showing various excitation, relaxation and recombination processes occurring in Er-doped Si nanocrystals. (Reprinted with permission from

Weissker, H.-Ch., Furthmuller, J. and Bechstedt, F., Phys. Rev. B, 69, 115310, 2004. Copyright

2004 by the American Physical Society.)



4. A rapid relaxation to the 4I11/2 level takes place with the subsequent emission of 0.98 μm photons or with a relaxation to the metastable 4I13/2 level and

emission of photons at 1.54 μm.

For the foregoing application, germanium nanocrystals can be an attractive alternate host for reducing the interband absorption of 1.5 μm emission. Since the optical

absorption edge of Ge nanoparticles shifts towards higher energy with decreasing

particle size, the self-absorption of the Ge:Er system around 1.5 μm is drastically

reduced. If the size of the Ge nanocrystals is small enough, the energy back-transfer

from excited Er3+ to the Ge nanocrystals is minimized. Figure 9.17 presents the

room-temperature PL spectrum for the annealed (725°C) sol–gel glasses co-doped

with 1.5% erbium and 10% germanium. For comparison, the PL spectrum without

Ge nanocrystals is also shown. The sample containing both Er and Ge shows ~70%

more PL intensity as compared to the one with Er only.

For temperatures below 75 K, the PL peak intensity is observed to be weakly

temperature dependent, with a small thermal activation energy of 5.1 meV. With
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FIGURE 9.17  Room-temperature photoluminescence spectra of Ge- and Er-doped silica

glasses. (After Ray, S.K. and Das, K., Silicon and Germanium Nanocrystal for Device

Applications in Nanoclusters and Nanostructure Surfaces, American Scientific Publications,

2010.)



an increase in temperature above 100 K, the PL peak intensity is observed to be

quenched with a large activation energy of 84.8 meV. It is suggested that the main

energy transfer mechanism is the Förster mechanism, which is a nonoptical dipole–

dipole interaction. Since the Förster mechanism is effective over several nanometres,

it is likely that this mechanism is mainly responsible for the energy transfer from Ge

nanocrystals to Er3+ ions.

Figure 9.18 shows the PL spectra of Er-doped Ge nanocrystals in an Al2O3 matrix

for different Er concentrations annealed at 750°C in N2 atmosphere. PL measurements have been done for samples with Er concentrations of 0.06, 0.12, 0.18 and

0.24 wt% along with two control samples: one without Er and the other without Ge.

The control sample with only Er shows a less intense peak in the IR spectral region at

1.54 μm. No PL emission is observed at 1.54 μm for the Ge nanocrystal sample without Er, signifying the absence of defect-induced PL in this region. The inset in Figure

9.18 shows the PL spectra of the Ge nanocrystals in an Al2O3 matrix sample in the

near-IR region. A broad peak centred at 760 nm has been observed corresponding

to the emission energy 1.63 eV. A broad peak with an intensity larger than that of

the control sample has been observed from the sample with an Er concentration of

0.06 wt%. This is clearly specifying that the presence of Ge nanocrystals resulted in

an enhanced PL intensity at 1.54 μm. The PL peak intensity at 1.54 μm is found to be

enhanced with an increasing Er concentration up to 0.18 wt%. As the concentration

of Er ions is increased, more and more Er ions interact with Ge nanocrystals and an

enhanced energy transfer from nanoparticles to Er ions takes place through Förster’s

mechanism, resulting in a significant increase in the PL peak intensity. When the Er

ion concentration is increased further to 0.24 wt%, a decrease in the PL peak intensity is observed. It may be noted that Er ions are not incorporated in Ge nanocrystals,
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FIGURE 9.18  Photoluminescence spectra of (a) Ge nanocrystals in an Al2O3 matrix,

(b) Er in an Al2O3 matrix and Ge nanocrystals embedded in an Al2O3 matrix (c) with

0.06 wt% Er, (d) with 0.12 wt% Er, (e) with 0.25 wt% Er and (f) with 0.18 wt% Er doping

concentrations. (After Alugiri, R., Das, S., Manna, S., Singha, R.K. and Ray, S.K., Opt.

Mater., 34, 1430, 2012.)



but are present within the Al2O3 matrix and at the interfaces in the close vicinity of

Ge nanocrystals. These Er ions in the close vicinity of Ge nanocrystals lead to the

emission in the IR spectral region due to the energy transfer from nanocrystals.



9.4 CONCLUSION

We have described the various uses of optical detectors to measure the optical power

or energy in photonic devices, such as in laser-based fibre-optic communication

as a receiver. The fabrication of these detectors is well known and several growth

techniques are employed for epitaxial deposition of Si/Si1−xGex heterostructures.

Considering the importance, the most widely used processes such as chemical vapour

deposition (CVD), metal–organic CVD (MOCVD) and molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) are presented to give an understanding to the readers. Additionally, efficient

light emission from Si/Ge nanostructures to achieve silicon-compatible, fully integrated optoelectronic circuits is highlighted mostly through quantum-confinement

effects and, in some cases, through the described fabrication techniques.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, communication technology has been advancing at a rapid

pace. We have moved from landline phones to feature-rich smartphones, connected over high-speed, wireless, third-generation (3G) links. Data communication has moved from desktops and the dial-up Internet to laptops, smartphones and

tablets. The Internet has moved away from offering hypertext transport protocol

(HTTP)-based text pages towards media-rich surfing with video streaming and

Internet television. These are putting a lot of demands on the transport network,

the underlying entity that transports bits from one point to another. In this chapter,

we will discuss the advances that are happening in the field of optical transport

and how such advances are helping to meet the challenging demands of today’s

communication networks.
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10.2  OPTICAL TRANSPORT

The International Telecommunications Union – Telecommunications Standardization

Sector (ITU-T) defines transport as the functional process of transferring information

between different locations. A transport network is defined as the functional resources

of the network, which conveys user information between locations. This information can

be conveyed in either point-to-point fashion or multipoint fashion. Multipoint implies a

set of N points or stations, where any station can send any specific information to another

station (unicast), to all stations (broadcast) or to a subset of stations (multicast). The sending station can dynamically choose which information it wants to send to which stations.

Communication networks are usually categorized into telecom and datacom networks. Telecom networks predominantly carry voice. Voice networks have much

more stringent network requirements than data networks. An end user may not

notice a 2 s delay in loading a webpage, but will notice even a few hundred milliseconds delay in a voice conversation. Hence, telecom networks have to meet stringent

criteria for latency (delay), jitter (delay variation), service restoration time in case of

failure (usually 50 ms) and bit error rates.

It is important to note that the distinction between voice and data networks is

blurring as voice is riding on data networks in the form of voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) and data are riding on telecom networks with general packet radio

services (GPRSs) and 3G. Fourth-generation long-term evolution (4G/LTE) has gone

a step further to carry everything including voice in a converged packet network.

A transport network is partitioned into three (or more) levels of hierarchy for easy

management and administration. The access network exists in the neighbourhood of

the end customer (typically within 2–5 km). The customers connect to the access network through a last-mile link, which can be wireless (2G, 3G, 4G), microwave p2p

link, copper (landline) or optical fibre. The access network collects the traffic from

multiple subscribers or access points (e.g. mobile base stations or digital subscriber

line access multiplexers [DSLAMs]) and sends it towards the metro/aggregation network. Depending on the bandwidth requirements and economics, either microwave

or optical fibre is used in the access network.

A metro network forms the next level of hierarchy and it usually runs high-speed

optic fibre rings. This network collects traffic from multiple access rings across a city

and hands it off to a gateway node. These networks typically run at 2.5G/10G speeds,

although they are now moving towards 40G.

Core networks run between different cities and can be either national or international. Since the bandwidth requirements here are very high, these networks typically run high-speed interfaces (10G/40G/100G) with dense wavelength division

multiplexing (DWDM) to run multiple links over a single fibre. Also, these networks

are typically architected as meshes as compared to access and metro networks where

ring topology is more common.



10.3  TRANSPORT NETWORKS OF THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

If we look at the typical carrier networks of the last decade, we find that almost all the

voice networks were time-division multiplexing (TDM) based. Synchronous digital
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hierarchy (SDH) provided 155 Mbps/622 Mbps/2.5G/10G links and plesiochronous

digital hierarchy (PDH) connected the last mile. The Internet protocol (IP) was the

backbone for data traffic and Ethernet was the most common medium of exchange for

data between two devices. The core network consisted of anything from 8 to 40 waves

of DWDM typically running on 10G. IP and multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)

provided the scalability for data networks in the core.

As we go into the second decade of the twenty-first century, new technologies

such as packet transport, optical transport networks (OTNs) and reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADMs) have evolved, which although their roots are

in technologies of the past, they are better suited to meet the challenges and demands

of future networks. We will discuss these one by one.



10.4  PACKET TRANSPORT

The main purpose of a transport network is to carry bits from one point to another.

Traditionally, these networks have transported voice traffic and have evolved with

certain features that have proven very useful in the operation and administration of

the transport network. Some of these features include ‘connections’, ‘alarms’, ‘loopbacks’ and ‘performance statistics’ collection. One very important feature offered by

these transport networks is sub-50 ms protection. In case of a failure, an SDH network

can restore the service within 50 ms either through path protection (subnetwork connection protection, SNCP) or through ring protection (multiplex section – shared protection ring, MS SPRING). These have been instrumental in ensuring the five-nines

reliability of the telecom services.

However, one problem that has occurred in recent years is that these transport

networks (SDH/PDH) were designed to carry voice traffic and had little provision

for data. Even enhancements like next-generation SDH (NG-SDH), which supported

data traffic, mapped it into TDM circuits using a virtual concatenation, a generic

framing procedure (GFP) and a link capacity adjustment scheme (LCAS).

The traditional IP/MPLS-based data networks, although efficient at handling

packet traffic, do not offer transport features like 50 ms protection, alarms, loopbacks and connections.

Thus, the need for a packet transport network arose; a network that was efficient

at carrying data traffic (by directly sending packets over fibre), but which provided

transport-class features. A lot of work from the ITU-T, the Internet Engineering

Taskforce (IETF) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

went into developing new standards to meet these packet transport requirements and

some of these are discussed in the following text:

MPLS-Transport Profile (TP): MPLS-TP is an effort by the ITU-T and the

IEEE to develop a technique for connections in a packet-switched network.

The key concepts have been derived from MPLS, which has been used by

data networks for the last 10 years. Like MPLS, MPLS-TP also provides

label-switched paths (LSPs), an ability to stack labels and traffic engineering on LSPs. However, unlike MPLS, MPLS-TP runs on a user-provisioned

model, where the operator or a central network management system (NMS)
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explicitly tells the nodes the exact path to be provisioned. This simplifies

management and gives the operator more control over the network. This

also helps the operator to find optimization opportunities, which cannot be

caught by the control plane ‘software’ in MPLS. Also, MPLS-TP disables

penultimate hop popping (PHP) and LSP merge.

Operation and Maintenance (OAM): Alarms, maintenance loopbacks and

the collection of performance data are the key desirable features of packet

transport. Some standards, such as IEEE 802.1ag, 802.3ah and ITU-T

Y.1731, were developed to meet these needs. Thus, connectivity between

two service end points can be monitored and an explicit alarm raised in

case of failure. Line or facility side loopbacks can be configured in order to

pinpoint the location of a fault. Network statistics, such as packets sent and

received, are collected at 15 min intervals, similar to SDH. These statistics

help to monitor the health of a network and predict problems much before

they actually occur on a network.

Service

down

Service

down



Vendor 1



Faulty node!

Vendor 3

Vendor 2



50 ms Protection: 50 ms protection is offered with both the path and ring options.

Path-level protection uses MPLS-TP circuits and designates one as work and

another as protect path. Similar to SDH, the source and destination can switch

traffic between the work and protect paths. The OAM alarms help to quickly

identify faults and provide a criterion for switching the traffic. This is standardized by ITU-T in the G.8031 (Ethernet linear protection scheme) standard.

MPLS-TP Label # 1

LSR



LSR

LER



LER

LSR



NodeB/BS
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LSR



BS: Base station

LSR: Label switched router
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CSN: Connectivity service network
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The ring variant of 50 ms is standardized by ITU-T in the G.8032 (Ethernet

ring protection scheme) standard. Ethernet ring protection switching

(ERPS) offers the concept of ringlets, where a single physical ring can be

partitioned into multiple logical ringlets based on the Ethernet virtual local

area network (VLAN) tags. This provides more flexibility as different ringlets can be configured with different priority. An extension of ERPS, called

Open ERPS, can be used to provide dual homing. In this case, for example,

two routers can be interconnected in an open ring fashion. In case of a

failure, an ERPS-enabled node simply starts sending traffic in the other

direction. Thus, one of the routers is reachable in case of a single failure.



IP/MPLS cloud



POP routers

‘Partial’ ethernet ring



10.5  QUALITY OF SERVICE

Different applications have different requirements for bandwidth, latency and jitter.

The service provider has to ensure that all these are met for each service. The provider

also has to ensure that the application or the customer does not eat into the other’s

bandwidth and/or degrade the quality of experience. This requires efficient classification and management of the traffic. Each flow (packet stream from a particular customer or application) should be monitored, and its rate measured (metering) to make

sure that it meets the agreed upon bandwidth profile. Then, it should be classified and

prioritized based on the importance of this traffic. Finally, it should be scheduled on

the egress based on some scheduling algorithm. Often, these need to be performed at

multiple levels: one for each service or application, one for the customer and one for

the class of service (platinum, gold, etc.). This functionality has been present on IP/

MPLS routers but was lacking in the NG-SDH-based packet line cards.



10.6 SYNCHRONIZATION

One feature available in the SDH that is very important for mobile networks is synchronization. Accurate synchronization is important during call handoff from one
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cell to another and for reducing bit errors or slippages in the network. Synchronization

for both frequency and phase is required for today’s mobile networks. Two standards exist for providing synchronization in packet networks. Synchronous Ethernet

(SyncE) provides Ethernet interfaces but with the addition that the physical layer

also carries the synchronization information. This synchronization is extracted by

the receiving node as in SDH and is used by a phase-locked loop (PLL) to synchronize all the downstream interfaces. SyncE was standardized by ITU-T in its G.8261

recommendation.

The precision timing protocol (PTP) standardized by IEEE in its 1588 standard provides another method of synchronization. PTP exchanges timestamped data

packets between the master and slave to distribute timing information. An enhanced

version of the 1588 standard, called IEEE 1588v2, is in common use today.

Optimized Multicast: One important application of today’s packet networks is

the distribution of video streams through Internet protocol television (IPTV). The

basic idea is that if the same television feed has to be sent to two end points, and they

share a lot of path in common, why send two separate feeds from the server on the

common path? Optimally, one feed should go from the server to the point where the

common path ends, and from there the two feeds can go their own separate ways.

However, this requires the node at the forking point to understand these television

feeds so as to send each to the right destination. In addition, multicast requires protection against network failures in ways that are different from that for point-to-point

links. Techniques such as Internet group management protocol (IGMP) snooping

and proxy can snoop into the IGMP control packets of Layer  3, and dynamically

adjust the distribution feeds as close to the end point as possible. This not only optimizes the network bandwidth for video distribution but also improves the customers’

quality of experience through faster response times.

All these features enable the use of pure packet technologies (which are optimized for data) in transport networks.



10.7  OPTICAL TRANSPORT NETWORKS

Optical transport network is a new TDM standard by ITU-T and has been standardized in its G.709 recommendation. While it is based on SDH, it offers several

enhancements and benefits over the SDH standard.

T1/E1/
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Larger Containers: The smallest container for OTN is ODU0, which offers about

1.2 Gbps of bandwidth. The next container is ODU1, which is about 2.5 Gbps of

data rate. The lowest physical interface is OTU1 at about 2.6 Gbps. The next levels
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of hierarchy are OTU2 (10.7 Gbps) and OTU3 (43 Gbps). These large containers are

required to meet the demands of today’s high-speed links. They also help to increase

the packing efficiency of data, since with smaller containers (VC12, VC3, etc.) more

bandwidth is wasted in the overheads and headers.

Transparent Mapping of SDH Payloads: The containers are so designed that a

full STM-n frame can fit into an OTN container. All the SDH headers are transported end-to-end without any modification. This helps to deploy the OTN in the

core, while still retaining the existing networks in access and metro. The OTN is

then transparent to the SDH networks, which need not be upgraded immediately.

Thus, 1 × STM16 can go into OTU1 or 4 × STM16 into OTU2 and so on. Similarly,

1 × STM64 can go into OTU2 or 4 × STM64 into OTU3.

Forward Error Correction: Bit errors happen in a network, and one of the ways to

recover from them is forward error correction (FEC). FEC sends some extra information in a few extra bytes, which can be used to correct certain bit errors in the

network. If errors can be corrected in real time at Layer 1, higher layers are saved

from retransmission and also the latency and jitter performances are maintained.

SDH supports FEC by using extra bytes in the section overhead (SOH). The errorcorrecting capability of an FEC algorithm is limited by the number of extra bytes

used. The OTN reserves a lot more extra bytes for FEC. It uses a Reed–Solomon

16 byte interleaved FEC scheme, which uses 4 × 256 bytes of check information per

ODU frame.

FEC helps to improve the reach of a signal without affecting the quality or the bit

error rate (BER). For a given optical link, the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)

limits the reach. We need to maintain a certain OSNR in order to maintain a certain

threshold of BER. With FEC, we can reduce the OSNR, thus causing more bit errors,

which, in turn, get corrected by FEC. FEC in the OTN can result in up to a 6.2 dB

improvement in the OSNR.

ODUFlex: Unlike TDM, data traffic does not follow any standard bit rates. Also,

the bandwidth required for a data link can be dynamic and keeps changing from

time to time. ODUFlex provides a suitable transport for such signals. A single logical container (ODUFlex) can be mapped into an integer number of time slots. This

integer can also be changed from time to time. Thus, nonstandard bit rates can be

mapped and carried over the OTN efficiently.

Multilayer Tandem Connection Monitoring (TCM): In situations where one

service provider takes the services of another service provider for certain segments of the link, the service provider needs to monitor that service through the

second service provider. SDH provides TCM to monitor such intermediate segments. However, SDH provides only one level of TCM. The OTN has enhanced

it to provide six levels. Thus, the network can be partitioned into six levels of

hierarchy. For example, in our transport network, each of the access, metro and

core networks can have their own level in the hierarchy. The operator will then be

able to run TCM between two end points of the metro network and know immediately whether a fault has occurred within the metro network or somewhere outside

it. TCM can also be used between multiple service providers or between different subnets of a single service provider to identify faults and better manage the

network.
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10.8  DWDM DEVELOPMENTS

High-speed Interfaces: As more and more speeds are required from individual

links, we are beginning to see the proliferation of 40G and 100G interfaces into

the network. Earlier 40G was quite expensive and 100G was still under development. As the following chart suggests, in the next 2 years, 40G and 100G will

become widely deployed commercially. Work is already underway to develop

400G interfaces, and we will soon see these getting commercially deployed as

well.

Worldwide port revenue share

on WDM, SONET/SDH equipment
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Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs): The DWDM networks

of the last decade were static in nature. The wavelength topology had to be carefully

planned and appropriate optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) had to be installed.

Any change in the wavelength topology required changing the OADM hardware. This

process was time consuming and expensive. ROADMs solved these problems. ROADMs

usually use wavelength selective switches (WSSs). A ROADM can pick any wavelength

and route it in any direction. A ROADM with this capability is called colourless and

directionless. A ROADM usually supports N directions or the ‘N’ fibre pairs connecting to it (each corresponding to one link). This makes the ROADM an N-degree

ROADM. Today, ROADMs with 4, 6 or 8 degrees are commonly deployed.

ROADMs not only make the DWDM network dynamic and more flexible, but

they also work as a bandwidth management solution. Instead of using a TDM crossconnect to groom traffic, it can be groomed at the optical layer itself, switching the

entire wave in the appropriate direction. For large-scale bandwidth management,

ROADMs tend to be cheaper and more compact than TDM cross-connects and consume less power.



10.9  CONVERGED PACKET OPTICAL

Despite a growing demand for data, voice still continues to hold a significant market

share. According to some estimates, even by 2015, more than 50% of the mobile

connections worldwide will be using 2G Global System for Mobile Communications

(GSM) technology. Voice continues to be a key revenue earner for most service providers. As service providers offer new data services to customers, they have to do

it in a way that does not disrupt or cannibalize their voice services and revenues.

Hence, service providers are always faced with the dilemma of when and how much

to invest in the data capabilities of a network and how much TDM capabilities to

maintain.

In addition, running two separate networks, one for voice and one for data, is not

cost effective. All this is driving the need for a new product segment called converged packet optical (CPO). Another term for this is the packet optical transport

platform (POTP). Essentially, a POTP is a platform that can be configured to work
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as either 100% TDM or 100% packet or anything in between. The various phases of

the network evolution are as follows:

Phase 1: The network primarily carries TDM, with some data traffic carried

over TDM. This is suitable for 2.5G networks with primarily voice traffic

and some GPRS data traffic.

Full voice traffic



Traffic mixture



Full packet traffic

Core network



Metro network



Access network



TDM fabric



Voice



Data



Ethernet over NG-SDH/SONET

• VCAT, GFP, LCAS

• Layer 2 switching, ERPS, QoS



PHASE 1  Predominantly voice traffic in the network.



Phase 2: As data traffic increases, another fibre pair or a coarse wavelength division

multiplexing/dense wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM/DWDM) wave

can be commissioned as a packet link. The POTP then supports two parallel logical networks on the same physical infrastructure: one for voice and one for data.
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PHASE 2  Equal mix of voice and data.
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Phase 3: The major part of the traffic is data and very little legacy voice traffic

exists. Most 2G services have been moved to VOIP and the requirement for

TDM is minimal. In this case, the TDM fibre capacity can be reclaimed

and used for more data traffic. The few TDM circuits are supported through

circuit emulation.

Full voice traffic



Traffic mixture



Full packet traffic

Core network



Metro network



Access network
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Packet fabric
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Carrier ethernet switching and transport

• Primarily data traffic, handled by packet fabrics

• TDM fabrics removed to reclaim slots, fibre capacity

• Circuit emulation to support few remaining legacy TDM circuits



PHASE 3  Predominantly data traffic in the network.



10.10 CONCLUSION

To summarize, data services will continue to grow in the next decade. New applications will emerge, which will demand faster connections, lower latency and servicelevel agreement (SLA) guarantees. It will change the way we communicate today

and the way we build our telecom networks. While the amount of data traffic will

increase exponentially, the revenues will not grow at the same pace. While all these

pose challenges to telecom service providers, new technologies are coming to their

rescue. Carrier Ethernet provides transport features in a packet-switched network,

thereby providing the best of both worlds – TDM and data. The OTN provides large

pipes for the wholesale transport of data over large networks. DWDM provides

higher-speed connections and the ability to manage bandwidth at the optical layer

and the POTP puts all these developments in one hardware platform to provide a

single-box transport solution for the future.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the fundamental principles of Fourier and wavelet transform optics and their implementation in guided-wave structures using either fibre

or integrated planar or channel waveguide forms. Both discrete Fourier and wavelet

transforms are given as the transformations that generate orthogonal components

in the spectral domain to build up the necessary concepts for understanding. The

orthogonality condition is essential for the detection and recovery of transmitted

pulses under severe impairments in the propagation through optical links of several

hundreds of kilometres. The optical structures of these transforms can take either

serial or parallel forms. From a fundamental 2 × 2 optical coupler as a 2-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT), one can build up a DFT of Nth order. Thus, compact

optical DFT and optical inverse DFT (IDFT) devices can be designed. Alternatively,

parallel waveguide paths can be employed with an appropriate delay length corresponding to the spectral resolution – the array waveguide gratings (AWGs). Another

method that can also be used is the multimode interference (MMI) waveguides to

obtain the resolution in the spatial domain and hence the distribution of the guided

waves into different spatial and frequency resolutions. The applications of the DFT

and the IDFT are presented in advanced optical transmission systems operating at

a speed of the order of terabits per second. It is noted that the difference between

these two technologies is the path length, which can be very short in a guided-wave

structure and only moderate for fibre structures. If the operating speed is in tens of

gigabytes per second, then integrated optical structures must be used – the guidedwave Fourier optics.

Photonic signal processing has emerged as one of the most essential techniques

in modern optical communication systems beyond 100 Gb/s [1–6], especially in

the intense effort to increase the transmission capacity per wavelength lightwave

channel to terabits per second. To increase the spectral efficiency defined as

the number of bits per second that is accommodated in 1 Hz, advanced modulation formats are employed, such as differential quadrature phase shift keying (D-QPSK), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in the amplitude of a

phase plane and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as multisubcarriers modulation. If it is possible to generate orthogonal channels in the

optical domain, then this would offer significant advantages to the preservation

of the subchannels via the orthogonality of the channels after transmission over

a dispersive fibre channel and hence the processing of the received signals at the

end of the transmission link.

Fourier transform offers the orthogonality needed for such an operation due to

the summation of the harmonic terms of sine and cosine terms. Thus, Fourier optics

offers an excellent technique for processing optical signals. Originally, the idea of

transformation in optics was investigated some decades ago. The Fourier transform
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of a continuous and coherent spatial distribution or image can be evaluated physically to a high degree of accuracy by using one or more simple lenses plus free-space

light propagation, leading to the well-established technology of Fourier optics as

described in texts by Goodman [7], Papoulis [8] and Gaskill [9]. This can be applied

to a sequence of modulated lightwave signals carried by several optical subcarriers

so that these channels can be positioned to be orthogonal to each other. This is one

of the main features of the DFT.

In modern optical communications in the twenty-first century, digital and coherent detection techniques are employed for the detection and processing of transmitted symbol sequences over several thousands of single-mode optical fibres without

using any dispersion-compensating fibres (DCFs). The optical signals are normally

sampled and so in the optical domain the signals are considered as sampled complex

values. That is, the phase of the embedded lightwaves is contained in the complex

term of the amplitude. Thus, in this chapter, we treat the optical signals in the discrete domain.

This chapter treats the DFT, and specifically the fast Fourier transform (FFT),

of discrete signals in an optical transmission system or network, thereby leading

to the prospective concept of fibre Fourier optics. In this approach, a discrete set of

coherently related optical input amplitudes, an, are fed into a lossless fibre or an integrated optical device through a corresponding set of single-mode optical waveguides

or single-polarization input fibres, and the DFT, bn, of this sequence is taken out

through N similar output optical waveguides; this device can be termed the Fourier

optical circuits (FOCs) [10]. The modern technology of a planar lightwave circuit

(PLC) using silica on silicon [11] offers such an implementation for an integrated

Fourier optical transformer. Similarly, another orthogonal transformation, the discrete wavelet transformation (DWT), is also analysed and its implementation using

guided-wave components is described.

The chapter is thus organized as follows. Section 11.1 gives an introduction to

the DFT. Section 11.2 then introduces the guided-wave technology that offers the

practical implementation of DFT devices, including channel and planar optical

waveguides, AWGs and cascaded 2-point DFT devices to form Nth-order DFT

components. These components can also be implemented in fibre structures.

Alternatively, the MMI device structures can also be designed to provide the

functionalities of a DFT device. Some fundamental designs and analyses of the

planar waveguides and channel waveguides are given in Section 11.3. In particular, the dispersion characteristics of the waveguides, so that one can select the

number of modes to be supported and then realized with geometrical and index

values. Subsequently, the relationship between mathematical representations of

DFT, DWT and optical realization in both the serial and parallel forms using

guided-wave optical components in the discrete or integrated form is described.

The design features of these transformers and their implementation employing

guided-wave devices are given in Sections 11.3 and 11.4, respectively. The applications of these discrete Fourier transformers in terabits per second optical transmission are given with the focus on the optical signal processing, although some

basic optical transmission system concepts employing the discrete Fourier transformers will also be given for the sake of completeness. Complex terms related
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to transmission performance are avoided but the principles of operation related to

the guided-wave phenomena are emphasized.

Optical processing is always conducted in the analogue domain. However, the

discrete Fourier and wavelet transformation terms are used due to the equivalent

delay path length and the sampling time. Thus, the delay transform, the z-transform,

can be used to represent and simplify several mathematical expressions.

The term discrete is used in this chapter to imply the duality of the sampling in

the optical domain and the sampling interval as commonly defined in the digital

domain. That is, a delay of the optical carrier by an amount that is equivalent to

the delay time of a symbol of optical modulated signals [12] or the time interval

between samples. For example, for a 25 Gsymbol/s modulated signal, the symbol

period is 40 ps. If such a digital symbol is sampled at 50 Gsamples/s, then the sample period is 20 ps. So a unit delay time is 20 ps and the delay length of an optical

fibre is L = 3/1.5 × e8 m/s × 20e−12 s = 20 μm, assuming that the effective refractive index of the guided mode is close to 1.5. Indeed, this index depends on the order

of the guided mode and the composition of the core and cladding regions as well

as the materials used in the fabrication of the guided-wave structure. With the very

short length for high-frequency operation, it is only possible to use integrated optical

technology, and hence the guided-wave optics term used for this chapter.



11.2  BACKGROUND: FOURIER TRANSFORMATION

11.2.1  Basic Transform

In the standard approach to the DFT, consider an N-term complex-valued input discrete sequence, an, as a complex sequence of the continuous signal a(t):

an ( t ) =





+∞



∑ a ( t ) δ ( t − nT ) (11.1)



n =−∞



Then, the DFT Am of this discrete sequence is given by

Ak =





N −1



1

N



∑a e



1

N



N −1



n=0



n



− jkn ( 2π/ N )



k = 0, 1, … , N − 1 (11.2)



+ jkn ( 2π/ N )



n = 0, 1, … , N − 1 (11.3)



and the IDFT is given as

an =





∑A e

k =0



k



The summation can be split into even 2k and odd 2k + 1 terms, leading to the

sequence coefficients of the even and odd DFT terms, given by
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Ak = q =



( N 2 ) −1

( N 2 ) −1



1 

− jqk ( π N )

− jqk π N

− jq ( 2 π N )

a2 k e

+e

a2 k +1e ( ) 



N  k =0

k =0







∑



∑



for 0 ≤ q ≤ ( N 2 ) − 1 even

and





Ak = q + ( N 2 ) =



( N 2 ) −1

( N 2 ) −1



1 

− jqk π N

− jqk ( π N )

− jq ( 2 π N )

−e

a2 k +1e ( ) 

a2 k e



N  k =0

k =0







∑



∑



for 0 ≤ q ≤ ( N 2 ) − 1 odd



(11.4)



Equation 11.4 can be realized by using an optical splitter and a phase-shifting

circuit, as shown in Figure 11.1. The optical blocks of the coupler and the phase

shifter can be realized without much difficulty in an integrated lightwave circuit,

such as silica on silicon, InP and even in LinBO3 integrated photonic circuitry.

The interpretation of the mathematical representation of the DFT is described as

follows.

The summations on the right-hand sides of Equation 11.4 can be recognized as

simply (N/2)th-order DFTs on the even and odd components of the Nth-order array,

with some additional phase shifts of value e–jqk(π/N) added to half of the transformed
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FIGURE 11.1  Optical DFT formed by couplers and phase shifters. Note the order of numbering for odd and even channels.
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elements after the transformations. We note that a phase shift in the frequency

domain is equivalent to a delay in the time domain. We will see later that this delay

is indeed an optical path difference in the implementation in an integrated optical

structure. Furthermore, Equation 11.4 illustrates the general principle that one can

evaluate an Nth-order DFT by structuring the two (N/2)th-order transforms and

combining the results with appropriate phase shifts. This provides the foundation

for the FFT algorithm [13,14], which is universally employed for the numerical

evaluation of DFTs. If this same procedure is applied again to the (N/2)th-order

DFTs, they can each be separated into two (N/4)th-order transforms. If the original order N is a power of 2 so that N = 2M, applying this procedure (M − 1) times

reduces the initial Nth-order DFT to M/2 second-order DFTs. A second-order DFT

is thus simply given as

b0 =







1

1

( a0 + a1 ) b1 = ( a0 − a1 ) (11.5)

2

2



This transformation requires addition and subtraction and no multiplications are

involved. In addition, a scaling factor of 1/√2 is required. This factor is indeed the

coupling factor in the optical field term of a 3 dB optical coupler or splitter. The other

splitting port would then involve a complex term of −j. So, a 2 × 2 Fourier transform

is simply a 3 dB coupler (or 50:50) [15], as shown in Figure 11.2. It is noted that such

a coupler can be implemented in bulk optics, integrated optics or fibre optics. The

principal motivation for the implementation of integrated optics is the minimization

of the insertion loss and the alignment difficulty. This is essential when the order of

the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is increased much higher. The inputs a 0i and a1i

represent the field amplitudes of the input signals injected into port 0 and port 1 of

the coupler. The transfer matrix of the optical fields of a 50:50 2 × 2 lossless asymmetric coupler is given by



Guided-wave coupling
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a0i



a1i



Port in 1



Port in 2



Port out 3



Port out 4



1

2



1

2



(a0 + a1)

Optical

waveguide



(a0 − a1)



FIGURE 11.2  A 3 dB 2 × 2 guided-wave coupler represented as a second-order Fourier

transformer.
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 s11

T =

 s21



s12 

1 1

=



s22 

2j



j

 ; symmetric coupler

1



 s11

T =

 s21



s12 

1 1

=



s22 

2 1



1

 ; asymmetric coupler

−1 



(11.6)



In general, the transfer matrix or the transmittance matrix involving the optical

fields between the input ports and the output ports of the coupler is given by

T=







1

k



1



1



1

 (11.7)

−1 



with k as the intensity or power coupling coefficient. Thus, the optical fields at the

output ports are given by







 a0i   1

 =

 a1i   1



1   a0 o 

1

1

( a0i + a1i ) ; a1o = ( a0 − a1 ) (11.8)

   → a0 o =

−1   a1o 

2

2



It is noted that such a 2 × 2 coupler can also be used as a 1 × 2 coupler with one

of the input ports left unused.

The DFT or FFT Equation 11.4 can be rewritten in a form that would be implemented by a set of delay interferometers. For a continuous input signal x(t), the output

Xm(t) can be expressed as







1

Xm ( t ) =

N



N −1



∑e



− jn ( m / N ) 2 π



n=0



T 



δ  t − n  x ( t ) (11.9)

N





with δ as the impulse function. Now taking the Fourier transform of Equation 11.9,

we have







1

X m ( ω) =

N



N −1



∑e



− jn ( T N ) ω − jn ( m N ) 2 π



n=0



e



x ( ω) (11.10)



where X m (ω) and x (ω) are the Fourier transforms on the output and input signals in

the spectral domain. Equation 11.10 can be manipulated to give







2

H m ( ω) =

N



( N 2 ) −1



∑e

n=0



− j ( 2 n N ) ( m 2 π + ωT )



(



)



1

− j ω( T N ) + ( 2 πm M ) )

1+ e (

(11.11)

2
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By inspecting Equation 11.11, we can see that the first part represents the DFT

of order N/2 and the term in the parentheses represents the transfer function in

the frequency domain of a delay interferometer of a delay τ and a phase shift φm and

3 dB 2 × 2 couplers at the input and output ports. The delay time and phase shift are

given as

τ=







T

T

= p;

N 2



p = order of FFT points



2πm

ϕm =

−π

N



(11.12)



So we could see that a full Nth-order FFT can be replaced by a cascade of an N/2

order FFT and a Mach–Zehnder delay interferometer (MZDI) with a delay time and

corresponding phase given by Equation 11.12. This will be described in the next section in the implementation of the DFT or the wavelet packet (WP) transformer in a

photonic domain.



11.2.2 Fourier Transform Signal Flow and Optical Implementation

Based on Equations 11.2 and 11.3, we can arrive at the signal flow graph shown in

Figure 11.1. The optical signal flow of the guided waveguide shown in Figure 11.1

represents the operations of an 8th order DFT that can be formed by a combination

of 12 2 × 2 directional couplers and 5 phase shifters. The 2 × 2 optical coupler is

shown in Figure 11.2 which can be implemented in guided-wave structure in silica

on silicon waveguide systems in which two 3D optical waveguides are placed side

by side so that the evanescent field from one waveguide can be tuned into the other

along the coupling section. Similarly a phase shifter is just an optical waveguide

incorporating an electrode on its top with a length L so that when an electric voltage is applied to generate heat and hence create a change in the refractive index

via the pyro-optic effect, this change would slow down the lightwaves and result

in a phase change. Note the numbering of the order of the input signal and the

output ports, the first half of the input ports are even and the second half are odd.

Furthermore, the 2 × 2 coupler is assigned as a cross-coupling symbol instead of a

non-crossflow described by Takiguchi et al. [11]. Only couplers and phase shifters

are required where the phase shift amount depends on the order of the FFT. An

active switching device can be used instead of the 3 dB coupler so that one can

change the order of the FFT as required.



11.2.3 Generalized Fibre Fourier Optics

Recently, Cincotti [16] has proposed a generalization of the fibre Fourier optics by

decomposing the DFT into four parts rather than two parts as given in Equation 11.4,

as follows:
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 ( N 4 ) −1



− jqk 8 π N





a4 k e ( )

 k =0











( N 4 ) −1



− jqk ( 8 π N ) − jq ( 2 π N ) 

+

a4 k +1e

e





k =0

1 



 (11.13)

N

( N 4 ) −1





− jqk 8 π N − jq 4 π N

+

a4 k + 2 e ( ) e ( ) 







k =0





( N 4 ) −1





− jqk 8 π N − jq 6 π N



+

a 4 k + 3e ( ) e ( ) 





k =0







∑



Aq =



∑



∑

∑







Thus, the DFT can be evaluated as the sum of four N = 4th-order DFT (with inputs

properly arranged) with some additional phase shifts. More generally, Equation 11.2

can be decomposed into N/P Pth order as

Aq =





1

N



( N P ) −1













P −1



∑ ∑ a(

p=0



k =0



N P )k + p



e



− jqk ( 2 π P )



 − jqp 2 π N

 e ( ) (11.14)







Equation 11.14 can be optically implemented by (360/P)° P × P hybrid couplers

with the summation over the variable p obtained with P (360P/N)° hybrid couplers.

In this way, Cincotti [16] arrived at the generalization of the approach described in

Siegmen [10] and Cincotti [17]. The implementation of this approach is shown

in Figure 11.3a and 11.3b in parallel and serial form, respectively. We note that

the asymmetric coupler and the hybrid couplers are used in the parallel structure,

while the fibre-optic delay lines are used in the serial structure. Depending on the

operating frequency, the choice of either the parallel or the serial structure would

be made. Naturally, in an integrated optical waveguide, one cannot have a long

delay line if the frequency spacing between the harmonics is low; however, at a

spacing of the order of a few tens of gigahertzs, it is most probable that the planar

lightwave technology can be employed. The main reason for its implementation in

the integrated optical structure is that the environmental effects on the phase of

the lightwaves are minimal and even eliminated, hence the stability of the optical

Fourier transform.



11.2.4 Practical Integrated Guided-Wave Structure

As we can observe from Equation 11.4, this equation is composed of the following

parts, and hence operations, as outlined in Figure 11.4. The operations in guidedwave systems for the mathematical operations include incoming optical waves

(possibly modulated optical waves), which are guided into a wave-splitting region,
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FIGURE 11.3  Generalized structure of a fibre Fourier optics transform for N = 8th-order

DFT of a parallel (a) and a serial (b) input using two 90° hybrids and a set of asymmetric

couplers (or 180° hybrids). The ellipses represent time delays, the Y branch is the symmetric

splitters and the boxes are constant phase shifts of value –m(2π/N) (m is the value inside the

box). (After Cincotti, G., Opt. Lett., 36, 2321–2323, 2011.)
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FIGURE 11.4  (a) DFT mathematical operation representation and (b) equivalent operations

by guided-wave components in parallel form.
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FIGURE 11.5  Operations by guided-wave components using fibre optics: (a) a guided-wave

optical path of a Mach–Zehnder delay interferometer or asymmetric interferometer with

phase delay tunable with thermal or electro-optic effects, (b) block diagram representation

and (c) implementation of optical FFT using the cascade stages of a fibre optical MZDI structure. EAM is the electroabsorption modulator used for demultiplexing in the time domain.

Note also the phase shifters employed in MZDIs between stages. The insets are the spectra

of the optical signals at different stages, as indicated by the optical FFT (serial type). EAM,

electroabsorption modulator; PC, polarization controller. (Modified from Hillerkuss, D.,

Schmogrow, R., Schellinger, T., Jordan, M., Winter, M., Huber, G., Vallaitis, T., et al., Nat.

Photon., 5, 364, 2011.)



normally a planar waveguide with the receiving waveguides positioned where they

can receive the maximum power distribution.

11.2.4.1  Cascade: Series Formation

In optical processing, the frequency downsampling components of the Fourier transform are realized by using a delay path whose propagation time is equivalent to the

inverse of the frequency component. Thus, we can see from Figure 11.5d that an

original optical signal is split into two equal-intensity field outputs, which are then
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FIGURE 11.5  (Continued)



delayed by Δt in one path and none in the other [18]. Thus, the outputs of the first

stage MZDI are in the fundamental order of the DFT and then, at the output ports of

the 3 dB couplers, the frequency is in the range of the fourth order. The higher the

order, the shorter the delay path.

11.2.4.2  Parallel Formation: AWG

An example of the parallel formation of the FFT represented by Equation 11.4 is the

AWG, which consists of three stages. The first stage is the split by radiation from

a single waveguide to multiple output waveguides via a planar waveguide section.

The middle stage is the delay paths in the optical waveguides with the difference

in the time equal to the inverse of the frequency spacing between the lines of the

highest order, as desired, or the order of the FFT. The time delay is equivalent to the

phase difference by the following relationship ejβΔL ≡ ejωΔt, where β is the effective

propagation constant of the channel waveguide, ΔL is the path difference between

the two consecutive paths and ω is the angular frequency of the lightwaves. Thus,

once we know the order of the DFT, we can then estimate the frequency of the

highest-order spectral components, and consequently, the delay time with a known

fabricated propagation constant of the lightwave, that is, the effective index of the

guided wave of the fundamental order. The final stage is combining and directing

lightwave channels to the individual outputs of each frequency region. Figure 11.6

shows an alternative implementation of an optical guided-wave FFT device by parallelism. This structure consists of two planar waveguide sections at the input and

output sides. At the input, a single waveguide is guiding the lightwaves and is fed

into a planar section through which the lightwaves are split into a number of parallel waveguides whose lengths are different by a length L equivalent to a delay time

of Δt, the sampling time of the FFT. These parallel waveguides are then combined

through the planar section at the output. Thus, interferences between the guided
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FIGURE 11.6  Schematic of an optical FFT using an array waveguide grating, the delay

difference is equivalent to the inverse of the frequency spacing between the individual

spectral lines.



lightwaves of different delay times or phases occur at the output waveguides, which

are then the output ports of the FTT.

The top part of Figure 11.5d shows the structure of an optical FFT implemented

in a guided-wave structure [11], which consists of an optical input port, a 1 × 8 optical FFT device with one input and eight output ports via the employment of 2 × 2

couplers and phase shifters. This transformer gives eight output optical ports, which

are then fed into a bank of filters implemented by the electroabsorption modulator

(EAM) for wideband operation. The spectra given at the bottom of Figure 11.5d

shows the optical spectrum of the optical guided wave in each branch of the optical FFT guided-wave section. The spectrum at the left side is obtained at the input

branch of the optical FFT. The spectrum in the middle shows an optical channel

selected or demultiplexed by the optical FFT. Finally, the spectrum on the right side

is that measured at the output of an optical filter, which trims off the unwanted parts

of the spectrum given in the middle.

A geometrical structure of a multiple input and multiple outputs AWG is shown

in Figure 11.7a and 11.7b. Figure 11.7c illustrates the radiation of the lightwaves

from the input to the optical parallel waveguide paths, and then the interference of

the outputs to other outputs of the device via another planar waveguide section [19].

It is this interference that would ensure the guidance of a particular frequency

component of the original signals. On the other hand, if a number of lightwaves

of different frequencies are launched from the outputs back to the input side of

the AWG, then we have a multiplexing of the time-domain signals and hence the

inverse Fourier transform operation. The spectra of a commercial AWG with 50

and 100 GHz spacings are shown in Figure 11.8. Note that the spectrum of the

lines overlaps at about −11 dB, meaning that the passband of each filter rolls off

and crosses over at this level. The operating principles of the AWG are given as

follows. The AWG wavelength multi/demultiplexer combines and splits optical signals of different wavelengths for use in WDM systems. The heart of the device, the

AWG, consists of a number of arrayed channel waveguides that act together like a
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FIGURE 11.7  A geometrical design of (a) 4 × 4 and (b) 1 × 4 array waveguide gratings.

(c) Radiation and interference of lightwave rays in planar sections of the AWG (not to scale).

(From Adam, I., Haniff Ibrahim, M., Mohd Kassim, N., Mohammad, A.B. and Mohd Supa’at,

A.S., Elektrika, 10, 17–21, 2008. With permission.)



diffraction grating in a spectrometer. The grating offers high wavelength resolution, thus attaining a narrow wavelength channel spacing, such as 0.8 nm in an

ITU channel allocation. Moreover, the multiplexer’s extreme stability eliminates

the negative effects caused by mechanical vibration; in addition, it delivers longterm reliability because it is composed of silica-based PLCs. Finally, samplers are

required at each of the output ports so that discrete optical components can be

extracted. These samplers of EAM type are commonly used.
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FIGURE 11.8  Spectrum of a commercial AWG (from NTT electronics at http://www.ntt-electronics.com/en/products/photonics/awg_mul_d.html.) of (a) 50 GHz and (b) 100 GHz spacing

between the frequency components. (From Cooley, J.W. and Tukey, J.W., Comput. Math., 19,

297–301, 1965. With permission.)



11.2.4.3 Design and Fabrication of Optical Waveguides

for Optical FFT and IFFT

As derived in the previous section, the entire sequence of operations involved in successively subdividing an input array of N pixels and applying the added phase shifts

to calculate its Nth-order FFT can therefore be implemented in a lossless optical fibre

(or other) network with nothing more than N/2 log2(N) couplers or 3 dB beam splitters plus a number of in-line optical phase shifts. Thus, the implementation of such

a structure in an integrated optical circuit is critical and would allow compact integration of several 2 × 2 couplers and phase shifters into a high-order Fourier optical

transformer. Indeed, one can form a signal flow graph [20] and the implementation

is quite straightforward.

In the implementation of this coupler, guided-wave optical devices are commonly

used, using the PLC on a silicon substrate with pure silica as the guiding material.

The waveguide can be formed with geometrical structures such as a rib waveguide

or doped materials as shown in Figure 11.9.
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FIGURE 11.9  Channel 3D optical waveguides: (a) raised strip or channel, (b) ridge or rib,

(c) strip-loaded and (d) embedded channel. Material systems can be silica on silicon or polymeric with different doping concentrations of impurities on a polymer substrate.



The cross section of typical 3D waveguides is shown in Figure 11.9, including a

raised strip or channel waveguide, strip-loaded, rib or ridge and embedded structures

with a substrate and an overlay region.

Usually, the raised channel waveguide is formed by depositing a thin film layer,

for example, by molecular chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) or by thin film

sputtering. Then, if we remove the film material in the outer regions by some means

such as dry reactive etching, while keeping the film layer in the central portion

intact, we have the raised strip or channel waveguides. The ridge or rib waveguides

are similar to the raised strip waveguides except that the film layer on the two sides

is partially removed, as shown in Figure 11.9a and 11.9b. If we place a dielectric

strip on top of the film layer, as shown schematically in Figure 11.9c, we have the

strip-loaded waveguides. By embedding a high-index bar in the substrate region, we

have the buried or embedded strip waveguides, as shown in Figure 11.9d. Channel,

ridge, strip-loaded and buried strip waveguides are 3D waveguides with rectangular

boundaries. Circular and elliptical fibres can also be used as 3D waveguides with

curved boundaries. The refractive index of the 3D waveguide can vary with respect

to the distance of the depth. In this case, we have graded-index channel waveguides,

such as diffused channel optical waveguides formed by the diffusion of an impurity

into an LiNbO3 substrate at temperatures of around 1000°C. Alternatively, in recent

years, these channel and planar waveguides have been fabricated using polymeric

materials [21], such as benzocyclobutene (BCB 4024–40).
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11.3 FIELD AND MODES GUIDED IN SINGLE AND

MULTIMODE RECTANGULAR OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

11.3.1 Mode Fields of Hx Modes

In 2D waveguides, one of the dimensions transverse to the direction of propagation

is very large in comparison with the operating wavelength. This is the y-direction in

Figure 11.9. The waveguide width in this direction is treated as infinitely large. As

a result, fields guided by 2D dielectric waveguides can be classified as transverse

electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) modes. For TE modes, the longitudinal

electric field component, Ez, is zero, and all other field components can be expressed

in terms of Hz. For TM modes, Hz vanishes and all other field components can be

expressed in terms of Ez. In 3D optical waveguides, the waveguide width and height

are comparable to the operating wavelength. Neither the width nor the height can be

treated as infinitely large. Thus, neither Ez nor Hz vanishes, except for some special

cases. As a result, modes guided by 3D optical waveguides are neither TE nor TM

modes except for the special cases. In general, they are hybrid modes. A complicated scheme is needed to designate the hybrid modes. Since all field components

are present, the analysis for hybrid modes is very complicated. Intensive numerical

computations are often required [22].

In many dielectric waveguide structures, the index difference is small. As a result,

one of the TE field components is stronger than the other TE field component. Goell

has suggested a physically intuitive scheme to describe hybrid modes [23], which are

labelled by the direction and distribution of the strong TE field component. If the

dominant electric field component is in the x- (or y-) direction and if the electric field

distribution has (p − 1) nulls in the x-direction and (q − 1) nulls in the y-direction,

then the hybrid mode is identified as Ex,pq (or Ey,pq) modes. The subscripts denote the

direction of the dominant transverse electric.

Now consider a weakly guiding rectangular optical waveguide with a core of

index n1, surrounded by lower indices nj with j = 2, 3, 4 and 5. The waveguide cross

section is shown in Figure 11.10.

The rectangular waveguide can be considered to be equivalent to two slab

waveguides: one extended in the x-direction and the other in the y-direction. This

means that the field is confined as a mode to the y-direction and the other to the

x-direction. This is normally called the hybrid mode. Thus, we can write the field

component Hx in the five regions as portioned in Figure 11.10 as follows:

H x1 = C1 cos ( κ x1 x + φ x1 ) cos ( κ y1 y + φ y1 ) e − jβz ; Region 1

H x 2 = C2 cos ( κ x 2 x + φ x 2 ) e − j κ y 2 ye − jβz ; Region 2

H x 3 = C3e − j κ x 3 x cos ( κ y 3 y + φ y 3 ) e− jβz ; Region 3

H x 4 = C4 e −





jκy 4 y



cos ( κ x 4 x + φ x 4 ) e − jβz ; Region 4



H x 5 = C5e − j κ x 5 x cos ( κ y 5 y + φ y 5 ) e − jβz ; Region 5



(11.15)
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FIGURE 11.10  Model used to analyse Ey modes of (a) a rectangular waveguide, (b) waveguide H

and (c) waveguide W.



where Cj, ϕxj and ϕyj are the constants to be determined using the boundary conditions, and κxj and κyj are the propagation constants (or wave number) effective in the

x and y transverse directions, respectively. For each region, the propagation constants

in the x-, y- and z-direction, κxj, κyj, β, must satisfy





κ2xj + κ2yj + β2 = k 2 n2j ;



j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (11.16)



There are no additional constraints on the transverse propagation constant. In

fact, the transverse propagation constant in the Regions 2–5 is imaginary, that is, the

fields must decay to zero in the cladding regions but oscillating in the guiding core,

the rectangular section.

When expressed in terms of κxj, κyj, ϕx and ϕy, Equation 11.15 is simplified to

H x1 = C1 cos (κ x1 x + φ x ) cos (κ y1 y + φ y ) e − jβz ; Region 1 

H x 2 = C2 cos (κ x 2 x + φ x ) e −





jκ y 2 y − jβz



e



; Region 2



H x 3 = C3e − jκ x x cos (κ y y + φ y ) e − jβz ; Regionn 3



(11.17)
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H x 4 = C4e − jκ y ycos (κ x x + φ x ) e − jβz ; Region 4





H x 5 = C5e − jκ x x cos (κ y y + φ y ) e − jβz ; Region 5



11.3.2  Boundary Conditions at the Interfaces

11.3.2.1  Horizontal Boundary y = ± h/2; |x|< w/2

Along the horizontal boundaries, the tangential components are Ex, Ez, Hx and Hz,

and the x-components are ignored as their amplitudes are extremely small compared

to those of the components. Using Maxwell’s equations, we can observe that:

• Ez is continuous at the boundary and tangential, implying that (1/n2j )

(∂H x /∂y).

• As Hx is tangential to the horizontal lines, it must be continuous everywhere

along these lines. Consequently, the tangential derivative ∂Hx / ∂x, and therefore Hz must also be continuous on the horizontal lines. In other words, if Hx

is continuous on the horizontal lines, so is Hz. Thus, all the boundary conditions can be met if we have continuity of the term (1/n2j ) (∂H x /∂y).

11.3.2.2  Vertical Boundary x = ±w/2; |y| < h/2

Along this boundary, the tangential components are in the y- and z-direction and

the normal direction is x. Only the components Ey and Hx are significant and Ey is

continuous if Hx is continuous. Applying these conditions to the field components at

x = ±w/2, we obtain

E z1 − E z 3 =

=





jη0  1 ∂H x1 1 ∂H x 3 

2

− 2



+O ∂

k  n12 ∂y

n3 ∂y 



( )



jη0 1  ∂ ( H x1 − H x 3 )  jη0 n12 − n32 1 ∂ ( H x 3 )

(11.18)



 −

k n12 

∂y

n12 kn3 ∂y

 n3



The second term of Equation 11.18 can be ignored due to the very small difference in the refractive-index terms. Thus, it can be written as

Ez1 − Ez 3 =





jη0 1  ∂ ( H x1 − H x 3 ) 

2



 + O ∂ (11.19)

∂y

k n12 





( )



In other words, the component Ez is continuous if Hx is continuous there.

11.3.2.3  Transverse Vector κ x, κy

The transverse momentum vector κx can now be determined from the boundary

conditions previously discussed. One would seek an oscillating behaviour of the

waves in the waveguide region and to exponentially decay to zero in the cladding

regions. At y = ±h/2, the continuity of Hx and (1/n2j )(∂H x /∂y) leads to
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1



j

h

C1 cos  κ yh + φ y  = C2e − κ y 2 2

2







−



jκ

κy

1



C1 sin  κ yh + φ y  = − 2y 2 C2e − j κ y 2 h

n12

2

n2







2







(11.20)



Hence, combining these equations, we obtain the relation

j κ n2

1



tan  κ yh + φ y  = − y 2 21 (11.21)

κ y n2

2









From Equation 11.16, we can deduce that



(



)



j κ y 2 = k 2 n12 − n22 − κ2y (11.22)







Thus, Equation 11.21 becomes

k (n12 − n22 ) − κ2y



1



tan  κ yh + φ y  =

2









κ y n22



(11.23)



Or, alternatively, we have



(



)















(



)





 ; at y = −h 2









 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

y

1

2

1

−1 

′

κ yh + φ y = q π + tan 

2

κ y n2

2











 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

1

4

y

1

κ yh + φ y = q′′π + tan −1 

2

κ y n4

2







(11.24)



where q′, q″ and q are integers. Then, eliminating ϕy, we can rewrite Equation 11.24 as







(



)



 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

y

1

2



κ yhy = qπ + tan 

2

κ y n2





−1



(



)



2

2

 2 2



 + tan −1  k n1 − n4 − κ y





κ y n42













 (11.25)









This is the dispersion relation for the TM modes guided in the channel waveguide

and also similar to that for a planar waveguide. The two terms on the RHS of

Equation 11.25 represent the phase shift, normally called the Goos–Hanchen shift,

for the ‘rays’ penetrating into the cladding of the guided fields. Thus, similar to this

boundary condition and the dispersion relationship [24], the dispersion characteristics for the transverse vector κy can be written as
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(



)



 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

x

1

3

κ x w = pπ + tan 

κx





−1



(



)



 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

1

5

x

+ tan −1 

κx





































p = 0, 1, 2, … , N



(11.26)



with p = 0, 1, 2, … N as the integer.



11.3.3 Mode Fields of Ey Modes

Similar to the analysis given for the Hx modes, the Ex modes can be found with the

dispersion relation by using the continuity properties of the field components Hy;

∂Hy   /∂y. We then obtain







(



)



2

2



 2 2

 + tan −1  k n1 − n4 − κ y





κy











(



)



2

2

 2 2 2



 + tan −1  n1 k n1 − n5 − κ x





κ x n52











 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

y

1

2



κ yh = qπ + tan 

κy





−1



 n2 k 2 n2 − n2 − κ2

x

1

1

3

κ x w = pπ + tan −1 

2

κ x n3









(



)



(



)





 (11.27)









 (11.28)









Equations 11.27 and 11.28 specify the dispersion relationship for the TM modes

with a planar waveguide width of W.

Thus, Marcatilli’s method is modelled for two equivalent planar waveguides in

the horizontal and vertical directions. It corresponds to the dispersion relation 11.25

and 11.26 for TM modes guided by the planar waveguide of thickness W. The dominant electric field of the Ex modes is in parallel with the horizontal boundaries.

Thus, we use the dispersion equation of the TE modes guided by waveguide H to

determine κy. The dominant electric field component of the Ex modes is perpendicular to the vertical boundaries of waveguide W. Therefore, we use the dispersion for

the TM modes guided by the 2D waveguide to evaluate κx. With κx and κy known

from the fabrication and characterization of the thin film by deposition or sputtering, the propagation constant can be determined from Equation 11.16.



11.3.4 Dispersion Characteristics

11.3.4.1  Effective Index Method

As an example, we consider a dielectric bar of index n1 immersed in a medium with

index n2, as shown in Figure 11.11, with uniform refractive indices in the regions
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FIGURE 11.11  Embedded channel optical waveguide: (a) waveguide structure; and its

representation using (b) the effective index method and (c) a model of the waveguide using

Marcatilli’s method with the index profile in different regions.



surrounding the channel waveguiding region. To facilitate a comparison, we define

the normalized frequency parameter V and the normalized guide index b, or the

normalized propagation constants in terms of n1, n2 and h:

V = kh n12 − n22 

b=





β2 − k 2 n22

k 2 n12 − n22



(



2π

hn 2∆

λ

(11.29)



)



The V parameter can be approximated as given in Equation 11.29 provided that

the difference in the refractive index between the guiding region and the cladding is

small enough, usually less than a few percent.
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Thus, the normalized effective refractive index can be evaluated as a function

of the normalized frequency parameter V to give the dispersion curves as shown in

Figure 11.12, in which the curves obtained from the finite element method (FEM)

and Marcatilli’s methods [25] and the effective index technique confirm their agreement to within a tolerable accuracy.

A numerical evaluation for silica doped with GeO2 waveguide and cladding region

of pure silica can be analyzed as described in Section 11.3.4.2 is shown below. If the

relative refractive index of the core and the pure silica cladding is 0.3% or 0.5%, then

using the single-mode operation given in Figure 11.12, we can select V = 1 and using

Equation 11.29, then the cross section of the rectangular waveguide is 3 × 3 μm2

for 0.5% relative refractive index and for 0.3% the dimension is 6 × 6 μm2, the

refractive index of pure silica is 1.448 for an operating wavelength of 1550 nm. By

extending this dispersion curve to the lateral region, we can design multimode planar

waveguides with a single mode condition in the vertical direction; and by supporting

a few modes in the lateral region, we can determine the value of the V parameter for

the lateral direction and then the lateral length of the waveguide. This type of laterally few-mode waveguide can be employed in the MMI of the modes for optical field

splitting and combining, as described in Section 11.4. These MMI structures can

be formed in cascade or parallel form to create discrete Fourier or wavelet optical

transformers.
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FIGURE 11.12  Dispersion characteristics, dependence of the normalized propagation

constant of the guided modes as a function of the parameter V, the normalized frequency: a

comparison of three numerical, analytical methods for rectangular optical waveguides consisting of a uniform core and cladding. The regions of the supported guided modes are shown

in boxes.
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11.3.4.2 Accurate Perturbation Method for

Rectangular Channel Waveguides

In practice, most of the optical channel waveguides are fabricated using buried rectangular channel waveguides, for example, a ridge silica on a silicon structure is first

formed on a silicon substrate and then covered with another layer of pure silicon

by chemical vapour deposition. However, for Fourier optics and advanced optical

communications, the accurate position and orthogonality of the channels are critical. This requires high precision in waveguide fabrication and hence high accuracy

in the design of waveguides. Modern fabrication technology can offer such required

precision.

This type of rectangular dielectric waveguides has been extensively investigated

by the known method, Kumar’s method [26]. This method offers higher accuracy on

the estimation of the mode propagation constant, especially near the cut-off limit.

The dispersion curve for the square of the normalized propagation constant and the

parameter B is given as

B=



2

V2

π



with



V2 =



(n



2

c



k0h

− ncl2



nc = n1 = core refractive index





12



)



(11.30)



ncl = n2 = n3 = n4



The parameters have been adapted with respect to those given in Figure 11.11. It is

noted that although the perturbation method reported by Kumar et al. would be more

accurate near the cut-off region of the modes, in practice due to fabrication tolerance,

we can expect that both the Kumar and the effective approach can be used to design

and fabricate without any problems. Further details of this perturbation technique

can be found in Ogusu [22].

11.3.4.3 Remarks

In summary, the procedures for the design of a waveguide, a planar or a channel

structure, for supporting single or multimodal regions of the E or H fields, are:

• Based on the dispersion curves of both the E and H field modes, that is,

the curves representing the V parameter and the normalized propagation

index, determine the desired number of modes in either polarization, then

go to the curve getting the corresponding normalized propagation constant

index. Consequently, the effective refractive index of the guided modes can

be determined from this index and hence the expected propagation time of

the guided mode over the length of the waveguide. This is important for the

design of the MMI waveguide.

• Continue for the other polarization direction, and then combine the two

guided solutions to obtain the approximated analytical values for the combined mode.
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• One can, of course, draw a circle with the value V selected and the intersection of this circle and the dispersion curves of the modes give us the vertical

value of b, the normalized propagation constant index from Figure 11.12

and/or Figure 11.13. Thus, the propagation constants of the guided modes

can be estimated. The effective indices of the guided modes give us the

propagation velocity of the lightwaves confined to the optical waveguides.
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FIGURE 11.13  Dispersion relationship of b2 versus B for a buried rectangular dielectric

optical waveguide of (a) W = h, square cross section and (b) W = 2h, rectangular cross section, by the Kumar method for guided modes, E11, E22, E12 and E21. ___, Kumar method;

— —, effective-index method. Note that the parameter b is related to the V parameter by

Equation 15.30. (Adapted from Ogusu, K., IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., MTT-25,

874–885, 1977.)
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11.4  GUIDED-WAVE WAVELET TRANSFORMER

Among the transformation techniques to produce orthogonality in the time domain

waveform and hence minimizing the deleterious effects of dispersion. Wavelet transformation does offer the use of a time-frequency plane and a finite impulse response

so that implementation in the optical domain may offer some advantages. This section considers the wavelet transformation and its implementation using guided-wave

structures. Similar to the FFT and IFFT previously described, the mathematical representation can be expressed in serial and parallel forms, and the discrete wavelet

transform can also be presented to these structures.



11.4.1  Wavelet Transformation and Wavelet Packets

Cincotti et al. [17,27] have recently proposed photonic architectures that perform the

FFT, the DWT and the WP decomposition of an optical signal. The same architecture is also proposed to implement a full optical encoder–decoder that generates a set

of orthogonal codes simultaneously. WP decomposition is an appealing technique

for processing signals with time-varying spectra due to its remarkable property of

describing frequency content along with time localization. Wavelets have a large

number of applications, such as image compression, signal denoising, human vision

and radar, in many fields such as mathematics, quantum physics, electrical engineering and seismic geology.

In optical communications, wavelets have been proposed for time-frequency

multiplexing [28] in order to minimize the linear dispersion effects. In this section

we give a short description of the features of the DWT and WPs decomposition.

11.4.1.1  Cascade Structure

The DWT of a discrete sequence can be numerically evaluated via recursive discrete convolutions with a low-pass and a high-pass filter, followed by a subsampling

of Factor 2, according to Mallat’s pyramidal decomposition algorithm [29,30] as







c1  n  =



∑ h 2n − k  s k 



d1  n  =



∑



k



k



g 2n − k  s  k 



(11.31)



where c1[n] and d1[n] are the scaling and detail coefficients, respectively, at the level of

decomposition, or at a resolution of 2. The coefficients of the resolution at 2l are iteratively generated starting from the scaling coefficients at the previous resolution 2l−1 as







cl  n  =



∑ h 2n − k  c



dl  n  =



∑



k



k



l −1



 k 



g 2n − k  cl −1  k 



(11.32)
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On the other hand, the reconstruction of the input sequence can be generated by

s  n  =





∑ h 2n − k  c k  + g 2n − k  d k  (11.33)

1



k



1



The scaling and detail coefficients are the orthogonal projections of the input

sequence s[n] onto two complementary spaces  l and  l, which are, respectively, the

spanned and scaled versions of the scaling function:



(



)



(



)



ϕl ,k ( t ) = 2 −l 2 ϕ 2 −l t − k 







(11.34)



and the wavelet function:

ψ l ,k ( t ) = 2 −l 2 ψ 2 −l t − k (11.35)







These two functions must satisfy the dilation relationships:







ϕ ( t ) = 21 2



∑ h k  ϕ ( 2t − kτ)



ψ ( t ) = 21 2



∑



k



g  k  ϕ ( 2t − k τ )



k







(11.36)



where τ is determined by the inverse of the free spectral range defined as the

frequency region in which all frequency components are included. The two infinite impulse response filters (FIR) of length M have the frequency responses

given by

H ( ω) =



1

2



1

G ( ω) =

2







M −1



∑ h k  e



− jk ωτ



k =0



M −1



∑ g k  e



(11.37)

− jk ωτ



k =0



These two frequency responses are related by



(



G ( ω) = e − jkωτ H * ω + ( π τ )

2



(



H ( ω) + H ω + ( π τ )





Hence



)



2



)



=1



(11.38)
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2



2



H ( ω) + G ( ω) = 1 (11.39)







where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugation. The filters G(ω) and H(ω)

are quadrature mirror filter (QMF) and half-band (HB) filter, respectively [31]. They

can be implemented by a lossless two-port coupler [32] with the conservation of

energy given by Equation 11.39. In the complex plane z, the QMF and HB responses

of Equation 11.38 can be rewritten as

− M −1

G ( z ) = − z ( ) H* ( − z )



H ( z ) H* ( z ) + H ( − z ) H* ( − z ) = 1







(11.40)



where z = ejωτ = ejβL with the delay variable length L, β is the propagation constant

of the guided mode and L is the delay length equivalent to the time τ [20,33]. The

subscript * denotes the Hermitian conjugation, that is, H*(z) = H(1/z*). Thus, we see

that the wavelet transfer can be implemented by fibre couplers and delay lines whose

lengths can be tailored to match the sampling rate in the time domain and hence the

frequency spectrum of the base-band signals that are carrying the optical waves in

guided-wave structures, such as integrated optics and PLCs. The z-transform expression can be implemented using optical circuits without much difficulty [34]. A unit

delay is represented by z−1 equivalent to a phase shift of propagation length L and the

guided-wave constant β.

Then, if a wavelet filter is a HB filter, we can follow the design procedure described

by Finguji and Ogama [35]. An optical FIR filter of length M can be formed by cascading M two-port lattice structures with M optical delay lines, M phase shifters and

(M + 1) directional couplers. However, if the filter can be simplified to a HB filter,

then the number of MZDIs can be halved. A HB filter of order 2N can be realized

by cascading an MZDI with a delay time of τ and an (N − 1) MZDI with a delay

time of 2τ, as depicted in Figure 11.14a. Figure 11.14b depicts the equivalent circuit
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FIGURE 11.14  Structure of an optical wavelet filter made up by the cascading of MZDIs

of length t and 2τ and phase shifters and a 3 dB 2 × 2 coupler cascaded with N − 1 couplers

of amplitude coupling coefficients k (a), N coupler structure (b) equivalent by one MZDI and

a network S(z) of identical (N − 1) 2 × 2 couplers with coefficients 2 to kN. H(z) is the QMF

and G(z) is the HB.
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by a 3 dB coupler MZDI and a network transfer function S(z) of an (N − 1) cascaded

MZDI with coupling coefficients k2 … kN and phase shifters ϕ1 … ϕN.

11.4.1.2  Parallel Structure

The DWT decomposes a signal s(t) from a subspace Vo into nonoverlapping frequency subbands by means of the orthogonal projections W jm f given as

f (ζ ) =





2 m −1



∑W

j =0



m

j



f ( ζ ) m = 1, 2,… (11.41)



with

W jm f ( ζ ) =





∑

k∈Z



f ( ζ ) , wm,k , j ( ζ )



2



wm,k , j ( ζ ) ≡



L



∑w

k∈Z



m, j

k



wm,k , j ( ζ ) (11.42)



where {wkm, j} are the wavelet coefficients. The wavelet molecules wm,k,j are recursively

determined starting from the low-pass filter H and the high-pass filter G, that is, into

mapping the input signal sequence into its low- and high-frequency parts by means

of two orthogonal projections:

wm,k ,2 j ( ζ ) =

wm,k ,2 j +1 ( ζ ) =





∑h

n∈Z



∑

n∈Z



n−2k



wm −1,n, j ( ζ )



gn − 2 k wm −1,n, j ( ζ )



(11.43)



The wavelet molecules are characterized by three parameters: the frequency j,

the scale m and the position k. The time-varying harmonics in the input signals are

detected from the position and scale of the high amplitude wavelet coefficients. Note

that in DWT, only the scaling coefficients {ckm} are recursively filtered and the detail

coefficients {dkm} are never reanalysed. In full decomposition, both the scaling and

detail coefficient vectors are recursively decomposed into two parts with the scheme

illustrated in Figure 11.15.



11.4.2 Fibre-Optic Synthesis

Figure 11.16 depicts an optical circuit following the decomposed structure of Figure

11.15 using guided-wave devices including an asymmetric MDI incorporating a

phase shifter to resolve the frequency components of a serial optical pulse sequence

input. We note that unlike the DFT optical circuit described in Section 11.2.3, the

decomposition of DWT leads to no requirement of phase shifters, thus there is no
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FIGURE 11.15  Pyramidal WP decomposition scheme.



need to tune the phase shifting by either electro-optic or pyroelectric effects. The

Haar wavelet transform of first order is given by Cincotti [17].

The transfer matrix of a lattice of an asymmetric MDI can be written as







 e − jω∆τ 2

Sl = 

 0



z



0



+ j ω∆τ 2



  z −1 2

=

  0



0  (11.44)



z1 2 



Thus, the overall transfer matrix of a network of lattice of MZDI can be formed

by multiplication of the appropriate matrices to give

 H (z)

Sl = 

 F* ( z )







− F* ( z ) 



H* ( z ) 



(11.45)



F* ( z ) F ( z ) + H ( z ) H* ( z ) = I



The condition for a unitary matrix is required to satisfy the conservation of energy

in the coupling of the optical fields from one lattice to the other.

In case there are N input channels in parallel, the DWT would look like the structure depicted in Figure 11.17. The outputs (c02 , d02 ) have a spectrum consisting of all

optical passbands and their quadrature counterparts.

The coefficients cklev and dklev, with the subscript indicating the order and the superscript indicating the level of propagation, can be evaluated as [17]
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Optical guided-wave network for the decomposition of a serial input optical signal with

Haar (Daubechies of order M = 2) using asymmetric Mach−Zehnder delay interferometers

with delay lines and no phase shifter.



FIGURE 11.16  Optical guided-wave network for the decomposition of a serial input optical signal with Haar (Daubechies of order M = 1) using asymmetric Mach–Zehnder delay

interferometers with delay lines and no phase shifter; (a) asymmetric MZDI with phase

shifter (PS), (b) symbol and (c) guided-wave optical circuit of a Haar wavelet (Daubechies

of order M = 1).
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FIGURE 11.17  Optical guided-wave network for the decomposition of a serial input optical

signal with Haar (Daubechies of order M = 2) in four stages using the guided-wave coupler

2 × 2 with different coupling coefficients as indicated in the coupler notation.



ckl =





∑h

n∈Z



c ; dkl =



l −1

n−2k n



∑g

n∈Z



c



l −1

n−2k n



(11.46)



These coefficients are given by the transfer matrices of the filters H and G as for

M = 1, a first-order Haar wavelet (l = 1):







 H1 

1 1

 =



2 1

 G1 



1

 (11.47)

−1 



for a second-order Haar wavelet (l = 2):







 H2 

1 1 − 3



 =

 G2  4 2  1 + 3



3− 3



3+ 3



−3 − 3



3− 3



1+ 3 

 (11.48)

−1 + 3 



11.4.3  Synthesis Using MMI Structure

Planar optical waveguides are normally considered as guided-wave optical devices

that are infinitely long in the lateral direction y and have restricted confinement in the
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FIGURE 11.18  General structure of an MMI coupler, an input waveguide radiating field in

the planar structure and distributed with modal oscillating waves coupled into output channel

waveguides; substrate not shown.



vertical direction x. Thus, it is normally assumed that the field distribution in the lateral direction is uniform with an oscillating profile in the vertical direction, assuming

now that the planar waveguide is supporting only one guided mode in the x-direction

and multimodes in the y-direction and the input waveguide and output waveguides

are single-channel waveguides. Thus, one can consider that this kind of structure is

similar to the diffraction from a slit to multiple slots or an antenna radiating in an

oscillating field in the planar waveguide region and distributed to different locations.

This is illustrated in Figure 11.18. The field of guided modes of the planar waveguide

with some restriction on the lateral dimension, that is, multimode guiding in the lateral direction, would be oscillating and thus distributed according to the high- and

low-field regions. Figure 11.19 shows a typical field intensity distribution in a multimode planar waveguide in the lateral direction. The interference of these lateral

8th-order mode Fundamental mode

2nd-order

mode



Interference between these modes

To give distributed transform to spectral distribution (imaging) into waveguide



FIGURE 11.19  Intensity distribution of the lateral modes of the multimode planar waveguide.
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modes forms the patent of maximum and minimum depending on the order of the

modes of the interference. This interference effect can be considered as overlapping

imaging effect [36,37]. Figure 11.18 shows the planar waveguide interference section.

The length of this section is critical for the interferences of the lateral distribution.

Thus, its accuracy in the fabrication spatial resolution or thermal dependence would

play a major part in splitting and combining the optical spectral distribution. Note that

the number of guided modes in the vertical direction is 1. Figure 11.18 shows sketches

of the confined modes of the planar waveguides. Thus, a number of general N × N

MMI couplers can be formed, as shown in Figures 11.20 through 11.23.



11.4.4 Remarks

It is noted that the principal differences between the Fourier and the wavelet transformations are that the scaled and detail versions under a wavelet all have the same

number of oscillations. If this were a traditional Fourier analysis, the scaling coefficients would correspond to the Fourier coefficients and the detail coefficients
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FIGURE 11.20  General N × N MMI coupler with an arbitrary access number of waveguides

of N. (After Cincotti, G., IEEE J. Quantum Electron., 38, 1420–1427, 2002.)
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FIGURE 11.21  Symmetric interference 1 × K coupler. (After Cincotti, G., IEEE J. Quantum

Electron., 38, 1420–1427, 2002.)
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FIGURE 11.22  Pair interference 2 × K MMI coupler. (After Cincotti, G., IEEE J. Quantum

Electron., 38, 1420–1427, 2002.)



(wavelet functions) would correspond to sin(nωt) and cos(nωt). The more important

differences between the wavelet expansion and the Fourier expansion are that the

wavelet coefficients are localized in both time and frequency, contrary to the sine

and cosine waves, which are completely delocalized in time; and to describe the finer

details in time, wavelet expansion uses scaled basis functions, contrary to a Fourier

analysis, which uses higher frequencies.
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FIGURE 11.23  Overlapping image of an MMI coupler to achieve a mode splitter or combiner. The phase shifter PS (π rad.) is used for reversing the phase. (After Cincotti, G., IEEE

J. Quantum Electron., 38, 1420–1427, 2002.)
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In summary, the photonic implementation of an optical wavelet transform can be

decomposed into either cascade or parallel forms using the guided-wave structures

of the input and output waveguides, waveguide interferometers and phase shifters.

Tunable phase shifting can be integrated. However, if MZDIs with tunable optical

delay lines are used, then these phase shifters can be eliminated. Thus, switchable

phase delay lines can be used to reconfigure the optical transformer of a different

order and can be implemented in active guided-wave structures, such as the electrooptic efficient crystal with Ti:diffused waveguides and phase modulation and switching [38]. The guided-wave structures can be in fibre-optic form, planar lightwave

technology, including guided-wave channels and planar waveguides, and multimode

interferometers. With the base-band signal frequency or speed reaching several gigasymbols per second, we expect that devices in planar waveguide technology will

prevail in the near future.

On implementation, the principal differences between the photonic DWTs and

the DFTs are that the frequency bands of the DWTs can be selectively assigned

with the preservation of the orthogonality of the signals in the time and frequency

domains. The assignment of the spectral bands allows simplification of computing

resources and hence they are much more suitable for optical implementation.



11.5  OPTICAL OFDM TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

The current trend in the speed of optical transmission is towards developing terabits

per second from a single laser source [1–5]. The principles of such terabits per second optical transmission systems are as follows:

• The original lightwave source, the primary laser, is operating in the continuous wave (CW). An ultrashort pulse with a repeating frequency can

then be generated in a mode-locked fibre ring resonator [39].

• These short pulse sequences are then launched into a highly nonlinear fibre

(HNLF) and the nonlinear interactions of the pulses would then generate a

comblike feature of several subcarriers, the secondary carriers.

• These secondary carriers are demultiplexed into individual secondary carriers. Each is then modulated by optical modulators.

• The modulated secondary carriers are then combined by an optical DFT

and launched into an optical fibre transmission line.

• At the output of the transmission line, the subcarrier channels are then

demultiplexed by an optical IDFT and then individually coherently detected

by optical receivers and processed in the electronic domain by algorithms

in digital signal processors (DSPs).

• DFT channels can be interleaved and decomposed into odd and even channels

at the transmitter and receiver sides so that the frequency spacing between the

channels can have larger spatial tolerances, hence less channel cross talk.

The generic block diagram of the optical transmission system, shown in Figure

11.24, summarizes these steps. An optical FFT can be employed in a coherent optical
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FIGURE 11.24  Transmission block diagram employing optical DFT and IDFT as applications of optical DFT for generating optical OFDM multicarrier modulation in the optical

domain.



receiver to recover the transmission channels in an electronic processor after the

optical processing stages, including an optical FFT to demultiplex the individual

optical transmitted channels and mix with the local oscillators of individual channels to recover the signals in the electronic domain and digitalize for digital signal

processing. The spacing between the channels is about 50 GHz or 0.4 nm. The principal function of an optical FFT is to separate the channels with the assurance of

the orthogonality of the channels after transmitting through a very long and dispersive fibre transmission line without dispersion compensation. Advanced optical fibre

communication systems extensively exploit coherent receiving techniques in which

the optical fields of the arriving signals are mixed with those of a local laser oscillator via a hybrid coupler with polarization diversity. Both polarized mixed fields are

then separately detected by balanced optical receivers. The output electronic signals

are then sampled by analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) to digital domain signals,

which are then processed by DSPs to compensate for the linear dispersion and nonlinear distortion effects, recover the carrier phase, etc. Thus, the orthogonality of the

optical channels before transmitting them over long distances is critical and so are

the roles of the optical DFT and IDFT. The structure in Figure 11.5d has been used in

the optical transmission of a high-level modulation format [16] and the constellation

of the 16-QAM as decoded by a real-time sampling oscilloscope positioned after
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the coherent balanced receiver can be observed in the work of Cincotti [16]. These

sampled digital signals are then processed by a DSP to recover the original data

sequence. In this type of optical transmission systems, the orthogonality property of

the multiplexed multiwavelength channels is very important so that even overlapping

spectral regions can be decoded by optical FFT or DWT.



11.6  CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter has outlined the principles of optical forward and inverse FFTs using

guided-wave techniques. Some simple and basic mathematical representations of the

Fourier transform in discrete mode are given. In summary, the techniques include

the following steps:

• Determine the final frequency range and spacing between the spectral

components using either DFT or DWT and the associated decomposition

structures.

• From the fundamental frequency, deduce the number of stages, thus the

sampling rate required.

• Decide on the serial or parallel form, then the design of the individual MZDI

for the serial and delay paths between the waveguide arrays for parallel form.

• Now design single-mode channel waveguides for the spectral regions of the frequency range. Use the effective index or perturbation techniques with the guide

of the dispersion curves leading to the specific dimension of the waveguide.

• Alternatively MMI can be used.

• Design the planar waveguide for radiating and combining the spectral

channels.

• Employ any commercial design packages available. Otherwise, use the

graphical techniques and the dispersion curves given in Section 11.3.4.1.

Determine the number of modes to be supported by the waveguide, and

then obtain the V parameter for the core guiding and cladding regions. It

is recommended that the maximal value of the propagation is selected and

then the V parameter.

• Consequently, the delay time and the length of the waveguide can be estimated as well as the coupling coefficient and separation distance between

the waveguides of the guided-wave directional coupler.

• Once these geometrical structures are determined, the detailed behaviour

of the lightwaves propagating through the optical DFT or DWT can be simulated using simulation technique such as the beam propagation method.

• Finally, fabricate the transformers and characterize using integrated photonic techniques such as the PLC.

The readers can explore many commercial packages to design the geometry and

index profiles for a specific fabrication platform, such as silica on silicon of polymeric material systems. It is noted that, to the best of our knowledge, no optical DWT

transmission systems have been reported to date. The implementation of the optical

DWT is much simpler than that of the DFT as 2 × 2 couplers with predetermined
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coupling coefficients are sufficient. Furthermore, we understand that there are other

transformation techniques that can also offer orthogonality of the channels, even

higher/faster than the Nyquist (FTN) speed [40], which is also another orthogonal

transform but with a sampling speed higher than that required by Nyquist. The FTN

system requires, naturally, a channel with memory or associating with the digital

signal processing in the electronic domain with memory equalization, such as the

maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) algorithm. Thus, we can see

that it is possible to implement an interaction between the photonic and electronic

domains by FTN transmission at extremely high speeds, thanks to the generation of

orthogonal spectra of optical channels by guided-wave optics.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

Fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) are characterized by a periodic refractive-index variation

along the z-axis; that is, along the propagation axis in an optical fibre. FBGs have

very interesting wavelength-dependent characteristics and thus they find important

applications as sensors, dispersion compensators and in many other diverse areas.

In this chapter, we will present a detailed analysis of the working of the FBG using

what is usually referred to as coupled-mode theory. Thus, this chapter is tutorial

in nature primarily because of the fact that the (simple) analysis would allow us to

understand from first principles the basic characteristics of an FBG. Our analysis

will assume a periodic refractive-index variation in a slab waveguide; however, the

final results will also be applicable to fibres. In addition to FBGs, such periodic

structures are of great importance and form the fundamental building block of many

interesting photonic devices.

In Chapters 1 and 2, we discussed the basic propagation characteristics of modes

in optical waveguides; such modes exist in waveguides whose refractive index does

not vary along the z-direction. In such waveguides, all guided modes propagate independently of each other and there is no ‘mode conversion’. If the refractive index

varies along the z-direction, then modes get ‘coupled’ and we have what is known

as mode conversion. In this chapter, we will discuss the propagation characteristics

of a waveguide characterized by the periodic variation of the refractive index along

the z-direction.
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12.2  BASIC THEORY OF FBG

For the sake of simplicity, we will consider a single-moded slab waveguide characterized by the refractive-index profile n12 ( x ). If ψ1(x) represents the fundamental

mode of the waveguide (with β1 as the corresponding propagation constant), then

(see Equation 1.18):

d 2ψ1

+  k02 n12 ( x ) − β12  ψ1 ( x ) = 0 (12.1)

dx 2 





where



k0 =







ω 2π

=

c λ0



and λ0 is the free-space wavelength. We assume a small z-dependent periodic variation of the refractive index given by

∆n2 ( z ) = σ sin Kz (12.2)





where



K=







2π

(12.3)

Λ



and Λ represents the period of the z-dependent variation. Thus, the refractive-index

variation will be given by

n2 ( x, z ) = n12 ( x ) + ∆n2 ( z ) = n12 ( x ) + σ sin Kz (12.4)







We assume ∆n2 << n12 . In the weakly guiding approximation, the fields satisfying

the scalar wave equation are

∇ 2 Ψ + k02 n2 ( x, z ) Ψ ( x, z ) = 0 (12.5)







Assuming no y-dependence of the fields, we get

∂ 2Ψ ∂ 2Ψ

+ 2 +  k02 n12 ( x ) + k02σsin Kz  Ψ ( x, z ) = 0 (12.6)

∂x 2

∂z







Since Δn2 is assumed to be small compared to n12 ( x ), we may assume the solution

to be given by





Ψ ( x, z ) =  A ( z ) e −i β1z + B ( z ) ei β1z  ψ1 ( x ) (12.7)
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where the first term represents the forward-propagating mode and the second term

represents the backward-propagating mode. In the simplest form of the coupledmode theory, because of the periodic variation of the refractive index (see Equation 12.4),

the forward-propagating mode gets coupled to the backward-propagating mode; we

will justify this later in the chapter. Elementary differentiation gives us:

2

∂ 2Ψ

− i β1 z

i β1 z d ψ1





=

A

z

e

B

z

e

+

(

)

(

)

 dx 2

∂x 2 







=  A ( z ) e



− i β1 z



+ B(z)e



i β1 z



(12.8)



  −k n ( x ) + β  ψ1 ( x )





2 2

0 1



2

1



where we have used Equation 12.1. Now

∂Ψ  dA −i β1z

dB i β1z



= e

− iβ1 A ( z ) e −i β1z +

e + iβ1B ( z ) ei β1z  ψ1 ( x )

∂z  dz

dz







and





 d2B



∂ 2Ψ  d 2 A

dA 2

dB

=  2 − 2iβ1

− β1 A ( z )  e −i β1z ψ1 ( x ) +  2 + 2iβ1

− β12 B ( z )  ei β1z ψ1 ( x ) 

2

∂z

dz

dz

 dz



 dz



(12.9)

In the absence of any sinusoidal perturbation, A and B would be independent of z

and therefore dA/dz, d2 A/dz2, … would be zero. As mentioned earlier, we assume the

sinusoidal perturbation to be ‘weak’ so that

d2 A

dA

<< β1

(12.10)

2

dz

dz





and



d2B

dB

<< β1

(12.11)

dz 2

dz







In this approximation, Equation 12.9 would assume the form:

  



∂ 2Ψ 

dA 2

dB







≈ −2iβ1

− β1 A ( z )  ψ1 ( x ) e −i β1z + 2iβ1

− β12 B ( z )  ψ1 ( x ) ei β1z (12.12)

∂z 2 

dz

dz







Substituting for Ψ, ∂2Ψ/∂x2 and ∂2Ψ/∂z2 in Equation 12.6, we obtain



  −2iβ1



dA −i β1z

dB i β1z

e

+ 2iβ1

e + k02σ sin Kz  A ( z ) e −i β1z + B ( z ) ei β1z  = 0 (12.13)

dz

dz
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If we multiply Equation 12.13 by (i / 2β1 )ei β1z , we would get

 



dA dB 2i β1z

i 2β −K z

i K + 2 β1 ) z

=

e

− κA ( z ) eiKz − κB ( z ) e (

+ κA ( z ) e −iKz + κB ( z ) e ( 1 ) (12.14)

dz dz



where

κ≡







k02σ

(12.15)

4β1



If K is very nearly equal to 2β1 then, except for the last term in Equation 12.14,

all the terms (on the RHS) are very rapidly varying and can be neglected; thus, we

obtain

dA

≈ κB ( z ) eiΓz (12.16)

dz





where





Γ ≡ 2β1 − K (12.17)



Similarly, if we multiply Equation 12.14 by (i / 2β1 )e −i β1z and carry out a similar

analysis, we would obtain





dB

≈ κA ( z ) e −iΓz (12.18)

dz



Equations 12.16 and 12.18 give us the basic coupled-mode equations. In terms of

the effective index:





neff ≡



β1

(12.19)

k0



The coupling coefficient is given by





κ=



k0σ

(12.20)

4neff



Further, the refractive-index variation is often written as (see Figure 12.1)





n ( x, z ) = n1 ( x ) + ∆n sin Kz (12.21)

If we square Equation 12.21 and compare with Equation 12.4, we would get







σ ≈ 2neff ∆n (12.22)
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Refractive-index grating



Cladding



Core



z=0



z=L



FIGURE 12.1  Schematic diagram of a grating characterized by a periodic refractive-index

variation.



Thus,

κ≈







π∆n

1

k0 ∆n ≈

(12.23)

λ0

2



We will first obtain the solutions for Γ = 0 and then consider the more general

case of Γ ≠ 0.

Case I: Γ = 0

We first consider the case Γ = 0, which (as we will show later) would imply

λ0 = λB. Since Γ = 0, Equation 12.17 would give us:

K = 2β1 = 2k0 neff =







4πneff

(12.24)

λ0



Since K = 2π/Λ, we get

λ 0 = 2neff Λ = λ B







( Bragg condition ) (12.25)



which is referred to as the Bragg condition and λB (=2neffΛ) is known as the Bragg

wavelength. In a waveguide with neff ≈ 1.45, for the Bragg wavelength to be about

1.55 μm, we must have Λ ≈ 0.534 μm.

Now, for Γ = 0, Equations 12.16 and 12.18 become

dA

= κB ( z ) (12.26)

dz





and



dB

= κA ( z ) (12.27)

dz





Thus,





d2B

dA

=κ

= κ2 B ( z ) (12.28)

2

dz

dz
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If the grating is of length L, then there is no backward-propagating wave for

z ≥ L, giving

B ( z ) = 0 for z ≥ L (12.29)







Thus, the solution of Equation 12.28 is given by

B(z ) = F sinh κ ( z − L ) 0 ≤ z ≤ L (12.30)







where we have incorporated the boundary condition given by Equation 12.29. If we

now use Equation 12.27, we would get

A (z) =







1 dB

= F cosh κ ( z − L ) (12.31)

κ dz



If we assume A(z = 0) = 1, we would get

F=







1

(12.32)

cosh κL



Therefore, the final solutions are





A (z) =



cosh κ ( z − L )

(12.33)

cosh κL



B (z) =



sinh κ ( z − L )

(12.34)

cosh κL



and



Thus,





B ( 0 ) = − tanh (κL ) (12.35)



which represents the amplitude of the reflected wave. Thus, the reflection coefficient

is given by





R = tanh 2 κL (12.36)



or





R = tanh 2



π∆nL

(12.37)

λB
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= tanh 2







π∆nL

(12.38)

2neff Λ



Figure 12.2 shows the variation of |A(z)|2 and |B(z)|2 with z for an FBG where we

consider one experimental datum to select the parameters of the FBG. The peak

reflectivity of the grating considered is measured to be ≈ 0.8 and the Bragg wavelength is λB ~1550.9 nm. The fibre used for grating writing has an effective index

of n eff  ~1.447 and the length of the grating is L = 5 mm. Thus, from Equation 12.36,

for the peak reflectivity R = 0.8, we can estimate that the coupling coefficient of the

grating is κ = (πΔn/λB) ≈  0.000289 per μm. We have computed the z-dependence of

the intensities |A(z)|2 and |B(z)|2 of the forward- and backward-propagating mode,

respectively, using Equations 12.33 and 12.34, where the estimated κ, as mentioned,

has been used. The plots in Figure 12.2 clearly show that the intensity |A(z)|2 of the

forward-propagating mode with wavelength λB drops down to 0.2 at the end of the

grating (z = 5 mm) and the intensity |B(z)|2 of the backward-propagating mode grows

to 0.8 at z = 0, which indicate that the grating reflects back 80% of the input intensity

for λ = λB and transmits the remaining 20%. We further note that

2



2



A (z) − B (z) =







1

= constant (12.39)

cosh 2 κL



Equation 12.39 represents the conservation of energy; the negative sign arises

because the two waves are propagating in opposite directions.

Case II: Γ ≠ 0

We next consider the case when Γ ≠ 0, that is, λ0 ≠ λB.

1.0



0.8



0.6



|A(z)|2



0.4

|B(z)|2



0.2



0.0



0



1000



2000



3000

z (μm)



FIGURE 12.2  Typical variation of |A(z)|2 and |B(z)|2 with z.
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5000
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We rewrite the coupled-mode equations:

dA

= κB ( z ) eiΓz (12.40)

dz





and



dB

= κA ( z ) e −iΓz (12.41)

dz





Thus,



d2B

dA −iΓz

=κ

e − iΓκA ( z ) e −iΓz

dz 2

dz





or



d2B

dB

+ iΓ

− κ2 B ( z ) = 0 (12.42)

2

dz

dz







where we have used Equations 12.40 and 12.41. If we assume B(z) ~ egz, we would obtain

g=−







iΓ

± α (12.43)

2



where α = κ2 − (1 / 4)Γ 2 and we have assumed (1/4)Γ 2 < κ2; the case κ < (1/2)Γ

will be considered later. Thus, the solution that will incorporate the boundary condition given by Equation 12.30 would be given by

B( z ) = Fe − (i / 2 )Γz sinh α ( z − L ) (12.44)





Thus,





A (z) =



F ( i / 2 ) Γz  i Γ



e

 − 2 sinh α ( z − L ) + α cosh α ( z − L ) (12.45)

κ







The condition A(0) = 1 would give





F=



κ

(12.46)

α cosh αL + (iΓ 2 ) sinh αL



And the reflection coefficient will be given by





2



R = B (0) =



κ 2 sinh 2 αL

(12.47)

α 2 cosh 2 αL + Γ 2 4 sinh 2 αL



(



)
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Now

Γ = 2β1 − K = 2k0 neff −







1

2π

1 

= 4πneff  −  (12.48)

λ

λ

Λ

B

 0



Thus, the condition (1/4)Γ2 < κ2 implies

1

1

κ

−

<

(12.49)

λ 0 λ B 2πneff







Similarly, the condition (1/4)Γ2 > κ2 implies

1

1

κ

−

>

(12.50)

λ 0 λ B 2πneff





When (1/4)Γ 2 > κ2,





g=−



iΓ

± i γ (12.51)

2



1

4



Γ 2 − κ2 (12.52)



where

γ=







Thus, the solution that will incorporate the boundary condition given by Equation

12.30 would be given by

− i Γz 2

B ( z ) = Me ( ) sin γ ( z − L ) (12.53)





Thus,





A(z) =



M − ( i Γz 2 )  i Γ



e

 − 2 sin γ ( z − L ) + γ cos γ ( z − L )  (12.54)

κ







As before, we can use the condition A(0) = 1 to get the value of M; the reflection

coefficient would be given by

2







B (0)

κ2 sin 2 γL

R=

= 2

(12.55)

A (0)

γ cos2 γL + Γ 2 4 sin 2 γL



(



)



Obviously, R = 0 when γL = mπ; (m = 0, ±1, ±2, …) or





Γ2 =



4 2 2

κ L + m 2 π2

L2



(



)
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or

12

1

1

1

 κ2 L2 + m 2 π2  (12.56)

−

=





λ 0 λ B 2 π neff L







Thus, the wavelength at which R = 0 will be given by

λ0 ≈ λ B ±







λ 2B

κ2 L2

m 2 + 2 (12.57)

2 neff L

π



The first minima on either side will correspond to m = 1, and if we define the

bandwidth of the reflection spectrum as the wavelength difference between the first

minima on either side of the central peak, then it would be given by

2



 ( ∆n ) L 

λ2

κ2 L2

λ2

∆λ ≈ B 1 + 2 ≈ B 1 + 

(12.58)

 λ B 

neff L

neff L

π











where Equation 12.23 has been used. To summarize:





R=



κ 2 sinh 2 αL

α cosh αL + Γ 2 4 sinh 2 αL

2



2



(



)



κ2 sin 2 γL

γ 2 cos2 γL + Γ 2 4 sin 2 γL



1

1

κ

−

<

(12.59)

λ 0 λ B 2πneff



when



when



1

1

κ

−

>

(12.60)

λ 0 λ B 2πneff







=







= tanh 2 κL ( peak reflectivity) when λ 0 = λ B = 2neff Λ (12.61)



(



)



Equation 12.59 can also be written in the following form:





R=



κ 2 sinh 2 αL

(12.62)

κ cosh 2 αL − Γ 2 4

2



(



)



12.3  COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A generic reflection spectrum of a uniform FBG is shown in Figure 12.3, where we

overlay one experimental result onto a theoretically simulated spectrum considering

the same grating parameters as used in the experiment. A 5 mm uniform grating was

written on a standard photosensitive fibre whose effective index is neff ≈ 1.447. We

exposed the fibre with a UV (248 nm) interference fringe with period Λ ≈  535.6 nm

for a certain period of time and measured the strength of the Bragg grating or the

reflectivity at the Bragg wavelength, for this case at λB ≈ 1550.002 nm, to be ~0.44.
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FIGURE 12.3  Reflection spectrum of a uniform Bragg grating. The solid line shows the

simulated measured values and the open circles show the experimentally measured values.



The reflection spectrum of the FBG, as recorded by an optical spectrum analyser,

is represented by the open circles in Figure 12.3. The peak index modulation Δn

required to obtain a reflectivity r ≈ 0.44 for the given grating parameters is estimated using Equation 12.38 and is found to be ~0.000079. With this estimated Δn

and the grating parameters considered for the experiment, we simulate the reflection
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FIGURE 12.4  Reflection spectrum of a strong uniform Bragg grating with more pronounced

side lobes.
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spectrum using Equations 12.59 through 12.61, which is represented by the solid

line in Figure 12.3 and agrees very well with the experimental data. The prominent

side peaks or side lobes on either side of the central peak (at λB) are characteristic

of Bragg gratings, where Δn is uniform throughout the length of the grating. The

strength of the side lobes increases with the increase in the reflectivity of the grating.

Figure 12.4 shows the result where we simulate a reflection spectrum with identical

grating parameters, as described in the previous example but for a peak index modulation Δn = 0.0003.
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13.1 INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, the fascinating growth of optical fibre and fibre-optic

components has made them attractive for future research. The experimental demonstration of photosensitivity in optical fibre raised tremendous interest in developing in-fibre Bragg grating to be used as reflective mirrors and filters for various

applications. There are different methods to write intracore fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) in a specially designed photosensitive optical fibre or in a standard
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single-mode (SM) fibre. The theoretical aspect of in-fibre grating is described in

Chapter 12. Photosensitivity can be enhanced in the core of the fibre by doping more

GeO2 and other dopants like B2O3. Germanium-doped silica fibre exhibits permanent change in the refractive index of its core when it is exposed to intense ultraviolet (UV) light of a specific wavelength. The grating characteristics change due to

environmental conditions, such as stress, strain and temperature, and the resulting

shift in the central wavelength determines the magnitude of the stress/strain and

temperature at a very minute scale, which helps sensitive sensing in smart structures

in particular. Some of the important applications include broadband and narrowband

stop filters, fibre and semiconductor external laser cavity mirrors, modal couplers,

Fabry–Perot etalons, distributed feedback (DFB) laser sources for dense wavelength

division multiplexing (DWDM), dispersion compensators used in optical fibre links,

pulse shaping and add/drop wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) devices [1].

In-fibre long-period grating (LPG) is also important in sensing applications [2,3].

Therefore, FBGs/LPGs have potential use in the development of smart structural

health-monitoring systems. In this chapter, we try to explain photosensitivity, the

fabrication of photosensitive fibre, in-fibre grating writing techniques and some

applications that we have developed at CSIR-CGCRI.



13.2  WHY PHOTOSENSITIVITY?

Photosensitivity means that the index of refraction of the fibre changes when exposed

to light. This was first demonstrated by Hill and co-workers in 1978 [4]. They irradiated a germanium-doped fibre with visible light (488 nm) from an argon ion laser

and observed a significant increase in attenuation while measuring the output power

of the fibre. They also noticed that the intensity of the light that back reflected from

the fibre increases with the exposure time and pointed out that the photosensitivity

increases with Ge-dopant concentrations. In 1989, Meltz et al. [5] demonstrated that

the index of refraction changes when a germanium-doped fibre is exposed to UV

light close to the absorption peak of a germanium-defect site in the wavelength range

of 240–250 nm. Subsequently, different models were proposed to describe the possible reasons for refractive-index change, based on the colour centre [6], compaction

and stress-relief mechanisms [7]. All these theories indicate that the germanium–

oxygen vacancy defects, Ge–Si and Ge–Ge (wrong bonds), are responsible for the

photoinduced index change.

During the high-temperature gas-phase oxidation process in the modified

chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) technique (described in detail in Chapter 5),

GeO2 dissociates to GeO due to its higher stability at elevated temperatures. Both

Ge and Si belong to Gr-IV elements of the tetravalent state and easily form oxides

as good candidates for glass former. Ge has two stable oxidation states: +2 and

+4. Thus, it may exist in GeO2 and GeO in glass. Therefore GeO is stable at

high temperature. It has been shown that GeO2 is proportional to the germanium–oxygen defect centre (GeODC) concentration in glass. Such species, when

incorporated into glass, can manifest in the form of oxygen vacancy Ge–Si and

Ge–Ge wrong bonds, which are responsible for the increase in the photosensitivity of highly doped germano–silica core optical fibres under intense UV radiation.
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These oxygen vacancy defects have been directly linked to the mechanism of

photoinduced refractive-index change [6].

The photosensitivity of high GeO2 doped fibre enhances due to the breaking

of Ge–Ge bond transforming into corresponding GeE/ defect centre, as shown in

Figure 13.1.

The population density of such defect centres directly influences the photosensitivity of GeO2-doped fibres [8]. Such population density of germanium–oxygen

hole centres (GeOHC) is increased with a critical oxidation environment during

deposition as well as during the collapsing stage of optical preforms while fabricating high-photosensitivity fibre in the MCVD technique. An optical absorption study of a polished small section of different GeO2-doped preforms found a

strong absorption peak around 240 nm, which developed due to the formation of

GeOHC [9,10]. The absorption at 240 nm was found to be related to the germanium

concentration in the fibre sample with an approximately linear relationship between

the 240 nm peak and the germanium concentration [8]. It was also observed that

the 240 nm absorption could be increased during deposition of the germano-silica

layer under the reducing condition as well as during the collapsing process [9,10],

where the 240 nm absorption might be identified as a reduced species, presumably

Ge(II) [6,11]. Owing to this, the absorbance value at 240 nm is increased with the

GeO2 content in the core of the fibre. Therefore, UV exposure by a KrF excimer

laser at 248 nm or the second harmonics of an Ar ion laser (488 nm) at 244 nm is

suitable for writing FBGs.

The photoinscription process depends on the wavelength, power and duration of

laser irradiation. Therefore, the parameters need to be optimized to make an efficient grating writing mechanism. H2 loading in the fibre enhances the photosensitization process. In one method, a homogeneous light beam is used to irradiate a

hydrogen-loaded fibre for a short period of time. Subsequently, the fibre is kept at

room temperature for some time to allow the dissolved hydrogen to out-diffuse from

the fibre before final exposure to UV radiation. The first step of this reaction is the

localization of hydrogen atoms and their incorporation into point defects, such as

GeE/ centres of glass situated near dopant atoms, which occur under UV radiation.

As a result, the modification of the pristine initial-type defects and the formation of

interim-type defects occur [12]. The interim defects absorb UV radiation in the next

step of the photochemical reaction without hydrogen, and at the final stage, defects

are formed, leading to index modification. This technique allows for a significant
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FIGURE 13.1  Formation of GeE/ and a germanium–oxygen deficiency centre (ODC) under

UV laser irradiation.
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FIGURE 13.2  Formation of oxygen-deficient Ge defect centres under the hydrogenation

process of optical fibre.



permanent change of the core refractive index. An index modulation of 10−5 can be

achieved in standard SMF-28 fibres after UV exposure [13].

Another technique for increasing the UV photosensitivity of GeO2-doped optical

fibres was reported by Lemaire et al. [14] in 1993. In this method, called hydrogen loading, H2 molecules are diffused into the fibre at a low temperature range

(21°C–75°C) and high pressures (20–750 atm). The loading time of exposure is typically a few days. The presence of molecular hydrogen increases the absorption loss

in optical fibres over a period of time. The hydrogen reacts with oxygen to form

hydroxyl ions. Another effect of hydrogen is the reaction with a Ge ion to form a

Ge–H bond, which changes the band structure in the UV region. Such changes,

in turn, influence the local refractive index as per the Kramers–Kronig model [1].

A H2-loaded fibre when exposed to UV radiation leads to a dissociation of hydrogen

molecules, leading to the formation of Si–OH and/or Ge–OH bonds. Additionally,

Ge-oxygen deficient centres (equivalent to Ge–H defect) are formed. H2 molecules

react at normal Si–O–Ge sites, resulting in the formation of oxygen-deficient Ge

defects, as shown in Figure 13.2, which contribute to the distinct index change of the

core region of an optical fibre. Hydrogen loading has become a popular method for

increasing the photoinscription process.



13.3  PHOTOSENSITIVE FIBRE FABRICATION

The fabrication of photosensitive fibres involves the control of critical process parameters. Here we describe the fabrication of GeO2-doped, GeO2 + B2O3 co-doped with

silica as cladding and GeO2 + B2O3 co-doped cladding preforms and fibres. Both

the preform and fibre are characterized to get an SM fibre for different applications.

Details of optical fibre fabrication using the MCVD process are described in Chapter 5.

The important fabrication process parameters related to enhancing photosensitivity

are described as follows:

• The process parameters and compositions are optimized with respect to the

fabrication of high GeO2-doped (10–20 mol%) and B2O3 + GeO2 co-doped

preforms, and to get fibres in an SM configuration.

• The photosensitivity of the GeO2 fibre is optimized with the proper selection of a reducing environment within the substrate silica tube during deposition of the SiO2–GeO2 core layer and also at the collapsing stage.
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• Optical absorption of polished preform sections along the length of the preform is studied to detect the GeOHC defects, which become responsible

for the high photosensitivity of GeO2-doped fibres. The electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra of preform sections are obtained for identification of

the other defect centres present, such as Si/GeE/, GeNBOHC and peroxy

radicals.

• The fabrication parameters of the B + Ge co-doped fibre are optimized in

such a way as to satisfy the condition of cladding-mode suppression (CMS)

so that the radiation coupling loss of higher-order modes becomes very low

at around ~0.4–0.7 dB. This is acceptable from an application point of view

and useful for making typical grating-based components.



13.3.1 Fabrication of GeO2-Doped Fibre

Preforms containing a high GeO2 dopant (~10–20 mol%) in the core in different proportions are fabricated using the MCVD process (details are given in Chapter 5)

and fibres are drawn from the preforms with online resin coating. The core–clad

dimension is varied in the range of 10:125 to 5:125 depending on the numerical aperture (NA) of the corresponding fabricated fibres. To enhance the photosensitivity of

the fibres, the GeO2 content is gradually increased up to 20 mol% and special care

is taken during the collapsing process under a reducing environment. High GeO2doped (15–20 mol%) preforms with an NA in the range of 0.15–0.22 are fabricated

for drawing high Ge content photosensitive optical fibres. To adjust the cut-off wavelength near to 1550 nm, the core–clad dimension is adjusted through overcladding

of the initial preform of a diameter of around 10 mm with suitable dimensional silica

tubes. The photosensitivity of different GeO2-doped optical fibres is optimized by

controlling the incorporation level of different co-dopants, such as GeO2 and B2O3,

into the SiO2 host glass along with the selection of proper reaction environments.



13.3.2 Fabrication of Boron Co-Doped Germano-Silicate

Cladding-Mode Suppressed Fibre

Bragg gratings with high reflectivity inscribed on a conventional SM fibre induce

a significant amount of excess loss in the shorter-wavelength sideband. Such loss is

caused by the coupling of the fundamental core mode to the backward-propagating

cladding modes, which gives rise to insertion loss in the neighbouring WDM channels. Therefore, it is necessary to suppress the cladding-mode coupling loss that

severely restricts the application of FBGs in WDM systems.

To achieve this property, a suitable dopant that either reduces the photosensitivity in the core or increases the photosensitivity in the cladding is required.

Phosphorous co-doping in a germanium-doped core has the property of reducing the

core photosensitivity [14,15] and also enhancing the core refractive index to allow

a lesser amount of germanium to be used in the core. Another technique is boron codoping in a germanium-doped cladding that enhances the photosensitivity of the

cladding of the fibre. Boron doping reduces the refractive index of the cladding [6]

and allows an overall refractive-index profile similar to that of the undoped silica.
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A boron–germanium-doped cladding-mode suppressed fibre is fabricated using the

MCVD technique. In such CMS fibre, it is important to have the same photosensitivity, in both the core and the inner cladding, which requires tedious control of the

deposition process parameters.

Boron co-doped germano-silica glass-based optical preforms are made by using

BBr3 as a source of dopant precursor such that the doping level of the B2O3 content in

the clad region will be a minimum of four times higher than that of GeO2. The doping levels of B2O3 in the core and clad regions are varied from 10 to 15 mol% and 3 to

5 mol%, respectively. The thickness of the B2O3–GeO2 co-doped clad region should

be optimized properly with respect to the core diameter to suppress the higher-order

modes. The refractive index of the B2O3 + GeO2 co-doped clad region will be slightly

lower than that of silica for making a depressed-clad CMS fibre. The radiation coupling loss of higher-order modes of such fibre is reduced to the value of ~0.3–0.4 dB,

which is good for grating-based components and devices. The co-doping of boron

affects neither the peak absorption at 240 nm nor the shape of the 240 nm peak. The

explanation given for the higher photosensitivity is that the addition of boron allows

a photoinduced stress relaxation effect to occur under UV radiation [13,16], causing an increase in the photosensitive response. The index modulation could reach

values up to ~10−3 [16], which is much larger than the value of ~10−5 achievable with

an ordinary SM fibre and onefold higher, that is, ~10−4, for a typical highly doped

Ge-doped fibre.



13.3.3  Characterization of Photosensitive Optical Fibres

The GeOHC defects, which become responsible for the high photosensitivity of

GeO2-doped fibres, are evident from the absorption peak intensity at the 244 nm

wavelength of a 15 mol% GeO2-doped preform sample, which was found to be

higher than that of a preform sample containing 10 mol% of GeO2, as shown in

Figure 13.3.
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FIGURE 13.3  Optical absorption spectra of different GeO2-doped preform samples: (a)

15 mol% and (b) 10 mol%.
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FIGURE 13.4  ESR spectra of a high GeO2-doped preform section containing 10 mol% of

GeO2.



ESR studies of GeO2-doped preform sections identified the defect centres already

present in the core glass region. Two resonance peaks corresponding to g values of

2.0012 and 2.0057, respectively, due to the formation of GeE/ or SiE/ defect centres and a nonbridging oxygen hole (NBOH) centre [17–19] were obtained from an

ESR study, as shown in Figure 13.4. The refractive-index profiles of depressed- and

match-clad photosensitive CMS preform and fibres measured by preform analysers

and fibre analysers, respectively, are shown in Figures 13.5 and 13.6.

Figures 13.5 and 13.6 show the refractive-index profile of one of the depressedclad photosensitive CMS preforms and fibres (CGCRI-PS-294), respectively. In this

fibre, the depressed clad contains 1.5 mol% of GeO2 and 6.5 mol% of B2O3. The core

region contains 12 mol% of GeO2 and 8 mol% of B2O3 with respect to silica and the
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FIGURE 13.5  Refractive-index profile of a depressed-clad photosensitive CMS fibre preform (CGCRI-PS-294).
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FIGURE 13.6  Refractive-index profile of a depressed-clad photosensitive CMS fibre

(CGCRI-PS-294).



fibre is single mode with a cut-off wavelength of around 1400 nm and an NA of ~0.18.

The refractive-index profile of another match-clad photosensitive CMS preform and

fibre (CGCRI-PS-296) is shown in Figures 13.7 and 13.8, respectively. In this fibre

(SiO2–B2O3–GeO2), the clad region contains 1.75 mol% of GeO2 and 4.0 mol% of

B2O3, whereas the doping levels of GeO2 and B2O3 within the core region are 20 and

12 mol%, respectively. The NA is 0.14 with a cut-off wavelength of 1500 nm.

The spectral loss of CMS fibre (CGCRI-PS-296) is shown in Figure 13.9. The

background loss at 1200 nm was found to be around 10 dB/km. The loss peak at

1390 nm arises due to the OH content of the fibre. The optical loss of boron-doped

fibre increases gradually above 1200 nm due to the formation of a paramagnetic

defect, known as a boron-oxygen hole centre (BOHC), which is a three-coordinated

B atom bound to a nonbridging oxygen, >B–O [13].
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FIGURE 13.7  Refractive-index profile of a match-clad photosensitive CMS fibre preform

(CGCRI-PS-296).
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FIGURE 13.8  Refractive-index profile of a match-clad photosensitive CMS fibre

(CGCRI-PS-296).
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FIGURE 13.9  Spectral attenuation curve of a photosensitive CMS fibre measured in a short

length.



13.4  IN-FIBRE GRATING WRITING TECHNIQUE

It has been discussed that the presence of germanium in the core of silica optical

fibres makes them photosensitive and when the fibre is exposed to UV radiation

(commonly around the 193 or 244 nm band), a permanent increase of the core refractive index is possible in the exposed region. Therefore, when the fibre is exposed to

an optical interference pattern of UV radiation, a permanent periodic refractiveindex modulation is created in the core of the fibre along its length.

There are different ways to produce UV fringes that inscribe Bragg gratings in

the core of the optical fibre [1]. Among them, the most used techniques are (i) the

amplitude-splitting interferometric technique and (ii) the phase-mask technique. In
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the interferometric technique, a typical holographic writing set-up is used [20] to split

the amplitude of the incoming UV light into two beams, which are then reflected by

mirrors to recombine them at an angle θ to form an interference pattern, as shown in

Figure 13.10.

The periodicity Λ of the interference fringe can be expressed by the following

relation:

Λ=





λ uv

2 sin ( θ 2 )



By changing the intersecting angle θ between the two writing beams, it is possible

to write Bragg gratings at any wavelength. This is also a flexible method for producing gratings of different lengths. Nevertheless, the stability of the fringe pattern is a

prerequisite for producing good-quality gratings in a repeatable manner.

As compared to the interferometric technique, the phase-mask technique provides

a more robust and stable method for producing FBGs. A phase mask is a diffractive

optical element, which diffracts the incident light in different orders. Phase masks

may be formed holographically or by electron-beam lithography in a high-quality

fused silica, transparent to the UV writing beam. When the phase mask is operated in

a specific manner where the incident light is normal to the phase mask, the diffracted

plus and minus first orders are maximized, each containing typically more than 35%

of the transmitted power. The profile of the periodic grating is optimally designed to

suppress the zero-order diffracted beam to a very small percentage of the transmitted

power, typically less than 5% in standard phase masks. A near-field fringe pattern

is produced by the interference of the plus and minus first-order diffracted beams

shown in Figure 13.11. This pattern induces a refractive-index modulation in the core

of the optical fibre placed within 80–100 μm behind the phase mask, the period of the

fringes being one-half of the phase-mask period, Λpm.

It is possible to model and assess the interference field and the near-field energy

density distribution produced by a periodic mask when exposed, using a UV laser

with finite spatial and temporal coherence [20–21].

Figure 13.12 shows a basic experimental set-up for apodized Bragg grating fabrication, which is used in CSIR-CGCRI. The UV source is a KrF excimer pulsed laser

(Braggstar 500 from TUI Laser) having a wavelength of 248 nm with a pulse duration

UV radiation (λ)
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FIGURE 13.10  Basic interferometric writing technique.
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FIGURE 13.11  Diffraction of light by a phase mask.



of 20 ns. The maximum pulse energy is ~18 mJ, which can be adjusted depending on

the fibre used and on the hydrogenation process, that is, the available photosensitivity of the fibre. Cylindrical optics is used to focus the beam in a direction parallel to

the fibre. A translation stage allows the beam to be scanned along the phase-mask/

fibre arrangement. In this technique, the length of the FBG is limited by the length of

the phase mask. The phase mask itself is mounted onto a single piezoelectric actuator, driven to dither the phase mask by using a sinusoidal waveform from a function

generator, which generates the apodization profile. The magnitude of the dither signal varies as the beam is scanned through the length of the phase mask. The dither

amplitude is maximum when the beam is at either end of the mask and minimum

at the centre of the mask, for a symmetric apodization profile. The inscription process is monitored online using a broadband source and an optical spectrum analyser

(OSA), as shown in Figure 13.12.



13.4.1 Grating Written in Cladding-Mode Suppressed Fibre

High-reflectivity Bragg gratings inscribed on conventional SM fibres induce a significant amount of excess loss in the shorter-wavelength sideband. This loss is caused

by the grating through the usual coupling of the forward-propagating signal to the
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FIGURE 13.12  Schematic diagram of a phase-mask-based Bragg grating fabrication set-up.
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FIGURE 13.13  Grating written in CMS fibre (CGCRI-PS-296): Grating strength (a) −32 dB

and (b) the lower-order cladding-mode loss of −0.36dB.
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backward-propagating fundamental mode along with the coupling of the fundamental core mode to the backward-propagating cladding modes. The cladding-mode

coupling loss severely restricts the application of FBGs in WDM systems. There

are various methods of fibre design for reducing coupling to cladding modes. The

possibilities are the use of (i) high NA fibres, (ii) depressed-cladding fibres and (iii)

fibres with a UV-sensitive inner cladding.

High NA fibres with a depressed-clad structure induce loss due to mode mismatch with a standard SM fibre. Therefore, specialty fibres with a UV-sensitive

inner cladding provide a better option because the photosensitivity profile and the

NA of the fibres can be suitably tailored by optimizing the composition of the photosensitive inner cladding. This is very effective in reducing the cladding-mode

strength over the core region of the optical fibre and reducing the coupling strength

between the guided modes and the cladding modes. CGCRI-PS-296, developed at

CSIR-CGCRI, is a fibre of that kind. The photosensitivity of such a fibre is so strong

that FBGs can be written without the need for hydrogen loading. The NA of the

fibre is also ~0.14, which is well matched with standard SM fibres, thereby enhancing the compatibility.

Figure 13.13 shows the transmission spectrum of a ~5 mm Bragg grating written in PS-296. The strength of the grating as measured is ~−32 dB (Figure 13.13a)

and the lower-order cladding-mode loss for this strong grating is ~−0.36 dB (Figure

13.13b).



13.5 APPLICATIONS

13.5.1  Basic Principle of FBG Sensor

FBGs have emerged as one of the most promising technologies and as an important component in a variety of applications in sensors fields. They have distinguishing advantages, such as electromagnetic insensitivity, small dimensions,

resistance to corrosion and multiplexing a large number of sensors along a single

fibre. The FBG strain sensor has now been widely investigated and applied in

infrastructures.

Inherently, FBGs work as spectral filters. Therefore, when FBGs are illuminated

by a broadband light source, a narrowband spectral component at the Bragg wavelength (λB) is reflected by the FBG. The Bragg wavelength (λB) is related to the effective refractive index (neff ) and the periodicity (Λ) of the grating area in a fibre core

and is represented as





λ B = 2neff Λ (13.1)



Any perturbation that can change the effective index (neff ) and/or the periodicity

(Λ) will result in a shift in the Bragg wavelength. The fractional change in the Bragg

wavelength may be represented as





d λ b dneff d Λ

=

+

(13.2)

neff

λb

Λ
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Now the second term on the right-hand side of Equation 13.2 represents the longitudinal strain ɛ. The fractional change induced in the effective index (neff ) due to

this strain ɛ is represented as [1]

dneff

n2

= − eff  p12 − v ( p11 + p12 )  ε (13.3)

neff

2







where

p11 and p12 are coefficients of the strain-optic tensor

ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the material

Thus, the fractional change in the Bragg wavelength as given in Equation 13.1

may be represented as

dλb

= (1 − P ) ε = K εε (13.4)

λb







(



)



2

where P = neff

2  p12 − v ( p11 + p12 )  . The coefficient Kɛ is the strain sensitivity

and Equation 13.4 is the relation between the FBG wavelength shift and strain without any influence of temperature change. For a silica fibre, the value of P is about

0.22 and the strain sensitivity coefficient is ~1.2 pm/μɛ for an operation Bragg wavelength of around 1550 nm.

The fractional change of the Bragg wavelength due to temperature variation may

be expressed as







d λ b  1 dneff 1 d Λ 

=

+

dT = ( ξ + α ) dT = KT dT (13.5)

λ b  neff dT

Λ dT 



where ξ = (1/n eff )(dn eff/dT) is the thermo-optic coefficient; α = (1/Λ)(dΛ/dT) is

the thermal expansion coefficient and K T is the thermal sensitivity. For a silica

fibre, α + ξ is ~6.7 × 10 −6/°C and the temperature sensitivity of the Bragg grating

is ~10 pm/°C.

There are variations in the strain and temperature sensitivity of the FBG sensor

because of the variations in the composition of the core material, the coating material used and also in any secondary packaging of the sensors. It is therefore mandatory to determine the sensitivity parameters by calibrating the sensors using a

high-precision OSA. It is important to note that for FBG sensors, a wavelength shift

induced by a change of 1°C is nearly equal to the wavelength shift that is induced

by a strain of ~10 μɛ. So, for any practical sensing application, a temperaturecompensated strain measurement is essential.

Figure 13.14a shows a specially packaged dual FBG sensor embeddable in a

concrete structure. The housing contains two FBG sensors. One senses strain

and temperature simultaneously and the other only senses temperature and is

free from any structural strain. Figure 13.14b shows an experimental result when
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FIGURE 13.14  (a) A specially packaged dual FBG sensor embeddable in a concrete structure and (b) the experimental strain sensitivity curve of an embedded sensor.



such a sensor is embedded in a concrete structure and the structure is compressed at a constant temperature. The embedded FBG (square) experiences a

compressive strain while the other FBG (black triangle) is absolutely free from

structural strain and its wavelength only changes due to a variation in the structural temperature.



13.5.2 Gain-Flattening Technique of Erbium-Doped

Fibre Amplifier by Chirped Bragg Grating

The spectrally designed gain-flattening filter (GFF) using chirped FBG (CFBG)

has been proven to be an optimal choice for gain equalization of an erbium-doped

fibre amplifier (EDFA) [22]. These filters are fabricated by changing the period of

the untilted interference fringes along the length of the grating while adjusting the

refractive-index modulation to match the required transmission loss at a specific

band of wavelength. For gain flattening application, these filters are usually used in

a transmission mode. These all-fibre filters can be fabricated in compatible standard

SM fibre leading to very low splicing losses with conventional fibre such as SMF-28.

Moreover, being an all-fibre technology, out of band insertion loss for these devices

is kept below 0.5 dB and is mainly introduced by the UV-induced index change in

the fibre obtained during the grating writing process. With an appropriate annealing

process, these devices can be made very stable leading to a long service lifetime.

In comparison with most other gain-flattening solutions, only one filter is required

to cover a very large optical bandwidth at C-band (~40 nm) leading to a very small

package footprint. For optical amplifier designer, GFF is a very cost effective and
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FIGURE 13.15  16-channel amplification without GFF; total I/P signal power, −8.0 dBm.
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attractive solution since this can lead to very short GFF prototyping development

time. One of the main features of these filters is very small error function that can

be obtained relative to the inverse gain curve of the optical amplifiers over a wide

optical bandwidth. This small error function is extremely important when GFFs are

used in a cascade of optical amplifiers inner transmission line. This avoids large

signal-to-noise discrepancy among the WDM channels that may lead to significant

sensitivity penalty at the receiver.

13.5.2.1  Writing GFF in Photosensitive Fibre

The GFF is written in a photosensitive fibre or hydrogen-loaded SMF-28 fibres

by a chirped phase mask at a chirping rate of 13.85 nm/cm. The effective index

at 1550 nm of the photosensitive fibre developed for GFF fabrication is 1.44706.

Therefore, the whole C-band (1525–1565 nm) has been covered by writing a

20 mm-long grating. As mentioned in Section 13.4, a KrF pulsed UV laser of wavelength 248 nm was used for the grating inscription. The required amplitude mask

was designed and fabricated to produce the loss spectrum of the GFF. Both static

and scanning beam writing methods are used to generate the spectral loss curve

of the GFF.

13.5.2.2  Gain Measurement Using Chirped Bragg Grating

A gain-spectrum of WDM 16-channel amplification in the C-band of an input signal

level −8.0 dBm (−20 dBm/channel) for a particular average inversion level without

the GFF of optimized fibre length is shown in Figure 13.15. The pump power for

this particular gain profile is 200 mW from a grating stabilized 980 nm laser source.

The gain variation at this particular inversion level is shown in Figure 13.16, where
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FIGURE 13.16  Gain variation for 16-channel amplification without GFF; total I/P signal

power, −8.0 dBm.
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FIGURE 13.17  Loss curve of the targeted GFF achieved by chirped fibre grating.



a maximum gain difference of 4.5 dB is observed. Accordingly, the spectral loss

curve of the GFF provided by suitably writing a chirped grating as shown in Figure

13.17. This spectral loss curve is exactly the reverse in nature of the gain-difference

spectrum (Figure 13.16).

The actual loss spectrum of the fabricated GFF is slightly deviated from the targeted loss curve, which produces an error function within ±0.35 dB, as shown in

Figure 13.18. The specification of the GFF is shown in Table 13.1.

The fabricated GFF has been utilized and inserted at the output of the EDFA

module. The insertion loss value of the GFF was <0.5 dB and initially there is a

little offset in the wavelengths from the prescribed ITU-T channels. The offset values of the wavelengths are minimized and completely overlapped with the desired

signal channels by carefully stretching the GFF using a precision control device.

During packaging of the GFF, an optimum tension of 50 g is applied to the GFF

and a ±0.5 dB gain variation is obtained. Later, the gain measurement showed that

the overall gain variation of ±0.5 dB can be obtained by putting the GFF for the

input −20 dBm/channel at the same average inversion level, as shown in Figure

13.19 [23].

TABLE 13.1

Specification of the GFF

Parameters

Wavelength range (nm)

Error function (dB)

Insertion loss (dB)

Gain flatness (dB)

Fibre type



Values

1528–1565

<0.5

<0.5

±0.5

Photosensitive



Wavelength (nm)



Actual transmission spectrum (grey colour)



Targeted transmission spectrum (dark grey colour)
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FIGURE 13.18  Transmission spectrum and error function of the fabricated GFF.
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FIGURE 13.19  Channel amplification with GFF; total I/P signal power, −8.0 dBm, gain. Gain variation is within ±0.5 dB.
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13.6 CONCLUSION

We describe different types of photosensitive fibres and their characteristics in terms

of the generation of defects to increase efficiency. Special emphasis is given to CMS

fibre and its fabrication and the effect of Boron doping. The writing of grating in such

a fibre is elaborated by citing some of the properties. The applications of gratings

related to smart sensing and gain flattening in an optical amplifier are demonstrated.
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14.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the concept of optical solitons is discussed by considering important linear and nonlinear optical effects, such as group-velocity dispersion (GVD),

higher-order dispersion (HOD), Kerr nonlinearity, nonlinear dispersion, simulated
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inelastic scattering, birefringence, self-induced transparency (SIT) and various inhomogeneous effects in fibres. After discussing some of these effects, we discuss a few

of the soliton models that find many applications in nonlinear optical fibres. Finally,

we also discuss the photonic crystal fibre (PCF) and its applications in terms of

solitons and supercontinuum generation (SCG).



14.1.1  Basic Concepts and Terminology

One of the most challenging aspects of science and technology today is their nonlinear nature, which is considered to be fundamental to many phenomena. In recent

years, nonlinear science has emerged as a powerful subject for explaining the mystery present in these challenges. Nonlinearity is a fascinating occurrence of nature

whose importance has been well appreciated for many years when considering largeamplitude waves or high-intensity laser pulses observed in various fields, ranging

from fluids to solid-state, chemical, biological, nonlinear optical and geological

systems [1–13]. This fascinating subject has branched out into almost all areas of

science and technology and its applications are percolating through the whole of

physics, from hydrodynamics to nonlinear optics, plasma physics to elementary particle physics, super conductivity to cosmology, and so on. In general, nonlinear phenomena are often modelled by nonlinear evolution equations inhibiting a wide range

of high complexities. In recent years, the advent of high-speed computers and the

development of many sophisticated analytical methods in the study of the nonlinear

phenomena and also supported by experiments, have encouraged both the theory

and experiment. In the last four decades or so, nonlinear science has experienced an

explosive growth with the invention of exciting and fascinating new concepts, such

as solitons, dromions, rogue waves, similaritons, SCG, complete integrability, fractals and chaos [1–13]. Some of the nonlinear partial differential equations (NPDEs)

admit one of the most striking aspects of nonlinear phenomena, which describe the

soliton as a universal character and they are of great mathematical interest too.

The study of solitons and the related issue of the construction of the solutions to a

wide class of NPDEs have become one of the most exciting and extremely active

areas of research in the recent years.

Actually, these developments are responsible for the present status of nonlinear

science, which includes both solitons and chaotic phenomena. Precisely, we can say

that a solitary wave is a wave that travels without change in shape and a soliton is a

solitary wave whose shape and speed are not altered by a collision. Strictly speaking,

however, the term soliton indicates, in general, a peculiar solitary wave whose propagation is modelled by a nonlinear dispersive equation and whose space profile is

such that nonlinearity and dispersion balance each other. This unexpected outcome

proved to be a real breakthrough in our understanding of the interesting aspects of

nonlinear effects in different physical systems. An immense amount of research soon

followed, and solitons were observed to have applications in many branches of science. All the soliton-possessing equations have a common key property that makes

them all the same creature, called the completely integrable systems. An important

ingredient in the development of the theory of soliton and of complete integrability

has been the interplay between mathematics and physics. In 1973, Hasegawa and
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Tappert modelled the propagation of coherent optical pulses in optical fibres by the

nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation [14]. They showed theoretically that the generation

and propagation of shape-preserving pulses, called solitons, in optical fibres are possible by balancing the dispersion and nonlinearity.

Although we have several advantages in optical fibre communication, the major

constraints are loss, dispersion, cross talk and nonlinearity [14–18]. The linear effects

are mainly due to the optical losses and dispersion in optical fibres. In single-mode

fibres, there are two types of dispersion that hinder optical fibre communications,

namely, material and waveguide dispersion. As no source of light is perfectly monochromatic, different wavelengths experience different amounts of indices and hence

propagate at different velocities. Thus, they arrive at the end of the fibre at different

timings. This kind of dispersion is known as material dispersion. Waveguide dispersion occurs due to the structural design of fibres, that is, the size of the core and the

refractive-index difference between the core and the cladding. The combined effect

of material dispersion and waveguide dispersion is referred to as group-velocity dispersion, which ultimately results in pulse broadening. Dispersion will make the pulse

energy spread temporally and the dissipation will give energy loss. Depending upon

the type of fibre used, dispersion can be broadly classified into two types: (i) intramodal dispersion and (ii) intermodal dispersion [1]. In the case of a single-mode fibre,

which can handle only one mode, there is only intramodal dispersion. Material dispersion is due to the frequency dependence of the index of refraction, and waveguide

dispersion is due to the frequency dependence of the propagation constant of a mode.

Material dispersion can produce devastating effects in a monomode fibre.

We know that the optical pulse has a spectrum of Fourier frequency components.

As the index of refraction of any optical system is a function of frequency, various

Fourier components of the pulse will experience different indices of refraction in a

dielectric medium. Since the refractive index is a measure of the velocity of the wave

propagating in the dielectric (ν = c/n(ω); ν = velocity in dielectric; c = speed of light

in vacuum and n(ω) = frequency-dependent index of refraction), different Fourier

components travel with a different velocity called the group velocity. In this case,

quantities such as ∂n/∂ω and ∂2 n/∂ω2 have finite values. As a result, derivatives of the

propagation constant k (wave number, k = nω/c) with respect to the frequency ω,

∂k/∂ω, ∂2 k/∂ω2, …, also have finite values. By making use of this fact, one can find

the propagation property of the sideband. The group velocity νg of the modulated

wave is given by νg = ∂ω/∂k = 1/kʹ and the group-velocity parameter k″ is given by

k′′ = ∂/∂ω(1/vg ) = −(1 / vg2 )(∂vg /∂ω). The third derivative k″′ ≡ (∂3k/∂ω3) is called the

higher-order dispersion (HOD) parameter. Because of k″, the optical pulse will

spread in the time domain during the course of propagation. This is called groupvelocity dispersion or chromatic dispersion. The contribution of k″′ is negligible in

comparison to k″. But for ultrashort pulses (USPs), the effect of k″′ is considerable.

GVD varies with respect to the wavelength λ. It can be seen that at one point, k″

vanishes (λ = 1.33 μm). This wavelength is called the zero-dispersion wavelength

(ZDW) (λD), which can be varied by doping with some dopants such as GeO2 and

P2O5. Nowadays, optical communication is usually based on this ZDW, as the pulse

broadening is very low. Near λD, the dispersion is due to the HOD parameter (k″′).

From the soliton point of view also, λD plays a very important role [1–5].
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There are different kinds of pulse-broadening mechanisms meant for the wavelengths on either side of λD. For wavelengths below λD (λ < λD), the high-frequency

components of an optical pulse travel slower than the low-frequency components of

the same pulse. This is called the normal dispersion regime. By contrast, if it is such

that the wavelengths are greater than λD (λ > λD), then it is called the anomalous

dispersion regime. Soliton-type pulse propagation in the anomalous and normal dispersion regimes is called bright and dark solitons, respectively.

However, when this dispersive wave is propagated in a nondissipative system,

with an amplitude larger than a threshold level (to induce nonlinearity in the system),

there is a possibility for exact balancing between the dispersion and the nonlinear

effect to obtain the stable pulses called solitons. Theoretically speaking, solitons

are confined energy pulses that can travel infinite distances without any change in

shape. The word soliton is commonly used for pulses in exactly integrable nonlinear

wave models. However, most realistic physical nonlinear systems are nonintegrable but support self-trapped solutions and exhibit important features and conserved

quantities. Such self-trapped solutions were initially called solitary waves. Solitons

and solitary waves differ from each other as the former do not couple to radiation

on collision and the number of solitons is always conserved. Optical solitons can

be broadly classified into two categories: temporal solitons and spatial solitons, the

distinction being that in the former the dispersion effect counteracts nonlinearity

and in the latter it is the diffraction effect. There is a third category of solitons, the

spatio-temporal solitons [1–12].

For long distances of pulse propagation, in addition to the pulse dispersion, the

nonlinear effects also become appreciable. The properties of a dielectric medium

when an electromagnetic wave propagates through it are completely described by

the relation between the polarization and the electric field. When an intense light

propagates through a dielectric medium, the response of the medium becomes nonlinear, which is due to the anharmonic motion of bound electrons. As a result, the

total polarization P induced by electric dipoles is no longer linear with the electric

field E, but satisfies a relation of the form





1

2

3

P = ε0 χ( ) E + χ( ) E.E. + χ( ) E.E.E. +  (14.1)







where

ɛ0 is the vacuum permittivity

χ(i) (j = 1, …) is the jth-order susceptibility

In silica fibres, the lowest dominant nonlinearity is due to χ(3), as they are made

up of SiO2 molecules. The other higher-order nonlinear effects due to χ(3) are selfsteepening (SS) and stimulated inelastic scattering. The physical processes that occur

as a result of χ(2) are distinct from those that occur due to χ(3). Second-order nonlinear

optical interactions occur only in noncentrosymmetric crystals, that is, there is no

inversion symmetry in the crystal. But third-order nonlinear optical interactions can

occur in both centrosymmetric and noncentrosymmetric media. However, in media

in which there is inversion symmetry, such as silica, χ(2) and the other higher even
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powers of χ(j) vanish. The third-order susceptibility χ(3) is responsible for various

nonlinear phenomena occurring in an optical fibre, such as third harmonic generation, four-wave mixing (FWM) and intensity-dependent refractive index.



14.1.2 Kerr Nonlinearity

An intense pulse, when propagated through a fibre, is capable of producing nonlinear

effects in it. This can be represented as, n(ω; |E|2) = n 0(ω) + n2|E|2, where n0(ω) is

the linear index of refraction and n2 is the Kerr nonlinearity parameter. Usually, the

index of refraction will give the pulse a phase delay, given by φ = nk0L = (n 0 + n2|E|2)

k0L, where k0 = 2 π/λ and L is the length of the fibre. The intensity-dependent nonlinear phase shift (φNL = n2 k0L|E|2) is due to the Kerr effect. That is, in any signal

propagation there will be a generation of phase shift between different frequency

components. This phase shift depends on the refractive index of the medium. As

the refractive index depends on the intensity of the pulse, which is a time-varying

quantity, the induced phase shift will also vary with time. This can be considered as

the generation of newer frequency components on both sides of the bandwidth. As

this phase modulation to the pulse is due to its own intensity, it is called self-phase

modulation (SPM). This can be considered as a spread in the frequency domain. This

is an important nonlinear effect as it balances the effect of GVD in the anomalous

dispersion regime and produces bright solitons. In this case, the pulse dynamics is

governed by the NLS equation [14]. The chirp produced by the SPM at high frequencies at the back of the pulse and at low frequencies in front is combated by the

dispersion that retards the low frequencies in front of the pulse, and advances the

high frequencies at the back of the pulse. The result is a pulse that does not change

its shape as it travels along the fibre. The dispersion is kept in balance by the nonlinearity and vice versa. Another way to describe the counteraction of these two effects

is to note that the nonlinearity increases the index locally, where the pulse intensity

is highest; this increase in the index counteracts the dispersion (in time) of a pulse

of finite duration, just like a local index increase counteracts diffraction (in space)

for a propagating beam of finite transverse dimension. The use of optical solitons

opens up new prospects for noninterference transmission, since solitons are highly

stable with respect to the small perturbations caused by fibre nonuniformities, and

to external interference. Apart from noise immunity, soliton regimes allow rapid

information transmission, more than 100 times faster than that in the best linear

systems [1–3,15].

Recent years have also shown increased interest from different experimental

and theoretical groups in the study of self-guided optical beams that propagate in

slab waveguides or bulk nonlinear media without supporting waveguide structures

[1–12]. Such beams are commonly referred to as spatial solitons even though they

do not possess all the properties of temporal solitons. Unlike a guided mode, a beam

propagating in a bulk medium generally experiences spatial broadening due to diffraction. However, if an increase in the light intensity in the beam leads to an increase

in the nonlinear refractive index, the so-called self-focusing effect, then the beam

will induce a higher refractive index on the axis than at its periphery because of the

decrease in the beam intensity away from the axis. As a result, the beam experiences
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a focusing action due to the guidance provided by the induced index distribution.

If the beam intensity is sufficiently large so that the strength of the focusing effect

exactly balances diffraction, the beam can then propagate without spreading in the

form of a self-guided beam or a spatial optical soliton.

To handle loss problems, nowadays repeaters are placed at periodic intervals to

give the necessary amplification and reshaping of the pulses. But the other choice

to solve this problem is to transmit soliton pulses for the digital coding governed by

the NLS equation. This will avoid the dispersion problem. The problem of dissipation can be handled with either Raman amplification or by amplification through

continuous-wave (CW) pumping in erbium-doped fibres [1,2,19]. Both types of

amplification need an external pumping source for amplification. But with doping

of two-level resonant impurity atoms such as erbium (Er), one can achieve the SIT

phenomenon in fibres. SIT can also compensate for the effect of losses in a fibre.

Actually, the SIT effect is also a soliton effect in a two-level resonant medium. So,

in Er-doped fibres in addition to the optical soliton (due to counterbalance of SPM

and GVD), the SIT soliton (due to the counterbalance of fibre absorption and stimulated emission) can also be achieved, which can almost solve the major constraints

due to losses in the field of fibre-optic communication.

Such a coherent propagation is described by the Maxwell–Bloch (MB) equation

[19]. When a two-level resonant medium such as erbium is doped with the core of the

optical fibres, the wave propagation can have both the effects due to silica and doped

erbium atoms. Erbium impurities give the SIT effect to the optical pulse, whereas

the silica material gives the NLS soliton effect. The dynamics of wave propagation in erbium-doped optical fibres are governed by the coupled system of nonlinear

Schrödinger–MB (NLS-MB) equations [19,20]. This type of soliton pulse propagation was theoretically shown for the first time by Maimistov and Manykin [20].

However, in a real fibre, the core is not homogeneous due to various factors, such as

manufacturing problems and density variations. Longitudinal fibre inhomogeneities

strongly affect the pulse dynamics and it is essential to study their effects for practical applications. The concepts of soliton control and soliton dispersion management in the nonlinear dynamical systems described by the NLS model with varying

dispersion, nonlinearity and gain or loss are the new and important developments

in the application of solitons for optical transmissions [1–12]. In the dispersionmanaged (DM) soliton technique, a fibre transmission line with a periodic splicing

of fibres with opposite dispersion is utilized. DM solitons have been realized both in

single-channel ultrahigh-speed transmission and in wavelength division multiplexed

(WDM) transmissions [1–23].

Although both the NLS and NLS-MB equations have explained several experimental situations, they need modifications depending on the experimental situation

and in reality and in the case of femtosecond pulses (<100 fs), many of the approximations used to derive the NLS equation fail. Up to now, considerable progress

has been made in the understanding of the picosecond pulse propagation in optical fibres, but only very little attention has been paid to understand the nonlinear

dynamics of femtosecond pulse propagation in fibres. In the past few years or so,

these models have attracted great attention among theoreticians and experimentalists [1–2,16,17].
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14.2  DERIVATION OF ENVELOPE WAVE EQUATION

The propagation of light through a dielectric nonlinear waveguide can be

described using Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic waves. The propagation of electromagnetic fields in the optical fibre, whose electric and magnetic

field vectors are given by E(r, t) and H(r, t) and their corresponding flux densities

are given by D(r, t) and B(r, t), respectively, is governed by the following four

Maxwell equations [1]:

∇ ⋅ D ( r, t ) = 0,

∇ ⋅ B ( r, t ) = 0,







∇ × E ( r, t ) + ∂B ( r, t ) ∂t = 0,



(14.2)



∇ × H ( r, t ) − ∂D ( r, t ) ∂t = 0,

where r and t correspond to space and time coordinates. In the optical fibre, the electric and the magnetic flux density vectors are defined as D(r, t) = ∈0E(r, t) + P(r, t),

B(r, t) = μ0H(r, t), where μ0 is the permeability of the free space, ∈0 is the permittivity of the free space and P(r, t) is the induced electric polarization vector. By taking

the curl of the last two equations and using the first two equations, one can eliminate

D(r, t) and B(r, t) in favour of E(r, t) and P(r, t) and obtain





∇ × ∇ × E ( r, t ) + 1 c 2 ∂ 2 E ( r, t ) ∂t 2 + µ 0∂ 2P ( r, t ) ∂t 2 = 0, (14.3)



where c (=1/√μ0∈0) is the light velocity in the vacuum. The induced polarization P

has both a linear and a nonlinear response, which can be written as

P ( r, t ) = PL ( r, t ) + PNL ( r, t ), (14.4a)





where



PL ( r, t ) = ∈0







t



∫χ



(1)



( t − t′) ⋅ E ( r, t′) dt′, (14.4b)



−∞



PNL ( r, t ) = ∈0



t



∫ ∫ ∫χ



( 3)



( t − t1, t − t2 , t − t3 )… E ( r, t1 ) E ( r, t2 ) E ( r, t3 ) dt1dt2dt3,



−∞



where

… represent the multiplication between the E(r, t)

χ(3) represents the respective time coordinates

χ(1) and χ(3) are the material dielectric response tensors for linearity and nonlinearity,

respectively
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The second-order susceptibility χ(2) is not considered because it vanishes due to

the molecular (centro) symmetry of silica glass.

The optical field is assumed to be quasi-monochromatic, that is, the pulse

spectrum, centred at ω 0, is assumed to have a spectral width Δω such that

Δω/ω ≪ 1.

• The slowly varying envelope approximation.

• The optical field is assumed to maintain its polarization along the fibre

length so that a scalar approach is valid. This is not really the case, unless

polarization-maintaining fibres are used, but the approximation works quite

well in practice.

• PNL is treated as a small perturbation to PL . This is justified because nonlinear changes in the refractive index are less than 10−6 in practice.

• Truncation of the Taylor expansions of k(ω). From the standpoint of linear

propagation, the first-order term governs the overall velocity of the optical

pulse, while the second-order term governs its spreading. Both these effects

are readily visible. By contrast, the effects of the third- and higher-order

terms are not readily visible unless the second-order term is zero. Since a

soliton is formed by balancing dispersion (β2) with the zeroth nonlinearity

(γ), higher-order nonlinear effects will not be visible unless the pulse duration is quite small.

• Since ω0 ~ 1015 Hz, it is valid for optical pulses as short as 0.1 ps.

• The electromagnetic wave in a fibre has a vector field with three components

in both the electric and magnetic fields. However, the one-dimensional

NLS equation is still valid, provided that its coefficients are evaluated by

appropriately taking into account the waveguide effects of the fibre. In

particular, when the fibre has a cross-sectional dimension somewhat larger

than the wavelength of the light (weakly guided fibre), the coefficients are

relatively simplified. Taking into account the higher-order effects (without

loss), the reduced higher NLS (HNLS) equation for the normalized amplitude reads [17]





(



)



( )



( ) , (14.5)



qz = i α1qtt + α 2 q q + ε α3qttt + α 4 q q + α 5q q

t



2



2



2



t



where α1, α2 , α3, α4 and α5 are the parameters related to GVD, SPM, HOD,

SS and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), respectively. Although Equation

14.5 was first derived in 1985, only very recently has it attracted much attention

among researchers from both a theoretical and an experimental point of view

[24,25].



14.3  OPTICAL SOLITONS: BRIGHT SOLITONS

The concept of optical solitons in fibres was first theoretically predicted by Hasegawa

et al. [14] in 1973. They derived the NLS equation from the Maxwell equations.
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Considering picosecond pulse propagation, they explained that the dynamics of the

wave propagation in optical fibres with Kerr nonlinearity are governed by the NLS

equation of the form



(



2



)



iqz + qtt + q q = 0. (14.6)







Many mathematical methods are available for obtaining the soliton solution of a

given NPDE [1–12]. Using the Abiowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur (AKNS) method,

the Lax pair for Equation 14.6 is derived as

Ψ t = U Ψ,







Ψ =  Ψ1



T



Ψ 2  ,



Ψ z = V Ψ,



(14.7)
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and λ is the eigenvalue parameter, so that the consistency condition Uz − Vt + [U,V] = 0

leads to the NLS equation. The simple soliton solution of Equation 14.6 takes the

form [1–3]





(



)



q ( z, τ ) = ηsech η ( τ − µz )  exp i η2 − µ 2 z 2 − iµτ . (14.8)







From the soliton solution it will be clear that the initial pulse is a hyperbolic

secant-shaped one. The soliton solution will give an idea of the initial pulse shape,

amplitude and width to be propagated in the fibre. The one-soliton solution is useful in optical communication technology. Technically, this means that any optical

pulse transmitted into a lossless fibre forms itself to become solitons as it propagates

through a fibre, thus solitons are natural forms of signal carrier as are the Fourier

modes in a linear transmission, while the higher-order solitons are useful for pulse

compression. The two-soliton solution of the NLS equation is shown in Figure 14.1.

In 1980, Mollenauer et al. [15] succeeded in experimentally observing the optical

solitons. Later, many researchers succeeded in transmitting NLS solitons through

very long distances by considering different experimental situations and pulses.

Around the mid-1980s, interest in the optical soliton transmission system started to

increase. The soliton order is related to the pulse amplitude, width and the fibre
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FIGURE 14.1  Two-soliton solution of the NLS equation.



parameters. The soliton parameter N is given by the relation N 2 = α 2 P0T02 / α1 ,

where P0 and T0 are the initial pulse peak power and width, respectively. For N = 1,

the soliton is called the single soliton. This will propagate as it is in the fibre without

any change in its initial shape throughout the fibre length, whereas any other N-soliton

will break into (N − 1) number of peaks at a distance of z = z0 and regain its initial

shape at a distance of z0, where z0 is called the soliton period, given by

z0 = (π / 2)(T02 / α1 ) . The two-soliton plot is given in Figure 14.1.



14.3.1 Dark Solitons

When the GVD is positive, the resulting envelope equation takes the form [1–5]





(



2



)



iqz − qtt − q q = 0. (14.9)



Very recently, it was reported that an optical soliton can also be generated at

1060 nm, that is, in the normal dispersion regime. In this case, there is a possibility

of a different type of soliton called the dark soliton. The solution appears as a localized dip against a uniform background. The inverse scattering transform (IST) can

be used to construct the fundamental and higher-order solitons by imposing the

boundary condition that q( z, t ) tends towards a finite value for large values of t .

The fundamental soliton (N = 1) takes the form





q ( z, t ) = tanh ( t ) exp ( iz ). (14.10)



The behaviour of higher-order dark solitons is fundamentally different in the case

of normal GVD compared with the case of anomalous GVD.

Dark solitons in fibres were first observed by transmitting a lightwave in the

normal dispersion region of a fibre. An Nd:YAG laser was used with an output

of 100 ps in which 0.3 ps holes were produced by a modulator into a 10 m singlemode fibre. The output power was measured using the autocorrelation techniques

for various input power levels and the results were compared with the numerical
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solution of the NLS equation. Since a dark soliton is a topological soliton, in order

to form a single dark soliton, one should construct a dark pulse with an appropriate pulse change. Such an experiment was recently performed by reversing the

phase at the middle of a few-picosecond pulse. An excellent agreement between

the experimental observations and the theoretical calculations has been observed

in the narrowing of the dark soliton with an increasing power level. Recent studies on the dark solitons have revealed very interesting properties, which may

allow their stable transmission with much less spacing between solitons when

compared with bright solitons. Also, the interaction effects between two dark

solitons are less (only a half) than those between the bright solitons in the presence of fibre loss. The interaction forces between two dark solitons are always

repulsive, unlike the case of bright solitons where the interaction forces change

according to their relative phase. The self-induced Raman effect is found to be

more destructive in the case of dark solitons. Use of dark solitons for high-speed

communication systems and other applications will remain an interesting subject

for future research.



14.4  SOLITON WITH SS

When the spectral width of subpicosecond pulses becomes comparable with the carrier frequency, the NLS equation does not well govern the dynamics of subpicosecond optical pulses and should be modified to adopt more subtle effects, such as

the nonlinearity dispersion and the Raman self-frequency shift. In 1986, Mitschke

et al. [23] reported an interesting problem regarding the NLS soliton. During their

experimental observation on the NLS soliton, they witnessed a self-frequency shift

to the soliton pulse. This is due to the USP solitons, which are affected by the SRS

[23,26–28]. The USP soliton suffers not only from SRS but also from other higherorder effects such as the HOD and SS. In many works, the SS is treated as a perturbation to the NLS soliton. As SS basically gives asymmetrical broadening to the

optical pulses, the effect of SS is treated as a perturbation to the propagation of optical solitons. But there are some interesting results such as soliton propagation taking

place even in the presence of SS. In the presence of SS, the wave propagation in a

fibre is governed by the mixed derivative NLS (MDNLS) equation. The MDNLS

equation takes the form





(



2



)



( )

2



qz = i α1qtt ± α 2 q q ∓ εα 4 q q . (14.11)

t



Wadati, Kono and Ichikawa (WKI) [26,27] proposed the linear eigenvalue problem for Equation 14.11 in the form







 −iεα 4λ 2 + 2α 2 λ
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 ± εα 4λ + i α 2 2 q*
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In the absence of the SPM, the MDNLS Equation 14.11 reduces to the DNLS

equation in the form



( )

2



qz = iα1qtt ± εα 4 q q . (14.13)







t



Equation 14.11 can be transformed to Equation 14.13 through a suitable transformation. The one-soliton solution is given by (with α2 = k, b = α4 k and k = ±1)



  







 e2 y + k (1 + bξ ) 

4η exp 2iξt − 4i ξ2 − η2 z + 3i tan −1 

 + iδ  (14.14)

kbη









q ( x, t ) =

1/ 2

2

2

 k (1 + bξ ) e − ye y  + ( bηe − y )







(



{



)



}



where y = 2η(x − x) − 8ηξz and λ = ξ + iη.

The one-soliton solution contains the free real parameter ξ, connected with its

velocity η, determining its amplitude and x0 and δ, corresponding to the phase of the

soliton. From the two-soliton solutions, after a long time, the solitons with different

speeds separate, and the asymptotic solution is two well-separated solitons of the

form of Equation 14.14. As to the interaction of two solitons, it has been found that the

behaviour of the absolute values is identical to that of solitons of the NLS equation.

It is clearly shown that Equation 14.11 is different from the conventional form of

the NLS equation by the presence of the last term proportional to γ. This correction

term is referred to as the self-steepening term and plays a significant role in shortpulse propagation over a long distance. The SS of the pulse edge arises on retaining

the first time derivative of the intensity-dependent refractive index and produces a
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temporal pulse distortion and an asymmetry in the pulse spectrum. The SS does not

suppress pulse splitting in the time or transverse spatial dimensions, but a shock at the

trailing edge of the pulse is initially produced. It has been found that due to the SS

contribution, Equation 14.11 can allow for the possibility of truly hysteretic bistable

solitary behaviour. In the past years, the remarkably rich mathematical structures and

wide physical applications underlying the modified NLS (MNLS) equation accounting for the SS physical effect, its integrability and large classes of analytical solutions

have been studied extensively, such as the bright N-soliton solution, the asymmetric

deformations of the envelope soliton, the Gordon–Haus effect for MNLS solitons and

the analytical periodic and breather solutions. It should be noted that all of the aforementioned solutions were obtained for the ideal optical fibre transmission system, that

is, for the MNLS equation with constant coefficients [1–3,17].



14.5  SOLITON WITH HOD AND KERR DISPERSION

For high bit rate transmission in optical communication, we have to transmit USPs. But

narrow width pulses will induce higher-order effects such as HOD, SS and stimulated

inelastic scattering. From the experimental point of view, these effects perturb the

optical soliton propagation. But, theoretically, the NPDE, which governs these effects,

can be solved for soliton solutions both analytically and numerically. In the theoretical analysis, the conditions to be satisfied for the soliton propagation can be explicitly obtained [1–5,17]. So, with such theoretical results, the parametric conditions may

be achieved in the fibre so as to propagate solitons in reality. All these higher-order

effects are usually treated as perturbation to the NLS system and not from the soliton

point of view. The discussion also includes the possibility of exact soliton-type pulse

propagation in optical fibres with all the higher-order effects. In 1980, Mollenauer et al.

[15] succeeded in experimentally propagating solitons in silica fibre with the theoretical results of Hasegawa and Tappert [14]. Later, many interesting experimental and

theoretical results were reported in favour of optical solitons for their use in optical

communication [1–20]. In addition to optical communication, optical solitons also find

application in pulse compression, photonic switches and soliton lasers [1–13]. Because

of their large versatility and the advantages of optical solitons, it is expected that in the

near future almost all communications will be via optical solitons.

As we discussed earlier, with the inclusion of the higher-order effects, such as

HOD, SS and SRS, the wave propagation in a nonlinear light guide is described by

the HNLS equation. In 1990, Sasa and Satsuma [28] gave a parametric condition for

which the HNLS equation admits soliton-type pulse propagation, given by





(
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( )



( ) . (14.15a)



qz = i qtt + q q + ε qttt + 6 q q − 3q q
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Using the following variable transformation:
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can be transformed to the complex mK-dV equation of the form





(



QZ = ε QTTT + 6 Q Q



2



)



T



( ) . (14.15c)



− 3Q Q



2



T



Applying the IST, they also obtained the soliton solutions. When compared to all

other soliton solutions, the soliton solution that they derived has a very interesting

shape with two peaks. In all soliton optical communication links, the initial soliton

pulse is generated using the soliton laser. But it is very difficult to produce a pulse

with two peaks.



14.6  SOLITON IN NONUNIFORM FIBRES

For an optical soliton, a small dispersion variation perturbs a soliton in the same

way as an amplification or loss [1–3,24,25,29–38]. When the GVD is varied even

slightly, the behaviour of the soliton pulse changes drastically from its regular pulse,

where, for example, when the GVD decreases, the soliton pulse gets compressed as

it propagates along the length of the fibre. An optical fibre possessing the property,

where its GVD monotonically and smoothly decreases from an initial value to a

smaller value at the end of its length according to some specified value, is known as

a dispersion-decreasing fibre (DDF). This property of the DDF makes it a powerful tool in controlling optical solitons in soliton communication systems wherein

high-quality, stable, polarization-insensitive soliton pulse compression and soliton

train generation can be effectively realized. Therefore, fibres with varying chromatic

dispersion can have a lot of application in the soliton propagation control. Fibres

with slowly decreasing dispersion (FSDD) realize a regime of effective amplification

of solitons. Tajima [24] was the first to suggest the utilization of FSDD fibre optics.

He suggested using such fibres for compensating for the soliton broadening in lossy

fibres. Kuehl [29] considered a more general case of the soliton propagation on an

axially nonuniform optical fibre. It was suggested to use FSDD for the generation

of high repetition rate (GHz–THz) soliton trains and this method was experimentally realized when a 0.2 THz soliton train was generated. It was observed that long

lengths of DDF (>10 km) were required to extend the techniques to repetition rates

below −50 GHz, and it was also demonstrated that a simple combination of spectral

enrichment in dispersion-shifted fibre and multisoliton compression in a standard

fibre prior to propagation in a DDF can be used to generate a 40 GHz pulse train from

a system of a total length of 5.5 km. DDFs, on balancing dispersion and fibre nonlinearities, are capable of eliminating the Gordon–Haus timing jitter and can extend

the regime of stable soliton transmission. On employing a dispersion-flattened DDF,

an ultra-broadband supercontinuum (SC) has been generated. Very recently, it has

been proposed that self-similar parabolic pulses can be formed in a normal DDF

amplifier. Another aspect of varying dispersion is dispersion management in optical

fibres wherein fibre dispersion is effectively programmed by connecting fibres having various values of dispersion. The transmission and stability of optical solitons

propagating through nonlinear optical fibres and represented by variable coefficient

NLS equations have also been extensively studied. Recently, new classes of soliton
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solutions, namely, multihump solitons, which depend on both the map strength

and dispersion profile, were obtained for a strong DM optical transmission system.

Higher-order Gabitov–Turitsyn equations provide an in-depth understanding of the

soliton propagation in various types of nonlinear optical fibres, such as polarizationpreserving fibres, birefringent fibres and dispersion-flattened fibres. As the average

dispersion can be made much smaller, the timing jitter of a DM soliton is considerably reduced, and as a result, a higher bandwidth efficiency is achieved. An important realization of this aspect is mainly based on the effective programming of fibre

dispersion by connecting fibres having various values of dispersion, and this method

is termed dispersion management. Instead of this averaged dispersion profile, if the

dispersion map has a continuously varying dispersion profile along with a continuously varying chirp, the ensuing dispersion management is known as soliton dispersion management. Research on soliton dispersion management has been initiated by

Serkin and Hasegawa [35], and ever since it has been pursued by various research

groups due to the rich variety of properties exhibited by the same [18–20]. In addition to this, Porsezian et al. have investigated in detail the dispersion and nonlinear management of femtosecond optical solitons [21], and about soliton dispersion

management in an external harmonic potential [22]. Very recently, an experimental

observation of soliton dispersion management in a fibre with sine-wave variation of

the core diameter along the longitudinal direction of propagation of a dispersionoscillating fibre has been reported. Also very recently, Serkin et al. have extensively

studied the case when a soliton may be accelerated through a potential difference

and reflected from the potential boundaries, in the context of chirped nonautonomous optical solitons with moving spectra (coloured solitons) propagating through

nonlinear optical fibres, nonautonomous spatial solitons in graded-index nonlinear

waveguides and matter-wave solitons management concept [27]. Also, Porsezian

et al. have studied the investigation of nonautonomous soliton dispersion management in nonlinear optical fibres in the presence of an electro-optic phase modulator

and also by taking into consideration the effect due to self-induced Raman scattering on the propagation of optical solitons when the soliton amplitude does not vary

significantly during self-scattering [28].

If we consider the variable dispersion and variable nonlinearity, then the NLS

equation has to be modified in the form





iE ξ − 1 2µ ( ξ ) Ett + σ ( ξ ) E 2 E + iΓ ( ξ ) E = 0, (14.16a)



where Γ(ξ) is the fibre gain coefficient. If Γ(ξ) = 0, the resulting equation is found to

pass the Painlevé test for the condition μ(ξ) = σ(ξ)[K1∫  ξdsμ(ξ) + K2], where K1 and

K2 are arbitrary integration constants. Using the transformations z = ∫μ(ξ′)dξ ′ and

q = E√σ(ξ)/μ(ξ), Equation 14.18 can be transformed into





2



iqz + 1 2qtt + q q + iF ( z ) q = 0, (14.16b)



where F(z) is an inhomogeneous function related to F(z) = Γ(ξ)/μ(ξ). Equation

14.16b has been used in many areas such as Bose–Einstein condensates and plasma,
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and has been found to admit solitons. In the literature, considering the inhomogeneities in the fibre, the pulse propagation is also investigated for the following

equation:





2



iqz + qtt + 2ε q q + εM ( z, t ) q + G ( z, t ) = 0;



ε = ±1, (14.16c)



where M(z, t) and G(z, t) are functions that can be related to gain (or loss) and phase

modulations with suitable conditions. Kumar and Hasegawa [25] derived the chirped

stationary solutions with G(z, t) = 0 and M(z, t) = t2. Using the Painlevé analysis with

ɛ = −1, it has been shown that it admits the soliton property only for the following

choices of M(z, t) and G(z, t):





 1 dβ 2



M ( z, t ) = t 2 

− β ( z )  + iβ ( z ) + t α1 ( z ) + α 0 ( z ) , G ( z, t ), (14.16d)
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where α0(z), α1(z) and β(z) are arbitrary, real analytic functions of space. Further,

using suitable transformations, it is shown that Equation 14.16c with the conditions in

Equation 14.16d can be transformed to the NLS equation. On the other hand, if M is

a function of t only, then the system is IST solvable for the following choice of

M(t) = β2 t 2 − αt + iβ, G(z,t) = 0, where α and β are real constants or arbitrary

^

functions. Moores [30] also analysed Equation 14.16c with M ( z, t ) = −iα( z ) − M ( z)t 2

from the optical point of view and investigated the possibility of clean and efficient

nonlinear compression of chirped solitary waves with an appropriate tailoring of the

gain or dispersion as a function of distance and with optical phase modulation. The

soliton solution and the possibility of amplification of soliton pulses using a rapidly

increasing distributed amplification with scale lengths comparable to the characteristic dispersion length have also been reported. Recently, we have given explicit soliton

solutions through the Lax pair and the Bäcklund transformation (BT) and observed

several interesting properties, such as the spreading of the pulse without affecting the

area conservation [6–7]. The soliton-admitting INLS equation takes the form
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FIGURE 14.2  Soliton solution of nonuniform fibre.
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1



2

1

qz = i  qtt + q q +

q  . (14.17)

2

2 ( z + z0 ) 





Using suitable transformations, Equation 14.17 has been transformed to an NLS

equation. The soliton solution of an inhomogeneous optical system is portrayed in

Figure 14.2.



14.7 OPTICAL SOLITONS IN BIREFRINGENT

FIBRES AND WDM SYSTEMS

For handling more channels as well as to increase the information capacity, it is

necessary to achieve WDM using optical solitons [1–3,39–46]. This is possible

by propagation through different channels with different carrier frequencies in a

multimode fibre. But in the all-soliton communication system, a multimode fibre

cannot be used because it will include intermodal dispersion between different

modes. Hence, the concept of an optical soliton is not possible in the multimode

fibre. Even in single-mode fibres with the effect of birefringence, there is a possibility to propagate two orthogonally polarized waves. In some cases, two fields

of the same polarization but with slightly different group velocities have been

used to achieve WDM using solitons in single-mode fibres. In either case, two

fields are to be propagated in the fibre. So, the dynamics of the fibre system are

governed by the coupled system of equations. In addition to this, coupling is also

possible in the system of two parallel waveguides coupled through an evanescent

field overlap and the coupling of two polarization modes in uniform guides. Also,

nonlinear couplers use solitons as ideal tools for performing all-optical switching

operations.

For example, in birefringent fibres, the fields can be coupled to each other

nonlinearly through the Kerr effect. Normally in WDM, the ratio between the

coefficient of SPM and the cross-phase modulation (XPM) will not be 1:1. In

silica fibre, the XPM value will be 2/3. However, under ideal circumstances, the

ratio 1:1 between SPM and XPM can be realized in elliptical birefringent fibres

under purely electrostrictive nonlinear response. In this section, we consider only

the ratio of 1:1 between SPM and XPM. An elliptically birefringent Kerr medium

can also be obtained, for example, by twisting an appropriately doped optical

fibre during the drawing stage. In this case, Manakov has shown that the coupled

NLS (CNLS) equation, which governs the wave evolution, can be solved using

IST. When a soliton of one polarization interacts with an arbitrarily shaped pulse

of the opposite polarization, it will undergo a uniform phase shift with some

spatial displacement, but will suffer no change in polarization or shape. As long

as the signal pulse is a soliton, the shape of the switching pulse can be chosen for

convenience.

When two fields are propagated in a single fibre, the Kerr nonlinearity for a field

will depend on the intensity of both fields. This is called the cross-phase modulation.

With the XPM, the system is governed by the CNLS equations. The field q can be
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represented as the sum of right (q1) and left (q2) polarized waves. A coupled equation

is [39]



(

+ α (e q
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q1z = i α1q1tt + α 2 q1 + e q2









q2 z = i α1q2 tt
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where e is the cross-coupling parameter. We find that Equation 14.18 is just a

version of Manakov’s equation, which is integrable using spectral transform

methods. For this particular choice, a large number of papers have reported the

occurrence of solitons and other related dynamics through different analytical

methods. The Lax pair for the CNLS equation takes the form (with α1 = 1/2;

α2 = 1 and e = 1)

Ψ t = U Ψ,
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In birefringent fibres, it has been predicted that the pulses with small amplitudes in each of the two polarizations tend to split apart and propagate with different group velocities (polarization dispersion). For large-amplitude pulses, Menyuk

[40] showed numerically that above a certain amplitude threshold, two polarizations strongly interact, and nonlinear pulses consisting of both polarizations are

formed. Thus, the Kerr nonlinearity compensates for not only group dispersion, but

also polarization dispersion, and thus forms a steady nonlinear pulse called vector

solitons.

To increase the bit rate, it is necessary to decrease the pulse width. As pulse

lengths become comparable to the wavelength, however, the foregoing theoretical

models become inadequate, as additional terms must now be considered. With the

inclusion of the HOD and SS, the two-wave propagation in a nonlinear fibre medium

can be represented using the coupled Hirota equation. The coupled Hirota equation

takes the form
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(14.20)

Tasgal and Potasek [43] have given the IST for the coupled Hirota equation. In a similar

manner, for USP, the coupled HNLS (CHNLS) equations have been proposed by us and

shown that the system admits solitons only for a particular choice of parameters using

the Painlevé singularity structure analysis [44,46]. Recently, by introducing the additional

parameters in the two-soliton solutions, an inelastic collision has been observed [45].



14.8  SOLITONS IN RESONANT FIBRES

The propagation of the optical solitons that we have discussed so far results from

compensation between SPM and GVD. A different type of optical soliton is associated with the SIT effect in resonant absorbers. In 1967, McCall and Hahn [19] proposed a SIT soliton in two-level resonant atoms. Let us consider a USP of light that

interacts with an ensemble of two-level atoms for a time that is much shorter than any

relaxation time of the atoms. Upon its traversal through the medium, the USP sees

the probed atoms as if they are frozen, which leads to a fully coherent interaction.

Under such conditions, and whenever the optical pulse amplitude is large enough,

the states of the two-level atoms may continuously evolve along the pulse profile

from the fundamental state up to the excited state and back again to the fundamental

state. As a result, after the interaction with the USP, all the atoms are left back in the

initial fundamental state. An optical pulse, which is characterized by such a balance

between absorption and stimulated emission, is known as a SIT soliton. Such pulses

may propagate indefinitely through the absorbing medium. An extensive investigation of this strongly resonant situation led to the observation of soliton behaviour

both in the experiments and in the numerical solutions of the governing equations.

In 1967, McCall and Hahn proposed a new type of optical soliton in a two-level

resonant system. Above a well-defined threshold intensity, short resonant pulses of a

given duration will propagate through a normally absorbing medium with an anomalously low attenuation. This happens when the pulse width is short, compared to the

relaxation times in the medium, and the pulse centre frequency is in resonance with

a two-level absorbing transition. After a few classical absorption lengths, the pulse

achieves a steady state in which its width, energy and shape remain constant. With

these properties, the pulse propagation is named the SIT soliton and is frequently

referred to as the Maxwell–Bloch equations. They are

qz = p ,





pt = iωp − fqη,



(



(14.21)



)



ηt = f qp* + q* p ,
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where

p indicates polarization

f is the character describing the interaction between the resonant atoms and the

optical field.

When Er is doped with the core of the optical fibres, the nonlinear wave propagation can have both the effects due to silica and Er impurities. Er impurities give

the SIT effect to the optical pulse, whereas the silica material gives the NLS soliton

effect. Thus, the important constraint to the NLS soliton, namely, the optical losses,

can be compensated to reasonable extent using the SIT effect. So, if we consider

these effects for a large-width pulse, then the system dynamics will be governed by

the coupled system of the NLS equation and the MB equation (NLS-MB system).

Maimistov et al. [20] proposed the system and obtained the Lax pair and the IST for

the soliton solution. The NLS-MB equations read as

2



qz = iα1qtt − iα 2 q q + p ,

pt = iωp − fqη,







(



(14.22)



)



ηt = f qp* + q* p .

Maimistov et al. [20] proved that the coexistence of the NLS soliton and the MB

soliton is possible only for the parametric choice −2f 2α1 = α1. Doktorov and Vlasov

[47] gave a good explanation for the possibility of the NLS-MB solitons. Kakei and

Satsuma [48] derived the N-soliton solution for the NLS-MB equations using the

IST. The Lax pair for the NLS-MB equation reads as

1
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Choosing the eigenvalue parameter λ = ν + iρ and applying the BT method, we

obtained the BT and generated the soliton solutions. For instance, the single-soliton

solution of the NLS-MB equations is obtained as follows:









q ( z, t ) = q (1) = −2ρ sech ( x ) exp ( iy − iθ ),

p ( z, t; ω) =



{



}



2ρ ρ sinh ( x ) + i ( ν − ω) cosh ( x ) exp ( iy − iθ )

2



ρ sinh ( x ) + ( ν − ω) cosh

2



2



( x ) + ρ2



4



, (14.24)
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η ( z, t; ω) =







2



ρ2 sinh 2 ( x ) + ( ν − ω) cosh 2 ( x ) − ρ2 4

2



ρ2 sinh 2 ( x ) + ( ν − ω) cosh 2 ( x ) + ρ2 4



,



where x and y are functions of z and t and the soliton velocity parameters are given by

∞



2ρg ( ω) d ω 



 z + x (0) ,

x ( z, t ) = 2ρt + −4ρν +

2

2





ρ

ν

ω
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−

(

)

−∞







∫







∞



2 ( ν − ω) g ( ω) d ω 

2

2

 z + y(0) ,

y ( z, t ) = −2νt + 2 ρ − ν −

2

2





ρ

ν
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+

−

(

)

−∞







(



) ∫



where x(0) and y(0) are independent of both z and t and θ is a real constant. Proceeding

further, the two-soliton solution for the NLS-MB system is given by







i y −θ

i y −θ

4 e ( 1 1 ) ( A cosh x2 + iB sinh x2 ) − e ( 2 2 ) ( A cosh φ1 + iB sinh φ1 ) 



 , 

q ( z, t ) =

C cosh ( x1 + x2 ) + C cosh ( x1 − x2 ) − 4ρ1ρ2 cos ( y1 − y2 − θ1 + θ2 )



(14.25)

where







2

A = ρ1 ρ12 − ρ22 + ( ν1 − ν 2 )  ,





2



2

2

A = ρ2 ρ12 − ρ22 − ( ν1 − ν 2 )  , B = ρ1ρ2 ( ν1 − ν 2 ) ,







2



2



2







C = ( ρ1 − ρ2 ) + ( ν1 − ν 2 ) , C = ( ρ1 + ρ2 ) + ( ν1 − ν 2 ) .

The two-soliton solution of the NLS and NLS-MB equations is depicted in Figure 14.3.

Nakazawa et al. [49,50] reported that a stable 2π/N = 1, NLS-MB soliton exists.

Also, the multiple-soliton structure proved that the higher-order NLS-MB solitons

always split into multiple (2π/N) = 1 solitons. These properties have also been
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FIGURE 14.3  (a) Two-soliton solution of the NLS equation and (b) two-soliton solution of

the NLS-MB equation.
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confirmed through a computer run. The phase change of the new soliton is governed

solely by the NLS component, while the pulse delay is determined solely by the SIT

component when the detuning from the resonance is zero. The coexistence of the

NLS soliton and the SIT soliton has already been confirmed experimentally. Recent

experiments by Nakazawa et al. [49,50] have confirmed guided-wave SIT soliton formation and propagation by employing a few metres of erbium-doped fibre, which

was cooled to 4.2 K. This justifies the approximation of treating USP propagation in

waveguide or fibre couplers doped with resonant two-level centres. As in pure silica

fibre, Er-doped fibre also suffers from higher-order effects, such as HOD, SS and SRS.

Doktorov and Vlasov [47] considered only the SS higher-order effect and showed that

the coupled system of a DNLS-MB fibre system allows soliton-type pulse propagation. By considering the aforementioned effects, we recently proposed the coupled

system of the Hirota equation and the MB equations (H-MB system), which governs

the wave propagation of a USP in Er-doped fibres with HOD and SS [22].



14.9  PHOTOREFRACTIVE SOLITONS

The study of spatial solitons is considered to be important because of their possible

applications in optical switching and routing [5–7,9,12]. When illuminated, a spacecharge field is formed in the photorefractive (PR) material, which induces nonlinear

changes in the refractive index of the material by the electro-optic (Pockels) effect.

This change in the refractive index can counter the effect of beam diffraction and

form a PR soliton. The light beam effectively traps itself in a self-written waveguide.

As compared to the Kerr-type solitons, these solitons exist in two dimensions and can

be generated at low power levels of the order of several microwatts. Several groups

have investigated the PR soliton extensively as it has potential applications in alloptical switching, beam steering, optical interconnects, and so on. At present, three

different kinds of PR solitons have been proposed: quasi-steady-state solitons, screening solitons and screening photovoltaic solitons. The screening PR solitons are one of

the most extensively studied solitons. They are possible in the steady state when an

external bias voltage is applied to a nonphotovoltaic PR crystal. This field is partially

screened by space charges induced by the soliton beam. The combined effect of the

balance between the beam diffraction and the PR focusing effect results in the formation of a screening soliton. A new kind of PR soliton, the PR polymeric soliton, was

proposed and observed in 1991 in a PR polymer (made from a mixture of two dicyano methylene dihydrofuran [DCDHF] chromospheres [DCDHF-6 and DCDHF-6C7M] at a 1:1 weight ratio sensitized with 0.5 wt). Since then, it has attracted much

research interest owing to the possibility of using it as a highly efficient, active optical

element for data transmission and controlling coherent radiation in various electrooptical and optical communication devices when compared to PR crystals.



14.9.1  Solitons in Self-Writing Waveguides

Light-induced or self-written waveguide formation is a recognized technology by which

we can form an optical waveguide as a result of the self-trapping action of a laser beam

passed through a converging lens or a single-mode fibre. Self-writing is a relatively
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new and emerging area of research in optics. The phenomenon of self-writing has been

reported in a number of photosensitive optical materials including UV-cured epoxy,

germano-silicate glass and planar chalcogenide glass. The physics of self-writing in all

cases is very similar to the physics of the previously discussed spatial solitons, which

occur due to the balance between the linear diffraction effect and the nonlinear selffocusing effect. These waveguides offer a number of advantages in comparison with

other methods of fabricating waveguides, such as epitaxial growth, diffusion methods

and direct writing. The self-written waveguides so formed are of particular interest as

these waveguides can be formed at low power levels and the material response is wavelength sensitive; therefore, a weak beam can guide an intense beam at a less photosensitive wavelength. These waveguides evolve dynamically, and they experience minimal

radiation losses due to the absence of sharp bends. Many processing steps are needed to

form buried waveguides. But, if the buffer layer is transparent at the writing wavelength,

self-writing can be used to form these buried waveguides. Another application of selfwritten waveguides is in telecommunication. The major obstacles in the widespread use

of single-mode fibres in the telecommunication industry are problems associated with

effective low-cost coupling of light into single-mode optical fibres and the incorporation of bulk devices into optical fibres. A self-written waveguide structure induced by

laser-light irradiation is considered as a candidate for convenient coupling technique

between the optical fibre and the waveguide. Polymer optical waveguides have attracted

considerable attention for their possible application as optical components in future optical communication systems, because fabricating waveguides from polymers is much

easier than fabricating them from inorganic materials. In recent years, experiments with

photopolymerizable materials have produced promising results.



14.9.2  Self-Trapping and Self-Focusing Phenomena in Photopolymers

Propagation of a beam through a medium with no diffraction has been demonstrated

both experimentally and theoretically. Such phenomenon has been observed after

an initial diffraction period lasting approximately 20 s. A directional coupler using

a three-dimensional waveguide structure has been fabricated. When the photopolymer is illuminated with light of an appropriate wavelength (632.8 nm), the polymer

chains begin to join. The length of these chains determines the density of these polymers. As a result, the refractive index of the exposed part of the material changes.

The change in the refractive index occurs due to both the photobleaching of methylene blue and the photopolymerization effect. Photobleaching is a term that applies

to the techniques of exposing dye-doped materials to light whose wavelength lies

within the spectral absorption bands of the composite dye–polymer system. The

change in the refractive index so produced is much larger than that in traditional

nonlinear optical phenomena such as the Kerr and PR effects. However, the index

change upon illumination is not instantaneous as compared to these two effects.

In recent years, many types of photopolymerizable systems have been developed

as holographic recording media. These materials have characteristics such as good

spectral sensitivity, high resolution, high diffraction efficiency, high signal-to-noise

ratio, temporal stability and processing in real time, which make them suitable

for recording holograms. Because of these properties, photopolymer materials are
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FIGURE 14.4  (a) Experimental set-up. (b) Propagation of the beam through the medium.

(c) Propagation of the beam through the medium.



useful in applications such as optical memories, holographic displays, holographic

optical elements, optical computing and holographic interferometry. Very recently,

our group has observed a self-written waveguide inside a bulk methylene blue sensitized poly (vinyl alcohol) acrylamide photopolymer material [51]. The experimental

set-up and observed self-trapping of a nonlinear beam are shown in Figure 14.4.



14.10  SIMILARITONS IN NONLINEAR FIBRE OPTICS

From the earlier discussions, it is clear that the NLS equation and its stationary solutions, such as solitons and vortices, have been extensively studied in various fields, such
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as nonlinear optical systems, plasmas, fluid dynamics, Bose–Einstein condensation and

condensed matter physics. Fibre optics and waveguide optics are used in most of the

important applications, but optical similaritons, which are the self-similar waves that

maintain their overall shapes with their parameters such as amplitudes and widths

changing with the modulation of system parameters, have recently attracted much

attention [31–38]. Generally speaking, optical similaritons can be divided into two

categories. The first category is the asymptotic optical similaritons, which are mainly

described by the compact parabolic Hermite–Gaussian and hybrid functions in the

context of nonlinear optical fibre amplifiers. Later, the concept of the self-similar

evolution of parabolic pulses was transplanted to the context of nonlinear planar

waveguide amplifiers where the asymptotic parabolic similaritons were found not

only for a (1 + 1)-dimensional NLS equation but also for a (2 + 1)-dimensional NLS

equation. The second category is the exact optical similaritons, which are mainly

described by exact soliton solutions.

Between the two categories, the exact solitonic similaritons are more intriguing because their stability is guaranteed. There are many ways to find the exact

solitonic similaritons, and it must be noted that the process of finding them is, in

essence, to reduce the original NLS equation, which is generally inhomogeneous,

into a standard, homogeneous NLS equation, and all of the methods can be unified

with a variable spectral parameter. Extensive research work has been carried out in

the context of obtaining exact solitonic similaritons having sech- or tanh-type profiles pertaining to a (1 + 1)-dimensional NLS equation. Some of them are as follows:

Soliton management regimes for nonlinear optical applications were considered for

the first time. A similarity transformation to the autonomous NLS equation was

constructed for the first time and general applications for the DM optical systems

were studied in detail. Moreover, the dynamics and interaction of bright and dark

solitons were studied using the NLS equation model with an external nonstationary

harmonic potential. In addition, the method of similarity solutions has been used

in detail in nonlinear wave theory. However, only a few results have been reported

about the exact optical similaritons described by the quasi-soliton solutions in DM

optical fibres. This kind of exact quasi-soliton similariton has more attractive properties than those of the ideal soliton because of its reduced interaction and smaller

peak power than the soliton and it allows a possible pedestal-free pulse compression.



14.10.1 Photonic Crystal Fibre

PCF, a new class of optical fibre based on the properties of photonic crystals, has

revolutionized the field of fibre optics since it paved the way for a new way of guiding

light, which is not possible with the conventional optical fibres [12]. A photonic crystal is a microstructured material in which low- and high-index materials are periodically patterned in one, two or three dimensions where the characteristic length or

period is of the order of the wavelength. A simple PCF is transversely microstructured by the regular arrangement of fused silica and air holes or voids, with the

scale of the microstructuring comparable to the wavelength of the electromagnetic

radiation guided by the fibre. The fibres exhibit translational symmetry along their

longitudinal direction (along the z-axis). Thus, it contains a periodic variation of the
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index of refraction in the plane perpendicular to the direction of light propagation.

The typical PCF with circular air holes in a hexagonal arrangement is shown in

Figure 14.5. Several names have been coined to refer to these fibres, namely, holey

fibre, microstructured optical fibre and photonic bandgap fibre (PBGF). While the

names PCF, holey fibre and microstructured optical fibre stem from the structural

point of view, PBGF is defined on the basis of its optical property. Among the wide

pool of names to address these special types of fibres, the name PCF has taken the

privilege of wide use.

Since the invention of the first PCF in 1996 by Russell, the research interest in

this type of waveguide has had a renaissance in the field of optical fibre technology.

On the other hand, J. C. Knight, who fabricated the first PCF for controlling light

in the fibre, has opened a new dimension in the field of nonlinear optics [12]. These

new fibres have several structural parameters that one can tailor with ease, thus providing greater design flexibility and exhibiting different physical properties compared to conventional optical fibres. The basic parameters of this fibre are hole size,

hole position, pitch (centre-to-centre hole spacing), core diameter and the number

of air-hole rings. However, changes in the size and shape of the air holes can be

made during the fibre drawing, thus causing deviations between the fibre and the

preform profiles. In most typical cases, the periodic pattern consists of air holes in

a dielectric (often silica), but other configurations have also been explored, such as

filling the core or the cladding with liquids to obtain the desirable refractive index.

Another advantage of PCFs is that they have intrinsic losses lower than that of the

conventional silica fibre. In a PCF, the refractive-index difference between the core

and the cladding is much higher than that in a conventional fibre (typically 1%–2%)

and this can be obtained by changing the size of the air hole. The arrangement of

the air holes in the cladding region of a PCF has gained more importance due to its

optical properties such as high nonlinearity, high birefringence, large mode-field

area, high numerical aperture, ultraflattened dispersion and adjustable zero dispersion. This significant variation of the air-hole diameter, pitch and design of the PCF

has several applications, such as wavelength conversion using FWM, optimization

of the pump spectra to achieve flat-Raman gain, minimization of the noise figure

of the PCF amplifier, Raman lasing characteristics, narrowband or broadband pass

filters and soliton.
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FIGURE 14.5  Schematic diagram of the PCF.
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14.10.2 Types of PCF

PCFs can be classified into two categories based on their guiding principle, namely,

PBGF and index-guiding PCF. In the case of a PBGF, the light is confined through

the fibre by the bandgap effect. If the frequency of the light is within the bandgap

of the two-dimensional photonic crystal formed by the periodic cladding, light is

guided by the photonic bandgap effect. In an index-guiding PCF, light is guided

through the fibre as in the case of conventional fibres due to the difference in the

refractive index. An index-guiding PCF is made by a single material (silica) based on

subtle variations in the refractive index by means of the air-hole diameter (d) and the

distance between the air-hole diameter is called pitch (_Λ_). The guiding property

of the index-guiding PCF is qualitatively described by the air-filling fraction or the

ratio d/Λ. Strictly speaking, an index-guiding PCF does not have a clear boundary

between the core and cladding regions. However, the central part of the index-guiding

PCF can be regarded as the core region. In such structures, the cladding might be

viewed as a medium of lower average refractive index than the central region. Light

propagation in this type of fibres is primarily due to the index-difference effect. The

index difference between the core and the cladding and the effective core area can

easily be tailored to obtain the desirable properties for the intended applications. It

provides a large number of unique properties that are not obtainable in conventional

fibres. For instance, an index-guiding PCF can become endlessly single mode even

for the visible wavelength regime. Also, it can provide high nonlinearity, high dispersion and low loss. In particular, the ZDWs can be shifted down to the visible within

the operating wavelength range of Ti:sapphire lasers. Since the nonlinearity and the

chromatic dispersion are not only influenced by the material properties but are also

strongly affected by the fibre design, index-guiding PCFs have undoubtedly triggered a major revolution in the field of nonlinear optics. In addition to changing the

geometry of the PCF, an alternative method to control its transmission and polarization properties is by filling the air holes, either completely or selectively, with various

liquids such as CS2, nitrobenzene, chloroform, water, ethanol, polymers and liquid

crystals. Recently, liquid-core PCFs (LCPCFs) consisting of liquids in the core with

numerous periodically spaced air holes in the cladding region have attracted a great

deal of attention. The schematic diagram of an LCPCF is shown in Figure 14.6. This

possibility of filling liquids in PCFs offers an enormous increase in the nonlinearity

value of the fibre with adjustable dispersion and an endlessly single-mode operation.

Because of their unique characteristics, various optical devices based on LCPCFs,

such as zero-dispersion fibres and mode coupling-based LCPCF devices, have been

investigated.



14.10.3 Applications of PCF

The increased interest in the study of the properties of the PCF is mainly due to

their potential soliton-related applications in various nonlinear domains. The crucial

advantages of a soliton using a PCF over a conventional fibre are seen in many applications, such as SCG, pulse compression, optical switching, fibre laser, parametric amplifier and modulational instability (MI) [12,13]. Even though a great deal of
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FIGURE 14.6  Schematic diagram of the liquid-core PCF with the core filled with CS2.



research has been carried out in PCFs for various applications, generating broadband

sources and USPs using SCG [53] and pulse compression techniques [52] find wide

applications in the modern and highly demanding technological world. With the

rapid advancement in PCF technology, research on SCG and pulse compression has

gained momentum and has evolved as one of the most elegant and dramatic effects in

optics with a wide range of potential applications in various fields, such as frequency

metrology, biomedical sensors, optical coherence tomography and WDM [13].



14.10.4  Why Solitons in PCF?

With the spectacular features of optical solitons in the field of fibre-optic communications, the soliton-based application is one of the hottest research fields and

deserves the interest of researchers across the globe. In particular, the soliton in

fibre plays a significant role in the field of SCG and pulse compression [52]. To realize the generation of a soliton in a fibre, we need fibres with lengths of hundreds of

kilometres to counteract dispersion with SPM. Thus, the generation of solitons in

fibres at a relatively short distance makes life difficult or, in other words, practically

impossible. However, in recent times, scientists have been able to generate solitons

in a PCF in the length of the order of centimetres. This is purely because of the fact

that the second-order dispersion (SOD) coefficient in a PCF is significantly larger

than that in the conventional telecommunication fibre. At this juncture, one needs

to clearly emphasize that because of the large value of the dispersion coefficient,

the interaction length is drastically reduced, thereby enabling pulse compression at

length scales of centimetres. Also, with an appropriate design of the PCF structure,

the zero-GVD wavelength can even be shifted to the visible regime. This makes the

widely available femtosecond sources, such as the Ti:sapphire laser whose operating
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wavelength is typically ∼800 nm, lie in the anomalous dispersion regime to generate

solitonic phenomena, such as pulse compression, with relative ease.

Recent measurements of the nonlinear-index coefficient n2 in silica fibres yielded

a value in the range 2.2–3.4 × 10−20 m2/W, depending on the core composition of the

fibre. This value is small compared to most other nonlinear bulk media. However, in

order to achieve wide spectral broadening through the SCG process in a fibre, it is

necessary to manifest a highly nonlinear fibre, such as a PCF. One of the clear advantages of a PCF, apart from being ‘endlessly single mode’, is its enhanced nonlinearity.

This enhanced nonlinearity of the fibre can effectively be tailored by the suitable

design of the PCF structure, while a strong light-field confinement is due to the high

refractive-index step between the core and the cladding of the PCF. The high degree

of light-field confinement, on the other hand, radically enhances the whole catalogue

of nonlinear optical processes and allows the observation of new nonlinear optical

phenomena. This is made possible because of the two important characteristics of

the PCF: a small spot size and an extremely low loss. Thus, both high effective nonlinearity and novel dispersion characteristics can be realized through PCFs and, as a

result, they serve as an excellent medium for ultrabroad SCG and pulse compression.



14.10.5 Pulse Compression

The generation of USPs has always been a subject of special interest as they find a

large application in different areas of science and technology. In addition to a short

pulse duration with a temporal width of less than a few picoseconds or several hundreds of femtoseconds, USPs have a broad spectrum, a high peak intensity and can

form pulse trains at a high repetition rate. A well-known technique for generating an

ultrashort optical pulse is based on the direct generation scheme using a mode-locked

laser, which is based on an optical fibre or a semiconductor. Another approach for

generating short pulses involves the fibre-based pulse compression scheme in which

a seed pulse having a broad temporal width is compressed through an external pulse

compressor. Although a mode-locked laser can generate a high-quality ultrashort

optical pulse, all the parameters associated with the mode-locked operation are interdependent on each other. For example, a small change in the cavity length can cause

the pulse to operate with a totally different set of parameters, such as pulse width,

repetition rates and carrier frequency, and hence the operation of mode-locked oscillation can be unstable. Therefore, the pulse compression process is found to be one

of the best techniques to obtain USPs using optical fibres. Pulse compression has

gained momentum in various fields of nonlinear optics encompassing ultrafast physical processes, ultrahigh data-rate optical communications, optoelectronic terahertz

time domain spectroscopy and optoelectronic sampling. This has led to a significant

interest among researchers across the world because of its potential applications in

various branches of science and technology.

The invention of the PCF presents a new tool for the pulse compressor, where it

is possible to tailor the dispersion and nonlinear properties to the desired level by

choosing a proper air-hole size and pitch. It has been shown through both experiments and numerical simulations that a pulse can be compressed to very short widths

by using a PCF within a propagation length of a few millimetres or even less than
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a millimetre. For instance, numerical investigations of the pulse compression of

femtosecond solitons at 1.55 μm wavelengths propagating in a PCF have found optimal values of the PCF parameters and fibre lengths for soliton compression. Also,

by considering four-layer geometry, a compression factor of 10 has been achieved

by a pulse with an initial full width at half maximum (FWHM) duration of 3 ps in a

tapered fibre of 28 m long. Prior to the invention of PCFs, pulse compression had not

been demonstrated at wavelengths shorter than ≈1.3 μm because of the requirement

of anomalous GVD, which is not possible in a conventional single-mode optical fibre

below this wavelength. However, considerable efforts have been directed towards the

generation of ultrashort optical pulses at shorter wavelengths since the invention of

PCFs. In one experiment, the use of a tapered PCF for 15 times pulse compression to

sub 50 fs pulses at a wavelength of 1.06 μm has been demonstrated, confirming that

high pulse compression ratios can be obtained with a tapered PCF. Additionally, an

optimized 3.7 fs pulse has been obtained from an initial ultrashort laser pulse centred

at 800 nm, with a duration in the 100 fs range and energy of 0.5 nJ. Simultaneously,

soliton compression to a 2 fs pulse width with a compression ratio up to 50 has been

demonstrated for light pulses with an initial central wavelength of 1070 nm. In addition to silica-made PCF, the compression of low-power 6 ps pulses to 420 fs around

1550 nm has been achieved by utilizing the strong nonlinearity and positive-normal

dispersion of a single-mode As2Se3 fibre, in combination with a tailored chirped fibre

Bragg grating.

Recently, by using an appropriate self-similar scaling analysis, we delineated

the generation of linearly chirped solitary pulses in PCFs at 850 nm to obtain short

pulses with a large compression factor and minimal pedestal energy when compared to the adiabatic compression scheme. The dispersion and nonlinearity varying

the NLS equation aptly model the pulse propagation in such a PCF. The analytical

results demand that the effective dispersion must decrease exponentially while the

nonlinearity must increase exponentially in the PCF. Thus, based on the analytical results, we proposed the new design of a tapered PCF by varying the pitch and

diameter of the air hole. We adopted the projection-operator method to derive the

pulse parameter equations, which indeed very clearly describe the self-similar pulse

compression process at different parts of the PCF structures. As we are interested in

constructing a compact compressor, we also introduced another design of a PCF by

filling chloroform in the core region. The chloroform-filled tapered PCF exhibits a

low dispersion length for efficient pulse compression with a low input pulse energy

over small propagation distances [52]. The results are shown in Figure 14.7 and also

see Table 14.1 for further details.



14.11  SUPERCONTINUUM GENERATION

These days, many optoelectronic device-based applications depend on the use of

coherent white-light sources [13,53]. Therefore, in the past decades, several research

groups have tried to develop such white-light sources, spanning the whole spectral

range of a rainbow from violet over blue, green, yellow and orange to the red and

near-infrared. The phenomenon of generating such a coherent white-light source

is called supercontinuum generation. SCG describes the process where the optical
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FIGURE 14.7  Comparison between different pulse compression schemes.



pulse of an initial narrow spectrum undergoes extreme spectral broadening in a nonlinear medium to yield a very bright, coherent and spectrally continuous output.

The SC is spatially coherent and the spectral bandwidth can span several hundreds

of nanometres. SCG through optical fibres is an attractive means of realizing the

broadband sources suitable for applications in the vicinity of the 1550 nm telecommunications window, in particular, in the context of developing WDM systems, and

this motivated an extensive research effort during the 1990s. At this time, the elevated nonlinearity of a PCF and adjustable zero dispersion allowed SCG in a PCF

to be observed over a much wider range of source parameters than in the case of

conventional fibres. PCFs with a high degree of design flexibility of its microstructured cladding endowed with significantly tailorable modal properties, such as an
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TABLE 14.1

Comparison between Different Pulse Compression Schemes at 850 nm



Merits Schemes



Large

Compression

Ratio



Pedestal

Free



Chirp Free/

Almost

Chirp Free



Avoids Wave

Breaking at

High Powers



Short

Length



•



X



X



X



X



X



X



•



X



X



X



X



•



X



•



•



•



•



•



✓



•



•



•



•



✓ (very

short length

with low

power)



Higher-order

soliton

compression

Adiabatic pulse

compression in

fibres

Adiabatic pulse

compression in

PCF

Self-similar pulse

compression in

SPCF

Self-similar pulse

compression in

CPCF



Note: ✓ - yes; X - No.



adjustable zero dispersion, an effective mode area and a nonlinear parameter, are a

potential customer for generating SC.



14.11.1  Supercontinuum Generation in Photonic Crystal Fibre

SCG using PCFs is the technology of choice for the next generation of ultra-broadband

coherent light sources. SCG in a PCF was discovered by Ranka et al. by using nanojoule energy pulses at 770 nm of 100 fs duration from a self-mode-locked Ti:sapphire

laser as a means to generate a 550 THz bandwidth SC spanning over an octave from

400 to 1500 nm through 75 cm of a PCF with a ZDW in the region of 765–775 nm [54].

From Figure 14.8, it is clear that the largest spectral broadening can be obtained

for higher values of the diameter and lower values of the pitch for the given input

pulse parameters. Since the maximum effective area supported by a PCF depends

on the hole diameter ‘d’ and ‘Λ’, if the effective area is decreased, then the influence

of the intensity-dependent nonlinear effects is increased.

Since Ranka’s discovery, SCG in a PCF has attracted extensive attention for both

its fundamental and application aspects, which was mainly motivated by its nonlinear applications in many research fields. Already, plenty of works have been demonstrated on SCG in a PCF in all pump regimes ranging from CW, nanosecond

and picosecond to femtosecond over the last decade. For instance, in the femtosecond regime, when injecting 350 fs pulses using a Yb3+-doped fibre laser operating at

around 1060 nm, SCG over 400–1700 nm has been observed in a PCF of length 7 m
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FIGURE 14.8  Continuum generation.



Also, significant work has been carried out by using Er3+-doped fibre-based SC

sources around 1550 nm. For example, SC spectra from 1100 to 2100 nm using a femtosecond fibre laser generating 110 fs pulses at 1550 nm have been reported. In parallel with these impressive results using femtosecond sources, there has been extensive

continued interest in generating broadband SC by low-power picosecond pulses and

even nanosecond pulses. It is reported that a proper design of dispersion profile is a

significant factor in the efficiency of broadband generation using PCF. This ensures

that the Stokes and the anti-Stokes bands generated by FWM directly from the pump

to broaden and merge, results in 800 nm-wide SC sources. A similar combination

of Raman scattering and FWM was also observed in an experiment, where a pulse

of width 60 ps with 40 nJ energy at 647 nm generated a 450 THz SC from 400 to

1000 nm in the fundamental mode using 10 m of PCF with ZDW at 675 nm. In addition to the femtosecond and picosecond regimes, a reasonable study on the nanosecond pulse in SCG has also been reported using PCFs. Using a 0.8 ns duration and

300 nJ energy pulses from a Q-switched microchip laser at 532 nm, Dudley et  al.

have generated SC from 460 to 750 nm over 250 THz of 1.8 m of a PCF, through

excitation of a higher-order mode whose ZDW at 580 nm was reached from the pump

wavelength by cascaded Raman scattering. Subsequently, the development of highpower CW fibre sources has also been applied to SCG. By using a Yb3+-doped fibre

amplifier in a master oscillator power fibre amplifier at 1065 nm. In addition to the

pulse duration, the effects of the input pulse parameters, such as pulse energy, peak

power and central wavelength, on the SCG in a PCF are the subject of high interest

and have been thoroughly investigated [13].

The fibre of choice has traditionally been silica PCF and doped materials because

it can be made endlessly single mode with an adjustable ZDW. Very recently, SCG
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in nonsilica technologies either by filling the core of the PCF with nonlinear liquids

of by using different dopant materials have attracted many researchers due to the

enhanced nonlinearity. For instance, by utilizing the LCPCF with CS2 and nitrobenzene filled into the core to generate dramatically broadened SC in a range from 700

to more than 2500 nm when pumped at 1.55 μm with subpicosecond pulses. In addition, SCG in a chloroform-filled LCPCF has also been demonstrated at 800 nm. Also,

using a pump wavelength of 1200 nm and a few-microjoule pump pulses in a waterfilled LCPCF, the SCG with a two-octave spectral coverage from 410 to 1640 nm has

been experimentally demonstrated. There has been an increasing interest in another

type of PCF made of soft glass for mid-infrared SCG due to its higher nonlinearity

and low transmission loss in the mid-infrared region at 2–4 μm. Soft glass fibres

have relatively low loss in the mid-infrared region, and nonlinearity, which is up to

a factor of 800 times stronger than in silica. In particular, fluoride, chalcogenide and

tellurite fibres have been investigated and shown to have excellent optical properties for achieving a broad and flat SC spanning from the visible to the mid-infrared

regions. For example, an SC with a bandwidth exceeding 4 μm was generated in a

short tellurite fibre by using 110 fs pulses at 1550 nm. Additionally, in a recent experiment, a centimetre-long ZBLAN fluoride fibre was pumped in the normal dispersion

regime by a 1450 nm femtosecond laser and despite having nonlinearity comparable

to silica, an ultrabroad SC spanning from the ultraviolet to ≈6 μm was demonstrated;

also observed was the formation of SCG in tellurite PCFs specially designed for

high-power picosecond pumping at the thulium wavelength of 1930 nm. A maximum bandwidth of 4.6 μm for the PCF was obtained, with the smallest pitch at

an optimum length of only 2.8 cm. For example, Figure 14.9 shows the continuum

generation for different liquids.
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FIGURE 14.9  The spectral width of the Gaussian pulse for CS2 is greater than that of a

nitrobenzene-filled PCF whereas the same broadening can be obtained at 100 m in a silica

core PCF.
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We have theoretically investigated the SCG on the basis of MI in LCPCFs with

a CS2-filled central core. The effect of the saturable nonlinearity of LCPCF on

SCG in the femtosecond regime has been studied using an appropriately modified NLS equation. We also compared the MI-induced spectral broadening with

SCG obtained by soliton fission. To analyse the quality of the pulse broadening, we

studied the coherence of the SC pulse numerically. It is evident from the numerical

simulation that the response of the saturable nonlinearity suppresses the broadening of the pulse. We also observed that the MI-induced SCG in the presence of

saturable nonlinearity degrades the coherence of the SCG pulse when compared to

the unsaturated medium. The effect of slow nonlinearity due to the reorientational

contribution of the liquid molecules on broadband SCG in the femtosecond regime

has been studied using appropriately modified NLS equation. We have shown that

the response of the slow nonlinearity not only enhances the broadening of the pulse

and changes the dynamics of the generated solitons, but it also increases the coherence of the pulse [55–57].

We theoretically investigated the nonlinear propagation of femtosecond pulses in

LCPCFs filled with CS2. The effect of slow nonlinearity due to the reorientational

contribution of the liquid molecules on broadband SCG in the femtosecond regime

is studied using an appropriately modified NLS equation. To analyze the quality

of the pulse, we performed a stability analysis and studied the coherence of the SC

pulse numerically. We have shown that the response of the slow nonlinearity not

only enhances broadening of the pulse and changes the dynamics of the generated

solitons, but it also increases the coherence of the pulse [56]. The details are shown

in Figure 14.10.
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FIGURE 14.10  (a) Pulse propagation with a slow nonlinear response in CS2-filled LCPCF

at 1.2 μm using 7th order soliton. (b) Calculated spectral broadening of the slow nonlinear

response in CS2-filled LCPCF at 1.2 μm with 7 soliton.
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FIGURE 14.10  (Continued)



For our parameters, the spectrum of a higher-order soliton, which is observed in

the absence of slow nonlinearity, is not broad enough to seed the generation of nonsolitonic radiation; therefore, the spectrum remains quite narrow below one octave

(Figure 14.11a). By contrast, the generation of a distinct peak of nonsolitonic radiation by the soliton frequency shift and the one-octave-broad spectrum is predicted

when the slow nonlinearity is included (Figure 14.11b). The coherence of the spectrum without the inclusion of the slow nonlinearity is 0.45, while the inclusion of the
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FIGURE 14.11  The evolution of seventh-order soliton spectral broadening through LCPCF

in (a) the absence and (b) the presence of slow nonlinearity.
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FIGURE 14.11  (Continued)



slow nonlinearity in the model leads to an almost completely coherent white light

with an average coherence of 0.94 [56,57].
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15.1 INTRODUCTION

As early as 1842, the Swiss physicist Daniel Colladon demonstrated that light

could be guided along a curved path of a transparent material, for example, a narrow stream of water. The underlying guidance mechanism of this famous experiment was essentially total internal reflection (TIR) – the phenomenon by which a

standard single-mode fibre (SMF) guides light. Almost 80 years after Colladon’s

experiment, in 1961, the theoretical description of an SMF was first proposed [1].

However, the major breakthrough came only in 1964 when C. K. Kao identified the

critical specifications of the fibre for low-loss, long-range communication. The work

of Gloge in 1971 offered simplified formulae and functions for the theoretical analysis of optical fibres based on their weakly guiding nature [2]. Analytical solutions

were derived to provide help for practical fibre design and for engineering applications directed towards fibre communication systems. This led to an unprecedented

growth of optical fibres with optimized properties for their commercial exploitation

in telecommunications. In 1975, Payne and Gambling showed that a zero value for

the material dispersion of silica could be obtained at the wavelength of 1.27 μm [3].

This work stimulated the process of undistorted signal transmission through SMFs.
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Later, with the advent of optical amplifiers operating at 1550 nm wavelength which

also happened to be the lowest loss window of silica, attempts were made to shift

the operation of all the existing networks of the fibre communication system to the

1550 nm wavelength with the help of dispersion compensating fibres (DCFs), which

have a very large dispersion but with the opposite sign to that of the existing telecommunications fibres [4]. Today, a typical SMF having a Ge-doped silica core with an

approximately 1% core–clad refractive-index difference provides astonishing optical clarity of 0.2 dB/km at 1550 nm. Despite the outstanding success of the SMF in

the field of optical telecommunications, the contemporary age demands a further

improvement of its performance in nontelecommunication fields, such as medicine

and sensing. Moreover, when the optical components were engineered on the scale

of the optical wavelength, it was necessary to realize the possibilities of altering the

optical properties of the materials by structuring them on the scale of the optical

wavelength. Undoubtedly, it was virtually impossible for an SMF alone to handle

the long-standing need for fibres that can carry high power; act as versatile sensors; and have multiple cores, higher or lower nonlinearities as desired, higher birefringence and, most importantly, widely engineerable dispersion. Necessity always

becomes the inspiration of an invention and to meet this huge demand, the birth of

the photonic crystal fibre (PCF) was inevitable. The idea of the fibre having photonic

bandgap (PBG) cladding was first put forward by Professor P. Russell in 1991 and

it materialized a few years later in 1996 [5]. The successful fabrication of PCFs by

Professor Russell and his group at Bath University in 1996 led to extensive research

and exploration of the novel features of these fibres. Initially, the motivation for

developing the PCF was to create a new kind of dielectric waveguide that guides

light by means of a two-dimensional PBG. Gradually, it was revealed that the PCF

has immense potential to outperform the conventional SMF. The PCFs are optical

fibres made of a single material (typically silica glass) having a cladding formed by

the periodic arrangement of the air holes that run along the fibre length. The periodic

variation of the dielectric constant in the cladding creates a two-dimensional crystal

structure with a lattice scale of the order of the optical wavelength, which results

in a strong interaction between the material microstructure and the light field. The

additional degrees of freedom in terms of the lattice geometry of the cladding lead

to striking changes in the optical properties of the material and offer unprecedented

control over light, which was never achieved before.



15.2  PHYSICS OF PBG AND PCF: BRIEF OUTLINE

TIR is one of the most well-known phenomena in classical optics. When a light ray

is launched at a certain angle from a high refractive-index (n1) material (say glass,

medium 1) to a low refractive-index (n2) material (say air, medium 2), it reflects from

the interface between the two materials and remains confined to the first material

having a higher refractive index. According to Snell’s law, n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2, θ1 and

θ2 being the incident and refracted angles, respectively. At the critical incident angle

when θ2 = π/2, the equation simply takes the form θ1 = θc = sin−1(n2/n1). Now, if

θ1 > sin−1(n2/n1), the law demands θ2 to be imaginary and one would expect reflection
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from the interface of the two mediums. Snell’s law is simply the combination of two

conserved quantities, the frequency ω and k||, the parallel component (to the interface) of the wave vector k as shown in Figure 15.1a. In particular, k|| = | ki | sin θi and

| ki | = ni ω/c, where index i = 1, 2 denotes the medium. For the modes propagating

freely in air (n2 =  1), the frequency ω can simply be represented as ω = ck = c k||2 + k⊥2 ,

k⊥ being the perpendicular real wave vector component. For a given k||, there will

be modes with every possible value of ω greater than ck|| since k⊥ can take any

value. Thus, we may obtain a continuous spectrum of state for all frequencies above

the light line ω = ck||, indicated by the solid straight line in Figure 15.1b. The light

line basically corresponds to the critical condition, which is k|| = k2 = n2ω/c. Since

the second medium is considered as air (n2 = 1), the critical condition simply comes
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FIGURE 15.1  (a) Mode of light propagation from a high refractive-index medium (n1) to

a low refractive-index medium (air n2 = 1). (b) Propagation diagram describing Snell’s law

zone (the region, ω > ck||), critical condition case (ω = ck|| ) or the light line given by a straight

line and an index-guiding zone below the light line (ω < ck|| ).
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out to be k|| = ω/c. The region of the band structure with ω > ck|| is called the light

cone. All modes belonging to the light cone are the solutions of Snell’s law (incident

angle less than the critical angle).

Below the light line, new electromagnetic solutions are introduced. This is the

condition when the transverse component (k|| ) of the input wave vector in medium 1

is greater than the wave vector of medium 2 (k|| > k2 ) and one can expect TIR from

the interface of the two mediums. Since the refractive index in this zone is higher

(n1 > n2), the modes for a given k have lower frequencies compared to the free space.

These new solutions must be confined in the vicinity of the higher refractive-index

region. Below the light line, k⊥ = ±i k||2 − ω2 /c 2 corresponds to the evanescent fields

that decay exponentially away from the high refractive-index region in the perpendicular direction of the interface. Since the modes are specially localized in one

direction, for a given k||, one can obtain the discrete bands below the light line. These

modes are referred to as index-guiding modes. In ray picture, only discrete angles

(greater than the critical angle θc) for which the perpendicular component of the

wave gives constructive interference across the waveguide are allowed to propagate.

This discreteness is characteristically identical to the quantum mechanical problem

of a particle in a box.

For a homogeneous dielectric medium of an arbitrary periodicity a, the speed of

light is reduced by the index of refraction. For normal light incidence, the modes lie

along the light line given by ω(k) = ck/n. The dispersion relation is changed drastically when two different dielectric mediums are placed periodically (with a period

of a). In this case, a forbidden band of frequency appears at the edge of the Brillouin

zone k = π/a. For k = π/a, the modes have the wavelength of 2a, twice the crystal’s

special period and the frequency is υ = c/λn. Periodic refractive-index perturbation lifts the frequency degeneracy and we have two different frequencies for one

wavelength (λ = 2a). There are two distinct ways to centre this localized mode; we

can position the node at each low dielectric layer or each high dielectric layer (see

Figure 15.2c). Low-frequency and high-frequency modes concentrate their energies

in high and low dielectric regions, respectively. Hence, the mode just under the band

confines its energy in the high refractive-index region and the mode over the band

restricts its energy in the low refractive-index region. Inside the bandgap region,

optical modes cease to exist.

Because of the periodic arrangement of a dielectric, the propagation of light can

be totally suppressed at certain wavelengths. In that frequency range, no propagation can occur because the density of the possible states of the light vanishes so

that even spontaneous emission becomes impossible. Such periodic arrangement of

the dielectric is called photonic crystal and the term was first used in 1987 after E.

Yablonovitch and S. John published two milestone papers [6,7]. In 1991, Professor

P. St. J. Russell proposed that light might be trapped in a hollow core by means of

a two-dimensional photonic crystal in the form of a fibre composed of microscopic

air capillaries running along the entire fibre length. A precise periodic arrangement of the array in terms of microscopic air holes in the cladding would support a

PBG for an incident light, preventing the escape of the light from the hollow-core

region into the cladding. This mechanism of light trapping is unique in the sense that

the conventional TIR is not required to guide the electromagnetic wave. A direct
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FIGURE 15.2  (a) Dispersion relation for a homogeneous medium with refractive index n.

(b) Dispersion relation for two dielectric mediums placed periodically in one dimension.

(c) One-dimensional photonic crystal structure where the two modes are distributed differently and the corresponding dispersion relation.



consequence of this phenomenon is observed in nature; in the wings of a butterfly

or in the feathers of a peacock, where a wavelength-scale periodic structure exhibits

ranges of angle and colour where incident light is strongly reflected.

Typically, the PCF can be subdivided into two basic types – a hollow-core and

a solid-core PCF. The solid-core PCF is realized by considering a central defect in
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FIGURE 15.3  (a) Macroscopic structure of the periodic cladding in terms of capillary

arrangement. (b) SEM of the corresponding fibre structure taken at CGCRI, Kolkata.
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the form of a solid silica rod in the periodic air-hole lattice. The effective refractive

index of cladding formed by the microstructured air holes is essentially less than that

of a solid silica rod in the core and light is confined in the core by the conventional

mechanism of TIR. Since the meticulous arrangement of air holes in the cladding is

not essential for solid-core PCFs and the guiding mechanism is also not based on the

typical PBG structure, it is logical to term the solid-core PCFs as microstructured

optical fibres (MOFs). In Section 15.4, the guiding mechanism of a solid-core and a

hollow-core PCF (HC-PCF) will be explained more elaborately.



15.3  CHARACTERISTICS OF PCF

The unprecedented properties offered by the PCF eventually outperform the conventional SMF. The characteristic versatility of the PCF leads to new interdisciplinary areas of applications. The advent of the HC-PCF opened up new dimensions in

light–matter interaction owing to the fact that it contains gas-phase or liquid-phase

material within its hollow cores. The uniqueness of its propagation and geometric

characteristics are discussed in detail in the following sections.



15.3.1 Propagation: Fundamental Understanding

The major characteristics of the PCF are encrypted in its photonic crystal cladding

formed by a periodic array of air holes. In general, the simplest photonic crystal cladding is a biaxially periodic, defect-free, composite material with its own well-defined

dispersion and band structure. Unarguably, a good knowledge of the cladding properties is essential for understanding the behaviour of the guided mode confined in

the core, which is a structural defect in the photonic crystal array. The propagation

diagram shown in Figure 15.4 is a useful tool for understanding the different guiding mechanisms inside a PCF. In the diagram, the vertical axis is the normalized

frequency kΛ = ωΛ/c (ω is the angular frequency, Λ is the inter-hole spacing and

c is the velocity of light in vacuum) and the horizontal axis is the normalized axial

wave vector βΛ. Light is free to propagate in the region kn > β, for kn < β it is evanescent and at kn = β the critical angle is reached. The slanted guidelines in Figure

15.4 denote (from left to right) that the propagation is in all regions (air and silica) for

the k > β zone, only in silica for the k < β zone, inside the high refractive-index core

in the kncl < β < knco region and the cut-off in the knco < β region. The horizontal

dotted line indicates a fixed frequency for which we have to find out the propagation

condition.

The diagram readily suggests that the confinement of light in the high refractiveindex zone may be obtained in the narrow region between the dotted lines (enlarged

in Figure 15.4b), which denotes an SMF structure. Below the β = ncok line, one

should have the cut-off region. The propagation characteristic simply comes out to

be kncl < β < knco. Interestingly, for a HC-PCF due to the presence of photonic crystal cladding one may have the band-like structure in the propagation diagram in the

region k > β (beyond the light line) where light is free to propagate in vacuum. This

type of band structure ensures the trapping of light within the empty micro tube in

the core.
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FIGURE 15.4  (a) Propagation diagram for an SMF. Different regions are indicated in terms

of the propagation constant β. (b) Enlarged view of the propagation region between two

refractive indices ncl and nco. The small refractive-index variation between the core and the

cladding in an SMF makes the intermediate light propagation region narrow.



In the case of solid-core PCFs (MOFs), light guidance occurs by modified TIR

(M-TIR), which is similar in principle to the guidance mechanism in SMFs [8,9].

The solid silica core in an MOF offers a higher refractive index than the cladding

whose average refractive index is reduced due to the presence of the air holes in the

silica matrix, leading to an equivalent geometry similar to those of conventional

step-index fibres but with no proper boundary at the core–cladding interface. To be

precise, the air-hole diameter (d) and the distance between two adjacent air holes,

called pitch (Λ), are the two prime structural parameters that characterize the photonic crystal cladding (Figure 15.5).
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FIGURE 15.5  (a) Schematic structure of a hexagonal lattice. (b) Schematic picture of the

M-TIR process where solid arrows represent the light rays trapped inside the solid fibre core

and dotted arrows show leaky rays. The average refractive index of the cladding nav is lower

than that of the PCF core.



The refractive index of the cladding is taken to be the effective index of the

fundamental space-filling mode (FSM), which is defined as the mode with the largest value of β that would propagate in an infinite cladding structure without any

defect [10]. The cladding refractive index in MOFs is hence not a constant quantity but is strongly dependent on the wavelength. For these reasons (the absence of

a finite boundary at the core–cladding interface and the strong dependence of the

cladding refractive index on the wavelength), the guidance mechanism in MOFs is

termed modified TIR.



15.3.2 Determination of nFSM and neff

Studying the various properties of MOFs requires the precise determination of the

cladding refractive index (nFSM) over a range of wavelengths and finally the effective

indices of the guided modes (neff ) propagating through the fibre. One of the earliest

methods used for MOF analysis was the effective-index method, in both scalar and

vector forms where the MOF was treated analogous to a standard step-index fibre

[8,11]. Although quite a few drawbacks of both forms of the effective-index method

were later realized, yet they are simple and useful in obtaining a rough estimate of

the propagation characteristics of MOFs and in certain cases yield fairly good results

in a short span of time. In this method, the MOF is modelled as an equivalent stepindex fibre in which light propagates in the silica core by TIR since the air holes

embedded in the silica matrix offer a lower average refractive index than the index

of the silica core. The nFSM is determined using the concept of the FSM. The MOF

is then regarded as a step-index fibre with a solid core of silica and a cladding of

refractive index nFSM.

Maxwell’s equations are solved for a unit cell of the microstructured cladding

structure in order to determine the nFSM value [8,11,12]. The original hexagonal unit

cell is approximated with a circularly symmetric one in order to solve it using cylindrical coordinates. The hexagonal unit cell along with its circular approximation is

pictorially depicted in Figure 15.6 for better understanding. The circular air holes

(white circles) having diameter d are positioned at the centre and the corners of the
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FIGURE 15.6  (a) Hexagonal unit cell of an MOF with its circular approximation. (b)

Fundamental space-filling mode.



hexagon. The distance between the centres of the consecutive air holes is denoted by

the pitch, Λ. The grey-shaded region around the central air hole is the approximated

circular unit cell of radius b.

The air-filling fraction, f, of an MOF is defined as the ratio of the volume occupied

by air to the total volume in a unit cell and its expression for an MOF design with

hole diameter d and pitch Λ is given by f = (π / 2 3 )(d / Λ )2 [10]. But, for simplicity,

we consider the ratio of d and Λ (d/Λ) as a measure of the air-filling fraction and,

henceforth, this quantity is used in subsequent studies instead of f. The radius of the

approximated circular unit cell, b, is determined by equating the air-filling fraction of

the hexagonal and the circular unit cell and its expression is given by Equation 15.1:

b=Λ







3

(15.1)

2π



15.3.2.1  Scalar Effective-Index Method

In the scalar effective-index method (SEIM), first proposed by Knight et al. [8], we

consider the scalar wave equation given by Equation 15.2:







∂ 2ψ 1 ∂ψ 1 ∂ 2ψ

+

+

+ k 2 n2 − β2 ψ = 0 (15.2)

∂r 2 r ∂r r 2 ∂φ2



(



)



where

ψ is the modal field

k = 2π/λ is the wave vector

λ is the free-space wavelength

n is the material index

β is the propagation constant

Equation 15.2 is solved following the usual method of separation of variables.

Applying the boundary conditions that the field and its derivative must be continuous

at the air–silica interface and that it must vanish at the outer boundary of the unit
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cell, an eigenvalue equation for evaluating the cladding index, nFSM, is obtained as

shown in Equation 15.3:

BJ1 ( u ) + CY1 ( u ) = 0 (15.3)







Here B and C are constants, J1 and Y1 are Bessel’s functions of the first and second kinds of order 1, u = kb(ns2 − nFSM2)1/2 and ns is the index of silica at λ. Equation

15.3 is solved after determining the expressions of the constants B and C in terms

of a single constant. Finally, the characteristic equation for calculating nFSM, shown

in Equation 15.4, is obtained where U = ka(ns2 − nFSM2)1/2, W = ka(nFSM2 − na2)1/2,

a = d/2 is the radius of the air hole, na is the index of air, I0 and I1 are modified

Bessel’s function of the first kind of order 0 and 1, respectively, and J0 and Y0 are

zeroth-order Bessel’s function of the first and second kinds.

W







I1 ( W ) 

J1 ( u ) 

J1 ( u ) 

 J 0 (U ) − Y0 (U )

 = −U  J1 (U ) − Y1 (U )

 (15.4)

Y1 ( u ) 

I 0 ( W ) 

Y1 ( u ) 





Once the cladding index is obtained, neff can be derived by following the usual

procedure for an analysis of a step-index fibre with ns and nFSM as the core refractive index and cladding refractive index, respectively [13]. The MATLAB® code for

determination of nFSM by SEIM is given in Appendix I.

15.3.2.2  Full Vector Effective-Index Method

The vector effective-index method was first proposed by Midrio et al. [12] and later

used frequently by others for the study of MOFs. The vector wave equation is of the

form shown in Equation 15.5, where the symbols have their usual meaning [14].

 ∂2 1 ∂ 1 ∂2

  Ez 

+ 2 2 + k 2 n2 − β2    = 0 (15.5)

 2+

r ∂r r ∂φ

 ∂r

  H z 



(







)



Solving Equation 15.5 for the transverse fields and applying the condition that

the fields are continuous at the interface of the hole and silica region, the fields are

obtained as





ψ z ~ I l ( WR ) → 0 < r < a (15.6)







ψ z ~ J l (UR ) Yl ( u ) − Yl (UR ) J l ( u ) → a < r < b (15.7)



where ψz represents the electric or magnetic field components, Ez or Hz, Il is the lthorder modified Bessel’s function of the first kind, Jl and Yl are the lth-order Bessel’s

functions of the first and second kinds and R = r/a is the normalized radial coordinate.
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U, W and u are defined in the same way as in the SEIM. If Jl(UR)Yl(u) − Yl(UR)Jl(u) is

now defined as Pl(UR), then the characteristic equation obtained for the determination of nFSM is of the form







2

2

 Pl′ (U )

I l′ ( W )   ns2 Pl′ (U ) na2 I l′ ( W )  2  1

1   βFSM 

l

=

+

+

+







 U 2 W 2   k  (15.8)



 



 UPl (U ) WI l ( W )   UPl (U ) WI l ( W ) 



Since βFSM denotes the propagation constant of the fundamental mode propagating in an infinite self-similar hexagonal lattice without any defect, we consider l = 1

in Equation 15.8 while determining nFSM. The MATLAB code for determination

of nFSM by FVEIM is given in Appendix II. Once nFSM is obtained, the propagation

constant of the fundamental guided mode, βeff, and hence the corresponding effective index, neff, of the MOF are calculated from Equation 15.9, which is derived by

solving Equation 15.5 for an equivalent step-index fibre with ns and nFSM as the core

and cladding index, respectively.

2

2

2

 J 1′ (U )

K 1′ ( W )   ns 2 J 1′ (U ) nFSM

K 1′ ( W )   1

1   βeff 

=

+

+

+

(15.9)
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UJ1 (U ) WK1 ( W )   UJ1 (U )









Although the analytical methods are not computationally intensive and take

lesser time, yet in most cases of MOF structure analysis they do not yield very accurate results. For this reason, researchers resorted to numerical methods for a precise

and correct analysis of various designs of MOFs. In the calculations and analyses

that follow, a commercially available software package from COMSOL Multiphysics

implementing the finite element method (FEM) has been used. Subsequent to the

detailed study of the analytical (SEIM and full vector effective-index method

[FVEIM]) and numerical (FEM) methods for determining nFSM and neff, a comparative study of the nFSM values obtained from the three methods is carried out in

Figure 15.7 for d/Λ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively. In the analytical approaches

for the determination of nFSM of MOFs, the choice of the radius of the equivalent

circular unit cell, R, plays an important role and different expressions for R have

been proposed [12,15]. We have previously derived the expression for the radius of

the equivalent circular unit cell (R = b) in Equation 15.1 by equating the area of the

circular unit cell with the original hexagonal one and this expression will be used in

subsequent studies implementing the SEIM or FVEIM.

However, in Figure 15.7, we consider another alternative expression for R in addition to b in order to estimate the influence of the choice of R on the accuracy of the

solution of the FSM. It is seen that for the same R value, the SEIM yields higher nFSM

values than the FVEIM, while for R = b = Λ[√3/2π]1/2, the FVEIM produces results

that are very close to the numerical data obtained through COMSOL Multiphysics

for all the values of d/Λ over the whole wavelength range under consideration. On

the other hand, the SEIM provides relatively good results only for large d/Λ with

R = Λ/2. Hence, we can consider the FVEIM with R = b to be the best alternative to

the numerical method for correctly calculating the cladding index of MOFs.
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FIGURE 15.7  Comparison of nFSM values obtained from SEIM, FVEIM and FEM for different d/Λ values.
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15.3.3 Properties of PCFs

The most important feature of a PCF is its structural pattern, which can easily be

modified and leads to some fascinating properties unattainable in conventional

fibres. The additional degrees of freedom in terms of an air-hole diameter and pitch

often originate some unexpected features, such as endlessly single-mode behaviour,

tight confinement, high nonlinearity, high birefringence and astonishing dispersion

control. In the following sections, the underlying physics of these intriguing features

of a PCF are discussed elaborately.

15.3.3.1  Endlessly Single-Mode Nature

The geometry is the most essential part to characterize a PCF. For a solid-core PCF,

as examples, the air-hole diameter (d), and pitch: the distance between two consecutive air holes (Λ) and the number of air-hole rings in the cladding (Nr) are the prior

parameters that control the overall performance of that PCF. The ratio of air-hole

diameter to pitch, which gives an estimate of the air-filling fraction, is a governing parameter to ensure the endlessly single-mode nature of the PCF. Typically, for

d/Λ < 0.43, the fibre never supports any higher-order modes [15]. The V parameter

is an essential quantity whose numerical value indicates the number of propagating

modes in the fibre. The effective V parameter can be defined for a PCF as follows:







Veff =



2πaeff

λ



2

(15.10)

nc2 − nFSM



Here, nc is the index of the silica core, aeff is the effective core radius whose value

is assumed to be Λ/√3 [15,16] and the cladding refractive index is replaced by nFSM,

which is the effective index of the FSM. An FSM is the mode of an infinitely extended

defect-free photonic crystal cladding having the highest value of propagation constant

β. With aeff = Λ/√3, the cut-off condition for single-mode guidance at a particular

wavelength is given by Veff = 2.405 as in conventional fibres and hence this expression

enables the application of classical optical fibre theories to qualitatively understand

the various properties of MOFs. For a short wavelength, the mode is closely confined

to the central silica region avoiding the holes. This eventually increases the value of

nFSM and counterbalances the inverse dependence of the V parameter on the wavelength. Thus, in a PCF, the V parameter remains unaffected despite a decrement of the

wavelength. This phenomenon leads to the endlessly single-mode feature of the PCF

[11], which is strikingly different from a conventional fibre.

Figure 15.8b clearly demonstrates that for d/Λ < 0.43, the V parameter never goes

beyond 2.4, which is indicated by a horizontal dashed line; hence, the PCF does not

support any higher-order modes in this regime and behaves as an endlessly single

mode fibre (SMF).

15.3.3.2  Confinement Mechanism of Light

The confinement of the light in the core region for both the solid and the HC-PCF

can generally be understood by exploiting the vector component of the propagation
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FIGURE 15.8  (a) Values of n FSM derived using FEM and FVEIM for various d/Λ at

Λ = 2 μm. The lines and symbols denote FEM and FVEIM values, respectively. (b)

V-parameter values for different d/Λ. An endlessly single-mode configuration for d/Λ < 0.43

is clearly illustrated.



constant at different directions. Figure 15.9 suggests the vector diagram of the propagation constant. The propagation constant β along the fibre axis remains conserved

during propagation. The transverse component (kt) of a free-space wave vector (k)

contains a useful quantity λt, the transverse effective wavelength, defined as follows:

λt =





2π



k n −β

2 2



2



=



λ



(



n 2 − β 2 /k 2



)



(15.11)
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β



kn



kt = 2π/λt



FIGURE 15.9  Vector diagram of the propagation constant β (along fibre axis) inside a PCF

formed by a material whose refractive index is n.



From the diagram it is obvious that under the critical angle condition when

β → kn, then λt → ∞, whereas λt becomes imaginary when kn < β. The transverse

wavelength gives a measure of whether a light is resonant within a structure of a particular material or becomes antiresonant. Since the fundamental mode has a higher

transverse effective wavelength compared to the higher-order modes, it is unable to

escape through the gap between two consecutive air holes. The core mode becomes

confined if it is antiresonant with the unit cell of the cladding crystal. In this condition, the core mode finds no state in the cladding with which it is phase matched and

hence light cannot leak out from the core region. However, the absence of a prominent core–clad boundary makes the fundamental mode strikingly different from the

standard Gaussian distribution, as shown in Figure 15.10a. The field energy tries to

leak through the intermediate silica region in between two adjacent air holes and this

leads to a wavy edge of the distributed field.

In the case of kagome lattice-based HC-PCFs, the cladding is formed by thin

silica webs, which eventually behave as parallel dielectric layers in the air. This periodic arrangement of a dielectric creates a range of forbidden angles based on Bragg’s

law θ = sin−1(λ/2Λ). This means that the light inside the hollow core cannot escape

in the transverse direction for a certain incident angle and is therefore trapped. It is

obvious that the structure of the cladding and its scale dictate the colour and bandwidth of the transmitted light.



(a)



(b)



FIGURE 15.10  (a) Field distribution of a fundamental mode in a hexagonal lattice PCF.

(b) Schematic diagram of a kagome lattice-based hollow-core fibre that traps light in the

hollow-core region under the principle of Bragg’s reflection from different planes. Bragg’s

planes are formed by a thin silica net.
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15.3.3.3  Geometric Parameters for Confinement

The number of rings (Nr) is an important parameter, which restricts the leakage loss

for an MOF [17]. However, it is obvious that the increment of the air-filling fraction

also reduces the leakage loss since the effective refractive index between the core

and the cladding increases. In Figure 15.11, the effect of d/Λ (for a fixed Nr and Λ)

on leakage loss is shown.

For a small d/Λ, the higher-order mode escapes since its transverse effective wavelength is always shorter than the fundamental mode and so it has a higher resolving

power. However, as shown in Figure 15.11, for a sufficiently low d/Λ ratio, even the

fundamental mode can squeeze through the glass channel. The variation of confinement loss with d/Λ values for different Nr is mapped in Figure 15.12.



FIGURE 15.11  Confinement of the fundamental mode at the wavelength of 1060 nm for

d/Λ = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% (left to right) when the pitch remains constant at 2 μm.
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FIGURE 15.12  Confinement loss of MOFs as a function of d/Λ for different numbers of

rings, Nr with Λ = 2.4 μm at 1.0 μm wavelength.
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15.3.3.4  Effective Area and Nonlinearity

The effective area is another important parameter for a PCF, especially for nonlinear

applications. According to the definition, the effective area can be described as [18]

2



∞ ∞



2



E ( x, y ) dxdy 





 (15.12)

Aeff =  −∞∞ −∞∞



∫∫







∫ ∫ E ( x, y )



4



dxdy



−∞ −∞



where E(x, y) is the transverse electric field distribution. The limit of the integral

is extended up to infinity, which eventually means that the integral must be evaluated over the entire transverse plane where the field amplitudes are non-negligible.

The mode area can be tailored to a large extent by varying the air-hole diameter

and pitch. It can be increased by reducing the hole diameter, which is required for

high-power transmission where nonlinear effects are unwanted. However, one of

the major implications of the PCF is to enhance the nonlinear effect during pulse

propagation. The nonlinear coefficient (γ) of the PCF can simply be written as [18]

γ=





2π n2

(15.13)

λAeff



where n2 is the nonlinear index coefficient of the material used in the PCF and is

related to the third-order susceptibility. Typically for silica, n2 = 2.7 × 10−20 m2/W

at the wavelength of 1.06 μm [18]. The nonlinear coefficient is inversely related to

Aeff, which means that with proper geometric arrangement, one can enhance the

nonlinearity. The highest nonlinearity available in a conventional step-index fibre is

γ = 20/W km at 1550 nm [18]. By comparison, a solid-core PCF with a core diameter

of 1 μm has a nonlinearity of γ = 550/W km at 1550 nm [19]. A reduction of the core

with a large air-filling fraction is the standard medicine to fabricate a highly nonlinear PCF. By complete contrast, a HC-PCF has an extremely low level of nonlinearity because of the small overlap between the glass and the light. A silica-air-based

HC-PCF exhibits a nonlinearity of γ = 0.023/W km [20]. Hence, in PCF the nonlinearity can be controlled as much as the fourth order of magnitude.



15.3.4 Attenuation Mechanism

The invariant transverse structure along the distance of the fibre is the main reason

for ultralow attenuation. In PCFs, the losses are governed by two main parameters,

the fraction of light in glass and the roughness of air–glass interfaces. However,

bending is another external parameter, which causes significant loss in practical

applications. The origination and the mechanism of different losses in a PCF are

explained in detail in the following subsections.
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15.3.4.1  Absorption and Scattering

The absorption loss originates mainly because of the characteristic absorption of

silica with which the PCF is made of. By convention, the unit of the loss is represented in decibels per kilometre (dB/km), the logarithmic ratio of input and output

power divided by length. Mathematically, it is defined as 10 log10(Pin/Pout)/L. The

transmission window of silica is extended roughly up to 2500 nm. Beyond this limit,

light cannot be transmitted. However, using special infrared (IR) glasses, this transmission window can be extended beyond 2500 nm. The best loss in a solid-core PCF

is reported to be 0.28 dB/km at 1550 nm [21]. The surface roughness, on the other

hand, gives rise to the scattering loss. The scattering loss inside the PCF is observed

to have a λ−3 dependence in contrast to the λ−4 dependence of Rayleigh’s scattering in bulk glasses [21]. On the contrary, the greatest potential of the hollow-core

fibre is its extremely low loss, since light travels predominantly through the empty

core. However, the lowest loss for this kind of fibre obtained so far is 1 dB/km at

1550 nm [21]. The reason for this loss is mainly the presence of surface roughness

along the fibre length. A more developed fibre-drawing technology is required to

reduce this loss further. The attenuation loss curves of two of the fabricated MOFs

are shown in Figure 15.13 with the cross sections of the corresponding MOFs in the

inset. The higher loss in the short-wavelength zone depicted in Figure 15.13a may be

attributed to greater scattering from the surfaces of the interstitial spaces between

the first and second rings of that fibre. A perfect microstructured cladding with no

interstitial spaces results in a much lower loss value in the same wavelength range.

15.3.4.2  Bend Loss

The fibre experiences an additional loss when it is bent beyond a certain critical

radius (Rc), which depends on the wavelength, the core–cladding refractive-index

variation and, most importantly, the third power of the core radius (a3). The modal

field distorts outwards in the direction of the bending. For a PCF, the bend loss

radically increases at the short-wavelength region. The critical bend radius varies as

Rc ~ Λ3/λ2 [21]. The change in the shape of the fundamental mode when the fibre is

bent in two different planes is pictorially shown in Figure 15.14a and 15.14b [22]. By

contrast, a hollow-core fibre is found to be extremely insensitive under the bending

condition. No appreciable loss is observed under the bending condition for this type

of fibre. This is because the effective depth of the ‘potential well’ is large, which

makes the Δβ between the edges of the PBG high. This condition eventually makes

the mode bend-insensitive.

15.3.4.3  Confinement Loss

The large index contrast between the core and the cladding is one of the attractive

properties of MOFs and it can be achieved either by increasing the air-filling fraction with large air holes or by reducing the core dimension. Because of this property,

the guided modes are very strongly confined within the core and this confinement

is maintained even at larger wavelengths. However, all MOF designs are associated

with an additional loss factor, termed confinement loss (α) or geometric loss, which

arises due to the finite extent of the microstructured cladding embedded in a matrix
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FIGURE 15.13  (a,b) Attenuation curve measured for two different MOFs fabricated in the

Fiber Optics and Photonics Division, CSIR-CGCRI, Kolkata, India.



of the same material as the core [17]. Since the core and the matrix material are the

same, they have the same refractive index. The core and the cladding are not separated by a well-defined boundary as the air holes do not merge with their neighbours

and, consequently, the matrix is connected between the core and the exterior beyond

the rings of air holes. Hence, light can be imagined to leak out from the core to the

exterior matrix through the silica bridges between the holes during propagation and

lead to losses even if material absorption is fully neglected. Such tunnelling losses

are thus unavoidable in MOFs and developing ways to reduce them becomes one of

the important aspects of designing an MOF. In the case of MOFs, this loss will be

significant if the d/Λ ratio is small and a sufficient number of air rings are absent.
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FIGURE 15.14  (a,b) Fundamental modal profiles at the 1064 nm wavelength for two different bending planes in a bent solid-core PCF (d/Λ = 0.81). (From Saitoh, K., Tsuchida, Y.,

Rosa, L., Koshiba, M., Poli, F., Cucinotta, A., Selleri, S., et al., Opt. Express, 17, 4913–4919,

2009. With permission.)
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In the case of HC-PCFs, the photonic crystal cladding of the PCF is finite. For a

guided mode, the Bloch wave function in the cladding is evanescent in nature, like

the evanescent plane wave function in the cladding of a conventional SMF. If the

cladding is not thick enough, the evanescent field amplitude at the cladding will

be appreciable, causing attenuation. For a HC-PCF, the strength of the PBG and its

period governs this confinement loss.

Confinement loss (α) in decibels per metre (dB/m) is related to the imaginary part

of the effective index [Im(neff )] of the guided mode as given in Equation 15.14, where

λ is the operating wavelength in micrometres (μm) [17,23]. For calculating the confinement loss, we require reflectionless absorption of the propagating electromagnetic waves at the boundary and so the concept of a perfectly matched layer (PML)

is implemented instead of a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) or a perfect electric

conductor (PEC). Anisotropic PMLs are used to evaluate the confinement loss [24].

α=





20 2π

Im ( neff )106 (15.14)

ln (10 ) λ



A detailed study shows that the confinement loss in MOFs varies with the wavelength, the ratio of the air-hole diameter to pitch and the number of air-hole rings.

The confinement losses increase with the wavelength since the field confinement

decreases at higher wavelengths [25]. The field confinement at different wavelengths

of an MOF design having Λ = 2 μm and d/Λ = 0.4 is shown in Figure 15.15a. As

expected, the confinement of the field becomes poorer and light starts to leak out

from the core at higher wavelengths, thereby increasing the confinement loss. The

corresponding values of the confinement losses are plotted in Figure 15.15b.



15.4  MODE OF LIGHT GUIDANCE IN PCF

For an SMF, the propagation constant (β) of a guided mode satisfies the condition

ncl < β/k < nco, where nco and ncl are the refractive index of the core and the clad,

respectively, and k = 2π/λ, where λ is the wavelength of light. This condition suggests that light is evanescent in the cladding. On the other hand, in a PCF, as much as

four different guidance mechanisms exist: a modified form of TIR, PBG guidance,

a frustrated tunnelling process and, finally, the low-leakage mechanism based on a

low density of photon states in the cladding.



15.4.1 Modified Total Internal Reflection

Light guidance by M-TIR is essentially observed for a solid-core PCF. The effective

refractive index of the air-hole-based cladding is less than that of silica and light is

confined in the solid silica core under the mechanism of TIR. Although the guidance mechanism has a resemblance to conventional TIR, it has some interesting

and unique features that strikingly distinguish it from an SMF. For example, under

M-TIR, a solid-core PCF behaves as an endlessly SMF as already explained. To

understand the endlessly single-mode nature, the cladding index is considered as
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FIGURE 15.15  (a) Contour plots of the field confinement for Λ = 2 μm and d/Λ = 0.4

at wavelengths of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 μm. (b) The confinement loss as a function of the

wavelength.



the average index in the cladding weighted by the intensity distribution of the light.

For the short wavelength, the field is more concentrated on the core silica region and

avoids the holes, thus raising the effective refractive index of the cladding. Because

of this wavelength-dependent cladding index, the V parameter never exceeds the

threshold value for multimode operation, even for a short wavelength. The propagation constant simply obeys the following condition:





knsi > β > βFSM (15.15)
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where

nsi is the refractive index of silica (core material)

βFSM is the propagation constant of FSM

The FSM is the fundamental mode of the infinitely extended photonic crystal

cladding when the core (defect) is absent, so βFSM is the maximum allowed value of β

in the cladding. The effective cladding index (nFSM) can be realized as nFSM = βFSM/k;

nc is the refractive index of core (silica for a solid-core PCF).



15.4.2 PBG: Hollow Core

A hollow core with a large air-filling fraction and a small inter-hole spacing is

required to achieve a PBG in the region β/k < 1. The periodic arrangement of the

air holes in a silica lattice forms a periodic variation of the dielectric constants (like

the periodic potential well), which leads to the formation of PBGs in the region

β/k < 1. This condition ensures that light is free to propagate and form guided modes

within the hollow core while being unable to escape into the cladding. The number

of modes N is controlled by the depth and the width of the refractive index ‘potential

well’ defined by







(



)



2

2

N ≈ 12 k 2ρ2 nhigh

− nlow

(15.16)



where nhigh and nlow are the refractive indices at the edges of the PBG, and ρ is the

2

2

− nlow

) is typically a few percentage) is quite

core radius. Since the bandgap ((nhigh

narrow, the hollow core must be large enough to support the guided mode.

The density of state (DOS) diagram or the band structure at a fixed kΛ exhibits

a bandgap sandwiched by two allowed states. This means that the DOSs fall to zero

at that intermediate region. A defect state can exist within this PBG and light can be

guided through the hollow-core region (Figure 15.16).

15.4.2.1  PBG: Surface State

The PBG guidance demands that the core refractive index be lower than the cladding refractive index. The defect core bandgap fibre is formed by introducing an air

Allowed states

Bandgap

An air defect mode



Allowed states



FIGURE 15.16  SEM of a typical triangular lattice hollow-core photonic bandgap fibre.

Schematic band diagram showing the existence of an air defect guided mode. (After Mangan,

B.J. et al., Optical Fiber Communication Conference, paper PDP24, 2004.)
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735 nm



FIGURE 15.17  Near-field end-face image of a typical surface mode in a hollow-core PCF

where the optical field is trapped at the narrow region of the silica surrounding the core at

the wavelength of 735 nm. (From Russell, P. St. J., J. Lightwave Tech., 24, 4729–4749, 2006.)



hole in the core region, which precludes the possibility of TIR. However, light can

be guided not through the air holes but through a narrow region of silica surrounding the core. The light prefers to remain trapped in this region since for particular

wavelengths, the phase velocity of the light in the core is not coincident with any of

the phase velocities available in the transmission band created by the array of the

larger adjacent region. Light is thus unable to tunnel over them and remains trapped

at the surface of the core. Hence, the guided mode can be realized as a surfacetrapped state, light being confined by TIR from the boundary of the core side and by

a PBG on the cladding side. In this case, the guided mode follows the given condition, nFSM > β/k > 1 (Figure 15.17).



15.4.3 PBG: All-Solid Structure

In an all-solid structure, the core made of low-index glass is surrounded by an array

of high-index glass cores. Since the average index contrast between the core and the

cladding is negative, TIR is prohibited and the bandgap effect is the only possible

mechanism for light guidance. In this kind of structure, the antiresonance mechanism plays a crucial role. The light is confined in the low-index core region when

the array of the high-index core is antiresonant. The bands of photonic states arise

from the coupled resonances of individual rods. For effective indices above the background index, these resonances are the waveguide modes of the rods, but the rod

modes retain their identity below the cut-off, as leaky modes. The cladding bands

are therefore arranged around the dispersion curves of the rod modes until they lose

their identities some way below the cut-off, the fibre’s high-loss wavelength ranges

coinciding roughly with the rod modes’ cut-offs. Between these cut-offs, the cladding rods are antiresonant, expelling light and confining it to the core with low loss.



15.4.4 Low DOS Guidance

A recent study revealed that transmission bands are greatly widened in HC-PCFs

with a different cladding structure like a kagome lattice. The lattice consists of

fine silica webs surrounded by air. This specific lattice structure in the cladding is

defined in such a way that the cladding modes do not interact strongly with the core
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FIGURE 15.18  SEM of a kagome lattice fibre. The fundamental mode lies within the continuum of cladding modes and the band diagram does not exhibit any photonic bandgap.

(From Benabid, F., Phil. Trans R Soc. A, 2006, doi:10.1098/rsta.2006.1908. With permission.)



mode. In this respect, the photonic DOS is a convenient tool not only in identifying the resonant feature but also in examining the optical properties of the cladding

and in determining the existence of a PBG over a specific frequency. In analogy

with the electronic DOS, the photonic DOS can be defined as the number of electromagnetic states existing in the frequency interval between ω and ω + dω for a

propagation constant between β and β + dβ. A numerical simulation shows that the

photonic DOS is greatly reduced in the cladding of a kagome lattice HC-PCF. The

huge contrast of the DOS between the core and the cladding region allows the light

to propagate inside the hollow-core region. Well-confined modes are found in the

frequency regime for which the DOS reduces greatly in the cladding. However, the

leakage of light cannot be completely prevented because of the coupling of the core

mode with the cladding at certain frequencies. On the contrary, numerical simulations reveal that a key aspect of the guidance mechanism is the low overlap of the

core modes and the solid material in the microstructure, which, in addition to the low

DOSs in the cladding, suppresses the coupling of light to the cladding and allows it

to be guided in the core. Unlike the PBG fibre, the kagome structure does not exhibit

any band structure; rather, the core-guidance frequencies and indices are such that

the photonic structure exhibits a nonzero density of photonic states. It is the weak

interaction between the core and the cladding modes that leads to light guidance in

a certain frequency window. Such inhibited coupling between the core mode and the

cladding mode is explained by the fast transverse oscillations of the cladding modes

constituting the continuum. Since the photonic band concept is not involved in the

guiding mechanism, a much wider transmission window is observed in this case at

the cost of higher loss [26] (Figure 15.18).



15.5  GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION

The group velocity dispersion (GVD) originates when light with different frequencies travels at different group velocities, which leads to temporal broadening of the

input pulse. This is a crucial factor for telecommunication and nonlinear applications. PCFs offer greatly enhanced control of the magnitude and sign of the GVD

as a function of the wavelength. In single-mode optical fibres, dispersion occurs due

to two processes. One is the intrinsic material dispersion, Dm, of the glass, which

originates from the variation of the refractive index with the wavelength. The other
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is due to waveguide dispersion, Dw, which depends on the waveguide geometry. As

the mode field distribution changes with the wavelength, the proportions in the core

and the cladding differ and so the resulting modal index, neff, becomes wavelength

dependent. Dispersion is usually characterized by the quantity related to the second order derivative of the refractive index variation with wavelength because this

quantity determines the degree of pulse spreading in time domain during propagation. The modal effective index, neff, is related to the propagation constant, β, as

neff = β/k, k being the free-space wave vector. The variation of the phase velocity

of a monochromatic wave with wavelength is thus determined by the wavelength

dependence of β. Optical pulses, however, are not strictly monochromatic and have

a finite bandwidth. The group velocity, vg, is related to β via the first order derivative

with respect to frequency in the following manner:







vg =



1

1

= (15.17)

dβ d ω β1



The GVD is due to the variation of the group velocities of the different frequency

components of a particular pulse and is given by the second order derivative of β with

respect to the angular frequency ω. Since some of the components move slower than

the others because of different velocities, the pulse broadens in the time domain. The

most familiar expression for GVD is given by







β2 =



d 2β

λ2

=−

D (15.18)

2

dω

2πc



Here, c is the speed of light in vacuum, λ is the operating wavelength and D

is the dispersion parameter commonly used as it has practical units of picoseconds per kilometre per nanometre (ps/km nm), which can be directly related to the

amount of pulse spreading (in picoseconds) per propagation length (in kilometres)

per bandwidth (in nanometres). On the other hand, β2 has a unit of picoseconds

squared per kilometre (ps2/km). Both β2 and D are used when referring to GVD.

One of the numerous advantages of MOFs is that the dispersion of such fibres can

be tailored and controlled with unprecedented freedom. The high refractive-index

difference between silica and air and the flexibility of changing the air-hole sizes

and patterns, which makes the cladding index strongly wavelength dependent, offer

a variety of unusual dispersion behaviours in MOFs. By properly changing the

geometric characteristics of the air holes in the MOF cross section, the waveguide

contribution to the dispersion can be significantly altered, thereby obtaining unusual positions of the zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) that can be tuned over

a very wide range, or particular values of the dispersion slope that can be engineered to be ultraflattened. For example, the ZDW can be shifted to the visible

by reducing the core size and increasing the air-filling fraction. On the contrary,

very flat dispersion curves can be obtained in certain wavelength ranges in MOFs

with small air holes, that is, with the low air-filling fraction. MOFs with a high

air-filling fraction can also be designed to compensate the anomalous dispersion
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(β2 < 0) of SMFs. The dispersion parameter (D) of MOFs is computed using the

real part of n eff as follows:

D=−







2

λ d  Re ( neff ) 

(15.19)

c

dλ2



The total dispersion is approximated as the sum of the material dispersion Dm and

the waveguide dispersion Dw as D(λ) = Dm(λ) + Dw(λ). The chromatic dispersion

and, consequently, Dm(λ) become an inherent property of the system for air–silica

MOFs. The effective index of the guided mode, neff, is calculated taking into account

the material dispersion of the structure through the Sellmeier equation, and the total

dispersion at a particular wavelength is obtained by adding material and waveguide

contribution as shown in Figure 15.19.

The dispersion slope at the operating wavelength λop is calculated as

S=





dD

(15.20)

d λ λ = λop



This dispersion slope is an important parameter that gives an idea about the sensitivity of the dispersion for a small wavelength variation. In an air–silica system, air

is effectively dispersionless at optical frequencies. Due to the dominance of the electronic resonances in a silica molecule, the refractive index of silica decreases across

the wavelength range concerned with a sharp slope at shorter wavelengths. The
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FIGURE 15.19  The individual contribution of the material (Dm) and waveguide (Dw) dispersion for a PCF with an 80% air-filling fraction is shown. The solid line indicates the overall

dispersion. Wavelengths are in micron units.
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material dispersion curve of silica strictly increases with the wavelength and has a

zero dispersion point (ZDP) at 1.27 μm. The ZDW is very important as it determines

the boundary between the normal (β2 > 0) and the anomalous dispersion (β2 < 0)

regions. The ZDP also affects the efficiency of other nonlinear phenomena that are

responsible for supercontinuum (SC) generation. The amazing flexibility of tailoring

the dispersion leads to MOFs with two (sometimes even more!) ZDPs, which open

up new and interesting features of pulse propagation. The large extent to which the

dispersion of MOFs can be tailored simply by changing the MOF design parameters

is graphically shown in Figures 15.20 and 15.21. The ZDW shifting can be clearly

seen in all four graphs.
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FIGURE 15.20  Two sets of dispersion curves with a constant pitch (Λ) but varying air-hole

diameters (d).
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FIGURE 15.21  Two sets of dispersion curves with a constant air-filling fraction but a varying pitch (Λ).



In Figure 15.20, which shows the dispersion curves for constant pitch but an

increasing air-hole size, it is seen that the ZDW shifts to shorter wavelengths. This

is because with the increase in the air-hole diameter, the effective refractive-index

contrast between the core and the cladding increases and the waveguide dispersion becomes more strongly anomalous, thereby shifting the ZDW to smaller

wavelengths.

The dispersion curve is close to the material dispersion of pure silica when d/Λ

is small and Λ is large, as in the second graph of Figure 15.20. The influence of
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the waveguide dispersion becomes stronger as the air-hole diameter is increased.

Hence, for smaller air holes and lower d/Λ, shown in the first graph of Figure 15.21,

increasing Λ has a smaller effect on shifting the ZDW and the overall dispersion values are much lower. A combination of very high d/Λ and very small Λ

leads to the shortest achievable ZDW and a second ZDW is introduced, which is

strongly affected by the increase in pitch. This can be observed in Figure 15.21,

where for d/Λ = 0.9 and Λ = 1.0 μm, the dispersion profile shows two ZDWs with

the shorter ZDW lying in the visible region at a wavelength below 0.6 μm. This

is caused by the small core, which is unable to confine the mode properly and

hence, the waveguide dispersion becomes strongly normal at longer wavelengths.

Higher-order dispersion (HOD) parameters also become very important in various

nonlinear processes and particularly in SC generation. The overall dispersions of

two fabricated PCFs are measured experimentally for two different wavelength

ranges as shown in Figure 15.22 [27]. The geometric parameters of the fabricated

PCFs are given in the figures. Dispersion values obtained through FEM tally well

with the experiment.



15.6 BIREFRINGENCE

One important consequence of structural distortion (created intentionally or accidentally) is the origination of birefringence where propagation constants along two

orthogonal directions differ. MOFs with a core formed from one missing hole have

sixfold symmetry, which results in the fundamental mode being doubly degenerate.

If the core is instead extended to two adjacent missing holes or if the symmetry

around the core is reduced to twofold symmetry (by changing the size of the two

diametrically opposite holes or having elliptical holes), the degeneracy is lifted and

the MOF becomes birefringent.

The birefringence obtained in MOFs can be orders of magnitude higher than

the stress-induced birefringence in conventional polarization-maintaining (PM)

fibres and this greatly reduces the coupling between the two modes. Also, unlike

a conventional SMF, a PCF has a structural flexibility, which makes the deliberate

distortion process easier. For example, simply by introducing two capillaries with

a different wall thickness in the two opposite sides of the solid glass core, one can

achieve an extremely high value for the birefringence. In a HC-PCF, birefringence

can be achieved by distorting the central hole to an elliptical shape or rearranging the

structure around the core. Another advantage of the PCF-based birefringent fibre is

its temperature tolerance compared to the conventional fibre. In the traditional case,

the PM fibre contains two different glasses whose thermal expansion coefficients

are different and hence the birefringence becomes a strong function of temperature. Birefringence is measured in terms of the polarization beat length, L B, which

is defined as







LB =



2π

λ

=

(15.21)

β x − β y nx − ny
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FIGURE 15.22  Dispersion profiles for two fabricated PCFs (cross sections are shown in the

inset). The experimental data are superimposed with the numerical results and are enlarged

in (a). The zero-dispersion wavelengths for the two cases are found to be 1040 nm (for (a)) and

1012 nm (for (b)), respectively. An experiment for the dispersion measurement in (b) was carried out at the Optoelectronics Research Centre, Southampton University, UK. (From Chen,

K.K., Alam, S., Price, J.H.V., Hayes, J.R., Lin, D., Malinowski, A., Codemard, C., et al., Opt.

Express, 18, 5424–5436, 2010.)



Here, βx and βy are the propagation constants of the two orthogonal modes, while

nx and ny are the corresponding effective indices. A larger effective index mismatch

leads to a shorter L B, which corresponds to stronger birefringence. For the MOF

shown in Figure 15.23, the modal birefringence is ∣nx − ny∣ = 0.002 at 1.55 μm wavelength and the corresponding beat length is L B ≈ 0.77 mm, which is about five times

shorter than that for conventional fibres.
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FIGURE 15.23  (a) Cross section of a typically birefringent PCF with a semi-elliptical core.

(b) The unequal propagation constant along two orthogonal directions leads to two different

dispersion curves for the two axes.



15.7 DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF SOLID-CORE PCF:

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The successful design and development of new types of fibres strongly depend on

their fabrication process. Solid-core PCF designs are practically realized by introducing air holes in a solid glass material. Such structures have several advantages since air

is mechanically and thermally compatible with most materials, it is transparent over a

broad spectral range and it has a very low refractive index at optical frequencies. On the
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other hand, silica has been an excellent host material to work with in the case of optical fibres because it is chemically very stable, its viscosity does not change much with

temperature and it is relatively cheaper. The broad glass transformation range offered by

silica helps to produce fibres with high mechanical strength against pulling and bending.

Silica also exhibits fairly good optical transmission over a wide range of wavelengths and

has extremely low absorption and scattering losses in the near-IR part of the spectrum.

Furthermore, silica can be readily combined with numerous dopants for specific applications. The threshold for optical damage is also very high for silica. Hence, the combination of silica glass and air holes in MOFs offers a range of interesting possibilities in

different fields. But fabrication of MOFs poses certain challenges for the scientific community. The traditional vapour deposition techniques for fibre drawing are not directly

applicable to MOF fabrication as the large refractive-index contrast between the core and

the cladding required for MOF designs is unachievable by the standard methods. The

large surface area of the microstructured geometry, which is not circularly symmetric,

and the greater proximity of the air-hole surfaces to the fibre core are greatly influenced

by the gravitational and surface tension forces in addition to viscosity, which is an important material parameter in the drawing process of any type of fibre.

To fully reap the benefits of the increased design flexibility offered by MOFs, a

key objective in the drawing process is to maintain the highly regular structure of

the preform all the way down to the fibre dimensions. Maintaining precisely the

targeted shape and size of the air holes in the final MOF structure during MOF

drawing is a challenging task and a range of hole deformations in the form of hole

collapse, hole expansion, changes in hole shape, etc. may occur, which may lead to a

significant alteration in the optical properties of the MOF. One of the main issues of

preform development and fabrication is contamination of the lattice, which can lead

to significant transmission losses and hence calls for very careful handling of the

capillaries and the preform. The use of very pure raw materials and processing in a

clean environment is the key to obtaining low-loss fibres.

Various methods are adopted for MOF fabrication, such as stack and draw, extrusion, sol–gel casting, injection moulding and drilling. While extrusion is most suitable for fabricating MOFs from soft glasses or polymers, the drilling process works

best when only a few well-separated holes are required. The stack-and-draw technique, on the other hand, allows relatively fast, clean, low-cost and flexible preform

manufacture. It also allows easy control over the core size and shape as well as the

index profile of the cladding region. Many different fibre structures may, in principle,

be obtained by stacking rods and tubes with equal outer dimensions in various ways.

As a stack of tubes naturally aligns in a close-packed arrangement, so the triangular

close-packed hole structure, the honeycomb structure and the kagome structure are

among the easiest to obtain and fabricate. In fact, most of the fabricated MOFs have

a triangular lattice of air holes in the cladding. However, by using a suitable stacking pattern of capillary tubes and solid rods, various other structures in the form

of quadratic or ring geometries may also be fabricated using the stack-and-draw

method. Solid, empty or doped glass regions could easily be incorporated in the

microstructured geometry through this process, according to the design and application aimed for. It is thus evident that very large and complex structures may be fabricated with a high degree of regularity using the stack-and-draw procedure and hence
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it has become the most preferred method for MOF fabrication over the years. The

MOFs fabricated in this way in a conventional fibre-drawing tower are finally coated

online with soft and hard polyacrylate resin simultaneously in order to provide a

protective standard jacket, similar to conventional fibres, which offers mechanical

strength and allows for the robust handling of these fibres.

MOFs are drawn at CSIR-CGCRI from a conventional fibre-drawing tower by

introducing certain modifications in it in the form of a belt-tractor for drawing capillary tubes and canes having high dimensional precision. A suitable arrangement for

simultaneous preform pressurization and control of the vacuum is also made. Finally,

the cane placed in a silica tube is drawn into the fibre in another fibre-drawing tower

at a relatively low temperature of 1900°C–2000°C, while conventional fibres are typically drawn at temperatures of around 2100°C. The reason for drawing MOFs at a

lower temperature level is that surface tension forces may otherwise lead to the collapse of the air holes. To control the size of the air holes and also obtain a very high

air-filling fraction for nonlinear applications, the stacked capillaries can be suitably

pressurized in order to develop the requisite overpressure within the capillaries inside

the furnace, leading to an expansion of the air holes yet maintaining the uniformity of

the microstructure. The size of the holes and hence the entire microstructured cladding

are also influenced by the drawing speed. As the drawing time increases, an increased

opening of the air holes is seen. Hence, time dynamics, temperature, pressure variations, preform feed rate and drawing speed are all significant parameters, which should

be accurately controlled and stringently monitored during MOF fabrication to obtain

the required structural dimensions and avoid air-hole deformations.



15.7.1  Capillary Drawing

The fabrication of capillaries is an important element for the manufacturing of MOFs, and

the established theoretical framework for the drawing of capillaries forms the foundation for modelling the fabrication of more complex structures. The drawn capillaries, with a dimensional tolerance of ±1 μm, offer the advantage of greater dimensional

precision as well as greater options in terms of diameters and thicknesses. Schematic

diagrams for drawing of capillary tubes and the capillary-drawing tower are shown

together in Figure 15.24. Considering the incompressible Navier–Stokes equation, the

analysis by Fitt et al. exploits the long thin geometry of the draw region and includes the

effects of surface tension, varying viscosity and internal hole overpressure. For simplicity, the furnace temperature was assumed to be known and constant so that the viscosity

was independent of the axial distance. Neglecting the temperature dependence of both

the density of glass and the surface tension, the expressions for the inner and outer radii

of the final drawn capillary are given in Equations 15.22 and 15.23, respectively:
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+
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FIGURE 15.24  Schematic diagrams for (a) a capillary-drawing process and (b) a canedrawing tower.
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where h10 and h20 are the initial inner and outer radii of the starting tube, h1 and h2 are

the final inner and outer radii of the drawn capillary, β = ln(Ud /Uf) is a dimensionless

parameter, Ud is the draw speed, Uf is the feed rate, L denotes a typical draw length,

that is, the distance over which the preform is heated by the furnace, γ denotes the

surface tension, μ denotes the dynamic viscosity, and x measures the distance along

the axis of the capillary.

Considering the aforementioned assumptions, it is seen that the temperature dependence appears only via the ratio of the surface tension to the viscosity.

Equations 15.22 and 15.23 also suggest that the degree of collapse in the final structure depends only upon the ratio of the surface tension to the viscosity and can be

quantitatively predicted using these equations. For the final drawn capillaries, we

have x = L and the expressions are simplified as follows:











h20 γL

h1 = e −(β / 2 ) h10 −

 (15.24)
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h10 γL

h2 = e −(β / 2 ) h20 −

 

µβU f ( h20 − h10 ) 





(15.25)



For the purpose of studying the validity of Equations 15.24 and 15.25 in our drawing method, quite a few experimental runs were carried out. A silica capillary tube

with an outer diameter (OD) of 25 mm and an inner diameter (ID) of 20 mm was used

as the preform. The glass used was Suprasil F300, which is a commercially available, high-quality, low-impurity grade synthetic silica (Heraeus Inc.) that is commonly used for the production of low-loss optical fibres. Capillaries were drawn by

heating the silica tube in the furnace of the drawing tower (Heathway Ltd.) over a

30 mm hot zone. The preform was fed into the furnace at a constant speed and the

top end of the furnace was left open to the atmosphere. Theoretical data were first

obtained for a range of values of the drawing parameters using Equations 15.24

and 15.25. The feed rate Uf was varied between 10 and 20 mm/min, the draw speed

Ud was varied from 0.40 to 0.65 m/min and the furnace temperatures T of 1910°C,

1950°C and 1960°C were used. The values of the drawing parameters, which provided an OD and ID closest to the desired range, were then fixed for the experiments

and capillaries were drawn at the set parameters.

Once any particular combination of drawing conditions was set, the process was

allowed to stabilize before the final dimensions of the capillary tubes were measured. A laser-based diameter gauge located approximately a metre below the furnace

exit was used to monitor the final diameter of the drawn capillary. The final OD of

each capillary was measured using both the diameter gauge and a micrometer, while

the final ID of each capillary was measured with the micrometer as well as obtained

from measurements done using the optical microscope. The theoretical (lines) as

well as the experimental (symbols) data are plotted in Figure 15.25, where the final

ODs and IDs are shown as functions of the draw speed for different feed rates and

furnace temperatures. The experimental data match pretty well with the theoretical

predictions and the basic trends of the curves show that faster draw speeds, higher

furnace temperatures and lower feed rates all result in reduced inner and outer

dimensions of the capillaries, which are physically apparent.

The expressions given in Equations 15.22 and 15.23 were further used to examine

further aspects of the MOF manufacturing process and predict the degree to which the

hole collapses during drawing. The collapse ratio, which, after certain approximations

and simplifications, gives a comparison of the final fibre geometry ratio (h1/h2) to the

initial preform geometry ratio (h10/h20) is given by Equation 15.26. Fitt et al. defined it

in such a way that total collapse occurs when C = 1 but the preform geometry is faithfully preserved when C = 0. The sensitivity of the collapse to the physical parameters

was interpreted by noting that the expression for C is independent of x/L, indicating

that any collapse that occurs does so in the upper part of the furnace. Over the remaining larger part of the furnace, the fibre geometry remains nearly constant although

the fibre diameter decreases. This is because although the surface tension forces that

are responsible for the collapse increase as the radius of the capillary decreases, the

applied tension induced by the drawing process causes the viscous forces to increase
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FIGURE 15.25  Experimental results (symbols) and theoretical data (lines) for (a) inner and

(b) outer capillary diameters as functions of the draw speed drawn at different furnace temperatures and feed rates.



more rapidly with the decreasing capillary size, so that the influence of the surface tension is most significant where the capillary has the largest diameter.

C = 1−





 h10 + h20 

h1h20

γL

≈

(15.26)

h2h10 µU f ln (U d /U f )  h10h20 



The examination for drawing capillary or small hole tubes (h10 ≪ h20) has important implications for manufacturing MOFs. A detailed fabrication procedure that

includes pressurization methods was presented by R. Wynne and he obtained the
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expression for the final ID (h1) and OD (h2) of a capillary tube that is pressurized.

The initial ID and OD of the capillary are denoted by h10 and h20 and the expressions

are given by Equations 15.27 and 15.28, respectively:
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Here, G = γ/2μUf, P = PoL/2βμUf, β = ln(Ud /Uf), Po is the overpressure, L is

the distance over which the preform is heated in the furnace, Uf and Ud are the

feed rate and the draw speed, respectively, while γ and μ represent the surface

tension and viscosity of the glass, respectively. Equation 15.27 models the balance of forces that h10 experiences as the dimensionless differential pressure P

is balanced by the dimensionless surface tension term G, which causes the hole

to collapse. The expression for h 2 is scaled by the fibre draw forces. The pressure threshold for the collapse of the air holes (Po)min and the pressure boundary for uncontrolled expansion (Po)max are given by Equations 15.29 and 15.30,

respectively:
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Pressurized capillary drawing was carried out in our experiment with a starting

tube having an ID of 15.5 mm and an OD of 20 mm. The main aim of pressurized

capillary drawing was to obtain capillary tubes with different diameters and thicknesses from the same starting tube and also have a greater variety than the commercially available tubes. The OD and ID of the drawn capillaries were calculated using

Equations 15.27 and 15.28 and the values were compared with the practical data,

details of which are given in Table 15.1. We see that although the theoretical value of

the OD matches quite well with the practically obtained value, there remains a small

difference between the two values of ID.

The probable reason for this variation is that as the preform is gradually lowered

into the furnace, the gas inside the capillary within the furnace region heats up, thus

increasing the overpressure. But with the progress of time, the increase in the average temperature per unit length of the preform lowered into the furnace reduces.

This leads to removal of the pressurizing gas from the bottom of the furnace as the

capillary is drawn to lower dimensions and the overpressure thus begins to decrease,

leading to a decrease in the diameter. Since the effect of pressure is manifested on

the ID, so the variation in the values of the ID is also greater than that in the values
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TABLE 15.1

Comparison of the Experimental and Theoretical Data during Pressurized

Capillary Drawing

Temperature

(°C)

1980

1980

1960



Feed Rate

(mm/min)



Draw Speed

(m/min)



Pressure

(mbar)



10

10

10



0.90

0.98

1.00



1.0

1.5

2.0



Outer Diameter

(mm)



Inner Diameter

(mm)



Expt.



Theo.



Expt.



Theo.



2.0

2.0

2.0



2.08

2.00

1.98



1.5

1.5

1.5



1.65

1.59

1.57



Notes: Outer diameter (OD) of starting silica tube =  20 mm.



Inner diameter (ID) of starting silica tube =  15.5 mm.



of the OD. This variation in the values is observed in Table 15.1 and can also be

understood from Equations 15.27 and 15.28.



15.7.2  Stack-and-Draw Process in Two Stages

MOFs are generally drawn in two stages – the first stage consists of producing the

MOF preform and drawing intermediate canes of a diameter of a few millimetres,

which contain the signature of the final fibre but on a macroscopic scale. The double

stage drawing procedure allows one to obtain MOFs with a very small core and a

high air-filling fraction, which are best suited for nonlinear applications. The preform is obtained by stacking silica capillary tubes of appropriate dimensions in a

uniform hexagonal array around a central silica rod and then fitting the entire stack

into a silica jacketing tube. The proper selection of capillaries is essential in order to

get the desired structure.

A customized V-groove assembly was designed and developed with help from

Controls Interface Ltd., UK, for compact hexagonal stacking of capillaries with a

wide range of diameters and numbers and is shown in Figure 15.26. Preform up to

50 mm in diameter can be stacked with the help of this assembly. Needless to say,

it offers greater flexibility as well as higher precision and is especially useful for

stacking very thin-walled capillary tubes of smaller diameters. The intermediate



FIGURE 15.26  V-groove assembly for exact hexagonal stacking of silica capillaries.
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step of cane drawing is important in order to provide the number of canes required

for the development and optimization of the later drawing of the MOFs to their final

dimensions. In the second stage, the drawn cane is encapsulated in a thick silica tube,

once again mounted in the preform feed assembly and finally drawn down to a fibre

of the desired configuration, diameter and length from the same tower. A schematic

diagram of the fibre-drawing tower is shown in Figure 15.27.

Dimensional uniformity during cane drawing was ensured with the help of a belttractor arrangement attached to the cane-drawing tower, and the canes were cut at

equal lengths of 1 m by a rotating wheel comprising four diamond cutters at right

angles to each other. The belt-tractor offers perfect circular canes of uniform dimensions with ±1 μm accuracy and it is engineered to accommodate a drawing speed

range from 0 to 50 m/min.

The feed rate for both the towers has an upper limit of 50 mm/min while the drawing speed for the fibre-drawing tower ranges from 0 to 100 m/min. Both the cane and

the fibre-drawing towers have a diameter gauge located at a small distance below

the furnace, which measures the diameter of the canes and capillaries and the fibre,

respectively, with the help of laser beams. The fibre-drawing tower has an additional

Preform

feed unit

MOF preform



Furnace

Diameter gauge



Coating cup

UV lamp

Diameter gauge

Tension wheel

Capstan drive

Spooling

wheel



FIGURE 15.27  Schematic of the fibre-drawing tower (left) and a stacked preform after

necking down from the draw tower furnace at CSIR-CGCRI (right).
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diameter gauge below the coating cups and the UV resin curing lamp to measure the

diameter of the coated fibre also. The capstan finally rolls the coated fibre, which

is finally wound in a spool in the spooling machine. The belt-tractor attachment as

well as the fibre-drawing tower at CSIR-CGCRI is shown explicitly in Figure 15.28.

A perfect geometry having a small core and a high air-filling fraction is ensured

by sealing the top ends of the capillaries and simultaneously evacuating the inside of

the preform while drawing canes. The drawn cane is then inserted into a thick-walled

capillary tube, the end of the cane protruding out of the tube is sealed and the fibre is



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



FIGURE 15.28  (a) Belt-tractor arrangement for drawing uniformly circular canes and capillaries. (b) Optical fibre-drawing tower at CSIR-CGCRI, Kolkata. (c) Cross section of a cane.

(d) Cross section of an MOF.
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TABLE 15.2

Optimized Values of the Drawing Parameters for Cane and MOF

Drawing

Cane Drawing



Fibre Drawing



Drawing Parameters



Optimized Values



Drawing Parameters



Optimized Values



Furnace temperature

Feed rate

Draw speed

Evacuation pressure



1950°C–2025°C

7–10 mm/min

0.9–1.7 m/min

300–650 mm of Hg



Furnace temperature

Feed rate

Draw speed



1980°C–2025°C

4–10 mm/min

20–50 m/min



drawn. The drawing parameters for the system have thus been optimized for drawing nonlinear MOFs having different diameters with a high air-filling fraction and a

small core size. The optimized ranges of the drawing parameters for cane and fibre

drawing are given in Table 15.2.

The possible application aimed for in the fabricated MOFs is SC generation in

which the ZDW plays a dominant role in deciding the nature and extent of the spectrum. Phase-matched parametric processes are initiated faster and the efficiency of

the SC generation is increased if the MOF is pumped closer to the ZDW. The position

of the ZDW is intimately related to the air-filling fraction or, specifically, the d/Λ

value. The ZDW shifts to shorter wavelengths with the increase in the value of d/Λ.

Such a high value of d/Λ was possible by the end-sealing of the capillaries coupled

with the evacuation system.



15.8 APPLICATIONS

The application of a PCF is versatile and well spread. The diversity of the characteristic features of a PCF makes it a potential candidate for application in different

branches of science and technology. Frequency metrology, spectroscopy, microscopy and optical coherence tomography are some of the eminent applications based

on SC.



15.8.1 High Power and Energy Transmission

The endlessly single-mode PCF supports only the fundamental mode for all wavelength ranges. This is an excellent property, which suggests that a PCF is superior in

handling high power. The ability to transmit large amounts of high power in a single

mode has a major impact in the field of laser machining and high-power fibre lasers

and amplifiers. Recently, a large mode area PCF with air clad capable of transmitting high power with negligible bend loss was designed. A hollow-core fibre is also

excellent for transmitting high continuous wave power as well as ultrashort pulses

with very high peak powers. Across the bandgap, the GVD changes its sign for a

hollow-core fibre, which is important for soliton-like pulse propagation. The generation of soliton at 1550 nm with a duration of 100 fs and a peak power of 2 MW has

already been reported.
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15.8.2 Rare-Earth-Doped Laser and Amplifier

PCF lasers can be realized by incorporating rare-earth-doped cane in the preform

stack. A recent idea has also led to noble designs, such as a core with an ultralarge

mode area for high power and multiple lasing cores.

15.8.2.1  Ultrahigh-Power Laser

Cladding pumping geometry for ultrahigh-power lasers can be designed by

introducing a second core (much larger and multimoded in nature) around the

endlessly single-mode lasing core. The numerical aperture (NA) of the ‘inner

cladding waveguide’ (second core) is high so that a high-power pump light can

be launched easily from a diode-bar pump laser. The pump light in the outer core

is efficiently absorbed by the lasing core and a high-power single-mode operation can be achieved. Air-clad fibres offer the advantage of providing a large

NA of the inner cladding and high-power single-mode propagation simultaneously. Of all the laser sources available, efficient and compact laser sources in

the 2 μm spectral region, which falls in the ‘eye-safe’ wavelength range, are of

interest for a number of medical, spectroscopic, material processing and sensing

applications. Hence, ytterbium (Yb) thulium (Tm) co-doped air-clad fibres are

fabricated at CSIR-CGCRI, Kolkata, for high-power applications as Tm-doped

fibres are interesting candidates because of their potential for generating coherent emission in the near-IR wavelength region and Yb allows pumping of the

fibre with relatively inexpensive and easily available diode pump sources at

980 nm. The initial results are promising and Figure 15.29 shows the lasing peak

at ~2 μm obtained from one of the Yb Tm co-doped air-clad fibres with the fibre

cross section in the inset [28].
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FIGURE 15.29  Lasing peak at ~2 μm obtained from a Yb Tm co-doped air-clad fibre. Inset

shows the cross section of the fibre. The experiment was carried out at Heriot-Watt University,

Edinburgh, UK.
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15.8.2.2  Mode-Locked Fibre Lasers

For a mode-locked fibre laser, precise control of the dispersion is required within

the laser cavity to achieve the ultrashort pulse operation. A PCF offers accurate tuning of the GVD over a wide wavelength range, making it an ideal candidate for the

mode-locked laser system. A mode-locked fibre laser was previously forced to operate at a wavelength beyond 1.3 μm, where the dispersion of the SMF is anomalous.

Using a PCF, however, it is possible to design an all-fibre mode-locked system at a

shorter wavelength by tailoring the ZDP down into the visible.



15.8.3 Optical Sensing

Optical sensing using PCFs is a vast and probably the most interesting area from an

application point of view. The advantages of sensing through a PCF are mostly due to

the interaction of the modal field with the sensing medium present in the micro holes.

Trace elements present in gas or liquid could be detected in a fraction of the parts per

million level. The opportunities are myriad, spanning many fields, including environmental monitoring, biomedical sensing and structural monitoring. Multicore and

solid-core PCFs are used in bend, shape and hydrostatic pressure sensing.



15.8.4 Particle Guidance

A small particle can be propelled and suspended against the gravity by using the

counterbalancing force of radiation pressure. To guide a particle, the radiation beam

would have to be trapped in air rather than in glass. This criterion can be fulfilled

in a HC-PCF where light is trapped inside the hollow capillary tube. The guidance

length in a HC-PCF increases many times compared to that in an ordinary capillary

tube since light is strongly confined in a transverse direction. The idea of particle

guidance using radiation pressure is quite interesting since in this process the microscopic objects (biological samples, particles, etc.) are manipulated in a nonintrusive

manner.



15.8.5 Low-Threshold Stimulated Raman Scattering

In a HC-PCF, light is tightly confined into the core, which leads to a long interaction

length, low loss and small mode area. These properties are suitable for interaction

with Raman active gases (such as hydrogen), which are filled inside the hollow core.

The threshold power for stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is radically reduced

for a HC-PCF with the kagome structure [29]. When the H2-filled PCF is pumped

at 532 nm, a Stokes and an anti-Stokes radiation are generated at 683 and 435 nm,

respectively. These Stokes and anti-Stokes lines correspond to the vibrational energy

state of H2 gas. Using the same principle, rotational SRS for H2 can be obtained.



15.8.6 High Harmonic Generation

High harmonic generation (HHG) is one of the major nonlinear optical effects

where new frequencies are generated in an ordered fashion when an optical
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system is pumped by a high-power laser pulse. The kagome-type HC-PCF is

likely to have a major impact in generating higher harmonics and a soft x-ray by

pumping noble gases using energetic femtosecond Ti-sapphire laser pulses [30].

A gas-filled HC-PCF offers a small mode area and a larger effective interaction

length, which significantly reduce the threshold of different nonlinear processes

such as HHG. In an experiment [31], it has already been shown that in a xenonfilled kagome fibre, higher harmonics are generated from the seventh to the thirteenth order, ranging from 120 to 60 nm in terms of wavelength. A 30 fs pulse at

800 nm with a repetition rate of 1 KHz and a pulse energy of 10.5 μJ is used in

the experiment. The kagome-type HC-PCF reduces the threshold of generating

this harmonic to as low as 440 nJ. The conversion efficiency (η) is measured to be

η ~ 2 × 10 −9. However, the conversion efficiency may be improved by modulating

the core diameter so that the phase-matching condition is achieved between the

incident pump and the x-rays.



15.8.7 Telecommunication

In recent years, PCF and PCF-based devices have been considered as a vital component in the telecommunication field. Several designs based on the PCF have already

been proposed for ultralow bending loss. Dispersion compensation is another field

where the PCF proves to be an essential element. A HC-PCF is also considered for

long-haul transmission. The production of bright sources of correlated photon pairs

for quantum cryptography, parametric amplifiers, highly nonlinear fibre for switching application and use of sliced SC spectra as WDM channels are some of the very

important fields where the PCF is used extensively. The use of the PCF as a broadband source will be discussed in detail later.

A new telecommunication window can be realized on the basis of a HC-PCF

transmission. The light propagates through a HC-PCF in a completely different manner. The low Kerr coefficient, low bending loss and high-power transmission make

the HC-PCF a suitable candidate for transmission. The light in this case is transmitted through air and hence the transmission curve is completely different from the

silica. It is interesting to note that the low-loss window of a plausible HC-PCF is

centred at 1900 nm, which balances the scattering and IR absorption [32].



15.9  SC GENERATION IN PCF

SC generation in a PCF is probably the most fascinating and complex optical nonlinear process one could imagine. In terms of application, the implication of SC generation is also precious. When a high-power pulse propagates through a highly nonlinear

PCF, it experiences a spectral broadening because of a cumulative nonlinear effect.

New frequency components are generated in this process. Fibre nonlinearity and dispersion are two major parameters that control the structure of the broadband spectra.

Modulation instability (MI), self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation

(XPM), four-wave mixing (FWM), self-steepening, intrapulse Raman scattering

(IPRS) and soliton dynamics are the major nonlinear processes that participate in

the complex process of spectral broadening [33] (Figures 15.30 and 15.31).
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FIGURE 15.30  (a) A simple schematic diagram of the SC generation process. The narrow

spectra of the input light broaden under different nonlinear processes, and different frequency

components are generated. (b) White light generation during the SC process. The glowing tip

of the fibre is also seen in the picture. The experiment was carried out at CSIR-CGCRI, Fiber

Optics and Photonics Division, Kolkata, India.



15.9.1 Dynamics of SC

The nonlinearity that originates from the high-intensity pulse propagation in the

medium is incorporated in the propagation equation by the nonlinear polarization

term. In such condition, the wave equation can be considered as

→



→



→



1 ∂2 E
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∂ 2 PNL

∇ E− 2

=

µ
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(15.31)
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→



By simplifying the given equation under envelope approximation and including

the Raman and shock terms, we can construct the well-known nonlinear Schrödinger
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FIGURE 15.31  Evolution of the SC spectra in one of the nonlinear MOFs fabricated at

CSIR-CGCRI when pumped with subnanosecond pulses. The average output powers of the

corresponding spectra are mentioned in the figure. The pump peak power was varied from

about 300 to 5 kW, and gradual broadening of the spectra was observed and recorded. The

experiment was carried out at XLIM, Limoges, France.
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equation (NLSE) that governs the pulse dynamics inside a nonlinear waveguide. To

capture different nonlinear effects precisely in the process of SC generation, it is

essential to solve the generalized NLSE numerically. The normalized form of the

generalized NLSE in the anomalous dispersion domain (β2 < 0) can be obtained

as [18]
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where the field amplitude U(ξ, τ) is normalized such that U(0, 0) = 1 and the other

dimensionless variables are defined as

ξ=





t − z vg

z

, τ=

, N = LD LNL

LD

T0



and δm =



βm

(15.33)

m !T0m − 2 β2



Here, P0 is related to the peak power of the ultrashort pulse launched into the

fibre, T0 is the input pulse width, LD = T02 β2 is the dispersion length, L NL = (γP0)−1

is the nonlinear length, vg is the group velocity, βm is the mth-order dispersion coefficient, γ is the nonlinear parameter of the fibre, s = (2πνsT0) –1 is the self-steepening

parameter and R(τ) is the nonlinear response function of the optical fibre in the form

R ( τ ) = (1 − f R ) δ ( τ ) + f R hR ( τ ) (15.34)







where f R = 0.245 and the first and second terms correspond to the instantaneous

electronic and retarded molecular responses, respectively. For pulses with a wide

spectrum (>0.1 THz), the Raman gain can amplify the low-frequency component

of the pulse by transferring energy from the high-frequency component of the

same pulse. This phenomenon is called intrapulse Raman scattering. Due to IPRS,

the overall spectra shift towards the low-frequency (red) side and this process is

generally called self-frequency downshifting. Using the Raman gain spectrum,

one can obtain the Raman response function by implementing the Fourier transform mechanism. The Raman response function for silica can be expressed in the

form:

hR ( τ ) = ( fa + fc ) ha ( τ ) + fbhb ( τ ) (15.35)







where the functions ha(τ) and hb(τ) are defined as
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and the coefficients fa = 0.75, f b = 0.21 and fc = 0.04 quantify the relative contributions of the isotropic and anisotropic parts of the Raman response. In Equation

15.36, τ1, τ2 and τb have values of 12, 32 and 96 fs, respectively. In our notation,

they have been normalized by the input pulse width T0. In the given function, the

anisotropic part of the Raman response is considered. Self-steepening is another

important term one has to include in the propagation equation, which results from

the intensity dependence of the group velocity. This effect leads to an asymmetry in

the SPM-broadened spectra for ultrashort pulses.

In practice, input pulse width is an important parameter that classifies which nonlinear processes will be predominant during spectral broadening. For example, for

a femtosecond pulse, soliton dynamics and IPRS play a pivotal role whereas SPM

and cascaded FWM are the major processes in picosecond pumping (Figure 15.32).

As mentioned, dispersion plays a crucial role in the evolution dynamics of the

incident pulse, hence the location of zero dispersion is critical. The interplay between

the dispersion and Kerr nonlinearity creates an optical soliton, a robust energy packet

that can propagate a long distance without any distortion. However, the HOD and the

nonlinear effects disrupt the stable soliton dynamics and a fission process takes place,

which leads to the break-up of the main soliton into its fundamental components. This

is an important process in SC generation for a short duration (femtosecond) input

pulse. The different soliton components propagate at different group velocities under

the influence of IPRS, and frequency downshifting occurs. The nonvanishing HOD

terms lead to a phase-matching condition and a resonant radiation takes place at the

lower wavelength side. The blue component of the output spectra is actually contributed by this resonant radiation. The radiation is ‘trapped’ by the delayed soliton since

both of them have identical group velocities (Figure 15.33b). The temporal overlap

between the soliton and the radiation leads to XPM and an additional blue component

is generated, which means that the spectra are extended further to the blue side.

A specific dispersion profile can control the generation of the phase-matched resonant

radiation peaks and hence the SC spectra. For two or multiple zero-dispersion profiles,

more than one radiation peak can be generated. In fact, according to a recent study, the

number of zero dispersion points is an excellent predictor of the number of radiation

peaks. For example, for a single ZDW fibre, one can expect only one radiation peak, for

two ZDW fibres, a dual resonant peak is observed and so on. The simulation predicts the

formation of as much as six radiation peaks for six zero-dispersion profiles. However, in

practice, it is not so easy to design such fibres having six ZDWs. Hence, by manipulating the structural geometry of a PCF, a targeted broadband spectrum can be achieved

according to the requirement. An attempt has also been made to improve the spectral

broadening by changing the composition of the glass used in the PCF fabrication. In

Figure 15.34, simulated curves are shown for different compositions of glass [34].



15.9.2 Role of Dispersion Profile in Controlling

Dispersive Wave Emission

Dispersive wave (DW) generation or resonant radiation is one of the major processes in soliton-mediated SC generation inside a fibre. Generally, a DW is not phasematched with a fundamental soliton because the soliton’s wave number lies in a
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FIGURE 15.32  (a) Time and spectral evolution of the pulse during the SC process. The dotted line indicates the normalized dispersion curve. (b) The corresponding spectrogram shows

how an optical soliton and the phase-matched dispersive waves are generated.



range forbidden for a linear DW. The presence of HOD terms, however, leads to a

phase-matching situation in which energy is transferred from the soliton to a DW

at specific frequencies. In a dimensionless notation, the frequencies of DWs can be

calculated by using a relatively simple phase-matching condition, which arises from

the equality of the soliton and the radiation propagation constant [35],

∞







∑δ x

m =2



m



m



=



2

1

( 2 N − 1) (15.37)
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FIGURE 15.33  (a) A typical SC spectrum for a femtosecond input pulse is shown. The top

spectrum is the experimental result while the bottom curve corresponds to the theoretical

result. (b) The trapping of the resonant radiation around 800 nm is verified by matching the

group delay curve (dotted U-shaped curve) with the Raman soliton (around 1250 nm).



where δm = βm (ν)/m ! | β2 (ν s )| T0m − 2, x = 2π(νd – νs)T0, m is the integer and N is the soliton

order; νs and νd are the carrier frequencies associated with the soliton and the DW, respectively. Here, the mth-order dispersion coefficient is represented by βm (Figure 15.35).

The real solutions of x for the polynomial in Equation 15.37 can readily predict

the exact frequencies of all resonant radiations. The number of real roots and their

position depend critically on the relative values of the dimensionless dispersion
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FIGURE 15.34  The simulated spectra for a PCF with a 46% air-filling faction (Λ = 2.42 μm)

made by different composition glasses. (From Frosz, M.H., Moselund, P.M., Rasmussen, P.D.,

Thomsen, C.L. and Bang, O., Opt. Express, 16, 21076–21086, 2008. With permission.)



coefficients δm and their algebraic signs. Equation 15.37 readily suggests that these

phase-matching resonant radiations are inherently related to the waveguide dispersion

property. A deeper study reveals that the number of ZDPs have a close relationship

with the radiation peaks. For example, a single zero-dispersion fibre always exhibits

a single radiation peak, two zero-dispersion fibres exhibit a dual radiation peak and

so on. The radiations also fall on the same side of the ZDP with respect to the input.
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FIGURE 15.35  Two cases are shown where single (a) and dual radiation (b) peaks are generated for single and two zero-dispersion profiles. The corresponding phase-matching (PM)

curves are also shown, which predict the normalized radiation frequencies (vertical dotted

lines indicate the frequency location). The individual values of the HOD coefficients are

shown in the figure; these are used in generating the dispersion profile.



15.9.3 Applications of SC

SC generation has found numerous applications in versatile fields such as spectroscopy, microscopy, optical coherence tomography, pulse compression and the design

of tunable ultrafast femtosecond laser sources. SC-based white light can be used as a
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source for different characterization set-ups, such as interferometer-based dispersion

measurements and broadband attenuation characteristic measurements. In telecommunications, the spectral slicing of broadband SC spectra has also been proposed

as a simple way of creating multiwavelength optical sources for dense wavelength

division multiplexing applications.



15.10  GAS-FILLED HC-PCF: LATEST DEVELOPMENT

It may be quite interesting to briefly discuss the latest development and experiments on the PCF. The remarkable success of the solid-core PCF already led us to

explore different, fascinating nonlinear optical phenomena, such as MI, Raman and

Brillouin scattering, the generation of phase-matched resonant radiation and octave

spanning supercontinua. A HC-PCF, on the other hand, opens up new possibilities

in triggering more exciting nonlinear optical processes by providing the opportunity

to fill its core with different gases, liquids or even plasma [36]. It has already been

explained that light guidance in such a HC-PCF is not governed by the traditional

TIR process since here the core is hollow or is filled with gases and its refractive

index is smaller than that of the cladding. In principle, the guiding mechanism in

HC-PCFs is governed by the PBG effect (an absence of photonic states in the cladding structure), as discussed in Section 15.2. However, the guidance mechanism of

the kagome-type structure does not depend on the PBG principle to confine light in

the hollow core, but is governed by an inhibited coupling mechanism, in which there

is a reduced interaction between the core-guided modes and the cladding modes. In

a kagome-type fibre, the depth of the focus can be increased enormously since the

high-intensity light is trapped in a single mode over a very long distance (~10–100 m).

Additionally, the kagome fibre offers low loss ~1 dB/m over a comparatively broader

wavelength window of interest [37] (Figure 15.36).

Apart from the broadband guidance with low loss, a kagome fibre is useful in

ultrafast applications because of its pressure tunable dispersion. The refractive index

of the core of an argon (Ar)-filled kagome PCF depends on some external parameters such as pressure and temperature. Using this fascinating property, it is possible



FIGURE 15.36  Scanning electron micrograph of a kagome PCF designed for operation in

the UV and around the 800 nm wavelength. (From Baer, C.R.E., Heckl, O.H., Kränkel, C.,

Marchese, S.V., Schapper, F., Holler, M., Südmeyer, T., et al., Proc. ASSP/OSA, MF6, 2009.

With permission.)
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to shift the ZDW across the deep UV spectral region. In fact, an Ar-filled kagome

fibre brings the anomalous dispersion to the UV region, which allows it to form a

soliton even in the deep UV. The ZDW can be shifted from approximately 700 to

200 nm when the pressure of a 30 μm core Ar-filled kagome PCF is reduced from

20 to 0 bar. The remarkable flat dispersion (in the UV wavelength range) and the

absence of the Raman effect are two notable features of an Ar-filled kagome PCF.

In a recent experiment, highly efficient (with 8% of conversion efficiency) deep-UV

pulses in the HE11 mode were generated in an Ar-filled kagome PCF having a core

diameter of 27 μm, pumped with 45 fs pulses at 800 nm with 1–10 μJ of energy [36].

The phenomenon of generating these deep UV radiations is mainly based on the

phase-matching DW formation as described in Section 15.9.2. The most exciting

feature of this experiment is that the UV radiations are tunable under pressure variation. The wavelength of the UV radiation is shifted from 200 to 300 nm with an

increase in the pressure from 4 to 12 bar. As an explanation, it should be mentioned

that the change in pressure shifts the ZDW and eventually the phase-matching resonant condition changes to form a new radiation at different wavelengths. The following schematic diagram of the experimental set-up may be useful to understand the

experiment clearly (Figure 15.37).

An exciting and important feature of the kagome PCF is its capability to handle

a very high-intensity (~1016 W/cm 2) pulse. Since the core of such a fibre is merely

a vacuum tube where 99% of light is confined, the threshold of optical damage is

enormously high. This enables experiments to be carried out in a very high-power

regime never thought of before. In a recent experiment, a self-compressed highintensity pulse of ~1014 W/cm 2 was used to ionize the Ar molecule inside the core

of the kagome PCF in order to study the light–plasma interaction. Typically, the

free-carrier density generated through this process is ~1017/cm3, which is good

enough to influence the refractive index of the core of the Ar-filled kagome PCF.

The change in the refractive index can be simply calculated from the following

expression:

∆n = n2 I −
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FIGURE 15.37  Typical experimental set-up for a gas-filled kagome PCF in ultrafast nonlinear experiments. (From Travers, J.C., Chang, W., Nold, J., Joly, N. and Russell, P.J., J. Opt.

Soc. Am. B, 28, A11–A26, 2011.)
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where Ne is the free-carrier density. From the expression, it is clear that the refractive

index change due to the plasma has the opposite sign to that of the Kerr. It is obvious

that with the increasing free-carrier density, the plasma effect becomes dominating

and eventually makes Δn < 0 by overcoming the effect of the Kerr nonlinearity. A

sudden negative change of the refractive index inside the pulse changes its phase in

the opposite direction and, as a result, one can get a rich nonlinear effect in the form

of soliton blue shifting. This blue-shifted soliton is experimentally observed when

a 34 cm of Ar-filled kagome PCF having a 26 μm diameter is pumped at 1.7 bar of

Ar pressure, by a 65 fs pulse at 800 nm with an input energy in the range of 2–5 μJ.

Clearly, the advent of a kagome-type fibre opens the door to the combination of

high-energy physics with traditional nonlinear processes occurring in a fibre. The

generation of deep UV pulses under a rich nonlinear process leads to new possibilities in different application fields. UV resonant Raman spectroscopy, femtosecond

timescale domain chemistry, high-resolution laser direct writing and lithography

might be some of the potential applications in the future.



15.11  CONCLUDING REMARKS

Phenomenal progress has been made over a short period of time in designing and

fabricating precision MOFs since their successful demonstration in the mid-1990s.

The advantages of an MOF are that its dispersion can be tailored over a broad

wavelength range and that it can be made to behave as an SMF from a lower to a

higher wavelength only by adjusting the air–silica matrix. At the same time, the

nonlinearity of such a fibre can also be increased significantly by reducing the

core size. As a result, this fibre is suitable for wideband SC generation by pumping a high-energy laser pulse. We described the advantages of an MOF, the basic

principles and properties with certain niche applications. The HC-PCF is also an

important breakthrough in terms of its various applications in sensors, lasers and

amplifiers. The principle and operation of a HC-PCF are described, considering the

bandgap principles for the guidance of light. Additionally, the important properties

such as the endlessly single-moded nature of a PCF, the confinement mechanism

of light in index-guided and bandgap PCFs and the effective area and calculation

of nonlinearity are described with the help of different commercial software such

as COMSOL Multiphysics and MATLAB. The dispersion properties, which are the

most important characteristics of this class of fibres, are explained and elaborated

with different geometrical parameters involving one and two ZDWs suitable for a

highly nonlinear MOF.

The fabrication technology including the calculation and drawing mechanism is

elucidated with specific experimental results. Later, some of the applications are

highlighted with a particular emphasis on SC generation in a nonlinear MOF and

air-clad fibre for fibre lasers. Interestingly, some of the recent results show that the

SC band can be extended in the IR region. This part is again highlighted by considering the ZDW of the particular nonlinear MOF where the unique properties of the

nonlinear processes occur due to pulse propagation in the normal dispersion domain.

Also, a recent development in a gas-filled HC-PCF is described to show the future

potential and applications. This chapter will benefit the readers to understand the
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subject to a certain extent and some of the references cited will be helpful in extending their studies to gain more insight in the subject.
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APPENDIX I

% Derivation of n_FSM by SCALAR EFFECTIVE INDEX METHOD%

clear all;

a = 0.8; 

% radius of air hole in micrometre

pitch = 2.0; 

% pitch in micrometre

b = pitch*sqrt(sqrt(3)/(2*pi)); 

% radius of circular unit cell

lambda = 1.0; 

% operating wavelength in micrometre

k = (2*pi)/lambda; 

% wave vector

n_silica = 1.45074564; 

% refractive index of silica at operating wavelength

n_air = 1.000000; 

% refractive index of air

n_FSM = 1.343000:−0.000001:1.342000; 

% effective cladding index

U = k*a.*sqrt((n_silica^2)-(n_FSM.^2));

W = k*a.*sqrt((n_FSM.^2)-(n_air^2));

U = k*b.*sqrt((n_silica^2)-(n_FSM.^2));

J0 = BESSELJ(0,U);

J1 = BESSELJ(1,U);

Y0 = BESSELY(0,U);
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Y1 = BESSELY(1,U);

I0 = BESSELI(0,W);

I1 = BESSELI(1,W);

J_1 = BESSELJ(1,u);

Y_1 = BESSELY(1,u);

M = J_1./Y_1;

P = J0-(Y0.*M);

Q = W.*(I1./I0);

S = J1-(Y1.*M);

z0 = (Q.*P)+(U.*S);

z = abs(z0);

diff = (z-min(z));

X = find(diff = =0);

n_FSM_value = n_FSM(X)

plot(n_FSM,z0)



APPENDIX II

% Derivation of n_FSM of PCF by FULL VECTOR EFFECTIVE INDEX

METHOD%

clear all;

a = 1.6/2; 

% hole radius in micron

pitch = 2.0; 

% pitch in micron

b = pitch*sqrt(sqrt(3)/(2*pi)); 

% radius of circular unit cell

lambda = 1.0; 

% operating wavelength in micrometre

k = (2*pi)/lambda; 

% wave vector

n_silica = 1.45074564; 

% refractive index of silica

n_air = 1.000000; 

% refractive index of air

n_FSM = 1.350000:-0.000001:1.310000; 

% effective cladding index

U = k*a.*sqrt((n_silica^2)-(n_FSM.^2));

W = k*a.*sqrt((n_FSM.^2)-(n_air^2));

u = k*b.*sqrt((n_silica^2)-(n_FSM.^2));

J1_U = BESSELJ(1,U);

J0_U = BESSELJ(0,U);

Y1_U = BESSELY(1,U);

Y0_U = BESSELY(0,U);

I1_W = BESSELI(1,W);

I0_W = BESSELI(0,W);

J1_u = BESSELJ(1,u);

Y1_u = BESSELY(1,u);

I1_prime = I0_W-(I1_W./W);

P1 = (J1_U.*Y1_u)-(Y1_U.*J1_u);
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J1_prime = J0_U-(J1_U./U);

Y1_prime = Y0_U-(Y1_U./U);

P1_prime = (J1_prime.*Y1_u)-(J1_u.*Y1_prime);

M = (1./(U.^2))+(1./(W.^2));

N = (M.^2).*(n_FSM.^2);

A = P1_prime./(U.*P1);

B = I1_prime./(W.*I1_W);

C = ((n_silica^2).*A)+((n_air^2).*B);

D = (A+B).*C;

f = D-N;

f_abs = abs(f);

diff = (f_abs-min(f_abs));

X = find(diff = =0);

n_FSM_value = n_FSM(X)

plot(n_FSM,f)
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16.1 INTRODUCTION

Within a few years of the development of the laser in 1960 by Maiman, both passive and active techniques were developed to extract the energy from the laser in

short pulses. Initially in the nanosecond regime using Q-switching, the picosecond regime was rapidly attained by deploying the technique of mode locking. As

a result, optical pulses with controlled pulse durations were readily attainable; in

fact, these were the shortest man-made events available. In the intervening almost

50 years, although the physics has remained practically the same, the technology

has become significantly more sophisticated and pulses of only a few femtoseconds

can be obtained from relatively simple laser sources. As a result, even for modest
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pulse energies, power densities greater than a terawatt per square centimetre can be

readily achieved at the focal spot of a conventional convex lens with corresponding

electric field strengths exceeding a megavolt per centimetre, resulting in a nonlinear

response of the medium. In the description of the induced polarization, higher-order

terms of the electric field need to be included, hence







(



)



1

2

3

P = ε0 χ( ) E + χ( ) E 2 + χ( ) E 3 +  (16.1)



where

P is the polarization

ε0 is the permittivity of free space

χ(n) is the nth-order susceptibility

while the first term on the right-hand side represents the linear response under low

field strength E. Driven by a field of frequency ω, the second term gives rise to a

response at frequency 2ω, a second harmonic generation; however, in media exhibiting a centre of symmetry, this second-order term vanishes to zero and consequently

in a medium such as a silica glass fibre it is the third-order term that principally

contributes to the nonlinear response.

Nonlinear optical processes had been characterized prior to the invention of

the laser. For example, in 1875, Kerr investigated birefringence in isotropic media

induced by a direct current (DC) field, which was proportional to the intensity and so

related to the third-order term in Equation 16.1. Similarly, in 1895, Pockels showed

that the birefringence induced in piezoelectric crystals was a linear function of

the applied DC electric field, as is described by the second term in Equation 16.1.

However, in both these examples, the optical field is only one term of the overall contribution, the applied electric field and/or intensity providing the other component.

Only with the application of the pulsed laser did the optical field alone provide the

sole contribution leading to the birth of modern nonlinear optics.

The first nonlinear process to be reported was the second harmonic generation [1],

which, however, is of little relevance to supercontinuum generation either in bulk

or in fibre. More important are the processes that are a result of the third-order

term in Equation 16.1. Again, third harmonic generation, originally reported by

New and Ward [2], provides a relatively minor contribution to supercontinuum

generation. More important are the roles played by the optical Kerr effect or the

intensity-dependent refractive index [3], self-focusing [4,5], four-wave mixing [6]

and stimulated Raman scattering [7].

In early laser oscillator-amplifier systems, self-focusing instabilities and spectral broadening were operational characteristics to be avoided; however, Jones and

Stoicheff [8] utilized a modest continuum generated via anti-Stokes scattering in a

cell of benzene generated by a focused giant-pulse ruby laser to undertake nanosecond transient absorption measurements. Others also utilized self-focusing in

cells of highly nonlinear carbon disulphide to achieve spectral broadening [9,10],

and based upon experimental observation, Shimizu [11] theoretically demonstrated

that self-phase modulation arising from the intensity-dependent refractive index was
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the mechanism for the observed spectral broadening and interference. Although the

aforementioned and many others observed significant spectral broadening both intracavity with pulsed lasers and extracavity in liquid or solid samples, the most widely

recognized first report of ‘supercontinuum generation’ is that of Alfano and Shapiro

[12], who reported a white light spectrum extending from 400 to 700 nm in a borosilicate glass sample placed at the focus of gigawatt peak power picosecond pulses

from a frequency-doubled Nd glass laser. The term supercontinuum, however, was

not used to describe the spectral output, with the first reference to this nomenclature

made by Gersten et al. from the Alfano group in 1980 [13]. Throughout the 1970s and

1980s, the supercontinuum source was extensively employed in time-resolved spectroscopic studies on picosecond or femtosecond timescales dependent on the pulse

source and utilizing the same basic technique of focusing amplified pulses from

various laser sources into either filled cells or jets of nonlinear liquids. Self-phase

modulation was the dominant contribution to the spectral broadening mechanism

and although extremely versatile, the technique was restricted to research laboratory

use and was limited by relatively low average powers, system instabilities and alignment procedures.



16.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL

FIBRE-BASED SUPERCONTINUUM SOURCES

By the early 1970s, extensive efforts were directed towards the commercial production of low-loss, single-mode optical fibres driven by their potential application in

high-capacity broadband telecommunication. These developments simultaneously

stimulated a new field of study – nonlinear fibre optics. The advantage of an optical

fibre over a bulk material is quite obvious despite the fact that silica has an exceedingly low nonlinear coefficient. The effective interaction length of a focused beam is

limited by the confocal parameter. For a beam waist of a few microns, this length is

of the order of a millimetre; however, if the input light can be coupled into the core of

a single-mode optical fibre of a few microns diameter, the interaction length is simply

limited by absorption, which for modern fibres with a loss of the order of 0.2 dB/km

leads to effective lengths in excess of 10 km and a consequential enhancement in

the fibre by a factor of 107–108 over bulk operation. Naturally, where the nonlinear

processes involve phase or group-velocity matching criteria such interaction lengths

may not be possible; however, the substantial reduction in the power requirement to

observe equivalent nonlinear processes in fibres over those in bulk is clear.

The first nonlinear effect to be reported in fibre was stimulated Raman scattering [14], although a hollow-core fibre filled with carbon disulphide was used. Such

a technique has once again been rejuvenated, like several areas in nonlinear optics,

by the technological advances allowed by air-core photonic bandgap fibres that can

be filled with gas or liquids for nonlinear studies. As low-loss, single-mode fibres of

conventional structure became more readily available, all the aforementioned nonlinear effects that had been previously observed in bulk configuration were observed

and characterized in fibre and, importantly, at substantially lower power levels. The

effects included stimulated Raman scattering [15], the optical Kerr effect [16], fourwave mixing [17] and self-phase modulation [18]. All of these and other effects,
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which are vitally important in supercontinuum, are concisely treated by Rogers

Stolen, in a review of the early years of fibre nonlinear optics [19].

The first report of supercontinuum generation in fibre was by Lin and Stolen [20],

who used various pulsed dye lasers to generate continua extending from about

392 to 685 nm, depending on the pump wavelength. It was recognized that stimulated Raman scattering played a dominant role in the generation process as the

continua, which were around 100–200 nm broad, were dominated by extension to

the long-wavelength side of the pump. As self-phase modulation smeared the cascaded Raman orders into a continuum, the potential application of such a source for

excited-state spectroscopy was recognized. The technique was extended to the near

infrared through the use of a Q-switched and mode-locked Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.06 μm to pump low-loss, single-mode and multimode fibres generating the

now familiar signature of cascaded Raman orders until the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fibre was reached from which point on a soliton Raman continuum was

obtained [21]. Figure 16.1 shows a representative supercontinuum spectrum obtained

in such a manner.

The principal nonlinear processes contributing to the generated spectrum are

indicated in Figure 16.1. To the long-wavelength region of the pump at 1060 nm, the

cascaded Raman orders from the first at 1120 nm through to the fourth at 1305 nm

are clearly identifiable, beyond which a distinct soliton Raman continuum is formed

in the region of anomalous dispersion. At the time of this work, although optical

solitons had been theoretically proposed [22], their existence had still not been experimentally verified and a further 2 years were to elapse before the classic series of

experimental reports on soliton generation and characterization by Mollenauer were

published [23]. A brief history of the development of optical solitons can be found in

Mollenauer and Gordon [24]. In early fibres, high water loss was present (greater than

40 dB/km) and the result of this is identifiable as the dip in the supercontinuum in the

region of 1.38 μm. For these early schemes utilizing pumping at 1060 nm, well away

from the region of the zero dispersion of the fibres, four-wave mixing processes were
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FIGURE 16.1  Supercontinuum spectrum generated in a 315 m length of multimode

Ge-doped silica fibre at a peak pump power of 50 kW. (After Lin, C., Nguyen, V.T. and

French, W.G., Electron. Lett., 14, 822–823, 1978.)
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also very inefficient as a result of poor phase matching; consequently, excursion to

the short-wavelength range was limited and conversion efficiency was poor. Taken

from the original, this region is plotted on a magnified intensity scale in Figure 16.1.

To achieve enhanced operation in the visible at that time, it was recommended to

pump using fundamental dye laser sources [20] in the region of interest.

For high-power (~100 kW) pump pulses from a Q-switched and mode-locked

Nd:YAG laser in short lengths of optical fibre, sum frequency generation between the

pump radiation and longer-wavelength Stokes radiation was identified as an important

process for generating radiation in the blue-green in a supercontinuum that extended

over the complete window of transparency of silica fibre from 300 to 2100 nm [25].

The importance of operating with the pump in the region of low anomalous dispersion was also empirically identified by Washio et al. [26], who demonstrated that by

using a pump at 1.34 μm, the generated supercontinuum did not exhibit the distinct

cascaded Raman orders characterizing Figure 16.1, but rather, a smooth profiled

supercontinuum was generated. As the physics of optical soliton generation was in

its infancy, the mechanism for the smooth spectral profile of the soliton Raman generation was unknown and it was to be several years before soliton Raman effects

would be both theoretically proposed [27] and experimentally demonstrated [28] as

a simple yet versatile method of supercontinuum generation that plays a central role

in modern, compact supercontinuum sources.

By the mid-1980s, extensive investigations had been carried out on the dynamics of soliton Raman generation. It was demonstrated that this was most efficiently

instigated from modulational instability [29] in the region of low anomalous dispersion and that the process could be efficiently and coherently seeded by feedback of

the modulational instability sideband giving rise to extended long-wavelength continua [30]. As a result, the soliton Raman continuum became a simple source of high

average power at the watts level, albeit limited to the long-wavelength side of the

pump wavelength. Figure 16.2 shows a typical soliton Raman supercontinuum [31].

The supercontinuum recorded in Figure 16.2 was generated using a mode-locked

Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.32 μm with an average power of 1 W in a 200 m length

of single-mode fibre with a zero-dispersion wavelength around 1300 nm. From
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FIGURE 16.2  High average power soliton Raman supercontinuum. (From Gouveia-Neto, A.S.,

Gomes, A.S.L. and Taylor, J.R., IEEE J. Quant. Electron., 24, 332–340, 1988. With permission.)
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Figure 16.2, the signature of modulational instability can be seen to the shortwavelength side of the pump radiation beyond which, to the long-wavelength side,

lies the soliton Raman continuum, which evolved from modulational instability on

the long (~100 ps) pump pulses.



16.3 CONTRIBUTING NONLINEAR OPTICAL

AND PHYSICAL PROCESSES

The production of a supercontinuum in an optical fibre can be the result of numerous nonlinear effects taking place as the optical disturbance propagates in the fibre.

Consequently, dispersion also plays an important role in the overall process, while

the interplay of dispersion and nonlinearity can lead to different processes contributing to the supercontinuum at various stages of the propagation.



16.3.1 Dispersion

Dispersion arises as a result of the frequency dependence of the effective refractive index of the guided mode with contributions from both the material and the

waveguide structure. An additional and important contribution can come from modal

dispersion and this can play a crucial role in the phase matching of four-wave mixing

processes, where, for example, the anti-Stokes signal can propagate in a higher-order

mode as compared to the pump and Stokes to achieve phase matching, which would

otherwise be unattainable in a purely single-mode geometry [32].

The dispersion can affect both the phase velocity and the group velocity of a signal. For high efficiency, phase matching is essential in many nonlinear interactions

such as parametric generation and the nonlinear contribution to this must also be

considered in most circumstances. In addition, group-velocity dispersion matching

is of importance, for example, in the situation of soliton–dispersive wave interactions that straddle the zero-dispersion wavelength of the interaction fibre. This process, as will be seen later, gives rise to the important short-wavelength extension of

supercontinua. In conventional silica fibre structures, the minimum zero-dispersion

wavelength achievable with the use of pure silica is 1270 nm. At wavelengths above

this, the dispersion is anomalous. In practical units, the group-delay dispersion is

defined in units of picoseconds per nanometre per kilometre (ps/nm km) defined as





(



)



D = − 2πc λ 2 β2 



(16.2)



where β2 is the group-velocity dispersion usually written in units of seconds squared

per metre (s2/m) and when β2 is positive, the dispersion is normal and when β2 is

negative, the dispersion is anomalous.

As solitonic effects play a major role in supercontinuum generation, it is usually

essential to pump fibres in a region of low anomalous dispersion. Therefore, the

use of conventional fibres dictates a need for pump sources above 1270 nm. In this

region, only the Er-doped fibre laser provides sufficient technological sophistication
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for the application, but it also places a severe limitation on the spectral coverage of

any generated supercontinuum. The impact of the introduction of photonic crystal fibre (PCF) on the field is therefore very apparent [33,34]. Through the adjustment of the pitch and diameter of the photonic crystal cladding around the core, it

is possible to accurately control the dispersion and, as a consequence, the zerodispersion wavelength could be shifted well into the visible, such that an optimized

soliton operation is possible at a pump wavelength from Yb- or Nd-doped lasers of

around 1060 nm or mode-locked titanium sapphire systems broadly around 850 nm.

In addition, the mode-field diameter of the PCF could be substantially reduced,

leading to an effectively higher nonlinear parameter [35], while optimized designs

also ensure single transverse-mode operation in the full spectral range of supercontinuum generation [36].



16.3.2 Optical Solitons: Self-Phase Modulation and Dispersion

The third-order term of Equation 1.1 gives rise to an intensity-dependent refractive

index, such that the overall refractive index is





n = n0 + n2 I ( t ) (16.3)



where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, which is assumed to be instantaneous

on the timescale of an incident optical pulse of intensity profile I(t). The resultant

modulation of the refractive index gives rise to a time-dependent phase shift, which

is equivalent to a frequency shift, simply proportional to the time differential of

the incident intensity profile as originally shown by Shimizu [11]. This leads to a

relatively linear normal frequency chirp across the central region of the pulse profile

such that the frequency increases with time. Alone, this self-phase modulation does

not affect the temporal profile of the pulse, but when combined with dispersion, it

leads to temporal reshaping. In the normal regime, where longer wavelengths travel

faster, the combined effects give rise to pulse broadening and chirp linearization. In

the anomalous regime, dispersive broadening can also occur; however, under certain conditions, it can be envisaged that a balance can occur between the normal

frequency chirp and the anomalous dispersion, as first proposed by Hasegawa [22],

leading to a family of stable or periodic analytic solutions of the basic nonlinear

Schrödinger equation, known as optical solitons, which describe the system. The

power required to produce a fundamental soliton that will propagate over its nonlinear length without a change in its pulse duration, in practical units, is given by

2







 1.763  Aeff λ 3 D

P0 = 

(16.4)



2

 2π  n2c τ



where Aeff is the effective core area of the fibre and all the other symbols have their

usual meaning. It can be seen that lowering the dispersion reduces the required pulse

power, while increasing the pulse length significantly reduces the power requirement;
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however, an increased pulse length also requires an increased fibre length in order

to establish soliton operation. For 500 fs, 1.55 μm pulses at 1 GHz repetition rate in

a standard fibre with a dispersion of 2 ps/(nm km), an average power of only 15 mW

is required to establish a fundamental soliton. The input power required of a pulse

to form an N = 1 fundamental soliton does not have to exactly match that required

by P0. A pulse of power P will readjust itself to become an N = 1 soliton by readjusting its duration and shedding off dispersive nonsolitonic radiation as long as

0.25 < P /P0 < 2.25.

Higher-order soliton solutions given by PN = N2P0 are possible. These higherorder solitons of order N are just a nonlinear superposition of N fundamental solitons

(with amplitudes A of 1, 3, 5, …, 2N−1). Significant pulse narrowing and periodic

splitting can occur with higher-order solitons on propagation, which results from

periodic interference between these solitons. As a result of the interference, extreme

pulse compression can occur with an optimal compression factor of 4.1N being possible. The launch of high-power pulses near the dispersion zero and the subsequent

decay of the high-order soliton were extensively researched in the 1980s as a method

of ultrashort pulse generation [23,37–39]. Associated with this extreme pulse compression is substantial spectral broadening, an example of which can be seen in

Figure 16.3.

The periodic breathing observed with lower-order, picosecond duration solitons

is not observed in cases of extreme femtosecond soliton generation. The perturbations caused by higher-order dispersion or self-Raman excitation, otherwise known

as the soliton self-frequency shift, lead to soliton instability and fragmentation into

the numerous constituent fundamental solitons. This effect, well documented both

theoretically and experimentally in the 1980s, has been renamed soliton fission.
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FIGURE 16.3  Broadband spectrum associated with high-order soliton compression to an

18 fs pulse (inset). (After Gouveia-Neto, A.S., Gomes, A.S.L. and Taylor, J.R., J. Mod. Opt.,

35, 7–10, 1988.)
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16.3.3 Modulational Instability and Four-Wave Mixing

Closely related to soliton generation and resulting from the interplay between

anomalous dispersion and the intensity-dependent refractive index is modulational

instability. Very many nonlinear systems exhibit such instabilities and the growth

of modulations or perturbations from the steady state. In optical fibre, the process

was first described by Hasegawa [40]. It was shown that amplitude or phase modulations on an effective continuous wave (CW) background exhibit an exponential

growth rate that is accompanied by sideband evolution at a frequency separation

from the carrier that is proportional to the optical pump power. For exponential

growth, the sideband frequency separation from the carrier should be less than a

critical frequency given by (4γP0 /β2)1/2, with the maximum growth occurring at a

frequency of (2γP0 /β2)1/2. Modulational instability can be thought of as a four-wave

mixing process phase matched through self-phase modulation, with the growth of

the Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands taking place at the expense of two photons

from the carrier pump. Modulational instability is most commonly self-starting

from noise at the frequency separation of the maximum gain. It is, however, possible to initiate the process, induced modulational instability, by seeding with an

additional pump that lies within the gain bandwidth and the technique has been

used to enhance the long-wavelength extent of modest soliton Raman supercontinua

as compared to utilizing a single pump at the same average power [30]. Cross-phase

modulation can also be used to induce modulational instability on weak signals in

the anomalously dispersive regime and is enhanced through group-velocity matching of a pump in the normally dispersive region and the signal in the region of

anomalous dispersion [41]. Modulational instability plays an important role in the

initiation of short-pulse soliton formation, which with subsequent amplification,

self-Raman interaction and collisions, forms a basis for supercontinuum generation

using CW, picosecond and nanosecond pumping. With femtosecond excitation, the

process generally only plays a role much later in the supercontinuum development

and is unnecessary for the initiation of the continuum.



16.3.4  Soliton Instabilities and Dispersive Wave Interaction

Although the soliton power is precisely defined for a particular optical fibre, solitons

themselves are remarkably robust and, in fact, a pulse of any reasonable shape and

with sufficient energy will, on propagation, evolve into a soliton. Solitons have been

shown to emerge from noise bursts that contain sufficient energy or to be generated

through the synchronous amplification of noise bursts. The energy not required to

form the soliton will simply appear as dispersive radiation. For the production of

supercontinua, the most common experimental situation encountered is the launch

of a high-energy pulse, equivalent to a high-order soliton, in the region of the zerodispersion wavelength of a nonlinear fibre. The initial part of the evolution is identical

to that previously described, in that the high-order soliton will temporally compress

accompanied by associated spectral broadening. It is at this stage that perturbations

come into play and lead to a break-up of the soliton structure into a collection of

lower amplitude ‘coloured’ soliton and nonsoliton structures. The perturbation to
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the soliton can arise through high-order dispersion terms, which are of particular

importance once a high-order soliton has compressed, generating an extensive bandwidth. The other effect also associated with the broad bandwidth of a femtosecondscale pulse is self-Raman interaction [28] or the so-called soliton self-frequency

shift [42,43]. The peak of the Raman gain bandwidth of silica is at a frequency shift

of approximately 440/cm from the pump and as a result of the glassy structure the

gain bandwidth is exceptionally broad (~800/cm) [15]. Even for frequency shifts of

100/cm, the Raman gain is approximately 20% that of the peak. Consequently, for

pulses of the order of 100 fs, significant gain can be achieved on the long-wavelength

side of the pulse spectrum provided by pumping by components of the shortwavelength side of the pulse spectrum. On propagation, ultrashort pulse solitons will

experience a continuous red shift. However, the soliton power is dependent on the

dispersion as well as the cubic power of the wavelength (see Equation 16.4). With

the increasing wavelength and, most commonly, with an increasing dispersion with

the wavelength, the power demands for a fundamental soliton increase, resulting in

an adiabatic pulse broadening. Since the soliton self-frequency shift is proportional

to τ−4 [43], where τ is the soliton pulse width, the process becomes self-terminating.

Naturally, the process can be enhanced through fibre design, by deploying either

dispersion-flattened or dispersion-decreasing fibre formats.

For high-power pulses launched in the region of or straddling the zero dispersion,

it has been predicted that solitons will emerge from pulses of any arbitrary shape and

amplitude [44]. It was proposed that with increasing amplitude, the solitons would

frequency downshift and that the nonsolitonic component in the normally dispersive regime, dispersive waves, would correspondingly frequency upshift, which

was experimentally verified [45]. Earlier it had been experimentally reported that

in the decay of high-order femtosecond solitons, the self-frequency shifted solitons

trapped a dispersive wave component that moved to shorter wavelengths coincident

with the long-wavelength shifting soliton. The authors demonstrated that groupvelocity matching was essential for the process to take place [46]. A more recent and

more precise series of measurements have been undertaken by Nishizawa and Goto,

mapping the spatio-temporal evolution of a supercontinuum showing clear evidence

of soliton-dispersive wave trapping [47,48], the process that is vital for the shortwavelength extension of supercontinua.



16.4 NEW GENERATION OF FIBRE-BASED

SUPERCONTINUUM SOURCES

Although Alfano and Shapiro made their first report of extensive supercontinuum

generation in a bulk glass sample in 1970 [12], the technique changed little over

more than 30 years. Impressive and highly applicable spectral coverage was obtainable, yet the experimental configurations detracted from widespread application, to

which several factors contributed. Of primary concern was that low repetition rate

pulsed lasers were used as the pump source, consequently extremely low average

powers and low average spectral power densities were obtained, limiting sensitivity. The combination of large-frame pulsed lasers originally with bulk samples and
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latterly with conventional single-mode fibres introduced long-term instability and

unreliability of the sources, requiring source attention and realignment, when what

was needed was a ‘plug and play’ solution for real-world applications. Finally, earlier fibre configurations relied upon conventional fibre structures where the soliton

effects were restricted to the wavelength range above 1300 nm, which did not match

with any efficient pump sources. As a consequence, the generated supercontinua

were severely restricted in their wavelength coverage; in particular, in the near-UV

and visible regions that are of particular importance for many applications. A typical

supercontinuum spectrum pumped by an Nd laser is represented in Figure 16.1. Full

integration with fibre laser pumps was possible and a relatively high-power operation

was achieved with very compact packages. Chernikov et al. [49] reported a novel

all-fibre Q-switched Yb fibre laser-pumped supercontinuum source based upon a

conventional single-mode fibre with an average output power of up to 1.2 W, with a

supercontinuum dominated by cascaded Raman scattering and soliton Raman generation, which consequently limited operation to the range 1060–2300 nm with an

output reminiscent of Figure 16.1. Four-wave mixing extended the short-wavelength

extent but with less than 10% of the efficiency of the generation of the infrared continuum. The generation of the second and third harmonics ensured that the complete

transmission window of silica was covered, although relatively inefficiently in the

visible. Peak powers were such that the infrared components of the continuum could

be externally frequency doubled to generate the visible frequency but with limited

conversion efficiency. The inability to efficiently generate visible components using

the more common pump laser sources restricted supercontinuum applications; however, this was to dramatically change with the introduction of PCFs [33,34].



16.4.1 Femtosecond Pulse Pumped Supercontinua

In 2000, Ranka et al. made the first report of supercontinuum generation in PCFs

using the 100 fs pulses from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser at 790 nm to pump

a 75 cm length of PCF with a zero-dispersion wavelength of 770 nm. With a peak

launch power of approximately 8 kW in the anomalously dispersive regime, the

pump was a high-order soliton, with the generated supercontinuum extending from

approximately 400 to 1600 nm as represented in Figure 16.4.

The most striking features of this supercontinuum are its relative flatness, the

extended coverage of the visible and the complete saturation of the pump. With the

introduction of PCFs, the ability to manipulate the air–silica microstructure led to

an extremely strong weighting of the waveguide dispersion contribution, as a result

of the huge effective core–cladding refractive index difference. Consequently, the

zero dispersion could be manufactured by design to any required wavelength, allowing soliton generation with the most common laser sources [51,52]. In addition,

with small effective core areas, the nonlinearity coefficient could be significantly

increased, again enhancing nonlinearity and allowing soliton generation at lower

peak powers. Ranka et al. [50] recognized the role played by solitons, and although

no new physical or nonlinear optical processes resulted from the introduction of

PCF, it was to play a pivotal role in the rejuvenation of supercontinuum sources, ultimately leading to not just the scientific but also the commercial success of the device.
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FIGURE 16.4  Characteristic supercontinuum generated in a photonic crystal fibre with

a zero-dispersion wavelength at 770 nm pumped by 100 fs, 8 kW pulses at 795 nm. (After

Ranka, J.K., Windeler, R.S. and Stentz, A.J., Opt. Lett., 25, 25–27, 2000.)



The principal processes involved in the generation of a supercontinuum under

a high peak power femtosecond pulse pumping in the anomalously dispersive

regime are well understood and have been extensively modelled and experimentally characterized [53–56]. Key to the mechanism is the rapid pulse compression of the high-order soliton to its minimum pulse width with associated spectral

broadening [57] over a fibre length scale given approximately by τ20 / N β2 where

N is the soliton order. As previously described, for pulses of several tens of femtoseconds, inherent system perturbations such as high-order dispersion and the

soliton self-frequency shift prohibit the simple theoretically predicted behaviour

of high-order soliton breathing, with the high-order soliton breaking up, shedding

off numerous fundamental solitons and dispersive radiation. In the region of the

zero-dispersion wavelength, if the bandwidth of the soliton overlaps the normal

dispersion region, dispersive radiation feeds off the soliton. Cross-phase modulation leads to an interaction between the solitons and the dispersive radiation in the

normal regime such that as the solitons experience the red shifting of the soliton

self-frequency shift, the induced phase modulation slows the dispersive waves,

matching the group velocities of the red-shifting solitons and the blue-shifting

dispersive wave components [58]. This interaction leads to an enhancement of the

spectral extremes of the continuum.

Beyond the point of maximum compression as the input pulse fragments into

various coloured solitons leading to instability, noise-driven processes influence

modulational instability evolution in the developing supercontinuum spectrum. This

role of noise is quite often overlooked since the generated supercontinua most often

exhibit exceedingly smooth profiles, as seen in Figure 16.4 for example; however,

this is quite misleading and is simply a result of the averaging of numerous spectra

that do indeed exhibit very poor shot-to-shot reproducibility, stability and coherence. The effect of noise provides the principal contribution to the observation of

‘rogue waves’ in supercontinuum generation [59,60]. This can be simply thought

of as manifesting itself through the process of a soliton self-frequency shift. Any
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large-intensity spike or intense noise feature on the input signal will evolve, through

amplification via modulational instability, into a soliton. The more intense, the

more the feature will experience self-Raman interaction and so the greater the red

shift. Consequently, rogue wave behaviour in supercontinua will be characterized

by extreme red shifting of the spectrum and also since these events are rare, they

will exhibit an ‘L-shaped’ statistical distribution in the number of events against the

spectral shift, simply indicative of the noise contribution to the process and the rarity

of the extreme intensity spike above the noise floor. Consequently, if noise reduction and high stability are essential to the application of the supercontinuum, such

as in metrology, then it is probably better to use pump pulses with durations of less

than 50 fs and with as high peak powers as possible while employing fibre lengths

such that the point of the most extreme pulse compression is just at the point of exit.

Alternatively, purely self-phase modulation could be utilized by operating solely in

the normal dispersion regime; however, spectral coverage would tend to be reduced

from that obtainable using solitonic effects at equivalent power levels.

A disadvantage of the mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser as a femtosecond pump

source for supercontinuum generation is the requirement of bulk optical coupling

to the fibres and the alignment problems and instability associated with this, which

detract from the ease of use and hands-free operation, essential for widespread application. Femtosecond pumping in fibre-integrated packages has been reported using

Er oscillator–amplifier configurations and highly nonlinear conventional fibre [61].

Although octave-spanning supercontinua can be achieved utilizing femtosecond

pumping around 1550 nm in both photonic crystal and conventional fibre structures,

the short-wavelength extent rarely extends below 800 nm; however, by using a hybrid,

cascaded fibre assembly of initial generation in a highly nonlinear fibre (HNLF), followed by excitation of a PCF by the supercontinuum radiation generated in the initial

HNLF, visible generation has been possible [62].



16.4.2 Picosecond Pulse Pumped Supercontinua

For many applications, wide spectral coverage of both the visible and the near

infrared is required, in addition to high spectral power density and consequently

high average powers. Despite impressive spectral coverage employing femtosecond

Ti:sapphire laser pumping, average power levels are typically in the range of tens of

milliwatts with the associated spectral power densities of a few tens of microwatts

per nanometre. The power scaling of picosecond-based lasers allows much higher

power levels to be achieved in oscillator/amplifier assemblies before nonlinear distortion is encountered; therefore, they present a greater opportunity for increased

spectral power density to be achieved. Rulkov et al. [63] reported the first all-fibre

integrated supercontinuum source utilizing a picosecond Yb-MOPFA (master oscillator power fibre amplifier) coupled with a PCF with a zero dispersion at 1040 nm to

generate a supercontinuum operating at the watt level average power and allowing,

for the first time, spectral power densities of greater than 1 mW/nm to be achieved

over a spectral range from about 500 to 2000 nm. Since then, continuous development, primarily based upon the power scaling, has resulted in average powers of up

to 39 W from picosecond Yb-pumped supercontinuum sources [64].
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It is interesting to note that irrespective of the fibre length and pump power beyond

a length of about 10 m in the PCF being used, Rulkov et al. noted that spectral extension below 500 nm was not possible. A typical supercontinuum obtained is shown in

Figure 16.5.

With picosecond pulse pumping in the anomalously dispersive region, high-order

soliton dynamics do not play an important role in the formation of the supercontinuum.

From Equation 16.4 it may be thought that because of the increased pulse duration,

the soliton power of a fundamental soliton would be substantially reduced as compared to the femtosecond regime and that, consequently, picosecond pumping would

lead to exceedingly high-order soliton operation and extreme pulse compression. The

characteristic nonlinear or soliton length, however, also scales proportionally to the

square of the pulse duration and so picosecond soliton effects are not observed over

the relatively short lengths of fibre employed for supercontinuum generation. In the

picosecond regime, for pump pulses in the region of the zero-dispersion wavelength,

modulational instability and four-wave mixing are the processes that initiate continuum generation. Modulational instability leads to the rapid temporal break-up of the

long input picosecond pulses into femtosecond-scaled subpulses that are amplified to

soliton powers and give rise to spectral broadening through the self-frequency shift

and soliton collision effects, while soliton–dispersive wave interactions, as described

in the previous section, contribute dominantly to the short-wavelength extension.

The short-wavelength restriction on the operation of the supercontinuum is a

result of the need for soliton dynamics to initiate and, in fact, play the major role

in supercontinuum generation and shaping. It is somewhat surprising to note that it

is the long-wavelength characteristics of the fibre that affect the short-wavelength

operation and extent of the supercontinnum. However, this is best explained with reference to Figure 16.6, which shows the wavelength dependence of the group velocity

of a PCF with a zero-dispersion wavelength at 1040 nm.
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FIGURE 16.5  Spectrum of high average power supercontinuum obtained in a 35 m length

of photonic crystal fibre, with a zero dispersion at 1040 nm, pumped by 1.5 W average power

(16 kW peak) picosecond pulses from a Yb fibre MOPFA system. (After Rulkov, A.B., Vyatkin,

M.V., Popov, S.V., Taylor, J.R. and Gapontsev, V.P., Opt. Express, 13, 2377–2381, 2005.)
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FIGURE 16.6  Variation of the group velocity with wavelength for a photonic crystal fibre

with a zero dispersion at 1040 nm. The group-velocity matching of a soliton at 2 μm and a

dispersive wave around 0.56 μm is indicated by the arrows.



If one considers the long-wavelength extent of the soliton self-frequency shift

and in the example above this is chosen at 2 μm, the corresponding group-velocity

matched wavelength permitting soliton-dispersive wave trapping in the normally

dispersive region is 0.56 μm. For a shorter wavelength extension, in this fibre it is

essential for the solitons to further wavelength shift above 2 μm. This is possible;

however, in most fibres beyond about 2.3 μm, wave guiding is poor and the fibres are

lossy and so the short wavelength would extend little below 500 nm.

There have been several approaches to resolve this problem. Travers et al. [65]

first used the technique of cascading two PCFs, such that the first fibre had a zerodispersion wavelength substantially longer than the zero-dispersion wavelength of

the second fibre. The first fibre was 0.7 m long and had a zero dispersion at 1040 nm

with a characteristic group velocity similar to that shown in Figure 16.6 and allowed

modulational instability to initiate supercontinuum generation via solitonic effects.

The supercontinuum generated in the first fibre, for an average pump power of

approximately 3.5 W, produced a spectrum that only extended to 600 nm on the short

wavelength of the continuum. The crux of the technique was to use this continuum to

pump the second PCF, which had a zero dispersion at 780 nm. As a consequence of

the shifted dispersion zero, the group-velocity curve of this second fibre was shifted

to the short-wavelength side relative to that shown in Figure 16.6, although the material dispersion does dominate the response in this spectral region. As a result, however, the wavelengths at the short side of the initial continuum, generated in the first

fibre, pump the second fibre and give rise to solitons and dispersive wave radiation

that can be group-velocity matched in the second fibre efficiently down to 400 nm.

A supercontinuum with an average power in excess of 1 W was obtained extending

to 1800 nm.

The concept of the concatenated, dispersion-decreasing fibre configuration was

further developed in the form of a continuously dispersion-decreasing PCF – a long

length taper. Even though relatively low-loss splicing (<1 dB) is possible between

differing PCFs, if several of these have to be assembled there will be a significant

loss. An equivalent low-loss option was elegantly produced at the University of
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Bath through the production of long lengths of a continuously tapering PCF pulled

directly from a preform at the pulling tower, generating a fibre with a precisely controlled dispersion-shifting profile. Initial fibres were produced with a constant airhole to pitch ratio of 0.7 with the diameter of the pitch reducing from 5 to 1 μm over

a 10 m length of fibre with the associated zero-dispersion wavelength shifting from

1047 to 690 nm, respectively. It should be noted that as the dimension of the effective

core of the PCF reduces, for example, with the output dimension of the PCF previously described, a second zero-dispersion wavelength is exhibited at 1390 nm. Using

this technique, a supercontinuum with an average power of 3.5 W was produced,

extending from 320 to 2300 nm, effectively the complete window of transparency

of silica fibre. In the spectral range 400–800 nm, a spectral power density in excess

of 2 mW/nm was obtained in the initial demonstration [66]. The technique was also

successfully demonstrated with nanosecond pumping where the dynamics of the

supercontinuum, initiated by modulational instability, are similar to picosecond

pulse pumping. A representative supercontinuum spectrum obtained with picosecond pulse pumping in a tapered PCF structure is shown in Figure 16.7.

As the pitch is reduced in a tapered PCF, for a given soliton wavelength in the

anomalously dispersive region, the corresponding group-velocity matched wavelength in the normal dispersion region reduces. It may be thought that a PCF with

a fixed diameter and structure identical to the output end of the fibre would be adequate to achieve extended short-wavelength operation of the supercontinuum. It must

be remembered, however, that such a fibre would have a zero-dispersion wavelength

that is shifted to around 785 nm. For a pump wavelength around 1060 nm, the initiation of modulational instability and soliton formation would be too difficult and

power demanding. Such a fibre would be appropriately and efficiently pumped by a

frequency-doubled Er fibre laser or a Ti:sapphire laser. Consequently, the tapered

structure is a requirement if pumping at 1060 nm is employed.

The use of tapered PCF is also important with regard to the soliton-dispersive

wave trapping process. For a fixed or constant core PCF, the group-velocity matching is well defined by a single profile, see Figure 16.6. For a tapered construction,
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FIGURE 16.7  A supercontinuum, with an average power of 3.5 W produced in a 1.5 m

length of tapered photonic crystal fibre, with an input zero-dispersion wavelength of 1040 nm,

pumped by picosecond pulses at 1064 nm.
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the group-velocity criteria change continuously along the fibre length. In addition,

the tapering leads to a shifting of the zero-dispersion wavelength to shorter wavelengths on propagation; hence, for a fixed wavelength the group velocity continuously decreases with length. This is the equivalent of the soliton self-frequency shift

process, where for a fixed core PCF the soliton shifts to longer wavelengths, experiencing deacceleration and a lower group velocity leading to a trapping of the shortwavelength dispersive waves. Consequently, in a taper, trapping can take place even

without the need for the soliton self-frequency shift, thereby enhancing the process.

As a result, tapers can enhance the short-wavelength side of the supercontinuum

by as much as 300 nm as compared to operation in a fixed core fibre. Figure 16.8

shows the enhanced short-wavelength region obtained in a 1.5 m-long taper pumped

at 1060 nm.

In the UV, up to 2 mW/nm has been achieved using 1060 nm pumping of various

tapered PCF structures of length scales of a few metres.

Group-index matching to shorter wavelengths for a given wavelength in the infrared can be achieved by making the PCF structure more like a few micron diameter strand of silica surrounded by air. This can be achieved by approximating the

structure with a PCF with a large pitch and a high air-filling fraction. Optimization

of this structure has resulted in supercontinua pumped by subnanosecond pulses

at 1064 nm, generating impressive spectral coverage with a continuum that extends

from 400 to 2500 nm in a fibre with a constant core diameter [67].



16.4.3  CW-Pumped Supercontinua

With the commercial development of high-power fibre lasers far outpacing academic

research and development in this area, average powers of 10 kW are now available from a single-mode Yb fibre laser [68]. As a result, nonlinear optics in fibre is

directly accessible with CW pump sources operating at more modest power levels,

permitting increased scalability of the spectral power density achievable in continuum generation, as well as providing simplicity of the all-fibre configuration.
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FIGURE 16.8  Short-wavelength extension and enhancement achieved in a tapered photonic

crystal fibre pumped at 1060 nm.
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The first report of high-power CW all-fibre supercontinuum sources employed

both HNLFs and PCFs pumped in the region of their zero-dispersion wavelength

and in the anomalously dispersive regime [69]. Efficient supercontinuum generation

requires the pump to experience anomalous dispersion, which leads to modulational

instability and the adiabatic evolution and amplification of optical solitons. Clearly,

the linewidth of the pump is an important consideration. Since the process is effectively a self-seeded noise-driven process, if the linewidth is too narrow, the inverse

of the linewidth would infer noise fluctuations relatively long in time. The length

scale for these to evolve into solitons is long and leads to longer soliton structures

that do not self-frequency shift efficiently. On the other hand, for exceedingly broad

linewidths, the temporal format of the noise is very short and the power requirement for soliton formation is too high. Therefore, empirically it can be seen that

there is an optimal median linewidth requirement for the CW pump source. Once

solitons have evolved from the CW pump signal, they shift to a longer wavelength

through the mechanism of the self-frequency shift as previously described, while

soliton collisions in the presence of Raman amplification also contribute to the

red shifting and evolution of the continuum. Primarily, CW-pumped supercontinua are characterized by the dominant red shift as a result of the self-frequency

shift. For this to efficiently take place, it is important that the dispersion does

not increase significantly with the wavelength, otherwise the power demands (see

Equation 16.4) placed on the soliton will lead to a self-termination of the shifting

process. Similarly, any increase in the effective mode area with an increased wavelength will reduce the overall nonlinear coefficient and increase the soliton power

requirement. Loss too should be minimized since CW-pumped systems will generally require proportionally longer fibre lengths to exhibit comparable nonlinearity;

hence, distributed loss will lead to increased soliton durations with length and

self-termination of the self-frequency shift. In early PCF-based schemes pumped

at 1060 nm, water loss at the air–hole interface limited the upper wavelength extent

to the region around 1380 nm [70], although this was not a problem in conventional

HNLF structures [69]. An additional factor that can affect the long-wavelength

extent of a supercontinuum source is the presence of a second zero-dispersion

wavelength. This too inhibits extension of the soliton self-frequency shift and leads

to dispersive wave generation in the long-wavelength normal dispersion region.

Consequently, considerable effort has been directed towards the optimization

of a PCF design for CW-pumped supercontinuum [71,72]. Figure 16.9 shows a

29 W average power supercontinuum pumped at 1060 nm. The PCF used was 20 m

long and exhibited double zero-dispersion wavelengths at 810 and 1730 nm. More

than 50 mW/nm was obtained over the spectral range 1060–1380 nm [73]. Above

1380 nm, the supercontinuum spectrum rolls off in intensity as a result of the water

loss, as previously described.

Continuous wave-pumped systems have allowed the highest spectral power densities to be achieved. Using an industrial-scale Yb fibre laser operating at 1060 nm

to pump a 20 m length of PCF with a single zero dispersion at 840 nm, a supercontinuum extending from 1060 to beyond 2200 nm was obtained with spectral powers of greater than 100 mW/nm from 1100 to 1400 nm and of more than 50 mW/nm

from 1060 to 1700 nm. However, like the majority of CW-pumped systems, these
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FIGURE 16.9  29 W average power, CW-pumped supercontinuum pumped at 1060 nm.

(After Cumberland, B.A., Travers, J.C., Popov, S.V. and Taylor, J.R., Opt. Express, 16, 5954–

5962, 2008.)



supercontinua are characterized by the absence of spectral components in the shortwavelength side of the pump.

For short-wavelength generation, it is essential that the pump lies in the anomalous dispersion region close to the dispersion zero such that with the evolution of

modulational instability and subsequent soliton generation, there is spectral overlap

of the evolving solitons in the normal dispersion regime. In this way, the process of

soliton-dispersive wave trapping, as previously discussed, takes place, which is key

to short-wavelength evolution of the supercontinuum. The process is aided by low

values of dispersion and high nonlinearity, and the group-velocity matching mechanism between the self-frequency shifted solitons and dispersive waves determines

the spectral extent of the supercontinuum. Consequently, optimization of the fibre

geometry can enhance the processes involved. With the improved understanding of

the processes involved in CW supercontinuum generation, together with advances in

technology in the design of specific PCF structures, the performance of CW-pumped

supercontinuum sources has been comprehensively modelled and characterized.

Figure 16.10 shows a theoretical prediction of supercontinuum generation for an

average pump power of 170 W in a 25 m length of a PCF with a hole pitch of 3.4 μm

and a hole diameter to pitch ratio of 0.47 giving a zero dispersion at 1050 nm. In the

spectrogram, the one-to-one correspondence of the optical solitons in the infrared

and the trapped dispersive radiation in the visible region is clearly seen. The vast

number of solitons involved gives rise to a relatively smooth spectrum as can be seen

from the associated spectral profile shown on the right-hand side of the spectrogram.

Since the origin of the supercontinuum is essentially noise driven, the integration of

many of these single shots essentially gives rise to integration and further smoothing

of the overall spectral profile.

This has been experimentally realized [74] and the generated CW-pumped supercontinuum with extension to the visible, with a minimum wavelength of 600 nm
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FIGURE 16.10  Simulated spectrogram of a 1060 nm, 170 W CW-pumped supercontinuum

after 25 m of fibre with a zero dispersion at 1050 nm. The associated spectrum is shown on

the right-hand side of the figure. (After Travers, J.C., Rulkov, A.B., Cumberland, B.A., Popov,

S.V. and Taylor, J.R., Opt. Express, 16, 14435–14447, 2008.)



achieved, is shown in Figure 16.11, for an equivalent pump power of 230 W. As can

be seen, total depletion of the pump was achieved. The dip in the supercontinuum

spectrum occurs at the zero-dispersion wavelength. More than 50 mW/nm was generated in the infrared and around 3 mW/nm in the visible. Again, the smooth spectral

profile of the continuum arises through the integration of large numbers of randomly

distributed temporal structures.

Through improvements in fibre design and the use of high GeO2 doping, which

allows an increased nonlinear response, a 180 m-long fibre with a 130 m tapered end

section allowed wavelengths as short as 470 nm to be achieved for a CW pump power

of only 40 W at 1060 nm [72]. However, one should be aware that the transmission
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FIGURE 16.11  Experimentally measured CW-pumped supercontinuum spectrum in 50 m

of PCF with a zero dispersion at 1050 nm pumped by 230 W at 1060 nm.
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of high average powers in the visible should be avoided in fibres with high germania

doping as this leads to photodarkening of the fibres through colour centre production

and an associated drop in transmission efficiency.



16.5  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The combination of the femtosecond Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser in

conjunction with PCF albeit in a bulk optically coupled geometry, with its spectral

coverage from 400 to 1600 nm and beyond, see for example Figure 16.4, has revolutionized supercontinuum generation and applications. Further developments through

the integration of high average power nanosecond and picosecond Yb fibre lasers

with PCF have produced highly versatile, hands-free supercontinuum sources that

cover the complete transmission window of silica fibre, in highly successful userfriendly commercial packages that have extended the capabilities of the supercontinuum source and led to its rapid deployment in routine measurement.

In silica-based supercontinuum sources, the spectral range 320–2400 nm is readily obtained, with future developments mainly directed at the power scaling of commercial devices. However, many potential applications demand wavelengths outside

these spectral ranges. In the UV, loss and problems of multiphoton ionization leading

to the formation of colour centres will most likely inhibit operation below the current

short-wavelength limits and it is more likely that practical UV and VUV sources will

be based upon the high-power femtosecond pulsed pumping of gas-filled hollowcore photonic bandgap fibres [80]. Although the experimental configurations are not

as compact and integrated as conventional commercial supercontinuum sources are,

relatively high conversion efficiencies with tunability in the 100–300 nm range can

be achieved.

In the mid-infrared, the greatest potential is afforded by the so-called soft

glasses. Although, at present, devices based upon these materials have lower powerhandling capabilities, the substantially higher nonlinear coefficients of many of the

glasses mean that significantly shorter lengths of fibres and lower power levels are

required to obtain significant spectral broadening and nonlinearity in the samples.

Mid-infrared supercontinuum generation has been reviewed in microstructured

optical fibres constructed from a variety of materials [75]. The ability to simplify

the manufacturing of the microstructured fibres through the use of extrusion techniques, as has been demonstrated with tellurite fibres, coupled with the requirement

for relatively short lengths of the samples is particularly attractive, and extremely

impressive spectral coverage, extending over more than 4000 nm, from 500 to

4500 nm with pumping at 1550 nm has been reported in an 8 mm sample of tellurite

PCF [76].

Fluoride fibres also enable low-loss transmission in the mid-infrared, and following the first reports of relatively low-power supercontinuum generation using Er

fibre laser pump technology at 1550 nm, which produced a 5 mW average power continuum that extended beyond 3000 nm [77], the technology has been refined such

that average powers in excess of 10 W are reported [78] and a continuum extending to

6280 nm is achieved in ZBLAN fluoride fibre [79], which has the potential to support

radiation to beyond 8000 nm.
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It can therefore be seen that, at present, all the processes contributing to supercontinuum generation are very well understood and that with this understanding, the

theoretical prediction agrees remarkably well with the experimental realization. In

addition, the technology currently exists that allows the supercontinuum source to

be routinely deployed in compact, user-friendly packages as a hands-free diagnostic.

Both the high-power fibre laser and the PCF have contributed to the commercial

advancement. With power scaling and the move to new materials, supercontinuum

sources will routinely operate from the extreme UV to the mid-infrared and will

underpin diverse applications from biophotonics to remote sensing.
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17.1 INTRODUCTION

Nanophotonics and plasmonics have been among the most exciting areas of research

for some time [1–5]. Understanding the interaction of light with metallic nanostructures in different forms, for example, nanoparticles, nanowires, tips, antennas,

nanoapertures, flat and corrugated metal surfaces, as well as metallic thin films and

strips embedded in dielectric media, plays a crucial part in this research. On the

applied side, several ideas to harness the metallic structures for improving the efficiency of optoelectronic devices, such as light emitters, detectors and solar cells,

have emerged [6,7]. In addition, the possibility of using visible or infrared (IR) light

to realize subwavelength-scale microscopy, spectroscopy, high-density optical data

storage, lithography etc. is envisaged [8–10]. Another fascinating proposition is to

guide light energy in the form of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) along thin-film

metallic wires or strips with widths on the submicrometre scale [11–14]. The SPPs are

electromagnetic waves coupled to electrons in metals such as gold and silver at the

metal–dielectric interface. They are bound to the interface with their fields decaying

on either side of the interface [15]. This concept of guided wave plasmonics (GWP)
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has attracted much attention because it may combine the advantages of nanometrescale dimensions of electronics and of high-speed, high-bandwidth data propagation

of photonics.

In today’s high-density semiconductor electronics with shrinking geometrical

features, on-chip and chip-to-chip data propagation is limited in speed by the increasingly large resistor-capacitor (RC) delay of metal interconnect lines [16]. This is alleviated in GWP where the data are carried by SPP modes on nanometre-size metal

wires without getting affected by the RC electrical delay. On the photonics side, one

of the major elements is guided wave optics (GWO) that uses an all-dielectric environment such as optical fibres and semiconductor waveguides. GWO has the advantage that the optical data are carried along the waveguide at high speed. However, the

optical fields cannot be confined in transverse directions to a region smaller than the

light wavelength. This is the well-known diffraction limit. By contrast, GWP offers

the prospect of guiding SPP waves with subwavelength confinement. The long-range

SPP mode that is employed in GWP to carry the data does not suffer from modal

delay. Also, the GWP waveguides are simpler to fabricate compared to the GWO

waveguides.

In the ideal scenario that one hopes to realize in the near future, GWP would

be able to serve extensively in both integrated nanophotonic circuits and integrated electronic circuits. Such a circuit may incorporate, for example, chip-tochip optical or plasmonic interconnect lines, on-chip plasmonic nanowaveguides,

modulators and switches, nanocomponents that convert electrical and optical

signals into SPPs and vice versa and so on (Figure 17.1). But before GWP can be

commonly employed in practice, some crucial technological issues need to be

addressed, for example, the trade-off between transverse confinement of SPPs

to subwavelength dimensions and their propagation losses (or longitudinal propagation lengths), efficient electrical and/or optical excitation of on-chip SPPs, achieving

low-loss SPP active and passive components and so on. Finding innovative schemes

to overcome such limitations and to implement GWP in practical situations is a
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FIGURE 17.1  Conceptual view of an integrated circuit incorporating chip-to-chip optical,

electrical or plasmonic interconnect lines (I), plasmonic switch (S) and modulator (M) with

driver (D), plasmonic on-chip interconnect waveguide (P) with interconversion of plasmonic

to electrical (E) and optical (O) signals.
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very interesting and challenging aspect of the research and development of

plasmonics.

In this chapter, we briefly review a few of these aspects related to plasmonic

waveguiding. We begin with an introduction to the basic properties of SPPs on a

single metal–dielectric interface of a thick metal. Next, we discuss how SPPs get

modified when the metal is a semi-infinite thin film embedded in dielectric media.

We then describe the properties of SPPs on metal nanostrips. Finally, we note the

efforts made so far for the practical implementation of GWP.



17.2  SURFACE PLASMON POLARITONS

17.2.1 Plasma Oscillations in Metals

In a simple approximation, a metal is regarded as a neutral assembly consisting of

free electrons moving in a uniform background of fixed positive charge with volume

density n. This is the well-known Drude picture. Following Ashcroft and Mermin

[17], let us consider an instantaneous disturbance of neutrality in a region of a metal

due to a small uniform displacement ξ of the electrons in some direction (say x). The

induced charge density neξ at the boundary is associated with a uniform electric field

E = 4πneξ along x given by Gauss’s law. The resultant force on each electron sets it

in motion that is governed by md2ξ/dt2 = −e(4πneξ) with the solution ξ = ξ0 cos (ωpt),

where ωp = (4πne2/m)1/2. Here m is the electron mass and ξ0 denotes the disturbance

at t = 0. Thus, the disturbance sets the electron gas into an oscillation with a natural frequency ωp, called the plasma frequency. For Ag and Au, ωp is ~1016/s. The

frequency ωp also figures in the dielectric response of a metal deduced within the

Drude approximation. The equation of motion for a free electron in response to an

oscillating electric field E = E 0 exp (−iωt) is md2 x/dt2 = −eE. The electron position x

oscillates as x = x0 exp (−iωt), where the amplitude x0 is given by x0 = (e/mω2)E 0. The

induced electric polarization is P = −nex0 = χE 0 with the susceptibility χ given by

(−ne2/mω2). We therefore have the metal dielectric function (or relative permittivity)

ɛm = 1 + 4πχ = 1 − 4π(ne2/mω2) = 1 − (ωp/ω)2. Note that the electronic motion here

is assumed to be undamped. Later, we will refer to the effects of electron damping

in the Drude description.

Undamped plane wave solutions E = E 0 exp [i(k·r − ωt)] may exist in the metal

if ɛm is real with ɛm ≥ 0. For such waves, Maxwell’s equations give ∇·D = ∇·(ɛm(ω)

E) = 0 (for neutral metal) and ∇2E = ɛm(ω)(ω/c)2E. This leads to ɛm(ω)(k·E0) = 0 with

k2 = ɛm(ω)(ω/c)2. Thus, plane waves can propagate in metals if either (k·E0) = 0 or

ɛm(ω) = 0. If we assume the Drude form for ɛm, namely, ɛm = 1 − (ωp/ω)2, we have

ɛm > 0 for ω > ωp, so that (k·E0) = 0. The propagating plane wave mode is transverse, with its dispersion given by ω = (ωp2 + c2 k2)1/2. For large k and ω, this relation

approaches the free-space light line ω = ck because the free electrons are not able

to respond to E at large ω. At ω = ωp, we have ɛm(ω) = 0 with a nonvanishing (k·E0).

This gives the longitudinal plasma oscillations in the metal previously described.

When ω < ωp, ɛm(ω) < 0. The refractive index n(=√ɛm) is then purely imaginary and

no propagating wave can occur in the bulk metal. However, as shown later, if the
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metal has a surface, propagating surface-bound solutions to Maxwell’s equations can

exist for ω < ωp. These are the SPPs.



17.2.2  SPP Waves at Metal–Dielectric Interfaces

We seek solutions to Maxwell’s equations at a flat, infinite metal–dielectric interface

such that the fields propagate along the interface but decay along a normal to the

interface in either direction. To obtain these solutions, let us consider an interface of

two media in the x–y plane at z = 0. The medium with z > 0 and dielectric function

ɛ1 is on top of a medium with dielectric function ɛ2 in the region z < 0. For now, we

assume ɛ1 and ɛ2 to be real (i.e. negligible losses in the media). We begin with the

case of a transverse magnetic (TM) field (also called p-polarization) such that the

electric field E is in the x–z plane and the magnetic field H is along the y-direction

in the x–y plane, as shown in Figure 17.2a. Thus, only Ex, Ez and Hy are nonzero.

We look for solutions for them on either side of the interface of the form: Fj(r,t) = 

Aj exp [i(kj,xx ± kj,zz − ωt)]. Here j = 1, 2 refers to the two media, ± in the exponent

corresponds to the sign of z and the k’s are the wave vector components. The fields

propagate along x but decay along z away from the interface if we set k1,z = iα1 and

k2,z = iα2 with α1, α2 > 0. Standard boundary conditions at the interface require that

tangential components of E and H, and normal components of D and B are continuous at z = 0 for all x. After some simple algebraic manipulation [15], these conditions

lead to the relation: α1 = −α2(ɛ1/ɛ2). Since α1, α2 > 0, one of ɛ1 and ɛ2 must be negative

for a bound TM electromagnetic wave solution to exist at a metal–dielectric interface. This is possible, for example, if medium 1 is a dielectric (ɛ1 > 1) and medium

2 is a metal with ɛ2 given by the Drude form ɛm(ω), where ɛm < 0 when ω < ωp.

E

z >0, ε1



z



H y



k

x



z <0, ε2(ω)



(a)



Only Ex, Ez and Hy are nonzero

Fj(r,t) = Aj exp [i(kj,xx ± kj,zz – ωt)],

kiz = iαj, αj > 0, j = 1,2

(Bound solutions)



ω

ωp

ωp(1 + ε1)–1/2



(b)
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FIGURE 17.2  (a) Matching of electric and magnetic fields at a metal–dielectric interface

for TM surface-bound waves. The bottom panel (b) schematically shows the dispersion of the

plasma waves in bulk metal and at the metal–dielectric interface. The dotted circle indicates

the regime of interest for GWP (mostly in the infrared).
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Having ɛm < 0 and ɛ1 > 0 is a necessary (but not a sufficient) condition for obtaining

an SPP wave at a metal–dielectric interface. One additionally requires ɛm < −ɛ1 < 0

as shown in Section 17.2.3.

Incidentally, one may look for a bound surface-wave solution also for transverse

electric (TE) waves, that is, the s-polarized case. Now Hx, Hz and Ey are the nonzero

field components. Once again, applying the standard boundary conditions at z = 0,

one can deduce a condition for obtaining an interface-bound wave: α1 = −α2(μ1/μ2).

Since this cannot be satisfied for an interface of two media with normal magnetic

permeability (i.e. with μ > 0), no SPP exists at the interface for the TE polarization

case irrespective of whether one of ɛ1 and ɛ2 is negative.



17.2.3  SPP Dispersion

Continuing with the TM case for a metal–dielectric interface, we note that the wave

vector-frequency relation for an electromagnetic wave gives ɛ1(ω/c)2 = (k x2 − α12) on

the dielectric side and ɛm(ω/c)2 = (k x2 − α22) on the metal side. Translational symmetry of the interface gives the invariance of k x on the two sides of the interface.

Further, we have α1 = −α2(ɛ1/ɛm). We therefore obtain





(



)



k xSP = ( ω c ) ε1ε m ( ω) ε1 + ε m ( ω) 







12



(17.1)



for the wave vector of the SPP. The SPP will be a propagating wave along x if k xSP

has a real part. For real ɛ1 (>0) and ɛm (<0), this is possible only if ɛm < −ɛ1 < 0. This,

in turn, gives the condition ω < ωp/(1 + ɛ1)1/2 if we use the Drude form of ɛm.

The results deducible using the approximate Drude form for ɛm(ω) with no damping may be summarized as follows (see Figure 17.2b): SPPs can occur for ω < ωp/

(1 + ɛ1)1/2 (=ωp/√2 for a vacuum–metal interface). Since |ɛm(ω)| becomes large at

small ω (e.g. in deep IR and beyond), Equation 17.1 shows that the SPP dispersion

becomes light-like, that is, k xSP ≅ (ω /c) ε1 . With increasing ω, the SPP dispersion

deviates from the light line and k xSP becomes increasingly larger than (ω/c)√ɛ1 corresponding to smaller and smaller wavelengths. Finally, as ɛm(ω) approaches –ɛ1,

k xSP → ∞ and ω → ωp/(1 + ɛ1)1/2, the surface plasmon frequency (=ωSP). For larger ω, we

have the frequency regime: ωp > ω > ωSP, corresponding to 0 > ɛm(ω) > −ɛ1. Here,

k xSP is purely imaginary, and there is no propagating SPP (or bulk wave). This is the

plasmon forbidden region. At its upper edge at ω = ωp, one has the longitudinal volume plasmon wave, and then for ω > ωp where ɛm(ω) > 0, one has propagating transverse polariton waves in the ideal bulk metal.

How strongly confined are the SPPs near the interface? To answer this, we note

that the fields decay along z on either side as exp (−β|z|) with β = α1 for z > 0 and

β = α2 for z < 0. Using the relations: ɛk2 = k x2 + kz2, k = 2π/λ and kz = iβ, the decay

length Lz = 1/β is obtained to be (λ/2π)[|ɛm(ω)| − ɛ1)]1/2/ɛ1 in the dielectric and (λ/2π)

[|ɛm(ω)| − ɛ1)]1/2/|ɛm(ω)| in the metal (ɛm(ω) < 0). For an air–gold interface, for example, 1/β ∼ 200 nm in air and 30 nm in gold at λ = 600 nm. Continuity of the normal

component of the displacement vector D at z = 0 gives ɛ1E1,z0 = ɛm(ω)E2,z0. With ɛ1 and
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ɛm(ω) having opposite signs, Ez changes sign at z = 0. Since |E1,z0/E2,z0| = |ɛm(ω)/ɛ1| (~15

at 600 nm), we see that the SPP normal field at z = 0 is much enhanced on the air side

than on the metal side.



17.2.4  SPPs with Electron Damping Included

So far, we have disregarded electron scattering with phonons, impurities, defects and

so on. This scattering results in electrical resistance and joule heating in a metal.

A phenomenological way to incorporate the effects of scattering in ɛm(ω) is to add

a damping term of the form mγ(dx/dt) in the equation of motion of an electron in

response to an oscillating electric field, where γ−1 represents an effective scattering

time. For metals such as gold, γ−1 is of the order of 10 fs at room temperature. The

damping term leads to ɛm(ω) = 1 − ωp2/(ω2 + iγω). Note that ɛm now has both real and

imaginary parts. Im{ɛm}/|Re{ɛm}| is small if ωp > ω > γ. For Ag and Au, this is satisfied in the IR. A consequence of the aforementioned scattering is to limit the coherence of the SPP and therefore its lifetime. (The SPPs are additionally affected by

electron scattering at surface or edge roughness and their conversion into radiation at

the roughness. The overall effect of all this is to further restrict the SPP propagation

length and lifetime.)

On substituting the complex ɛm in the SPP dispersion of Equation 17.1, k xSP also

becomes complex so that k xSP  = k′ + ik″, if we take ω to be real. (In certain other

situations, ω is treated as a complex number, and k xSP is assumed to be real [18].) The

SPP propagation length L x (defined for SPP field intensity) is given by (2k″)−1 (~cωp2/

γω2 for interfaces of Au and Ag with air in the IR under conditions: ωp > ω > γ and

ɛ1/∙Re{ɛm(ω)}∙ << 1. One may note, for example, that ɛ1 ~ 1 for air, ∙Re{ɛm(ω)}∙ is of the

order of ~10 for Au and Ag in the IR, and ω ~2 × 1015/s at λ = 1 μm). L x is estimated

to be of the order of 10 μm at λ = 600 nm and about 1 mm at λ = 1.5 μm for the gold–

air interface under ideal conditions (no edges, no roughness, etc.).

For the damped case with complex k, the SPP dispersion may be displayed as a

ω–k′ plot. In general, SPP properties now have to be numerically calculated. Electron

damping introduces some important modifications [19] in the SPP dispersion near

the SP resonance (ω = ωSP) and at higher frequencies. The resonance given by ɛm = −ɛ1

is now attained at a finite value of k′ rather than in the limit k x → ∞ (Section 17.2.3).

Further, instead of a purely imaginary k in the plasmon forbidden region, one now

has ‘quasibound’ modes with nonzero k′.

When a comparison is made with a more accurate description of ɛm , it is found

that the Drude approximation works fairly well in the IR region for metals such

as silver and gold. It may be mentioned, however, that while it accounts for intraband carrier scattering, the interband d–s transitions in metals such as Au that

occur in the visible and UV are not included. To deduce accurate information on

the properties of the SPP and its dispersion relation, especially in the visible and

UV, one needs to go beyond the Drude approximation and use empirically determined complex ɛm (ω) [19]. As far as plasmonic waveguiding at optical communication wavelengths in the IR (e.g. 1550 nm) is concerned, the aforementioned

effects of damping and interband transitions on the SPP dispersion may not be

very crucial.
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17.3 SPPs ON THIN METAL FILMS

17.3.1 Long-Range SPP Modes

The previous discussion pertains to the surface of a bulk metal forming an interface

with the overlaying dielectric, for example, air. Let us now consider a metal film

deposited on a dielectric substrate (dielectric constant ɛ3) with the film topped by

another dielectric (dielectric constant ɛ1). The SPP modes are expected to occur at

both the metal–dielectric interfaces, taken to be at z = ± t/2. The bound thin-film

slab modes are obtained by requiring that the fields decay in the dielectric media

away from the two interfaces. For this, appropriate solutions to Maxwell’s equations

in the three media are matched at the two interfaces subject to the standard boundary

conditions. As before, only Ex, Ez and Hy are nonzero for TM polarization. The SPP

modes are determined by the condition [1,20]:

 





( ε1α2 + ε2α1 ) ( ε2α3 + ε3α2 ) + ( ε1α2 − ε2α1 ) ( ε2α3 − ε3α2 ) exp ( −2α2t ) = 0 (17.2a)

12



2

α j =  k x2 − ε j ( ω)( ω c )  ;







j = 1, 2, 3 (17.2b)



Note that if t is much larger than the SPP decay length Lz,m in metal (=α2)−1, the

second term on the left-hand side of Equation 17.2 becomes negligible. (Typically,

Lz,m is about a few tens of nanometres for Ag and Au in the IR.) Equating either of the

two brackets in the first term with zero, we obtain conditions for having independent

SPP modes on each of the two metal–dielectric interfaces (compare with the condition: α1 = −α2(ɛ1/ɛ2) found in Section 17.2.2 for a single interface). The dispersion of

these modes is governed by Equation 17.1. As t decreases and becomes comparable

to Lz,m, the two SPP modes interact and can no longer be considered to belong to

a single interface. Figure 17.3 schematically shows the fields associated with the

modes and the corresponding charge density induced at the interfaces for the two

coupled modes on the thin-film slab. The corresponding fields and charges for the

SPP on a single interface are also shown. One of the coupled modes is an asymmetric

mode (ab) with Hy having a node in the metal film and the other, a symmetric mode

Hy

Metal



Hy



n1

n2

sb



+ + + ––– + + +



ab



n1

n2

n3



Symmetric



Antisymmetric



+ + + –––

––– + + +



––– + + +

––– + + +



FIGURE 17.3  The y component of the magnetic field of SPP (Hy) is shown for a single

metal–dielectric interface and for coupled SPP modes for a thin metal film, along with corresponding surface charges.
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(sb) with no node. Note the opposite symmetry for the corresponding charge densities

on the two interfaces.

It is desirable for GWP to have a large SPP propagation length L x along the thin

film and a small decay length Lz for the fields in the cladding dielectrics along a

normal to the film. Calculations [21] reveal that Lz is relatively larger for the sb mode,

whereas the ab mode is more tightly confined in the slab cladding. The results are

indicated schematically in Figure 17.4a, which also illustrates how the complex k

vector changes for sb and ab with t. The propagation constants for phase and loss

are k′ and k″, respectively. One sees that as t decreases (t < 100 nm), the propagation length L x (=1/2k″) becomes smaller and smaller for ab but keeps increasing

for sb. These properties essentially are governed by how much of the mode energy

lies inside the lossy metal slab. This part is relatively smaller for sb. It is therefore a

long-range mode and is useful for GWP. However, it has a weaker confinement in the

dielectric cladding.

This trade-off between L x and Lz may be qualitatively inferred from Figure 17.4b.

Figure 17.4b schematically shows the typical dispersion of the two modes for

small t with identical cladding dielectrics. The dispersion for the degenerate

(uncoupled) SPP mode obtained for large t is also shown. As t decreases, it splits

into those for the two coupled modes, with the sb mode lying relatively closer to

the light line in the dielectric given by k = (ω/c)√ɛ, where ɛ is the dielectric

constant of the dielectric. The closer the SPP dispersion to the light line, the

smaller the propagation loss, but the poorer the confinement in the dielectric. This

is expected because when k′ = Re{kSP} ~(ω/c)√ɛ, both k″ = Im{kSP} and ∙Im{k z}∙

are small. Therefore, L x and L z (= 1/∙Im{k z}∙) are large. This qualitative description is supported by numerical calculations [19,21]. L x for sb is estimated to be a

sb
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FIGURE 17.4  (a) Variation of |Hy| across the metal film and the cladding dielectric layers for the coupled SPP modes, along with the t dependence of their complex wave vectors is indicated (continuous line for k′, dashed line for k″). (b) SPP dispersion is shown

schematically for a single metal–dielectric interface (continuous line) and for the coupled

SPP modes for small t for the case of identical dielectrics on the two sides. The light line

for the dielectric is also shown (dotted line). (Based on data from Maier, S., Plasmonics:

Fundamentals and Applications, New York, Springer, 2007; Sarid, D., Phys. Rev. Lett., 47,

1927, 1980.)
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FIGURE 17.5  The dependence of the propagation and confinement lengths (Lx and Lz, respectively) on the thickness of the central layer (t) is shown schematically for IMI and MIM structures. For reference, Lx for a single metal–insulator interface is indicated. (Based on Dionne, J.A.,

Sweatlock, L.A., Atwater, H.A. and Polman, A., Phys. Rev., B73, 035407, 2006.)



few centimetres at λ =  1550 nm for t = 12 nm [19]. The corresponding length for

a b is only a few micrometres.



17.3.2 Insulator–Metal–Insulator and Metal–Insulator–Metal Structures

As an alternative to the aforementioned insulator–metal–insulator (IMI) structures,

SPP waveguides with a thin dielectric layer within metallic layers, that is, metal–

insulator–metal (MIM) structures, have been considered [22,23]. For the MIM case,

the long-range mode is shown to have subwavelength confinement in the transverse

direction (z) because of the very short decay lengths in metals. However, as the thickness of the central insulator layer decreases, the mode energy gets increasingly located

in the metal cladding and the SPP propagation length reduces [23] (Figure 17.5). Yet,

for high-density subwavelength confinement, the MIM slots offer a good option in

situations where short waveguides of a few tens of micrometres long can suffice.

For applications in integrated circuits, one would like to guide the SPPs along

very narrow strips or wires. These waveguide geometries significantly modify the

fields of the SPPs. Also, the SPP propagation length is influenced by the strip width

as discussed in the next section.



17.4 SPPs ON METAL STRIPS AND NANOWIRES

17.4.1  Strip-Width Dependence

Consider a thin metal film, embedded in dielectric media, with one of the two

dimensions in the x–y plane of the film (say y) shrinking to form strips of width W

along x (Figure 17.6). The dielectric constant of the substrate (ɛb) and of that covering
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FIGURE 17.6  A metal strip waveguide is formed when an infinitely extended metal film

of thickness t (Section 17.3) shrinks in the y direction to a finite width W. The distribution of

the real part of the x component of the Poynting vector, schematically shown for a symmetric

dielectric case (i.e. ɛb = ɛt), has both z and y dependence in the z–y plane for the strip. (Based

on Berini, P., Phys. Rev., B61, 10484, 2000.)



the metal (ɛt) may not be the same in a general case. For very large W, such that

W > λ > t > 100 nm, the main SPP modes on the strip are like those on the infinitely

wide film [24]. For smaller W, the field distribution gets significantly modified by

induced charges on the sides and edges of the strip. Unlike the infinitely wide film

that supports pure TM (or TE) modes with only three nonzero components of E and H

(with no y dependence), now all six components can exist in general, and have both z

and y dependence. Depending on the relative size of W and t (and of ɛb and ɛt), a large

variety of independent or coupled modes arise at the two lateral and two vertical

metal–dielectric interfaces as well as at the corner edges. Let us consider the symmetric case: ɛb = ɛt. For small enough t, the symmetry of Hy in z for the dominant,

fundamental long-range mode becomes increasingly like sb (the long-range mode for

an infinitely wide thin film). As W and t decrease, the fields get less and less confined, extending increasingly into the surrounding dielectric in both z and y directions (Figure 17.6). At the same time, L x increases as W decreases. For sufficiently

small W and t, the propagation length L x of the mode may be even larger than that

for sb. In comparison, there are no long-range modes for narrow, thin metal strips in

an asymmetric structure [25], that is, with ɛb ≠ ɛt (e.g. for an air-covered metal strip

on an insulating substrate). In this case, L x in fact decreases as W is reduced [26].



17.4.2  SSP Propagation Length Measurement

As noted previously, scattering and joule losses limit the SPP lifetime and propagation length to finite values. While the SPP lifetime can be measured directly in the

time domain in some situations [27], measurements in the space domain are more

relevant for obtaining information on L x in GWP structures. For this, one needs to

first launch the SPP into the waveguide and then detect it at different distances of

propagation along the waveguide. As seen in Figures 17.2 and 17.4, the wave vector

of light incident from the dielectric side onto a smooth metal–dielectric interface is

smaller than the SPP wave vector. It therefore does not excite the SPP modes. One

of the schemes commonly used for SPP excitation is the so-called Kretschmann–

Raether prism geometry [15]. Here, the metal strip, a few tens of nanometres thick, is

deposited on the hypotenuse of a prism. If the refractive index of the dielectric (D2)
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on top of the metal is smaller than that of the prism dielectric (D1), light incident from

the prism side gets refracted parallel to the metal–D2 interface under the conditions

of total internal reflection. At a certain angle of incidence, the wave vector of the

refracted light and the SPP on the metal–D2 interface match and the SPP is launched

there by the evanescent field of the refracted light (Figure 17.7a). During the course

of propagation of the SPP along the metal strip, it may get scattered at unintentional

(or intentionally introduced) defects on the metal–D2 interface. Light originating at

different parts of the strip due to this scattering (and of the consequent reconversion

of the SPP into light) is detected microscopically either as a near-field scanned image

or as a far-field charge-coupled device (CCD) image [28,29]. This has given very useful information on L x for both Au–air and Ag–air interfaces at different wavelengths

and metal strip widths. Another well-known method employs the so-called end-fire

coupling of light with SPP (Figure 17.7b). Here, the long-range SPP is mode matched

with a Gaussian light spot illuminating the input side using a lens or a single-mode

fibre [30]. This technique can facilitate measurements of L x in multilayer structures

such as IMI.



17.4.3 Demonstration of Applications

A crucial step towards the incorporation of plasmonic waveguides in photonic circuits

is to verify that they can actually perform functions like those of optical dielectric

waveguides. As an example of this, one may mention a demonstration of the plasmonic

Mach–Zender interferometric modulator (MZIM) and the directional coupler switch

[31] at a telecom-wavelength of λ = 1550 nm. Au strips, 15 nm thick and 8 μm wide,

embedded in a polymer dielectric, formed IMI-type, long-range SPP waveguides on

Si substrates. SPPs are launched into the input of the MZIM using end-fire coupling.

As shown in Figure 17.8a, the coherence of the SPPs propagating in the two arms of

the MZIM causes them to interfere constructively under unmodulated conditions. An

electrical power of a few tens of milliwatts applied across a section of the metal strip

in one arm causes joule heating, thereby increasing the temperature (and hence the

refractive index) of the polymer around that arm. This modifies the phase of the SPP

propagating along that arm. When it combines with the unmodulated SPP in the other

D



P

(a)



(b)



FIGURE 17.7  (a) SPP on a metal–air interface is excited by light incident on a metal film

from the semicylindrical prism (P) side at an angle beyond the total internal reflection condition. Propagation of the SPP along a metal strip is monitored by detecting light at a detector

(D) originating from SPP scattering at different parts of the strip. (b) Optical ‘end-fire’ excitation of a long-range SPP along a metal strip is possible using mode matching.
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V
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FIGURE 17.8  Metal strip plasmonic waveguides in an IMI structure demonstrating the Mach–

Zender interferometric modulator (a) and a directional coupler switch (b). (Based on Nikolajsen,

T., Leosson, K. and Bozhevolnyi, S.I., Appl. Phys. Lett., 85, 5833, 2004.)



arm, it results in destructive interference. A similar effect is used to demonstrate the

switching of the propagation of an SPP from one arm to the other in a directional

coupler (Figure 17.8b).

In an integrated electronics–plasmonics environment, it would be useful to be

able to excite the SPP using electrical inputs rather than optical inputs. The fact

that this is possible was demonstrated for an MIM structure of Au–Al 2O3 –Au

[32]. In the SPP excitation section, the insulator strip, 100 nm thick and ~10 μm

wide, was doped with nanocrystalline-Si (n-Si). Hot carriers were injected into

the insulator strip section by applying a few tens of volts across the Au regions

on either side. The hot carriers, in turn, excited e–h pairs in n-Si. The subsequent emission from the recombining e–h pairs excited a long-range SPP mode

via near-field coupling and launched it along the MIM waveguide that formed the

propagation section. At its end, in the detection section, the SPPs got converted

into light due to scattering. Although SPP propagation of only up to a few tens of

micrometres could be achieved, the work serves to show the possibility of electrically exciting SPPs.

One of the goals of GWP is to achieve the transmission of digital optical data

at a sufficiently high rate, that is, well in excess of a few gigabytes per second. In

one experiment [33], the fundamental long-range SP mode was employed to demonstrate optical data transmission at 40 Gb/s. The mode was excited using end-fire

optical coupling at λ = 1500 nm. The plasmonic waveguide was in the form of a

14 nm thick, 2.5 μm wide and 4 cm-long Au strip embedded in a low-loss polymer.

The IMI structure was deposited on Si. Further, by systematically varying the strip

width W, imaging of the radiation at the end of the waveguide confirmed the tradeoff between the size of the SPP mode confinement and the mode propagation loss

with decreasing W.

The usefulness of a plasmonic waveguide in semiconductor far-IR (FIR) lasers

may also be mentioned. The thickness of the dielectric cladding layers that form

waveguides to confine light around the central active layer in semiconductor lasers

is comparable to the wavelengths of emission, that is, typically in the range of several hundreds of nanometres for the visible-IR. For FIR or terahertz lasers that

have wavelengths in the range of a few to several tens of micrometres, dielectric

cladding of such large thickness becomes inconvenient. In that case, it is advantageous to confine the light fields by using metallic (plasmonic) thin-film cladding

layers for waveguiding [34]. The losses in the metal are usually small at these long

wavelengths.
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17.4.4 Other Waveguide Structures

In addition to the aforementioned metallo-dielectric structures, several other schemes

have been investigated in the literature (see Figure 17.9 for some examples). In one

type (Figure 17.9a), subwavelength waveguiding of the plasmons along a linear chain

of metallic nanoparticles (diameter and separation of a few tens of nanometres) is

considered [35]. Plasmon dipole resonances in individual particles, usually occurring in the visible, get coupled due to near-field interaction. Following optical excitation of a particle plasmon at one end of the chain by a longitudinal electrical field

(along the chain), the energy may be transported to several hundreds of nanometres

along the chain with a group velocity of a few percent of c in the visible. Another

scheme extensively investigated for SPP waveguiding employs round nanowires of

metals such as silver. A theoretical calculation of the wave propagation constant and

a mode analysis for an effectively one-dimensional coaxial structure of a dielectrically clad metal nanowire was made many years ago [11]. Chemically synthesized

round silver nanowires with a diameter of 100 nm showed propagation lengths of

about 10 μm at 785 nm [36]. For integrated optics, bends in the nanowires would

be inevitable. Recently, it was found [37] that while straight nanowires show an

SPP propagation loss of ~40 dB/μm, additional loss caused by wire bending reaches

~10 dB/μm when the bending radius approaches a few micrometres. A scheme that

shows promise of reduced losses for nanowires was proposed in a recent work [38],

which had a semiconductor (GaAs) nanowire, about 200 nm in diameter, placed on

top of an Ag film (Figure 17.9b) at a distance of a few nanometres in a dielectric

medium (SiO2). A hybrid mode, arising from the coupling of the nanowire dielectric

waveguide mode and the Ag–SiO2 interface SPP, was claimed to have the mode

energy confined in the gap to subwavelength dimensions in the transverse directions,

and yet have a propagation length of several tens to a few hundred micrometres at

λ = 1500 nm. In yet another scheme, called a dielectrically loaded SPP waveguide

[39], a narrow, thin dielectric strip (on the subwavelength scale) deposited on a thin

metal film over a dielectric substrate is considered for guiding the SPP (Figure 17.9c).

These structures are claimed to have better confinement than metal strips in the IMI

structure. Among some other structures investigated, a V-groove or a rectangular

slot milled in a metal slab is noteworthy.

Finally, we mention that apart from guiding SPPs on planar metal strips or

nanowires, the SPP-assisted propagation of light through waveguides and cavities
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FIGURE 17.9  (a) SPP waveguiding in a chain of metallic nanoparticles, (b) a semiconductor

nanowire separated from a metal surface by a dielectric gap, and (c) a dielectric strip on a thin

metal film on a dielectric substrate.
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formed by subwavelength cylindrical and conical holes [4,40], as well as slits of

different shapes drilled in opaque metal films, has been an exciting topic of investigation, with a wide range of possible applications [9,10]. Extensive efforts have been

made in the literature to understand the mechanisms of unexpectedly large light

transmission seen across thin metal films and films with subwavelength apertures

[5,41], but consensus on some of the aspects is still emerging.



17.5  CONCLUDING REMARKS

An enormous amount of work has been done in the area of plasmonic waveguides

in the last few years. This has opened several new avenues for research and development for applications in high-density integrated photonics, optics and electronics.

Rapid progress is being made to overcome any shortcomings in realizing highdensity, high-speed, low-loss propagation of SPPs over long-enough distances, and

on bends and T-splitters, and in achieving plasmonics-based guiding, modulating

and amplification of signals in actual integrated circuits. In this short review, only a

few of these aspects could be covered and the discussion was kept at an elementary

level. The interested reader is encouraged to refer to the vast literature available on

plasmonic waveguiding for more details.
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18.1 INTRODUCTION

A stratified medium is defined as one where the medium properties change along a

given direction, say, along the z-axis [1]. Thus, in any given transverse plane perpendicular to the z-axis, the optical properties given by permittivity ε and permeability

μ are the same, rendering them only functions of z. The simplicity of such media

often makes them amenable to theoretical and numerical analysis while retaining
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the richness of the physical effects that can be achieved in such systems [1–3]. The

origin of such diverse physical effects emanates from the simple fact that dispersion

can be easily managed [3]. One can separate out two mechanisms of dispersion in

stratified media. The first mechanism is, of course, the intrinsic material dispersion,

because of the time lag of the material response from that causing it, that is, the

electromagnetic field. The other can be ascribed to the stratification and be called

structural dispersion. Indeed, any inhomogeneity causes finite reflection, leading to

counterpropagating waves with amplitudes and phases, dictated by the boundary

conditions. Thus, an infinite homogeneous medium lacking intrinsic dispersion is

not frequency selective, while a finite slab of it exhibits the well-known Fabry–Perot

(FP) resonances. Thus, dispersion can be induced by the structure and the resulting

boundary conditions.

In the first part of this chapter, we look at some of the possibilities that a linear

stratified medium can offer [3,4]. We begin by demonstrating that with subwavelength stratification in metal–dielectric media, one can achieve a highly anisotropic

medium. We then move on to the implications of dispersion management for fast

and slow light [5–9]. We discuss some prototypes of two typical quantum effects,

namely, the Wigner delay [10] and the Hartman effect [11], in the context of a layered

medium. We also look at the case when metamaterials (MMs) [4,12–14] are used as

a constituent slab to bring out the devastating effects of damping in them for perfect

lensing and resonant tunnelling (RT) applications [15,16]. We investigate how the

damping can be compensated by introducing gain in a causal fashion in conformity

with the Kramers–Kronig relations [17,18].

The second part of the chapter deals with the nonlinear optical applications of

a stratified medium especially in geometries supporting the guided and surface

modes. The large local-field enhancement associated with the excitation of these

modes makes it possible to have low threshold optical devices. Our coverage is brief

since extensive reviews exist on this subject [3].

The next section deals with a new trend, namely, how to generate a dielectric

function profile that will be reflectionless for a wide range of angles and wavelengths [19,20]. The concept of reflectionless potentials [21] is exploited, keeping

optics applications in mind. Very recently, a discrete realization of such potentials

has been reported [22,23]. We recall some of the essential features of the theory and

experiment in this emerging area.

The final section deals with yet another application of lossy stratified media. This

concerns the total absorption of incident monochromatic radiation by a thin absorbing layer [24–29]. This is now referred to as a coherent perfect absorber (CPA), which

is just the opposite of a laser near threshold. Thus, very often this is referred to as

the antilaser. Depending on whether the structure is illuminated just from one side

or from both sides, one distinguishes the single and the multiple beam CPA. After

a brief overview of the single beam CPA, we discuss the antilasing case with two

beams. We present new results on a CPA in a heterogeneous medium, which offers

a lot of flexibility [30].

In the conclusion, we point out some of the interesting applications of the aforementioned results. It is needless to mention that the omnidirectional broadband

antireflection (AR) coatings can be used for increasing the throughput in any optical
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instrument. They also hold a lot of promises for antiglare screens used in day-to-day

consumer electronics. We also stress the need for a broadband CPA device, which

will have tremendous potentials for application in photovoltaics.



18.2  STRATIFIED MEDIA FOR LINEAR OPTICS

In this section, we list out and discuss some of the interesting possibilities with stratified media. We first demonstrate that with subwavelength structures, one can have an

effective medium with properties quite distinct from those of its constituents. Later,

we demonstrate how the engineered dispersion in such structures can lead to fast

and slow light.



18.2.1 Planar Composites, Heterostructures and MMs

Consider the planar composite medium shown in Figure 18.1, consisting of two

components with dielectric constants ε1 and ε2, and volume fractions f1 and f 2,

respectively. Since the composite is assumed to be a two-component one, we have

f1 + f 2 = 1. Both the media are assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and nonmagnetic (μ1 = μ2 = μ0). Each layer width is assumed to be much smaller than the wavelength λ, so that quasi-statics can be used to obtain the effective medium parameters.

In the context of such a layered medium, the relevant electric field orientations that

need to be considered are twofold. The first one is parallel to the layers (henceforth

referred to as the parallel orientation, denoted by subscript ||). The other refers to the

component perpendicular to the layers, denoted by subscript ⊥. Note that both the

z



x



y

d1, ε1

d2, ε2



FIGURE 18.1  Schematic view of the layered medium with two components with volume

fractions f1 and f 2, each with subwavelength widths (d1, d2 ≪ λ).
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constituent media satisfy the usual material relation D = εE. For parallel orientation

of the field, one has





E1 = E2 = E||, (18.1)







f1ε1E1 + f2ε2 E2 = ε||E||. (18.2)



Note that Equation 18.1 reflects the continuity of the tangential components of

the field at the interfaces, while Equation 18.2 represents the approximation whereby

the parallel component of the induction vector D|| (= ε||E|| ) is taken as the weighted

average of similar components of D in media 1 and 2. For perpendicular orientation of the field, the normal to the surface component of D is continuous across the

interface, while E for the effective medium is to be approximated by the weighted

average. This leads to the following equations:





ε1E1 = ε2 E2 = ε ⊥ E⊥, (18.3)







f1E1 + f2 E2 = E⊥. (18.4)



It may be noted that the field subscripts 1 and 2 in Equations 18.1 through 18.4

refer to different orientations. Equations 18.1 through 18.4 easily lead to the expression for the effective dielectric function of the composite for parallel and perpendicular excitations:





ε|| = f1ε1 + f2ε2, (18.5)







1

f

f

= 1 + 2 . (18.6)

ε ⊥ ε1 ε2



Equations 18.5 and 18.6 reveal the remarkable possibilities for metal–dielectric

composites. Since metals have a large negative real part of the dielectric function

in the visible/IR range [31] (that again with significant dispersion), one can have

very small effective ε|| with much larger ε ⊥. A simple two-parameter (λ, f1) tuning is

enough to reach such a regime, leading to a highly anisotropic material out of isotropic constituents. The significance of structured materials bringing into effect the

boundary conditions is easily seen from this simple example.

The aforementioned notions can be generalized to a composite medium of metal

nanoparticles with a dielectric function εm and a volume fraction f in a dielectric

host with the response given by εh. For f ≪ 1, the effective dielectric function of the

composite is given by the Maxwell–Garnett formula [32]:

εeff ( ω) = εh +





fx ( ε m − εh )

3εh

, x=

. (18.7)

1 + f ( x − 1)

ε m + 2ε h
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FIGURE 18.2  Real and imaginary parts of εeff as functions of λ for a silver–silica composites. The dielectric function of silver is taken from Johnson and Christy [31], while εh = 2.25.

Curves with smaller to larger values are for f = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1.



In case of comparable volume fractions of the constituents, the Bruggeman formula can be used [32]. It is clear from Equation 18.7 that the peak of εeff(ω) is reached

when 1 + f(x − 1) = 0. Thus, the resonance peak location and its width can be controlled by the volume fraction f. Moreover, the localized plasmons given by the condition Re(εm) + 2εh = 0 play an important role, since near such resonances there is an

enhancement in the local fields. Recall that x gives the local-field correction factor.

The discussed behaviour for both dispersion (Re(εeff(ω)) and absorption (Im(εeff(ω))

is shown in Figure 18.2 for three different values of f, namely, f = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1. It

can be seen that one can easily manipulate the location and strength of the plasmon

peaks by varying the dopant concentration.

As mentioned earlier, the localized plasmon resonances have been utilized in

engineering the dispersion of an FP cavity, leading to various linear and nonlinear

optical effects. In what follows, we discuss some of them.

Pendry [14] vividly demonstrated the significance of structuring when he extracted

a magnetic response out of nonmagnetic materials. He proposed that split-ring structures could exhibit negative magnetic permeability. Along with Veselago’s seminal

paper [12] and Pendry’s subsequent proposal [13] of perfect lensing, a new area of

negative-index materials (NIMs) was born. The exotic novel physical effects with

materials possessing simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability became

a reality. MMs (now used in a much broader scope) physics was initiated. A later

section deals with some issues related to these MMs.



18.2.2 Fast and Slow Light

In the context of fast and slow light, one looks at the group velocity and compares it with the velocity of light in vacuum. It has been shown that light can be

slowed down to crawling velocities exploiting the electromagnetically induced

transparency (EIT) in three-level systems (see, e.g. the excellent review article

by Gauthier and Boyd [5]). The steep slope of dispersion (in the normal dispersion domain) in the narrow EIT window is responsible for the dramatic slowingdown effect. The importance of the slope of the refractive index on the velocity
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of light can be easily understood if one recalls the expression for the Wigner

phase time:

τ=





∂φt

∂ω



, (18.8)

ω= ωc



where ϕt is the phase of the transmission coefficient. Equivalently, the time delay of

a segment of length d inside the bulk material is given by







τ = d vg = ( d c ) ng , where ng = n ( ω) + ω



∂n

. (18.9)

∂ω



Of course, the group velocity is given by the expression:

v g = c ng =





c

. (18.10)

n ( ω) + ω ( ∂n ∂ω)



Wigner arrived at Equation 18.8 while considering the time taken by a wave

packet to cross a barrier or well. It can be easily shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a one-dimensional quantum and optical scattering problems.

Thus, the results derived for quantum systems can be ported to stratified optical

media. Equation 18.10 clearly shows the role of intrinsic material dispersion in slow

and fast light. Indeed, in the regime of normal dispersion when (∂n/∂ω) > 0, one has

slow light. In the regime of anomalous dispersion (∂n/∂ω < 0), one can have a group

velocity greater than c or even negative. The negative group velocity has the interesting consequences of a pulse arriving earlier than its entry in the medium (without

any violation of causality or Einstein’s principles). We now recall the results where

structural dispersion can introduce profound changes in the response [6], especially

when a FP cavity with intracavity absorber atoms is used. Such a cavity is shown in

Figure 18.3, where a slab of resonant absorbers of length d is enclosed in between

two identical silver mirrors of thickness d1. All diffraction effects are neglected

Ag



Ag



ε(ω)



Incident



Transmitted



d

Reflected

d1



FIGURE 18.3  Schematic view of the Fabry–Perot cavity with silver mirrors. The parameters

are as follows: d1 = 0.02 μm, d = 5.3 μm, εAg = −57.8 + 0.6i.
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assuming an infinite extent in the transverse direction. We also assume the silver

dielectric function to be independent of the frequency, while that of the intracavity

medium is given by

ε ( ω) = 1 +







ω2p

, (18.11)

ω20 − ω2 − 2i γω



where

ω0 is the resonance frequency

γ is the decay rate

ωp is the density-dependent plasma frequency

The transmission of such a cavity and the corresponding group index are shown

in Figure 18.4. Note that the cavity resonance is solely due to structural dispersion,

and interesting cavity quantum electrodynamic effects follow when the two ‘oscillators’ (the atomic medium and the cavity mode) are degenerate. If the corresponding

decay rates are comparable, there can be the so-called vacuum Rabi splitting, resulting in a two-peaked response for the transmission. The competition between the two
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FIGURE 18.4  (a) Absolute value of the amplitude transmission |t| and (b) group index

ng as functions of frequency f. Curves from top to bottom (close to 280 THz) are for (ωp /

ω0)2 = 0.0, 2.0 × 10−6 and 1.0 × 10−4, respectively, with γ/ω0 = 10−3. Other parameters are as

in Figure 18.3. (From Manga Rao, V.S.C., Dutta Gupta, S., and Agarwal, G.S., Opt. Lett., 29,

307–309, 2004.)
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oscillators and the resulting coupled modes can lead to both fast and slow light at

different frequencies. Similar effects can be achieved when the intracavity space is

filled with metal–dielectric composites [7]. As mentioned earlier, now the strength

of the coupling can be controlled by the volume fraction of the metal inclusions.

Another interesting effect in the context of pulse delay is the saturation of the delay

beyond a certain width of the barrier. This is referred to as the Hartman effect [11].

Hartman showed that the Wigner delay of a wave packet passing through a barrier

(or its optical equivalent) becomes insensitive to the barrier width. Analogous saturation was reported in stratified media as well [6,8,9].



18.2.3 Absorption and Dispersion in MMs

In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in NIMs because of their

unusual properties (negative refraction, negative Doppler shift, negative Cherenkov

radiation, etc.) and potential applications. Veselago [12] first pointed out the possibility of having a negative refractive index and consequently counterintuitive physical

effects. The possible route to realize them was explored by Sir John Pendry, who

showed that a magnetic response could be extracted from nonmagnetic materials [14].

Negative permittivity was a simpler issue (albeit at lower frequencies) since metals

are known to possess a large negative real part over large frequency ranges. Pendry’s

discovery of a perfect lens, the very next year, served as a real impetus for opening

the floodgates for metamaterial (MM) research. Pendry elaborated on Veselago’s

proposal of lensing (due to negative refraction) to show that a slab of negative material can amplify the evanescent waves. In contrast to the usual lens (which collects

only the propagating part), the Pendry lens was ‘perfect’. Experiments on MMs

were not lagging too far behind. In 2000 itself, MMs in the microwave domain were

reported [33]. The experimental realization of MMs in a higher-frequency domain

exploiting various different structures (split-ring resonator [SRR], fishnet, etc.) is

now routinely reported [34]. The goal is to achieve negative refraction at higher and

higher frequencies with lower losses, resulting in a higher figure of merit (FOM)

( Re(n) / Im(n) , where n is the refractive index). There are now extensive and wellwritten reviews and monographs [4,34,35] that highlight the recent achievements.

The focus is also on the exotic applications of MMs ranging from super-lensing

and super-resolution (SR) [13,36] to lasing surface plasmon amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (SPASERs) [37] and optical nanocircuits [38]; invisibility

cloaks [39,40] to EIT and slow light [9], etc. The various developments call for a

more precise definition of MMs. A recent book defines MMs as ‘artificial effectively

homogeneous electromagnetic structures with unusual properties not readily available in nature’ [41].

In most of the current MMs, negative refraction is accompanied by substantial

losses, more so at higher frequencies. The origin of these losses can be traced to

the fact that the refractive index becomes negative close to electromagnetic resonances where the absorption is high. The presence of large absorption is associated

with large dispersion via the Kramers–Kronig relations. In MMs at lower frequencies, such strong dispersion was exploited to show the feasibility of slow light [9].

Achieving large delays in the higher-frequency range can thus pose a challenging
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problem. In an analogous fashion, achieving the desired SR at higher frequencies is

also threatened by high losses. In recent studies, two specific examples, namely, the

delay devices and MM lens were considered, in order to make a quantitative assessment of the effects of losses [15,27]. The parameters of a recently reported MM [42]

were used by fitting the experimental data for the permeability to a causal Lorentztype model, while the interpolated experimental data for the permittivity were used.

For delay studies, one can use an RT configuration, whereby a guiding structure is

embedded in between two high-index prisms and two spacer layers on each side (see

Figure 18.5). Of late, there has been a great deal of interest in such tunnelling structures

both for fundamental studies and for applications. It is clear that (beyond a certain critical

angle of incidence) because of evanescent waves in the spacer layers, light is not transmitted through it unless the modes of the guides are excited. In narrowbands of angles (for a

fixed frequency) or frequencies (for fixed angles), there can be RT, associated with large

dispersion resulting in large delays. The delay or the Wigner phase time was calculated

as the frequency derivative of the phase of the transmission coefficient. For testing the

lensing and SR effects, the usual Pendry lens configuration was used. It was shown that

the damping in the available materials at the near-infrared and visible frequencies can

have devastating effects on both RT and SR. The RT and the perfect lensing features can

be washed completely because of the prevailing dissipation.

It is thus essential to find a way to reduce the losses at least at and near the working frequency. The obvious route is to introduce gain in the MM. Based on a detailed

analysis of the Kramers–Kronig relations, it was claimed that passive MMs need to

be lossy in order to possess negative refraction [17]. It was further argued that even

with gain, there is a lower bound to the losses and there cannot be truly non-lossy

MMs. Later, it was shown that the latter conclusion is not correct. In fact, the losses
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FIGURE 18.5  Schematic of the layered structure with a central NIM layer sandwiched

between two spacer layers and high-index prisms. All materials except the NIM are assumed

to be nonmagnetic.
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can be minimized to zero by digging a hole in the absorption profile. A local reduction of losses in the frequency domain does not violate causality [18]. Assuming a

model response, where increasing gain can reduce the effective absorption (Im(n))

to near-zero at a specified frequency, both the delay in RT and the effective lensing

features were calculated. It was shown how the RT features and the associated large

delays can be recovered. In the context of Pendry lensing, subwavelength imaging

features were restored. In fact, one of the major directions in current MMs research

is the theoretical and experimental feasibility of making them lossless [43–48].

Passive MMs, though lossy, can have interesting applications albeit in a different

frequency domain, where μ > 0 but ε < 0. The transmission through a slab of such

MMs exhibits a bandgap much like in one-dimensional periodic structures [49].

A dielectric cavity with mirrors formed by such MMs can exhibit critical coupling

(CC), whereby all the incident energy is absorbed by the walls of the cavity. Such a

cavity does not allow the radiation to pass through, yet it maintains exceedingly low

reflection. In other words, such a cavity acts like a near-perfect absorber at one or more

frequencies. The interaction of such a cavity with resonant atoms can lead to mode

splitting, like vacuum Rabi splitting, in cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED).



18.3  STRATIFIED MEDIA FOR NONLINEAR OPTICS

As mentioned in the introduction, extensive reviews exist on this topic; hence, we

will be very brief in recalling some of the results, not even mentioning the relevant

references. The reader is referred to Dutta Gupta [3] for detailed discussions. The key

factors of interest in this area are the modes supported by the stratified media and the

associated local-field enhancements. The enhanced effective local field can reduce

the threshold for very many nonlinear optical processes. The modes supported can

be of two kinds, namely, the FP-type modes for normal or near-normal incidence

or the surface and guided modes for oblique incidence. In the context of the surface

modes, the surface plasmon or the coupled surface plasmon modes can be used.

Note that these resonances play a very important role in nano-optics since they can

be excited in subwavelength structures, while the standard guided modes cannot be

excited beyond the Rayleigh limit.



18.3.1 Optical Bistability with Surface and Guided Modes

The very first studies on a nonlinear stratified medium were aimed at optical bistability with a goal to control light with light. The ultimate target was to realize a

fully optical device, which can form the basic logic elements for optical computation

exploiting the vast parallelism of optics. One also had the signal processing applications in mind. One usually distinguishes two types of bistability: the absorptive and

dispersive. As the name suggests, in absorptive (dispersive) bistability, the absorption (dispersion) or the imaginary (real) part of the refractive index is assumed to be

intensity dependent. The mechanism of having a bistable response in case of, say,

dispersive bistability is easy to understand. It is clear that the location and width of

the mode (for an FP or surface/guided mode) depends crucially on the optical width

of the cavity or the guide. The nonlinearity-induced change in the optical width
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thus leads to the bistable response. Most of the initial studies on stratified nonlinear

media focused on dispersive bistability assuming a Kerr-type nonlinearity with an

intensity-dependent refractive index given by





n ( I ) = n0 + n2 I , (18.12)



though later, extensive studies were carried out on harmonic generation in layered

media assuming quadratic and cubic nonlinearities.

The first theoretical paper reporting bistability in an FP cavity with an intracavity

Kerr medium used the usual Fresnel formulae, replacing the linear refractive index

with the nonlinear refractive index given by Equation 18.12. Later, exact solutions

for s-polarized light for a nonlinear slab were found and utilized to arrive at more

accurate results. In the context of surface plasmons on a nonlinear substrate, the

exact solutions were worked out and the relevant bistable output was calculated.

Unfortunately, the exact solution for a nonlinear slab for p-polarized light is still not

known in the literature.



18.3.2 Nonlinear Characteristic Matrix Method: Gap

Solitons and Photon Localization

In view of the complex solutions for a nonlinear slab and their use in a multilayer,

a simple characteristic matrix method was developed for nonlinear stratified media.

The characteristic matrix makes use of the approximate solutions for a nonlinear

slab and translates the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields

across any number of layers, automatically satisfying the boundary conditions. The

theory was applied to a multitude of periodic and quasiperiodic media, and a variety

of bistable and multistable responses were obtained. The total transmission states at

the edge of the bandgap were shown to correspond to soliton distribution and later

they were termed the gap solitons. A Fibonacci multilayer was shown to lead to such

gap solitons exhibiting interesting scaling behaviour.

The interest in the Fibonacci multilayer was from another fundamental physics

viewpoint. The linear counterparts of such multilayers can exhibit weak localization

and self-similarity. It was shown that nonlinearity inhibits localization in a Kerr

nonlinear Fibonacci stack. In other words, a localized distribution can be reduced to

an extended state with an increase in the power of the incident light.



18.3.3 Nonlinear Composite Media

The realization of a highly nonlinear optical material has been the dream of materials

scientists. The composite media discussed earlier can contribute in a significant way.

In the early 1980s, it was argued that the nonlinearity in a composite can exceed that

of its constituents. A rigorous calculation based on the t-matrix approach confirmed

the predictions. In case of metal inclusions in a nonlinear dielectric, a dramatic

enhancement in the nonlinear response can take place due to the excitation of the

localized plasmons. Analogous notions were verified experimentally by a Rochester

group under Professor R. W. Boyd.
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18.4  STRATIFIED MEDIA FOR PERFECT TRANSMISSION

In this section, we demonstrate yet another remarkable property of engineered stratified media for application in the coating industry. We review results [19,20] that

clearly show how certain refractive-index profiles can lead to omnidirectional broadband AR coatings.



18.4.1 Reflectionless Potentials of K ay and Moses

Most of the optical instruments and fibre-optic components today make use of AR

coatings in order to increase their light throughput and coupling efficiency. The operation principles of such AR coatings are almost invariably based on the properties of

quarter-wave plates or combinations of them. As a consequence, the designed coatings

suffer from the drawbacks of limited wavelength and angle (of incidence) range. The

films designed for a particular wavelength range and angle are not suitable for other

purposes, thereby eliminating the off-the-shelf, immediate delivery of such components. Recently, it was shown that such limitations can be overcome to a large extent by

a new design principle based on the concept of reflectionless potentials [19,20]. Here,

we demonstrate that realistic refractive-index profiles leading to almost null reflection

can be constructed. In fact, the choice of such profiles is truly infinite. Such profiles are

shown to lead to very low reflection over a very broad range of wavelengths and angles

for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations.

Kay and Moses [21] considered reflectionless potentials [21] in the context of

one-dimensional scattering problems. These are the potentials for which any wave

with arbitrary energy can pass through the potential completely. Later, the same

concept was studied in great detail in relation to inverse scattering and the soliton

theory [50,51]. In our proposal, we show that by deposition of a suitable refractiveindex profile on the two sides of any lossless thin film, the same can be rendered

invisible. It needs to be stressed that this invisibility is for a large range of angles and

also over a broad frequency span. This is in sharp contrast to the recent proposal of

Pendry [39] and Leonhardt [40] for achieving invisibility.



18.4.2 Realization in Optics

In what follows, we present the refractive-index profiles, which lead to total transmission. As mentioned earlier, they are constructed based on the N-parameter family of

reflectionless potentials. Since any realistic system is bound to be finite, we truncate

the refractive-index profile and calculate the reflection coefficient for both TE and

TM polarizations. We use a transfer matrix technique invoking a fine subdivision of

the varying profile. We calculate both the angle and the wavelength dependence of

the reflection coefficient. In view of the fact that the AR coating is to be deposited on

a substrate, we also study the effect of the substrate on the reflection and transmission coefficients.

Consider light propagation through a stratified medium characterized by a refractiveindex profile n(z). Given 2N positive arbitrary constants A1, A2, …, A N and κ1, κ2, …,

κN, the reflectionless index profile n(z) can be given by
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2 d2

 log ( D ) , (18.13)

k02 dz 2 



where ns is the refractive index at z → ±∞. In Equation 18.1, D is the determinant of

the system given by

N



∑M f ( z ) = − A e

j =1







ij j



i



κi z



, (18.14)



where

Mij = δij +





Ai e( i j )

. (18.15)

( κi + κ j )

κ +κ z



The propagation equation for the y-polarized TE waves with the index profile

given by Equation 18.1 can be written as

d 2e

+  k02 n2 ( z ) − k x2  e = 0, 

dz 2 







(18.16)



while that for the TM waves (for the only nonvanishing magnetic field component)

includes an extra term proportional to the log derivative of the dielectric function profile. In Equation 18.4, k x = k0 ns sin θ (θ is the angle of incidence) is the x component

of the wave vector away from the inhomogeneities. It is clear from Equations 18.16

and 18.13 that a substitution E = k02 ns2 cos2 θ reduces Equation 18.16 to Schrödinger’s

equation with reflectionless potential. A similar reduction is not possible for TM

waves and thus it is not possible to have an index profile that is completely transparent to both TE and TM. However, the profile designed for TE turns out to be almost

reflectionless for TM also. Note also the wavelength dependence in Equation 18.13.

Again, a profile designed at one wavelength exhibits low reflection over a large spectral range. These features are described in the following text.

We consider a four-parameter example with the parameters given by A1 = 11,

A2 = A3 = A4 = 3.0, κ1 = 5.5, κ2 = 0.1, κ3 = 1.0 and κ4 = 9.0. In case of the film

deposited on the substrate, we have taken the refractive-index profile as follows:







n2 ( z ) = ns21 +



2 d2

ns22 − ns21





1 + tanh ( κ1z ) . (18.17)

log

D

+

(

)



2

k02 dz 2 



The profile designed at the wavelength λ = 1.06 μm is shown in the insets of

Figure 18.6. The inhomogeneous film is assumed to occupy a region −3 ≤ z ≤ 3 μm

beyond which the left medium is assumed to be air (ns = ns1 = 1.0), while the
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substrate is assumed to have a refractive index of 1.4 (ns2 = 1.4). The angle (of incidence) dependence of the intensity reflection coefficient R at λ = 1.06 μm for the

film in the absence or presence of the substrate is shown in Figure 18.6a and 18.6b,

respectively. The solid (dashed) curves in these figures are for the TE (TM) polarization. One can easily note the flat response over a very large angular range for both

polarizations. The substrate, while retaining this feature, evens out the differences in

response for the two polarizations.

We next investigate the wavelength dependence of the reflectivity from such

films for normal incidence with or without the substrate. The results for the profiles

optimized at λ = 1.06 μm are shown in Figure 18.7a and 18.7b. The top (bottom)

panel in these figures is without (with) the substrate. It is important to note that

such films exhibit extremely low reflectivity over a very large range of wavelengths,

even though they are designed at a particular wavelength. We believe that such a

flat response over such large spectral ranges is not achievable with conventional AR

coatings based on quarter-wave plates. In the same figures, we show the effect of

truncation. The dashed lines in Figure 18.2 are for −2 ≤ z ≤ 2 μm. It is clear from

the comparison that truncation has an insignificant effect if the essential features of

the inhomogeneity are retained.
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FIGURE 18.6  Intensity reflection coefficient R as a function of the angle of incidence θ

for the inhomogeneous film (see text for a description) (a) without or (b) with the substrate

at λ = 1.06 μm. The insets show the refractive-index profiles. (From Dutta Gupta, S. and

Agarwal, G.S. Opt. Expess, 15, 9614–9624, 2007. With permission.)
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FIGURE 18.7  Normal incidence intensity reflection coefficient R as a function of wavelength λ for the inhomogeneous film (see text for a description) (a) without or (b) with the

substrate. The inhomogeneous film is designed at a wavelength of 1.06 μm. The solid (dashed)

lines are for the inhomogeneous film occupying −3 ≤ z ≤ 3 μm (−2 ≤ z ≤ 2 μm). (From Dutta

Gupta, S. and Agarwal, G.S. Opt. Expess, 15, 9614–9624, 2007. With permission.)



Thus, the notion of reflectionless potentials can be exploited to demonstrate a

new design principle for AR coatings. Such films and refractive-index profiles may

be generated using the emerging technologies involving titanium oxide films [52].



18.5  STRATIFIED MEDIA FOR COHERENT PERFECT ABSORPTION

We present the recent developments on perfect absorption charting out the route

from CC to antilasers (time-reversed lasers). We stress the role of destructive interference in the underlying process of coherent perfect absorption leading to simultaneously null reflection and transmission. We also present new results on coherent

perfect absorption using metal–dielectric nanocomposites.



18.5.1  CC or Single Beam Coherent Perfect Absorption

CC of incident electromagnetic radiation to a given micro or nanostructure refers to

the case when all the incident energy is completely absorbed in the structure leading

to null scattering [24,25]. Initial research on CC involved the coupled resonator optical waveguides (CROWs) proposed by the group of Yariv at CalTech. Manifestations
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of such systems were the coupled fibre-microsphere or fibre-disc systems by the

Vahala group again at CalTech. The purpose was to slow down light and to stop and

store it eventually. Later studies were directed to planar structures with a very thin

layer of absorbing material on a distributed Bragg structure (DBS) substrate [24,25].

A spacer layer between the absorbing layer and the DBS controlled the amplitude

and phase of the reflected waves from the various interfaces. For normal incidence of

light from the top (absorbing layer side), the DBS ensured null transmission for waves

with frequency in the rejection band of the structure. The spacer layer thickness was

controlled such that all the reflected waves coming from various interfaces interfered

destructively in the medium of incidence leading to null reflection. Thus, one has a

structure that neither transmits nor reflects, implying that one has ‘critically’ coupled

the incident light to the structure. All of it has been absorbed ‘perfectly’ by the fewnanometre-thin lossy layer. Physically, this amounts to having a purely imaginary

normal to the surface component of the Poynting vector. Because of reasons stated

below, CC is sometimes referred to as single beam coherent perfect absorption. Use

of metal–dielectric composites can render certain additional degrees of freedom for

the CC. One such response is shown in Figure 18.8. As can be seen from this figure,

the CC takes place only for the intermediate spacer-layer thickness (curve 2).



18.5.2 Multiple Beam Coherent Perfect Absorption

From a somewhat different perspective, there is a great deal of interest on timereversed lasing or antilasers [5]. The near-threshold operation of a laser amounts to

having an active (amplifying) medium in a cavity, giving out coherent radiation both
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FIGURE 18.8  Total intensity scattering R + T as a function of λ for three different spacerlayer thickness. The dashed line gives the intensity transmission. (From Dutta Gupta, S., Opt.

Lett., 32, 1483–1485, 2007.)
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ways through nonperfect mirrors. Now imagine the time-reversed operation of a

laser, whereby one replaces the amplifying medium for an absorber with the simultaneous reversal of direction of the electromagnetic coherent waves. Eventually, one

has an absorber that completely absorbs both the incident coherent inputs to the

cavity. Of course, proper phasing between these two waves is essential so that the

destructive interference on each side is complete. The latter is now referred to as

antilasers and the phenomenon as coherent perfect absorption. Thus, coherent perfect absorption refers to two incident coherent beams, while CC has only one input.

Hence, the case of CC is sometimes referred to as single beam coherent perfect

absorption. The underlying physics in both cases is the same, namely, the destructive

interference, the difference concerns the detail as to whether the other beam is given

or it is generated by the structure.

The Wan et al. [29] experiment used two counterpropagating beams falling on an

Si wafer. Moreover, there was very little flexibility as regards the material sample,

which was chosen on the grounds of weak dispersion with a large variation of the

absorption in the designated range of wavelengths. It was shown that the concept of

coherent perfect absorption can be extended to more general geometries in a metal–

dielectric composite layer with a great deal of flexibility. Recall that varying the

volume fraction of the metal inclusions can easily control the localized plasmon

resonances of such composites. Our geometry is shown in Figure 18.9, where a gold–

silica composite layer is excited by two monochromatic waves with unit amplitudes

with the same angle of incidence. The structure is symmetric, since the media of

incidence and emergence are taken to be the same. Subscripts f and b are for the

forward-propagating and backward-propagating incident waves. Symmetry ensures

that the total scattered amplitudes in the media of incidence and emergence are the

same since the reflected and transmitted amplitudes individually are the same. The

nature of scattering in both directions will be governed by the interference between,

say, rf and tb. It will be destructive, leading to coherent perfect absorption if their

magnitudes are the same with a phase lag of π radian. The log of the mod-squared

of the total scattered amplitude, along with the amplitude and phase information for

a composite layer, is shown in Figure 18.10. It is clear from this figure that coherent perfect absorption results as a consequence of a very delicate balance ensuring
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FIGURE 18.9  Schematics of the CPA setup. (From Dutta Gupta, S., Opt. Lett., 32, 1483–

1485, 2007. With permission.)
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FIGURE 18.10  (a) Absolute values of reflected (dashed line) and transmitted (solid line)

amplitudes | rf | and | tb | (arrow shows the point where the conditions for CPA are satisfied); (b)

phase difference Δϕ between the forward-reflected and backward-transmitted plane waves;

and (c) log10 | rf + tb |2 as a function of λ for f m = 0.001618 and d = 9.909 μm.



destructive interference possible for several pairs of values of the wavelength and the

volume fraction. The dependence on the volume fraction of the metal f (not shown)

is also indicative of another important fact, namely, that absorption is essential for

coherent perfect absorption. The existence of a minimum critical volume fraction of

metal (causing absorption) rules out antilasing below this value.



18.6 CONCLUSIONS

In this mini review, we have tried to give an overview of the various different applications of linear and nonlinear stratified media. These include both linear and nonlinear optical effects, ranging from optical bistability to invisible films, from photon

localization to fast and slow light. We also included a brief description of recently

proposed antilasers that can absorb all the incident coherent light. The latter along

with other possibilities can have far-reaching implications for solar energy.
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19.1 INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optical frequency conversion is among the earliest and most enduring

applications of second-order optical nonlinearities. In the absence of external electric

or magnetic fields, these nonlinearities are efficient only in systems lacking inversion

symmetry, since in the electric dipole approximation the second-order susceptibility

vanishes in inversion-symmetric media.

Further restrictions on the choice of materials come from the practical requirement

that the material should not absorb either the input or the output waves involved in the

frequency conversion process. The other important consideration for efficient frequency

conversion is the effective interaction length. Even the relatively small dispersion, that

is, the frequency dependence of the refractive index, limits the effective interaction

length to one coherence length, which is typically 10–20 μm. The earliest method of

overcoming this limitation was to exploit the birefringence of anisotropic crystals to

compensate for the dispersion so that the phase mismatch between the nonlinear source

polarization and the generated wave vanishes. This phase-matching method further
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restricts the number of acceptable crystals. Nevertheless, by 1980, fairly efficient frequency conversion crystals had been developed in the UV-visible-infrared (IR) range

for all high-power laser applications.

The quasi-phase matching (QPM), which is another method of phase matching, was

proposed almost simultaneously in the pioneering paper by Armstrong, Bloembergen,

Ducuing and Pershan (ABDP) [1,2]. This involves changing the sign of the effective

coupling coefficient after the waves have travelled one coherence length. This effectively amounts to introducing a phase difference of π between the generated wave and

the nonlinear polarization. As we shall see, the generated wave can then continue to

grow. Until about 1985, this was used only in a few cases, especially in the IR where

adequate quality and size of a nonlinear optical crystal were not easily available. It was

then shown that periodic domains with an alternating sign of the nonlinear coupling

could be created by applying periodic modulation of the growth temperature [3] or by

applying a polarizing electric field [4] during the growth of the LiNbO3 crystals. Other

methods of periodic poling were soon found. This allowed a large expansion in the

applications of QPM. Combined with the waveguide fabrication techniques, QPM is

now widely used for nonlinear frequency conversion especially at low powers. In this

chapter, I will first describe the theoretical background of the QPM frequency conversion process. This is based on ABDP’s classic paper [1] on nonlinear wave propagation

and our early theoretical work [5] in which we applied ABDP’s coupled wave solution

to the QPM propagation. In most of the literature, and indeed, for developing many

devices, approximate theories are used. However, the coupled wave solutions obtained

by ABDP are very general and provide many insights. With that in mind, a tutorial

on these solutions and on how to use them is given here. Subsequent theoretical and

experimental developments are then reviewed in this context.



19.2  NONLINEAR WAVE PROPAGATION-GENERALITIES

We begin with the coupled nonlinear wave propagation formulation by ABDP, which is

completely general in that it includes the effects of dispersion and anisotropy of materials as well as pump depletion effects. In the presence of electric dipole

 polarization, the

wave equation for the Fourier component E(ω) of the electric field E (t ) is given by

  



ω2 

∇ × ∇ × E ( ω) − 2 E ( ω) = µ 0ω2 P ( ω) (19.1)

c





We write







L

 NL

P ( ω) = P ( ) ( ω) + P ( ) ( ω) 



(19.2)



where the first term on the right-hand side is the linear polarization proportional

to the field and the second term is the nonlinear polarization. We define the linear

susceptibility tensor by





L



1

P ( ) ( ω) = ε0χ( ) ( ω) ⋅ E ( ω) (19.3)
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Using





 



ε ( ω) = ε0 1 + χ ( ω) (19.4)



(



)



the wave equation for the electric field at any frequency ω can now become







  



ω2 

ω2 

∇ × ∇ × E ( ω) − 2 ε ( ω) ⋅ E ( ω) = 2 P NL ( ω) (19.5)

c

c





The nonlinear polarization P NL (ω) at frequency ω can be generated by the joint

action of any number of fields at frequencies ω1, ω2, ω3, … , such that the algebraic

sum of all frequencies is ω, that is,





ω = ω1 + ω2 +  + ωn (19.6)



Recall that we use complex amplitudes, that is, a monochromatic plane wave with

the field





 



E = E0 cos ( ωt + φ ) = (1 2 ) E0e −iφe −iωt + complex conjugate (19.7)













is written as E (ω)e −iωt + E (−ω)eiωt with E * (ω) = E (−ω) = (1/ 2)E0e −iφe −iωt with the

provision that the frequencies ωi in Equation 19.6 can have either sign. 

Equation 19.5 is an inhomogeneous partial differential equation for E(ω) whose

general solution consists of two parts: (i) the solution of a linear homogeneous equaNL

tion and (ii) the particular integral proportional

to P



 NL . If, initially, no wave is present

at ω, the first part does not contribute and E (ω) ~ P (ω) or, in other words, the nonlinear polarization acts as a source of the field at ω. The underlying physical picture

is that dipole oscillators with a nonlinear response create polarizations oscillating at

harmonic and combination frequencies, which then radiate at these frequencies. So,

the nonlinear polarization is called the nonlinear source polarization and is denoted

by P(NLS). The rate at which the polarization radiates energy in the

  field at frequency



i ( kNLS − k ).r

ω is ~2ω Im(PNLS(ω) · E*(ω)), which oscillates like ~ Im(

e

) where kNLS is the



propagation vector for the nonlinear

polarization and k is that for the field at the fre

quency ω. The polarization P (NLS) travels

vector

 with a wave



 determined by the fields

that

create

this

polarization,

that

is,

k

k

k



k

=

+

+

+

NLS

1

2

n. The difference between





kNLS and k makes the energy transfer an oscillatory function. Only when the two

wave vectors match does the energy continue to transfer from nonlinear polarization

to the field at ω. This underlines the importance of the phase matching in boosting

the efficiency of nonlinear frequency conversion. As we will see later, in QPM the

sign of the energy flow into the field at the generated frequency ω is maintained

positive by changing

the sign of the nonlinear source polarization P (NLS) whenever

 

i ( kNLS − k ).r

~ Im(e

) changes sign. We now look at a few specific frequency conversion

processes in more detail.
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19.3  SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION

Consider, for example, an experiment in which a monochromatic optical field at frequency ω is incident. In the second order, it can create P (NLS) at ω + ω = 2ω and

ω − ω = 0.

The nonlinear polarization at the second harmonic (SH) frequency is given by





2)

Pµ(NLS) ( 2ω) = ε0χ(µαα

( −2ω, ω, ω) Eα ( ω) Eα ( ω) (19.8)





where summation over

repeated indices is implied. Now, as E(2ω) becomes nonzero,

 (NLS)

it can also create a P

at ω:





2)

PµNLS ( ω) = 2ε0χ(µαβ

( −ω, 2ω, −ω) Eα ( 2ω) Eβ∗ ( ω) (19.9)



The factor 2 accounts for the fact that there are two distinct frequencies. The two

waves are therefore coupled and follow the wave equations:

2



2





( 2ω) χ (2) −2ω, ω, ω : E ω E ω

 2ω  

∇ × ∇ × E ( 2ω ) − 

ε ( 2ω ) ⋅ E ( 2ω ) = ε 0

(

) ( ) ( )



c2

 c 





(19.10)

2









ω 

ω2  2

∇ × ∇ × E ( ω) − 2 ε ( ω) ⋅ E ( ω) = 2ε0 2 χ( ) ( −ω, 2ω, −ω) : E ( 2ω) E ( ω) (19.11)

c

c



The coupling of the waves means that it is possible to exchange energy between

them. If zˆ is the direction of propagation, then without the nonlinearity the solution

would be







ikz

^

E (ω) = aA

0 e (19.12)



where A0 is the amplitude and aˆ is the polarization.

In the presence of nonlinear coupling, the amplitude of the two waves can vary

with z. So, we write







E (ω) = a^1 A1 ( z)eik1z (19.13)



and







E (2ω) = a^ 2 A2 ( z)eik2 z (19.14)
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where aˆ1 and aˆ 2 are the polarization vectors such that







ki2 ( zˆ × zˆ × aˆi ) +



ω i2 

ε ( ω i ) .aˆi = 0 (19.15)

c2



Thus, if χ(2) = 0, A1 and A2 would be constants and no transfer of energy would be

possible between the two waves. In the nonlinear case χ(2) ≠ 0, we can assume that

A(z) are slowly varying functions of z, that is







∂2 A

∂A

<< k

<< k 2 A (19.16)

∂z 2

∂z



Substituting from Equations 19.13 and 19.14 in Equations 19.10 and 19.11 and

using Equation 19.15 and approximation 19.16, we get equations for ∂A1/∂z and

∂A2/∂z. Then, taking the scalar products of these equations with aˆ 2 and aˆ1, respectively, we obtain







∂A2

i ε A2 2 ω 2  (2 )

= 2 02 1 2

χ ( −2ω, ω, ω ) : a^ 2 a^1a^1e − i∆kz (19.17)

∂z

c k2 cos α 2



and







∂A1

iε A* A ω 2 

= 2 02 1 22 χ(2) ( −ω, 2ω, −ω ) : a^1a^2 a^1ei∆kz (19.18)

∂z

c k1 cos α1



where Δk = k2 − 2k1 is the wave vector mismatch

 and α1 is the angle between the

electric field E(ω1 ) and the displacement vector D(ω1 ) at the fundamental frequency

and similarly for α2. The two susceptibility tensors involved here are not independent but are related to each other by the overall permutation symmetry. The suscepti2)

(ω, ω1, ω2 ) is invariant under the exchange of pairs μω, αω1, βω2. This can

bility χ(µαβ

be used to define a common coupling constant for the coupled wave propagation.





2

 2*

K = ε 0 χ( ) ( −2ω, ω, ω ) : a^ 2 a^1a^ 1 = ε 0 χ( ) ( −ω, 2ω, −ω ) : a^1a^ 2 a^1 (19.19)



19.3.1  Small Conversion Limit

If the conversion to the SH is small, we may assume that the pump amplitude remains

constant. Then Equation 19.17 gives







∂A2

= K ′e −i∆kz (19.20)

∂z
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where the constant K' includes all factors independent of z:







− i ∆kz 2 ) sin ( ∆kz 2 )

A2 = zK ′e (

(19.21)

( ∆kz 2 )



This shows that the SH intensity I2(z) is given by

2



I 2 ∼ A2 ( z ) = z 2 K ′2



sin 2 ( ∆kz 2 )



( ∆kz 2 )







2



(19.22)



As anticipated earlier, this is an oscillatory function. The net conversion reaches a

maximum at z = π/Δk, after which it starts to reduce. The length lcoh = π/Δk is called the

coherence length. This important limiting length would be infinite if there was no dispersion. It is finite only due to the small frequency dependence of the refractive index and that

small dependence determines the small distance over which effective conversion takes

place. For SH generation (SHG) of radiation of a vacuum wavelength λ, Δk = 4π(Δn)/λ,

where Δn is the difference between the refractive indices of the medium at the fundamental and the harmonic frequencies. Typically, for Δn as small as 0.01, lcoh = π/Δk is 25

λ, which is rather small. The oscillatory nature of the conversion efficiency is useful for

obtaining Δk for a crystal, using the ‘Maker-fringe’ method [2]. In this, we measure I2 as

a function of the crystal length either by using a wedge-shaped crystal or by rotating a

parallel slab crystal and determining Δk from the period of oscillation.

For the phase-matched case (Δk = 0), the solutions are not oscillatory since the

energy conversion to SH proceeds without a phase mismatch between the field at 2ω

and the nonlinear polarization at that frequency. In that case,



( )

2







2



I 2 ~ z 2 I12 χ(eff) (19.23)



The condition Δk = 0, called the phase-matching condition, can be achieved by

compensating for the effect of dispersion by that of birefringence.

To summarize, the SH conversion efficiency in the phase-matched case is

ηSH ~ ( crystal length )



2



~ Incident laser intensity





( )



~ χ2eff



2



Thus, to have an efficient conversion to the SH, we need crystals that have large

χ(eff2 ), and a large damage threshold so that higher intensities can be used and be

available in relatively large sizes so that large lengths can be used. For an efficient

conversion of low-power sources, we need to focus the lasers to a relatively tight spot,

but this reduces the effective interaction length since the spot size increases rapidly

due to diffraction. Exploiting guided-wave propagation mitigates this problem to a
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great extent and this is especially suitable for QPM. It is important to note that the

effective coupling coefficient depends on the polarization vectors of the two beams

relative to the crystal axes. For example, if we rotate a crystal about the propagation

directions, χ(eff2 ) will change and effect ηSH.



19.3.2 Pump Depletion Effects in Phase-Matching and

Quasi-Phase-Matching

For Δk ≠ 0, the effective crystal length can be increased by changing the sign of χ(2)

eff

after every coherence length. To see how it works, recall that from Equation 19.20,

∂A2/∂z = K'eiΔkz and A2 reaches a maximum at z = π/Δk where it has a value of

A2 = –2K'/(iΔk), after which it starts decreasing. If the sign of χ(2)

eff is changed, then that

of ∂A2/∂z also changes and the SH amplitude can keep increasing. The key idea, first

proposed by ABDP, is that a phase mismatch can be compensated periodically. This

QPM became much more important with the invention of periodic poling of LiNbO3.

As already noted, the ABDP formulism includes the effect of the anisotropy of

the crystal. Recall that in birefringent crystals for any given direction

 of propagation,

a linear wave equation has two independent solutions. For a given k, aˆ has two possible solutions: one corresponding to the ordinary ray and the other corresponding to

the extraordinary ray. In uniaxial crystals,







 ε⊥



ε= 0

0





0

ε⊥

0



0



0  (19.24)

ε|| 



in the frame of the principal axes of the crystal. If the direction of propagation makes

an angle θ with the optic axis ε||, the o-ray has the refractive index η0 = ε ⊥ / ε0 and

its polarization vector aˆ is perpendicular to the optics axis and the direction of propagation. For the e-ray, the polarization vector aˆ lies in the plane containing the optic

axis and the direction of propagation. It makes an angle (π/2 − α) with the direction

of propagation such that

tan α =





ε

1 2

ε 

n sin 2θ  0 − 0  (19.25)

ε

ε

2

⊥ 

 ||



and the refractive index ηe is given by







1 ε0 cos2 θ ε0 sin 2 θ

=

+

(19.26)

η2e

ε⊥

ε||







2ρ12 k1 cos2 α1 µ0ω (19.27)









ˆ

α is also the angle between E and D at that

 frequency

 since k ⋅ D = 0. In Equations

19.25

and 19.26,



 α is the angle between E(ω) and D(ω) and α2 is the angle between

E(2(ω)) and D(2(ω)). It is easy to show that, with Ai = ρi eiφ1,
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is the power flow per unit area in the ω wave, while

ρ22 k2 cos2 α 2 ( µ 0ω) (19.28)







is the power flow per unit area in the 2ω wave.

Equations of motion for ρ1 and ρ2 and the relative phase

θ = ∆kz + ϕ2 ( ζ ) − 2ϕ1 ( ζ ) (19.29)







are obtained from those for A1 and A2,







dρ1

ω2 K

ρ1ρ2 sin θ (19.30)

=−

dz

k1 cos2 α1







d ρ2

2ω2 K

=+

ρ12 sin θ (19.31)

dz

k2 cos2 α 2







 ρ2



dθ

ρ12

= ∆k − 2ω2 K cos θ 

−

 (19.32)

2

2

dz

 k1 cos α1 ρ2 k2 cos α 2 



Note that the energy transfer can occur from ω to 2ω or 2ω to ω, depending on

the value of the relative phase θ. It does not matter what the relative values of ρ1 and

ρ2 are, as long as both of them are nonzero. If ρ2 = 0, θinitial is arbitrary because ϕ2

is arbitrary. The value of ϕ2, which gives sin θ > 0, will be adopted and ρ2 can grow

from zero value. However, if ρ1 = 0, the nonlinear coupling between the two waves

vanishes for all values of the phases and the fundamental wave cannot grow back.

Thus, second-order nonlinearity cannot generate a subharmonic of a laser if none

is present in the first place. However, the subharmonic can grow from an arbitrarily

small amplitude but the growth rate depends on the amplitude itself.

To solve these coupled nonlinear equations, ABDP first found two constants of

motion. The remaining one equation was then integrated out. We note that the total

power flowing through any z = constant surface must be the same since no power is

absorbed by the medium. From Equations 19.30 and 19.31, one obtains

ρ1



dρ1 k1 cos2 α1

dρ k cos2 α 2

⋅

+ ρ2 2 ⋅ 2

=0

dz

dz

2ω

ω



or,







(19.33)



 2 2k1 cos2 α1

k cos2 α 2 

+ ρ22 2

 ρ1

 = W = constant

ωµ0 

ωµ0





where W is the total power flowing through a unit area of any z = constant plane.
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While the relative phase determines the direction of the energy flow, the rate of

the energy flow also depends on the total power in the system and the nonlinear

susceptibility χ(2)

eff , which, in turn, depends on the nonlinear material and the polarization vectors aˆ1 and aˆ 2. To understand the behaviour of coupled waves in a wide

variety of situations, it is instructive to work in terms of scaled distance ζ and scaled

amplitudes u and v. We put

ζ=









ω2 Kz

k1c cos2 α1



ωW

(19.34)

k2 cos2 α 2



2



u=



2k1 cos2 α1

ρ1 (19.35)

µ 0 ωW



v=



k2 cos2 α 2

ρ2 (19.36)

µ 0 ωW



and







With these parameters, Equation 19.33 becomes





u2 + v 2 = 1 (19.37)



and Equations 19.30 and 19.31 become







du

= −uv sin θ (19.38)

dζ







dv

= u2 sin θ (19.39)

dζ



and









dθ

= ∆s − cos θ 2v − u2 v 

dζ



(



)



(19.40)



∆s = ∆kz ζ (19.41)



Here, u2 and v2 are the fractional powers in the wave at the fundamental frequency

and its SH, respectively, and Δs is the scaled phase mismatch. Having incorporated

the conservation of power flow into the scaling, ABDP obtained the second constant

of integration by observing that using Equations 19.38 and 19.39 in Equation 19.40,

we may write
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dθ

cos θ d

ln u2ν

= ∆s +

dζ

sin θ d ζ



(



)



or

u2ν sin θ



dθ

d 2

uν

= ∆su2ν sin θ + cos θ

dζ

dζ



( )



dν

d 2

uν

+ cos θ

dζ

dζ



( )



= ∆sν



(19.42)



d  2

1



u ν cos θ + ∆sν 2  = 0



dζ 

2



or

u2ν cos θ + 12 ∆sν 2 = constant = Γ







Using Equations 19.37 and 19.42 in Equation 19.38, we can obtain a nonlinear

equation for ν2:

ν



1/ 2

2

2

dν

= u2ν sin θ = ±  u2ν − u2ν cos θ 

dζ







( ) (





= ±  1 − ν2







(



)



2



)



1





ν −  Γ − ∆ssν 2 

2





2



2



1/ 2













or



(19.43)

dν2





ζ  ν2 1 − ν2







(







)



2



1





−  Γ − ∆sν 2 

2







2



1/ 2













= ± dζ



The denominator is a cubic in ν2. If ν 2a ≤ ν 2b ≤ ν 2c are the three roots of





(



2



) + (Γ −



2



∆sν 2



)



− ν 2a ν 2 − ν b2 ν 2 − ν c2



)



ν2 1 − ν2



1

2



= 0 (19.44)



then







(ν



2



)(



dν2



)(



= ±2d ζ
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The solution of this equation is a standard Jacobi elliptic function:



(



)



ν 2 = ν 2a + ν b2 − ν 2a sn2







)



(



ν c2 − ν 2a ( ζ − ζ 0 ) , γ (19.45)



where

γ2 =





ν 2b − ν 2a

.

ν 2c − ν 2a



γ is called the modulus. The Jacobi elliptic functions sn and cn are defined as

follows. If

ϕ



u=



dψ



∫



1 − k 2 sin 2 ψ



0







then sn(u,k) = sin ϕ and cn(u,k) = cos ϕ. The Jacobi elliptic function sn is a periodic

function of u with the period depending on γ. They are easily evaluated using standard methods [5,6]. We note the two limiting forms of the function:

sn (u, 0 ) = sin u

and

sn (u,1) = tanh u







Since sn(u,k) is bound by ±1, the maximum and minimum values for ν2 are given

by the two roots of Equation 19.44:



(ν )



max



(ν )



min



2



2







= ν 2b

= ν 2a



If, initially, ν = 0 at ζ = z = 0, Γ = 0, and Equation 19.37 becomes





(



ν2 1 − ν2



2



) −(



1

2



∆sν 2



)



2



=0



For this case, the lowest root is ν 2a = 0 and the other two roots are given by







 1  ∆s 2 

ν b2,c =  1 +    ±

 2 2  







 1  ∆s 2 

1 +   − 1

 2 2 





 



(19.46)
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For ∆s >> 1, ν 2b  (2 / ∆s) and ν 2c  (∆s / 2)2 and the maximum fractional power

conversion to the SH is (2/Δs)2.

Recall that the scaled phase mismatch Δs = Δk(z/ζ) is the ratio between two

lengths: one characterizing the dispersion in the linear refractive index and the other

characterizing the interaction between the two waves due to nonlinearity. The maximum power conversion is small if Δs ≫ 1, that is, the dispersion occurs much faster

than the nonlinear coupling.

In the phase-matched case Δs = 0, Equation 19.44 becomes ν 2b = ν 2c = 1 and ν 2a = 0

with ν 2b = ν 2c = 1.

Then,





ν 2 = sn2 ( ζ, γ = 1) = tanh 2 ζ



In this case, full conversion is possible to SH but it takes an infinite interaction

length since tanh ζ → 1 only as ζ → ∞. However, tanh ζ is close to unity for moderate values of ζ. Clearly, phase matching is important to obtain significant conversion

at modest crystal lengths. For a given Δk, if very high powers can be put into the

crystal, and if the nonlinearity is large such that Δs ~ 1, then a significant power

conversion would be possible in principle, but this is hard to realize in practice.

For isotropic nonlinear optical crystals, the practical solution is QPM, which has

been described earlier. For anisotropic crystals, even if birefringence phase matching (BPM) is possible, QPM presents significant advantages. First, the polarization

of the interacting waves can be chosen to maximize χ(eff2 ). In LiNbO3, this enhances

χ(eff2 ) by nearly a factor of 6. Second, since all interacting waves can be chosen to have

the same polarization, the walk-off problem of BPM is avoided. Since the phase mismatch is compensated by choosing the microstructure of the medium, a nonlinear

crystal can be used over its full transparency range.

Unlike the BPM situation, QPM can achieve high conversion efficiencies even

for Δk ≠ 0. Thus, to analyze this, we need to use the general solutions obtained by

ABDP in the most general case. We adopted the following general procedure [5].

Starting with a given initial value of ν and θ, we evaluated Γ from Equation 19.42

and then the roots of Equation 19.44, which are cubic in ν2. By requiring that the

initial value of ν2 at z = 0 satisfies the condition,







(



)



ν 2 ( 0 ) = ν 2a + ν b2 − ν 2a sn2



(



)



ν c2 − ν 2a ( ζ 0 ) , γ (19.47)



we obtained ∣ζ0∣. The sign of ζ0 can be determined by requiring that ν2, given by

Equation 19.46, should increase or decrease with z as determined by the initial value

of the relative phase θ, through Equation 19.39. Since ζ is proportional to χ(eff2 ), its sign

depends on the sign of χ(eff2 ). Thus, in a stack of crystals with a changing sign of χ(eff2 ),

it is most convenient to work in terms of ∣ζ∣, which is directly proportional to z, the

distance travelled in the crystal. We can then rewrite Equation 19.46 as
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(



)



ν 2 = ν 2a + ν b2 − ν 2a sn2



(



(



)
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)



ν c2 − ν 2a ζ ± ζ 0 , γ (19.48)



where we choose the + sign if ∂ν/∂z is positive and the − sign if it is negative.

It is appropriate to make an observation on the nature of the dynamical system

represented by the coupled nonlinear wave equations. In view of the conservation of

the power flow represented by Equation 19.37, the only two dynamical variables can

be taken as the fractional power in the SH wave ν2 and the relative phase angle θ.

Trillo et al. [7] observed that Equations 19.39 and 19.40 are Hamilton’s equations

of motion with the Hamiltonian H identified as 2Γ and θ identified as the generalized coordinate. The conjugate momentum is then ν2 and ζ plays the role of time.

Trillo et al. explored several interesting aspects of the dynamical behaviour of this

system. They showed, for example, that ν2 = 1 is a stable point for ∣Δs∣ > 2, that is,

for ∣Δs∣ > 2, if we start with ν2 = 1 − δ where δ is infinitesimal, ν2 − 1 will always

remain of order δ. Examining the roots of Equation 19.37, we had earlier observed

that full conversion to the SH can be achieved if ∣Δs∣ ≤ 2. In general, Trillo et al. [7]

observed that there are two stable eigenmodes for all values of ∣Δs∣ > 2 for which

there is no exchange of energy. For example, in the phase-matched case Δs = 0, stable points are given by ν2 = 1/3 and θ = 0 or π. It may appear strange that if one-third

of the total power lies in the SH, there will be no further exchange of energy between

the two waves. It is the value of the relative phase angle θ that is crucial. Starting

from only the fundamental wave, the phase of the SH corresponds to θ − π/2. If this

is changed to θ = 0 or π, we find from Equation 19.39 that ∂ν/∂z vanishes. It can

become nonzero only when θ changes. From Equation 19.40, we find that ∂θ/∂ζ also

vanishes for Δs = 0, θ = 0 or π and ν2 = 1/3. There have since been many interesting

results on modulation instabilities in three-wave mixing phenomena. Luther et al. [8]

reported another interesting mathematical representation of this dynamical system.

Our coupled wave analysis [5] for QPM stacks was done in the context of the QPM

realizations then prevalent. These were mainly based on stacks of crystal plates of semiconductors. In a precursor to periodic poling, Dewey et al. [9] had also investigated

frequency conversion in twinned crystals, which form a quasi-phase-matched stack

with a relatively large variation of domain lengths. Our main objective then was to see

if, at higher conversion efficiencies, the QPM and phase matching with birefringence

differ substantially. Our main results are summarized as follows:

1. We observed that the crystal length in which the relative phase angle θ

changes by π depends on the intensity due to the phase change induced by

the nonlinear coupling, which manifests as the dependence of the coherence length on Δs. In an ideal stack, the coherence length is defined as the

distance over which the relative phase θ changes by π. Consequently, the

crystal lengths in such an ideal QPM structure are not constant but have

an intensity-dependent chirp. This dependence is negligible for ∣Δs∣ > 100

and becomes significant for ∣Δs∣ ≤ 10. In most cases, it does not matter,

but we note that there are many crystals that have birefringence insufficient for phase matching but the phase mismatch can be quite small. More
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important, the coherence length then changes as we proceed along an ideal

quasi-phase-matched stack – after each crystal. Recently, Wang et al. [10]

have emphasized this in the context of an evaluation of a nonlinear phase

shift.

2. In the limit ∣Δs∣ ≫ 1, when the conversion in each crystal is small, the SHG

in an ideal quasi-phase-matched stack of crystals behaves like that in an

equivalent BPM crystal with χ(eff2 ) reduced by a factor of 2/π. This is a generalization of McMullen’s result in the small signal limit [11]. However,

this equivalence is not valid if both the beams are initially present with the

given phases. For example, if the initial value of the relative phase angle is

π/2, a QPM stack will transfer almost no energy between the waves, while

a perfectly phase-matched system will do so efficiently. Interestingly, if we

have a BPM crystal and a QPM in tandem, only the first one will be effective in the SHG unless we manipulate the relative phase between the two

crystals.

3. The equivalence discussed above and the periodicity encourage an interpretation in terms of a Fourier decomposition of the nonlinear susceptibility,

which has recently been elaborated by Ren and Li [12]. We also note that

this approach is closely related to the nonlinear diffraction theory discussed

by Freund [13] long ago.

4. For periodic stacks, we investigated the effect of the period differing from

the coherence length. In such stacks, we found that the SH amplitude

would continue to increase till the relative phase becomes close to π/2. In

Figure 19.1, we show the behaviour of the fractional power in the SH wave

and the relative phase difference for a stack with Δs = 100, in which the

length of each crystal is 0.9 times the coherence length.

Clearly for the SH intensity, this stack behaves quite like a single crystal

with a coherence length equal to ten times the coherence length of each

crystal. The behaviour of the relative phase θ is, however, quite remarkable.

The relative phase oscillates as expected in the small signal approximation

for most of the range. However, we see a very different variation of the
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FIGURE 19.1  The variation of the second harmonic intensity and the relative phase in a

QPM structure with a length 20% shorter than the coherence length.
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FIGURE 19.2  The growth of the second harmonic intensity for singly periodic and doubly

periodic QPM structures with the length of each segment equal to 0.95 times the coherence

length.



phase in the last segment when the SH amplitude becomes small and the

relative phase is not yet π/2. From Equation 19.40, we see that the nonlinear

phase change can be very large when the SH amplitude is small and the

relative phase away from π/2.

5. We found that, as shown in Figure 19.2, such mismatch in crystal length

can be easily compensated by periodically introducing a layer of double the length. More important, our treatment of doubly periodic stacks

showed that our method allowed us to obtain the phase and amplitude in

all piecewise continuous microstructures. It will be interesting to see how

the doubly periodic stack works out in the nonlinear diffraction or Fourier

decomposition scheme.

6. We also considered the effect of random variations in crystal lengths. Two

cases were considered. In one case simulating experimental errors in a

designed stack, the individual crystal lengths varied randomly over a small

range around a mean value. In the small signal limit, analytical results

could be obtained. We found that for a nearly periodic stack, a deviation of

the mean value reduces the conversion efficiency much more than random

deviations of similar magnitude. When periodically poled crystals became

available, the effects of systematic and random variations in the period were

discussed in detail by Helmfrid and Arvidsson [14] and Fejer et al. [15]. In

the second case simulating twinned crystals, the crystal lengths varied over

the interval 0 and 2lcoh. In this case, we found that the SH intensity averaged over many samples rose like N, the number of segments. However, we

noted that it is not reasonable to compare this with the experimental result

for an individual twinned crystal, since the standard deviation also increases

proportional to the mean. Since the information of practical importance is

the behaviour of SHG in a typical twinned crystal, we also calculated the

SHG in typical distributions of lengths. Results of one such calculation for

Ds = 100 and crystal lengths varying randomly between 0.01 lcoh and 2 lcoh

are shown in Figure 19.3. Clearly, the fluctuations are important. Recently,

several groups [16,17] have explored the possibility of using such random

period QPM structures for broadband frequency conversion. In this context,
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FIGURE 19.3  The growth of the second harmonic intensity for a random QPM structure.



we observe that the fluctuations seen here as a function of the sample length

will give rise to similar fluctuations in the SH intensity as a function of

wavelength as indeed is apparent in the data of Sheng et al. [17]. The effect

of fluctuations can be mitigated by introducing additional phase changes at

appropriate stages. In our random sample mimicking twinned crystal, this

could be done by cutting the sample into several pieces and then putting the

pieces together after a rotation of 180°.



19.4  THREE-WAVE MIXING

If two different lasers are incident, with frequencies ω1 and ω2, the second-order

nonlinear polarization has components at 2ω1, 2ω2, and 0 as before, but now also at

ω1 ± ω2. These sum frequency generation (SFG: ω1 + ω2 → ω3 = ω1 + ω2) and difference frequency generation processes (DFG: ω3 − ω2 → ω1 = ω3 − ω2) can all be

described in terms of the interaction between three waves. Let the three interacting

frequencies be ωp, ωs and ωi with ωp = ωs + ωi. The three nonlinear polarizations

are given by

2)

Pµ ( ω p ) = 2ε0χ(µαβ

( −ω p , ωs , ωi ) Eα ( ωs ) Eβ ( ωi )

2)

Pα ( ωs ) = 2ε0χ(αµβ

( −ωs , ω p , −ωi ) Eµ ( ω p ) Eβ∗ ( ωi ) (19.49)







(2)

Pβ ( ωi ) = 2ε0χβµα

( −ωi , ω p , −ωs ) Eµ ( ω p ) Eα∗ ( ωs )









As for SHG, we need to write wave equations for E (ω p ), E (ωs ) and E (ωi ) and

then in the slowly varying envelop approximation for the three complex amplitudes

Ap, As and Ai:
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E ( ω n ) = aˆ n An ( z ) eik n . z (19.50)





with







kn2 ( zˆ × zˆ × aˆ n ) +



ω2 

ε ( ωn ) ⋅ aˆ n = 0 with n = p, s or i (19.51)

c2



As in the earlier case, we obtain an equation for the complex amplitudes Ai, As

and Ap. For example,







−2ik p



∂ Ap

ω2

(2)

cos2 α p = 2p ε 0 χ ( − ω p, ω s , ω i ) a^ p a^ s a^ i e − i∆kz (19.52)

c

∂z



with Δk = kp − ks − ki. Then, using the overall permutation symmetry of the susceptibility tensor, one can write the three equations in terms of a single coupling

coefficient. We obtain







∂As∗

ω12 K

=−

A∗p Ai e −i∆kz (19.53)

∂z

ks cos2 α s







∂Ai∗

ωi2 K

=−

A∗p As e −i∆kz (19.54)

∂z

ki cos2 αi







∂Ap

ω2p K

As Ai e −i∆kz (19.55)

=−

k p cos2 α p

∂z



with







K = 2ε 0 χ( 2 ) ( − ω 3, ω1, ω 2 ) : a^ 3a^1a^ i (19.56)



Then, writing Ai = ρi eiφi and separating the real and imaginary parts as before,

we obtain equations of motion for the three amplitudes and the three phases. For the

amplitudes, we get







∂ρs

ω2s K

=−

ρ pρi sin θ (19.57)

∂z

ks cos2 α s



and similar equations for ρi and ρp. For the phases, we get







∂φs

ω2s K ρiρ p

=

cos θ (19.58)

∂z

ks cos2 α s ρs
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∂φi

ωi2 K ρsρ p

=

cos θ (19.59)

∂z ki cos2 αi ρi







∂φ p

ω2p K ρ1ρ2

cos θ (19.60)

=

k p cos2 α p ρ3

∂z



where





θ = ∆kz + φ p − φs − φi (19.61)



Here, we have taken all three waves to propagate in the same direction and the

polarization vectors are taken as real corresponding to the linear polarization.

We should mention here that this phase change of an optical wave due to nonlinear coupling is an important manifestation of the intensity-dependent refractive

index or the Kerr nonlinearity, which is a third-order nonlinearity. Since this phase

change also occurs in the coupled wave solutions, it is sometimes seen as a cascaded

second-order nonlinearity in the sense that there is a change in the phase of the fundamental beam due to coupling with the SH, which is created by conversion from

the fundamental wave. Clearly, this is not a new nonlinear mechanism and is fully

included in the ABDP analysis. However, the consequences of this realization are

important. To begin with, in media without inversion symmetry the two nonlinear

mechanisms can interfere and provide a way to determine the sign of χ(3). More

important, this cascading nonlinearity can be much larger and can give rise to strong

effects, such as spatial solitons and optical switching. We refer to two important

reviews for a thorough discussion [18,19].

Next, as before, we can scale the interaction length z with power and define the

dimensionless interaction length ζ and scaled amplitudes νp, νs and νi with phases ϕp,

ϕs and ϕi, respectively. It is important to note that it is by virtue of the overall permutation symmetry that the three processes, namely, the generation of ωp from ωs and

ωi or the generation of ωs from ωp and ωi, are all described by the same susceptibility

tensor. The evolution of the three amplitudes νp, νs and νi is given by [5]







dνs

ω

= − s ν pνi sin θ (19.62)

dζ

ωp







d νi

ω

= − i ν pν s sin θ (19.63)

dζ

ωp







dν p

= νi ν s sin θ (19.64)

dζ
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and







dθ

d

= ∆s + cot θ ( ln ν p νs νi ) (19.65)

dζ

dζ



where θ is the relative phase





θ = ∆kz + φ p − φi − φs (19.66)



and Δs = Δk(z/ζ) is the scaled phase mismatch. The fractional power in the signal,

idler and pump waves is represented by ν 2s , νi2 and ν 2p, respectively, with





νi2 + ν 2s + ν 2p = 1 (19.67)

From Equations 19.62 through 19.64, one finds that







ωp d 2 ωp d 2

d 2

νs =

νi = −

νp

dζ

ωi d ζ

ωs d ζ



implying that in a nonlinear propagation





δν 2s / ωs = δνi2 / ωi = −δν 2p / ω p (19.68)



Equations 19.62 thorough 19.64 imply that the power in the signal and the idler

waves grows or decreases together while that in the pump beam decreases if the

signal wave is growing, and grows if the signal wave is decreasing. Equation 19.68 is

called the Manely–Rowe relations. In terms of photon fluxes, Nn, in the three beams,

these imply that





δN s = +δN i = −δN p (19.69)



that is, every photon lost in the p beam implies a gain of one photon each in the s

and i beams.

The remaining equation for the pump wave amplitude is integrated the same way

as for the SH case and is not repeated here.

These solutions, of course, describe the full range of the three-wave mixing processes. Given the initial amplitudes and the phase of the three waves, we can determine them after a distance z. The direction of the energy flow, that is, from or to the

ωp wave, is determined by the relative phase θ, which becomes undefined if any wave

has zero initial amplitude. If two of the three initial amplitudes are nonzero, the third

wave can only grow in amplitude and this determines the phase.

In the small signal regime, this amplitude will grow as ~z. The growth rate is

also proportional to the two incident amplitudes and the effective nonlinear coupling
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coefficient χ(eff2 ). The evolution of the highest frequency wave (ωp) is quite different

from that of ωi and ωs. If, initially ωi and ωs are present, ωp can grow from zero.

This is the SFG process. But unlike SHG, the process does not continue in the same

direction, that is, from ωs, ωi → ωp, because for each photon of ωp produced, one is

lost from ωi and one from ωs. In some finite distance, which depends on the photon fluxes in the two waves, one of the two input waves – the one with the smaller

photon flux – will be depleted fully. The growth of the pump wave has to stop then.

For specificity, let us take ωs as the depleted wave. Now we have Is = 0 and Ip and

Ii are nonzero; θ is again undefined because ϕs is undefined. But ∂vs/∂ζ is nonzero,

so the signal wave will grow and Ip will reduce. This is now the DFG since we are

generating ωs from ωp and ωi(ωi = ωp − ωs). It is important to note that according

to the Manely–Rowe relations, as Is increases, Ii also increases. This implies that as

the signal beam grows from zero initial amplitude, the idler wave is also amplified.

The pump wave thus acts as a pump for the growth of the ωs wave called the signal

wave and the ωi wave called the idler wave. Thus, the difference frequency process

is also an amplification process for the idler wave. This is called optical parametric

amplification (OPA). As for the laser, a constructive feedback can convert an OPA

into an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). As for the laser, the semiclassical treatment ignores the possibility of a spontaneous generation of a signal and idler pair of

photons from a pump photon. Also, as for the laser, in an oscillator the signal can

grow from noise, which could be spontaneously generated photons, or from thermal

black-body radiation. An OPO is thus a nonlinear optical crystal, kept in a cavity

resonant at ωs or ωi or both, pumped by a laser at frequency ωp = ωs + ωi. Note that

any pair ωs,ωi is such that ωp = ωs + ωi can be generated. The frequency selection

comes from the phase-matching condition as well as the resonance condition of the

oscillator. Tuning of the frequency pair ωs,ωi can be obtained either by rotating the

crystal to change the angle between the optic axis and the direction of propagation

or by temperature variation, which is quite effective in LiNbO3 for changing the birefringence and hence the phase-matched pair ωs,ωi. An analysis of three-wave mixing

in QPM stacks proceeds [5] very similar to the SHG case and is not reproduced here.



19.5 APPLICATIONS OF PERIODICALLY POLED

LITHIUM NIOBATE AND OTHER CRYSTALS

By now, many methods of making periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) and

several other crystals have been found and used by several groups [20–26]. The earliest fabrication attempts were based on modulating the growth conditions during crystal growth [3,4]. Subsequently, domain inversion in LiNbO3 by Ti in-diffusion [21]

and proton exchange [22] were used. Currently, one of the most popular methods is

the electric field-induced poling [23–26] based on which many devices have been

demonstrated [27]. This method relies on the inversion of the polarity of a ferroelectric crystal by application of an electric field larger than the coercive field. Standard

photolithography techniques are used to make a pattern of electrodes and the field is

applied using liquid contacts. Regular domains with alternating polarity can be produced by this method up to a thickness of several millimetres and a period of ~10 μm.
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Even smaller periods can be generated by electron beam poling but such periods are

required mainly for applications involving counterpropagating waves. With deeper

understanding of the coercive field in ferroelectric crystals and its dependence on

various perturbations, electric field poling continues to be developed further [28,29].

One of the recent advances is based on the observation that light can reduce the

coercive field [27,30]. If a field lower than the coercive field is applied uniformly to a

wafer of LiNbO3 simultaneously exposed to light, only the exposed portion will have

inverted domains. Thus, the light-intensity pattern can be transferred to the wafer.

The waveguide design and fabrication is another important area. A waveguide

can be fabricated by changing the refractive index of the region by doping the guiding region with suitable ions, usually Ti in LiNbO3, or by modifying the material

by a proton exchange reaction. Other dopants have also been tried. More recently,

waveguides have also been prepared by direct writing a waveguide by exposure to

ultrashort pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser [31]. For SHG, the waveguide arrangement

combines three advantages: light propagates in a confined mode, so that high intensity can be maintained over a long length; χ(eff2 ) is large as the polarization direction

is chosen for that and there is no walk-off problem because the fundamental and the

SH can be chosen to have the same polarization. However, the waveguide mode also

has the limitation that the period is not adjustable and noncollinear geometries are

not accessible. In addition to LiNbO3, the other ferroelectric crystals for which periodically poled structures have been developed are mainly KTP and LiTaO3. More

complete lists of materials are given in Soergel [28] and Nikogosyan [32].

QPM in periodically poled ferroelectric crystals has provided a host of very efficient nonlinear optical frequency conversion devices. Several other crystals have

also shown periodic poling possibility, but PPLN is probably the most developed

material. If the crystal length is large enough, even low-power lasers can be used.

IR diode lasers, frequency doubled in periodically poled crystals, could provide a

serious competition for UV blue-green diode lasers involving high-gap materials.

For example, Le Targat et al. [33] have reported SHG of a 922 nm diode laser in a

quasi-phase-matched 20 mm-long KTP crystal. With an input power of 310 mW, the

blue power of 234 mW was obtained with a net power conversion efficiency of ~75%.

Another important advance is to use two QPM structures made on the same crystal,

highlighting the promise of the PPLN technology for integrating photonic devices.

The first structure converts a substantial fraction of the input beam into the SH, which

combines with the remaining fundamental in the second QPM structure to produce

the third harmonic [27]. Optical parametric oscillators based on PPLN have seen a

great deal of development and provide a variety of sources. Another way in which

the flexibility of QPM structures is used is by using chirped period structures for the

frequency conversion of ultrashort pulsed lasers [27]. With so many tricks available,

the ultimate limit on what can be done comes only from the transparency range of

the material. The ferroelectric crystals have good transmission in the near-IR and

visible region. There is considerable progress towards shorter as well as longer wavelengths. One of the most interesting is the effort to make periodically poled structures with quartz [34], which is transparent well into the ultraviolet. In the mid-IR

region, semiconductors such as GaAs are the most promising [35]. The birefringence

of quartz is too small to allow BPM and there are no well-established ways to carry
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out domain inversion as in LiNbO3. QPM crystals of quartz were made by exploiting

stress-induced poling, and a 193 nm coherent radiation source based on QPM quartz

was demonstrated [34]. On the IR side, QPM structures based on GaAs have been

made by several techniques and an OPO has been demonstrated [35]. Mixing the

output from OPO QPM also provides a very promising source of terahertz radiation

[36]. Finally, we should mention that QPM ideas have also been exploited in gaseous

media and applied to the generation of soft x-rays [37]. For many applications not

covered here, we refer to some excellent recent reviews [27,38–40].



19.6 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, 50 years after it was first proposed by Armstrong, Bloembergen,

Ducuing and Pershan, QPM is providing a whole range of nonlinear optical devices.

Periodically poled materials provide a class of nonlinear optical materials that is particularly friendly to integrated devices. This is especially important for devices based

on single photon sources that are produced by nonlinear processes such as optical

parametric amplification. Much progress is anticipated in the next few years on two

fronts. First, a great deal of progress can be expected in fabrication techniques with

a deeper understanding of the poling processes. Reciprocally, the techniques already

developed will also be useful in making other microstructured optical devices.
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20.1 INTRODUCTION

Biophotonics broadly deals with the interaction of photons, that is, light with biological matter. Such interaction plays an important role in our lives; photosynthesis and

vision are good examples. Therefore, studies on this interaction have always been an

important scientific pursuit. More recently, due to the growing maturity of laser systems, the availability of sensitive detection systems, the large information processing

capability of present-day computers, etc., there have been quantum jumps in the spatial and temporal resolutions with which these interactions can be studied [1]. This

has made possible several applications, which would not have been considered feasible a few decades ago and has led to a remarkable upsurge in the activity in this area.

Biophotonics research has two important aspects: one is the use of the interaction between photons and biological matter to probe the structure and function of

biological systems down to a single macromolecule level and the other is the use of

the interaction between photons and biological matter for the noninvasive and sensitive diagnosis of disease and for therapy with high selectivity, that is, with minimal

damage to the normal tissue. This chapter will primarily address the second aspect
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using examples from the work carried out at Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced

Technology (RRCAT).

It is also pertinent to note here that the use of light for biomedical imaging and

diagnosis is not new. Indeed, much of the conventional diagnosis, whether by visual

examination or endoscopy or histology makes use of the light scattered from the tissue. However, while most of these examinations are qualitative and require an experienced doctor, the present effort is to make a much more comprehensive use of the

information content of the light coming from the tissue for a quantitative, sensitive

and higher–resolution, noninvasive diagnosis. For example, while for a histological

examination, a biopsy has to be made and thin tissue sections have to be examined

under a microscope to avoid image blurring caused by multiple scattering in biological tissue, optical imaging methods have been developed that allow the imaging of

tissue microstructures with a resolution down to a few micrometres without having

to remove the tissue from the patient. To put things in perspective, it may be noted

that the current frontline biomedical imaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computerized x-ray tomography (CT scan) and ultrasonography, struggle to go below 100 μm. Similarly, much effort has been made to make

use of the angular and spectral distribution of the elastically scattered light and, in

particular, the light scattered inelastically (i.e. with a change in frequency) by processes like fluorescence or Raman scattering, for a sensitive in situ diagnosis. This

follows because inelastically scattered light is a very sensitive probe for the chemical

composition of the sample as well as for the morphology of its constituents. Since

it is known that the onset or progression of a disease like cancer is associated with

biochemical and morphological changes in the tissue, it is expected that quantitative

examination of the rather weak, inelastically scattered light would help in a sensitive,

quantitative diagnosis of the disease.

In this chapter, we first provide a brief overview of light propagation in tissue and

then discuss the use of light for biomedical imaging, diagnosis and therapeutic applications. The use of light to manipulate single cells/subcellular objects and the role it

can play in biomedical diagnosis at single-cell level are also addressed.



20.2  LIGHT PROPAGATION IN TISSUE

When light falls on a tissue, part of it is reflected, transmitted or scattered from the

tissue and a part may be absorbed in the tissue. The absorbed energy may also be

reemitted as fluorescence. The light that is reflected, transmitted, scattered or reemitted as fluorescence depends on the characteristics of the tissue and thus can be

used for tissue diagnostics.

Biological tissue is turbid due to the presence of microscopic inhomogeneities (macromolecules, cell organelles, organized cell structure, interstitial layers,

etc.). The parameters used to characterize the optical properties of the tissue are

the absorption coefficient (μa), the single scattering coefficient (μs), the transport

coefficient (μt = μa + μs) and the phase function p(s, s/) [2–5]. The linear optical

coefficients μ are defined so that la = μa−1, ls = μs−1 and lt = μt−1 give the absorption,

scattering and transport mean free paths, respectively. The function p(s, s/), the probability density function, gives the probability of the scattering of a photon from an
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initial propagation direction s to a final direction s/. The integral of phase function

(or the differential cross section) over a 4π solid angle may be normalized to one or

more frequently to the ratio μs /(μa + μs). This quantity is the transport albedo (a) and

will be unity for a nonabsorbing, scattering material. The first moment of the phase

function is the average cosine of the scattering angle, denoted by g. It is also referred

to as the anisotropy parameter. The value of g ranges from −1 to +1, where g = 0 corresponds to isotropic scattering, g = +1 corresponds to ideal forward scattering and

g = −1 corresponds to ideal backward scattering. A photon acquires random direction after about 1/(1 − g) scattering events, which is only five for g = 0.8. Typical

values of g for biological tissues vary from 0.7 to 0.99. Another parameter frequently

used is μs/(=μs(1 − g)). This is referred to as the reduced scattering coefficient. It

defines the path length over which the incident light loses its directional information,

that is, the angular distribution of the scattered light becomes isotropic.

Since the tissue is an inhomogeneous and multicomponent system, its absorption

at a given wavelength is a macroscopic average of the absorption by several of its

constituents. Figure 20.1 shows the wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient of some important constituents of the tissue. The major contributors of absorption in tissue in the ultraviolet (UV) spectral range are DNA and proteins. In the

visible and near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range, absorption in tissue is dominated

by haemoglobin and melanin. Absorption by water, the main constituent of all tissues, becomes significant beyond ~1 μm and becomes dominant beyond about 2 μm.

For wavelengths greater than ~650 nm and smaller than 1.3 μm, the tissue absorption

is weak and so light can penetrate deeper. For biomedical imaging applications, one

would like to minimize absorption in tissue for two reasons; first, it would allow

probing of larger depths of the tissue and, secondly, the deposition of energy in the

tissue may result in irreversible changes. Therefore, one uses light in the so-called

diagnostic window (700 nm to say 1300 nm) where tissue absorption is minimal.
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FIGURE 20.1  Wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient of some important constituents of the tissue.
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20.3  OPTICAL IMAGING

A major difficulty in the use of light for biomedical imaging arises because in

contrast to x-ray photons, visible-light photons undergo multiple scattering in the

tissue leading to a blurring of the image. This can be best seen if one shines a

torch on one’s hand. One can see a pinkish glow but not the outline of the bones

in the path of the beam. The pinkish glow arises because the red component of

the light is least attenuated and is therefore dominant in the light that emerges

from the hand. The bones are not visible because of the multiple scattering of

light in the tissue. It is for the same reason that we cannot see a spoon dipped

in milk. For optical imaging of objects embedded in a turbid medium, basically

two schemes have been used. One scheme is to filter out the multiply scattered

light and the other, referred to as the inverse approach, is to map the multiple

scattered light at various positions around the object. From the measured transmitted intensities and known optical properties, one can, in principle, generate

a spatial map of the absorption and scattering coefficients leading to imaging of

the turbid object.

Several approaches have been used to filter out the multiple scattered light

and image objects embedded in a turbid medium [6–9]. These exploit the loss

of coherence or depolarization of the scattered light or the fact that the scattered light emerges from the tissue in all directions and also takes longer time

to emerge as compared to the unscattered (ballistic) or predominantly forwardscattered (snakelike) components. The latter essentially travel in a forward direction and so arrive earlier. Coherence gating filters out the ballistic photons having

the highest image information and hence can provide images with the best resolution (down to a few micrometres). However, the number of ballistic photons

decreases exponentially on propagation through a turbid medium and will be of

the order of e−10 of the incident number of photons on propagation through 1 mm

thick tissue with a scattering coefficient of ~100 cm−1. Therefore, coherence gating can only be used for imaging transparent objects (such as an ocular structure)

or thin turbid tissue, such as the mucosal layers of hollow organs. Optical coherence tomography (OCT), the approach that exploits coherence gating for optical imaging, has emerged as a rapid, noncontact and noninvasive high-resolution

imaging technique and is already in use for clinical applications in ophthalmology, dermatology, etc. [7,8].



20.3.1 Optical Coherence Tomography

A schematic of an OCT set-up is shown in Figure 20.2. It is composed of a lowcoherence light source and a fibre-optic Michelson interferometer, one arm of which

has the sample and the other arm has a reference mirror. Light reflected from a layer

of the sample and the reference mirror will interfere when the two path lengths are

within the coherence length of the source. Axial scanning of the reference mirror

helps to record interferograms from different depths of the sample. Two-dimensional,

cross-sectional images and three-dimensional tomograms of the backscattered intensity distribution within the sample can be obtained by recording the interference
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FIGURE 20.2  Schematic of an optical coherence tomography (OCT) set-up. SLD, superluminescent diode; PD, photodiode; TIA, transimpedence amplifier; DAQ, data acquisition

board.



signals from various axial and transverse positions on the sample. Two main variants

of the OCT set-up exist: the time domain (TD) and the Fourier domain (FD) set-ups [7].

In the TDOCT set-up, the reference arm path length is changed either by moving the

reference mirror or by using a fibre-optic delay line, which allows faster acquisition

of axial images. A significant drawback of the TDOCT set-up is that while all depths

in the sample are illuminated, data are collected sequentially only from one depth

at a time. In the FDOCT, the Fourier transform of the interference spectrum is used

to retrieve the axial (depth) information from all depths without the need for scanning the reference arm. This eliminates the need for scanning the reference arm and

enhances the image acquisition speed. FDOCT is also implemented in two ways:

spectrometer-based FDOCT (SOCT) and swept source-based FDOCT (SSOCT) [7].

While TDOCT and SOCT utilize broadband light sources (superluminescent diodes

[SLDs] or supercontinuum source), SSOCT requires a rapidly tunable swept source

(SS). Better sensitivity is generally achieved in SSOCT than in SOCT because the

former avoids the use of a spectrometer and the associated losses. Further, the use

of a single wavelength at a time leads to a better interferogram contrast. By taking

OCT images of two orthogonal linear polarizations of the scattered light, we can get

information about the birefringent properties of the tissue. This helps to monitor the

changes in the morphology of the birefringent constituents (collagen, tendon, etc.) of

the tissue.

At RRCAT, both time and frequency domain OCT set-ups of varying sophistication as well as polarization sensitive (PS) OCT systems have been developed [10]

and used for several noninvasive, high-resolution (~10–20 μm) biomedical imaging

applications, some of which are discussed next.

A typical OCT image of a zebrafish eye recorded in vivo is shown in Figure

20.3a. From these images, we could estimate important ocular parameters, such as

the corneal and retinal thickness and the anterior angle of the cornea with the

iris [11]. Further, exploiting the fact that the OCT measures the optical path
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FIGURE 20.3  (a) In vivo OCT image of a zebrafish eye and (b) OCT images of zebrafish

brain sections.



length, we measured the gradient refractive-index profile of the lens [12] without

excising the lens, by fitting the measured path length at different lateral positions to the known parabolic gradient profile. The images of zebrafish brain sections recorded in vivo [13] are shown in Figure 20.3b. The major structures of

the brain, such as bulbus olfactorius, telencephalon, tectum opticum, cerebellum, frontal bone and eminentia granularis, are clearly distinguishable in these

images.

The ability to record images of internal organs noninvasively has also been used

to study abnormalities in the development of zebrafish embryos subjected to different toxins such as alcohol [14]. Since the consumption of alcohol by pregnant

women is known to result in several fetal growth disorders, the zebrafish has been

used as a model system to understand these fetal growth disorders. We used OCT

to monitor the growth of normal (no treatment) zebrafish embryos and zebrafish

embryos exposed to ethanol at varying concentrations (150–350 mM) for 48 h post

fertilization. The study showed that as compared to the control embryos (unexposed

to ethanol), the ethanol-exposed embryos showed a shrinkage in the size of their eyes

and the internal structures of the eye were also less featured (Figure 20.4a). Another

interesting observation was that while there was no change in the mean retinal thickness of the control larvae from 6 days post fertilization (dpf) to 10 dpf, the retinal

thickness of the exposed larvae decreased during 6–10 dpf. Also, the diminished

light scattering observed from the retinal layers indicated morphological alterations

in the retina. Further, the ethanol-exposed larvae showed malformations in the spinal cord as evidenced by the distortions in the notochord and bending of the tails

(Figure 20.4b).

We have also investigated the use of OCT to monitor the effect of He–Ne laser

irradiation on the hair follicle growth cycle of normal as well as testosterone-treated

mice. A good correlation was found in the length of the hair follicles measured by

OCT and by histology, with the OCT measurements on unfixed tissue being ~1.6

times larger than the corresponding histology measurements on formalin-fixed
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FIGURE 20.4  (A) OCT images of eye of control (a, b, c) and ethanol-exposed (d, e, f)

zebrafish larvae. The age of the larvae whose eyes are imaged is given in days post fertilization (dpf) on the leftmost side. One can observe the eye shrinkage and the absence of retinal bands in the eyes of ethanol-exposed larvae. (Image size: 0.40 mm depth × 0.475 mm

lateral). (B) Tail of zebrafish larvae 10 dpf: control (left) and ethanol exposed (right).

Arrow indicates the notochord. Size of the images is 0.7 mm axial (depth) and 2.8 mm lateral. (C) Microscopic picture of zebrafish larva (7 dpf): control (left) and 350 mM ethanol

exposed (right).
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tissue. This is consistent with the fact that fixation leads to a contraction of the tissue.

Both histology and OCT measurements show that He–Ne laser irradiation at 1 J/cm2

leads to a stimulation of hair growth in mice skin as quantified from the percentage

of hair follicles in the anagen phase (the active hair follicle growth phase) compared

to that in the catagen phase (the regressing phase) (Table 20.1). The effect was even

more pronounced in testosterone-treated mice. An increase in the dose to 5 J/cm2

was observed to lead to a regression of hair growth [15].

We are also using PS-OCT to monitor the changes in the morphology of the

tissues of the bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus) infected and uninfected wounds

resected at different healing times. The use of a real-time (~8 frames/s) OCT set-up

helped to monitor the healing of the wounds noninvasively without sacrificing the

animal. These measurements showed that compared to the uninfected wounds, the

infected wounds had prominent edematic regions. Further, a significant delay was

seen in the reepithelialization and collagen remodelling phases of wound healing in

the infected wounds. The OCT measurements were found to be consistent with the

corresponding histological measurements, demonstrating the potential of OCT for

monitoring the signatures of microbial infection in wounds as well as in the progression of wound healing [16].

The resolution of conventional OCT systems utilizing SLDs is limited to ~10–

15 μm due to the limited bandwidth of the source and is not sufficient to discriminate

cytological differences between normal and abnormal tissues. However, significant

structural differences also exist between normal and abnormal tissues. While the

normal breast tissue is composed of large lipid-filled cells and hence it has low attenuation, the abnormal tissues exhibit dense scattering effects. These differences lead

to their characteristic texture in OCT images (Figure 20.5a), which can be discriminated using a statistical analysis of the OCT images. We have made use of Fourier

based classification method, which exploits the variation in the spatial frequencies

for the different type of tissues arising due to differences in their cellular structure,

as well as statistical techniques involving texture analysis (TA) for the identification

of the three different histological tissue types, normal, fibro adenoma (FA) and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC). Excellent classification results with a specificity and

sensitivity of 100% could be achieved for normal–abnormal classification by using

TABLE 20.1

Effect of He–Ne Laser Irradiation on the Growth

of Hair Follicles in Normal and TestosteroneTreated Mice

Samples



% Anagen



% Catagen



Control

Control + 1 J/cm2

Control + 5 J/cm2

Testosterone

Testosterone + 1 J/cm2

Testosterone + 5 J/cm2



59 (±1.4)

68.5 (±0.7)

32.6 (±9.5)

27.5 (±6.3)

86 (±2.8)

35.6 (±9)



21.5 (±2.1)

10 (±4.2)

34 (±1.4)

47 (±4.2)

9.4 (±3.4)

15.2 (±1)
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FIGURE 20.5  (a) Intensity images (i) normal, (ii) malignant and (iii) benign of resected

breast tissue samples. (b) Retardation images (i) normal, (ii) malignant and (iii) benign of

resected breast tissue samples. Image size: 1 mm (depth) × 2 mm (lateral).



an algorithm that uses the Fourier domain analysis (FDA) of the OCT image dataset

to carry out the feature extraction and TA for classification. The method yielded

a reasonably good classification result with a specificity and sensitivity of 90%

and 85%, respectively, for the discrimination of FA and IDC [17]. The retardance

images obtained with the PS-OCT set-up (Figure 20.5b) show considerable difference in the birefringence value (5.1 × 10−4) for the benign tumour (FA) and the

malignant tumour (6.0 × 10−5). The observed difference is consistent with the fact

that while the collagen matrix is disordered in the malignant breast tumour tissue, it

is much more ordered in the FA [18].



20.4  OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER

The use of optical spectroscopy for biomedical diagnosis offers several important

advantages, such as a very high intrinsic sensitivity and the use of nonionizing radiation, which makes it particularly suitable for mass screening and repeated use without any adverse effects. Further, the diagnosis can be made near real-time and in situ

whereby no tissue needs to be removed and tissue diagnosis by this technique can be

easily automated, facilitating use by less-skilled medical personnel. While Raman

spectroscopy has the advantage of better molecule-specific information on tissue,

it suffers from the fact that the Raman signal is much weaker and requires more

sophisticated instrumentation for in vivo clinical applications as compared to that

needed for the use of fluorescence spectroscopy for the same purpose.

At RRCAT, several studies have been carried out towards the development and

evaluation of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy for the diagnosis of

cancer. In the initial phase of this work, studies were carried out on tissues resected

at surgery or biopsy from patients with cancer of different organs – uterus [19], breast

[20–23] and oral cavity [24,25]. The objectives of these studies were to establish the
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potential of the approach, find the excitation wavelength(s), which result in significant

differences in the fluorescence from normal and diseased tissues, and develop algorithms, which can exploit these differences for diagnosis. These studies revealed

that a nitrogen laser operating at 337 nm was a good choice for exciting tissue fluorescence. Algorithms developed to quantify the spectral differences in the nitrogen

laser-excited fluorescence from malignant tumour, benign tumour and normal tissue

sites provided good discrimination with a sensitivity and specificity towards cancer

of ~90% in general and up to 100% in favourable cases. Another important finding

of these studies was that while the malignant breast tissue sites (IDC) were considerably more fluorescent [20] than the benign tumour (FA) and normal tissue sites

(uninvolved region of the resected tissue), the reverse was the case with tissue from

the oral cavity [24]. For the latter, the malignant sites (SCC, squamous cell carcinoma) were considerably less fluorescent than the normal tissue. Various measurements on tissue fluorescence (excitation–emission spectroscopy, synchronous scan

and time-resolved measurements) were carried out to unravel the reasons for the

observed difference in the fluorescence from the normal and malignant sites. These

suggest a significant variation in the concentration of fluorophores in the different

tissue types. In particular, the studies showed that while the concentration of reduced

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) is higher in malignant breast tissues

compared to benign tumour and normal breast tissues [22], the reverse is true for

tissues from the oral cavity, where the NADH concentration is higher in normal oral

tissues [24]. These results have been confirmed by enzymatic measurements of the

NADH concentration in malignant and normal tissues from the breast and oral cavity [26]. The differences in fluorophore concentration, inferred from spectroscopic

studies, not only account qualitatively for the observed spectral differences in the

autofluorescence spectra of the normal and diseased oral and breast tissues, but also

explain why a nitrogen laser is a good excitation source.

Since the measured fluorescence spectra are strongly modulated by absorption

and scattering in the tissue, a quantitative evaluation of the concentration of fluorophores from the measured fluorescence spectra requires the measurement of the

tissue optical parameters and modelling of the light transport in tissue. It should

also be noted that the optical properties (absorption and scattering coefficients) of

normal and malignant sites may also show significant differences. Indeed, it has

been observed that the absorption and scattering coefficients are larger in malignant

sites than in normal sites [27]. The larger scattering coefficient of malignant sites

has an interesting consequence. Whereas for thin tissue sections (thickness < optical

transport length), the depolarization of fluorescence was observed to be smaller in

malignant tissues than in normal tissue, the reverse was observed for thicker tissue

sections because here, scattering is the major cause of depolarization [28,29]. As a

consequence, the fluorescence from a superficial layer of tissue is the least depolarized

and that originating from deeper layers becomes increasingly depolarized. This, in

turn, leads to two interesting consequences. First, the signatures of blood absorption

on tissue fluorescence spectra are significantly reduced in polarized fluorescence compared to those in unpolarized fluorescence spectra [30] because while the fluorescence

coming from larger depths of the tissue is more influenced by the blood in the tissue,

the polarized component coming from the superficial epithelial layers sees much less
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blood. Secondly, the dependence of depolarization on the propagation depth could

also be exploited to make a depth-resolved measurement of the concentration of

fluorophores in tissue phantoms as well as in tissues [31].

A photograph of the first prototype system developed at RRCAT for the evaluation

of the LIF technique for in vivo diagnosis of cancer is shown in Figure 20.6a. The

system is composed of a sealed-off N2 laser (pulse duration 7 ns; pulse energy 10 μJ

and pulse repetition rate 10 Hz), an optical fibre probe and a gateable intensified

charge-coupled device (ICCD) detector. The diagnostic probe is a bifurcated fibre

bundle with a central fibre surrounded by an array of six fibres. The central fibre

delivers excitation light to the tissue surface and the six collection fibres collect tissue fluorescence from the surface area directly illuminated by the excitation light.

An additional fibre has been put in the diagnostic probe to monitor the energy of

each pulse of nitrogen laser output by monitoring the luminescence of a phosphor

coated on the tip of this fibre. The light coming from the distal ends of the six collection fibres and the reference fibre is imaged on the entrance slit of a spectrograph

coupled to the ICCD. One such unit was used at the Government Cancer Hospital,

Indore, for a detailed clinical evaluation of the technique after satisfactory results

were obtained in a pilot study on 25 patients with histopathologically confirmed

SCC of the oral cavity [32]. Figure 20.6b shows a photograph of a more compact version of the fluorescence spectroscopy system that has been subsequently developed.

Fluorescence spectra measured from a tissue are generally broad and featureless.

Moreover, the observed changes in the fluorescence spectra from normal and malignant sites are very subtle. Therefore, for the use of tissue autofluorescence for cancer

diagnosis, one requires an appropriate diagnostic algorithm that can best extract the

diagnostic features from the tissue spectra and accurately correlate them with the tissue histopathology. Discrimination algorithms, with varying degrees of sophistication, have been developed for this purpose [33]. One approach is to empirically select

the discrimination parameters from the observed differences in the spectral features.

These parameters can be absolute or normalized fluorescence intensities, the ratio of

the intensities at selected pairs of emission wavelengths or the ratio of the integrated

intensities over appropriately chosen wavelength bands. These have been used either
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FIGURE 20.6  (a) The first prototype nitrogen laser-based fluorescence spectroscopy system

for cancer diagnosis. (b) The second, more compact, version of the system.
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directly for discrimination or as inputs to statistical analytical techniques, such as

multivariate linear regression (MVLR) analysis, to form a discrimination function.

Recent efforts have been directed towards using statistical pattern recognition techniques to exploit the information content of the complete spectra for extracting the

best diagnostic features and using these to accurately classify the tissue sites into

their corresponding histopathologic categories. Although linear techniques such as

Fisher’s linear discriminant (FLD) and the principal component analysis (PCA) have

been used successfully for algorithm development, the use of the artificial neural

network (ANN) [34], wavelet transforms [35], the maximum representation and discrimination feature (MRDF) [36] and a support vector machine (SVM) [37,38] has

been found to provide superior performance. The use of the theory of relevance

vector machine (RVM) [39] for the development of a probability-based algorithm

for the optical diagnosis of cancer has also been reported. The information on the

posterior probabilities of class membership is particularly important in clinical settings where the misclassification cost associated with some classes (false-negative

for cancer) may be significantly higher than that associated with others (false-positive

for cancer).

The diagnostic algorithms developed to quantify the spectral differences in the

nitrogen laser-excited fluorescence from malignant tumour, benign tumour and

normal tissue sites provided good discrimination with sensitivity and specificity

towards cancer of ~90% in general and up to 100% in favourable cases [36,38].

Multiclass diagnostic algorithms capable of simultaneously classifying spectral

data into several different classes have also been developed using the theory of

total principal component regression [40] and also by making use of the nonlinear

MRDF for feature extraction and sparse multinomial logistic regression (SMLR)

for classification [41].

Figure 20.7a shows the Raman spectroscopy-based system developed for in vivo

screening of cancer of the oral cavity. The Raman set-up was housed in a 32″ suitcase for ease of portability (Figure 20.7b). The system incorporates a 785 nm diode
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FIGURE 20.7  Compact Raman spectroscopy system for cancer diagnosis. (a) A schematic

of the system and (b) a photograph of the unit.
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laser and a fibre-optic Raman probe to excite and collect the Raman scattered light.

A notch filter placed at the distal end of the probe was used to remove the excitation

light and the filtered Raman output was imaged onto a spectrograph equipped with

a thermoelectrically cooled, back-illuminated, deep-depletion CCD camera. Goodquality tissue Raman spectra could be acquired from oral cavity tissue with an integration time of less than 5 s.

Both the Raman spectroscopy system and the compact version of the fluorescence

spectroscopy system have been used at Tata Memorial Hospital (TMH), Mumbai,

for a comparative analysis of the two approaches for screening the neoplasm of the

oral cavity. The study involved 28 healthy volunteers and 199 patients undergoing a

routine medical examination of the oral cavity. The different tissue sites investigated

belonged to either of the four histopathology categories: SCC, oral submucosal fibrosis (OSMF), leukoplakia (LP) or normal. Probability-based multivariate statistical

algorithms capable of direct multiclass classification were used to analyse the diagnostic content of the measured in vivo fluorescence and the Raman spectra of oral

tissues. Table 20.2 shows a comparison of the classification results obtained based

on the fluorescence and Raman spectroscopic measurements using the algorithms

capable of direct multiclass classification. While an overall classification accuracy of

83% was achieved using the fluorescence spectra, with Raman data the overall classification accuracy was found to improve to 92%. For binary classification (normal

vs. abnormal), the corresponding classification accuracy was 91% and 94%, respectively. Another interesting outcome of the study was that if the spectra acquired from

healthy volunteers with no clinical symptoms but having a tobacco consumption

history were removed from the ‘normal’ database, a significant improvement in classification accuracy was observed for both the fluorescence and Raman spectroscopybased diagnosis. The optical spectra of the oral mucosa of the healthy volunteers

without tobacco habits could be discriminated from that of the healthy volunteers

with tobacco habits with an accuracy of ~90%.

Optical spectroscopic techniques are also being investigated for a variety of other

diagnostic applications, for example, the diagnosis of caries in dental tissues [42,43], noninvasive monitoring of the blood glucose level [44] and functional imaging of the brain

by monitoring spectral changes in the absorption of blood depending on its oxygenation

TABLE 20.2

Classification Results for the Use of Fluorescence and Raman

Spectroscopy for In Vivo Diagnosis of Cancer of Oral Cavity

Pathology

Diagnosis



N

SCC

OSMF

LP



Fluorescence Diagnosis



Raman Diagnosis



N

(%)



SCC

(%)



OSMF

(%)



LP

(%)



N

(%)



SCC

(%)



OSMF

(%)



LP

(%)



87

 4

 1

 2



10

84

 8

17



 2

 5

81

 4



 0

 6

10

77



96

 2

 1

 1



 1

90

 0

 5



 3

 3

97

 2



 0

 5

 2

92
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state [45]. Fibre-optic sensors used for monitoring blood parameters, such as the pH and

the partial pressure of oxygen, also make use of the changes in the optical properties of

the optrode caused by the change in the blood parameter being monitored [46].



20.5  PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY

The results presented in the previous sections suggest that optical techniques can

lead to an early diagnosis of cancer. However, this can be of much help only if we can

treat the disease with high selectivity, that is, with minimal adverse effects on the

normal tissue. This is particularly important because the more established methods

for the treatment of cancer, such as chemotherapy and radiation therapy, have many

side effects. While most of the drugs used in chemotherapy are designed to target

rapidly dividing cells, which is an attribute of cancerous cells, hair follicles, bone

marrow and the inner lining of the intestine, which have rapidly dividing cells, are also

targeted, leading to hair loss, anaemia, etc. Radiation therapy, by its nature, is not very

selective and arrangements have to be made to selectively irradiate only the target

tissue. In this respect, photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a very attractive therapeutic

modality as it provides much higher selectivity compared to the existing therapeutic

modalities. PDT involves the administration of a photosensitizing agent, which over

a period of time (typically 48–72 h) is excreted by normal tissue and preferentially

retained by a tumour. The photosensitizers are chosen to have very low dark toxicity, but when excited with light of the appropriate wavelength, these lead to the

generation of singlet oxygen and other reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as superoxides, hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxides. The generated ROS are highly

reactive and cannot diffuse out much due to their short lifetime. This ensures that

cell destruction remains localized in the tumour region where the photosensitizer is

present, leading to a very high selectivity for tumour destruction [1].

An ideal photosensitizer for PDT should simultaneously satisfy several parameters, such as a high selectivity for tumour tissues, a large quantum yield for ROS

generation, low dark toxicity, strong absorption in the 650–900 nm spectral region

where the tissues are relatively transparent, suitable photophysical/photochemical

characteristics to result in a selective and large uptake in tumour cells and minimal

phototransformation when subjected to photoirradiation [1]. Since it is difficult to

find photosensitizers that completely satisfy all the parameters, the quest for better

photosensitizers continues. At RRCAT, we have focused our attention on the use of

chlorophyll derivatives as PDT agents because of their strong absorption peak in the

red region and the economics of synthesis. Chlorin p6 (Cp6), one of the derivatives of

chlorophyll that is water soluble and has shown good photophysical and photochemical properties, has been used for treating tumours induced in hamster cheek pouch

animal models by application of a 0.5% solution of 7,12-dimethyl-benz(a)anthracene (DMBA) in mineral oil topically in the left cheek pouch mucosa three times a

week for 14 weeks. Studies showed that for small tumours (size <5 mm), a complete

tumour necrosis was achieved following PDT at 4 h after an intraperitoneal injection

of Cp6. The treated tumour became oedematous at 24 h after PDT and a reduction

in the tumour size was observed over the next 48 h. In the animal kept for follow-up

a week after PDT, the tumour had regressed completely and only scar tissue was
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observed. However, for bigger tumours, the accumulation of Cp6 was inadequate,

which compromised the effectiveness of PDT [47]. Conjugates of Cp6 with histamine

and nanoparticles have therefore been prepared and shown to lead to enhanced drug

uptake by tumour cells and thus have better efficacy in the treatment of larger volume tumours [48]. Studies are also being carried out on the interaction of potential

photosensitizers with nanoparticles to evaluate and comprehend the photodynamic

effects of the photosensitizer–nanoparticle complex since the use of nanoparticles

can provide a valuable approach for the targeted delivery of drugs [49,50].

The use of PDT for antimicrobial applications, particularly for the management of

antibiotic-resistant bacteria, is also being investigated at RRCAT with some promising results [51,52]. The advantage of PDT over conventional antimicrobials is that

the treatment is limited to light-irradiated regions of the drug-treated area, thereby

reducing the risk of adverse systemic effects; additionally, ROS generated in the

photochemical reactions react with almost every cellular component and therefore it

is highly unlikely that the bacteria will develop resistance to the multiple targets [53].



20.6  OPTICAL TWEEZERS

Optical tweezers make use of a tightly focused laser beam to trap and manipulate

individual microscopic objects [54]. Since light carries momentum, due to its absorption, scattering or refraction by an object, there is a momentum transfer and a resulting force on the object. While for a collimated beam this force is in the direction of

light propagation, for a tightly focused beam, there also exists a gradient force in the

direction of the spatial gradient of the light intensity. A simple ray optics description [55], which is valid when the dimensions of the object are much larger than the

wavelength of the trap beam, can be used to explain the existence of the gradient

force and its role in the stable three-dimensional trapping of the object. Referring to

Figure 20.8, consider two light rays (‘a’ and ‘b’), situated at an equal radial distance

from the beam axis, incident on a sphere having refractive index higher than its surroundings. Due to the refraction of rays and the resulting change in their momentum,

forces Fa and Fb will act on the sphere. The net force, denoted as F, will try to pull

the sphere to the focal point. When at the focal point, there is no refraction and hence

no force on the sphere. It can be verified from Figure 20.8 that in all the cases where

the sphere is positioned away from the focal point, the resultant force acts to pull

the sphere onto the beam focus (the equilibrium position). For stable trapping in all

three dimensions, the axial gradient component of the force that pulls the particle

towards the focal region must exceed the scattering component of the force pushing

it away from that region. To achieve this, the trap beam needs to be focused to a

diffraction-limited spot using a high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens. Here,

for simplicity, the sphere is assumed to be weakly reflective or absorptive at the trapping wavelength so that the forces arising due to the absorption or reflection of light

by the sphere can be neglected. To get a perspective of the optical forces, we may

note that 1 W of power (P) totally absorbed by an object will lead to a force (nP/c)

of 3.3 nN on the object, where n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium

and c is the speed of light in vacuum. While this looks small, if the light is focused

on a small object like a bacterium having a mass of ~1 pg, this force will result in an
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FIGURE 20.8  Ray-diagram explanation of the axial confinement of a particle with a single

⇀

beam gradient force optical trap. F is the gradient force. (Reprinted from Biophys. J., 61,

Ashkin, A., Forces of a single-beam gradient laser trap on a dielectric sphere in the ray optics

regime, 569–582, Copyright (1992), with permission from Elsevier.)



acceleration of 330,000 g! Generally, for manipulating biological objects, we use a

laser in the NIR wavelengths where the absorption in the object is minimal. This is

to avoid photoinduced damage to the object. Here, the momentum transfer is therefore primarily by the refraction and scattering of the trap beam.

The trapping efficiency (Q) of optical tweezers is usually described as the fraction

of the trap beam’s momentum being transferred to the particle. A value of 1 for Q

corresponds to all the momentum of the beam being transferred to the particle. In

conventional optical tweezers, the trapping efficiency and hence the trapping force

in the lateral direction are usually an order of magnitude larger than the axial direction. For liposomes (which are made of phospholipids in a fashion similar to cell

membranes) with a diameter of ~10 μm, the typical lateral trapping efficiency tends

to be in the range 0.001–0.01 [56], leading to trapping forces in the range of a few

piconewtons (pN) to tens of piconewtons.

Optical tweezers are finding widespread applications in biological research and

technology [57] because, unlike mechanical microtools, the optical trap is gentle

and absolutely sterile and can be used to capture, move and position single cells or
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subcellular particles without direct contact. An example of the optical manipulation of intracellular components is shown in Figure 20.9 [58]. When the mechanically steerable CW 1064 nm laser beam was parked in a particular locus within the

cell of the Elodea densa plant leaf tissue, spontaneous convergence of the freely

moving chloroplasts into the optical trap (Figure 20.9a) was observed and, over a

period of 5 min, about 16–20 chloroplasts were confined in and around the vicinity of the parked laser beam (Figure 20.9b). Subsequently, almost all of the trapped

chloroplasts could be displaced to one end of the cell without perturbing cytoplasmic

streaming in the neighbouring cells (Figure 20.9c and 20.9d). Using the same NIR

trapping laser power (80 mW) employed for the manipulation of functional chloroplasts but with the foci of the trapping beam set at different optical depths, we could

specifically transport the proplastids (the precursors of photosynthetic plastids, the

functional chloroplasts) distal to the imaging plane (Figure 20.9e). In this instance,

the transport of these organelles was very rapid and almost all of the proplastids vanished from the imaging plane within 2–3 min and were found in the vicinity of the

distal foci of the optical trap away from the proximal imaging plane (Figure 20.9f).

In this experiment, we used a stationary trap and exploited the mobility of the

chloroplasts in order to trap them. An alternative approach would have been to scan



(a)
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FIGURE 20.9  (a–f) Time-lapse video images showing intracellular micromanipulation of

chloroplasts and proplastids in an Elodea densa leaf cell using optical tweezers. The plantlets

of E. densa were grown in glass water tanks at 27°C for 10 h in daylight. The trapping point

is marked by an arrow. Scale bar: 20 μm.
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the optical tweezers to pick up objects and move them to a desired point. A drawback

of this approach is that the throughput is limited by the maximum time that could

be allowed before the trap beam revisits an object to ensure that the object does not

diffuse away from the desired direction. We have shown that a laser trap beam having an asymmetric intensity distribution about the centre of its long axis can be used

for the simultaneous transport of a large number of particles in a plane transverse

to the laser beam direction [59]. An asymmetry in the intensity distribution of the

trap beam leads to an asymmetric potential well. The particles at the steep end of

such a potential well will be pulled towards the potential minima, get accelerated

and ejected out along the direction having lower stiffness. The technique, based on

an asymmetric gradient force, allows control over both the direction of the transport

and the speed of the transport. The direction of the transport can be varied by a rotation of the cylindrical lens to fix the direction of the major axis of the elliptical focus

at the desired angle in the transverse plane. The speed with which particles move is

determined by the depth and the asymmetry of the potential well, and can be varied

by a control on trap beam power and the degree of asymmetry in the intensity profile.

Further, since the magnitude of the acceleration and the velocity of the projection of

the particles depend on the optical and geometrical properties of the particles, the

technique can also be used for in situ sorting of different particles based on the difference in their physical properties (either size or optical properties). This approach

can also be used to effect the controlled transport of unbound intracellular objects in

a live cell [60]. Since such transport plays a very important role in several biophysical

processes, such as signalling and locomotion, which are crucial for the functioning

of a cell [61], the use of the approach to guide the transport of intracellular objects in

a cell will not only help to understand these fundamental processes, but it will also

provide a means to manipulate the functionality of living cells. Indeed, the approach

has been used to modulate the growth of neuron cells. Figure 20.10 shows time-lapse

digitized video images of a neuron subjected to an asymmetric intensity profiled

trap beam (1 × 40 μm, 120 mW) whose long axis was oriented in the direction of a

growth cone that was well separated from the neuronal cell body. The length of the

arrow shows the length of the major axis of the elliptical focal spot and the direction

of the arrow shows the direction of the asymmetric gradient force. Compared to a

growth rate of 1 ± 1 μm/h observed for unexposed neurons, the lamellipodia extension rate in a neuron subjected to line tweezers was estimated to be 32 ± 6 μm/h [60].

Since the neuronal growth is believed to involve the transport of actin monomers in

the direction of the growth cone [62], the observed enhancement in the growth is

believed to be caused by the diffusion of actin monomers by the asymmetric gradient force. This is further supported by the fact that the irradiation of the neuron with

point tweezers having the same power (120 mW) did not show any enhancement

in growth. The asymmetric transverse gradient force could also be used to induce

protrusions from the neuronal cell body. For short exposures, the optically induced

protrusions were found to be transient, lasting a few minutes. However, with a prolonged (~20 min) application of asymmetric transverse gradient force, permanent

growth cones could be induced (Figure 20.10). Figure 20.10b shows the initiation

of extension (encircled) from the cell body after an exposure of 20 min. The protrusion was found to grow with an increase in the laser exposure time (Figure 20.10b
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FIGURE 20.10  Time-lapse digitized video images showing optical induction of a new

growth cone in an N1E-115 neuronal cell. A neuronal cell subjected to an asymmetric gradient force (1064 nm, 120 mW) in the direction marked by an arrow (panel a). Induction of a

new growth cone (shown encircled) after 20 min (panel b), 25 min (panel c) and 45 min (panel d)

of exposure. Natural branching of the induced growth cone can be observed after 45 min of

exposure (panel d). All images are in the same magnification. Scale bar: 20 μm.



and 20.10c). The optically induced protrusions showed branching (Figure 20.10d)

similar to that observed in the natural process of growth. However, the growth rate

of these induced cones was found to be lower (15 ± 3 μm/h) than that which could

be achieved (32 ± 6 μm/h) for the case of natural growth cones. It is important to

note that since neurons do not undergo cell division, the controlled manipulation of

neuronal growth is of considerable interest for the in vivo regeneration of severed

peripheral nerves in spinal cord injuries.

The methods discussed previously can be used for the transport of objects in a

plane transverse to the trap beam axis. As demonstrated by Ashkin in his seminal

paper [63], a tightly focused Gaussian laser beam can also be used to optically transport or guide microscopic objects. While the radial gradient force generated in a

tightly focused laser beam helps confine the particles to the beam axis, the axial scattering force propels the particles along the beam propagation direction. However,

the guiding distance in such an approach is typically limited to the Rayleigh length

(the distance over which the beam waist of the focused Gaussian beam becomes

√2 times the minimum beam waist) as beyond this the intensity may not remain

sufficient for optical guiding. The focusing of the beam with a longer focal length

lens to achieve a larger Rayleigh range will result in a larger waist size and hence

poor transverse confinement of the particles. We have demonstrated that an aspheric

holographic optical element (axilens) that essentially combines the properties of the

long focal depth of an axicon and the high-energy concentration of a conventional

spherical lens can be used for long-distance guiding of microscopic objects [64].
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FIGURE 20.11  The guiding velocity profile for 6 μm polystyrene spheres for the axilens

and for a spherical lens with identical focal length.



Using the axilens, polystyrene spheres (~6 μm diameter) could be transported over

a distance of ~16 mm, which is about three times longer compared to that obtained

using a spherical lens of focal length identical to the mean focal length of the axilens

(Figure 20.11). Further, due to the availability of good on-axis power density, even

objects with a very marginally higher refractive index than the medium (differing

only at the third decimal place) could be guided with a guiding speed of ~5 μm/s.



20.6.1 Optically Controlled Orientation/

Rotation of Microscopic Objects

Objects trapped in optical tweezers can be made to rotate by the transfer of the angular momentum (orbital and/or spin) from the trapping beam. A transfer of the angular

momentum of the trap beam to the object requires that either the object absorbs a

fraction of the trap beam carrying the orbital or spin angular momentum [65] or, due

to its birefringence, it changes the ellipticity of the polarization of the elliptically

polarized trap beam [66]. For the manipulation of biological objects, because the

absorption of light is not desirable and the objects may not be birefringent, attempts

have been made to develop techniques that are not based on these parameters of the

object. One interesting approach that was developed [67] was to generate a rotating interference pattern by varying the path difference between the two interfering

Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) and Gaussian beams and thus rotate the biological objects

trapped in the high-intensity wings of the rotating pattern. However, this approach

still has some drawbacks, for example, poor utilization of the trap laser power due

to a loss in the generation of the required interference pattern and the high susceptibility of the interference pattern to vibrations. Further, it would also be difficult

to apply this approach to rotate objects embedded in a turbid medium (e.g. objects

inside plant cells) because scattering will degrade the contrast of the interference
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pattern. An alternative and much simpler approach, investigated by us, was the use

of an elliptically profiled trapping beam for the rotation of biological objects [68].

This approach exploits the fact that in such a trap, an object lacking spherical symmetry orients itself along the major axis of the trap. Therefore, by rotating the elliptic

trapping beam, the trapped particle can be rotated around the axis of the laser beam.

We have shown that efficient elliptical tweezers can be generated by the use of a

cylindrical lens. The rotation of the cylindrical lens leads to a rotation of the elliptical trapping beam and hence of the trapped object [68].

The elliptical tweezers can be used for the rotation of nonspherical microscopic

objects only about the axis of the laser beam. Several approaches have been developed for effecting the three-dimensional rotation/orientation of a microscopic object.

One approach used was to apply a tangential force on the object to cause its rotation

by focusing a pulsed NIR laser beam at a point on the periphery of the object [69].

The basic idea used for the three-dimensional rotation of an object by a pulsed laser

beam is illustrated in Figure 20.12A. When a pulsed laser beam is focused at a point

on the circumference of an object (assumed spherical for simplicity), it will exert

three forces on the object: an axial gradient force (Fax, generated due to the focusing

of the beam along the axial direction), a transverse gradient force (Ftr, generated due

to the Gaussian beam profile) and a photokinetic impulse (Fkin, due to the momentum

transfer). For the focusing geometry shown in Figure 20.12A, the transverse gradient

force would be small and hence the resultant (Fres) of the three forces will act tangentially on the object. The rotation caused by this will be determined by the coefficient

of viscosity of the medium and the moment of inertia of the object and can be controlled via a control on the repetition rate of the laser and its pulse energy. A change

in the position of the point where the laser beam is focused leads to a change in the

axis and the direction of rotation.

The use of the technique for intracellular three-dimensional orientation and

autofluorescence imaging of motile dividing chloroplasts is shown in Figure 20.12B.

To image division profiles of motile intracellular chloroplasts in E. densa, one of

the freely streaming chloroplasts was trapped using the CW laser tweezers (Figure

20.12B(a)). Chloroplasts usually have an ellipsoidal shape and when trapped, they

orient with their major axis along the direction of the laser beam. Only one of the

two sister chloroplasts is visible because the other is in a plane below the plane of the

other sister chloroplast. By hitting the top corner edge of the trapped chloroplast with

the pulsed laser microbeam, the chloroplast could be reoriented from the vertical

plane to the horizontal plane, facilitating simultaneous visualization of both the sister chloroplasts (Figure 20.12B(b–d), the sister chloroplast that was earlier invisible

has been enclosed by a circle for clarity). It may be noted that the chloroplast division in E. densa is asymmetric. For example, the size of the two sister chloroplasts

(Figure 20.12B(d)) can be seen to be different.

More recently, we have shown that the use of LG beams with a varying azimuthal

index (l) provides a convenient and versatile approach for controlling the equilibrium

orientation of a trapped object [70]. The LG modes have an annular intensity profile,

the size of which increases with the azimuthal index or the topological charge of the

mode [71]. Control over the orientation of the trapped object in the vertical plane can

be achieved with a change in the topological charge of the LG beam. Figure 20.13
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FIGURE 20.12  (A) Forces exerted by a pulsed laser beam focused at a point on the periphery of a spherical object. (B) Intracellular three-dimensional orientation of motile dividing

chloroplasts. (a) Only one of the two sister chloroplasts is visible because the other is in a

plane below the plane of the bigger sister chloroplast. (b)–(d) The chloroplast was reoriented

from the vertical plane to the horizontal plane facilitating simultaneous visualization of both

the sister chloroplasts. The sister chloroplast that was earlier invisible has been enclosed by a

circle for clarity. All images are in the same magnification. Scale bar: 5 μm.



shows the change in the orientation of a trapped red blood cell (RBC) with changes

in the topological charge of the LG modes. For the zeroth-order LG mode (which is

identical to TEM00), the RBC orients with its plane along the direction of the trapped

beam (vertical orientation), since this maximizes the overlap of the cell volume with

the region of highest light field [72]. As the size of the bright annulus increases with

the mode order, maximum overlap between the cell volume and the trapping field

is expected for cell orientation away from the vertical direction. For l = 10, the cell

can be seen to be oriented in the horizontal plane, that is the trapping plane, as this

maximizes the overlap of the cell volume with the region of highest light field.

The ability of optical tweezer-based methods to orient/rotate microscopic objects

can be of immense use in microfluidics as well as in biotechnology. For example,

optically driven micromotors can be used for transporting or mixing fluids in the

microfluidic chambers or to probe the viscosity of microscopic environments [73].
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FIGURE 20.13  Image frames showing the LG mode patterns from the topological charge

0–10 (A–K) and the corresponding orientation of a trapped RBC (a–k), respectively. The

scale bar is 2.5 μm (A–K) and 6 μm (a–k).



Controlled rotation can also aid in the study of the interaction between specific

regions of two different cells or even the intracellular objects or an enzyme with a

substrate.



20.6.2 Use of Optical Tweezers for Studies on Mechanical

and Spectroscopic Properties of Cells

Since optical tweezers can work as a precise pressure transducer in the piconewton to

several hundred piconewton range [74–77], they have been used to apply mechanical
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forces on single optically trapped cells and thus measure the viscoelastic parameters

of the cells and how these are altered under some disease conditions. In particular,

there has been considerable work on the use of optical tweezers for the measurement

of the viscoelastic parameters of RBCs. This is motivated by two factors. First, the

RBCs have a simple anucleated structure, which makes them relatively easier to

model and, secondly, the viscoelastic parameters of RBCs can provide important

medical diagnostic information.

The shape of the RBC (primarily, the thickness) depends on the osmolarity of the

buffer in which it is suspended [78,79]. In an isotonic buffer (~290 mOsm/kg), it is

biconcave in shape; in a hypotonic buffer having an osmolarity of ~150 mOsm/kg, it

gets swollen and becomes spherical; and in a hypertonic buffer (>800 mOsm/kg), the

RBC takes a peculiar asymmetric shape. While several groups have used silica beads

attached to the RBC membrane as handles to stretch the RBC [80,81], the RBC, optically trapped in an aqueous buffer suspension, can also be stretched by moving the

stage and thus the fluid around the cell (Figure 20.14). Measurements are often made

on RBCs suspended in a hypotonic buffer since for the spherical shape of an RBC

the determination of its elastic constants becomes easier. In Figure 20.14a we show a

trapped normal RBC when the stage was stationary and in Figure 20.14b when it was

moved at ~100 μm/s. On changing the direction of movement of the stage (panels b–d),
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FIGURE 20.14  A trapped RBC (marked by an arrow) on a stationary stage (a); stretching of

an RBC in different directions (b–d) by application of the viscous force. The arrows indicate

the direction of the stage movement in panels b–d. All images are in the same magnification.

Scale bar: 5 μm.
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the direction of elongation of the cell changed accordingly. When the movement of the

stage was stopped, the cell regained its original spherical shape with a time constant of

~120 ms. By varying the speed of the stage, the viscous force on the cell was varied and

elongation along the direction of the stretching and compression of the cell in orthogonal directions was measured and from these the elastic properties were determined.

These measurements showed significant differences in the shear modulus and viscoelastic time constant for normal and aged RBCs and cells infected with Plasmodium

falciparum [82]. An interesting consequence of the difference in the membrane rigidity of normal and infected RBCs is that in a hypertonic buffer medium (osmolarity

> 800 mOsm/kg), while a normal RBC rotates by itself when placed in a laser trap,

at the same trap beam power, RBCs containing a malaria parasite, due to their larger

membrane rigidity, do not rotate [83]. It was shown that the rotation of the normal RBC

in a hypertonic buffer arises due to the torque generated on the cell by the transfer of the

linear momentum from the trapping beam [84,85], similar to the previous reports of the

rotation of specifically structured nonbiological objects [86,87]. For a given trap power,

the speed of the rotation of the RBC could be controlled by a change in the osmolarity of the hypertonic buffer that alters the shape of the cell. The larger asymmetry of

the shape of the RBC at a higher osmolarity of the suspension leads to a higher torque

resulting in an increase in the rotational speed of the RBC. At a trapping power level of

80 mW, the RBC was observed to rotate at a speed of ~25 rpm when suspended in buffers having an osmolarity of ~1000 mOsm/kg, and at the same trap power the rotational

speed increased beyond ~200 rpm at an osmolarity of 1250 mOsm/kg (Figure 20.15).
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FIGURE 20.15  Dependence of the speed of rotation of RBCs on the power of the trap

beam. The cells were suspended in hypertonic buffer with an osmolarity of 1250 mOsm/kg.

The square symbols correspond to measurements made on cells from normal volunteers and

the circles correspond to measurements made on cells from malaria-infected patients. The

values shown represent the mean of measurements on 30 cells from each group and the error

bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
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However, even RBCs from the blood samples of malaria-infected patients, which did

not have internalized Plasmodium, have significantly larger membrane rigidity compared to normal RBCs and therefore when suspended in a hypertonic solution, these

experienced much less torque and thus rotated with an order of magnitude less than the

rotational speed.

Since optical tweezers can trap a motile cell and thus immobilize it in a suspension away from a substrate, it helps acquire spectroscopic signatures of the cell over

a long integration time. Thus, with optically trapped cells even weak Raman spectra

can be recorded with good signal to noise ratio. Compared to the use of physical or

chemical methods for the immobilization of cells on a substrate, as is practiced in

micro-Raman spectroscopy, optical trapping, being noncontact, helps minimize the

substrate effects and also the effect of the immobilization method used [88]. Raman

optical tweezers, or a set-up facilitating the acquisition of Raman spectra from an

optically trapped cell, are receiving much attention. Raman optical tweezers have

already been utilized for several interesting studies, such as monitoring the real-time

heat denaturation of yeast cells [89], sorting and identifying microorganisms [90]

and the transition from the oxygenated to the deoxygenated condition of an RBC on

application of mechanical stress [91]. Since the binding or the dissociation of oxygen

with haem leads to significant conformational changes in haemoglobin, the Raman

optical tweezers can be used as a sensitive probe for monitoring the oxygen-carrying

capacity of RBCs under different physiological or disease conditions [92,93]. We

have therefore carried out Raman spectroscopic studies on optically trapped RBCs

from blood samples of healthy volunteers and from malaria-infected patients [94].

A schematic of the Raman tweezers developed at RRCAT is shown in Figure 20.16.

The set-up uses the same 785 nm laser beam from a Ti:sapphire laser for trapping

as well as Raman excitation. The use of the NIR laser for Raman excitation helps

minimize fluorescence.
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FIGURE 20.16  A schematic of the Raman optical tweezers set-up developed at RRCAT.

The solid line shows the trapping/excitation beam (785 nm, CW, Ti:sapphire laser) and the

dotted line indicates the Raman signal. The holographic notch filter (Notch filter 1) is used to

reflect the 785 nm trapping/excitation beam and transmits the Raman signals above 800 nm,

which are then focused onto the entrance slit of an imaging spectrograph equipped with a

back-illuminated CCD camera thermoelectrically cooled down to −80°C.
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FIGURE 20.17  Mean Raman spectra of RBCs collected from healthy donors and malaria

patients. The arrows indicate Raman bands where significant changes are observed.



Figure 20.17 shows the mean Raman spectrum of RBCs collected from the blood

samples of five healthy volunteers as well as from infected RBCs (IRBCs) – the

RBCs obtained from the blood samples of five patients suffering from malaria

(Plasmodium vivax infection). As compared to the RBCs from the healthy donors,

in the IRBCs, a significant decrease in the intensity of the low-spin (oxygenatedhaemoglobin) marker Raman band at 1223/cm (ν13 or ν42) along with a concomitant increase in the high-spin (deoxygenated-haemoglobin) marker bands at 1210/cm

(ν5 + ν18) and 1546/cm (ν11) was observed. These changes suggest a reduced haemoglobin–oxygen affinity for the IRBCs [94].



20.7 SUMMARY

The results presented in this chapter should provide some idea of the role that biophotonic techniques play in the noninvasive and sensitive diagnosis of disease, and for

therapy with high selectivity. Biophotonic techniques also help to investigate biological

systems with very high spatial and temporal resolutions in conditions close to physiological ones. Such studies contribute enormously to a better understanding of biological systems, which, in turn, should also help in better understanding diseases and their

treatment modalities. Therefore, with the continued developments in the field of lasers

and the associated technologies, the use of biophotonics in advancing the quality of

health care is expected to grow even more rapidly in the coming decades.
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